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AbstratThe Pythia program an be used to generate high-energy-physis `events',i.e. sets of outgoing partiles produed in the interations between two in-oming partiles. The objetive is to provide as aurate as possible arepresentation of event properties in a wide range of reations, with empha-sis on those where strong interations play a rôle, diretly or indiretly, andtherefore multihadroni �nal states are produed. The physis is then notunderstood well enough to give an exat desription; instead the programhas to be based on a ombination of analytial results and various QCD-based models. This physis input is summarized here, for areas suh as hardsubproesses, initial- and �nal-state parton showers, beam remnants and un-derlying events, fragmentation and deays, and muh more. Furthermore,extensive information is provided on all program elements: subroutines andfuntions, swithes and parameters, and partile and proess data. Thisshould allow the user to tailor the generation task to the topis of interest.The information in this edition of the manual refers to Pythia version6.200, of 31 August 2001.The oÆial referene to the latest published version isT. Sj�ostrand, P. Ed�en, C. Friberg, L. L�onnblad, G. Miu, S. Mrenna andE. Norrbin, Computer Physis Commun. 135 (2001) 238.



PrefaeThe Pythia program is frequently used for event generation in high-energy physis. Theemphasis is on multipartile prodution in ollisions between elementary partiles. Thisin partiular means hard interations in e+e�, pp and ep olliders, although also otherappliations are envisaged. The program is intended to generate omplete events, in asmuh detail as experimentally observable ones, within the bounds of our urrent under-standing of the underlying physis. Many of the omponents of the program representsoriginal researh, in the sense that models have been developed and implemented for anumber of aspets not overed by standard theory.Historially, the family of event generators from the Lund group was begun withJetset in 1978. The Pythia program followed a few years later. With time, the twoprograms so often had to be used together that it made sense to merge them. There-fore Pythia 5.7 and Jetset 7.4 were the last versions to appear individually; as ofPythia 6.1 all the ode is olleted under the Pythia heading. At the same time, theSPythia sideline of Pythia was reintegrated. Both programs have a long history, andseveral manuals have ome out. The most reent one isT. Sj�ostrand, P. Ed�en, C. Friberg, L. L�onnblad, G. Miu, S. Mrenna and E. Norrbin,Computer Physis Commun. 135 (2001) 238,so please use this for all oÆial referenes. Additionally remember to ite the original lit-erature on the physis topis of partiular relevane for your studies. (There is no reasonto omit referenes to good physis papers simply beause some of their ontents have alsobeen made available as program ode.)Event generators often have a reputation for being `blak boxes'; if nothing else, thisreport should provide you with a glimpse of what goes on inside the program. Some suhunderstanding may be of speial interest for new users, who have no bakground in the�eld. An attempt has been made to struture the report suÆiently well so that many ofthe setions an be read independently of eah other, so you an pik the setions thatinterest you. We have tried to keep together the physis and the manual setions onspei� topis, where pratiable.A large number of persons should be thanked for their ontributions. Bo Anderssonand G�osta Gustafson are the originators of the Lund model, and strongly inuened theearly development of the programs. Hans-Uno Bengtsson is the originator of the Pythiaprogram. Mats Bengtsson is the main author of the �nal-state parton-shower algorithm.Patrik Ed�en has ontributed an improved poporn senario for baryon prodution. Chris-ter Friberg has helped develop the expanded photon physis mahinery, Emanuel Norrbinthe new matrix-element mathing of the �nal-state parton shower algorithm and the han-dling of low-mass strings, and Gabriela Miu the mathing of initial-state showers. PeterSkands has ontributed the ode for lepton-number-violating deays in supersymmetry.Further omments on the programs and smaller piees of ode have been obtained fromusers too numerous to be mentioned here, but who are all gratefully aknowledged. Towrite programs of this size and omplexity would be impossible without a strong supportand user feedbak. So, if you �nd errors, please let us know.The moral responsibility for any remaining errors learly rests with the authors. How-ever, kindly note that this is a `University World' produt, distributed `as is', free ofharge, without any binding guarantees. And always remember that the program doesnot represent a dead olletion of established truths, but rather one of many possibleapproahes to the problem of multipartile prodution in high-energy physis, at thefrontline of urrent researh. Be ritial!
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1 IntrodutionMultipartile prodution is the most harateristi feature of urrent high-energy physis.Today, observed partile multipliities are typially between ten and a hundred, and withfuture mahines this range will be extended upwards. The bulk of the multipliity is foundin jets, i.e. in ollimated bunhes of hadrons (or deay produts of hadrons) produedby the hadronization of partons, i.e. quarks and gluons. (For some appliations it willbe onvenient to extend the parton onept also to some non-oloured but showeringpartiles, suh as eletrons and photons.)The Complexity of High-Energy ProessesTo �rst approximation, all proesses have a simple struture at the level of interationsbetween the fundamental objets of nature, i.e. quarks, leptons and gauge bosons. Forinstane, a lot an be understood about the struture of hadroni events at LEP just fromthe `skeleton' proess e+e� ! Z0 ! qq. Corretions to this piture an be subdivided,arbitrarily but onveniently, into three main lasses.Firstly, there are bremsstrahlung-type modi�ations, i.e. the emission of additional�nal-state partiles by branhings suh as e ! e or q ! qg. Beause of the largenessof the strong oupling onstant �s, and beause of the presene of the triple gluon ver-tex, QCD emission o� quarks and gluons is espeially proli�. We therefore speak about`parton showers', wherein a single initial parton may give rise to a whole bunh of par-tons in the �nal state. Also photon emission may give sizeable e�ets in e+e� and epproesses. The bulk of the bremsstrahlung orretions are universal, i.e. do not dependon the details of the proess studied, but only on one or a few key numbers, suh as themomentum transfer sale of the proess. Suh universal orretions may be inluded toarbitrarily high orders, using a probabilisti language. Alternatively, exat alulationsof bremsstrahlung orretions may be arried out order by order in perturbation the-ory, but rapidly the alulations then beome prohibitively ompliated and the answersorrespondingly lengthy.Seondly, we have `true' higher-order orretions, whih involve a ombination of loopgraphs and the soft parts of the bremsstrahlung graphs above, a ombination needed toanel some divergenes. In a omplete desription it is therefore not possible to onsiderbremsstrahlung separately, as assumed here. The neessary perturbative alulations areusually very diÆult; only rarely have results been presented that inlude more than onenon-`trivial' order, i.e. more than one loop. As above, answers are usually very lengthy,but some results are suÆiently simple to be generally known and used, suh as therunning of �s, or the orretion fator 1 + �s=� + � � � in the partial widths of Z0 ! qqdeay hannels. For high-preision studies it is imperative to take into aount the resultsof loop alulations, but usually e�ets are minor for the qualitative aspets of high-energyproesses.Thirdly, quarks and gluons are on�ned. In the two points above, we have used aperturbative language to desribe the short-distane interations of quarks, leptons andgauge bosons. For leptons and olourless bosons this language is suÆient. However, forquarks and gluons it must be omplemented with the struture of inoming hadrons, anda piture for the hadronization proess, wherein the oloured partons are transformedinto jets of olourless hadrons, photons and leptons. The hadronization an be furthersubdivided into fragmentation and deays, where the former desribes the way the reationof new quark-antiquark pairs an break up a high-mass system into lower-mass ones,ultimately hadrons. (The word `fragmentation' is also sometimes used in a broader sense,but we will here use it with this spei� meaning.) This proess is still not yet understoodfrom �rst priniples, but has to be based on models. In one sense, hadronization e�etsare overwhelmingly large, sine this is where the bulk of the multipliity omes from. In1



another sense, the overall energy ow of a high-energy event is mainly determined by theperturbative proesses, with only a minor additional smearing aused by the hadronizationstep. One may therefore pik di�erent levels of ambition, but in general detailed studiesrequire a detailed modelling of the hadronization proess.The simple struture that we started out with has now beome onsiderably moreomplex | instead of maybe two �nal-state partons we have a hundred �nal partiles.The original physis is not gone, but the skeleton proess has been dressed up and is nolonger diretly visible. A diret omparison between theory and experiment is thereforeompliated at best, and impossible at worst.Event GeneratorsIt is here that event generators ome to the resue. In an event generator, the objetivestrived for is to use omputers to generate events as detailed as ould be observed by aperfet detetor. This is not done in one step, but rather by `fatorizing' the full prob-lem into a number of omponents, eah of whih an be handled reasonably aurately.Basially, this means that the hard proess is used as input to generate bremsstrahlungorretions, and that the result of this exerise is thereafter left to hadronize. This soundsa bit easier than it really is | else this report would be a lot thinner. However, the basiidea is there: if the full problem is too ompliated to be solved in one go, try to subdivideit into smaller tasks of manageable proportions. In the atual generation proedure, moststeps therefore involve the branhing of one objet into two, or at least into a very smallnumber, with the daughters free to branh in their turn. A lot of book-keeping is involved,but muh is of a repetitive nature, and an therefore be left for the omputer to handle.As the name indiates, the output of an event generator should be in the form of`events', with the same average behaviour and the same utuations as real data. Inthe data, utuations arise from the quantum mehanis of the underlying theory. Ingenerators, Monte Carlo tehniques are used to selet all relevant variables aording tothe desired probability distributions, and thereby ensure randomness in the �nal events.Clearly some loss of information is entailed: quantum mehanis is based on amplitudes,not probabilities. However, only very rarely do (known) interferene phenomena appearthat annot be ast in a probabilisti language. This is therefore not a more restrainingapproximation than many others.One there, an event generator an be used in many di�erent ways. The �ve mainappliations are probably the following:� To give physiists a feeling for the kind of events one may expet/hope to �nd, andat what rates.� As a help in the planning of a new detetor, so that detetor performane is opti-mized, within other onstraints, for the study of interesting physis senarios.� As a tool for devising the analysis strategies that should be used on real data, sothat signal-to-bakground onditions are optimized.� As a method for estimating detetor aeptane orretions that have to be appliedto raw data, in order to extrat the `true' physis signal.� As a onvenient framework within whih to interpret the observed phenomena interms of a more fundamental underlying theory (usually the Standard Model).Where does a generator �t into the overall analysis hain of an experiment? In `reallife', the mahine produes interations. These events are observed by detetors, and theinteresting ones are written to tape by the data aquisition system. Afterwards the eventsmay be reonstruted, i.e. the eletronis signals (from wire hambers, alorimeters, andall the rest) may be translated into a dedued setup of harged traks or neutral energydepositions, in the best of worlds with full knowledge of momenta and partile speies.Based on this leaned-up information, one may proeed with the physis analysis. In theMonte Carlo world, the rôle of the mahine, namely to produe events, is taken by the2



event generators desribed in this report. The behaviour of the detetors | how partilesprodued by the event generator traverse the detetor, spiral in magneti �elds, showerin alorimeters, or sneak out through raks, et. | is simulated in programs suh asGeant [Bru89℄. Traditionally, this latter ativity is alled event simulation, whih issomewhat unfortunate sine the same words ould equally well be applied to what, here,we all event generation. A more appropriate term is detetor simulation. Ideally, theoutput of this simulation has exatly the same format as the real data reorded by thedetetor, and an therefore be put through the same event reonstrution and physisanalysis hain, exept that here we know what the `right answer' should be, and so ansee how well we are doing.Sine the full hain of detetor simulation and event reonstrution is very time-onsuming, one often does `quik and dirty' studies in whih these steps are skippedentirely, or at least replaed by very simpli�ed proedures whih only take into aountthe geometri aeptane of the detetor and other trivial e�ets. One may then use theoutput of the event generator diretly in the physis studies.There are still many holes in our understanding of the full event struture, despitean impressive amount of work and detailed alulations. To put together a generatortherefore involves making a hoie on what to inlude, and how to inlude it. At best,the spread between generators an be used to give some impression of the unertaintiesinvolved. A multitude of approximations will be disussed in the main part of this report,but already here is should be noted that many major approximations are related to thealmost omplete neglet of the seond point above, i.e. of the non-`trivial' higher-ordere�ets. It an therefore only be hoped that the `trivial' higher order parts give the bulk ofthe experimental behaviour. By and large, this seems to be the ase; for e+e� annihilationit even turns out to be a very good approximation.The neessity to make ompromises has one major impliation: to write a good eventgenerator is an art, not an exat siene. It is therefore essential not to blindly trustthe results of any single event generator, but always to make several ross-heks. Inaddition, with omputer programs of tens of thousands of lines, the question is not whetherbugs exist, but how many there are, and how ritial their positions. Further, an eventgenerator annot be thought of as all-powerful, or able to give intelligent answers to ill-posed questions; sound judgement and some understanding of a generator are neessaryprerequisites for suessful use. In spite of these limitations, the event generator approahis the most powerful tool at our disposal if we wish to gain a detailed and realistiunderstanding of physis at urrent or future high-energy olliders.The Origins of the JETSET and PYTHIA ProgramsOver the years, many event generators have appeared. Surveys of generators for e+e�physis in general and LEP in partiular may be found in [Kle89, Sj�o89, Kno96, L�on96℄,for high-energy hadron{hadron (pp) physis in [Ans90, Sj�o92, Kno93, LHC00℄, and forep physis in [HER92, HER99℄. We refer the reader to those for additional details andreferenes. In this partiular report, the two losely onneted programs Jetset andPythia, now merged under the Pythia label, will be desribed.Jetset has its roots in the e�orts of the Lund group to understand the hadroniza-tion proess, starting in the late seventies [And83℄. The so-alled string fragmentationmodel was developed as an expliit and detailed framework, within whih the long-rangeon�nement fores are allowed to distribute the energies and avours of a parton on�g-uration among a olletion of primary hadrons, whih subsequently may deay further.This model, known as the Lund string model, or `Lund' for short, ontained a number ofspei� preditions, whih were on�rmed by data from PETRA and PEP, whene themodel gained a widespread aeptane. The Lund string model is still today the mostelaborate and widely used fragmentation model at our disposal. It remains at the heart3



of the Pythia program.In order to predit the shape of events at PETRA/PEP, and to study the fragmentationproess in detail, it was neessary to start out from the partoni on�gurations thatwere to fragment. The generation of omplete e+e� hadroni events was therefore added,originally based on simple  exhange and �rst-order QCD matrix elements, later extendedto full �=Z0 exhange with �rst-order initial-state QED radiation and seond-order QCDmatrix elements. A number of utility routines were also provided early on, for everythingfrom event listing to jet �nding.By the mid-eighties it was lear that the matrix-element approah had reahed thelimit of its usefulness, in the sense that it ould not fully desribe the multijet topologies ofthe data. (Later on, the use of optimized perturbation theory was to lead to a resurgeneof the matrix-element approah, but only for spei� appliations.) Therefore a parton-shower desription was developed [Ben87a℄ as an alternative to the matrix-element one.The ombination of parton showers and string fragmentation has been very suessful,and forms the main approah to the desription of hadroni Z0 events.In reent years, the Jetset part of the ode has been a fairly stable produt, overingthe four main areas of fragmentation, �nal-state parton showers, e+e� event generationand general utilities.The suesses of string fragmentation in e+e� made it interesting to try to extend thisframework to other proesses, and explore possible physis onsequenes. Therefore anumber of other programs were written, whih ombined a proess-spei� desription ofthe hard interations with the general fragmentation framework of Jetset. The Pythiaprogram evolved out of early studies on �xed-target proton{proton proesses, addressedmainly at issues related to string drawing.With time, the interest shifted towards higher energies, �rst to the SPS pp ollider,and later to the Tevatron, SSC and LHC, in the ontext of a number of workshops inthe USA and Europe. Parton showers were added, for �nal-state radiation by makinguse of the Jetset routine, for initial-state one by the development of the onept of`bakwards evolution', spei�ally for Pythia [Sj�o85℄. Also a framework was developedfor minimum-bias and underlying events [Sj�o87a℄.Another main hange was the introdution of an inreasing number of hard proesses,within the Standard Model and beyond. A speial emphasis was put on the searh forthe Standard Model Higgs, in di�erent mass ranges and in di�erent hannels, with duerespet to possible bakground proesses.The bulk of the mahinery developed for hard proesses atually depended little on thehoie of initial state, as long as the appropriate parton distributions were there for theinoming partons and partiles. It therefore made sense to extend the program from beingonly a pp generator to working also for e+e� and ep. This proess was only ompleted in1991, again spurred on by physis workshop ativities. Currently Pythia should thereforework equally well for a seletion of di�erent possible inoming beam partiles.An e�ort independent of the Lund group ativities got going to inlude supersymmetrievent simulation in Pythia. This resulted in the SPythia program.While Jetset was independent of Pythia until 1996, their ties had grown muhstronger over the years, and the border-line between the two programs had beome moreand more arti�ial. It was therefore deided to merge the two, and also inlude theSPythia extensions, starting from Pythia 6.1. The di�erent origins in part still arereeted in this manual, but the strive is towards a seamless merger.The tasks of inluding new proesses, and of improving the simulation of parton show-ers and other aspets of already present proesses, are never-ending. Work thereforeontinues apae.
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About this ReportAs we see, Jetset and Pythia started out as very ideologially motivated programs, de-veloped to study spei� physis questions in enough detail that expliit preditions ouldbe made for experimental quantities. As it was reognized that experimental imperfe-tions ould distort the basi preditions, the programs were made available for general useby experimentalists. It thus beame feasible to explore the models in more detail thanwould otherwise have been possible. As time went by, the emphasis ame to shift some-what, away from the original strong oupling to a spei� fragmentation model, towards adesription of high-energy multipartile prodution proesses in general. Correspondingly,the use expanded from being one of just omparing data with spei� model preditions,to one of extensive use for the understanding of detetor performane, for the deriva-tion of aeptane orretion fators, for the predition of physis at future high-energyaelerators, and for the design of related detetors.While the ideology may be less apparent, it is still there, however. This is not some-thing unique to the programs disussed here, but inherent in any event generator, or atleast any generator that attempts to go beyond the simple parton level skeleton desrip-tion of a hard proess. Do not aept the myth that everything available in Monte Carloform represents ages-old ommon knowledge, tested and true. Ideology is present byommissions or omissions in any number of details. A programs like Pythia representsa major amount of original physis researh, often on ompliated topis where no simpleanswers are available. As a (potential) program user you must be aware of this, so thatyou an form your own opinion, not just about what to trust and what not to trust, butalso how muh to trust a given predition, i.e. how unertain it is likely to be. Pythiais partiularly well endowed in this respet, sine a number of publiations exist wheremost of the relevant physis is explained in onsiderable detail. In fat, the problem mayrather be the opposite, to �nd the relevant information among all the possible plaes.One main objetive of the urrent report is therefore to ollet muh of this informationin one single plae. Not all the material found in speialized papers is reprodued, by awide margin, but at least enough should be found here to understand the general pitureand to know where to go for details.The urrent report is therefore intended to update and extend the previous round ofpublished physis desriptions and program manuals [Sj�o86, Sj�o87, Ben87, Sj�o94, Mre97,Sj�o01℄. Make all referenes to the most reent published one in [Sj�o01℄. Further spei-�ation ould inlude a statement of the type `We use Pythia version X.xxx'. (If youare a LATEX fan, you may want to know that the program name in this report has beengenerated by the ommand \texts{Pythia}.) Kindly do not refer to Pythia as `un-published', `private ommuniation' or `in preparation': suh phrases are inorret andonly reate unneessary onfusion.In addition, remember that many of the individual physis omponents are dou-mented in separate publiations. If some of these ontain ideas that are useful to you,there is every reason to ite them. A reasonable seletion would vary as a funtion of thephysis you are studying. The riterion for whih to pik should be simple: imagine thata Monte Carlo implementation had not been available. Would you then have ited a givenpaper on the grounds of its physis ontents alone? If so, do not punish the extra e�ortof turning these ideas into publily available software. (Monte Carlo manuals are goodfor nothing in the eyes of many theorists, so often only the aeptane of `mainstream'publiations ounts.) Here follows a list of some main areas where the Pythia programsontain original researh:� The string fragmentation model [And83, And98℄.� The string e�et [And80℄.� Baryon prodution (diquark/poporn) [And82, And85, Ed�e97℄.� Small-mass string fragmentation [Nor98℄.5



� Fragmentation of multiparton systems [Sj�o84℄.� Colour rearrangement [Sj�o94a℄ and Bose-Einstein e�ets [L�on95℄.� Fragmentation e�ets on �s determinations [Sj�o84a℄.� Initial-state parton showers [Sj�o85, Miu99℄.� Final-state parton showers [Ben87a, Nor01℄.� Photon radiation from quarks [Sj�o92℄� Deeply Inelasti Sattering [And81a, Ben88℄.� Photoprodution [Sh93a℄,  [Sh94a℄ and �p=�=�� [Fri00℄ physis.� Parton distributions of the photon [Sh95, Sh96℄.� Colour ow in hard satterings [Ben84℄.� Elasti and di�rative ross setions [Sh94℄.� Minijets (multiple parton{parton interations) [Sj�o87a℄.� Rapidity gaps [Dok92℄.� Jet lustering in k? [Sj�o83℄.In addition to a physis survey, the urrent report also ontains a omplete manualfor the program. Suh manuals have always been updated and distributed jointly withthe programs, but have grown in size with time. A word of warning may therefore be inplae. The program desription is fairly lengthy, and ertainly ould not be absorbed inone sitting. This is not even neessary, sine all swithes and parameters are providedwith sensible default values, based on our best understanding (of the physis, and of whatyou expet to happen if you do not speify any options). As a new user, you an thereforedisregard all the fany options, and just run the program with a minimum ado. Lateron, as you gain experiene, the options that seem useful an be tried out. No single useris ever likely to �nd need for more than a fration of the total number of possibilitiesavailable, yet many of them have been added to meet spei� user requests.In some instanes, not even this report will provide you with all the information youdesire. You may wish to �nd out about reent versions of the program, know about relatedsoftware, pik up a few sample main programs to get going, or get hold of related physispapers. Some suh material an be found on the Pythia web page:http://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/Pythia.html .DislaimerAt all times it should be remembered that this is not a ommerial produt, developedand supported by professionals. Instead it is a `University World' produt, developed bya very few physiists (mainly the urrent �rst author) originally for their own needs, andsupplied to other physiists on an `as-is' basis, free of harge. No guarantees are thereforegiven for the proper funtioning of the program, nor for the validity of physis results.In the end, it is always up to you to deide for yourself whether to trust a given resultor not. Usually this requires omparison either with analytial results or with results ofother programs, or with both. Even this is not neessarily foolproof: for instane, if anerror is made in the alulation of a matrix element for a given proess, this error will bepropagated both into the analytial results based on the original alulation and into allthe event generators whih subsequently make use of the published formulae. In the end,there is no substitute for a sound physis judgement.This does not mean that you are all on your own, with a program nobody feels respon-sible for. Attempts are made to hek proesses as arefully as possible, to write programsthat do not invite unneessary errors, and to provide a detailed and aurate doumen-tation. All of this while maintaining the full power and exibility, of ourse, sine thephysis must always take preedene in any onit of interests. If nevertheless any errorsor unlarities are found, please do ommuniate them to e-mail torbjorn�thep.lu.se, or toanother person in harge. For instane, all questions on the supersymmetri mahinery6



are better direted to mrenna�physis.udavis.edu. Every attempt will be made to solveproblems as soon as is reasonably possible, given that this support is by a few persons,who mainly have other responsibilities.However, in order to make debugging at all possible, we request that any sampleode you want to submit as evidene be ompletely self-ontained, and peeled o� from allirrelevant aspets. Use simple write statements or the Pythia histogramming routines tomake your point. Chanes are that, if the error annot be reprodued by �fty lines of ode,in a main program linked only to Pythia, the problem is sitting elsewhere. Numerouserrors have been aused by linking to other (awed) libraries, e.g. ollaboration-spei�frameworks for running Pythia. Then you should put the blame elsewhere.Appendix: The Historial PythiaThe `Pythia' label may need some explanation.The myth tells how Apollon, the God of Wisdom, killed the powerful dragon-likemonster Python, lose to the village of Delphi in Greee. To ommemorate this vitory,Apollon founded the Pythi Orale in Delphi, on the slopes of Mount Parnassos. Heremen ould ome to learn the will of the Gods and the ourse of the future. The oraleplays an important rôle in many of the other Greek myths, suh as those of Herales andof King Oedipus.Questions were to be put to the Pythia, the `Priestess' or `Prophetess' of the Orale. Infat, she was a loal woman, usually a young maiden, of no partiular religious shooling.Seated on a tripod, she inhaled the obnoxious vapours that seeped up through a revie inthe ground. This brought her to a trane-like state, in whih she would sream seeminglyrandom words and sounds. It was the task of the professional priests in Delphi to reordthose utterings and edit them into the oÆial Orale propheies, whih often took theform of poems in perfet hexameter. In fat, even these edited replies were often less thaneasy to interpret. The Pythi orale aquired a reputation for ambiguous answers.The Orale existed already at the beginning of the historial era in Greee, and wasuniversally reognized as the foremost religious seat. Individuals and ity states ame toonsult, on everything from ures for hildlessness to matters of war. Lavish gifts allowedthe temple area to be built and deorated. Many states supplied their own treasury halls,where espeially beautiful gifts were on display. Sideshows inluded the Omphalos, astone reputedly marking the entre of the Earth, and the Pythi games, seond only tothe Olympi ones in importane.Strife inside Greee eventually led to a deline in the power of the Orale. A seriousblow was dealt when the Orale of Zeus Ammon (see below) delared Alexander the Greatto be the son of Zeus. The Pythi Orale lived on, however, and was only losed by aRoman Imperial deree in 390 ad, at a time when Christianity was ruthlessly destroyingany religious opposition. Pythia then had been at the servie of man and Gods for amillennium and a half.The rôle of the Pythi Orale propheies on the ourse of history is nowhere betterdesribed than in `The Histories' by Herodotus [Herb℄, the lassial and aptivatingdesription of the Anient World at the time of the Great War between Greeks andPersians. Espeially famous is the episode with King Croisus of Lydia. Contemplating awar against the upstart Persian Empire, he resolves to ask an orale what the outomeof a potential battle would be. However, to have some guarantee for the veraity of anyprophey, he deides to send embassies to all the renowned orales of the known World.The messengers are instruted to inquire the various divinities, on the hundredth dayafter their departure, what King Croisus is doing at that very moment. From the Pythiathe messengers bring bak the replyI know the number of grains of sand as well as the expanse of the sea,And I omprehend the dumb and hear him who does not speak,7



There ame to my mind the smell of the hard-shelled turtle,Boiled in opper together with the lamb,With opper below and opper above.The veraity of the Pythia is thus established by the rafty ruler, who had waited untilthe appointed day, slaughtered a turtle and a lamb, and boiled them together in a opperauldron with a opper lid. Also the Orale of Zeus Ammon in the Libyan desert is ableto give a orret reply (lost to posterity), while all others fail. King Croisus now sends aseond embassy to Delphi, inquiring after the outome of a battle against the Persians.The Pythia answersIf Croisus passes over the Halys he will dissolve a great Empire.Taking this to mean he would win, the King ollets his army and rosses the border river,only to su�er a rushing defeat and see his Kingdom onquered. When the vitorious KingCyrus allows Croisus to send an embassy to upbraid the Orale, the God Apollon answersthrough his Prophetess that he has orretly predited the destrution of a great empire| Croisus' own | and that he annot be held responsible if people hoose to interpretthe Orale answers to their own liking.The history of the Pythia program is neither as long nor as digni�ed as that ofits eponym. However, some points of ontat exist. You must be very areful whenyou formulate the questions: any ambiguities will orrupt the reply you get. And youmust be even more areful not to misinterpret the answers; in partiular not to pik theinterpretation that suits you before onsidering the alternatives. Finally, even a perfetGod has servants that are only human: a priest might mishear the sreams of the Pythiaand therefore produe an erroneous orale reply; the urrent author might unwittingly leta bug free in the program Pythia.
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2 Physis OverviewIn this setion we will try to give an overview of the main physis features of Pythia, andalso to introdue some terminology. The details will be disussed in subsequent setions.For the desription of a typial high-energy event, an event generator should ontaina simulation of several physis aspets. If we try to follow the evolution of an event insome semblane of a time order, one may arrange these aspets as follows:1. Initially two beam partiles are oming in towards eah other. Normally eah par-tile is haraterized by a set of parton distributions, whih de�nes the partonisubstruture in terms of avour omposition and energy sharing.2. One shower initiator parton from eah beam starts o� a sequene of branhings,suh as q ! qg, whih build up an initial-state shower.3. One inoming parton from eah of the two showers enters the hard proess, wherethen a number of outgoing partons are produed, usually two. It is the nature ofthis proess that determines the main harateristis of the event.4. The hard proess may produe a set of short-lived resonanes, like the Z0=W� gaugebosons, whose deay to normal partons has to be onsidered in lose assoiation withthe hard proess itself.5. The outgoing partons may branh, just like the inoming did, to build up �nal-stateshowers.6. In addition to the hard proess onsidered above, further semihard interations mayour between the other partons of two inoming hadrons.7. When a shower initiator is taken out of a beam partile, a beam remnant is leftbehind. This remnant may have an internal struture, and a net olour harge thatrelates it to the rest of the �nal state.8. The QCD on�nement mehanism ensures that the outgoing quarks and gluons arenot observable, but instead fragment to olour neutral hadrons.9. Normally the fragmentation mehanism an be seen as ourring in a set of separateolour singlet subsystems, but interonnetion e�ets suh as olour rearrangementor Bose{Einstein may ompliate the piture.10. Many of the produed hadrons are unstable and deay further.Conventionally, only quarks and gluons are ounted as partons, while leptons andphotons are not. If pushed ad absurdum this may lead to some unwieldy terminology. Wewill therefore, where it does not matter, speak of an eletron or a photon in the `partoni'substruture of an eletron, lump branhings e ! e together with other `parton shower'branhings suh as q ! qg, and so on. With this notation, the division into the aboveseven points applies equally well to an interation between two leptons, between a leptonand a hadron, and between two hadrons.In the following setions, we will survey the above ten aspets, not in the same orderas given here, but rather in the order in whih they appear in the program exeution, i.e.starting with the hard proess.2.1 Hard Proesses and Parton DistributionsIn the original Jetset ode, only two hard proesses are available. The �rst and mainone is e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq. Here the `�' of � is used to denote that the photon must beo� the mass shell. The distintion is of some importane, sine a photon on the mass shellannot deay. Of ourse also the Z0 an be o� the mass shell, but here the distintion isless relevant (stritly speaking, a Z0 is always o� the mass shell). In the following we maynot always use `�' onsistently, but the rule of thumb is to use a `�' only when a proess isnot kinematially possible for a partile of nominal mass. The quark q in the �nal stateof e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq may be u, d, s, , b or t; the avour in eah event is piked at9



random, aording to the relative ouplings, evaluated at the hadroni .m. energy. Alsothe angular distribution of the �nal qq pair is inluded. No parton-distribution funtionsare needed.The other original Jetset proess is a routine to generate ggg and gg �nal states,as expeted in onium 1�� deays suh as �. Given the large top mass, toponium de-ays weakly muh too fast for these proesses to be of any interest, so therefore no newappliations are expeted.2.1.1 Hard ProessesThe urrent Pythia ontains a muh riher seletion, with around 240 di�erent hardproesses. These may be lassi�ed in many di�erent ways.One is aording to the number of �nal-state objets: we speak of `2 ! 1' proesses,`2 ! 2' ones, `2 ! 3' ones, et. This aspet is very relevant from a programming pointof view: the more partiles in the �nal state, the more ompliated the phase spae andtherefore the whole generation proedure. In fat, Pythia is optimized for 2 ! 1 and2 ! 2 proesses. There is urrently no generi treatment of proesses with three or morepartiles in the �nal state, but rather a few di�erent mahineries, eah tailored to thepole struture of a spei� lass of graphs.Another lassi�ation is aording to the physis senario. This will be the main themeof setion 8. The following major groups may be distinguished:� Hard QCD proesses, e.g. qg ! qg.� Soft QCD proesses, suh as di�rative and elasti sattering, and minimum-biasevents. Hidden in this lass is also proess 96, whih is used internally for themerging of soft and hard physis, and for the generation of multiple interations.� Heavy-avour prodution, both open and hidden, e.g. gg ! tt and gg ! J= g.� Prompt-photon prodution, e.g. qg ! q.� Photon-indued proesses, e.g. g ! qq.� Deeply Inelasti Sattering, e.g. q`! q`.� W=Z prodution, suh as the e+e� ! �=Z0 or qq ! W+W�.� Standard model Higgs prodution, where the Higgs is reasonably light and narrow,and an therefore still be onsidered as a resonane.� Gauge boson sattering proesses, suh as WW ! WW, when the Standard ModelHiggs is so heavy and broad that resonant and non-resonant ontributions have tobe onsidered together.� Non-standard Higgs partile prodution, within the framework of a two-Higgs-doublet senario with three neutral (h0, H0 and A0) and two harged (H�) Higgsstates. Normally assoiated with Susy (see below), but does not have to be.� Prodution of new gauge bosons, suh as a Z0, W0 and R (a horizontal boson,oupling between generations).� Tehniolor prodution, as an alternative senario to the standard piture of ele-troweak symmetry breaking by a fundamental Higgs.� Compositeness is a possibility not only in the Higgs setor, but may also apply tofermions, e.g. giving d� and u� prodution. At energies below the threshold for newpartile prodution, ontat interations may still modify the standard behaviour.� Left{right symmetri models give rise to doubly harged Higgs states, in fat oneset belonging to the left and one to the right SU(2) gauge group. Deays involveright-handed W's and neutrinos.� Leptoquark (LQ) prodution is enountered in some beyond-the-standard-model se-narios.� Supersymmetry (Susy) is probably the favourite senario for physis beyond thestandard model. A rih set of proesses are allowed, even if one obeys R-parity10



onservation. The supersymmetri mahinery and proess seletion is inheritedfrom SPythia [Mre97℄, however with many improvements in the event generationhain. Many di�erent Susy senarios have been proposed, and the program isexible enough to allow input from several of these, in addition to the ones providedinternally.� The possibility of extra dimensions at low energies has been a topi of muh study inreent years, but has still not settled down to some standard senarios. Its inlusioninto Pythia is also only in a very �rst stage.This is by no means a survey of all interesting physis. Also, within the senarios studied,not all ontributing graphs have always been inluded, but only the more importantand/or more interesting ones. In many ases, various approximations are involved in thematrix elements oded.2.1.2 Resonane DeaysAs we noted above, the bulk of the proesses above are of the 2 ! 2 kind, with veryfew leading to the prodution of more than two �nal-state partiles. This may be seenas a major limitation, and indeed is so at times. However, often one an ome quite farwith only one or two partiles in the �nal state, sine showers will add the required extraativity. The lassi�ation may also be misleading at times, sine an s-hannel resonaneis onsidered as a single partile, even if it is assumed always to deay into two �nal-statepartiles. Thus the proess e+e� ! W+W� ! q1q01 q2q02 is lassi�ed as 2 ! 2, althoughthe deay treatment of the W pair inludes the full 2 ! 4 matrix elements (in the doublyresonant approximation, i.e. exluding interferene with non-WW four-fermion graphs).Partiles whih admit this lose onnetion between the hard proess and the subse-quent evolution are olletively alled resonanes in this manual. It inludes all partilesin mass above the b quark system, suh as t, Z0, W�, h0, supersymmetri partiles, andmany more. Typially their deays are given by eletroweak physis, or physis beyondthe Standard Model. What haraterizes a (Pythia) resonane is that partial widthsand branhing ratios an be alulated dynamially, as a funtion of the atual massof a partile. Therefore not only do branhing ratios hange between an h0 of nominalmass 100 GeV and one of 200 GeV, but also for a Higgs of nominal mass 200 GeV, thebranhing ratios would hange between an atual mass of 190 GeV and 210 GeV, say.This is partiularly relevant for reasonably broad resonanes, and in threshold regions.For an approah like this to work, it is learly neessary to have perturbative expressionsavailable for all partial widths.Deay hains an beome quite lengthy, e.g. for supersymmetri proesses, but followa straight perturbative pattern. If the simulation is restrited to only some set of deays,the orresponding ross setion redution an easily be alulated. (Exept in some rareases where a nontrivial threshold behaviour ould ompliate matters.) It is thereforestandard in Pythia to quote ross setions with suh redutions already inluded. Notethat the branhing ratios of a partile is a�eted also by restritions made in the seondaryor subsequent deays. For instane, the branhing ratio of h0 ! W+W�, relative toh0 ! Z0Z0 and other hannels, is hanged if the allowed W deays are restrited.The deay produts of resonanes are typially quarks, leptons, or other resonanes,e.g. W ! qq0 or h0 ! W+W�. Ordinary hadrons are not produed in these deays,but only in subsequent hadronization steps. In deays to quarks, parton showers areautomatially added to give a more realisti multijet struture, and one may also allowphoton emission o� leptons. If the deay produts in turn are resonanes, further deaysare neessary. Often spin information is available in resonane deay matrix elements.This means that the angular orientations in the two deays of a W+W� pair are properlyorrelated. In other ases, the information is not available, and then resonanes deayisotropially. 11



Of ourse, the above `resonane' terminology is arbitrary. A �, for instane, ouldalso be alled a resonane, but not in the above sense. The width is not perturbativelyalulable, it deays to hadrons by strong interations, and so on. From a pratial pointof view, the main dividing line is that the values of | or a hange in | branhingratios annot a�et the ross setion of a proess. For instane, if one wanted to onsiderthe deay Z0 ! , with a D meson produing a lepton, not only would there thenbe the problem of di�erent leptoni branhing ratios for di�erent D's (whih means thatfragmentation and deay treatments would no longer deouple), but also that of additional pair prodution in parton-shower evolution, at a rate that is unknown beforehand. Inpratie, it is therefore next to impossible to fore D deay modes in a onsistent manner.2.1.3 Parton DistributionsThe ross setion for a proess ij ! k is given by�ij!k = Z dx1 Z dx2 f 1i (x1) f 2j (x2) �̂ij!k : (1)Here �̂ is the ross setion for the hard partoni proess, as odi�ed in the matrix elementsfor eah spei� proess. For proesses with many partiles in the �nal state it wouldbe replaed by an integral over the allowed �nal-state phase spae. The fai (x) are theparton-distribution funtions, whih desribe the probability to �nd a parton i insidebeam partile a, with parton i arrying a fration x of the total a momentum. Atually,parton distributions also depend on some momentum sale Q2 that haraterizes the hardproess.Parton distributions are most familiar for hadrons, suh as the proton. Hadrons areinherently omposite objets, made up of quarks and gluons. Sine we do not understandQCD, a derivation from �rst priniples of hadron parton distributions does not yet exist,although some progress is being made in lattie QCD studies. It is therefore neessaryto rely on parameterizations, where experimental data are used in onjuntion with theevolution equations for the Q2 dependene, to pin down the parton distributions. Severaldi�erent groups have therefore produed their own �ts, based on slightly di�erent sets ofdata, and with some variation in the theoretial assumptions.Also for fundamental partiles, suh as the eletron, is it onvenient to introdue partondistributions. The funtion f ee (x) thus parameterizes the probability that the eletron thattakes part in the hard proess retains a fration x of the original energy, the rest beingradiated (into photons) in the initial state. Of ourse, suh radiation ould equally well bemade part of the hard interation, but the parton-distribution approah usually is muhmore onvenient. If need be, a desription with fundamental eletrons is reovered forthe hoie f ee (x;Q2) = Æ(x� 1). Note that, ontrary to the proton ase, eletron partondistributions are alulable from �rst priniples, and redue to the Æ funtion above forQ2 ! 0.The eletron may also ontain photons, and the photon may in its turn ontain quarksand gluons. The internal struture of the photon is a bit of a problem, sine the photonontains a point-like part, whih is perturbatively alulable, and a resolved part (withfurther subdivisions), whih is not. Normally, the photon parton distributions are there-fore parameterized, just as the hadron ones. Sine the eletron ultimately ontains quarksand gluons, hard QCD proesses like qg ! qg therefore not only appear in pp ollisions,but also in ep ones (`resolved photoprodution') and in e+e� ones (`doubly resolved 2events'). The parton distribution funtion approah here makes it muh easier to reuseone and the same hard proess in di�erent ontexts.There is also another kind of possible generalization. The two proesses qq ! �=Z0,studied in hadron olliders, and e+e� ! �=Z0, studied in e+e� olliders, are really speialases of a ommon proess, ff ! �=Z0, where f denotes a fundamental fermion, i.e. a12



quark, lepton or neutrino. The whole struture is therefore only oded one, and thenslightly di�erent ouplings and olour prefators are used, depending on the initial stateonsidered. Usually the interesting ross setion is a sum over several di�erent initialstates, e.g. uu ! �=Z0 and dd ! �=Z0 in a hadron ollider. This kind of summation isalways impliitly done, even when not expliitly mentioned in the text.2.2 Initial- and Final-State RadiationIn every proess that ontains oloured and/or harged objets in the initial or �nal state,gluon and/or photon radiation may give large orretions to the overall topology of events.Starting from a basi 2 ! 2 proess, this kind of orretions will generate 2 ! 3, 2 ! 4,and so on, �nal-state topologies. As the available energies are inreased, hard emissionof this kind is inreasingly important, relative to fragmentation, in determining the eventstruture.Two traditional approahes exist to the modelling of perturbative orretions. One isthe matrix-element method, in whih Feynman diagrams are alulated, order by order.In priniple, this is the orret approah, whih takes into aount exat kinematis,and the full interferene and heliity struture. The only problem is that alulationsbeome inreasingly diÆult in higher orders, in partiular for the loop graphs. Only inexeptional ases have therefore more than one loop been alulated in full, and oftenwe do not have any loop orretions at all at our disposal. On the other hand, we haveindiret but strong evidene that, in fat, the emission of multiple soft gluons plays asigni�ant rôle in building up the event struture, e.g. at LEP, and this sets a limit tothe appliability of matrix elements. Sine the phase spae available for gluon emissioninreases with the available energy, the matrix-element approah beomes less relevantfor the full struture of events at higher energies. However, the perturbative expansionis better behaved at higher energy sales, owing to the running of �s. As a onsequene,inlusive measurements, e.g. of the rate of well-separated jets, should yield more reliableresults at high energies.The seond possible approah is the parton-shower one. Here an arbitrary number ofbranhings of one parton into two (or more) may be ombined, to yield a desription ofmultijet events, with no expliit upper limit on the number of partons involved. This ispossible sine the full matrix-element expressions are not used, but only approximationsderived by simplifying the kinematis, and the interferene and heliity struture. Partonshowers are therefore expeted to give a good desription of the substruture of jets, but inpriniple the shower approah has limited preditive power for the rate of well-separatedjets (i.e. the 2/3/4/5-jet omposition). In pratie, shower programs may be mathed to�rst-order matrix elements to desribe the hard-gluon emission region reasonably well, inpartiular for the e+e� annihilation proess. Nevertheless, the shower desription is notoptimal for absolute �s determinations.Thus the two approahes are omplementary in many respets, and both have founduse. However, beause of its simpliity and exibility, the parton-shower option is gener-ally the �rst hoie, while the matrix elements one is mainly used for �s determinations,angular distribution of jets, triple-gluon vertex studies, and other speialized studies. Ob-viously, the ultimate goal would be to have an approah where the best aspets of thetwo worlds are harmoniously married. This is urrently a topi of quite some study.2.2.1 Matrix elementsMatrix elements are espeially made use of in the older Jetset-originated implementationof the proess e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq.For initial-state QED radiation, a �rst order (un-exponentiated) desription has beenadopted. This means that events are subdivided into two lasses, those where a photon13



is radiated above some minimum energy, and those without suh a photon. In the latterlass, the soft and virtual orretions have been lumped together to give a total event ratethat is orret up to one loop. This approah worked �ne at PETRA/PEP energies, butdoes not do so well for the Z0 line shape, i.e. in regions where the ross setion is rapidlyvarying and high preision is strived for.For �nal-state QCD radiation, several options are available. The default is the parton-shower one (see below), but the matrix-elements options are also frequently used. In thede�nition of 3- or 4-jet events, a ut is introdued whereby it is required that any twopartons have an invariant mass bigger than some fration of the .m. energy. 3-jet eventswhih do not ful�l this requirement are lumped with the 2-jet ones. The �rst-order matrix-element option, whih only ontains 3- and 2-jet events therefore involves no ambiguities.In seond order, where also 4-jets have to be onsidered, a main issue is what to do with4-jet events that fail the uts. Depending on the hoie of reombination sheme, wherebythe two nearby partons are joined into one, di�erent 3-jet events are produed. Thereforethe seond-order di�erential 3-jet rate has been the subjet of some ontroversy, and theprogram atually ontains two di�erent implementations.By ontrast, the normal Pythia event generation mahinery does not ontain any fullhigher-order matrix elements, with loop ontributions inluded. There are several aseswhere higher-order matrix elements are inluded at the Born level. Consider the ase ofresonane prodution at a hadron ollider, e.g. of a W, whih is ontained in the lowest-order proess qq0 ! W. In an inlusive desription, additional jets reoiling against the Wmay be generated by parton showers. Pythia also ontains the two �rst-order proessesqg ! Wq0 and qq0 ! Wg. The ross setions for these proesses are divergent when thep? ! 0. In this region a orret treatment would therefore have to take into aount looporretions, whih are not available in Pythia.Even without having these aessible, we know approximately what the outomeshould be. The virtual orretions have to anel the p? ! 0 singularities of the realemission. The total ross setion of W prodution therefore reeives �nite O(�s) or-retions to the lowest-order answer. These orretions an often be negleted to �rstapproximation, exept when high preision is required. As for the shape of the W p?spetrum, the large ross setion for low-p? emission has to be interpreted as allowingmore than one emission to take plae. A resummation proedure is therefore neessaryto have matrix element make sense at small p?. The outome is a ross setion below thenaive one, with a �nite behaviour in the p? ! 0 limit.Depending on the physis appliation, one ould then use Pythia in one of twoways. In an inlusive desription, whih is dominated by the region of reasonably smallp?, the preferred option is lowest-order matrix elements ombined with parton showers,whih atually is one way of ahieving the required resummation. For W prodution asbakground to some other proess, say, only the large-p? tail might be of interest. Thenthe shower approah may be ineÆient, sine only few events will end up in the interestingregion, while the matrix-element alternative allows reasonable uts to be inserted fromthe beginning of the generation proedure. (One would probably still want to add showersto desribe additional softer radiation, at the ost of some smearing of the original uts.)Furthermore, and not less importantly, the matrix elements should give a more preisepredition of the high-p? event rate than the approximate shower proedure.In the partiular ase onsidered here, that of W prodution, and a few similar pro-esses, atually the shower has been improved by a mathing to �rst-order matrix ele-ments, thus giving a deent desription over the whole p? range. This does not providethe �rst-order orretions to the total W prodution rate, however, nor the possibility toselet only a high-p? tail of events.
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2.2.2 Parton showersThe separation of radiation into initial- and �nal-state showers is arbitrary, but veryonvenient. There are also situations where it is appropriate: for instane, the proesse+e� ! Z0 ! qq only ontains �nal-state QCD radiation (QED radiation, however, ispossible both in the initial and �nal state), while qq ! Z0 ! e+e� only ontains initial-state QCD one. Similarly, the distintion of emission as oming either from the q or fromthe q is arbitrary. In general, the assignment of radiation to a given mother parton is agood approximation for an emission lose to the diretion of motion of that parton, butnot for the wide-angle emission in between two jets, where interferene terms are expetedto be important.In both initial- and �nal-state showers, the struture is given in terms of branhingsa! b, spei�ally e ! e, q ! qg, q ! q, g ! gg, and g ! qq. (Further branhings,like  ! e+e� and  ! qq, ould also have been added, but have not yet been of interest.)Eah of these proesses is haraterized by a splitting kernel Pa!b(z). The branhing rateis proportional to the integral R Pa!b(z) dz. The z value piked for a branhing desribesthe energy sharing, with daughter b taking a fration z and daughter  the remaining 1�zof the mother energy. One formed, the daughters b and  may in turn branh, and so on.Eah parton is haraterized by some virtuality sale Q2, whih gives an approximatesense of time ordering to the asade. In the initial-state shower, Q2 values are graduallyinreasing as the hard sattering is approahed, while Q2 is dereasing in the �nal-stateshowers. Shower evolution is ut o� at some lower sale Q0, typially around 1 GeV forQCD branhings. From above, a maximum sale Qmax is introdued, where the showersare mathed to the hard interation itself. The relation between Qmax and the kinematisof the hard sattering is unertain, and the hoie made an strongly a�et the amountof well-separated jets.Despite a number of ommon traits, the initial- and �nal-state radiation mahineriesare in fat quite di�erent, and are desribed separately below.Final-state showers are time-like, i.e. partons have m2 = E2 � p2 � 0. The evolutionvariable Q2 of the asade is therefore in Pythia assoiated with the m2 of the branhingparton, but this hoie is not unique. Starting from Q2max, an original parton is evolveddownwards in Q2 until a branhing ours. The seleted Q2 value de�nes the mass of thebranhing parton, and the z of the splitting kernel the parton energy division betweenits daughters. These daughters may now, in turn, evolve downwards, in this ase withmaximum virtuality already de�ned by kinematis, and so on down to the Q0 ut-o�.In QCD showers, orretions to the leading-log piture, so-alled oherene e�ets,lead to an ordering of subsequent emissions in terms of dereasing angles. This doesnot follow automatially from the mass-ordering onstraint, but is implemented as anadditional requirement on allowed emissions. Photon emission is not a�eted by angularordering. It is also possible to obtain non-trivial orrelations between azimuthal angles inthe various branhings, some of whih are implemented as options. Finally, the theoretialanalysis strongly suggests the sale hoie �s = �s(p2?) = �s(z(1� z)m2), and this is thedefault in the program.The �nal-state radiation mahinery is normally applied in the .m. frame of the hardsattering or a deaying resonane. The total energy and momentum of that subsystem ispreserved, as is the diretion of the outgoing partons (in their ommon rest frame), whereappliable.In ontrast to �nal-state showers, initial-state ones are spae-like. This means that,in the sequene of branhings a! b that lead up from the shower initiator to the hardinteration, partiles a and b have m2 = E2 � p2 < 0. The `side branh' partile , whihdoes not partiipate in the hard sattering, may be on the mass shell, or have a time-likevirtuality. In the latter ase a time-like shower will evolve o� it, rather like the �nal-stateradiation desribed above. To �rst approximation, the evolution of the spae-like main15



branh is haraterized by the evolution variable Q2 = �m2, whih is required to bestritly inreasing along the shower, i.e. Q2b > Q2a. Corretions to this piture have beenalulated, but are basially absent in Pythia.Initial-state radiation is handled within the bakwards evolution sheme. In this ap-proah, the hoie of the hard sattering is based on the use of evolved parton distributions,whih means that the inlusive e�ets of initial-state radiation are already inluded. Whatremains is therefore to onstrut the exlusive showers. This is done starting from thetwo inoming partons at the hard interation, traing the showers `bakwards in time',bak to the two shower initiators. In other words, given a parton b, one tries to �nd theparton a that branhed into b. The evolution in the Monte Carlo is therefore in termsof a sequene of dereasing spae-like virtualities Q2 and inreasing momentum frationsx. Branhings on the two sides are interleaved in a ommon sequene of dereasing Q2values.In the above formalism, there is no real distintion between gluon and photon emission.Some of the details atually do di�er, as will be explained in the full desription.The initial- and �nal-state radiation shifts around the kinematis of the original hardinteration. In Deeply Inelasti Sattering, this means that the x and Q2 values that anbe derived from the momentum of the sattered lepton do not automatially agree withthe values originally piked. In high-p? proesses, it means that one no longer has twojets with opposite and ompensating p?, but more ompliated topologies. E�ets of anyoriginal kinematis seletion uts are therefore smeared out, an unfortunate side-e�et ofthe parton-shower approah.2.3 Beam Remnants and Multiple InterationsIn a hadron{hadron ollision, the initial-state radiation algorithm reonstruts one showerinitiator in eah beam. This initiator only takes some fration of the total beam energy,leaving behind a beam remnant whih takes the rest. For a proton beam, a u quark ini-tiator would leave behind a ud diquark beam remnant, with an antitriplet olour harge.The remnant is therefore olour-onneted to the hard interation, and forms part ofthe same fragmenting system. It is further ustomary to assign a primordial transversemomentum to the shower initiator, to take into aount the motion of quarks inside theoriginal hadron, at least as required by the unertainty priniple by the proton size, prob-ably augmented by unresolved (i.e. not simulated) soft shower ativity. This primordialk? is seleted aording to some suitable distribution, and the reoil is assumed to betaken up by the beam remnant.Often the remnant is more ompliated, e.g. a gluon initiator would leave behind a uudproton remnant system in a olour otet state, whih an onveniently be subdivided intoa olour triplet quark and a olour antitriplet diquark, eah of whih are olour-onnetedto the hard interation. The energy sharing between these two remnant objets, and theirrelative transverse momentum, introdues additional degrees of freedom, whih are notunderstood from �rst priniples.Na��vely, one would expet an ep event to have only one beam remnant, and an e+e�event none. This is not always orret, e.g. a  ! qq interation in an e+e� event wouldleave behind the e+ and e� as beam remnants, and a qq ! gg interation in resolvedphotoprodution in an e+e� event would leave behind one e� and one q or q in eahremnant. Corresponding ompliations our for photoprodution in ep events.There is another soure of beam remnants. If parton distributions are used to resolvean eletron inside an eletron, some of the original energy is not used in the hard in-teration, but is rather assoiated with initial-state photon radiation. The initial-stateshower is in priniple intended to trae this evolution and reonstrut the original ele-tron before any radiation at all took plae. However, beause of ut-o� proedures, somesmall amount may be left unaounted for. Alternatively, you may have hosen to swith16



o� initial-state radiation altogether, but still preserved the resolved eletron parton dis-tributions. In either ase the remaining energy is given to a single photon of vanishingtransverse momentum, whih is then onsidered in the same spirit as `true' beam rem-nants.So far we have assumed that eah event only ontains one hard interation, i.e. thateah inoming partile has only one parton whih takes part in hard proesses, and that allother onstituents sail through una�eted. This is appropriate in e+e� or ep events, butnot neessarily so in hadron{hadron ollisions. Here eah of the beam partiles ontainsa multitude of partons, and so the probability for several interations in one and thesame event need not be negligible. In priniple these additional interations ould arisebeause one single parton from one beam satters against several di�erent partons fromthe other beam, or beause several partons from eah beam take plae in separate 2 ! 2satterings. Both are expeted, but ombinatoris should favour the latter, whih is themehanism onsidered in Pythia.The dominant 2 ! 2 QCD ross setions are divergent for p? ! 0, and drop rapidlyfor larger p?. Probably the lowest-order perturbative ross setions will be regularizedat small p? by olour oherene e�ets: an exhanged gluon of small p? has a largetransverse wave funtion and an therefore not resolve the individual olour harges ofthe two inoming hadrons; it will only ouple to an average olour harge that vanishesin the limit p? ! 0. In the program, some e�etive p?min sale is therefore introdued,below whih the perturbative ross setion is either assumed ompletely vanishing or atleast strongly damped. Phenomenologially, p?min omes out to be a number of the orderof 1.5{2.0 GeV.In a typial `minimum-bias' event one therefore expets to �nd one or a few satteringsat sales around or a bit above p?min, while a high-p? event also may have additionalsatterings at the p?min sale. The probability to have several high-p? satterings in thesame event is small, sine the ross setion drops so rapidly with p?.The understanding of multiple interation is still very primitive. Pythia thereforeontains several di�erent options, with a fairly simple one as default. The options di�er inpartiular on the issue of the `pedestal' e�et: is there an inreased probability or not foradditional interations in an event whih is known to ontain a hard sattering, omparedwith one that ontains no hard interations?2.4 HadronizationQCD perturbation theory, formulated in terms of quarks and gluons, is valid at shortdistanes. At long distanes, QCD beomes strongly interating and perturbation theorybreaks down. In this on�nement regime, the oloured partons are transformed intoolourless hadrons, a proess alled either hadronization or fragmentation. In this paperwe reserve the former term for the ombination of fragmentation and the subsequent deayof unstable partiles.The fragmentation proess has yet to be understood from �rst priniples, starting fromthe QCD Lagrangian. This has left the way lear for the development of a number ofdi�erent phenomenologial models. Three main shools are usually distinguished, stringfragmentation (SF), independent fragmentation (IF) and luster fragmentation (CF), butmany variants and hybrids exist. Being models, none of them an lay laims to being`orret', although some may be better founded than others. The best that an be aimedfor is internal onsisteny, a good representation of existing data, and a preditive powerfor properties not yet studied or results at higher energies.
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2.4.1 String FragmentationThe original Jetset program is intimately onneted with string fragmentation, in theform of the time-honoured `Lund model'. This is the default for all Pythia appliations,but independent fragmentation options also exist, for appliations where one wishes tostudy the importane of string e�ets.All urrent models are of a probabilisti and iterative nature. This means that thefragmentation proess as a whole is desribed in terms of one or a few simple underlyingbranhings, of the type jet ! hadron + remainder-jet, string ! hadron + remainder-string, and so on. At eah branhing, probabilisti rules are given for the prodution ofnew avours, and for the sharing of energy and momentum between the produts.To understand fragmentation models, it is useful to start with the simplest possiblesystem, a olour-singlet qq 2-jet event, as produed in e+e� annihilation. Here lattieQCD studies lend support to a linear on�nement piture (in the absene of dynamialquarks), i.e. the energy stored in the olour dipole �eld between a harge and an antihargeinreases linearly with the separation between the harges, if the short-distane Coulombterm is negleted. This is quite di�erent from the behaviour in QED, and is related tothe presene of a triple-gluon vertex in QCD. The details are not yet well understood,however.The assumption of linear on�nement provides the starting point for the string model.As the q and q partons move apart from their ommon prodution vertex, the physialpiture is that of a olour ux tube (or maybe a olour vortex line) being strethed betweenthe q and the q. The transverse dimensions of the tube are of typial hadroni sizes,roughly 1 fm. If the tube is assumed to be uniform along its length, this automatiallyleads to a on�nement piture with a linearly rising potential. In order to obtain a Lorentzovariant and ausal desription of the energy ow due to this linear on�nement, the moststraightforward way is to use the dynamis of the massless relativisti string with notransverse degrees of freedom. The mathematial, one-dimensional string an be thoughtof as parameterizing the position of the axis of a ylindrially symmetri ux tube. Fromhadron spetrosopy, the string onstant, i.e. the amount of energy per unit length, isdedued to be � � 1 GeV/fm. The expression `massless' relativisti string is somewhatof a misnomer: � e�etively orresponds to a `mass density' along the string.Let us now turn to the fragmentation proess. As the q and q move apart, the potentialenergy stored in the string inreases, and the string may break by the prodution of anew q0q0 pair, so that the system splits into two olour-singlet systems qq0 and q0q. If theinvariant mass of either of these string piees is large enough, further breaks may our.In the Lund string model, the string break-up proess is assumed to proeed until onlyon-mass-shell hadrons remain, eah hadron orresponding to a small piee of string witha quark in one end and an antiquark in the other.In order to generate the quark{antiquark pairs q0q0 whih lead to string break-ups, theLund model invokes the idea of quantum mehanial tunnelling. This leads to a avour-independent Gaussian spetrum for the p? of q0q0 pairs. Sine the string is assumed tohave no transverse exitations, this p? is loally ompensated between the quark and theantiquark of the pair. The total p? of a hadron is made up out of the p? ontributionsfrom the quark and antiquark that together form the hadron. Some ontribution of verysoft perturbative gluon emission may also e�etively be inluded in this desription.The tunnelling piture also implies a suppression of heavy-quark prodution, u : d : s : � 1 : 1 : 0:3 : 10�11. Charm and heavier quarks hene are not expeted to be produedin the soft fragmentation, but only in perturbative parton-shower branhings g ! qq.When the quark and antiquark from two adjaent string breaks are ombined to forma meson, it is neessary to invoke an algorithm to hoose between the di�erent allowedpossibilities, notably between pseudosalar and vetor mesons. Here the string modelis not partiularly preditive. Qualitatively one expets a 1 : 3 ratio, from ounting18



the number of spin states, multiplied by some wave-funtion normalization fator, whihshould disfavour heavier states.A tunnelling mehanism an also be used to explain the prodution of baryons. Thisis still a poorly understood area. In the simplest possible approah, a diquark in aolour antitriplet state is just treated like an ordinary antiquark, suh that a string anbreak either by quark{antiquark or antidiquark{diquark pair prodution. A more omplexsenario is the `poporn' one, where diquarks as suh do not exist, but rather quark{antiquark pairs are produed one after the other. This latter piture gives a less strongorrelation in avour and momentum spae between the baryon and the antibaryon of apair.In general, the di�erent string breaks are ausally disonneted. This means that it ispossible to desribe the breaks in any onvenient order, e.g. from the quark end inwards.One therefore is led to write down an iterative sheme for the fragmentation, as follows.Assume an initial quark q moving out along the +z axis, with the antiquark going outin the opposite diretion. By the prodution of a q1q1 pair, a meson with avour ontentqq1 is produed, leaving behind an unpaired quark q1. A seond pair q2q2 may now beprodued, to give a new meson with avours q1q2, et. At eah step the produed hadrontakes some fration of the available energy and momentum. This proess may be iterateduntil all energy is used up, with some modi�ations lose to the q end of the string inorder to make total energy and momentum ome out right.The hoie of starting the fragmentation from the quark end is arbitrary, however.A fragmentation proess desribed in terms of starting at the q end of the system andfragmenting towards the q end should be equivalent. This `left{right' symmetry onstrainsthe allowed shape of the fragmentation funtion f(z), where z is the fration of theremaining light-one momentum E � pz (+ for the q jet, � for the q one) taken byeah new partile. The resulting `Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion' has two freeparameters, whih are determined from data.If several partons are moving apart from a ommon origin, the details of the stringdrawing beome more ompliated. For a qqg event, a string is strethed from the qend via the g to the q end, i.e. the gluon is a kink on the string, arrying energy andmomentum. As a onsequene, the gluon has two string piees attahed, and the ratio ofgluon to quark string fore is 2, a number whih an be ompared with the ratio of olourharge Casimir operators, NC=CF = 2=(1 � 1=N2C) = 9=4. In this, as in other respets,the string model an be viewed as a variant of QCD where the number of olours NCis not 3 but in�nite. Note that the fator 2 above does not depend on the kinematialon�guration: a smaller opening angle between two partons orresponds to a smallerstring length drawn out per unit time, but also to an inreased transverse veloity of thestring piee, whih gives an exatly ompensating boost fator in the energy density perunit string length.The qqg string will fragment along its length. To �rst approximation this meansthat there is one fragmenting string piee between q and g and a seond one between gand q. One hadron is straddling both string piees, i.e. sitting around the gluon orner.The rest of the partiles are produed as in two simple qq strings, but strings boostedwith respet to the overall .m. frame. When onsidered in detail, the string motionand fragmentation is more ompliated, with the appearane of additional string regionsduring the time evolution of the system. These orretions are espeially important forsoft and ollinear gluons, sine they provide a smooth transition between events wheresuh radiation took plae and events where it did not. Therefore the string fragmentationsheme is `infrared safe' with respet to soft or ollinear gluon emission.For events that involve many partons, there may be several possible topologies fortheir ordering along the string. An example would be a qqg1g2 (the gluon indies are hereused to label two di�erent gluon-momentum vetors), where the string an onnet thepartons in either of the sequenes q�g1�g2�q and q�g2�g1�q. The matrix elements19



that are alulable in perturbation theory ontain interferene terms between these twopossibilities, whih means that the olour ow is not always well-de�ned. Fortunately, theinterferene terms are down in magnitude by a fator 1=N2C, where NC = 3 is the numberof olours, so approximate reipes an be found. In the leading log shower desription,on the other hand, the rules for the olour ow are well-de�ned.A �nal omment: in the argumentation for the importane of olour ows there isa tait assumption that soft-gluon exhanges between partons will not normally messup the original olour assignment. Colour rearrangement models provide toy senarioswherein deviations from this rule ould be studied. Of partiular interest has been theproess e+e� ! W+W� ! q1q2q3q4, where the original singlets q1q2 and q3q4 ouldbe rearranged to q1q4 and q3q2. So far, there are no experimental evidene for dramatie�ets of this kind, but the more realisti models predit e�ets suÆiently small that thesehave not been ruled out. Another example of nontrivial e�ets is that of Bose{Einsteinorrelations between idential �nal-state partiles, whih reet the true quantum natureof the hadronization proess.2.4.2 DeaysA large fration of the partiles produed by fragmentation are unstable and subsequentlydeay into the observable stable (or almost stable) ones. It is therefore important to in-lude all partiles with their proper mass distributions and deay properties. Althoughinvolving little deep physis, this is less trivial than it may sound: while a lot of ex-perimental information is available, there is also very muh that is missing. For harmmesons, it is neessary to put together measured exlusive branhing ratios with someinlusive multipliity distributions to obtain a onsistent and reasonably omplete set ofdeay hannels, a rather deliate task. For bottom even less is known, and for some Bbaryons only a rather simple phase-spae type of generator has been used for hadronideays.Normally it is assumed that deay produts are distributed aording to phase spae,i.e. that there is no dynamis involved in their relative distribution. However, in manyases additional assumptions are neessary, e.g. for semileptoni deays of harm andbottom hadrons one needs to inlude the proper weak matrix elements. Partiles mayalso be produed polarized and impart a non-isotropi distribution to their deay produts.Many of these e�ets are not at all treated in the program. In fat, spin information isnot at all arried along, but has to be reonstruted expliitly when needed.This normal deay treatment makes use of a set of tables where branhing ratiosand deay modes are stored. It enompasses all hadrons made out of d, u, s,  and bquarks, and also the leptons. The deay produts are hadrons, leptons and photons.Some bb states are suÆiently heavy that they are allowed to deay to partoni states,like � ! ggg, whih subsequently fragment, but these are exeptions.You may at will hange the partile properties, deay hannels or branhing ratios ofthe above partiles. There is no ensorship what is allowed or not allowed, beyond energy{momentum and (eletrial and olour) harge onservation. There is also no impat e.g. onthe ross setion of proesses, sine there is no way of knowing e.g. if the restrition to onespei� deay of a partile is beause that deay is of partiular interest to us, or beausereent measurement have shown that this indeed is the only hannel. Furthermore, thenumber of partiles produed of eah speies in the hadronization proess is not knownbeforehand, and so annot be used to orretly bias the preeding steps of the generationhain. All of this ontrasts with the lass of `resonanes' desribed above, in setion 2.1.2.
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3 Program OverviewThis setion ontains a diverse olletion of information. The �rst part is an overview ofprevious Jetset and Pythia versions. The seond gives instrutions for installation ofthe program and desribes its philosophy: how it is onstruted and how it is supposedto be used. It also ontains some information on how to read this manual. The third and�nal part ontains several examples of piees of ode or short programs, to illustrate thegeneral style of program usage. This last part is mainly intended as an introdution forompletely new users, and an be skipped by more experiened ones.The ombined Pythia pakage is ompletely self-ontained. Interfaes to externallyde�ned subproesses, parton-distribution funtion libraries, � deay libraries, and a timeroutine are provided, however, plus a few other optional interfaes.Many programs written by other persons make use of Pythia, espeially the stringfragmentation mahinery. It is not the intention to give a omplete list here. A majority ofthese programs are spei� to given ollaborations, and therefore not publily distributed.Below we give a list of a few publi programs from the `Lund group', whih may have asomewhat wider appliation. None of them are supported by the Pythia author team,so any requests should be direted to the persons mentioned.� Ariadne is a generator for dipole emission, written mainly by L. L�onnblad [Pet88℄.� Aroma is a generator for heavy-avour proesses in leptoprodution, written byG. Ingelman and G. Shuler [Ing88℄.� Fritiof is a generator for hadron{hadron, hadron{nuleus and nuleus{nuleusollisions [Nil87℄.� Lepto is a leptoprodution event generator, written mainly by G. Ingelman [Ing80℄.It an generate parton on�gurations in Deeply Inelasti Sattering aording to anumber of possibilities.� Pompyt is a generator for pomeron interations written by G. Ingelman and ol-laborators [Bru96℄.One should also note that a version of Pythia has been modi�ed to inlude the e�etsof longitudinally polarized inoming protons. This is the work of St. G�ullenstern et al.[G�ul93℄.3.1 Update HistoryFor the reord, in Tables 1 and 2 we list the oÆial main versions of Jetset and Pythia,respetively, with some brief omments.All versions preeding Pythia 6.1 should now be onsidered obsolete, and are nolonger maintained. For stable appliations, the earlier ombination Jetset 7.4 andPythia 5.7 ould still be used, however. (A note on bakwards ompatibility: per-sons who have ode that relies on the old /LUJETS/ single preision ommonblok ouldeasily write a translation routine to opy the /PYJETS/ double preision information to/LUJETS/. In fat, among the old Jetset 7 routines, only LUGIVE and LULOGO routineshave aess to some Pythia ommonbloks, and therefore these are the only ones thatneed to be modi�ed if one, for some reason, would like to ombine Pythia 6 with the oldJetset 7 routines.)The move from Jetset 7.4 and Pythia 5.7 to Pythia 6.1 was a major one. Forreasons of spae, individual points are therefore not listed separately below, but only themain ones. The Pythia web page ontains omplete update notes, where all hanges aredoumented by topi and subversion.The main new features of Pythia 6.1, either present from the beginning or addedlater on, inlude:� Pythia and Jetset have been merged.21



Table 1: The main versions of Jetset, with their date of appearane, publishedmanuals, and main hanges from previous versions.No. Date Publ. Main new or improved features1 Nov 78 [Sj�o78℄ single-quark jets2 May 79 [Sj�o79℄ heavy-avour jets3.1 Aug 79 | 2-jets in e+e�, preliminary 3-jets3.2 Apr 80 [Sj�o80℄ 3-jets in e+e� with full matrix elements,toponium ! ggg deays3.3 Aug 80 | softer fragmentation spetrum4.1 Apr 81 | baryon prodution and diquark fragmentation,fourth-generation quarks, larger jet systems4.2 Nov 81 | low-p? physis4.3 Mar 82 [Sj�o82℄ 4-jets and QFD struture in e+e�,Jul 82 [Sj�o83℄ event-analysis routines5.1 Apr 83 | improved string fragmentation sheme, symmetrifragmentation, full 2nd order QCD for e+e�5.2 Nov 83 | momentum-onservation shemes for IF,initial-state photon radiation in e+e�5.3 May 84 | `poporn' model for baryon prodution6.1 Jan 85 | ommon bloks restrutured, parton showers6.2 Ot 85 [Sj�o86℄ error detetion6.3 Ot 86 [Sj�o87℄ new parton-shower sheme7.1 Feb 89 | new partile odes and ommon blok struture,more mesons, improved deays, vertex information,Abelian gluon model, Bose{Einstein e�ets7.2 Nov 89 | interfae to new standard ommon blok,photon emission in showers7.3 May 90 [Sj�o92d℄ expanded support for non-standard partiles7.4 De 93 [Sj�o94℄ updated partile data and defaults� All real variables are delared in double preision.� The internal mapping of partile odes has hanged.� The supersymmetri proess mahinery of SPythia has been inluded and furtherimproved, with several new proesses.� Many new proesses of beyond-the-standard-model physis, in areas suh as tehni-olor and doubly-harged Higgses.� An expanded desription of QCD proesses in virtual-photon interations, ombinedwith a new mahinery for the ux of virtual photons from leptons.� Initial-state parton showers are mathed to the next-to-leading order matrix ele-ments for gauge boson prodution.� Final-state parton showers are mathed to a number of di�erent �rst-order matrixelements for gluon emission, inluding full mass dependene.� The hadronization desription of low-mass strings has been improved, with onse-quenes espeially for heavy-avour prodution.22



Table 2: The main versions of Pythia, with their date of appearane, publishedmanuals, and main hanges from previous versions.No. Date Publ. Main new or improved features1 De 82 [Ben84℄ synthesis of predeessors Compton, Highpt andKassandra2 |3.1 |3.2 |3.3 Feb 84 [Ben84a℄ sale-breaking parton distributions3.4 Sep 84 [Ben85℄ more eÆient kinematis seletion4.1 De 84 initial- and �nal-state parton showers, W and Z4.2 Jun 85 multiple interations4.3 Aug 85 WW, WZ, ZZ and R proesses4.4 Nov 85 W, Z,  proesses4.5 Jan 86 H0 prodution, di�rative and elasti events4.6 May 86 angular orrelation in resonane pair deays4.7 May 86 Z00 and H+ proesses4.8 Jan 87 [Ben87℄ variable impat parameter in multiple interations4.9 May 87 gH+ proess5.1 May 87 massive matrix elements for heavy quarks5.2 Jun 87 intermediate boson sattering5.3 Ot 89 new partile and subproess odes, new ommon blokstruture, new kinematis seletion, somelepton{lepton and lepton{hadron interations,new subproesses5.4 Jun 90 s-dependent widths, resonanes not on the mass shell,new proesses, new parton distributions5.5 Jan 91 improved e+e� and ep, several new proesses5.6 Sep 91 [Sj�o92d℄ reorganized parton distributions, new proesses,user-de�ned external proesses5.7 De 93 [Sj�o94℄ new total ross setions, photoprodution, top deay6.1 Mar 97 [Sj�o01℄ merger with Jetset, double preision, supersymmetry,tehniolor, extra dimensions, et. new proesses,improved initial- and �nal-state showers,baryon prodution, virtual photon proesses6.1 Aug 01 this user proesses, lepton number violation
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� An alternative baryon prodution model has been introdued.� Colour rearrangement is inluded as a new option, and several alternative Bose-Einstein desriptions are added.By omparison, the move from Pythia 6.1 to Pythia 6.2 was rather less dramati.Again update notes tell the full story. Some of the main new features, whih partly breakbakwards ompatibility, are:� A new mahinery to handle user-de�ned external proesses, aording to the stan-dard in [Boo01℄. The old mahinery is no longer available. Some of the alternativesfor the FRAME argument in the PYINIT all have also been renamed to make way fora new 'USER' option.� The maximum size of the deay hannel table has been inreased from 4000 to 8000,a�eting the MDME, BRAT and KFDP arrays in the PYDAT3 ommon blok.� Lepton-number-violating deay hannels have been inluded for supersymmetripartiles [Ska01℄. Thus the deay tables have grown onsiderably longer.� The PYSHOW timelike showering routine has been expanded to allow showering insidesystems onsisting of up to seven partiles, whih an be made use of in someresonane deays and in user-de�ned proesses.� Some exoti partiles and QCD e�etive states have been moved from temporaryavour odes to a PDG-onsistent naming, and a few new odes have been intro-dued.� The maximum number of doumentation lines in the beginning of the event reordhas been expanded from 50 to 100.� The default parton distribution set for the proton is now CTEQ 5L.� The default Standard Model Higgs mass has been hanged to 115 GeV.3.2 Program InstallationThe Pythia `master opy' is the one found on the web pagehttp://www.thep.lu.se/�torbjorn/Pythia.htmlThere you have, for several subversions xx:pythia62xx.f the Pythia 6.2xx ode,pythia62xx.tex this Pythia manual, andpythia62xx.update plain text update notes to the manual.In addition to these, one may also �nd older versions of the program and manuals, samplemain programs and other piees of related software, and other physis papers.The program is written essentially entirely in standard Fortran 77, and should run onany platform with suh a ompiler. To a �rst approximation, program ompilation shouldtherefore be straightforward.Unfortunately, experiene with many di�erent ompilers has been uniform: the op-tions available for obtaining optimized ode may atually produe erroneous ode (e.g.operations inside DO loops are moved out before them, where some of the variables havenot yet been properly set). Therefore the general advie is to use a low optimization level.Note that this is often not the default setting.SAVE statements have been inluded in aordane with the Fortran standard.All default settings and partile and proess data are stored in BLOCK DATA PYDATA.This subprogram must be linked for a proper funtioning of the other routines. On someplatforms this is not done automatially but must be fored by you, e.g. by having a lineEXTERNAL PYDATA 24



at the beginning of your main program. This applies in partiular if Pythia is main-tained as a library from whih routines are to be loaded only when they are needed. Inthis onnetion we note that the library approah does not give any signi�ant spaeadvantages over a loading of the pakages as a whole, sine a normal run will all on mostof the routines anyway, diretly or indiretly.With the move towards higher energies, e.g. for LHC appliations, single-preision (32bit) real arithmeti has beome inappropriate. Therefore a delaration IMPLICIT DOUBLEPRECISION(A-H,O-Z) at the beginning of eah subprogram is inserted to ensure double-preision (64 bit) real arithmeti. Remember that this also means that all alls to Pythiaroutines have to be done with real variables delared orrespondingly in the user-writtenalling program. An IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N) is also inluded to avoid problems on someompilers. Integer funtions beginning with PY have to be delared expliitly. In total,therefore all routines begin withC...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPand you are reommended to do the same in your main programs. Note that, in runningtext and in desription of ommonblok default valuess, the more umbersome double-preision notation is not always made expliit, but ode examples should be orret.On a mahine where DOUBLE PRECISION would give 128 bits, it may make sense touse ompiler options to revert to 64 bits, sine the program is anyway not onstruted tomake use of 128 bit preision.Fortran 77 makes no provision for double-preision omplex numbers. Therefore om-plex numbers have been used only sparingly. However, some matrix element expressions,mainly for supersymmetri and tehniolor proesses, simplify onsiderably when writtenin terms of omplex variables. In order to ahieve a uniform preision, suh variableshave been delared COMPLEX*16, and are manipulated with funtions suh as DCMPLXand DCONJG. A�eted are PYSIGH, PYWIDT and several of the supersymmetry routines.Should the ompiler not aept this deviation from the standard, or some simple equiv-alent thereof (like DOUBLE COMPLEX instead of COMPLEX*16) these ode piees ould berewritten to ordinary COMPLEX, also onverting the real numbers involved to and fromsingle preision, with some drop in auray for the a�eted proesses. PYRESD alreadyontains some ordinary COMPLEX variables, and should not ause any problems.Several ompilers report problems when an odd number of integers preede a double-preision variable in a ommonblok. Therefore an extra integer has been introdued aspadding in a few instanes, e.g. NPAD, MSELPD and NGENPD.Sine Fortran 77 provides no date-and-time routine, PYTIME allows a system-spei�routine to be interfaed, with some ommented-out examples given in the ode. Thisroutine is only used for osmeti improvements of the output, however, so an be left atthe default with time 0 given.A test program, PYTEST, is inluded in the Pythia pakage. It is disguised as asubroutine, so you have to run a main programCALL PYTEST(1)ENDThis program will generate over a thousand events of di�erent types, under a variety ofonditions. If Pythia has not been properly installed, this program is likely to rash, orat least generate a number of erroneous events. This will then learly be marked in theoutput, whih otherwise will just ontain a few sample event listings and a table of thenumber of di�erent partiles produed. To swith o� the output of normal events and25



�nal table, use PYTEST(0) instead of PYTEST(1). The �nal tally of errors deteted shouldread 0.For a program written to run Pythia 5 and Jetset 7, most of the onversion requiredfor Pythia 6 is fairly straightforward, and an be automatized. Both a simple Fortranroutine and a more sophistiated Perl [Gar98℄ sript exist to this end, see the Pythiaweb page. Some manual heks and interventions may still be required.3.3 Program PhilosophyThe Monte Carlo program is built as a slave system, i.e. you, the user, have to supplythe main program. From this the various subroutines are alled on to exeute spei�tasks, after whih ontrol is returned to the main program. Some of these tasks may bevery trivial, whereas the `high-level' routines by themselves may make a large number ofsubroutine alls. Many routines are not intended to be alled diretly by you, but onlyfrom higher-level routines suh as PYEXEC, PYEEVT, PYINIT or PYEVNT.Basially, this means that there are three ways by whih you ommuniate with theprograms. First, by setting ommon blok variables, you speify the details of how theprograms should perform spei� tasks, e.g. whih subproesses should be generated,whih partile masses should be assumed, whih oupling onstants used, whih fragmen-tation senarios, and so on with hundreds of options and parameters. Seond, by allingsubroutines you tell the programs to generate events aording to the rules establishedabove. Normally there are few subroutine arguments, and those are usually related todetails of the physial situation, suh as what .m. energy to assume for events. Third,you an either look at the ommon blok PYJETS to extrat information on the generatedevent, or you an all on various funtions and subroutines to analyse the event furtherfor you.It should be noted that, while the physis ontent is obviously at the entre of at-tention, the Pythia pakage also ontains a very extensive setup of auxiliary servieroutines. The hope is that this will provide a omfortable working environment, wherenot only events are generated, but where you also linger on to perform a lot of the subse-quent studies. Of ourse, for detailed studies, it may be neessary to interfae the outputdiretly to a detetor simulation program.The general rule is that all routines have names that are six haraters long, beginningwith PY. There are three exeptions the length rules: PYK, PYP and PYR. The former twofuntions are strongly oupled to the K and P matries in the PYJETS ommon blok, thelatter is very frequently used. Also ommon blok names are six haraters long and startwith PY. There are three integer funtions, PYK,PYCHGE and PYCOMP. In all routines wherethey are to be used, they have to be delared INTEGER.On the issue of initialization, the routines of di�erent origin and funtionality behavequite di�erently. Routines that are intended to be alled from many di�erent plaes, suhas showers, fragmentation and deays, require no spei� initialization (exept for theone implied by the presene of BLOCK DATA PYDATA, see above), i.e. eah event and eahtask stands on its own. Current ommon blok values are used to perform the tasks inspei� ways, and those rules an be hanged from one event to the next (or even withinthe generation of one and the same event) without any penalty. The random-numbergenerator is initialized at the �rst all, but usually this is transparent.In the ore proess generation mahinery (e.g. seletion of the hard proess kinematis),on the other hand, a sizeable amount of initialization is performed in the PYINIT all, andthereafter the events generated by PYEVNT all obey the rules established at that point.This improves the eÆieny of the generation proess, and also ties in with the MonteCarlo integration of the proess ross setion over many events. Therefore ommon blokvariables that speify methods and onstraints to be used have to be set before the PYINITall and then not be hanged afterwards, with few exeptions. Of ourse, it is possible26



to perform several PYINIT alls in the same run, but there is a signi�ant time overheadinvolved, so this is not something one would do for eah new event. The two older separateproess generation routines PYEEVT (and some of the routines alled by it) and PYONIAalso ontain some elements of initialization, where there are a few advantages if events aregenerated in a oherent fashion. The ross setion is not as ompliated here, however, sothe penalty for reinitialization is small, and also does not require any speial user alls.Apart from writing a title page, giving a brief initialization information, printing errormessages if need be, and responding to expliit requests for listings, all tasks of theprogram are performed `silently'. All output is direted to unit MSTU(11), by default 6,and it is up to you to set this unit open for write. The only exeptions are PYRGET, PYRSETand PYUPDA where, for obvious reasons, the input/output �le number is spei�ed at eahall. Here you again have to see to it that proper read/write aess is set.The programs are extremely versatile, but the prie to be paid for this is having alarge number of adjustable parameters and swithes for alternative modes of operation.No single user is ever likely to need more than a fration of the available options. Sineall these parameters and swithes are assigned sensible default values, there is no reasonto worry about them until the need arises.Unless expliitly stated (or obvious from the ontext) all swithes and parameters anbe hanged independently of eah other. One should note, however, that if only a fewswithes/parameters are hanged, this may result in an arti�ially bad agreement withdata. Many disagreements an often be ured by a subsequent retuning of some otherparameters of the model, in partiular those that were one determined by a omparisonwith data in the ontext of the default senario. For example, for e+e� annihilation, suha retuning ould involve one QCD parameter (�s or �), the longitudinal fragmentationfuntion, and the average transverse momentum in fragmentation.The program ontains a number of heks that requested proesses have been imple-mented, that avours spei�ed for jet systems make sense, that the energy is suÆient toallow hadronization, that the memory spae in PYJETS is large enough, et. If anythinggoes wrong that the program an ath (obviously this may not always be possible), anerror message will be printed and the treatment of the orresponding event will be utshort. In serious ases, the program will abort. As long as no error messages appear onthe output, it may not be worthwhile to look into the rules for error heking, but if butone message appears, it should be enough ause for alarm to reeive prompt attention.Also warnings are sometimes printed. These are less serious, and the experiened usermight deliberately do operations whih go against the rules, but still an be made tomake sense in their ontext. Only the �rst few warnings will be printed, thereafter theprogram will be quiet. By default, the program is set to stop exeution after ten errors,after printing the last erroneous event.It must be emphasized that not all errors will be aught. In partiular, one triky ques-tion is what happens if an integer-valued ommon blok swith or subroutine/funtionargument is used with a value that is not de�ned. In some subroutine alls, a promptreturn will be expedited, but in most instanes the subsequent ation is entirely unpre-ditable, and often ompletely haywire. The same goes for real-valued variables that areassigned values outside the physially sensible range. One example will suÆe here: ifPARJ(2) is de�ned as the s=u suppression fator, a value > 1 will not give more profuseprodution of s than of u, but atually a spillover into  prodution. Users, beware!3.4 Manual ConventionsIn the manual parts of this report, some onventions are used. All names of subprograms,ommon bloks and variables are given in upper-ase `typewriter' style, e.g. MSTP(111)=0.Also program examples are given in this style.If a ommon blok variable must have a value set at the beginning of exeution, then27



a default value is stored in the blok data subprogram PYDATA. Suh a default value isusually indiated by a `(D=. . . )' immediately after the variable name, e.g.MSTJ(1) : (D=1) hoie of fragmentation sheme.All variables in the fragmentation-related ommon bloks (with very few exeptions,learly marked) an be freely hanged from one event to the next, or even within thetreatment of one single event; see disussion on initialization in the previous setion. Inthe proess generation mahinery ommon bloks the situation is more ompliated. Thevalues of many swithes and parameters are used already in the PYINIT all, and annotbe hanged after that. The problem is mentioned in the preamble to the a�ited ommonbloks, whih in partiular means /PYPARS/ and /PYSUBS/. For the variables whih maystill be hanged from one event to the next, a `(C)' is added after the `(D=. . . )' statement.Normally, variables internal to the program are kept in separate ommon bloks andarrays, but in a few ases suh internal variables appear among arrays of swithes andparameters, mainly for historial reasons. These are denoted by `(R)' for variables youmay want to read, beause they ontain potentially interesting information, and by `(I)'for purely internal variables. In neither ase may the variables be hanged by you.In the desription of a swith, the alternatives that this swith may take are oftenenumerated, e.g.MSTJ(1) : (D=1) hoie of fragmentation sheme.= 0 : no jet fragmentation at all.= 1 : string fragmentation aording to the Lund model.= 2 : independent fragmentation, aording to spei�ation in MSTJ(2) andMSTJ(3).If you then use any value other than 0, 1 or 2, results are unde�ned. The ation ouldeven be di�erent in di�erent parts of the program, depending on the order in whih thealternatives are identi�ed.It is also up to you to hoose physially sensible values for parameters: there is nohek on the allowed ranges of variables. We gave an example of this at the end of thepreeding setion.Subroutines you are expeted to use are enlosed in a box at the point where they arede�ned:CALL PYLIST(MLIST)This is followed by a desription of input or output parameters. The di�erene betweeninput and output is not expliitly marked, but should be obvious from the ontext. Infat, the event-analysis routines of setion 15.5 return values, while all the rest only haveinput variables.Routines that are only used internally are not boxed in. However, we use boxes for allommon bloks, so as to enhane the readability.In running text, often spei� swithes and parameters will be mentioned, without areferene to the plae where they are desribed further. The Index at the very end of thedoument allows you to �nd this plae. Tables 3 and 4 gives a brief summary of almostall ommon bloks and the variables stored there. Often names for swithes begin withMST and parameters with PAR. No ommon blok variables begin with PY. There is thusno possibility to onfuse an array element with a funtion or subroutine all.3.5 Getting Started with the Simple RoutinesNormally Pythia is expeted to take are of the full event generation proess. At times,however, one may want to aess the more simple underlying routines, whih allow a large28



Table 3: An almost omplete list of ommon bloks, with brief omments on theirmain funtions. The listing ontinues in Table 4.C...The event reord.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)C...Parameters.COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)C...Partile properties + some flavour parameters.COMMON/PYDAT2/KCHG(500,4),PMAS(500,4),PARF(2000),VCKM(4,4)C...Deay information.COMMON/PYDAT3/MDCY(500,3),MDME(8000,2),BRAT(8000),KFDP(8000,5)C...Partile namesCOMMON/PYDAT4/CHAF(500,2)CHARACTER CHAF*16C...Random number generator information.COMMON/PYDATR/MRPY(6),RRPY(100)C...Seletion of hard sattering subproesses.COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)C...Parameters.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)C...Internal variables.COMMON/PYINT1/MINT(400),VINT(400)C...Proess information.COMMON/PYINT2/ISET(500),KFPR(500,2),COEF(500,20),ICOL(40,4,2)C...Parton distributions and ross setions.COMMON/PYINT3/XSFX(2,-40:40),ISIG(1000,3),SIGH(1000)C...Resonane width and seondary deay treatment.COMMON/PYINT4/MWID(500),WIDS(500,5)C...Generation and ross setion statistis.COMMON/PYINT5/NGENPD,NGEN(0:500,3),XSEC(0:500,3)C...Proess names.COMMON/PYINT6/PROC(0:500)CHARACTER PROC*28C...Total ross setions.COMMON/PYINT7/SIGT(0:6,0:6,0:5)C...Photon parton distributions: total and valene only.COMMON/PYINT8/XPVMD(-6:6),XPANL(-6:6),XPANH(-6:6),XPBEH(-6:6),&XPDIR(-6:6)COMMON/PYINT9/VXPVMD(-6:6),VXPANL(-6:6),VXPANH(-6:6),VXPDGM(-6:6)C...Supersymmetry parameters.COMMON/PYMSSM/IMSS(0:99),RMSS(0:99)C...Supersymmetry mixing matries.COMMON/PYSSMT/ZMIX(4,4),UMIX(2,2),VMIX(2,2),SMZ(4),SMW(2),&SFMIX(16,4),ZMIXI(4,4),UMIXI(2,2),VMIXI(2,2)C...R-parity-violating ouplings in supersymmetry.COMMON/PYMSRV/RVLAM(3,3,3), RVLAMP(3,3,3), RVLAMB(3,3,3)C...Internal parameters for R-parity-violating proesses.COMMON/PYRVNV/AB(2,16,2),RMS(0:3),RES(6,5),IDR,IDR2,DCMASS,KFR(3)COMMON/PYRVPM/RM(0:3),A(2),B(2),RESM(2),RESW(2),MFLAGLOGICAL MFLAG
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Table 4: Continuation of Table 3.C...Parameters for Gauss integration of supersymmetri widths.COMMON/PYINTS/XXM(20)COMMON/PYG2DX/X1C...Histogram information.COMMON/PYBINS/IHIST(4),INDX(1000),BIN(20000)C...HEPEVT ommonblok.PARAMETER (NMXHEP=4000)COMMON/HEPEVT/NEVHEP,NHEP,ISTHEP(NMXHEP),IDHEP(NMXHEP),&JMOHEP(2,NMXHEP),JDAHEP(2,NMXHEP),PHEP(5,NMXHEP),VHEP(4,NMXHEP)DOUBLE PRECISION PHEP,VHEPC...User proess initialization ommonblok.INTEGER MAXPUPPARAMETER (MAXPUP=100)INTEGER IDBMUP,PDFGUP,PDFSUP,IDWTUP,NPRUP,LPRUPDOUBLE PRECISION EBMUP,XSECUP,XERRUP,XMAXUPCOMMON/HEPRUP/IDBMUP(2),EBMUP(2),PDFGUP(2),PDFSUP(2),&IDWTUP,NPRUP,XSECUP(MAXPUP),XERRUP(MAXPUP),XMAXUP(MAXPUP),&LPRUP(MAXPUP)C...User proess event ommon blok.INTEGER MAXNUPPARAMETER (MAXNUP=500)INTEGER NUP,IDPRUP,IDUP,ISTUP,MOTHUP,ICOLUPDOUBLE PRECISION XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,PUP,VTIMUP,SPINUPCOMMON/HEPEUP/NUP,IDPRUP,XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,IDUP(MAXNUP),&ISTUP(MAXNUP),MOTHUP(2,MAXNUP),ICOLUP(2,MAXNUP),PUP(5,MAXNUP),&VTIMUP(MAXNUP),SPINUP(MAXNUP)exibility to `do it yourself'. We therefore start with a few ases of this kind, at the sametime introduing some of the more frequently used utility routines.As a �rst example, assume that you want to study the prodution of uu 2-jet systemsat 20 GeV energy. To do this, write a main programIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)CALL PY2ENT(0,2,-2,20D0)CALL PYLIST(1)ENDand run this program, linked together with Pythia. The routine PY2ENT is spei�allyintended for storing two entries (partons or partiles). The �rst argument (0) is a om-mand to perform fragmentation and deay diretly after the entries have been stored, theseond and third that the two entries are u (2) and u (�2), and the last that the .m.energy of the pair is 20 GeV, in double preision. When this is run, the resulting event isstored in the PYJETS ommon blok. This information an then be read out by you. Nooutput is produed by PY2ENT itself, exept for a title page whih appears one for everyPythia run.Instead the seond ommand, to PYLIST, provides a simple visible summary of theinformation stored in PYJETS. The argument (1) indiates that the short version shouldbe used, whih is suitable for viewing the listing diretly on an 80-olumn terminal sreen.It might look as shown here.Event listing (summary)30



I partile/jet KS KF orig p_x p_y p_z E m1 (u) A 12 2 0 0.000 0.000 10.000 10.000 0.0062 (ubar) V 11 -2 0 0.000 0.000 -10.000 10.000 0.0063 (string) 11 92 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 20.0004 (rho+) 11 213 3 0.098 -0.154 2.710 2.856 0.8855 (rho-) 11 -213 3 -0.227 0.145 6.538 6.590 0.7816 pi+ 1 211 3 0.125 -0.266 0.097 0.339 0.1407 (Sigma0) 11 3212 3 -0.254 0.034 -1.397 1.855 1.1938 (K*+) 11 323 3 -0.124 0.709 -2.753 2.968 0.8469 p~- 1 -2212 3 0.395 -0.614 -3.806 3.988 0.93810 pi- 1 -211 3 -0.013 0.146 -1.389 1.403 0.14011 pi+ 1 211 4 0.109 -0.456 2.164 2.218 0.14012 (pi0) 11 111 4 -0.011 0.301 0.546 0.638 0.13513 pi- 1 -211 5 0.089 0.343 2.089 2.124 0.14014 (pi0) 11 111 5 -0.316 -0.197 4.449 4.467 0.13515 (Lambda0) 11 3122 7 -0.208 0.014 -1.403 1.804 1.11616 gamma 1 22 7 -0.046 0.020 0.006 0.050 0.00017 K+ 1 321 8 -0.084 0.299 -2.139 2.217 0.49418 (pi0) 11 111 8 -0.040 0.410 -0.614 0.751 0.13519 gamma 1 22 12 0.059 0.146 0.224 0.274 0.00020 gamma 1 22 12 -0.070 0.155 0.322 0.364 0.00021 gamma 1 22 14 -0.322 -0.162 4.027 4.043 0.00022 gamma 1 22 14 0.006 -0.035 0.422 0.423 0.00023 p+ 1 2212 15 -0.178 0.033 -1.343 1.649 0.93824 pi- 1 -211 15 -0.030 -0.018 -0.059 0.156 0.14025 gamma 1 22 18 -0.006 0.384 -0.585 0.699 0.00026 gamma 1 22 18 -0.034 0.026 -0.029 0.052 0.000sum: 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 20.000(A few blanks have been removed between the olumns to make it �t into the formatof this text.) Look in the partile/jet olumn and note that the �rst two lines are theoriginal u and u. The parentheses enlosing the names, `(u)' and `(ubar)', are there asa reminder that these partons atually have been allowed to fragment. The partons arestill retained so that event histories an be studied. Also note that the KF (avour ode)olumn ontains 2 in the �rst line and �2 in the seond. These are the odes atuallystored to denote the presene of a u and a u, f. the PY2ENT all, while the names writtenare just onvenienes used when produing visible output. The A and V near the end of thepartile/jet olumn indiate the beginning and end of a string (or luster, or independentfragmentation) parton system; any intermediate entries belonging to the same systemwould have had an I in that olumn. (This gives a poor man's representation of anup-down arrow, l.)In the orig (origin) olumn, the zeros indiate that u and u are two initial entries.The subsequent line, number 3, denotes the fragmenting uu string system as a whole, andhas origin 1, sine the �rst parton of this string system is entry number 1. The partilesin lines 4{10 have origin 3 to denote that they ome diretly from the fragmentation ofthis string. In string fragmentation it is not meaningful to say that a partile omes fromonly the u quark or only the u one. It is the string system as a whole that gives a �+, a��, a �+, a �0, a K�+, a p�, and a ��. Note that some of the partile names are againenlosed in parentheses, indiating that these partiles are not present in the �nal stateeither, but have deayed further. Thus the �� in line 13 and the �0 in line 14 have origin5, as an indiation that they ome from the deay of the �� in line 5. Only the namesnot enlosed in parentheses remain at the end of the fragmentation/deay hain, and31



are thus experimentally observable. The atual status ode used to distinguish betweendi�erent lasses of entries is given in the KS olumn; odes in the range 1{10 orrespondto remaining entries, and those above 10 to those that have fragmented or deayed.The olumns with p x, p y, p z, E and m are quite self-explanatory. All momenta,energies and masses are given in units of GeV, sine the speed of light is taken to be  = 1.Note that energy and momentum are onserved at eah step of the fragmentation/deayproess (although there exist options where this is not true). Also note that the z axisplays the rôle of preferred diretion, along whih the original partons are plaed. The �nalline is intended as a quik hek that nothing funny happened. It ontains the summedharge, summed momentum, summed energy and invariant mass of the �nal entries at theend of the fragmentation/deay hain, and the values should agree with the input impliedby the PY2ENT arguments. (In fat, warnings would normally appear on the output ifanything untoward happened, but that is another story.)The above example has illustrated roughly what information is to be had in the eventreord, but not so muh about how it is stored. This is better seen by using a 132-olumnformat for listing events. Try e.g. the following programIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)CALL PY3ENT(0,1,21,-1,30D0,0.9D0,0.7D0)CALL PYLIST(2)CALL PYEDIT(3)CALL PYLIST(2)ENDwhere a 3-jet dgd event is generated in the �rst exeutable line and listed in the seond.This listing will ontain the numbers as diretly stored in the ommon blok PYJETSCOMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)For partile I, K(I,1) thus gives information on whether or not a parton or partile hasfragmented or deayed, K(I,2) gives the partile ode, K(I,3) its origin, K(I,4) andK(I,5) the position of fragmentation/deay produts, and P(I,1){P(I,5) momentum,energy and mass. The number of lines in urrent use is given by N, i.e. 1 � I � N. TheV matrix ontains deay verties; to view those PYLIST(3) has to be used. NPAD is adummy, needed to avoid some ompiler troubles. It is important to learn the rules forhow information is stored in PYJETS.The third exeutable line in the program illustrates another important point aboutPythia: a number of routines are available for manipulating and analyzing the eventreord after the event has been generated. Thus PYEDIT(3) will remove everything exeptstable harged partiles, as shown by the result of the seond PYLIST all. More advanedpossibilities inlude things like spheriity or lustering routines. Pythia also ontainssome simple routines for histogramming, used to give self-ontained examples of analysisproedures.Apart from the input arguments of subroutine alls, ontrol on the doings of Pythiamay be imposed via many ommon bloks. Here sensible default values are always pro-vided. A user might want to swith o� all partile deays by putting MSTJ(21)=0 orinrease the s=u ratio in fragmentation by putting PARJ(2)=0.40D0, to give but two ex-amples. It is by exploring the possibilities o�ered here that Pythia an be turned intoan extremely versatile tool, even if all the nie physis is already present in the defaultvalues.As a �nal, semi-realisti example, assume that the p? spetrum of �+ partiles is tobe studied in 91.2 GeV e+e� annihilation events, where p? is to be de�ned with respetto the spheriity axis. Using the internal routines for simple histogramming, a ompleteprogram might look like 32



C...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...Common bloks.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)C...Book histograms.CALL PYBOOK(1,'pT spetrum of pi+',100,0D0,5D0)C...Number of events to generate. Loop over events.NEVT=100DO 110 IEVT=1,NEVTC...Generate event. List first one.CALL PYEEVT(0,91.2D0)IF(IEVT.EQ.1) CALL PYLIST(1)C...Find spheriity axis.CALL PYSPHE(SPH,APL)C...Rotate event so that spheriity axis is along z axis.CALL PYEDIT(31)C...Loop over all partiles, but skip if not pi+.DO 100 I=1,NIF(K(I,2).NE.211) GOTO 100C...Calulate pT and fill in histogram.PT=SQRT(P(I,1)**2+P(I,2)**2)CALL PYFILL(1,PT,1D0)C...End of partile and event loops.100 CONTINUE110 CONTINUEC...Normalize histogram properly and list it.CALL PYFACT(1,20D0/NEVT)CALL PYHISTENDStudy this program, try to understand what happens at eah step, and run it to hekthat it works. You should then be ready to look at the relevant setions of this reportand start writing your own programs.3.6 Getting Started with the Event Generation MahineryA run with the full Pythia event generation mahinery has to be more stritly organizedthan the simple examples above, in that it is neessary to initialize the generation beforeevents an be generated, and in that it is not possible to hange swithes and parametersfreely during the ourse of the run. A fairly preise reipe for how a run should bestrutured an therefore be given. 33



Thus, the nowadays normal usage of Pythia an be subdivided into three steps.1. The initialization step. It is here that all the basi harateristis of the ominggeneration are spei�ed. The material in this setion inludes the following.� Delarations for double preision and integer variables and integer funtions:IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMP� Common bloks, at least the following, and maybe some more:COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)� Seletion of required proesses. Some �xed `menus' of subproesses an beseleted with di�erent MSEL values, but with MSEL=0 it is possible to ompose`�a la arte', using the subproess numbers. To generate proesses 14, 18 and29, for instane, one needsMSEL=0MSUB(14)=1MSUB(18)=1MSUB(29)=1� Seletion of kinematis uts in the CKIN array. To generate hard satteringswith 5 GeV � p? � 10 GeV, for instane, useCKIN(3)=5D0CKIN(4)=10D0Unfortunately, initial- and �nal-state radiation will shift around the kinematisof the hard sattering, making the e�ets of uts less preditable. One thereforealways has to be very areful that no desired event on�gurations are ut out.� De�nition of underlying physis senario, e.g. Higgs mass.� Seletion of parton-distribution sets, Q2 de�nitions, and all other details of thegeneration.� Swithing o� of generator parts not needed for toy simulations, e.g. fragmen-tation for parton level studies.� Initialization of the event generation proedure. Here kinematis is set up,maxima of di�erential ross setions are found for future Monte Carlo gen-eration, and a number of other preparatory tasks arried out. Initializationis performed by PYINIT, whih should be alled only after the swithes andparameters above have been set to their desired values. The frame, the beampartiles and the energy have to be spei�ed, e.g.CALL PYINIT('CMS','p','pbar',1800D0)� Any other initial material required by you, e.g. histogram booking.2. The generation loop. It is here that events are generated and studied. It inludesthe following tasks:� Generation of the next event, withCALL PYEVNT� Printing of a few events, to hek that everything is working as planned, withCALL PYLIST(1)� An analysis of the event for properties of interest, either diretly reading out in-formation from the PYJETS ommon blok or making use of the utility routinesin Pythia.� Saving of events on disk or tape, or interfaing to detetor simulation.3. The �nishing step. Here the tasks are:34



� Printing a table of dedued ross setions, obtained as a by-produt of theMonte Carlo generation ativity, with the ommandCALL PYSTAT(1)� Printing histograms and other user output.To illustrate this struture, imagine a toy example, where one wants to simulate theprodution of a 300 GeV Higgs partile. In Pythia, a program for this might looksomething like the following.C...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...Common bloks.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)COMMON/PYDAT2/KCHG(500,4),PMAS(500,4),PARF(2000),VCKM(4,4)COMMON/PYDAT3/MDCY(500,3),MDME(8000,2),BRAT(8000),KFDP(8000,5)COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)C...Number of events to generate. Swith on proper proesses.NEV=1000MSEL=0MSUB(102)=1MSUB(123)=1MSUB(124)=1C...Selet Higgs mass and kinematis uts in mass.PMAS(25,1)=300D0CKIN(1)=290D0CKIN(2)=310D0C...For simulation of hard proess only: ut out unneessary tasks.MSTP(61)=0MSTP(71)=0MSTP(81)=0MSTP(111)=0C...Initialize and list partial widths.CALL PYINIT('CMS','p','p',14000D0)CALL PYSTAT(2)C...Book histogram.CALL PYBOOK(1,'Higgs mass',50,275D0,325D0)C...Generate events. Look at first few.DO 200 IEV=1,NEVCALL PYEVNTIF(IEV.LE.3) CALL PYLIST(1)C...Loop over partiles to find Higgs and histogram its mass.DO 100 I=1,N 35



IF(K(I,1).LT.20.AND.K(I,2).EQ.25) HMASS=P(I,5)100 CONTINUECALL PYFILL(1,HMASS,1D0)200 CONTINUEC...Print ross setions and histograms.CALL PYSTAT(1)CALL PYHISTENDHere 102, 123 and 124 are the three main Higgs prodution graphs gg ! h, ZZ ! h,and WW ! h, and MSUB(ISUB)=1 is the ommand to swith on proess ISUB. Fullfreedom to ombine subproesses `�a la arte' is ensured by MSEL=0; ready-made `menus'an be ordered with other MSEL numbers. The PMAS ommand sets the mass of the Higgs,and the CKIN variables the desired mass range of the Higgs | a Higgs with a 300 GeVnominal mass atually has a fairly broad Breit{Wigner type mass distribution. The MSTPswithes that ome next are there to modify the generation proedure, in this ase toswith o� initial- and �nal-state radiation, multiple interations among beam jets, andfragmentation, to give only the `parton skeleton' of the hard proess. The PYINIT allinitializes Pythia, by �nding maxima of ross setions, realulating the Higgs deayproperties (whih depend on the Higgs mass), et. The deay properties an be listedwith PYSTAT(2).Inside the event loop, PYEVNT is alled to generate an event, and PYLIST(1) to listthe event. The information used by PYLIST(1) is the event reord, stored in the ommonblok PYJETS. Here one �nds all produed partiles, both �nal and intermediate ones, withinformation on partile speies and event history (K array), partile momenta (P array)and prodution verties (V array). In the loop over all partiles produed, 1 through N,the Higgs partile is found by its ode, K(I,2)=25, and its mass is stored in P(I,5).After all events have been generated, PYSTAT(1) gives a summary of the number ofevents generated in the various allowed hannels, and the inferred ross setions.In the run above, a typial event listing might look like the following.Event listing (summary)I partile/jet KF p_x p_y p_z E m1 !p+! 2212 0.000 0.000 8000.000 8000.000 0.9382 !p+! 2212 0.000 0.000-8000.000 8000.000 0.938======================================================================3 !g! 21 -0.505 -0.229 28.553 28.558 0.0004 !g! 21 0.224 0.041 -788.073 788.073 0.0005 !g! 21 -0.505 -0.229 28.553 28.558 0.0006 !g! 21 0.224 0.041 -788.073 788.073 0.0007 !H0! 25 -0.281 -0.188 -759.520 816.631 300.0278 !W+! 24 120.648 35.239 -397.843 424.829 80.0239 !W-! -24 -120.929 -35.426 -361.677 391.801 82.57910 !e+! -11 12.922 -4.760 -160.940 161.528 0.00111 !nu_e! 12 107.726 39.999 -236.903 263.302 0.00012 !s! 3 -62.423 7.195 -256.713 264.292 0.19913 !bar! -4 -58.506 -42.621 -104.963 127.509 1.350======================================================================14 (H0) 25 -0.281 -0.188 -759.520 816.631 300.02715 (W+) 24 120.648 35.239 -397.843 424.829 80.02336



16 (W-) -24 -120.929 -35.426 -361.677 391.801 82.57917 e+ -11 12.922 -4.760 -160.940 161.528 0.00118 nu_e 12 107.726 39.999 -236.903 263.302 0.00019 s A 3 -62.423 7.195 -256.713 264.292 0.19920 bar V -4 -58.506 -42.621 -104.963 127.509 1.35021 ud_1 A 2103 -0.101 0.176 7971.328 7971.328 0.77122 d V 1 -0.316 0.001 -87.390 87.390 0.01023 u A 2 0.606 0.052 -0.751 0.967 0.00624 uu_1 V 2203 0.092 -0.042-7123.668 7123.668 0.771======================================================================sum: 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15999.98 15999.98The above event listing is abnormally short, in part beause some olumns of informationwere removed to make it �t into this text, in part beause all initial- and �nal-state QCDradiation, all non-trivial beam jet struture, and all fragmentation was inhibited in thegeneration. Therefore only the skeleton of the proess is visible. In lines 1 and 2 onereognizes the two inoming protons. In lines 3 and 4 are inoming partons before initial-state radiation and in 5 and 6 after | sine there is no suh radiation they oinide here.Line 7 shows the Higgs produed by gg fusion, 8 and 9 its deay produts and 10{13 theseond-step deay produts. Up to this point lines give a summary of the event history,indiated by the exlamation marks that surround partile names (and also reeted inthe K(I,1) ode, not shown). From line 14 onwards ome the partiles atually produedin the �nal states, �rst in lines 14{16 partiles that subsequently deayed, whih havetheir names surrounded by brakets, and �nally the partiles and partons left in the end,inluding beam remnants. Here this also inludes a number of unfragmented partons,sine fragmentation was inhibited. Ordinarily, the listing would have gone on for a fewhundred more lines, with the partiles produed in the fragmentation and their deayproduts. The �nal line gives total harge and momentum, as a onvenient hek thatnothing unexpeted happened. The �rst olumn of the listing is just a ounter, the seondgives the partile name and information on status and string drawing (the A and V), thethird the partile-avour ode (whih is used to give the name), and the subsequentolumns give the momentum omponents.One of the main problems is to selet kinematis eÆiently. Imagine for instane thatone is interested in the prodution of a single Z with a transverse momentum in exess of50 GeV. If one tries to generate the inlusive sample of Z events, by the basi produtiongraphs qq ! Z, then most events will have low transverse momenta and will have to bedisarded. That any of the desired events are produed at all is due to the initial-stategeneration mahinery, whih an build up transverse momenta for the inoming q andq. However, the amount of initial-state radiation annot be onstrained beforehand. Toinrease the eÆieny, one may therefore turn to the higher-order proesses qg ! Zqand qq ! Zg, where already the hard subproess gives a transverse momentum to theZ. This transverse momentum an be onstrained as one wishes, but again initial- and�nal-state radiation will smear the piture. If one were to set a p? ut at 50 GeV forthe hard-proess generation, those events where the Z was given only 40 GeV in the hardproess but got the rest from initial-state radiation would be missed. Not only thereforewould ross setions ome out wrong, but so might the typial event shapes. In the end,it is therefore neessary to �nd some reasonable ompromise, by starting the generationat 30 GeV, say, if one knows that only rarely do events below this value utuate up to50 GeV. Of ourse, most events will therefore not ontain a Z above 50 GeV, and one willhave to live with some ineÆieny. It is not unommon that only one event out of tenan be used, and oasionally it an be even worse.If it is diÆult to set kinematis, it is often easier to set the avour ontent of a proess.In a Higgs study, one might wish, for example, to onsider the deay h0 ! Z0Z0, witheah Z0 ! e+e� or �+��. It is therefore neessary to inhibit all other h0 and Z0 deay37



hannels, and also to adjust ross setions to take into aount this hange, all of whihis fairly straightforward. The same annot be said for deays of ordinary hadrons, wherethe number produed in a proess is not known beforehand, and therefore inonsistenieseasily an arise if one tries to fore spei� deay hannels.In the examples given above, all run-spei� parameters are set in the ode (in themain program; alternatively it ould be in a subroutine alled by the main program).This approah is allowing maximum exibility to hange parameters during the ourseof the run. However, in many experimental ollaborations one does not want to allowthis freedom, but only one set of parameters, to be read in from an external �le at thebeginning of a run and thereafter never hanged. This in partiular applies when Pythiais to be linked with other libraries, suh as Geant [Bru89℄ and detetor-spei� software.While a linking of a normal-sized main program with Pythia is essentially instantaneouson urrent platforms (typially less than a seond), this may not hold for other libraries.For this purpose one then needs a parser of Pythia parameters, the ore of whih anbe provided by the PYGIVE routine.As an example, onsider a main program of the formC...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...Input and output strings.CHARACTER FRAME*12,BEAM*12,TARGET*12,PARAM*100C...Read parameters for PYINIT all.READ(*,*) FRAME,BEAM,TARGET,ENERGYC...Read number of events to generate, and to print.READ(*,*) NEV,NPRTC...Loop over reading and setting parameters/swithes.100 READ(*,'(A)',END=200) PARAMCALL PYGIVE(PARAM)GOTO 100C...Initialize PYTHIA.200 CALL PYINIT(FRAME,BEAM,TARGET,ENERGY)C...Event generation loopDO 300 IEV=1,NEVCALL PYEVNTIF(IEV.LE.NPRT) CALL PYLIST(1)300 CONTINUEC...Print ross setions.CALL PYSTAT(1)ENDand a �le indata with the ontentsCMS,p,p,14000.1000,3! below follows ommands sent to PYGIVE38



MSEL=0 ! Mix proesses freelyMSUB(102)=1 ! g + g -> h0MSUB(123)=1 ! Z0 + Z0 -> h0MSUB(124)=1 ! W+ + W- -> h0PMAS(25,1)=300. ! Higgs massCKIN(1)=290. ! lower utoff on massCKIN(2)=310. ! upper utoff on massMSTP(61)=0 ! no initial-state showersMSTP(71)=0 ! no final-state showersMSTP(81)=0 ! no multiple interationsMSTP(111)=0 ! no hadronizationHere the text following the exlamation marks is interpreted as a omment by PYGIVE, andthus purely intended to allow better doumentation of hanges. The main program ouldthen be linked to Pythia, to an exeutable a.out, and run e.g. with a Unix ommandlinea.out < indata > outputto produe results on the �le output. Here the indata ould be hanged without requiringa reompilation. Of ourse, the main program would have to be more realisti, e.g. withevents saved to disk or tape, but the priniple should be lear.
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4 Monte Carlo TehniquesQuantum mehanis introdues a onept of randomness in the behaviour of physialproesses. The virtue of event generators is that this randomness an be simulated bythe use of Monte Carlo tehniques. In the proess, the program authors have to use someingenuity to �nd the most eÆient way to simulate an assumed probability distribution.A detailed desription of possible tehniques would arry us too far, but in this setionsome of the most frequently used approahes are presented, sine they will appear indisussions in subsequent setions. Further examples may be found e.g. in [Jam80℄.First of all one assumes the existene of a random number generator. This is a (For-tran) funtion whih, eah time it is alled, returns a number R in the range between 0and 1, suh that the inlusive distribution of numbers R is at in the range, and suh thatdi�erent numbers R are unorrelated. The random number generator that omes withPythia is desribed at the end of this setion, and we defer the disussion until then.4.1 Seletion From a DistributionThe situation that is probably most ommon is that we know a funtion f(x) whih isnon-negative in the allowed x range xmin � x � xmax. We want to selet an x `at random'so that the probability in a small interval dx around a given x is proportional to f(x) dx.Here f(x) might be a fragmentation funtion, a di�erential ross setion, or any of anumber of distributions.One does not have to assume that the integral of f(x) is expliitly normalized to unity:by the Monte Carlo proedure of piking exatly one aepted x value, normalization isimpliit in the �nal result. Sometimes the integral of f(x) does arry a physis ontentof its own, as part of an overall weight fator we want to keep trak of. Consider, forinstane, the ase when x represents one or several phase-spae variables and f(x) adi�erential ross setion; here the integral has a meaning of total ross setion for theproess studied. The task of a Monte Carlo is then, on the one hand, to generate eventsone at a time, and, on the other hand, to estimate the total ross setion. The disussionof this important example is deferred to setion 7.4.If it is possible to �nd a primitive funtion F (x) whih has a known inverse F�1(x),an x an be found as follows (method 1):Z xxmin f(x) dx = R Z xmaxxmin f(x) dx=) x = F�1(F (xmin) +R(F (xmax)� F (xmin))) : (2)The statement of the �rst line is that a fration R of the total area under f(x) should beto the left of x. However, seldom are funtions of interest so nie that the method aboveworks. It is therefore neessary to use more ompliated shemes.Speial triks an sometimes be found. Consider e.g. the generation of a Gaussianf(x) = exp(�x2). This funtion is not integrable, but if we ombine it with the sameGaussian distribution of a seond variable y, it is possible to transform to polar oordinatesf(x) dx f(y) dy = exp(�x2 � y2) dx dy = r exp(�r2) dr d' ; (3)and now the r and ' distributions may be easily generated and reombined to yield x.At the same time we get a seond number y, whih an also be used. For the generationof transverse momenta in fragmentation, this is very onvenient, sine in fat we want toassign two transverse degrees of freedom.If the maximum of f(x) is known, f(x) � fmax in the x range onsidered, a hit-or-missmethod will always yield the orret answer (method 2):40



1. selet an x with even probability in the allowed range, i.e. x = xmin+R(xmax�xmin);2. ompare a (new) R with the ratio f(x)=fmax; if f(x)=fmax � R, then rejet the xvalue and return to point 1 for a new try;3. otherwise the most reent x value is retained as �nal answer.The probability that f(x)=fmax > R is proportional to f(x); hene the orret distributionof retained x values. The eÆieny of this method, i.e. the average probability that anx will be retained, is (R f(x) dx)=(fmax(xmax � xmin)). The method is aeptable if thisnumber is not too low, i.e. if f(x) does not utuate too wildly.Very often f(x) does have narrow spikes, and it may not even be possible to de�nean fmax. An example of the former phenomenon is a funtion with a singularity justoutside the allowed region, an example of the latter an integrable singularity just at thexmin and/or xmax borders. Variable transformations may then be used to make a funtionsmoother. Thus a funtion f(x) whih blows up as 1=x for x ! 0, with an xmin lose to0, would instead be roughly onstant if transformed to the variable y = lnx.The variable transformation strategy may be seen as a ombination of methods 1 and2, as follows. Assume the existene of a funtion g(x), with f(x) � g(x) over the x rangeof interest. Here g(x) is piked to be a `simple' funtion, suh that the primitive funtionG(x) and its inverse G�1(x) are known. Then (method 3):1. selet an x aording to the distribution g(x), using method 1;2. ompare a (new) R with the ratio f(x)=g(x); if f(x)=g(x) � R, then rejet the xvalue and return to point 1 for a new try;3. otherwise the most reent x value is retained as �nal answer.This works, sine the �rst step will selet x with a probability g(x) dx = dG(x) and theseond retain this hoie with probability f(x)=g(x). The total probability to pik a valuex is then just the produt of the two, i.e. f(x) dx.If f(x) has several spikes, method 3 may work for eah spike separately, but it maynot be possible to �nd a g(x) that overs all of them at the same time, and whih stillhas an invertible primitive funtion. However, assume that we an �nd a funtion g(x) =Pi gi(x), suh that f(x) � g(x) over the x range onsidered, and suh that the funtionsgi(x) eah are non-negative and simple, in the sense that we an �nd primitive funtionsand their inverses. In that ase (method 4):1. selet an i at random, with relative probability given by the integralsZ xmaxxmin gi(x) dx = Gi(xmax)�Gi(xmin) ; (4)2. for the i seleted, use method 1 to �nd an x, i.e.x = G�1i (Gi(xmin) +R(Gi(xmax)�Gi(xmin))) ; (5)3. ompare a (new) R with the ratio f(x)=g(x); if f(x)=g(x) � R, then rejet the xvalue and return to point 1 for a new try;4. otherwise the most reent x value is retained as �nal answer.This is just a trivial extension of method 3, where steps 1 and 2 ensure that, on theaverage, eah x value piked there is distributed aording to g(x): the �rst step piks iwith relative probability R gi(x) dx, the seond x with absolute probability gi(x)= R gi(x) dx(this is one plae where one must remember to do normalization orretly); the produtof the two is therefore gi(x) and the sum over all i gives bak g(x).We have now arrived at an approah that is suÆiently powerful for a large seletionof problems. In general, for a funtion f(x) whih is known to have sharp peaks in a fewdi�erent plaes, the generi behaviour at eah peak separately may be overed by oneor a few simple funtions gi(x), to whih one adds a few more gi(x) to over the basibehaviour away from the peaks. By a suitable seletion of the relative strengths of the41



di�erent gi's, it is possible to �nd a funtion g(x) that mathes well the general behaviourof f(x), and thus ahieve a reasonable Monte Carlo eÆieny.The major additional ompliation is when x is a multidimensional variable. Usuallythe problem is not so muh f(x) itself, but rather that the phase-spae boundaries maybe very ompliated. If the boundaries fatorize it is possible to pik phase-spae pointsrestrited to the desired region. Otherwise the region may have to be insribed in a hyper-retangle, with points piked within the whole hyper-retangle but only retained if theyare inside the allowed region. This may lead to a signi�ant loss in eÆieny. Variabletransformations may often make the allowed region easier to handle.There are two main methods to handle several dimensions, eah with its set of vari-ations. The �rst method is based on a fatorized ansatz, i.e. one attempts to �nd afuntion g(x) whih is everywhere larger than f(x), and whih an be fatorized intog(x) = g(1)(x1) g(2)(x2) � � �g(n)(xn), where x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn). Here eah g(j)(xj) mayin its turn be a sum of funtions g(j)i , as in method 4 above. First, eah xj is seletedindependently, and afterwards the ratio f(x)=g(x) is used to determine whether to retainthe point.The seond method is useful if the boundaries of the allowed region an be written ina form where the maximum range of x1 is known, the allowed range of x2 only dependson x1, that of x3 only on x1 and x2, and so on until xn, whose range may depend on allthe preeding variables. In that ase it may be possible to �nd a funtion g(x) that anbe integrated over x2 through xn to yield a simple funtion of x1, aording to whih x1 isseleted. Having done that, x2 is seleted aording to a distribution whih now dependson x1, but with x3 through xn integrated over. In partiular, the allowed range for x2 isknown. The proedure is ontinued until xn is reahed, where now the funtion dependson all the preeding xj values. In the end, the ratio f(x)=g(x) is again used to determinewhether to retain the point.4.2 The Veto AlgorithmThe `radioative deay' type of problems is very ommon, in partiular in parton showers,but it is also used, e.g. in the multiple interations desription in Pythia. In this kindof problems there is one variable t, whih may be thought of as giving a kind of time axisalong whih di�erent events are ordered. The probability that `something will happen'(a nuleus deay, a parton branh) at time t is desribed by a funtion f(t), whih isnon-negative in the range of t values to be studied. However, this na��ve probability ismodi�ed by the additional requirement that something an only happen at time t if itdid not happen at earlier times t0 < t. (The original nuleus annot deay one againif it already did deay; possibly the deay produts may deay in their turn, but that isanother question.)The probability that nothing has happened by time t is expressed by the funtionN (t) and the di�erential probability that something happens at time t by P(t). Thebasi equation then is P(t) = �dNdt = f(t)N (t) : (6)For simpliity, we shall assume that the proess starts at time t = 0, with N (0) = 1.The above equation an be solved easily if one notes that dN =N = d lnN :N (t) = N (0) exp�� Z t0 f(t0) dt0� = exp�� Z t0 f(t0) dt0� ; (7)and thus P(t) = f(t) exp�� Z t0 f(t0) dt0� : (8)42



With f(t) =  this is nothing but the textbook formulae for radioative deay. In parti-ular, at small times the orret deay probability, P(t), agrees well with the input one,f(t), sine the exponential fator is lose to unity there. At larger t, the exponentialgives a dampening whih ensures that the integral of P(t) never an exeed unity, evenif the integral of f(t) does. The exponential an be seen as the probability that nothinghappens between the original time 0 and the �nal time t. In the parton-shower language,this orresponds to the so-alled Sudakov form fator.If f(t) has a primitive funtion with a known inverse, it is easy to selet t valuesorretly: Z t0 P(t0) dt0 = N (0)�N (t) = 1� exp�� Z t0 f(t0) dt0� = 1�R ; (9)whih has the solutionF (0)� F (t) = lnR =) t = F�1(F (0)� lnR) : (10)If f(t) is not suÆiently nie, one may again try to �nd a better funtion g(t), withf(t) � g(t) for all t � 0. However to use method 3 with this g(t) would not work, sinethe method would not orretly take into aount the e�ets of the exponential term inP(t). Instead one may use the so-alled veto algorithm:1. start with i = 0 and t0 = 0;2. add 1 to i and selet ti = G�1(G(ti�1) � lnR), i.e. aording to g(t), but with theonstraint that ti > ti�1,3. ompare a (new) R with the ratio f(ti)=g(ti); if f(ti)=g(ti) � R, then return topoint 2 for a new try;4. otherwise ti is retained as �nal answer.It may not be apparent why this works. Consider, however, the various ways in whihone an selet a spei� time t. The probability that the �rst try works, t = t1, i.e. thatno intermediate t values need be rejeted, is given byP0(t) = exp�� Z t0 g(t0) dt0� g(t) f(t)g(t) = f(t) exp�� Z t0 g(t0) dt0� ; (11)where the exponential times g(t) omes from eq. (8) applied to g, and the ratio f(t)=g(t)is the probability that t is aepted. Now onsider the ase where one intermediate timet1 is rejeted and t = t2 is only aepted in the seond step. This givesP1(t) = Z t0 dt1 exp�� Z t10 g(t0) dt0� g(t1) "1� f(t1)g(t1)# exp�� Z tt1 g(t0) dt0� g(t) f(t)g(t) ; (12)where the �rst exponential times g(t1) gives the probability that t1 is �rst seleted, thesquare brakets the probability that t1 is subsequently rejeted, the following piee theprobability that t = t2 is seleted when starting from t1, and the �nal fator that t isretained. The whole is to be integrated over all possible intermediate times t1. Theexponentials together give an integral over the range from 0 to t, just as in P0, and thefator for the �nal step being aepted is also the same, so therefore one �nds thatP1(t) = P0(t) Z t0 dt1 [g(t1)� f(t1)℄ : (13)This generalizes. In P2 one has to onsider two intermediate times, 0 � t1 � t2 � t3 = t,and so P2(t) = P0(t) Z t0 dt1 [g(t1)� f(t1)℄ Z tt1 dt2 [g(t2)� f(t2)℄= P0(t)12 �Z t0 [g(t0)� f(t0)℄ dt0�2 : (14)43



The last equality is most easily seen if one also onsiders the alternative region 0 � t2 �t1 � t, where the rôles of t1 and t2 have just been interhanged, and the integral thereforehas the same value as in the region onsidered. Adding the two regions, however, theintegrals over t1 and t2 deouple, and beome equal. In general, for Pi, the i intermediatetimes an be ordered in i! di�erent ways. Therefore the total probability to aept t, inany step, is P(t) = 1Xi=0Pi(t) = P0(t) 1Xi=0 1i! �Z t0 [g(t0)� f(t0)℄ dt0�i= f(t) exp�� Z t0 g(t0) dt0� exp�Z t0 [g(t0)� f(t0)℄ dt0�= f(t) exp�� Z t0 f(t0) dt0� ; (15)whih is the desired answer.If the proess is to be stopped at some sale tmax, i.e. if one would like to remainwith a fration N (tmax) of events where nothing happens at all, this is easy to inlude inthe veto algorithm: just iterate upwards in t at usual, but stop the proess if no allowedbranhing is found before tmax.Usually f(t) is a funtion also of additional variables x. The methods of the preedingsetion are easy to generalize if one an �nd a suitable funtion g(t; x) with f(t; x) �g(t; x). The g(t) used in the veto algorithm is the integral of g(t; x) over x. Eah timea ti has been seleted also an xi is piked, aording to g(ti; x) dx, and the (t; x) point isaepted with probability f(ti; xi)=g(ti; xi).4.3 The Random Number GeneratorIn reent years, progress has been made in onstruting portable generators with largeperiods and other good properties; see the review [Jam90℄. Therefore the urrent versionontains a random number generator based on the algorithm proposed by Marsaglia,Zaman and Tsang [Mar90℄. This routine should work on any mahine with a mantissaof at least 48 digits, i.e. on omputers with a 64-bit (or more) representation of doublepreision real numbers. Given the same initial state, the sequene will also be identialon di�erent platforms. This need not mean that the same sequene of events will begenerated, sine the di�erent treatments of roundo� errors in numerial operations willlead to slightly di�erent real numbers being tested against these random numbers in IFstatements. Also ode optimization may lead to a divergene of the event sequene.Apart from nomenlature issues, the oding of PYR as a funtion rather than a sub-routine, and the extension to double preision, the only di�erene between our ode andthe ode given in [Jam90℄ is that slightly di�erent algorithms are used to ensure that therandom number is not equal to 0 or 1 within the mahine preision. Further developmentsof the algorithm has been proposed [L�us94℄ to remove residual possibilities of small long-range orrelations, at the prie of a slower generation proedure. However, given thatPythia is using random numbers for so many di�erent tasks, without any �xed yle,this has been deemed unneessary.The generator has a period of over 1043, and the possibility to obtain almost 109di�erent and disjoint subsequenes, seleted by giving an initial integer number. Theprie to be paid for the long period is that the state of the generator at a given momentannot be desribed by a single integer, but requires about 100 words. Some of theseare real numbers, and are thus not orretly represented in deimal form. The old-styleproedure, whih made it possible to restart the generation from a seed value written tothe run output, is therefore not onvenient. The CERN library implementation keepstrak of the number of random numbers generated sine the start. With this value saved,44



in a subsequent run the random generator an be asked to skip ahead the orrespondingnumber of random numbers. Pythia is a heavy user of random numbers, however:typially 30% of the full run time is spent on random number generation. Of this, half isoverhead oming from the funtion all administration, but the other half is truly relatedto the speed of the algorithm. Therefore a skipping ahead would take plae with 15% ofthe time ost of the original run, i.e. an unomfortably high �gure.Instead a di�erent solution is hosen here. Two speial routines are provided forwriting and reading the state of the random number generator (plus some initializationinformation) on a sequential �le, in a platform-dependent internal representation. The �leused for this purpose has to be spei�ed by you, and opened for read and write. A stateis written as a single reord, in free format. It is possible to write an arbitrary number ofstates on a �le, and a reord an be overwritten, if so desired. The event generation loopmight then look something like:1. save the state of the generator on �le (using ag set in point 3 below),2. generate an event,3. study the event for errors or other reasons why to regenerate it later; set ag tooverwrite previous generator state if no errors, otherwise set ag to reate newreord;4. loop bak to point 1.With this proedure, the �le will ontain the state before eah of the problematial events.These events an therefore be generated in a shorter run, where further information anbe printed. (Inside Pythia, some initialization may take plae in onnetion with thevery �rst event generated in a run, so it may be neessary to generate one ordinaryevent before reading in a saved state to generate the interesting events.) An alternativeapproah might be to save the state every 100 events or so. If the events are subsequentlyproessed through a detetor simulation, you may have to save also other sets of seeds,naturally.Unfortunately, the proedure is not always going to work. For instane, if ross setionmaximum violations have oured before the interesting event in the original run, there isa possibility that another event is piked in the re-started one, where the maximum weightestimate has not been updated. Another problem is the multiple interation mahinery,where some of the options ontain an element of learning, whih again means that theevent sequene may be broken.In addition to the servie routines, the ommon blok whih ontains the state of thegenerator is available for manipulation, if you so desire. In partiular, the initial seedvalue is by default 19780503, i.e. di�erent from the Marsaglia/CERN default 54217137.It is possible to hange this value before any random numbers have been generated, or tofore re-initialization in mid-run with any desired new seed.It should be noted that, of ourse, the appearane of a random number generatorpakage inside Pythia does in no way prelude the use of other routines. You an easilyrevert to having PYR as nothing but an interfae to an arbitrary external random numbergenerator; e.g. to all a routine RNDM all you need to have isFUNCTION PYR(IDUMMY)IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)100 PYR=RNDM(IDUMMY)IF(PYR.LE.0D0.OR.PYR.GE.1D0) GOTO 100RETURNENDThe random generator subpakage onsists of the following omponents.R = PYR(IDUMMY) 45



Purpose: to generate a (pseudo)random number R uniformly in the range 0<R<1, i.e.exluding the endpoints.IDUMMY : dummy input argument; normally 0.CALL PYRGET(LFN,MOVE)Purpose: to dump the urrent state of the random number generator on a separate �le,using internal representation for real and integer numbers. To be preise, thefull ontents of the PYDATR ommon blok are written on the �le, with theexeption of MRPY(6).LFN : (logial �le number) the �le number to whih the state is dumped. You mustassoiate this number with a true �le (with a platform-dependent name), andsee to it that this �le is open for write.MOVE : hoie of adding a new reord to the �le or overwriting old reord(s). Normallyonly options 0 or �1 should be used.= 0 (or > 0) : add a new reord to the end of the �le.= -1 : overwrite the last reord with a new one (i.e. do one BACKSPACE beforethe new write).= �n : bak up n reords before writing the new reord. The reords followingafter the new one are lost, i.e. the last n old reords are lost and one newadded.CALL PYRSET(LFN,MOVE)Purpose: to read in a state for the random number generator, from whih the subsequentgeneration an proeed. The state must previously have been saved by aPYRGET all. Again the full ontents of the PYDATR ommon blok are read,with the exeption of MRPY(6).LFN : (logial �le number) the �le number from whih the state is read. You mustassoiate this number with a true �le previously written with a PYRGET all,and see to it that this �le is open for read.MOVE : positioning in �le before a reord is read. With zero value, reords are read oneafter the other for eah new all, while non-zero values may be used to navigatebak and forth, and e.g. return to the same initial state several times.= 0 : read the next reord.= +n : skip ahead n reords before reading the reord that sets the state of therandom number generator.= �n : bak up n reords before reading the reord that sets the state of therandom number generator.COMMON/PYDATR/MRPY(6),RRPY(100)Purpose: to ontain the state of the random number generator at any moment (forommuniation between PYR, PYRGET and PYRSET), and also to provide youwith the possibility to initialize di�erent random number sequenes, and toknow how many numbers have been generated.MRPY(1) : (D=19780503) the integer number that spei�es whih of the possible subse-quenes will be initialized in the next PYR all for whih MRPY(2)=0. Allowedvalues are 0�MRPY(1)�900 000 000, the original Marsaglia (and CERN library)seed is 54217137. The MRPY(1) value is not hanged by any of the Pythiaroutines. 46



MRPY(2) : (D=0) initialization ag, put to 1 in the �rst PYR all of run. A re-initializationof the random number generator an be made in mid-run by resetting MRPY(2)to 0 by hand. In addition, any time the ounter MRPY(3) reahes 1000000000,it is reset to 0 and MRPY(2) is inreased by 1.MRPY(3) : (R) ounter for the number of random numbers generated from the beginningof the run. To avoid overow when very many numbers are generated, MRPY(2)is used as desribed above.MRPY(4), MRPY(5) : I97 and J97 of the CERN library implementation; part of the stateof the generator.MRPY(6) : (R) urrent position, i.e. how many reords after beginning, in the �le; usedby PYRGET and PYRSET.RRPY(1) - RRPY(97) : the U array of the CERN library implementation; part of thestate of the generator.RRPY(98) - RRPY(100) : C, CD and CM of the CERN library implementation; the �rstpart of the state of the generator, the latter two onstants alulated at ini-tialization.
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5 The Event ReordThe event reord is the entral repository for information about the partiles produed inthe urrent event: avours, momenta, event history, and prodution verties. It plays avery entral rôle: without a proper understanding of what the reord is and how informa-tion is stored, it is meaningless to try to use Pythia. The reord is stored in the ommonblok PYJETS. Almost all the routines that the user alls an be viewed as performingsome ation on the reord: �ll a new event, let partons fragment or partiles deay, boostit, list it, �nd lusters, et.In this setion we will �rst desribe the KF avour ode, subsequently the PYJETSommon blok, and then give a few omments about the rôle of the event reord in theprograms.To ease the interfaing of di�erent event generators, a HEPEVT standard ommon blokstruture for the event reord has been agreed on. For historial reasons the standardommon bloks are not diretly used in Pythia, but a onversion routine omes with theprogram, and is desribed at the end of this setion.5.1 Partile CodesThe Partile Data Group partile ode [PDG88, PDG92, PDG00℄ is used onsistentlythroughout the program. Almost all known disrepanies between earlier versions of thePDG standard and thePythia usage have now been resolved. The one known exeption isthe (very unertain) lassi�ation of f0(980), with f0(1370) also a�eted as a onsequene.There is also some slight mixup in the tehniolor setor between �00t and �t. Theseshould not be major problems. The PDG standard, with the loal Pythia extensions, isreferred to as the KF partile ode. This ode you have to be thoroughly familiar with. Itis desribed below.The KF ode is not onvenient for a diret storing of masses, deay data, or otherpartile properties, sine the KF odes are so spread out. Instead a ompressed ode KCbetween 1 and 500 is used here. A partile and its antipartile are mapped to the sameKC ode, but else the mapping is unique. Normally this ode is only used at very spei�plaes in the program, not visible to the user. If need be, the orrespondene an alwaysbe obtained by using the funtion PYCOMP, i.e. KC = PYCOMP(KF). This mapping is nothardoded, but an be hanged by user intervention, e.g. by introduing new partileswith the PYUPDA faility. It is therefore not intended that you should ever want or needto know any KC odes at all. It may be useful to know, however, that for odes smallerthan 80, KF and KC agree. Normally a user would never do the inverse mapping, but wenote that this is stored as KF = KCHG(KC,4), making use of the KCHG array in the PYDAT2ommon blok. Of ourse, the sign of a partile ould never be reovered by this inverseoperation.The partile names printed in the tables in this setion orrespond to the ones obtainedwith the routine PYNAME, whih is used extensively, e.g. in PYLIST. Greek haratersare spelt out in full, with a apital �rst letter to orrespond to a apital Greek letter.Generially the name of a partile is made up of the following piees:1. The basi root name. This inludes a * for most spin 1 (L = 0) mesons and spin3=2 baryons, and a 0 for some spin 1=2 baryons (where there are two states to bedistinguished, f. �{�0). The rules for heavy baryon naming are in aordane withthe 1986 Partile Data Group onventions [PDG86℄. For mesons with one unit oforbital angular momentum, K (D, B, . . . ) is used for quark-spin 0 and K* (D*, B*,. . . ) for quark-spin 1 mesons; the onvention for `*' may here deviate slightly fromthe one used by the PDG.2. Any lower indies, separated from the root by a . For heavy hadrons, this is theadditional heavy-avour ontent not inherent in the root itself. For a diquark, it is48



Table 5: Quark and lepton odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed1 d d 11 e� e-2 u u 12 �e nu e3 s s 13 �� mu-4   14 �� nu mu5 b b 15 �� tau-6 t t 16 �� nu tau7 b0 b' 17 � 0 tau'8 t0 t' 18 � 0� nu' tau9 1910 20the spin.3. The haraters `bar' for an antipartile, wherever the distintion between partileand antipartile is not inherent in the harge information.4. Charge information: ++, +, 0, �, or��. Charge is not given for quarks or diquarks.Some neutral partiles whih are ustomarily given without a 0 also here lak it,suh as neutrinos, g, , and avour-diagonal mesons other than �0 and �0. Notethat harge is inluded both for the proton and the neutron. While non-standard,it is helpful in avoiding misunderstandings when looking at an event listing.Below follows a list of KF partile odes. The list is not omplete; a more extensive onemay be obtained with CALL PYLIST(11). Partiles are grouped together, and the basirules are desribed for eah group. Whenever a distint antipartile exists, it is given thesame KF ode with a minus sign (whereas KC odes are always positive).1. Quarks and leptons, Table 5.This group ontains the basi building bloks of matter, arranged aording tofamily, with the lower member of weak isodoublets also having the smaller ode(thus d preedes u). A fourth generation is inluded as part of the senarios forexoti physis. The quark odes are used as building bloks for the diquark, mesonand baryon odes below.2. Gauge bosons and other fundamental bosons, Table 6.This group inludes all the gauge and Higgs bosons of the standard model, as wellas some of the bosons appearing in various extensions of it. They orrespond toone extra U(1) and one extra SU(2) group, a further Higgs doublet, a graviton,a horizontal gauge boson R (oupling between families), and a (salar) leptoquarkLQ.3. Exoti partile odes.The positions 43{80 are used as temporary sites for exoti partiles that eventuallymay be shifted to a separate ode sequene. Currently this list is empty. The onesnot in use are at your disposal (but with no guarantees that they will remain so).4. Various speial odes, Table 7.In a Monte Carlo, it is always neessary to have odes that do not orrespond toany spei� partile, but are used to lump together groups of similar partiles fordeay treatment (nowadays largely obsolete), to speify generi deay produts (alsoobsolete), or generi intermediate states in external proesses, or additional eventreord information from jet searhes. These odes, whih again are non-standard,are found between numbers 81 and 100.49



Table 6: Gauge boson and other fundamental boson odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed21 g g 3122  gamma 32 Z00 Z'023 Z0 Z0 33 Z000 Z"024 W+ W+ 34 W0+ W'+25 h0 h0 35 H0 H026 36 A0 A027 37 H+ H+28 3829 39 G Graviton30 4041 R0 R042 LQ LQ
Table 7: Various speial odes.KF Printed Meaning81 speflav Spetator avour; used in deay-produt listings82 rndmflav A random u, d, or s avour; possible deay produt83 phasespa Simple isotropi phase-spae deay84 -hadron Information on deay of generi harm hadron85 b-hadron Information on deay of generi bottom hadron86878889 (internal use for unspei�ed resonane data)90 system Intermediate pseudopartile in external proess91 luster Parton system in luster fragmentation92 string Parton system in string fragmentation93 indep. Parton system in independent fragmentation94 CMshower Four-momentum of time-like showering system95 SPHEaxis Event axis found with PYSPHE96 THRUaxis Event axis found with PYTHRU97 CLUSjet Jet (luster) found with PYCLUS98 CELLjet Jet (luster) found with PYCELL99 table Tabular output from PYTABU100
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Table 8: Diquark odes. For brevity, diquarks ontaining  or b quarks are notlisted, but are de�ned analogously.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed1103 dd1 dd 12101 ud0 ud 0 2103 ud1 ud 12203 uu1 uu 13101 sd0 sd 0 3103 sd1 sd 13201 su0 su 0 3203 su1 su 13303 ss1 ss 15. Diquark odes, Table 8.A diquark made up of a quark with ode i and another with ode j, where i � j,and with total spin s, is given the odeKF = 1000i+ 100j + 2s+ 1 ; (16)i.e. the tens position is left empty (f. the baryon ode below). Some of the mostfrequently used odes are listed in the table. All the lowest-lying spin 0 and 1diquarks are inluded in the program.6. Meson odes, Tables 9 and 10.A meson made up of a quark with ode i and an antiquark with ode �j, j 6= i,and with total spin s, is given the odeKF = f100 max(i; j) + 10 min(i; j) + 2s+ 1g sign(i� j) (�1)max(i;j) ; (17)assuming it is not orbitally or radially exited. Note the presene of an extra � signif the heaviest quark is a down-type one. This is in aordane with the partile{antipartile distintion adopted in the 1986 Review of Partile Properties [PDG86℄.It means for example that a B meson ontains a b antiquark rather than a b quark.The avour-diagonal states are arranged in order of asending mass. Thus theobvious generalization of eq. (17) to KF = 110i+ 2s+ 1 is only valid for harm andbottom. The lighter quark states an appear mixed, e.g. the �0 (111) is an equalmixture of dd (naively ode 111) and uu (naively ode 221).The standard rule of having the last digit of the form 2s+1 is broken for the K0S{K0Lsystem, where it is 0, and this onvention should arry over to mixed states in theB meson system, should one hoose to de�ne suh. For higher multiplets with thesame spin, �10000, �20000, et., are added to provide the extra distintion needed.Some of the most frequently used odes are given below.The full lowest-lying pseudosalar and vetor multiplets are inluded in the program,Table 9.Also the lowest-lying orbital angular momentum L = 1 mesons are inluded, Table10: one pseudovetor multiplet obtained for total quark-spin 0 (L = 1; S = 0 )J = 1) and one salar, one pseudovetor and one tensor multiplet obtained for totalquark-spin 1 (L = 1; S = 1 ) J = 0; 1 or 2), where J is what is onventionallyalled the spin s of the meson. Any mixing between the two pseudovetor multipletsis not taken into aount. Please note that some members of these multiplets havestill not been found, and are inluded here only based on guesswork. Even for knownones, the information on partiles (mass, width, deay modes) is highly inomplete.Only two radial exitations are inluded, the  0 =  (2S) and �0 = �(2S).7. Baryon odes, Table 11.A baryon made up of quarks i, j and k, with i � j � k, and total spin s, is given51



Table 9: Meson odes, part 1.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed211 �+ pi+ 213 �+ rho+311 K0 K0 313 K�0 K*0321 K+ K+ 323 K�+ K*+411 D+ D+ 413 D�+ D*+421 D0 D0 423 D�0 D*0431 D+s D s+ 433 D�+s D* s+511 B0 B0 513 B�0 B*0521 B+ B+ 523 B�+ B*+531 B0s B s0 533 B�0s B* s0541 B+ B + 543 B�+ B* +111 �0 pi0 113 �0 rho0221 � eta 223 ! omega331 �0 eta' 333 � phi441 � eta  443 J= J/psi551 �b eta b 553 � Upsilon130 K0L K L0310 K0S K S0the ode KF = 1000i+ 100j + 10k + 2s+ 1 : (18)An exeption is provided by spin 1=2 baryons made up of three di�erent types ofquarks, where the two lightest quarks form a spin-0 diquark (�-like baryons). Herethe order of the j and k quarks is reversed, so as to provide a simple means ofdistintion to baryons with the lightest quarks in a spin-1 diquark (�-like baryons).For hadrons with heavy avours, the root names are Lambda or Sigma for hadronswith two u or d quarks, Xi for those with one, and Omega for those without u or dquarks.Some of the most frequently used odes are given in Table 11. The full lowest-lyingspin 1=2 and 3=2 multiplets are inluded in the program.8. QCD e�etive states, Table 12.We here inlude the pomeron IP and reggeon IR `partiles', whih are important e.g.in the desription of di�rative sattering, but do not have a simple orrespondenewith other partiles in the lassi�ation sheme.Also inluded are odes to be used for denoting di�rative states in Pythia, as partof the event history. The �rst two digits here are 99 to denote the non-standardharater. The seond, third and fourth last digits give avour ontent, while thevery last one is 0, to denote the somewhat unusual harater of the ode. Only afew odes have been introdued with names; depending on irumstanes these alsohave to double up for other di�rative states. Other di�rative odes for strangemesons and baryon beams are also aepted by the program, but do not give nieprintouts.9. Supersymmetri odes, Table 13.Susy doubles the number of states of the Standard Model (at least). Fermionshave separate spartners to the left- and right-handed omponents. In the thirdgeneration these are assumed to mix to nontrivial mass eigenstates, while mixing52



Table 10: Meson odes, part 2. For brevity, states with b quark are omitted fromthis listing, but are de�ned in the program.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed10213 b1 b 1+ 10211 a+0 a 0+10313 K01 K 10 10311 K�00 K* 0010323 K+1 K 1+ 10321 K�+0 K* 0+10413 D+1 D 1+ 10411 D�+0 D* 0+10423 D01 D 10 10421 D�00 D* 0010433 D+1s D 1s+ 10431 D�+0s D* 0s+10113 b01 b 10 10111 a00 a 0010223 h01 h 10 10221 f00 f 0010333 h001 h' 10 10331 f 000 f' 0010443 h01 h 10 10441 �00 hi 0020213 a+1 a 1+ 215 a+2 a 2+20313 K�01 K* 10 315 K�02 K* 2020323 K�+1 K* 1+ 325 K�+2 K* 2+20413 D�+1 D* 1+ 415 D�+2 D* 2+20423 D�01 D* 10 425 D�02 D* 2020433 D�+1s D* 1s+ 435 D�+2s D* 2s+20113 a01 a 10 115 a02 a 2020223 f01 f 10 225 f02 f 2020333 f 001 f' 10 335 f 002 f' 2020443 �01 hi 10 445 �02 hi 20100443  0 psi'100553 �0 Upsilon'is not inluded in the �rst two. Note that all spartile names begin with a tilde.Default masses are arbitrary and branhing ratios not set at all. This is taken areof at initialization if IMSS(1) is positive.10. Tehniolor odes, Table 14.A set of olourless and oloured tehnihadrons have been inluded, the latter speif-ially for the ase of Topolor assisted Tehniolor. Where unlear, indies 1 or 8denote the olour multiplet. Then there are oloured tehnirhos and tehnipions thatan mix with the Coloron (or V8) assoiated with the breaking of SU(3)2�SU(3)3to ordinary SU(3)C (where the 2 and 3 indies refer to the �rst two and the thirdgeneration, respetively).The �t belongs to an older iteration of Tehniolor modelling than the rest. It wasoriginally given the 3000221 ode, and thereby now omes to lash with the �00t ofthe urrent main senario. Sine the �t is one-of-a-kind, it was deemed better tomove it to make way for the �00t. This leads to a slight inonsisteny with the PDGodes.11. Exited fermion odes, Table 15.A �rst generation of exited fermions are inluded.12. Exoti partile odes, Table 16.This setion inludes the exited graviton, as the �rst (but probably not last) man-ifestation of the possibility of large extra dimensions. Although it is not yet in the53



Table 11: Baryon odes. For brevity, some states with b quarks or multiple  onesare omitted from this listing, but are de�ned in the program.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed1114 �� Delta-2112 n n0 2114 �0 Delta02212 p p+ 2214 �+ Delta+2224 �++ Delta++3112 �� Sigma- 3114 ��� Sigma*-3122 �0 Lambda03212 �0 Sigma0 3214 ��0 Sigma*03222 �+ Sigma+ 3224 ��+ Sigma*+3312 �� Xi- 3314 ��� Xi*-3322 �0 Xi0 3324 ��0 Xi*03334 
� Omega-4112 �0 Sigma 0 4114 ��0 Sigma* 04122 �+ Lambda +4212 �+ Sigma + 4214 ��+ Sigma* +4222 �++ Sigma ++ 4224 ��++ Sigma* ++4132 �0 Xi 04312 �00 Xi' 0 4314 ��0 Xi* 04232 �+ Xi +4322 �0+ Xi' + 4324 ��+ Xi* +4332 
0 Omega 0 4334 
�0 Omega* 05112 ��b Sigma b- 5114 ���b Sigma* b-5122 �0b Lambda b05212 �0b Sigma b0 5214 ��0b Sigma* b05222 �+b Sigma b+ 5224 ��+b Sigma* b+
Table 12: QCD e�etive states.KF Printed Meaning110 reggeon reggeon IR990 pomeron pomeron IP9900110 rho diff0 Di�rative �0=�0= state9900210 pi diffr+ Di�rative �+ state9900220 omega di0 Di�rative ! state9900330 phi diff0 Di�rative � state9900440 J/psi di0 Di�rative J= state9902110 n diffr Di�rative n state9902210 p diffr+ Di�rative p state54



Table 13: Supersymmetri odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed1000001 ~dL �d L 2000001 ~dR �d R1000002 ~uL �u L 2000002 ~uR �u R1000003 ~sL �s L 2000003 ~sR �s R1000004 ~L � L 2000004 ~R � R1000005 ~b1 �b 1 2000005 ~b2 �b 21000006 ~t1 �t 1 2000006 ~t2 �t 21000011 ~eL �e L- 2000011 ~eR �e R-1000012 ~�eL �nu eL 2000012 ~�eR �nu eR1000013 ~�L �mu L- 2000013 ~�R �mu R-1000014 ~��L �nu muL 2000014 ~��R �nu muR1000015 ~�1 �tau L- 2000015 ~�2 �tau R-1000016 ~��L �nu tauL 2000016 ~��R �nu tauR1000021 ~g �g 1000025 ~�03 �hi 301000022 ~�01 �hi 10 1000035 ~�04 �hi 401000023 ~�02 �hi 20 1000037 ~�+2 �hi 2+1000024 ~�+1 �hi 1+ 1000039 ~G �Gravitino
Table 14: Tehniolor odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed3000111 �0t pi t0 3100021 V8;t V8 t3000211 �+t pi t+ 3100111 �022;1;t pi 22 1 t3000221 �00t pi' t0 3200111 �022;8;t pi 22 8 t3000113 �0t rho t0 3100113 �011;t rho 11 t3000213 �+t rho t+ 3200113 �012;t rho 12 t3000223 !0t omega t0 3300113 �021;t rho 21 t3000331 �t eta t0 3400113 �022;t rho 22 t

Table 15: Exited fermion odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed4000001 u� d* 4000011 e� e*-4000002 d� u* 4000012 ��e nu* e0
55



Table 16: Exoti partile odes.KF Name Printed KF Name Printed5000039 G� Graviton*9900012 �Re nu Re 9900023 Z0R Z R09900014 �R� nu Rmu 9900024 W+R W R+9900016 �R� nu Rtau 9900041 H++L H L++9900042 H++R H R++PDG standard, we assume that suh states will go in a new series of numbers.Inluded is also a set of partiles assoiated with an extra SU(2) gauge group forrighthanded states, as required in order to obtain a left{right symmetri theory athigh energies. This inludes righthanded (Majorana) neutrinos, righthanded Z0R andW�R gauge bosons, and both left- and righthanded doubly harged Higgses. Suh asenario would also ontain other Higgs states, but these do not bring anything newrelative to the ones already introdued, from an observational point of view. Herethe �rst two digits are 99 to denote the non-standard harater.A hint on large partile numbers: if you want to avoid mistyping the number of zeros,it may pay o� to de�ne a statement likePARAMETER (KSUSY1=1000000,KSUSY2=2000000,KTECHN=3000000,&KEXCIT=4000000,KDIMEN=5000000)at the beginning of your program and then refer to partiles as KSUSY1+1 = ~dL and soon. This then also agrees with the internal notation (where feasible).5.2 The Event ReordEah new event generated is in its entirety stored in the ommon blok PYJETS, whihthus forms the event reord. Here eah parton or partile that appears at some stageof the fragmentation or deay hain will oupy one line in the matries. The di�erentomponents of this line will tell whih parton/partile it is, from where it originates, itspresent status (fragmented/deayed or not), its momentum, energy and mass, and thespae{time position of its prodution vertex. Note that K(I,3){K(I,5) and the P and Vvetors may take speial meaning for some spei� appliations (e.g. spheriity or lusteranalysis), as desribed in those onnetions.The event history information stored in K(I,3){K(I,5) should not be taken too lit-erally. In the partile deay hains, the meaning of a mother is well-de�ned, but thefragmentation desription is more ompliated. The primary hadrons produed in stringfragmentation ome from the string as a whole, rather than from an individual parton.Even when the string is not inluded in the history (see MSTU(16)), the pointer fromhadron to parton is deeptive. For instane, in a qgq event, those hadrons are pointingtowards the q (q) parton that were produed by fragmentation from that end of the string,aording to the random proedure used in the fragmentation routine. No partiles pointto the g. This assignment seldom agrees with the visual impression, and is not intendedto. The ommon blok PYJETS has expanded with time, and an now house 4000 entries.This �gure may seem ridiulously large, but atually the previous limit of 2000 wasoften reahed in studies of high-p? proesses at the LHC (and SSC). This is beausethe event reord ontains not only the �nal partiles, but also all intermediate partonsand hadrons, whih subsequently showered, fragmented or deayed. Inluded are also awealth of photons oming from �0 deays; the simplest way of reduing the size of the56



event reord is atually to swith o� �0 deays by MDCY(PYCOMP(111),1)=0. Also notethat some routines, suh as PYCLUS and PYCELL, use memory after the event reord properas a working area. Still, to hange the size of the ommon blok, upwards or downwards,is easy: just do a global substitute in the ommon blok and hange the MSTU(4) value tothe new number. If more than 10000 lines are to be used, the paking of olour informationshould also be hanged, see MSTU(5).COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)Purpose: to ontain the event reord, i.e. the omplete list of all partons and partiles(initial, intermediate and �nal) in the urrent event. (By parton we heremean the sublass of partiles that arry olour, for whih extra olour owinformation is then required. Normally this means quarks and gluons, whihan fragment to hadrons, but also squarks and other exoti partiles fall inthis ategory.)N : number of lines in the K, P and V matries oupied by the urrent event. Nis ontinuously updated as the de�nition of the original on�guration and thetreatment of fragmentation and deay proeed. In the following, the individualparton/partile number, running between 1 and N, is alled I.NPAD : dummy to ensure an even number of integers before the double preision reals,as required by some ompilers.K(I,1) : status ode KS, whih gives the urrent status of the parton/partile stored inthe line. The ground rule is that odes 1{10 orrespond to urrently existingpartons/partiles, while larger odes ontain partons/partiles whih no longerexist, or other kinds of event information.= 0 : empty line.= 1 : an undeayed partile or an unfragmented parton, the latter being eithera single parton or the last one of a parton system.= 2 : an unfragmented parton, whih is followed by more partons in the sameolour-singlet parton system.= 3 : an unfragmented parton with speial olour ow information stored inK(I,4) and K(I,5), suh that adjaent partons along the string neednot follow eah other in the event reord.= 4 : a partile whih ould have deayed, but did not within the allowedvolume around the original vertex.= 5 : a partile whih is to be fored to deay in the next PYEXEC all, in thevertex position given (this ode is only set by user intervention).= 11 : a deayed partile or a fragmented parton, the latter being either a singleparton or the last one of a parton system, f. =1.= 12 : a fragmented parton, whih is followed by more partons in the sameolour-singlet parton system, f. =2. Further, a B meson whih deayedas a B one, or vie versa, beause of B{B mixing, is marked with thisode rather than =11.= 13 : a parton whih has been removed when speial olour ow informationhas been used to rearrange a parton system, f. =3.= 14 : a parton whih has branhed into further partons, with speial olour-ow information provided, f. =3.= 15 : a partile whih has been fored to deay (by user intervention), f. =5.= 21 : doumentation lines used to give a ompressed story of the event at thebeginning of the event reord.= 31 : lines with information on spheriity, thrust or luster searh.= 32 : tabular output, as generated by PYTABU.57



= 41 : juntion (urrently not fully implemented).< 0 : these odes are never used by the program, and are therefore usuallynot a�eted by operations on the reord, suh as PYROBO, PYLIST andevent-analysis routines (the exeption is some PYEDIT alls, where linesare moved but not deleted). Suh odes may therefore be useful in someonnetions.K(I,2) : partile KF ode, as desribed in setion 5.1.K(I,3) : line number of parent partile, where known, otherwise 0. Note that theassignment of a partile to a given parton in a parton system is unphysial,and what is given there is only related to the way the fragmentation wasgenerated.K(I,4) : normally the line number of the �rst daughter; it is 0 for an undeayed partileor unfragmented parton.For K(I,1) = 3, 13 or 14, instead, it ontains speial olour-ow information(for internal use only) of the formK(I,4) = 200000000*MCFR + 100000000*MCTO + 10000*ICFR + ICTO,where ICFR and ICTO give the line numbers of the partons from whih theolour omes and to where it goes, respetively; MCFR and MCTO originallyare 0 and are set to 1 when the orresponding olour onnetion has been traedin the PYPREP rearrangement proedure. (The paking may be hanged withMSTU(5).) The `from' olour position may indiate a parton whih branhedto produe the urrent parton, or a parton reated together with the urrentparton but with mathed antiolour, while the `to' normally indiates a partonthat the urrent parton branhes into. Thus, for setting up an initial olouron�guration, it is normally only the `from' part that is used, while the `to'part is added by the program in a subsequent all to parton-shower evolution(for �nal-state radiation; it is the other way around for initial-state radiation).Note: normally most users never have to worry about the exat rules forolour-ow storage, sine this is used mainly for internal purposes. However,when it is neessary to de�ne this ow, it is reommended to use the PYJOINroutine, sine it is likely that this would redue the hanes of making a mis-take.K(I,5) : normally the line number of the last daughter; it is 0 for an undeayed partileor unfragmented parton.For K(I,1) = 3, 13 or 14, instead, it ontains speial olour-ow information(for internal use only) of the formK(I,5) = 200000000*MCFR + 100000000*MCTO + 10000*ICFR + ICTO,where ICFR and ICTO give the line numbers of the partons from whih theantiolour omes and to where it goes, respetively; MCFR and MCTO orig-inally are 0 and are set to 1 when the orresponding olour onnetion hasbeen traed in the PYPREP rearrangement proedure. For further disussion,see K(I,4).P(I,1) : px, momentum in the x diretion, in GeV/.P(I,2) : py, momentum in the y diretion, in GeV/.P(I,3) : pz, momentum in the z diretion, in GeV/.P(I,4) : E, energy, in GeV.P(I,5) : m, mass, in GeV/2. In parton showers, with spae-like virtualities, i.e. whereQ2 = �m2 > 0, one puts P(I,5)= �Q.V(I,1) : x position of prodution vertex, in mm.V(I,2) : y position of prodution vertex, in mm.V(I,3) : z position of prodution vertex, in mm.V(I,4) : time of prodution, in mm/ (� 3:33� 10�12 s).V(I,5) : proper lifetime of partile, in mm/ (� 3:33� 10�12 s). If the partile is not58



expeted to deay, V(I,5)=0. A line with K(I,1)=4, i.e. a partile that ouldhave deayed, but did not within the allowed region, has the proper non-zeroV(I,5).In the absene of eletri or magneti �elds, or other disturbanes, the deayvertex VP of an unstable partile may be alulated asVP(j) = V(I,j) + V(I,5)*P(I,j)/P(I,5), j = 1{4.5.3 How The Event Reord WorksThe event reord is the main repository for information about an event. In the generationhain, it is used as a `soreboard' for what has already been done and what remains todo. This information an be studied by you, to aess information not only about the�nal state, but also about what ame before.5.3.1 A simple exampleThe �rst example of setion 3.5 may help to larify what is going on. When PY2ENT isalled to generate a qq pair, the quarks are stored in lines 1 and 2 of the event reord,respetively. Colour information is set to show that they belong together as a oloursinglet. The ounter N is also updated to the value of 2. At no stage is a previouslygenerated event removed. Lines 1 and 2 are overwritten, but lines 3 onwards still ontainwhatever may have been there before. This does not matter, sine N indiates where the`real' reord ends.As PYEXEC is alled, expliitly by you or indiretly by PY2ENT, the �rst entry is on-sidered and found to be the �rst parton of a system. Therefore the seond entry is alsofound, and these two together form a olour singlet parton system, whih may be allowedto fragment. The `string' that fragments is put in line 3 and the fragmentation produtsin lines 4 through 10 (in this partiular ase). At the same time, the q and q in the �rsttwo lines are marked as having fragmented, and the same for the string. At this stage, Nis 10. Internally in PYEXEC there is another ounter with the value 2, whih indiates howfar down in the reord the event has been studied.This seond ounter is gradually inreased by one. If the entry in the orrespondingline an fragment or deay, then fragmentation or deay is performed. The fragmenta-tion/deay produts are added at the end of the event reord, and N is updated aordingly.The entry is then also marked as having been treated. For instane, when line 3 is on-sidered, the `string' entry of this line is seen to have been fragmented, and no ation istaken. Line 4, a �+, is allowed to deay to �+�0; the deay produts are stored in lines 11and 12, and line 4 is marked as having deayed. Next, entry 5 is allowed to deay. Theentry in line 6, �+, is a stable partile (by default) and is therefore passed by without anyation being taken.In the beginning of the proess, entries are usually unstable, and N grows faster thanthe seond ounter of treated entries. Later on, an inreasing fration of the entries arestable end produts, and the rôles are now reversed, with the seond ounter growingfaster. When the two oinide, the end of the reord has been reahed, and the proessan be stopped. All unstable objets have now been allowed to fragment or deay. Theyare still present in the reord, so as to simplify the traing of the history.Notie that PYEXEC ould well be alled a seond time. The seond ounter would thenstart all over from the beginning, but slide through until the end without ausing anyation, sine all objets that an be treated already have been. Unless some of the relevantswithes were hanged meanwhile, that is. For instane, if �0 deays were swithed o�the �rst time around but on the seond, all the �0's found in the reord would be allowedto deay in the seond all. A partile one deayed is not `undeayed', however, so if the�0 is put bak stable and PYEXEC is alled a third time, nothing will happen.59



5.3.2 Complete PYTHIA eventsIn a full-blown event generated with Pythia, the usage of PYJETS is more ompliated,although the general priniples survive. PYJETS is used extensively by many of the gener-ation routines; indeed it provides the bridge between many of them. The Pythia eventlisting begins (optionally) with a few lines of event summary, spei� to the hard proesssimulated and thus not desribed in the overview above. These spei� parts are overedin the following.In most instanes, only the partiles atually produed are of interest. ForMSTP(125)=0, the event reord starts o� with the parton on�guration existing afterhard interation, initial- and �nal-state radiation, multiple interations and beam rem-nants have been onsidered. The partons are arranged in olour singlet lusters, orderedas required for string fragmentation. Also photons and leptons produed as part of thehard interation (e.g. from qq ! g or uu ! Z0 ! e+e�) appear in this part of the eventreord. These original entries appear with pointer K(I,3)=0, whereas the produts of thesubsequent fragmentation and deay have K(I,3) numbers pointing bak to the line ofthe parent.The standard doumentation, obtained with MSTP(125)=1, inludes a few lines at thebeginning of the event reord, whih ontain a brief summary of the proess that has takenplae. The number of lines used depends on the nature of the hard proess and is storedin MSTI(4) for the urrent event. These lines all have K(I,1)=21. For all proesses, lines1 and 2 give the two inoming partiles. When listed with PYLIST, these two lines will beseparated from subsequent ones by a sequene of `======' signs, to improve readability.For di�rative and elasti events, the two outgoing states in lines 3 and 4 omplete thelist. Otherwise, lines 3 and 4 ontain the two partons that initiate the two initial-stateparton showers, and 5 and 6 the end produts of these showers, i.e. the partons thatenter the hard interation. With initial-state radiation swithed o�, lines 3 and 5 andlines 4 and 6 are idential. For a simple 2 ! 2 hard sattering, lines 7 and 8 give thetwo outgoing partons/partiles from the hard interation, before any �nal-state radiation.For 2 ! 2 proesses proeeding via an intermediate resonane suh as �=Z0, W� or h0,the resonane is found in line 7 and the two outgoing partons/partiles in 8 and 9. Insome ases one of these may be a resonane in its own right, or both of them, so thatfurther pairs of lines are added for subsequent deays. If the deay of a given resonanehas been swithed o�, then no deay produts are listed either in this initial summaryor in the subsequent ordinary listing. Whenever partons are listed, they are assumed tobe on the mass shell for simpliity. The fat that e�etive masses may be generated byinitial- and �nal-state radiation is taken into aount in the atual parton on�gurationthat is allowed to fragment, however. The listing of the event doumentation loses withanother line made up of `======' signs.A few examples may help larify the piture. For a single di�rative event pp ! pdi�rp,the event reord will start withI K(I,1) K(I,2) K(I,3) omment1 21 2212 0 inoming p2 21 -2212 0 inoming p========================= not part of reord; appears in listings3 21 9902210 1 outgoing pdi�r4 21 -2212 2 outgoing p========================= again not part of reordThe typial QCD 2 ! 2 proess would beI K(I,1) K(I,2) K(I,3) omment1 21 2212 0 inoming p2 21 -2212 0 inoming p========================= 60



3 21 2 1 u piked from inoming p4 21 -1 2 d piked from inoming p5 21 21 3 u evolved to g at hard sattering6 21 -1 4 still d at hard sattering7 21 21 0 outgoing g from hard sattering8 21 -1 0 outgoing d from hard sattering=========================Note that, where well de�ned, the K(I,3) ode does ontain information as to whihside the di�erent partons ome from, e.g. above the gluon in line 5 points bak to the uin line 3, whih points bak to the proton in line 1. In the example above, it would havebeen possible to assoiate the sattered g in line 7 with the inoming one in line 5, butthis is not possible in the general ase, onsider e.g. gg ! gg.A speial ase is provided by W+W� or Z0Z0 fusion to an h0. Then the virtual W's orZ's are shown in lines 7 and 8, the h0 in line 9, and the two reoiling quarks (that emittedthe bosons) in 10 and 11, followed by the Higgs deay produts. Sine the W's and Z's arespae-like, what is atually listed as the mass for them is �p�m2. Thus W+W� fusionto an h0 in proess 8 (not proess 124, whih is lengthier) might look likeI K(I,1) K(I,2) K(I,3) omment1 21 2212 0 �rst inoming p2 21 2212 0 seond inoming p=========================3 21 2 1 u piked from �rst p4 21 21 2 g piked from seond p5 21 2 3 still u after initial-state radiation6 21 -4 4 g evolved to 7 21 24 5 spae-like W+ emitted by u quark8 21 -24 6 spae-like W� emitted by  quark9 21 25 0 Higgs produed by W+W� fusion10 21 1 5 u turned into d by emission of W+11 21 -3 6  turned into s by emission of W�12 21 23 9 �rst Z0 oming from deay of h013 21 23 9 seond Z0 oming from deay of h014 21 12 12 �e from �rst Z0 deay15 21 -12 12 �e from �rst Z0 deay16 21 5 13 b quark from seond Z0 deay17 21 -5 13 b antiquark from seond Z0 deay=========================Another speial ase is when a spetrum of virtual photons are generated inside alepton beam, i.e. when PYINIT is alled with one or two 'gamma/lepton' arguments.Then the doumentation setion is expanded to reet the new layer of administration.Positions 1 and 2 ontain the original beam partiles, e.g. e and p (or e+ and e�). Inposition 3 (and 4 for e+e�) is (are) the sattered outgoing lepton(s). Thereafter omesthe normal doumentation, but starting from the photon rather than a lepton. For ep,this means 4 and 5 are the � and p, 6 and 7 the shower initiators, 8 and 9 the inomingpartons to the hard interation, and 10 and 11 the outgoing ones. Thus the doumentationis 3 lines longer (4 for e+e�) than normally.After these lines with the initial information, the event reord looks the same asfor MSTP(125)=0, i.e. �rst omes the parton on�guration to be fragmented and, afteranother separator line `======' in the output (but not the event reord), the produtsof subsequent fragmentation and deay hains. This ordinary listing begins in positionMST(4)+1. The K(I,3) pointers for the partons, as well as leptons and photons produedin the hard interation, are now pointing towards the doumentation lines above, however.In partiular, beam remnants point to 1 or 2, depending on whih side they belong to, and61



partons emitted in the initial-state parton showers point to 3 or 4. In the seond exampleabove, the partons produed by �nal-state radiation will be pointing bak to 7 and 8; asusual, it should be remembered that a spei� assignment to 7 or 8 need not be unique.For the third example, �nal-state radiation partons will ome both from partons 10 and11 and from partons 16 and 17, and additionally there will be a neutrino{antineutrinopair pointing to 14 and 15.A hadroni event may ontain several (semi)hard interations, in the multiple inter-ations senario. The hardest interation of an event is shown in the initial setion of theevent reord, while further ones are not. Therefore these extra partons, doumented inthe main setion of the event, do not have a doumentation opy to point bak to, andso are assigned K(I,3)=0.There exists a third doumentation option, MSTP(125)=2. Here the history of initial-and �nal-state parton branhings may be traed, inluding all details on olour ow. Thisinformation has not been optimized for user-friendliness, and annot be reommended forgeneral usage. With this option, the initial doumentation lines are the same. They arefollowed by blank lines, K(I,1)=0, up to line 100 (an be hanged in MSTP(126)). Fromline 101 onwards eah parton with K(I,1)= 3, 13 or 14 appears with speial olour-owinformation in the K(I,4) and K(I,5) positions. For an ordinary 2 ! 2 sattering,the two inoming partons at the hard sattering are stored in lines 101 and 102, andthe two outgoing in 103 and 104. The olour ow between these partons has to behosen aording to the proper relative probabilities in ases when many alternatives arepossible, see setion 8.2.1. If there is initial-state radiation, the two partons in lines 101and 102 are opied down to lines 105 and 106, from whih the initial-state showers arereonstruted bakwards step by step. The branhing history may be read by noting that,for a branhing a! b, the K(I,3) odes of b and  point towards the line number of a.Sine the showers are reonstruted bakwards, this atually means that parton b wouldappear in the listing before parton a and , and hene have a pointer to a position belowitself in the list. Assoiated time-like partons  may initiate time-like showers, as maythe partons of the hard sattering. Again a showering parton or pair of partons will beopied down towards the end of the list and allowed to undergo suessive branhings ! de, with d and e pointing towards . The mass of time-like partons is properlystored in P(I,5); for spae-like partons �p�m2 is stored instead. After this setion,ontaining all the branhings, omes the �nal parton on�guration, properly arranged inolour, followed by all subsequent fragmentation and deay produts, as usual.5.4 The HEPEVT StandardA set of ommon bloks was developed and agreed on within the framework of the 1989LEP physis study, see [Sj�o89℄. This standard de�nes an event reord struture whihshould make the interfaing of di�erent event generators muh simpler.It would be a major work to rewrite Pythia to agree with this standard event reordstruture. More importantly, the standard only overs quantities whih an be de�nedunambiguously, i.e. whih are independent of the partiular program used. There arethus no provisions for the need for olour-ow information in models based on string frag-mentation, et., so the standard ommon bloks would anyway have to be supplementedwith additional event information. For the moment, the adopted approah is therefore toretain the PYJETS event reord, but supply a routine PYHEPC whih an onvert to or fromthe standard event reord. Owing to a somewhat di�erent ontent in the two reords,some ambiguities do exist in the translation proedure. PYHEPC has therefore to be usedwith some judgement.In this setion, the standard event struture is �rst presented, i.e. the most importantpoints in [Sj�o89℄ are reapitulated. Thereafter the onversion routine is desribed, withpartiular attention to ambiguities and limitations.62



The standard event reord is stored in two ommon bloks. The seond of these isspei�ally intended for spin information. Sine Pythia never (expliitly) makes use ofspin information, this latter ommon blok is not addressed here. A third ommon blokfor olour ow information has been disussed, but never formalized. Note that a CALLPYLIST(5) an be used to obtain a simple listing of the more interesting information inthe event reord.In order to make the omponents of the standard more distinguishable in your pro-grams, the three haraters HEP (for High Energy Physis) have been hosen to be a partof all names.Originally it was not spei�ed whether real variables should be in single or doublepreision. At the time, this meant that single preision beame the default hoie, butsine then the trend has been towards inreasing preision. In onnetion with the 1995LEP 2 workshop, it was therefore agreed to adopt DOUBLE PRECISION real variables aspart of the standard, and also to extend the size from 2000 to 4000 entries [Kno96℄. If, forsome reason, one would want to revert to single preision, this would only require trivialhanges to the ode of the PYHEPC onversion routine desribed below.PARAMETER (NMXHEP=4000)COMMON/HEPEVT/NEVHEP,NHEP,ISTHEP(NMXHEP),IDHEP(NMXHEP),&JMOHEP(2,NMXHEP),JDAHEP(2,NMXHEP),PHEP(5,NMXHEP),VHEP(4,NMXHEP)DOUBLE PRECISION PHEP, VHEPPurpose: to ontain an event reord in a Monte Carlo-independent format.NMXHEP: maximum numbers of entries (partiles) that an be stored in the ommonblok. The default value of 4000 an be hanged via the parameter onstru-tion. In the translation, it is heked that this value is not exeeded.NEVHEP: is normally the event number, but may have speial meanings, aording tothe desription below:> 0 : event number, sequentially inreased by 1 for eah all to the main eventgeneration routine, starting with 1 for the �rst event generated.= 0 : for a program whih does not keep trak of event numbers, as some ofthe Pythia routines.= -1 : speial initialization reord; not used by Pythia.= -2 : speial �nal reord; not used by Pythia.NHEP: the atual number of entries stored in the urrent event. These are found in the�rst NHEP positions of the respetive arrays below. Index IHEP, 1�IHEP�NHEP,is used below to denote a given entry.ISTHEP(IHEP): status ode for entry IHEP, with the following meanings:= 0 : null entry.= 1 : an existing entry, whih has not deayed or fragmented. This is the mainlass of entries, whih represents the `�nal state' given by the generator.= 2 : an entry whih has deayed or fragmented and is therefore not appearingin the �nal state, but is retained for event history information.= 3 : a doumentation line, de�ned separately from the event history. Thisould inlude the two inoming reating partiles, et.= 4 - 10 : unde�ned, but reserved for future standards.= 11 - 200 : at the disposal of eah model builder for onstruts spei� to hisprogram, but equivalent to a null line in the ontext of any other program.= 201 - : at the disposal of users, in partiular for event traking in the detetor.IDHEP(IHEP) : partile identity, aording to the PDG standard. The four additionalodes 91{94 have been introdued to make the event history more legible, seesetion 5.1 and the MSTU(16) desription of how daughters an point bak to63



them.JMOHEP(1,IHEP) : pointer to the position where the mother is stored. The value is 0 forinitial entries.JMOHEP(2,IHEP) : pointer to position of seond mother. Normally only one motherexists, in whih ase the value 0 is to be used. In Pythia, entries withodes 91{94 are the only ones to have two mothers. The avour on-tents of these objets, as well as details of momentum sharing, have to befound by looking at the mother partons, i.e. the two partons in positionsJMOHEP(1,IHEP) and JMOHEP(2,IHEP) for a luster or a shower system, andthe range JMOHEP(1,IHEP){JMOHEP(2,IHEP) for a string or an independentfragmentation parton system.JDAHEP(1,IHEP) : pointer to the position of the �rst daughter. If an entry has notdeayed, this is 0.JDAHEP(2,IHEP) : pointer to the position of the last daughter. If an entry has notdeayed, this is 0. It is assumed that daughters are stored sequentially, sothat the whole range JDAHEP(1,IHEP){JDAHEP(2,IHEP) ontains daughters.This variable should be set also when only one daughter is present, as inK0 ! K0S deays, so that looping from the �rst daughter to the last one workstransparently. Normally daughters are stored after mothers, but in bakwardsevolution of initial-state radiation the opposite may appear, i.e. that mothersare found below the daughters they branh into. Also, the two daughters thenneed not appear one after the other, but may be separated in the event reord.PHEP(1,IHEP) : momentum in the x diretion, in GeV/.PHEP(2,IHEP) : momentum in the y diretion, in GeV/.PHEP(3,IHEP) : momentum in the z diretion, in GeV/.PHEP(4,IHEP) : energy, in GeV.PHEP(5,IHEP) : mass, in GeV/2. For spae-like partons, it is allowed to use a negativemass, aording to PHEP(5,IHEP)= �p�m2.VHEP(1,IHEP) : prodution vertex x position, in mm.VHEP(2,IHEP) : prodution vertex y position, in mm.VHEP(3,IHEP) : prodution vertex z position, in mm.VHEP(4,IHEP) : prodution time, in mm/ (� 3:33� 10�12 s).This ompletes the brief desription of the standard. In Pythia, the routine PYHEPCis provided as an interfae.CALL PYHEPC(MCONV)Purpose: to onvert between the PYJETS event reord and the HEPEVT event reord.MCONV : diretion of onversion.= 1 : translates the urrent PYJETS reord into the HEPEVT one, while leavingthe original PYJETS one una�eted.= 2 : translates the urrent HEPEVT reord into the PYJETS one, while leavingthe original HEPEVT one una�eted.The onversion of momenta is trivial: it is just a matter of exhanging the order of theindies. The vertex information is but little more ompliated; the extra �fth omponentpresent in PYJETS an be easily reonstruted from other information for partiles whihhave deayed. (Some of the advaned features made possible by this omponent, suh asthe possibility to onsider deays within expanding spatial volumes in subsequent PYEXECalls, annot be used if the reord is translated bak and forth, however.) Also, thepartile odes K(I,2) and IDHEP(I) are idential, sine they are both based on the PDGodes. 64



The remaining, non-trivial areas deal with the status odes and the event history. Inmoving from PYJETS to HEPEVT, information on olour ow is lost. On the other hand, theposition of a seond mother, if any, has to be found; this only a�ets lines with K(I,2)=91{94. Also, for lines with K(I,1)= 13 or 14, the daughter pointers have to be found. Byand large, however, the translation from PYJETS to HEPEVT should ause little problem,and there should never be any need for user intervention. (We assume that Pythia is runwith the default MSTU(16)=1 mother pointer assignments, otherwise some disrepanieswith respet to the proposed standard event history desription will be present.)In moving from HEPEVT to PYJETS, information on a seond mother is lost. Anyodes IDHEP(I) not equal to 1, 2 or 3 are translated into K(I,1)=0, and so all entrieswith K(I,1)� 30 are e�etively lost in a translation bak and forth. All entries withIDHEP(I)=2 are translated into K(I,1)=11, and so entries of type K(I,1) = 12, 13, 14or 15 are never found. There is thus no olour-ow information available for partonswhih have fragmented. For partons with IDHEP(I)=1, i.e. whih have not fragmented,an attempt is made to subdivide the partoni system into olour singlets, as requiredfor subsequent string fragmentation. To this end, it is assumed that partons are storedsequentially along strings. Normally, a string would then start at a q (q) or qq (qq) entry,over a number of intermediate gluons, and end at a q (q) or qq (qq) entry. Partilesould be interspersed in this list with no adverse e�ets, i.e. a u � g �  � u sequenewould be interpreted as a u� g�u string plus an additional photon. A losed gluon loopwould be assumed to be made up of a sequential listing of the gluons, with the stringontinuing from the last gluon up bak to the �rst one. Contrary to the previous, openstring ase, the appearane of any partile but a gluon would therefore signal the end ofthe gluon loop. For example, a g� g� g� g sequene would be interpreted as one singlefour-gluon loop, while a g � g �  � g � g sequene would be seen as omposed of two2-gluon systems.If these interpretations, whih are not unique, are not to your liking, it is up to youto orret them, e.g. by using PYJOIN to tell exatly whih partons should be joined, inwhih sequene, to give a string. Calls to PYJOIN (or the equivalent) are also neessary ifPYSHOW is to be used to have some partons develop a shower.For pratial appliations, one should note that e+e� events, whih have been allowedto shower but not to fragment, do have partons arranged in the order assumed above,so that a translation to HEPEVT and bak does not destroy the possibility to performfragmentation by a simple PYEXEC all. Also the hard interations in hadroni eventsful�l this ondition, while problems may appear in the multiple interation senario,where several losed gg loops may appear diretly following one another, and thus wouldbe interpreted as a single multigluon loop after translation bak and forth.
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6 The Old e+e� Annihilation RoutinesFrom the Jetset pakage, Pythia inherits routines for the dediated simulation of twohard proesses in e+e� annihilation. The proess of main interest is e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq.The desription provided by the PYEEVT routine has been a main staple from PETRA daysup to the LEP1 era. Nowadays it is superseded by proess 1 of the main Pythia eventgeneration mahinery, see setion 8.4.2. This latter proess o�ers a better desription ofavour seletion, resonane shape and initial-state radiation. It an also, optionally, beused with the seond-order matrix element mahinery doumented in this setion. Forbakwards ompatibility, however, the old routines have still been retained here. Thereare also a few features found in the routines in this setion, and not in the other ones,suh as polarized inoming beams.For the proess e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq, higher-order QCD orretions an be obtainedeither with parton showers or with seond-order matrix elements. The details of theparton-shower evolution are given in setion 10, while this setion ontains the matrix-element desription, inluding a summary of the older algorithm for initial-state photonradiation used here.The other standalone hard proess in this setion is � deay to ggg or gg, whih isbriey ommented on.The main soures of information for this hapter are refs. [Sj�o83, Sj�o86, Sj�o89℄.6.1 Annihilation Events in the ContinuumThe desription of e+e� annihilation into hadroni events involves a number of ompo-nents: the s dependene of the total ross setion and avour omposition, multipartonmatrix elements, angular orientation of events, initial-state photon bremsstrahlung ande�ets of initial-state eletron polarization. Many of the published formulae have beenderived for the ase of massless outgoing quarks. For eah of the omponents desribed inthe following, we will begin by disussing the massless ase, and then omment on whatis done to aommodate massive quarks.6.1.1 Eletroweak ross setionsIn the standard theory, fermions have the following ouplings (illustrated here for the �rstgeneration): e� = 0, v� = 1, a� = 1,ee = �1, ve = �1 + 4 sin2�W , ae = �1,eu = 2=3, vu = 1� 8 sin2�W=3, a� = 1,ed = �1=3, vd = �1 + 4 sin2�W=3, ad = �1,with e the eletri harge, and v and a the vetor and axial ouplings to the Z0. Therelative energy dependene of the weak neutral urrent to the eletromagneti one is givenby �(s) = 116 sin2�W os2�W ss�m2Z + imZ�Z ; (19)where s = E2m. In this setion the eletroweak mixing parameter sin2�W and the Z0 massmZ and width �Z are onsidered as onstants to be given by you (while the full Pythiaevent generation mahinery itself alulates an s-dependent width).Although the inoming e+ and e� beams are normally unpolarized, we have inludedthe possibility of polarized beams, following the formalism of [Ols80℄. Thus the inominge+ and e� are haraterized by polarizations P� in the rest frame of the partiles:P� = P�T ŝ� + P�L p̂� ; (20)66



where 0 � P�T � 1 and �1 � P�L � 1, with the onstraint(P�)2 = (P�T )2 + (P�L )2 � 1 : (21)Here ŝ� are unit vetors perpendiular to the beam diretions p̂�. To be spei�, wehoose a right-handed oordinate frame with p̂� = (0; 0;�1), and standard transversepolarization diretions (out of the mahine plane for storage rings) ŝ� = (0;�1; 0), thelatter orresponding to azimuthal angles '� = ��=2. As free parameters in the programwe hoose P+L , P�L , PT = qP+T P�T and �' = ('+ + '�)=2.In the massless QED ase, the probability to produe a avour f is proportional toe2f , i.e up-type quarks are four times as likely as down-type ones. In lowest-order mass-less QFD (Quantum Flavour Dynamis; part of the Standard Model) the orrespondingrelative probabilities are given by [Ols80℄hf(s) = e2e (1� P+L P�L ) e2f + 2ee nve(1� P+L P�L )� ae(P�L � P+L )o <�(s) efvf ++ n(v2e + a2e)(1� P+L P�L )� 2veae(P�L � P+L )o j�(s)j2 nv2f + a2f o ; (22)where <�(s) denotes the real part of �(s). The hf(s) expression depends both on the svalue and on the longitudinal polarization of the e� beams in a non-trivial way.The ross setion for the proess e+e� ! �=Z0 ! ff may now be written as�f(s) = 4��2em3s Rf(s) ; (23)where Rf gives the ratio to the lowest-order QED ross setion for the proess e+e� !�+��, Rf(s) = NC RQCD hf(s) : (24)The fator of NC = 3 ounts the number of olour states available for the qq pair. TheRQCD fator takes into aount QCD loop orretions to the ross setion. For nf e�etiveavours (normally nf = 5)RQCD � 1 + �s� + (1:986� 0:115nf)��s� �2 + � � � (25)in the MS renormalization sheme [Din79℄. Note that RQCD does not a�et the relativequark-avour omposition, and so is of peripheral interest here. (For leptons the NCand RQCD fators would be absent, i.e. NC RQCD = 1, but leptoni �nal states are notgenerated by this routine.)Negleting higher-order QCD and QFD e�ets, the orretions for massive quarks aregiven in terms of the veloity �f of a fermion with mass mf , �f = q1� 4m2f =s, as follows.The vetor quark urrent terms in hf (proportional to e2f , efvf , or v2f ) are multiplied by athreshold fator �f(3� �2f )=2, while the axial vetor quark urrent term (proportional toa2f ) is multiplied by �3f . While inlusion of quark masses in the QFD formulae dereasesthe total ross setion, �rst-order QCD orretions tend in the opposite diretion [Jer81℄.Na��vely, one would expet one fator of �f to get anelled. So far, the available optionsare either to inlude threshold fators in full or not at all.Given that all �ve quarks are light at the sale of the Z0, the issue of quark massesis not really of interest at LEP. Here, however, purely weak orretions are important, inpartiular sine they hange the b quark partial width di�erently from that of the otherones [K�uh89℄. No suh e�ets are inluded in the program.67



6.1.2 First-order QCD matrix elementsThe Born proess e+e� ! qq is modi�ed in �rst-order QCD by the probability for the q orq to radiate a gluon, i.e. by the proess e+e� ! qqg. The matrix element is onvenientlygiven in terms of saled energy variables in the .m. frame of the event, x1 = 2Eq=Em,x2 = 2Eq=Em, and x3 = 2Eg=Em, i.e. x1 + x2 + x3 = 2. For massless quarks the matrixelement reads [Ell76℄ 1�0 d�dx1 dx2 = �s2� CF x21 + x22(1� x1)(1� x2) ; (26)where �0 is the lowest-order ross setion, CF = 4=3 is the appropriate olour fator, andthe kinematially allowed region is 0 � xi � 1; i = 1; 2; 3. By kinematis, the xk variablefor parton k is related to the invariant mass mij of the other two partons i and j byyij = m2ij=E2m = 1� xk.The strong oupling onstant �s is in �rst order given by�s(Q2) = 12�(33� 2nf) ln(Q2=�2) : (27)Conventionally Q2 = s = E2m; we will return to this issue below. The number of avoursnf is 5 for LEP appliations, and so the � value determined is �5 (while e.g. most DeeplyInelasti Sattering studies refer to �4, the energies for these experiments being belowthe bottom threshold). The �s values are mathed at avour thresholds, i.e. as nf ishanged the � value is also hanged. It is therefore the derivative of �s that hanges ata threshold, not �s itself.In order to separate 2-jets from 3-jets, it is useful to introdue jet-resolution param-eters. This an be done in several di�erent ways. Most famous are the y and (�; Æ)proedures. We will only refer to the y ut, whih is the one used in the program. Herea 3-parton on�guration is alled a 2-jet event ifmini;j (yij) = mini;j  m2ijE2m! < y : (28)The ross setion in eq. (26) diverges for x1 ! 1 or x2 ! 1 but, when �rst-orderpropagator and vertex orretions are inluded, a orresponding singularity with oppositesign appears in the qq ross setion, so that the total ross setion is �nite. In analytialalulations, the average value of any well-behaved quantity Q an therefore be alulatedas hQi = 1�tot limy!0 Q(2parton) �2parton(y) + Zyij>yQ(x1; x2) d�3partondx1 dx2 dx1 dx2! ; (29)where any expliit y dependene disappears in the limit y ! 0.In a Monte Carlo program, it is not possible to work with a negative total 2-jet rate,and thus it is neessary to introdue a �xed non-vanishing y ut in the 3-jet phase spae.Experimentally, there is evidene for the need of a low y ut, i.e. a large 3-jet rate. ForLEP appliations, the reommended value is y = 0:01, whih is about as far down as onean go and still retain a positive 2-jet rate. With �s = 0:12, in full seond-order QCD(see below), the 2 : 3 : 4 jet omposition is then approximately 11% : 77% : 12%.Note, however, that initial-state QED radiation may oasionally lower the .m. energysigni�antly, i.e. inrease �s, and thereby bring the 3-jet fration above unity if y is kept�xed at 0.01 also in those events. Therefore, at PETRA/PEP energies, y values slightlyabove 0.01 are needed. In addition to the y ut, the program ontains a ut on the68



invariant mass mij between any two partons, whih is typially required to be larger than2 GeV. This ut orresponds to the atual merging of two nearby parton jets, i.e. where atreatment with two separate partons rather than one would be superuous in view of thesmearing arising from the subsequent fragmentation. Sine the ut-o� mass sale pyEmnormally is muh larger, this additional ut only enters for events at low energies.For massive quarks, the amount of QCD radiation is slightly redued [Iof78℄:1�0 d�dx1 dx2 = �s2� CF ( x21 + x22(1� x1)(1� x2) � 4m2qs � 11� x1 + 11� x2�� 2m2qs  1(1� x1)2 + 1(1� x2)2!� 4m4qs2 � 11� x1 + 11� x2�2) : (30)Properly, the above expression is only valid for the vetor part of the ross setion, witha slightly di�erent expression for the axial part, but here the one above is used for it all.In addition, the phase spae for emission is redued by the requirement(1� x1)(1� x2)(1� x3)x23 � m2qs : (31)For b quarks at LEP energies, these orretions are fairly small.6.1.3 4-jet matrix elementsTwo new event types are added in seond-order QCD, e+e� ! qqgg and e+e� ! qqq0q0.The 4-jet ross setion has been alulated by several groups [Ali80a, Gae80, Ell81, Dan82℄,whih agree on the result. The formulae are too lengthy to be quoted here. In one of thealulations [Ali80a℄, quark masses were expliitly inluded, but here only the masslessexpressions are inluded, as taken from [Ell81℄. Here the angular orientation of the eventhas been integrated out, so that �ve independent internal kinematial variables remain.These may be related to the six yij and the four yijk variables, yij = m2ij=s = (pi + pj)2=sand yijk = m2ijk=s = (pi + pj + pk)2=s, in terms of whih the matrix elements are given.The original alulations were for the pure -exhange ase; it has been pointed out[Kni89℄ that an additional ontribution to the e+e� ! qqq0q0 ross setion arises from theaxial part of the Z0. This term is not inluded in the program, but fortunately it is �niteand small.Whereas the way the string, i.e. the fragmenting olour ux tube, is strethed isuniquely given in qqg event, for qqgg events there are two possibilities: q� g1 � g2 � qor q� g2 � g1 � q. A knowledge of quark and gluon olours, obtained by perturbationtheory, will uniquely speify the strething of the string, as long as the two gluons do nothave the same olour. The probability for the latter is down in magnitude by a fator1=N2C = 1=9. One may either hoose to neglet these terms entirely, or to keep them for thehoie of kinematial setup, but then drop them at the hoie of string drawing [Gus82℄.We have adopted the latter proedure. Comparing the two possibilities, di�erenes aretypially 10{20% for a given kinematial on�guration, and less for the total 4-jet rosssetion, so from a pratial point of view this is not a major problem.In higher orders, results depend on the renormalization sheme; we will use MSthroughout. In addition to this hoie, several possible forms an be hosen for �s, allof whih are equivalent to that order but di�er in higher orders. We have piked thereommended standard [PDG88℄�s(Q2) = 12�(33� 2nf) ln(Q2=�2MS) (1� 6 153� 19nf(33� 2nf)2 ln(ln(Q2=�2MS))ln(Q2=�2MS) ) : (32)69



6.1.4 Seond-order 3-jet matrix elementsAs for �rst order, a full seond-order alulation onsists both of real parton emissionterms and of vertex and propagator orretions. These modify the 3-jet and 2-jet rosssetions. Although there was some initial onfusion, everybody soon agreed on the sizeof the loop orretions [Ell81, Ver81, Fab82℄. In analyti alulations, the proedureof eq. (29), suitably expanded, an therefore be used unambiguously for a well-behavedvariable.For Monte Carlo event simulation, it is again neessary to impose some �nite jet-resolution riterion. This means that four-parton events whih fail the uts should bereassigned either to the 3-jet or to the 2-jet event lass. It is this area that aused quite alot of onfusion in the past [Kun81, Got82, Ali82, Zhu83, Gut84, Gut87, Kra88℄, and wherefull agreement does not exist. Most likely, agreement will never be reahed, sine thereare indeed ambiguous points in the proedure, related to unertainties on the theoretialside, as follows.For the y-ut ase, any two partons with an invariant mass m2ij < yE2m should bereombined into one. If the four-momenta are simply added, the sum will orrespondto a parton with a positive mass, namely the original mij. The loop orretions aregiven in terms of �nal massless partons, however. In order to perform the (partial)anellation between the four-parton real and the 3-parton virtual ontributions, it istherefore neessary to get rid of the bothersome mass in the four-parton states. Severalreombinations are used in pratie, whih go under names suh as `E', `E0', `p' and`p0' [OPA91℄. In the `E'-type shemes, the energy of a reombined parton is given byEij = Ei + Ej, and three-momenta may have to be adjusted aordingly. In the `p'-type shemes, on the other hand, three-momenta are added, pij = pi + pj, and thenenergies may have to be adjusted. These proedures result in di�erent 3-jet topologies,and therefore in di�erent seond-order di�erential 3-jet ross setions.Within eah sheme, a number of lesser points remain to be dealt with, in partiularwhat to do if a reombination of a nearby parton pair were to give an event with a non-qqgavour struture.This ode ontains two alternative seond-order 3-jet implementations, GKS andERT(Zhu). The latter is the reommended one and default. Other parameterizationshave also been made available that run together with Jetset 6 (but not adopted to theurrent program), see [Sj�o89, Mag89℄.The GKS option is based on the GKS [Gut84℄ alulation, where some of the originalmistakes in FKSS [Fab82℄ have been orreted. The GKS formulae have the advantage ofgiving the seond-order orretions in losed analyti form, as not-too-long funtions ofx1, x2, and the y ut. However, it is today reognized, also by the authors, that importantterms are still missing, and that the matrix elements should therefore not be taken tooseriously. The option is thus kept mainly for bakwards ompatibility.The ERT(Zhu) generator [Zhu83℄ is based on the ERT matrix elements [Ell81℄, witha Monte Carlo reombination proedure suggested by Kunszt [Kun81℄ and developed byAli [Ali82℄. It has the merit of giving orretions in a onvenient, parameterized form.For pratial appliations, the main limitation is that the orretions are only given fordisrete values of the ut-o� parameter y, namely y = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05. Atthese y values, the full seond-order 3-jet ross setion is written in terms of the `ratiofuntion' R(X; Y ; y), de�ned by1�0 d�tot3dX dY = �s� A0(X; Y )�1 + �s� R(X; Y ; y)� ; (33)where X = x1 � x2 = xq � xq, Y = x3 = xg, �0 is the lowest-order hadroni rosssetion, and A0(X; Y ) the standard �rst-order 3-jet ross setion, f. eq. (26). By MonteCarlo integration, the value of R(X; Y ; y) is evaluated in bins of (X; Y ), and the resultparameterized by a simple funtion F (X; Y ; y). Further details are found in [Sj�o89℄.70



6.1.5 The matrix-element event generator shemeThe program ontains parameterizations, separately, of the total �rst-order 3-jet rate, thetotal seond-order 3-jet rate, and the total 4-jet rate, all as funtions of y (with �s as aseparate prefator). These parameterizations have been obtained as follows:� The �rst-order 3-jet matrix element is almost analytially integrable; some small�nite piees were obtained by a trunated series expansion of the relevant integrand.� The GKS seond-order 3-jet matrix elements were integrated for 40 di�erent y-utvalues, evenly distributed in ln y between a smallest value y = 0:001 and the kine-matial limit y = 1=3. For eah y value, 250 000 phase-spae points were generated,evenly in d ln(1 � xi) = dxi=(1 � xi), i = 1; 2, and the seond-order 3-jet rate inthe point evaluated. The properly normalized sum of weights in eah of the 40 ypoints were then �tted to a polynomial in ln(y�1 � 2). For the ERT(Zhu) matrixelements the parameterizations in eq. (33) were used to perform a orrespondingMonte Carlo integration for the �ve y values available.� The 4-jet rate was integrated numerially, separately for qqgg and qqq0q0 events, bygenerating large samples of 4-jet phase-spae points within the boundary y = 0:001.Eah point was lassi�ed aording to the atual minimum y between any twopartons. The same events ould then be used to update the summed weights for40 di�erent ounters, orresponding to y values evenly distributed in ln y betweeny = 0:001 and the kinematial limit y = 1=6. In fat, sine the weight sums for largey values only reeived ontributions from few phase-spae points, extra (smaller)subsamples of events were generated with larger y uts. The summed weights,properly normalized, were then parameterized in terms of polynomials in ln(y�1�5).Sine it turned out to be diÆult to obtain one single good �t over the whole rangeof y values, di�erent parameterizations are used above and below y = 0:018. Asoriginally given, the qqq0q0 parameterization only took into aount four q0 avours,i.e. seondary bb pairs were not generated, but this has been orreted for LEP.In the generation stage, eah event is treated on its own, whih means that the �s andy values may be allowed to vary from event to event. The main steps are the following.1. The y value to be used in the urrent event is determined. If possible, this isthe value given by you, but additional onstraints exist from the validity of theparameterizations (y � 0:001 for GKS, 0:01 � y � 0:05 for ERT(Zhu)) and anextra (user-modi�able) requirement of a minimum absolute invariant mass betweenjets (whih translates into varying y uts due to the e�ets of initial-state QEDradiation).2. The �s value is alulated.3. For the y and �s values given, the relative two/three/four-jet omposition is deter-mined. This is ahieved by using the parameterized funtions of y for 3- and 4-jetrates, multiplied by the relevant number of fators of �s. In ERT(Zhu), where theseond-order 3-jet rate is available only at a few y values, intermediate results areobtained by linear interpolation in the ratio of seond-order to �rst-order 3-jet rates.The 3-jet and 4-jet rates are normalized to the analytially known seond-order to-tal event rate, i.e. divided by RQCD of eq. (25). Finally, the 2-jet rate is obtainedby onservation of total probability.4. If the ombination of y and �s values is suh that the total 3- plus 4-jet fration islarger than unity, i.e. the remainder 2-jet fration negative, the y-ut value is raised(for that event), and the proess is started over at point 3.5. The hoie is made between generating a 2-, 3- or 4-jet event, aording to therelative probabilities.6. For the generation of 4-jets, it is �rst neessary to make a hoie between qqggand qqq0q0 events, aording to the relative (parameterized) total ross setions. Aphase-spae point is then seleted, and the di�erential ross setion at this point is71



evaluated and ompared with a parameterized maximum weight. If the phase-spaepoint is rejeted, a new one is seleted, until an aeptable 4-jet event is found.7. For 3-jets, a phase-spae point is �rst hosen aording to the �rst-order ross se-tion. For this point, the weightW (x1; x2; y) = 1 + �s� R(x1; x2; y) (34)is evaluated. Here R(x1; x2; y) is analytially given for GKS [Gut84℄, while it isapproximated by the parameterization F (X; Y ; y) of eq. (33) for ERT(Zhu). Again,linear interpolation of F (X; Y ; y) has to be applied for intermediate y values. Theweight W is ompared with a maximum weightWmax(y) = 1 + �s� Rmax(y) ; (35)whih has been numerially determined beforehand and suitably parameterized. Ifthe phase-spae point is rejeted, a new point is generated, et.8. Massive matrix elements are not available for seond-order QCD (but are in the�rst-order option). However, if a 3- or 4-jet event determined above falls outside thephase-spae region allowed for massive quarks, the event is rejeted and reassignedto be a 2-jet event. (The way the yij and yijk variables of 4-jet events shouldbe interpreted for massive quarks is not even unique, so some latitude has beentaken here to provide a reasonable ontinuity from 3-jet events.) This proedureis known not to give the expeted full mass suppression, but is a reasonable �rstapproximation.9. Finally, if the event is lassi�ed as a 2-jet event, either beause it was initially soassigned, or beause it failed the massive phase-spae uts for 3- and 4-jets, thegeneration of 2-jets is trivial.6.1.6 Optimized perturbation theoryTheoretially, it turns out that the seond-order orretions to the 3-jet rate are large. It istherefore not unreasonable to expet large third-order orretions to the 4-jet rate. Indeed,the experimental 4-jet rate is muh larger than seond order predits (when fragmentatione�ets have been inluded), if �s is determined based on the 3-jet rate [Sj�o84a, JAD88℄.The only onsistent way to resolve this issue is to go ahead and alulate the full nextorder. This is a tough task, however, so people have looked at possible shortuts. Forexample, one an try to minimize the higher-order ontributions by a suitable hoie ofthe renormalization sale [Ste81℄ | `optimized perturbation theory'. This is equivalentto a di�erent hoie for the Q2 sale in �s, a sale whih is not unambiguous anyway.Indeed the standard value Q2 = s = E2m is larger than the natural physial sale ofgluon emission in events, given that most gluons are fairly soft. One ould therefore pikanother sale, Q2 = fs, with f < 1. The O(�s) 3-jet rate would be inreased by suha sale hange, and so would the number of 4-jet events, inluding those whih ollapseinto 3-jet ones. The loop orretions depend on the Q2 sale, however, and ompensatethe hanges above by giving a larger negative ontribution to the 3-jet rate.The possibility of piking an optimized sale f is implemented as follows [Sj�o89℄.Assume that the di�erential 3-jet rate at sale Q2 = s is given by the expressionR3 = r1�s + r2�2s ; (36)where R3, r1 and r2 are funtions of the kinematial variables x1 and x2 and the y ut,as implied by the seond-order formulae above, see e.g. eq. (33). When the oupling ishosen at a di�erent sale, Q02 = fs, the 3-jet rate has to be hanged toR03 = r01�0s + r2�02s ; (37)72



where r01 = r1, r02 = r2 + r133� 2nf12� ln f ; (38)and �0s = �s(fs). Sine we only have the Born term for 4-jets, here the e�ets of a salehange ome only from the hange in the oupling onstant. Finally, the 2-jet ross setionan still be alulated from the di�erene between the total ross setion and the 3- and4-jet ross setions.If an optimized sale is used in the program, the default value is f = 0:002, whih isfavoured by the studies in ref. [Bet89℄. (In fat, it is also possible to use a orrespondinglyoptimized RQCD fator, eq. (25), but then the orresponding f is hosen independentlyand muh loser to unity.) The suess of desribing the jet rates should not hide the fatthat one is dabbling in (eduated, hopefully) guesswork, and that any onlusions basedon this method have to be taken with a pinh of salt.One speial problem assoiated with the use of optimized perturbation theory is thatthe di�erential 3-jet rate may beome negative over large regions of the (x1; x2) phasespae. This problem already exists, at least in priniple, even for a sale f = 1, sine r2 isnot guaranteed to be positive de�nite. Indeed, depending on the hoie of y ut, �s valueand reombination sheme, one may observe a small region of negative di�erential 3-jetrate for the full seond-order expression. This region is entred around qqg on�gurations,where the q and q are lose together in one hemisphere and the g is alone in the other, i.e.x1 � x2 � 1=2. It is well understood why seond-order orretions should be negative inthis region [Dok89℄: the q and q of a qqg state are in a relative olour otet state, and thusthe olour fore between them is repulsive, whih translates into a negative seond-orderterm.However, as f is dereased below unity, r02 reeives a negative ontribution from the ln fterm, and the region of negative di�erential ross setion has a tendeny to beome larger,also after taking into aount related hanges in �s. In an event-generator framework,where all events are supposed to ome with unit weight, it is learly not possible tosimulate negative ross setions. What happens in the program is therefore that no 3-jetevents at all are generated in the regions of negative di�erential ross setion, and thatthe 3-jet rate in regions of positive ross setions is redued by a onstant fator, hosenso that the total number of 3-jet events omes out as it should. This is a onsequeneof the way the program works, where it is �rst deided what kind of event to generate,based on integrated 3-jet rates in whih positive and negative ontributions are added upwith sign, and only thereafter the kinematis is hosen.Based on our physis understanding of the origin of this negative ross setion, theapproah adopted is as sensible as any, at least to that order in perturbation theory (whatone might strive for is a properly exponentiated desription of the relevant region). It angive rise to funny results for low f values, however, as observed by OPAL [OPA92℄ forthe energy{energy orrelation asymmetry.6.1.7 Angular orientationWhile pure  exhange gives a simple 1 + os2 � distribution for the q (and q) diretion inqq events, Z0 exhange and �=Z0 interferene results in a forward{bakward asymmetry.If one introduesh0f(s) = 2ee nae(1� P+L P�L )� ve(P�L � P+L )o <�(s)efaf+ n2veae(1� P+L P�L )� (v2e + a2e)(P�L � P+L )o j�(s)j2 vfaf ; (39)then the angular distribution of the quark is given byd�d(os �f) / hf(s)(1 + os2 �f) + 2h0f(s) os �f : (40)73



The angular orientation of a 3- or 4-jet event may be desribed in terms of three angles�, � and '; for 2-jet events only � and ' are neessary. From a standard orientation, withthe q along the +z axis and the q in the xz plane with px > 0, an arbitrary orientation maybe reahed by the rotations +� in azimuthal angle, +� in polar angle, and +' in azimuthalangle, in that order. Di�erential ross setions, inluding QFD e�ets and arbitrary beampolarizations have been given for 2- and 3-jet events in refs. [Ols80, Sh80℄. We use theformalism of ref. [Ols80℄, with translation from their terminology aording to�! �� �and '� ! �('+ �=2). The resulting formulae are tedious, but straightforward to apply,one the internal jet on�guration has been hosen. 4-jet events are approximated by 3-jetones, by joining the two gluons of a qqgg event and the q0 and q0 of a qqq0q0 event into onee�etive jet. This means that some angular asymmetries are negleted [Ali80a℄, but thatweak e�ets are automatially inluded. It is assumed that the seond-order 3-jet eventshave the same angular orientation as the �rst-order ones, some studies on this issue maybe found in [K�or85℄. Further, the formulae normally refer to the massless ase; only forthe QED 2- and 3-jet ases are mass orretions available.The main e�et of the angular distribution of multijet events is to smear the lowest-order result, i.e. to redue any anisotropies present in 2-jet systems. In the parton-showeroption of the program, only the initial qq axis is determined. The subsequent showerevolution then de fato leads to a smearing of the jet axis, although not neessarily in fullagreement with the expetations from multijet matrix-element treatments.6.1.8 Initial-state radiationInitial-state photon radiation has been inluded using the formalism of ref. [Ber82℄. Hereeah event ontains either no photon or one, i.e. it is a �rst-order non-exponentiateddesription. The main formula for the hard radiative photon ross setion isd�dx = �em�  ln sm2e � 1! 1 + (1� x)2x �0(ŝ) ; (41)where x is the photon energy fration of the beam energy, ŝ = (1� x)s is the squaredredued hadroni .m. energy, and �0 is the ordinary annihilation ross setion at theredued energy. In partiular, the seletion of jet avours should be done aording toexpetations at the redued energy. The ross setion is divergent both for x ! 1 andx ! 0. The former is related to the fat that �0 has a 1=ŝ singularity (the real photonpole) for ŝ ! 0. An upper ut on x an here be hosen to �t the experimental setup.The latter is a soft photon singularity, whih is to be ompensated in the no-radiationross setion. A requirement x > 0:01 has therefore been hosen so that the hard-photon fration is smaller than unity. In the total ross setion, e�ets from photonswith x < 0:01 are taken into aount, together with vertex and vauum polarizationorretions (hadroni vauum polarizations using a simple parameterization of the moreompliated formulae of ref. [Ber82℄).The hard photon spetrum an be integrated analytially, for the full �=Z0 strutureinluding interferene terms, provided that no new avour thresholds are rossed and thatthe RQCD term in the ross setion an be approximated by a onstant over the rangeof allowed ŝ values. In fat, threshold e�ets an be taken into aount by standardrejetion tehniques, at the prie of not obtaining the exat ross setion analytially, butonly by an e�etive Monte Carlo integration taking plae in parallel with the ordinaryevent generation. In addition to x , the polar angle � and azimuthal angle ' of thephotons are also to be hosen. Further, for the orientation of the hadroni system, ahoie has to be made whether the photon is to be onsidered as having been radiatedfrom the e+ or from the e�.Final-state photon radiation, as well as interferene between initial- and �nal-stateradiation, has been left out of this treatment. The formulae for e+e� ! �+�� annot74



be simply taken over for the ase of outgoing quarks, sine the quarks as suh only livefor a short while before turning into hadrons. Another simpli�ation in our treatment isthat e�ets of inoming polarized e� beams have been ompletely negleted, i.e. neitherthe e�etive shift in azimuthal distribution of photons nor the redution in polarization isinluded. The polarization parameters of the program are to be thought of as the e�etivepolarization surviving after initial-state radiation.6.1.9 Alternative matrix elementsThe program ontains two sets of `toy model' matrix elements, one for an Abelian vetorgluon model and one for a salar gluon model. Clearly both of these alternatives arealready exluded by data, and are anyway not viable alternatives for a onsistent theoryof strong interations. They are therefore inluded more as referenes to show how wellthe harateristi features of QCD an be measured experimentally.Seond-order matrix elements are available for the Abelian vetor gluon model. Theseare easily obtained from the standard QCD matrix elements by a substitution of theCasimir group fators: CF = 4=3 ! 1, NC = 3 ! 0, and TR = nf=2 ! 3nf . First-ordermatrix elements ontain only CF ; therefore the standard �rst-order QCD results may bereovered by a resaling of �s by a fator 4=3. In seond order the hange of NC to 0means that g ! gg ouplings are absent from the Abelian model, while the hange of TRorresponds to an enhanement of the g ! q0q0 oupling, i.e. to an enhanement of theqqq0q0 4-jet event rate.The seond-order orretions to the 3-jet rate turn out to be strongly negative | if�s is �tted to get about the right rate of 4-jet events, the predited di�erential 3-jet rateis negative almost everywhere in the (x1; x2) plane. Whether this unphysial behaviourwould be saved by higher orders is unlear. It has been pointed out that the rate anbe made positive by a suitable hoie of sale, sine �s runs in opposite diretions in anAbelian model and in QCD [Bet89℄. This may be seen diretly from eq. (38), where theterm 33 = 11NC is absent in the Abelian model, and therefore the sale-dependent termhanges sign. In the program, optimized sales have not been implemented for this toymodel. Therefore the alternatives provided for you are either to generate only 4-jet events,or to neglet seond-order orretions to the 3-jet rate, or to have the total 3-jet rate setvanishing (so that only 2- and 4-jet events are generated). Normally we would expet theformer to be the one of most interest, sine it is in angular (and avour) distributionsof 4-jet events that the struture of QCD an be tested. Also note that the `orret'running of �s is not inluded; you are expeted to use the option where �s is just givenas a onstant number.The salar gluon model is even more exluded than the Abelian vetor one, sinedi�erenes appear already in the 3-jet matrix element [Lae80℄:d�dx1 dx2 / x23(1� x1)(1� x2) (42)when only  exhange is inluded. The axial part of the Z0 gives a slightly di�erentshape; this is inluded in the program but does not make muh di�erene. The angularorientation does inlude the full �=Z0 interferene [Lae80℄, but the main interest is in the3-jet topology as suh [Ell79℄. No higher-order orretions are inluded. It is reommendedto use the option of a �xed �s also here, sine the orret running is not available.6.2 Deays of Onia ResonanesMany di�erent possibilities are open for the deay of heavy JPC = 1�� onia resonanes.Of speial interest are the deays into three gluons or two gluons plus a photon, sine75



these o�er unique possibilities to study a `pure sample' of gluon jets. A routine for thispurpose is inluded in the program. It was written at a time where the expetations wereto �nd toponium at PETRA energies. Given the large value of the top mass, weak deaysdominate, to the extent that the top quark deays weakly even before a bound toponiumstate is formed, and thus the routine will be of no use for top. The harm system, on theother hand, is far too low in mass for a jet language to be of any use. The only appliationis therefore likely to be for �, whih unfortunately also is on the low side in mass.The matrix element for qq ! ggg is (in lowest order) [Kol78℄1�ggg d�gggdx1 dx2 = 1�2 � 9 (�1� x1x2x3 �2 + �1� x2x1x3 �2 + �1� x3x1x2 �2) ; (43)where, as before, xi = 2Ei=Em in the .m. frame of the event. This is a well-de�nedexpression, without the kind of singularities enountered in the qqg matrix elements. Inpriniple, no uts at all would be neessary, but for reasons of numerial simpliity weimplement a y ut as for ontinuum jet prodution, with all events not ful�lling this utonsidered as (e�etive) gg events. For ggg events, eah gg invariant mass is required tobe at least 2 GeV.Another proess is qq ! gg, obtained by replaing a gluon in qq ! ggg by a photon.This proess has the same normalized ross setion as the one above, if e.g. x1 is taken torefer to the photon. The relative rate is [Kol78℄�gg�ggg = 365 e2q �em�s(Q2) : (44)Here eq is the harge of the heavy quark, and the sale in �s has been hosen as the massof the onium state. If the mass of the reoiling gg system is lower than some ut-o� (bydefault 2 GeV), the event is rejeted.In the present implementation the angular orientation of the ggg and gg events isgiven for the e+e� ! � ! onium ase [Kol78℄ (optionally with beam polarization e�etsinluded), i.e. weak e�ets have not been inluded, sine they are negligible at around10 GeV.It is possible to start a perturbative shower evolution from either of the two statesabove. However, for � the phase spae for additional evolution is so onstrained that notmuh is to be gained from that. We therefore do not reommend this possibility. Theshower generation mahinery, when starting up from a gg on�guration, is onstrutedsuh that the photon energy is not hanged. This means that there is urrently nopossibility to use showers to bring the theoretial photon spetrum in better agreementwith the experimental one.In string fragmentation language, a ggg state orresponds to a losed string trianglewith the three gluons at the orners. As the partons move apart from a ommon origin,the string triangle expands. Sine the photon does not take part in the fragmentation,the gg state orresponds to a double string running between the two gluons.6.3 Routines and Common Blok Variables6.3.1 e+e� ontinuum event generationThe only routine a normal user will all to generate e+e� ontinuum events is PYEEVT.The other routines listed below, as well as PYSHOW (see setion 10.4), are alled by PYEEVT.CALL PYEEVT(KFL,ECM) 76



Purpose: to generate a omplete event e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qq ! parton shower ! hadronsaording to QFD and QCD ross setions. As an alternative to parton show-ers, seond-order matrix elements are available for qq + qqg + qqgg + qqq0q0prodution.KFL : avour of events generated.= 0 : mixture of all allowed avours aording to relevant probabilities.= 1 - 8 : primary quarks are only of the spei�ed avour KFL.ECM : total .m. energy of system.Remark: Eah all generates one event, whih is independent of preeding ones, withone exeption, as follows. If radiative orretions are inluded, the shape ofthe hard photon spetrum is realulated only with eah PYXTEE all, whihnormally is done only if KFL, ECM or MSTJ(102) is hanged. A hange of e.g.the Z0 mass in mid-run has to be followed either by a user all to PYXTEE orby an internal all fored e.g. by putting MSTJ(116)=3.SUBROUTINE PYXTEE(KFL,ECM,XTOT) : to alulate the total hadroni ross setion, in-luding quark thresholds, weak, beam polarization, and QCD e�ets and ra-diative orretions. In the proess, variables neessary for the treatment ofhard photon radiation are alulated and stored.KFL, ECM : as for PYEEVT.XTOT : the alulated total ross setion in nb.SUBROUTINE PYRADK(ECM,MK,PAK,THEK,PHIK,ALPK) : to desribe initial-state hard radiation.SUBROUTINE PYXKFL(KFL,ECM,ECMC,KFLC) : to generate the primary quark avour inase this is not spei�ed by you.SUBROUTINE PYXJET(ECM,NJET,CUT) : to determine the number of jets (2, 3 or 4) to begenerated within the kinematially allowed region (haraterized by CUT = yut)in the matrix-element approah; to be hosen suh that all probabilities arebetween 0 and 1.SUBROUTINE PYX3JT(NJET,CUT,KFL,ECM,X1,X2) : to generate the internal momentumvariables of a 3-jet event, qqg, aording to �rst- or seond-order QCD matrixelements.SUBROUTINE PYX4JT(NJET,CUT,KFL,ECM,KFLN,X1,X2,X4,X12,X14) : to generate theinternal momentum variables for a 4-jet event, qqgg or qqq0q0, aording toseond-order QCD matrix elements.SUBROUTINE PYXDIF(NC,NJET,KFL,ECM,CHI,THE,PHI) : to desribe the angular orien-tation of the jets. In �rst-order QCD the omplete QED or QFD formulae areused; in seond order 3-jets are assumed to have the same orientation as in�rst, and 4-jets are approximated by 3-jets.6.3.2 A routine for onium deayIn PYONIA we have implemented the deays of heavy onia resonanes into three gluons ortwo gluons plus a photon, whih are the dominant non-bakground-like deays of �.CALL PYONIA(KFL,ECM)Purpose: to simulate the proess e+e� ! � ! 1�� onium resonane ! (ggg or gg) !shower ! hadrons.KFL : the avour of the quark giving rise to the resonane.= 0 : generate ggg events alone.= 1 - 8 : generate ggg and gg events in mixture determined by the squaredharge of avour KFL, see eq. (44). Normally KFL= 5.77



ECM : total .m. energy of system.6.3.3 Common blok variablesThe status odes and parameters relevant for the e+e� routines are found in the om-mon blok PYDAT1. This ommon blok also ontains more general status odes andparameters, desribed elsewhere.COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters regulating theperformane of the e+e� event generation routines.MSTJ(101) : (D=5) gives the type of QCD orretions used for ontinuum events.= 0 : only qq events are generated.= 1 : qq + qqg events are generated aording to �rst-order QCD.= 2 : qq + qqg + qqgg + qqq0q0 events are generated aording to seond-orderQCD.= 3 : qq + qqg + qqgg + qqq0q0 events are generated, but without seond-orderorretions to the 3-jet rate.= 5 : a parton shower is allowed to develop from an original qq pair, seeMSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) for details.= -1 : only qqg events are generated (within same matrix-element uts as for=1). Sine the hange in avour omposition from mass uts or radiativeorretions is not taken into aount, this option is not intended forquantitative studies.= -2 : only qqgg and qqq0q0 events are generated (as for =2). The same warningas for =-1 applies.= -3 : only qqgg events are generated (as for =2). The same warning as for =-1applies.= -4 : only qqq0q0 events are generated (as for =2). The same warning as for=-1 applies.Note 1: MSTJ(101) is also used in PYONIA, with� 4 : ggg+gg events are generated aording to lowest-order matrix elements.� 5 : a parton shower is allowed to develop from the original ggg or gg on-�guration, see MSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) for details.Note 2: The default values of fragmentation parameters have been hosen towork well with the default parton-shower approah above. If any ofthe other options are used, or if the parton shower is used in non-defaultmode, it is normally neessary to retune fragmentation parameters. Asan example, we note that the seond-order matrix-element approah(MSTJ(101)=2) at PETRA/PEP energies gives a better desription whenthe a and b parameters of the symmetri fragmentation funtion are setto a =PARJ(41)=1, b =PARJ(42)=0.7, and the width of the transversemomentum distribution to � =PARJ(21)=0.40. In priniple, one alsoought to hange the joining parameter to PARJ(33)=PARJ(35)=1.1 topreserve a at rapidity plateau, but if this should be forgotten, it doesnot make too muh di�erene. For appliations at TRISTAN or LEP,one has to hange the matrix-element approah parameters even more,to make up for additional soft gluon e�ets not overed in this approah.MSTJ(102) : (D=2) inlusion of weak e�ets (Z0 exhange) for avour prodution, angu-lar orientation, ross setions and initial-state photon radiation in ontinuumevents. 78



= 1 : QED, i.e. no weak e�ets are inluded.= 2 : QFD, i.e. inluding weak e�ets.= 3 : as =2, but at initialization in PYXTEE the Z0 width is alulated fromsin2�W , �em and Z0 and quark masses (inluding bottom and top thresh-old fators for MSTJ(103) odd), assuming three full generations, and theresult is stored in PARJ(124).MSTJ(103) : (D=7) mass e�ets in ontinuum matrix elements, in the form MSTJ(103)= M1 +2M2 +4M3, where Mi = 0 if no mass e�ets and Mi = 1 if mass e�etsshould be inluded. Here;M1 : threshold fator for new avour prodution aording to QFD result;M2 : gluon emission probability (only applies for |MSTJ(101)|� 1, otherwiseno mass e�ets anyhow);M3 : angular orientation of event (only applies for |MSTJ(101)|� 1 andMSTJ(102)=1, otherwise no mass e�ets anyhow).MSTJ(104) : (D=5) number of allowed avours, i.e. avours that an be produed in aontinuum event if the energy is enough. A hange to 6 makes top produtionallowed above the threshold, et. Note that in qqq0q0 events only the �rst �veavours are allowed in the seondary pair, produed by a gluon breakup.MSTJ(105) : (D=1) fragmentation and deay in PYEEVT and PYONIA alls.= 0 : no PYEXEC alls, i.e. only matrix-element and/or parton-shower treat-ment, and ollapse of small jet systems into one or two partiles (inPYPREP).= 1 : PYEXEC alls are made to generate fragmentation and deay hain.= -1 : no PYEXEC alls and no ollapse of small jet systems into one or twopartiles (in PYPREP).MSTJ(106) : (D=1) angular orientation in PYEEVT and PYONIA.= 0 : standard orientation of events, i.e. q along +z axis and q along �z axisor in xz plane with px > 0 for ontinuum events, and g1g2g3 or g2g3 inxz plane with g1 or  along the +z axis for onium events.= 1 : random orientation aording to matrix elements.MSTJ(107) : (D=0) radiative orretions to ontinuum events.= 0 : no radiative orretions.= 1 : initial-state radiative orretions (inluding weak e�ets for MSTJ(102)=2 or 3).MSTJ(108) : (D=2) alulation of �s for matrix-element alternatives. The MSTU(111)and PARU(112) values are automatially overwritten in PYEEVT or PYONIA allsaordingly.= 0 : �xed �s value as given in PARU(111).= 1 : �rst-order formula is always used, with �QCD given by PARJ(121).= 2 : �rst- or seond-order formula is used, depending on value of MSTJ(101),with �QCD given by PARJ(121) or PARJ(122).MSTJ(109) : (D=0) gives a possibility to swith from QCD matrix elements to somealternative toy models. Is not relevant for shower evolution, MSTJ(101)=5,where one an use MSTJ(49) instead.= 0 : standard QCD senario.= 1 : a salar gluon model. Sine no seond-order orretions are available inthis senario, one an only use this with MSTJ(101) = 1 or -1. Also notethat the event-as-a-whole angular distribution is for photon exhangeonly (i.e. no weak e�ets), and that no higher-order orretions to thetotal ross setion are inluded.= 2 : an Abelian vetor gluon theory, with the olour fators CF = 1 (= 4=3in QCD), NC = 0 (= 3 in QCD) and TR = 3nf (= nf=2 in QCD).If one selets �Abelian = (4=3)�QCD, the 3-jet ross setion will agree79



with the QCD one, and di�erenes are to be found only in 4-jets. TheMSTJ(109)=2 option has to be run with MSTJ(110)=1 and MSTJ(111)=0;if need be, the latter variables will be overwritten by the program.Warning: seond-order orretions give a large negative ontribution tothe 3-jet ross setion, so large that the whole senario is of doubtful use.In order to make the seond-order options work at all, the 3-jet rosssetion is here by hand set exatly equal to zero for MSTJ(101)=2. It ishere probably better to use the option MSTJ(101)=3, although this is nota onsistent proedure either.MSTJ(110) : (D=2) hoie of seond-order ontributions to the 3-jet rate.= 1 : the GKS seond-order matrix elements.= 2 : the Zhu parameterization of the ERT matrix elements, based on the pro-gram of Kunszt and Ali, i.e. in historial sequene ERT/Kunszt/Ali/Zhu.The parameterization is available for y = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05.Values outside this range are put at the nearest border, while those in-side it are given by a linear interpolation between the two nearest points.Sine this proedure is rather primitive, one should try to work at one ofthe values given above. Note that no Abelian QCD parameterization isavailable for this option.MSTJ(111) : (D=0) use of optimized perturbation theory for seond-order matrix ele-ments (it an also be used for �rst-order matrix elements, but here it onlyorresponds to a trivial resaling of the �s argument).= 0 : no optimization proedure; i.e. Q2 = E2m.= 1 : an optimized Q2 sale is hosen as Q2 = fE2m, where f =PARJ(128) forthe total ross setion R fator, while f =PARJ(129) for the 3- and 4-jetrates. This f value enters via the �s, and also via a term proportionalto �2s ln f . Some onstraints are imposed; thus the optimized `3-jet' on-tribution to R is assumed to be positive (for PARJ(128)), the total 3-jetrate is not allowed to be negative (for PARJ(129)), et. However, there isno guarantee that the di�erential 3-jet ross setion is not negative (andtrunated to 0) somewhere (this an also happen with f = 1, but is thenless frequent). The atually obtained f values are stored in PARJ(168)and PARJ(169), respetively. If an optimized Q2 sale is used, then the�QCD (and �s) should also be hanged. With the value f = 0:002, ithas been shown [Bet89℄ that a �QCD = 0:100 GeV gives a reasonableagreement; the parameter to be hanged is PARJ(122) for a seond-orderrunning �s. Note that, sine the optimized Q2 sale is sometimes belowthe harm threshold, the e�etive number of avours used in �s may wellbe 4 only. If one feels that it is still appropriate to use 5 avours (onehoie might be as good as the other), it is neessary to put MSTU(113)=5.MSTJ(115) : (D=1) doumentation of ontinuum or onium events, in inreasing order ofompleteness.= 0 : only the parton shower, the fragmenting partons and the generatedhadroni system are stored in the PYJETS ommon blok.= 1 : also a radiative photon is stored (for ontinuum events).= 2 : also the original e+e� are stored (with K(I,1)=21).= 3 : also the  or �=Z0 exhanged for ontinuum events, the onium state forresonane events is stored (with K(I,1)=21).MSTJ(116) : (D=1) initialization of total ross setion and radiative photon spetrumin PYEEVT alls.= 0 : never; annot be used together with radiative orretions.= 1 : alulated at �rst all and then whenever KFL or MSTJ(102) is hangedor ECM is hanged by more than PARJ(139).80



= 2 : alulated at eah all.= 3 : everything is re-initialized in the next all, but MSTJ(116) is afterwardsautomatially put =1 for use in subsequent alls.MSTJ(119) : (I) hek on need to re-initialize PYXTEE.MSTJ(120) : (R) type of ontinuum event generated with the matrix-element option(with the shower one, the result is always =1).= 1 : qq.= 2 : qqg.= 3 : qqgg from Abelian (QED-like) graphs in matrix element.= 4 : qqgg from non-Abelian (i.e. ontaining triple-gluon oupling) graphs inmatrix element.= 5 : qqq0q0.MSTJ(121) : (R) ag set if a negative di�erential ross setion was enountered in thelatest PYX3JT all. Events are still generated, but maybe not quite aordingto the distribution one would like (the rate is set to zero in the regions ofnegative ross setion, and the di�erential rate in the regions of positive rosssetion is resaled to give the `orret' total 3-jet rate).PARJ(121) : (D=1.0 GeV) � value used in �rst-order alulation of �s in the matrix-element alternative.PARJ(122) : (D=0.25 GeV) � values used in seond-order alulation of �s in the matrix-element alternative.PARJ(123) : (D=91.187 GeV) mass of Z0 as used in propagators for the QFD ase.PARJ(124) : (D=2.489 GeV) width of Z0 as used in propagators for the QFD ase.Overwritten at initialization if MSTJ(102)=3.PARJ(125) : (D=0.01) yut, minimum squared saled invariant mass of any two partonsin 3- or 4-jet events; the main user-ontrolled matrix-element ut. PARJ(126)provides an additional onstraint. For eah new event, it is additionallyheked that the total 3- plus 4-jet fration does not exeed unity; if so thee�etive y ut will be dynamially inreased. The atual y-ut value is storedin PARJ(150), event by event.PARJ(126) : (D=2. GeV) minimum invariant mass of any two partons in 3- or 4-jetevents; a ut in addition to the one above, mainly for the ase of a radiativephoton lowering the hadroni .m. energy signi�antly.PARJ(127) : (D=1. GeV) is used as a safety margin for small olour-singlet jet systems,f. PARJ(32), spei�ally qq0 masses in qqq0q0 4-jet events and gg mass inonium gg events.PARJ(128) : (D=0.25) optimized Q2 sale for the QCD R (total rate) fator for theMSTJ(111)=1 option is given by Q2 = fE2m, where f =PARJ(128). For variousreasons the atually used f value may be inreased ompared with the nominalone; while PARJ(128) gives the nominal value, PARJ(168) gives the atual onefor the urrent event.PARJ(129) : (D=0.002) optimized Q2 sale for the 3- and 4-jet rate for the MSTJ(111)=1option is given by Q2 = fE2m, where f =PARJ(129). For various reasons theatually used f value may be inreased ompared with the nominal one; whilePARJ(129) gives the nominal value, PARJ(169) gives the atual one for theurrent event. The default value is in agreement with the studies of Bethke[Bet89℄.PARJ(131), PARJ(132) : (D=2*0.) longitudinal polarizations P+L and P�L of inominge+ and e�.PARJ(133) : (D=0.) transverse polarization PT = qP+T P�T , with P+T and P�T transversepolarizations of inoming e+ and e�.PARJ(134) : (D=0.) mean of transverse polarization diretions of inoming e+ and e�,81



�' = ('+ + '�)=2, with ' the azimuthal angle of polarization, leading to ashift in the ' distribution of jets by �'.PARJ(135) : (D=0.01) minimum photon energy fration (of beam energy) in initial-stateradiation; should normally never be hanged (if lowered too muh, the frationof events ontaining a radiative photon will exeed unity, leading to problems).PARJ(136) : (D=0.99) maximum photon energy fration (of beam energy) in initial-stateradiation; may be hanged to reet atual trigger onditions of a detetor (butmust always be larger than PARJ(135)).PARJ(139) : (D=0.2 GeV) maximum deviation of Em from the orresponding value atlast PYXTEE all, above whih a new all is made if MSTJ(116)=1.PARJ(141) : (R) value of R, the ratio of ontinuum ross setion to the lowest-ordermuon pair prodution ross setion, as given in massless QED (i.e. three timesthe sum of ative quark squared harges, possibly modi�ed for polarization).PARJ(142) : (R) value of R inluding quark-mass e�ets (for MSTJ(102)=1) and/or weakpropagator e�ets (for MSTJ(102)=2).PARJ(143) : (R) value of R as PARJ(142), but inluding QCD orretions as given byMSTJ(101).PARJ(144) : (R) value of R as PARJ(143), but additionally inluding orretions frominitial-state photon radiation (if MSTJ(107)=1). Sine the e�ets of heavyavour thresholds are not simply integrable, the initial value of PARJ(144) isupdated during the ourse of the run to improve auray.PARJ(145) - PARJ(148) : (R) absolute ross setions in nb as for the ases PARJ(141)- PARJ(144) above.PARJ(150) : (R) urrent e�etive matrix element ut-o� yut, as given by PARJ(125),PARJ(126) and the requirements of having non-negative ross setions for 2-,3- and 4-jet events. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(151) : (R) value of .m. energy ECM at last PYXTEE all.PARJ(152) : (R) urrent �rst-order ontribution to the 3-jet fration; modi�ed by masse�ets. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(153) : (R) urrent seond-order ontribution to the 3-jet fration; modi�ed bymass e�ets. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(154) : (R) urrent seond-order ontribution to the 4-jet fration; modi�ed bymass e�ets. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(155) : (R) urrent fration of 4-jet rate attributable to qqq0q0 events rather thanqqgg ones; modi�ed by mass e�ets. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(156) : (R) has two funtions when using seond-order QCD. For a 3-jet event,it gives the ratio of the seond-order to the total 3-jet ross setion in thegiven kinematial point. For a 4-jet event, it gives the ratio of the modi�ed4-jet ross setion, obtained when negleting interferene terms whose olourow is not well de�ned, to the full unmodi�ed one, all evaluated in the givenkinematial point. Not used in parton showers.PARJ(157) - PARJ(159) : (I) used for ross-setion alulations to inlude mass thresh-old e�ets to radiative photon ross setion. What is stored is basi rosssetion, number of events generated and number that passed uts.PARJ(160) : (R) nominal fration of events that should ontain a radiative photon.PARJ(161) - PARJ(164) : (I) give shape of radiative photon spetrum inluding weake�ets.PARJ(168) : (R) atual f value of urrent event in optimized perturbation theory for R;see MSTJ(111) and PARJ(128).PARJ(169) : (R) atual f value of urrent event in optimized perturbation theory for 3-and 4-jet rate; see MSTJ(111) and PARJ(129).PARJ(171) : (R) fration of ross setion orresponding to the axial oupling of quarkpair to the intermediate �=Z0 state; needed for the Abelian gluon model 3-jet82



matrix element.6.4 ExamplesAn ordinary e+e� annihilation event in the ontinuum, at a .m. energy of 91 GeV, maybe generated withCALL PYEEVT(0,91D0)In this ase a qq event is generated, inluding weak e�ets, followed by parton-showerevolution and fragmentation/deay treatment. Before a all to PYEEVT, however, a numberof default values may be hanged, e.g. MSTJ(101)=2 to use seond-order QCD matrixelements, giving a mixture of qq, qqg, qqgg, and qqq0q0 events, MSTJ(102)=1 to have QEDonly, MSTJ(104)=6 to allow tt prodution as well, MSTJ(107)=1 to inlude initial-statephoton radiation (inluding a treatment of the Z0 pole), PARJ(123)=92.0 to hange theZ0 mass, PARJ(81)=0.3 to hange the parton-shower � value, or PARJ(82)=1.5 to hangethe parton-shower ut-o�. If initial-state photon radiation is used, some restritions applyto how one an alternate the generation of events at di�erent energies or with di�erentZ0 mass, et. These restritions are not there for eÆieny reasons (the extra time forrealulating the extra onstants every time is small), but beause it ties in with theross-setion alulations (see PARJ(144)).Most parameters an be hanged independently of eah other. However, if just oneor a few parameters/swithes are hanged, one should not be surprised to �nd a ratherbad agreement with the data, like e.g. a too low or high average hadron multipliity. Itis therefore usually neessary to retune one parameter related to the perturbative QCDdesription, like �s or �, one of the two parameters a and b of the Lund symmetrifragmentation funtion (sine they are so strongly orrelated, it is often not neessaryto retune both of them), and the average fragmentation transverse momentum | seeNote 2 of the MSTJ(101) desription for an example. For very detailed studies it may beneessary to retune even more parameters.The three-gluon and gluon{gluon{photon deays of � may be simulated by a allCALL PYONIA(5,9.46D0)A typial program for analysis of e+e� annihilation events at 200 GeV might looksomething likeIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPCOMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)COMMON/PYDAT2/KCHG(500,4),PMAS(500,4),PARF(2000),VCKM(4,4)COMMON/PYDAT3/MDCY(500,3),MDME(8000,2),BRAT(8000),KFDP(8000,5)MDCY(PYCOMP(111),1)=0 ! put pi0 stableMSTJ(107)=1 ! inlude initial-state radiationPARU(41)=1D0 ! use linear spheriity..... ! other desired hangesCALL PYTABU(10) ! initialize analysis statistisDO 100 IEV=1,1000 ! loop over eventsCALL PYEEVT(0,200D0) ! generate new eventIF(IEV.EQ.1) CALL PYLIST(2) ! list first eventCALL PYTABU(11) ! save partile omposition! statistisCALL PYEDIT(2) ! remove deayed partiles83



CALL PYSPHE(SPH,APL) ! linear spheriity analysisIF(SPH.LT.0D0) GOTO 100 ! too few partiles in event for! PYSPHE to work on it (unusual)CALL PYEDIT(31) ! orient event along axes aboveIF(IEV.EQ.1) CALL PYLIST(2) ! list first treated event..... ! fill analysis statistisCALL PYTHRU(THR,OBL) ! now do thrust analysis..... ! more analysis statistis100 CONTINUE !CALL PYTABU(12) ! print partile omposition! statistis..... ! print analysis statistisEND
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7 Proess GenerationMuh an be said about the proesses in Pythia and the way they are generated. There-fore the material has been split into three setions. In the urrent one the philosophyunderlying the event generation sheme is presented. Here we provide a generi desrip-tion, where some speial ases are swept under the arpet. In the next setion, theexisting proesses are enumerated, with some omments about appliations and limita-tions. Finally, in the third setion the generation routines and ommon blok swithesare desribed.The setion starts with a survey of parton distributions, followed by a detailed desrip-tion of the simple 2 ! 2 and 2 ! 1 hard subproess generation shemes, inluding pairsof resonanes. This is followed by a few omments on more ompliated on�gurations,and on nonperturbative proesses.7.1 Parton DistributionsThe parton distribution funtion fai (x;Q2) parameterizes the probability to �nd a partoni with a fration x of the beam energy when the beam partile a is probed by a hardsattering at virtuality sale Q2. Usually the momentum-weighted ombination xfai (x;Q2)is used, for whih the normalization ondition Pi R 10 dx xfai (x;Q2) � 1 normally applies.The Q2 dependene of parton distributions is perturbatively alulable, see setion 10.3.1.The parton distributions in Pythia ome in many shapes, as shown in the following.7.1.1 BaryonsFor protons, many sets exist on the market. These are obtained by �ts to experimentaldata, onstrained so that the Q2 dependene is in aordane with the standard QCDevolution equations. The urrent default in Pythia is GRV 94L [Gl�u95℄, a simple leading-order �t. Several other sets are found in Pythia. The omplete list is:� EHLQ sets 1 and 2 [Ei84℄;� DO sets 1 and 2 [Duk82℄;� the GRV 92L (updated version) �t [Gl�u92℄;� the CTEQ 3L, CTEQ 3M and CTEQ 3D �ts [Lai95℄;� the GRV 94L, GRV 94M and GRV 94D �ts [Gl�u95℄; and� the CTEQ 5L and CTEQ 5M1 �ts [Lai00℄.Of these, EHLQ, DO, GRV 92L, CTEQ 3L, GRV94L and CTEQ5L are leading-orderparton distributions, while CTEQ 3D and GRV94D are in the next-to-leading-order DISsheme and the rest in the next-to-leading order MS sheme. The EHLQ and DO setsare by now rather old, and are kept mainly for bakwards ompatibility. Sine only Born-level matrix elements are inluded in the program, there is no partiular reason to usehigher-order parton distributions | the resulting ombination is anyway only good toleading-order auray. (Some higher-order orretions are e�etively inluded by theparton-shower treatment, but there is no exat math.)There is a steady ow of new parton-distribution sets on the market. To keep trakof all of them is a major work on its own. Therefore Pythia ontains an interfae to anexternal library of parton distribution funtions, Pdflib [Plo93℄. This is a truly eny-lopedi olletion of almost all proton, pion and photon parton distributions proposedsine the late 70's. Three dummy routines ome with the Pythia pakage, so as to avoidproblems with unresolved external referenes if Pdflib is not linked. One should alsonote that Pythia does not hek the results, but assumes that sensible answers will bereturned, also outside the nominal (x;Q2) range of a set. Only the sets that ome withPythia have been suitably modi�ed to provide reasonable answers outside their nominaldomain of validity. 85



From the proton parton distributions, those of the neutron are obtained by isospinonjugation, i.e. fnu = fpd and fnd = fpu .The program does allow for inoming beams of a number of hyperons: �0, ��;0;+,��;0 and 
�. Here one has essentially no experimental information. One ould imagineto onstrut models in whih valene s quarks are found at larger average x values thanvalene u and d ones, beause of the larger s-quark mass. However, hyperon beams is alittle-used part of the program, inluded only for a few spei� studies. Therefore a simpleapproah has been taken, in whih an average valene quark distribution is onstruted asfval = (fpu;val +fpd;val)=3, aording to whih eah valene quark in a hyperon is assumed tobe distributed. Sea-quark and gluon distributions are taken as in the proton. Any protonparton distribution set may be used with this proedure.7.1.2 Mesons and photonsData on meson parton distributions are sare, so only very few sets have been on-struted, and only for the ��. Pythia ontains the Owens set 1 and 2 parton distribu-tions [Owe84℄, whih for a long time were essentially the only sets on the market, and themore reent dynamially generated GRV LO (updated version) [Gl�u92a℄. The latter oneis the default in Pythia. Further sets are found in Pdflib and an therefore be used byPythia, just as desribed above for protons.Like the proton was used as a template for simple hyperon sets, so also the pion isused to derive a rude ansatz for K�=K0S=K0L. The proedure is the same, exept that nowfval = (f�+u;val + f�+d;val)=2.Sets of photon parton distributions have been obtained as for hadrons; an additionalompliation omes from the neessity to handle the mathing of the vetor meson dom-inane (VMD) and the perturbative piees in a onsistent manner. New sets have beenprodued where this division is expliit and therefore espeially well suited for appliationsto event generation[Sh95℄. The Shuler and Sj�ostand set 1D is the default. Although thevetor-meson philosophy is at the base, the details of the �ts do not rely on pion data,but only on F 2 data. Here follows a brief summary of relevant details.Real photons obey a set of inhomogeneous evolution equations, where the inhomoge-neous term is indued by  ! qq branhings. The solution an be written as the sum oftwo terms, f a (x;Q2) = f ;NPa (x;Q2;Q20) + f ;PTa (x;Q2;Q20) ; (45)where the former term is a solution to the homogeneous evolution with a (nonperturba-tive) input at Q = Q0 and the latter is a solution to the full inhomogeneous equationwith boundary ondition f ;PTa (x;Q20;Q20) � 0. One possible physis interpretation is tolet f ;NPa orrespond to  $ V utuations, where V = �0; !; �; : : : is a set of vetormesons, and let f ;PTa orrespond to perturbative (`anomalous')  $ qq utuations. Thedisrete spetrum of vetor mesons an be ombined with the ontinuous (in virtualityk2) spetrum of qq utuations, to givef a (x;Q2) = XV 4��emf 2V f ;Va (x;Q2) + �em2� Xq 2e2q Z Q2Q20 dk2k2 f ;qqa (x;Q2; k2) ; (46)where eah omponent f ;V and f ;qq obeys a unit momentum sum rule.In sets 1 the Q0 sale is piked at a low value, 0.6 GeV, where an identi�ation of thenonperturbative omponent with a set of low-lying mesons appear natural, while sets 2use a higher value, 2 GeV, where the validity of perturbation theory is better established.The data are not good enough to allow a preise determination of �QCD. Therefore weuse a �xed value �(4) = 200 MeV, in agreement with onventional results for protondistributions. In the VMD omponent the �0 and ! have been added oherently, so thatuu : dd = 4 : 1 at Q0. 86



Unlike the p, the  has a diret omponent where the photon ats as an unresolvedprobe. In the de�nition of F 2 this adds a omponent C, symboliallyF 2 (x;Q2) = Xq e2q hf q + f q i
 Cq + f g 
 Cg + C : (47)Sine C � 0 in leading order, and sine we stay with leading-order �ts, it is permissibleto neglet this ompliation. Numerially, however, it makes a non-negligible di�erene.We therefore make two kinds of �ts, one DIS type with C = 0 and one ms type inludingthe universal part of C.When jet prodution is studied for real inoming photons, the standard evolutionapproah is reasonable also for heavy avours, i.e. predominantly the , but with a lowerut-o� Q0 � m for  ! . Moving to Deeply Inelasti Sattering, e ! eX, there isan extra kinematial onstraint: W 2 = Q2(1 � x)=x > 4m2. It is here better to use the`Bethe-Heitler' ross setion for � ! . Therefore eah distribution appears in twovariants. For appliations to real 's the parton distributions are alulated as the sum ofa vetor-meson part and an anomalous part inluding all �ve avours. For appliationsto DIS, the sum runs over the same vetor-meson part, an anomalous part and possiblya C part for the three light avours, and a Bethe-Heitler part for  and b.In version 2 of the SaS distributions, whih are the ones found here, the extensionfrom real to virtual photons was improved, and further options made available [Sh96℄.The resolved omponents of the photon are dampened by phenomenologially motivatedvirtuality-dependent dipole fators, while the diret ones are expliitly alulable. Thuseq. (46) generalizes tof ?a (x;Q2; P 2) = XV 4��emf 2V  m2Vm2V + P 2!2 f ;Va (x;Q2; ~Q20)+ �em2� Xq 2e2q Z Q2Q20 dk2k2  k2k2 + P 2!2 f ;qqa (x;Q2; k2) : (48)In addition to the introdution of the dipole form fators, note that the lower input salefor the VMD states is here shifted from Q20 to some ~Q20 � Q20. This is based on a studyof the evolution equation [Bor93℄ that shows that the evolution e�etively starts `later' inQ2 for a virtual photon. Equation (48) is one possible answer. It depends on both Q2 andP 2 in a non-trivial way, however, so that results are only obtained by a time-onsumingnumerial integration rather than as a simple parametrization. Therefore several otheralternatives are o�ered, that are in some sense equivalent, but an be given in simplerform.In addition to the SaS sets, Pythia also ontains the Drees{Grassie set of partondistributions [Dre85℄ and, as for the proton, there is an interfae to the Pdflib library[Plo93℄. These alls are made with photon virtuality P 2 below the hard proess sale Q2.Further author-reommended onstrains are implemented in the interfae to the GRS set[Gl�u99℄ whih, along with SaS, is among the few also to de�ne parton distributions ofvirtual photons. However, these sets do not allow a subdivision of the photon partondistributions into one VMD part and one anomalous part. This subdivision is neessary asophistiated modelling of p and  events, see above and setion 7.7.2. As an alterna-tive, for the VMD part alone, the �0 parton distribution an be found from the assumedequality f �0i = f�0i = 12 (f�+i + f��i ) : (49)Thus any �+ parton distribution set, from any library, an be turned into a VMD �0 set.The ! parton distribution is assumed the same, while the � and J= ones are handled in87



the very rude approximation f�s;val = f�+u;val and f�sea = f�+sea . The VMD part needs to beomplemented by an anomalous part to make up a full photon distribution. The latter isfully perturbatively alulable, given the lower ut-o� sale Q0. The SaS parameterizationof the anomalous part is therefore used throughout for this purpose. The Q0 sale an beset freely in the PARP(15) parameter.The f ;anomi distribution an be further deomposed, by the avour and the p? ofthe original branhing  ! qq. The avour is distributed aording to squared harge(plus avour thresholds for heavy avours) and the p? aording to dp2?=p2? in the rangeQ0 < p? < Q. At the branhing sale, the photon only onsists of a qq pair, with xdistribution / x2 + (1 � x)2. A omponent f ;qqa (x;Q2; k2), haraterized by its k � p?and avour, then is evolved homogeneously from p? to Q. For theoretial studies it isonvenient to be able to aess a spei� omponent of this kind. Therefore also leading-order parameterizations of these deomposed distributions are available [Sh95℄.7.1.3 LeptonsContrary to the hadron ase, there is no neessity to introdue the parton-distributionfuntion onept for leptons. A lepton an be onsidered as a point-like partile, withinitial-state radiation handled by higher-order matrix elements. However, the partondistribution funtion approah o�ers a slightly simpli�ed but very eonomial desriptionof initial-state radiation e�ets for any hard proess, also those for whih higher-orderorretions are not yet alulated.Parton distributions for eletrons have been introdued in Pythia, and are used alsofor muons and taus, with a trivial substitution of masses. Alternatively, one is free touse a simple `unresolved' e, f ee (x;Q2) = Æ(x � 1), where the e retains the full originalmomentum.Eletron parton distributions are alulable entirely from �rst priniples, but di�erentlevels of approximation may be used. The parton-distribution formulae in Pythia arebased on a next-to-leading-order exponentiated desription, see ref. [Kle89℄, p. 34. Theapproximate behaviour is f ee (x;Q2) � �2 (1� x)�=2�1 ;� = 2�em�  ln Q2m2e � 1! : (50)The form is divergent but integrable for x! 1, i.e. the eletron likes to keep most of theenergy. To handle the numerial preision problems for x very lose to unity, the partondistribution is set, by hand, to zero for x > 1�10�10, and is resaled upwards in the range1� 10�7 < x < 1� 10�10, in suh a way that the total area under the parton distributionis preserved:�f ee (x;Q2)�mod = 8>>>><>>>>: f ee (x;Q2) 0 � x � 1� 10�71000�=21000�=2 � 1 f ee (x;Q2) 1� 10�7 < x < 1� 10�100 x > 1� 10�10 : (51)A separate issue is that eletron beams may not be monohromati, more so than forother partiles beause of the small eletron mass. In storage rings the main mehanism issynhrotron radiation. For future high-luminosity linear olliders, the beam{beam intera-tions at the ollision vertex may indue a quite signi�ant energy loss | `beamstrahlung'.Note that neither of these are assoiated with any o�-shellness of the eletrons, i.e. theresulting spetrum only depends on x and not Q2. Examples of beamstrahlung spetra88



are provided by the Cire program [Ohl97℄, with a sample interfae on the Pythiawebpages.The branhings e ! e, whih are responsible for the softening of the f ee partondistribution, also gives rise to a ow of photons. In photon-indued hard proesses, thef e parton distribution an be used to desribe the equivalent ow of photons. In the nextsetion, a omplete di�erential photon ux mahinery is introdued. Here some simpler�rst-order expressions are introdued, for the ux integrated up to a hard interation saleQ2. There is some ambiguity in the hoie of Q2 range over whih emissions should beinluded. The na��ve (default) hoie isf e(x;Q2) = �em2� 1 + (1� x)2x ln Q2m2e! : (52)Here it is assumed that only one sale enters the problem, namely that of the hardinteration, and that the sale of the branhing e ! e is bounded from above by thehard interation sale. For a pure QCD or pure QED shower this is an appropriateproedure, f. setion 10.1.3, but in other ases it may not be optimal. In partiular, forphotoprodution the alternative that is probably most appropriate is [Ali88℄:f e(x;Q2) = �em2� 1 + (1� x)2x ln Q2max(1� x)m2e x2 ! : (53)Here Q2max is a user-de�ned ut for the range of sattered eletron kinematis that isounted as photoprodution. Note that we now deal with two di�erent Q2 sales, onerelated to the hard subproess itself, whih appears as the argument of the parton dis-tribution, and the other related to the sattering of the eletron, whih is reeted inQ2max.Also other soures of photons should be mentioned. One is the beamstahlung pho-tons mentioned above, where again Cire provides sample parameterizations. Another,partiularly interesting one, is laser baksattering, wherein an intense laser pulse is shotat an inoming high-energy eletron bunh. By Compton baksattering this gives riseto a photon energy spetrum with a peak at a sigi�ant fration of the original eletronenergy [Gin82℄. Both of these soures produe real photons, whih an be onsideredas photon beams of variable energy (see subsetion 9.8), deoupled from the produtionproess proper.In resolved photoprodution or resolved  interations, one has to inlude the partondistributions for quarks and gluons inside the photon inside the eletron. This is best donewith the mahinery of the next setion. However, as an older and simpler alternative, f eq;gan be obtained by a numerial onvolution aording tof eq;g(x;Q2) = Z 1x dxx f e(x ; Q2) f q;g xx ; Q2! ; (54)with f e as disussed above. The neessity for numerial onvolution makes this partondistribution evaluation rather slow ompared with the others; one should therefore onlyhave it swithed on for resolved photoprodution studies.One an obtain the positron distribution inside an eletron, whih is also the eletronsea parton distribution, by a onvolution of the two branhings e ! e and  ! e+e�;the result is [Che75℄f e�e+ (x;Q2) = 12 (�em2�  ln Q2m2e � 1!)2 1x �43 � x2 � 43x3 + 2x(1 + x) lnx� : (55)89



Finally, the program also ontains the distribution of a transverse W� inside an ele-tron f eW(x;Q2) = �em2� 14 sin2�W 1 + (1� x)2x ln 1 + Q2m2W! : (56)7.1.4 Equivalent photon ux in leptonsWith the 'gamma/lepton' option of a PYINIT all, an ep or e+e� event (or orrespondingproesses with muons) is fatorized into the ux of virtual photons and the subsequentinterations of suh photons. While real photons always are transverse, the virtual photonsalso allow a longitudinal omponent. This orresponds to ross setionsd�(ep ! eX) = X�=T;L Z Z dy dQ2 f �=e(y;Q2) d�(��p ! X) (57)andd�(ee ! eeX) = X�1;�2=T;L Z Z Z dy1 dQ21 dy2 dQ22 f �1=e(y1; Q21)f �2=e(y2; Q22) d�(��1��2 ! X) :(58)For ep events, this fatorized ansatz is perfetly general, so long as azimuthal distributionsin the �nal state are not studied in detail. In e+e� events, it is not a good approximationwhen the virtualities Q21 and Q22 of both photons beome of the order of the squaredinvariant mass W 2 of the olliding photons [Sh98℄. In this region the ross setionhave terms that depend on the relative azimuthal angle of the sattered leptons, and thetransverse and longitudinal polarizations are non-trivially mixed. However, these termsare of order Q21Q22=W 2 and an be negleted whenever at least one of the photons has lowvirtuality ompared to W 2.When Q2=W 2 is small, one an derive [Bon73, Bud75, Sh98℄fT=l(y;Q2) = �em2�  (1 + (1� y)2y 1Q2 � 2m2l yQ4 ! ; (59)fL=l(y;Q2) = �em2� 2(1� y)y 1Q2 ; (60)where l = e�; �� or ��. In fT=l the seond term, proportional to m2l =Q4, is not leading logand is therefore often omitted. Clearly it is irrelevant at large Q2, but around the lowerut-o� Q2min it signi�antly dampens the small-y rise of the �rst term. (Note that Q2minis y-dependent, so properly the dampening is in a region of the (y;Q2) plane.) Overall,under realisti onditions, it redues event rates by 5{10% [Sh98, Fri93℄.The y variable is de�ned as the light-one fration the photon takes of the inominglepton momentum. For instane, for l+l� events,yi = qikjkikj ; j = 2(1) for i = 1(2) ; (61)where the ki are the inoming lepton four-momenta and the qi the four-momenta of thevirtual photons.Alternatively, the energy fration the photon takes in the rest frame of the ollisionan be used, xi = qi(k1 + k2)ki(k1 + k2) ; i = 1; 2 : (62)90



The two are simply related, yi = xi + Q2is ; (63)with s = (k1 + k2)2. (Here and in the following formulae we have omitted the lepton andhadron mass terms when it is not of importane for the argumentation.) Sine the Jao-bian d(yi; Q2i )=d(xi; Q2i ) = 1, either variable would be an equally valid hoie for overingthe phase spae. Small xi values will be of less interest for us, sine they lead to smallW 2, so yi=xi � 1 exept in the high-Q2 tail, and often the two are used interhangeably.Unless speial Q2 uts are imposed, ross setions obtained with fT;L=l (x;Q2) dx ratherthan fT;L=l (y;Q2) dy di�er only at the per mil level. For omparisons with experimentaluts, it is sometimes relevant to know whih of the two is being used in an analysis.In the ep kinematis, the x and y de�nitions give thatW 2 = xs = ys�Q2 : (64)The W 2 expression for l+l� is more ompliated, espeially beause of the dependene onthe relative azimuthal angle of the sattered leptons, '12 = '1 � '2:W 2 = x1x2s+ 2Q21Q22s � 2s1� x1 � Q21s s1� x2 � Q22s Q1Q2 os'12= y1y2s�Q21 �Q22 + Q21Q22s � 2q1� y1q1� y2Q1Q2 os'12 : (65)The lepton sattering angle �i is related to Q2i asQ2i = x2i1� xim2i + (1� xi) s� 2(1� xi)2m2i � 2m2j! sin2(�i=2) ; (66)with m2i = k2i = k02i and terms of O(m4) negleted. The kinematial limits thus are(Q2i )min � x2i1� xim2i ; (67)(Q2i )max � (1� xi)s ; (68)unless experimental onditions redue the �i ranges.In summary, we will allow the possibility of experimental uts in the xi, yi, Q2i , �iand W 2 variables. Within the allowed region, the phase spae is Monte Carlo sampledaording to Qi(dQ2i =Q2i ) (dxi=xi) d'i, with the remaining ux fators ombined with theross setion fators to give the event weight used for eventual aeptane or rejetion.This ross setion in its turn an ontain the parton densities of a resolved virtual photon,thus o�ering an e�etive onvolution that gives partons inside photons inside eletrons.7.2 Kinematis and Cross Setion for a 2! 2 ProessIn this setion we begin the desription of kinematis seletion and ross-setion alula-tion. The example is for the ase of a 2 ! 2 proess, with �nal-state masses assumed tobe vanishing. Later on we will expand to �nite �xed masses, and to resonanes.Consider two inoming beam partiles in their .m. frame, eah with energy Ebeam.The total squared .m. energy is then s = 4E2beam. The two partons that enter thehard interation do not arry the total beam momentum, but only frations x1 and x2,respetively, i.e. they have four-momentap1 = Ebeam(x1; 0; 0; x1) ;p2 = Ebeam(x2; 0; 0;�x2) : (69)91



There is no reason to put the inoming partons on the mass shell, i.e. to have time-likeinoming four-vetors, sine partons inside a partile are always virtual and thus spae-like. These spae-like virtualities are introdued as part of the initial-state parton-showerdesription, see setion 10.3.3, but do not a�et the formalism of this setion, whereforemassless inoming partons is a sensible ansatz. The one example where it would beappropriate to put a parton on the mass shell is for an inoming lepton beam, but evenhere the massless kinematis desription is adequate as long as the .m. energy is orretlyalulated with masses.The squared invariant mass of the two partons is de�ned asŝ = (p1 + p2)2 = x1 x2 s : (70)Instead of x1 and x2, it is often ustomary to use � and either y or xF:� = x1x2 = ŝs ; (71)y = 12 ln x1x2 ; (72)xF = x1 � x2 : (73)In addition to x1 and x2, two additional variables are needed to desribe the kinematisof a sattering 1 + 2 ! 3 + 4. One orresponds to the azimuthal angle ' of the satteringplane around the beam axis. This angle is always isotropially distributed for unpolarizedinoming beam partiles, and so need not be onsidered further. The other variable anbe piked as �̂, the polar angle of parton 3 in the .m. frame of the hard sattering. Theonventional hoie is to use the variablet̂ = (p1 � p3)2 = (p2 � p4)2 = � ŝ2(1� os �̂) ; (74)with �̂ de�ned as above. In the following, we will make use of both t̂ and �̂. It is alsoustomary to de�ne û,̂u = (p1 � p4)2 = (p2 � p3)2 = � ŝ2(1 + os �̂) ; (75)but û is not an independent variable sineŝ + t̂+ û = 0 : (76)If the two outgoing partiles have masses m3 and m4, respetively, then the four-momenta in the .m. frame of the hard interation are given byp̂3;4 =  ŝ� (m23 �m24)2pŝ ;�pŝ2 �34 sin �̂; 0;�pŝ2 �34 os �̂! ; (77)where �34 = vuut 1� m23̂s � m24̂s !2 � 4 m23̂s m24̂s : (78)Then t̂ and û are modi�ed tot̂; û = �12 n(ŝ�m23 �m24)� ŝ �34 os �̂o ; (79)92



with ŝ+ t̂+ û = m23 +m24 : (80)The ross setion for the proess 1 + 2 ! 3 + 4 may be written as� = Z Z Z dx1 dx2 dt̂ f1(x1; Q2) f2(x2; Q2) d�̂dt̂= Z Z Z d�� dy dt̂ x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) d�̂dt̂ : (81)The hoie of Q2 sale is ambiguous, and several alternatives are available in theprogram. For massless outgoing partiles the default is the squared transverse momentumQ2 = p̂2? = ŝ4 sin2 �̂ = t̂û̂s ; (82)whih is modi�ed toQ2 = 12(m2?3 +m2?4) = 12(m23 +m24) + p̂2? = 12(m23 +m24) + t̂û�m23m24ŝ (83)when masses are introdued in the �nal state. The mass term is seleted suh that,for m3 = m4 = m, the expression redues to the squared transverse mass, Q2 = m̂2? =m2+p̂2?. For ases with spaelike virtual inoming photons, of virtualityQ2i = �m2i = jp2i j,a further generalization to Q2 = 12(Q21 +Q22 +m23 +m24) + p̂2? (84)is o�ered.The d�̂=dt̂ expresses the di�erential ross setion for a sattering, as a funtion of thekinematial quantities ŝ, t̂ and û. It is in this funtion that the physis of a given proessresides.The performane of a mahine is measured in terms of its luminosity L, whih isdiretly proportional to the number of partiles in eah bunh and to the bunh rossingfrequeny, and inversely proportional to the area of the bunhes at the ollision point.For a proess with a � as given by eq. (81), the di�erential event rate is given by �L, andthe number of events olleted over a given period of timeN = � Z L dt : (85)The program does not alulate the number of events, but only the integrated rosssetions.7.3 Resonane ProdutionThe simplest way to produe a resonane is by a 2 ! 1 proess. If the deay of theresonane is not onsidered, the ross-setion formula does not depend on t̂, but takes theform � = Z Z d�� dy x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) �̂(ŝ) : (86)Here the physis is ontained in the ross setion �̂(ŝ). The Q2 sale is usually taken tobe Q2 = ŝ. 93



In published formulae, ross setions are often given in the zero-width approximation,i.e. �̂(ŝ) / Æ(ŝ � m2R), where mR is the mass of the resonane. Introduing the saledmass �R = m2R=s, this orresponds to a delta funtion Æ(� � �R), whih an be used toeliminate the integral over � .However, what we normally want to do is replae the Æ funtion by the appropriateBreit{Wigner shape. For a resonane width �R this is ahieved by the replaementÆ(� � �R) ! s� mR�R(s� �m2R)2 +m2R�2R : (87)In this formula the resonane width �R is a onstant.An improved desription of resonane shapes is obtained if the width is made ŝ-dependent (oasionally also referred to as mass-dependent width, sine ŝ is not always theresonane mass), see e.g. [Ber89℄. To �rst approximation, this means that the expressionmR�R is to be replaed by ŝ�R=mR, both in the numerator and the denominator. Anintermediate step is to perform this replaement only in the numerator. This is onvenientwhen not only s-hannel resonane prodution is simulated but also non-resonane t- oru-hannel graphs are involved, sine mass-dependent widths in the denominator here maygive an imperfet anellation of divergenes. (More about this below.)To be more preise, in the program the quantity HR(ŝ) is introdued, and the Breit{Wigner is written as Æ(� � �R) ! s� HR(s�)(s� �m2R)2 +H2R(s�) : (88)The HR fator is evaluated as a sum over all possible �nal-state hannels, HR = Pf H(f)R .Eah deay hannel may have its own ŝ dependene, as follows.A deay to a fermion pair, R ! ff, gives no ontribution below threshold, i.e. forŝ < 4m2f . Above threshold, H(f)R is proportional to ŝ, multiplied by a threshold fator�(3 � �2)=2 for the vetor part of a spin 1 resonane, by �3 for the axial vetor part,by �3 for a salar resonane and by � for a pseudosalar one. Here � = q1� 4m2f =ŝ.For the deay into unequal masses, e.g. of the W+, orresponding but more ompliatedexpressions are used.For deays into a quark pair, a �rst-order strong orretion fator 1 + �s(ŝ)=� isinluded in H(f)R . This is the orret hoie for all spin 1 olourless resonanes, butis here used for all resonanes where no better knowledge is available. Currently themajor exeption is top deay, where the fator 1�2:5�s(ŝ)=� is used to approximate looporretions [Je_z89℄. The seond-order orretions are often known, but then are spei� toeah resonane, and are not inluded. An option exists for the =Z0=Z00 resonanes, wherethreshold e�ets due to qq bound-state formation are taken into aount in a smeared-out,average sense, see eq. (137).For other deay hannels, not into fermion pairs, the ŝ dependene is typially moreompliated. An example would be the deay h0 ! W+W�, with a nontrivial thresholdand a subtle energy dependene above that [Sey95a℄. Sine a Higgs with mh < 2mWould still deay in this hannel, it is in fat neessary to perform a two-dimensionalintegral over the W� Breit{Wigner mass distributions to obtain the orret result (andthis has to be done numerially, at least in part). Fortunately, a Higgs partile lighter than2mW is suÆiently narrow that the integral only needs to be performed one and for allat initialization (whereas most other partial widths are realulated whenever needed).Channels that proeed via loops, suh as h ! gg, also display ompliated thresholdbehaviours.The oupling struture within the eletroweak setor is usually (re)expressed in terms94



of gauge boson masses, �em and sin2�W , i.e. fators of GF are replaed aording top2GF = � �emsin2�W m2W : (89)Having done that, �em is allowed to run [Kle89℄, and is evaluated at the ŝ sale. Therebythe relevant eletroweak loop orretion fators are reovered at the mW=mZ sale. How-ever, the option exists to go the other way and eliminate �em in favour of GF. Currentlysin2�W is not allowed to run.For Higgs partiles and tehnipions, fermion masses enter not only in the kinematisbut also as ouplings. The latter kind of quark masses (but not the former, at least not inthe program) are running with the sale of the proess, i.e. normally the resonane mass.The expression used is [Car96℄m(Q2) = m0  ln(k2m20=�2)ln(Q2=�2) !12=(33�2nf ) : (90)Here m0 is the input mass at a referene sale km0, de�ned in the ms sheme. Typialhoies are either k = 1 or k = 2; the latter would be relevant if the referene sale ishosen at the QQ threshold. Both � and nf are as given in �s.In summary, we see that an ŝ dependene may enter several di�erent ways into theH(f)R expressions from whih the total HR is built up.When only deays to a spei� �nal state f are onsidered, the HR in the denominatorremains the sum over all allowed deay hannels, but the numerator only ontains theH(f)R term of the �nal state onsidered.If the ombined prodution and deay proess i ! R ! f is onsidered, the same ŝdependene is impliit in the oupling struture of i! R as one would have had in R! i,i.e. to �rst approximation there is a symmetry between ouplings of a resonane to theinitial and to the �nal state. The ross setion �̂ is therefore, in the program, written inthe form �̂i!R!f(ŝ) / �̂s H(i)R (ŝ)H(f)R (ŝ)(ŝ�m2R)2 +H2R(ŝ) : (91)As a simple example, the ross setion for the proess e��e ! W� ! ���� an be writtenas �̂(ŝ) = 12 �̂s H(i)W (ŝ)H(f)W (ŝ)(ŝ�m2W)2 +H2W(ŝ) ; (92)where H(i)W (ŝ) = H(f)W (ŝ) = �em(ŝ)24 sin2�W ŝ : (93)If the e�ets of several initial and/or �nal states are studied, it is straightforward tointrodue an appropriate summation in the numerator.The analogy between the H(f)R and H(i)R annot be pushed too far, however. Thetwo di�er in several important aspets. Firstly, olour fators appear reversed: the deayR! qq ontains a olour fator NC = 3 enhanement, while qq ! R is instead suppressedby a fator 1=NC = 1=3. Seondly, the 1 + �s(ŝ)=� �rst-order orretion fator for the�nal state has to be replaed by a more ompliated K fator for the initial state. Thisfator is not known usually, or it is known (to �rst non-trivial order) but too lengthy tobe inluded in the program. Thirdly, inoming partons as a rule are spae-like. All thethreshold suppression fators of the �nal-state expressions are therefore irrelevant whenprodution is onsidered. In sum, the analogy between H(f)R and H(i)R is mainly usefulas a onsisteny ross-hek, while the two usually are alulated separately. Exeptions95



inlude the rather messy loop struture involved in gg ! h0 and h0 ! gg, whih is onlyoded one.It is of some interest to onsider the observable resonane shape when the e�ets ofparton distributions are inluded. In a hadron ollider, to �rst approximation, partondistributions tend to have a behaviour roughly like f(x) / 1=x for small x | this is whyf(x) is replaed by xf(x) in eq. (81). Instead, the basi parton-distribution behaviouris shifted into the fator of 1=� in the integration phase spae d�=� , f. eq. (86). Whenonvoluted with the Breit{Wigner shape, two e�ets appear. One is that the overallresonane is tilted: the low-mass tail is enhaned and the high-mass one suppressed. Theother is that an extremely long tail develops on the low-mass side of the resonane: when� ! 0, eq. (91) with HR(ŝ) / ŝ gives a �̂(ŝ) / ŝ / � , whih exatly anels the 1=�fator mentioned above. Na��vely, the integral over y, R dy = � ln � , therefore gives a netlogarithmi divergene of the resonane shape when � ! 0. Clearly, it is then neessaryto onsider the shape of the parton distributions in more detail. At not-too-small Q2, theevolution equations in fat lead to parton distributions more strongly peaked than 1=x,typially with xf(x) / x�0:3, and therefore a divergene like ��0:3 in the ross-setionexpression. Eventually this divergene is regularized by a losing of the phase spae,i.e. that HR(ŝ) vanishes faster than ŝ, and by a less drasti small-x parton-distributionbehaviour when Q2 � ŝ! 0.The seondary peak at small � may give a rather high ross setion, whih an evenrival that of the ordinary peak around the nominal mass. This is the ase, for instane,with W prodution. Suh a peak has never been observed experimentally, but this is notsurprising, sine the bakground from other proesses is overwhelming at low ŝ. Thus alepton of one or a few GeV of transverse momentum is far more likely to ome from thedeay of a harm or bottom hadron than from an extremely o�-shell W of a mass of afew GeV. When resonane prodution is studied, it is therefore important to set limitson the mass of the resonane, so as to agree with the experimental de�nition, at least to�rst approximation. If not, ross-setion information given by the program may be veryonfusing.Another problem is that often the matrix elements really are valid only in the resonaneregion. The reason is that one usually inludes only the simplest s-hannel graph in thealulation. It is this `signal' graph that has a peak at the position of the resonane, whereit (usually) gives muh larger ross setions than the other `bakground' graphs. Awayfrom the resonane position, `signal' and `bakground' may be of omparable order, orthe `bakground' may even dominate. There is a quantum mehanial interferene whensome of the `signal' and `bakground' graphs have the same initial and �nal state, and thisinterferene may be destrutive or onstrutive. When the interferene is non-negligible,it is no longer meaningful to speak of a `signal' ross setion. As an example, onsider thesattering of longitudinal W's, W+L W�L ! W+LW�L , where the `signal' proess is s-hannelexhange of a Higgs. This graph by itself is ill-behaved away from the resonane region.Destrutive interferene with `bakground' graphs suh as t-hannel exhange of a Higgsand s- and t-hannel exhange of a =Z is required to save unitarity at large energies.In e+e� olliders, the f ee parton distribution is peaked at x = 1 rather than at x = 0.The situation therefore is the opposite, if one onsiders e.g. Z0 prodution in a mahinerunning at energies above mZ: the tail towards lower masses is suppressed and the onetowards higher masses enhaned, with a sharp seondary peak at around the nominalenergy of the mahine. Also in this ase, an appropriate de�nition of ross setionstherefore is neessary | with additional ompliations due to the interferene between �and Z0. When other proesses are onsidered, problems of interferene with bakgroundappears also here. Numerially the problems may be less pressing, however, sine theseondary peak is ourring in a high-mass region, rather than in a more ompliatedlow-mass one. Further, in e+e� there is little unertainty from the shape of the partondistributions. 96



In 2 ! 2 proesses where a pair of resonanes are produed, e.g. e+e� ! Z0h0, rosssetion are almost always given in the zero-width approximation for the resonanes. Heretwo substitutions of the type1 = Z Æ(m2 �m2R) dm2 ! Z 1� mR�R(m2 �m2R)2 +m2R�2R dm2 (94)are used to introdue mass distributions for the two resonane masses, i.e. m23 and m24.In the formula, mR is the nominal mass and m the atually seleted one. The phase-spae integral over x1, x1 and t̂ in eq. (81) is then extended to involve also m23 and m24.The e�ets of the mass-dependent width is only partly taken into aount, by replaingthe nominal masses m23 and m24 in the d�̂=dt̂ expression by the atually generated ones(also e.g. in the relation between t̂ and os �̂), while the widths are evaluated at thenominal masses. This is the equivalent of a simple replaement of mR�R by ŝ�R=mR inthe numerator of eq. (87), but not in the denominator. In addition, the full thresholddependene of the widths, i.e. the veloity-dependent fators, is not reprodued.There is no partiular reason why the full mass-dependene ould not be introdued,exept for the extra work and time onsumption needed for eah proess. In fat, thematrix elements for several �=Z0 and W� prodution proesses do ontain the full ex-pressions. On the other hand, the matrix elements given in the literature are often validonly when the resonanes are almost on the mass shell, sine some graphs have beenomitted. As an example, the proess qq ! e��e�+�� is dominated by qq ! W�W+when eah of the two lepton pairs is lose to mW in mass, but in general also reeivesontributions e.g. from qq ! Z0 ! e+e�, followed by e+ ! �eW+ and W+ ! �+��. Thelatter ontributions are negleted in ross setions given in the zero-width approximation.Widths may indue gauge invariane problems, in partiular when the s-hannel graphinterferes with t- or u-hannels. Then there may be an imperfet anellation of ontri-butions at high energies, leading to an inorret ross setion behaviour. The underlyingreason is that a Breit-Wigner orresponds to a resummation of terms of di�erent ordersin oupling onstants, and that therefore e�etively the s-hannel ontributions are alu-lated to higher orders than the t- or u-hannel ones, inluding interferene ontributions.A spei� example is e+e� ! W+W�, where s-hannel �=Z� exhange interferes witht-hannel �e exhange. In suh ases, a �xed width is used in the denominator. Oneould also introdue proedures whereby the width is made to vanish ompletely at highenergies, and theoretially this is the leanest, but the �xed-width approah appears goodenough in pratie.Another gauge invariane issue is when two partiles of the same kind are produedin a pair, e.g. gg ! tt. Matrix elements are then often alulated for one ommonmt mass, even though in real life the masses m3 6= m4. The proper gauge invariantproedure to handle this would be to study the full six-fermion state obtained after thetwo t ! bW ! bfifj deays, but that may be overkill if indeed the t's are lose tomass shell. Even when only equal-mass matrix elements are available, Breit-Wigners aretherefore used to selet two separate masses m3 and m4. From these two masses, anaverage mass m is onstruted so that the �34 veloity fator of eq. (78) is retained,�34(ŝ; m2; m2) = �34(ŝ; m23; m24) ) m2 = m23 +m242 � (m23 �m24)24ŝ : (95)This hoie ertainly is not unique, but normally should provide a sensible behaviour,also around threshold. The approah may well break down when either or both partilesare far away from mass shell. Furthermore, the preliminary hoie of sattering angle �̂is also retained. Instead of the orret t̂ and û of eq. (79), modi�edt̂; û = �12 n(ŝ� 2m2)� ŝ �34 os �̂o = (t̂; û)� (m23 �m24)24ŝ (96)97



an then be obtained. The m2, t̂ and û are now used in the matrix elements to deidewhether to retain the event or not.Proesses with one �nal-state resonane and another ordinary �nal-state produt, e.g.qg ! W+q0, are treated in the same spirit as the 2 ! 2 proesses with two resonanes,exept that only one mass need be seleted aording to a Breit{Wigner.7.4 Cross-setion CalulationsIn the program, the variables used in the generation of a 2 ! 2 proess are � , y andz = os �̂. For a 2 ! 1 proess, the z variable an be integrated out, and need thereforenot be generated as part of the hard proess, exept when the allowed angular range ofdeays is restrited. In unresolved lepton beams, i.e. when f ee (x) = Æ(x� 1), the variables� and/or y may be integrated out. We will over all these speial ases towards the endof the setion, and here onentrate on `standard' 2 ! 2 and 2 ! 1 proesses.7.4.1 The simple 2 ! 2 proessesIn the spirit of setion 4.1, we want to selet simple funtions suh that the true � , y andz dependene of the ross setions is approximately modelled. In partiular, (almost) alloneivable kinematial peaks should be represented by separate terms in the approximateformulae. If this an be ahieved, the ratio of the orret to the approximate ross setionswill not utuate too muh, but allow reasonable Monte Carlo eÆieny.Therefore the variables are generated aording to the distributions h� (�), hy(y) andhz(z), where normallyh� (�) = 1I1 1� + 2I2 1� 2 + 3I3 1�(� + �R) + 4I4 1(s� �m2R)2 +m2R�2R+ 5I5 1�(� + �R0) + 6I6 1(s� �m2R0)2 +m2R0�2R0 ; (97)hy(y) = 1I1 (y � ymin) + 2I2 (ymax � y) + 3I3 1osh y ; (98)hz(z) = 1I1 + 2I2 1a� z + 3I3 1a+ z + 4I4 1(a� z)2 + 5I5 1(a + z)2 : (99)Here eah term is separately integrable, with an invertible primitive funtion, suh thatgeneration of � , y and z separately is a standard task, as desribed in setion 4.1. In thefollowing we desribe the details of the sheme, inluding the meaning of the oeÆientsi and Ii, whih are separate for � , y and z.The �rst variable to be seleted is � . The range of allowed values, �min � � � �max,is generally onstrained by a number of user-de�ned requirements. A ut on the allowedmass range is diretly reeted in � , a ut on the p? range indiretly. The �rst two termsof h� are intended to represent a smooth � dependene, as generally obtained in proesseswhih do not reeive ontributions from s-hannel resonanes. Also s-hannel exhangeof essentially massless partiles (, g, light quarks and leptons) are aounted for, sinethese do not produe any separate peaks at non-vanishing � . The last four terms ofh� are there to ath the peaks in the ross setion from resonane prodution. Theseterms are only inluded when needed. Eah resonane is represented by two piees, a �rstto over the interferene with graphs whih peak at � = 0, plus the variation of partondistributions, and a seond to approximate the Breit{Wigner shape of the resonane itself.The subsripts R and R0 denote values pertaining to the two resonanes, with �R = m2R=s.Currently there is only one proess where the full struture with two resonanes is used,namely ff ! �=Z0=Z00. Otherwise either one or no resonane peak is taken into aount.98



The kinematially allowed range of y values is onstrained by � , jyj � �12 ln � , andyou may impose additional uts. Therefore the allowed range ymin � y � ymax is onlyonstruted after � has been seleted. The �rst two terms of hy give a fairly at y depen-dene | for proesses whih are symmetri in y $ �y, they will add to give a ompletelyat y spetrum between the allowed limits. In priniple, the natural subdivision wouldhave been one term at in y and one forward{bakward asymmetri, i.e. proportional toy. The latter is disallowed by the requirement of positivity, however. The y � ymin andymax � y terms atually used give the same amount of freedom, but respet positivity.The third term is peaked at around y = 0, and represents the bias of parton distributionstowards this region.The allowed z = os �̂ range is na��vely �1 � z � 1. However, most ross setions aredivergent for z ! �1, so some kind of regularization is neessary. Normally one requiresp? � p?min, whih translates into z2 � 1 � 4p2?min=(�s) for massless outgoing partiles.Sine again the limits depend on � , the seletion of z is done after that of � . Additionalrequirements may onstrain the range further. In partiular, a p?max onstraint may splitthe allowed z range into two, i.e. z�min � z � z�max or z+min � z � z+max. An un-splitrange is represented by z�max = z+min = 0. For massless outgoing partiles the parametera = 1 in hz, suh that the �ve terms represent a piee at in angle and piees peaked as 1=t̂,1=û, 1=t̂2, and 1=û2, respetively. For non-vanishing masses one has a = 1 + 2m23m24=ŝ2.In this ase, the full range �1 � z � 1 is therefore available | physially, the standard t̂and û singularities are regularized by the masses m3 and m4.For eah of the terms, the Ii oeÆients represent the integral over the quantitymultiplying the oeÆient i; thus, for instane:h� : I1 = Z d�� = ln��max�min � ;I2 = Z d�� 2 = 1�min � 1�max ;hy : I1 = Z (y � ymin) dy = 12(ymax � ymin)2 ;hz : I1 = Z dz = (z�max � z�min) + (z+max � z+min);I2 = Z dza� z = ln (a� z�min)(a� z+min)(a� z�max)(a� z�min)! : (100)The i oeÆients are normalized to unit sum for h� , hy and hz separately. Theyhave a simple interpretation, as the probability for eah of the terms to be used in thepreliminary seletion of � , y and z, respetively. The variation of the ross setion overthe allowed phase spae is explored in the initialization proedure of a Pythia run, andbased on this knowledge the i are optimized so as to give funtions h� , hy and hz thatlosely follow the general behaviour of the true ross setion. For instane, the oeÆient4 in h� is to be made larger the more the total ross setion is dominated by the regionaround the resonane mass.The phase-spae points tested at initialization are put on a grid, with the number ofpoints in eah dimension given by the number of terms in the respetive h expression,and with the position of eah point given by the median value of the distribution of oneof the terms. For instane, the d�=� distribution gives a median point at p�min�max, andd�=� 2 has the median 2�min�max=(�min + �max). Sine the allowed y and z ranges dependon the � value seleted, then so do the median points de�ned for these two variables.With only a limited set of phase-spae points studied at the initialization, the `optimal'set of oeÆients is not uniquely de�ned. To be on the safe side, 40% of the total weight istherefore assigned evenly between all allowed i, whereas the remaining 60% are assigned99



aording to the relative importane surmised, under the onstraint that no oeÆient isallowed to reeive a negative ontribution from this seond piee.After a preliminary hoie has been made of � , y and z, it is neessary to �nd theweight of the event, whih is to be used to determine whether to keep it or generateanother one. Using the relation dt̂ = ŝ �34 dz=2, eq. (81) may be rewritten as� = Z Z Z d�� dy ŝ�342 dz x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) d�̂dt̂= �s Z h� (�) d� Z hy(y) dy Z hz(z) dz �34 x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2)� 2h� (�) hy(y) 2hz(z) ŝ2� d�̂dt̂= *�s �34� 2h� (�) hy(y) 2hz(z) x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) ŝ2� d�̂dt̂ + : (101)In the middle line, a fator of 1 = h�=h� has been introdued to rewrite the � integral interms of a phase spae of unit volume: R h� (�) d� = 1 aording to the relations above.Correspondingly for the y and z integrals. In addition, fators of 1 = ŝ=(�s) and 1 = �=�are used to isolate the dimensionless ross setion (ŝ2=�) d�̂=dt̂. The ontent of the lastline is that, with � , y and z seleted aording to the expressions h� (�), hy(y) and hz(z),respetively, the ross setion is obtained as the average of the �nal expression over allevents. Sine the h's have been piked to give unit volume, there is no need to multiplyby the total phase-spae volume.As an be seen, the ross setion for a given Monte Carlo event is given as the produtof four fators, as follows:1. The �=s fator, whih is ommon to all events, gives the overall dimensions of theross setion, in GeV�2. Sine the �nal ross setion is given in units of mb, theonversion fator of 1 GeV�2 = 0:3894 mb is also inluded here.2. Next omes the Jaobian, whih ompensates for the hange from the original tothe �nal phase-spae volume.3. The parton-distribution funtion weight is obtained by making use of the partondistribution libraries in Pythia or externally. The x1 and x2 values are obtainedfrom � and y via the relations x1;2 = p� exp(�y).4. Finally, the dimensionless ross setion (ŝ2=�) d�̂=dt̂ is the quantity that has to beoded for eah proess separately, and where the physis ontent is found.Of ourse, the expression in the last line is not stritly neessary to obtain the rosssetion by Monte Carlo integration. One ould also have used eq. (81) diretly, seletingphase-spae points evenly in � , y and t̂, and averaging over those Monte Carlo weights.Clearly this would be muh simpler, but the prie to be paid is that the weights ofindividual events ould utuate wildly. For instane, if the ross setion ontains anarrow resonane, the few phase-spae points that are generated in the resonane regionobtain large weights, while the rest do not. With our proedure, a resonane wouldbe inluded in the h� (�) fator, so that more events would be generated at around theappropriate �R value (owing to the h� numerator in the phase-spae expression), but withthese events assigned a lower, more normal weight (owing to the fator 1=h� in the weightexpression). Sine the weights utuate less, fewer phase-spae points need be seleted toget a reasonable ross-setion estimate.In the program, the ross setion is obtained as the average over all phase-spae pointsgenerated. The events atually handed on to you should have unit weight, however (anoption with weighted events exists, but does not represent the mainstream usage). Atinitialization, after the i oeÆients have been determined, a searh inside the allowedphase-spae volume is therefore made to �nd the maximum of the weight expression inthe last line of eq. (101). In the subsequent generation of events, a seleted phase-spae100



point is then retained with a probability equal to the weight in the point divided bythe maximum weight. Only the retained phase-spae points are onsidered further, andgenerated as omplete events.The searh for the maximum is begun by evaluating the weight in the same grid ofpoints as used to determine the i oeÆients. The point with highest weight is used asstarting point for a searh towards the maximum. In unfortunate ases, the onvergeneould be towards a loal maximum whih is not the global one. To somewhat reduethis risk, also the grid point with seond-highest weight is used for another searh. Afterinitialization, when events are generated, a warning message will be given by default atany time a phase-spae point is seleted where the weight is larger than the maximum,and thereafter the maximum weight is adjusted to reet the new knowledge. This meansthat events generated before this time have a somewhat erroneous distribution in phasespae, but if the maximum violation is rather modest the e�ets should be negligible. Theestimation of the ross setion is not a�eted by any of these onsiderations, sine themaximum weight does not enter into eq. (101).For 2 ! 2 proesses with idential �nal-state partiles, the symmetrization fator of1=2 is expliitly inluded at the end of the d�̂=dt̂ alulation. In the �nal ross setion,a fator of 2 is retrieved beause of integration over the full phase spae (rather thanonly half of it). That way, no speial provisions are needed in the phase-spae integrationmahinery.7.4.2 Resonane produtionWe have now overed the simple 2 ! 2 ase. In a 2 ! 1 proess, the t̂ integral is absent,and the di�erential ross setion d�̂=dt̂ is replaed by �̂(ŝ). The ross setion may nowbe written as� = Z Z d�� dy x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) �̂(ŝ)= �s Z h� (�) d� Z hy(y) dy x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2)� 2h� (�) hy(y) ŝ� �̂(ŝ)= *�s 1� 2h� (�) hy(y) x1f1(x1; Q2) x2f2(x2; Q2) ŝ� �̂(ŝ)+ : (102)The struture is thus exatly the same, but the z-related piees are absent, and the rôleof the dimensionless ross setion is played by (ŝ=�)�̂(ŝ).If the range of allowed deay angles of the resonane is restrited, e.g. by requiringthe deay produts to have a minimum transverse momentum, e�etively this translatesinto onstraints on the z = os �̂ variable of the 2 ! 2 proess. The di�erene is that theangular dependene of a resonane deay is trivial, and that therefore the z-dependentfator an be easily evaluated. For a spin-0 resonane, whih deays isotropially, therelevant weight is simply (z�max�z�min)=2+(z+max�z+min)=2. For a transversely polarizedspin-1 resonane the expression is, instead,38(z�max � z�min) + 38(z+max � z+min) + 18(z�max � z�min)3 + 18(z+max � z+min)3 : (103)Sine the allowed z range ould depend on � and/or y (it does for a p? ut), the fatorhas to be evaluated for eah individual phase-spae point and inluded in the expressionof eq. (102).For 2 ! 2 proesses where either of the �nal-state partiles is a resonane, or both, anadditional hoie has to be made for eah resonane mass, eq. (94). Sine the allowed � ,y and z ranges depend on m23 and m24, the seletion of masses have to preede the hoie101



of the other phase-spae variables. Just as for the other variables, masses are not seleteduniformly over the allowed range, but are rather distributed aording to a funtionhm(m2) dm2, with a ompensating fator 1=hm(m2) in the Jaobian. The funtional formpiked is normallyhm(m2) = 1I1 1� mR�R(m2 �m2R)2 +m2R�2R + 2I2 + 3I3 1m2 + 4I4 1m4 : (104)The de�nition of the Ii integrals is analogous to the one before. The i oeÆients are notfound by optimization, but predetermined, normally to 1 = 0:8, 2 = 3 = 0:1, 4 = 0.Clearly, had the phase spae and the ross setion been independent of m23 and m24, theoptimal hoie would have been to put 1 = 1 and have all other i vanishing | then the1=hm fator of the Jaobian would exatly have anelled the Breit{Wigner of eq. (94)in the ross setion. The seond and the third terms are there to over the possibilitythat the ross setion does not die away quite as fast as given by the na��ve Breit{Wignershape. In partiular, the third term overs the possibility of a seondary peak at smallm2, in a spirit slightly similar to the one disussed for resonane prodution in 2 ! 1proesses.The fourth term is only used for proesses involving �=Z0 prodution, where the propagator guarantees that the ross setion does have a signi�ant seondary peak form2 ! 0. Therefore here the hoie is 1 = 0:4, 2 = 0:05, 3 = 0:3 and 4 = 0:25.A few speial triks have been inluded to improve eÆieny when the allowed massrange of resonanes is onstrained by kinematis or by user uts. For instane, if a pairof equal or harge-onjugate resonanes are produed, suh as in e+e� ! W+W�, use ismade of the onstraint that the lighter of the two has to have a mass smaller than halfthe .m. energy.7.4.3 Lepton beamsLepton beams have to be handled slightly di�erently from what has been desribed so far.One also has to distinguish between a lepton for whih parton distributions are inludedand one whih is treated as an unresolved point-like partile. The neessary modi�ationsare the same for 2 ! 2 and 2 ! 1 proesses, however, sine the t̂ degree of freedom isuna�eted.If one inoming beam is an unresolved lepton, the orresponding parton-distributionpiee ollapses to a Æ funtion. This funtion an be used to integrate out the y variable:Æ(x1;2 � 1) = Æ(y � (1=2) ln �). It is therefore only neessary to selet the � and the zvariables aording to the proper distributions, with ompensating weight fators, andonly one set of parton distributions has to be evaluated expliitly.If both inoming beams are unresolved leptons, both the � and the y variables aretrivially given: � = 1 and y = 0. Parton-distribution weights disappear ompletely. Fora 2 ! 2 proess, only the z seletion remains to be performed, while a 2 ! 1 proess isompletely spei�ed, i.e. the ross setion is a simple number that only depends on the.m. energy.For a resolved eletron, the f ee parton distribution is strongly peaked towards x = 1.This a�ets both the � and the y distributions, whih are not well desribed by eitherof the piees in h� (�) or hy(y) in proesses with interating e�. (Proesses whih involvee.g. the  ontent of the e are still well simulated, sine f e is peaked at small x.)If both parton distributions are peaked lose to 1, the h� (�) expression in eq. (99)is therefore inreased with one additional term of the form h� (�) / 1=(1 � �), withoeÆients 7 and I7 determined as before. The divergene when � ! 1 is ut o� by ourregularization proedure for the f ee parton distribution; therefore we only need onsider� < 1� 2� 10�10. 102



Correspondingly, the hy(y) expression is expanded with a term 1=(1�exp(y�y0)) wheninoming beam number 1 onsists of a resolved e�, and with a term 1=(1� exp(�y� y0))when inoming beam number 2 onsists of a resolved e�. Both terms are present foran e+e� ollider, only one for an ep one. The oeÆient y0 = �(1=2) ln � is the na��vekinematial limit of the y range, jyj < y0. From the de�nitions of y and y0 it is easyto see that the two terms above orrespond to 1=(1 � x1) and 1=(1 � x2), respetively,and thus are again regularized by our parton-distribution funtion ut-o�. Therefore theintegration ranges are y < y0�10�10 for the �rst term and y > �y0 +10�10 for the seondone.7.4.4 Mixing proessesIn the ross-setion formulae given so far, we have deliberately suppressed a summationover the allowed inoming avours. For instane, the proess ff ! Z0 in a hadron olliderreeives ontributions from uu ! Z0, dd ! Z0, ss ! Z0, and so on. These ontributionsshare the same basi form, but di�er in the parton-distribution weights and (usually) in afew oupling onstants in the hard matrix elements. It it therefore onvenient to generatethe terms together, as follows:1. A phase-spae point is piked, and all ommon fators related to this hoie areevaluated, i.e. the Jaobian and the ommon piees of the matrix elements (e.g. fora Z0 the basi Breit{Wigner shape, exluding ouplings to the initial avour).2. The parton-distribution-funtion library is alled to produe all the parton distri-butions, at the relevant x and Q2 values, for the two inoming beams.3. A loop is made over the two inoming avours, one from eah beam partile. For eahallowed set of inoming avours, the full matrix-element expression is onstruted,using the ommon piees and the avour-dependent ouplings. This is multipliedby the ommon fators and the parton-distribution weights to obtain a ross-setionweight.4. Eah allowed avour ombination is stored as a separate entry in a table, togetherwith its weight. In addition, a summed weight is alulated.5. The phase-spae point is kept or rejeted, aording to a omparison of the summedweight with the maximum weight obtained at initialization. Also the ross-setionMonte Carlo integration is based on the summed weight.6. If the point is retained, one of the allowed avour ombinations is piked aordingto the relative weights stored in the full table.Generally, the avours of the �nal state are either ompletely spei�ed by those ofthe initial state, e.g. as in qg ! qg, or ompletely deoupled from them, e.g. as inff ! Z0 ! f 0f 0. In neither ase need therefore the �nal-state avours be spei�ed in theross-setion alulation. It is only neessary, in the latter ase, to inlude an overallweight fator, whih takes into aount the summed ontribution of all �nal states thatare to be simulated. For instane, if only the proess Z0 ! e+e� is studied, the relevantweight fator is simply �ee=�tot. One the kinematis and the inoming avours havebeen seleted, the outgoing avours an be piked aording to the appropriate relativeprobabilities.In some proesses, suh as gg ! gg, several di�erent olour ows are allowed, eahwith its own kinematial dependene of the matrix-element weight, see setion 8.2.1. Eaholour ow is then given as a separate entry in the table mentioned above, i.e. in total anentry is haraterized by the two inoming avours, a olour-ow index, and the weight.For an aepted phase-spae point, the olour ow is seleted in the same way as theinoming avours.The program an also allow the mixed generation of two or more ompletely di�erentproesses, suh as ff ! Z0 and qq ! gg. In that ase, eah proess is initialized separately,with its own set of oeÆients i and so on. The maxima obtained for the individual ross103



setions are all expressed in the same units, even when the dimensionality of the phasespae is di�erent. (This is beause we always transform to a phase spae of unit volume,R h� (�) d� � 1, et.) The above generation sheme need therefore only be generalized asfollows:1. One proess is seleted among the allowed ones, with a relative probability given bythe maximum weight for this proess.2. A phase-spae point is found, using the distributions h� (�) and so on, optimized forthis partiular proess.3. The total weight for the phase-spae point is evaluated, again with Jaobians, matrixelements and allowed inoming avour ombinations that are spei� to the proess.4. The point is retained with a probability given by the ratio of the atual to themaximum weight of the proess. If the point is rejeted, one has to go bak to step1 and pik a new proess.5. One a phase-spae point has been aepted, avours may be seleted, and the eventgenerated in full.It is lear why this works: although phase-spae points are seleted among the allowedproesses aording to relative probabilities given by the maximum weights, the probabil-ity that a point is aepted is proportional to the ratio of atual to maximum weight. Intotal, the probability for a given proess to be retained is therefore only proportional tothe average of the atual weights, and any dependene on the maximum weight is gone.In p and  physis, the di�erent omponents of the photon give di�erent �nal states,see setion 7.7.2. Tehnially, this introdues a further level of administration, sine eahevent lass ontains a set of (partly overlapping) proesses. From an ideologial point ofview, however, it just represents one more hoie to be made, that of event lass, beforethe seletion of proess in step 1 above. When a weighting fails, both lass and proesshave to be piked anew.7.5 2! 3 and 2! 4 ProessesThe Pythia mahinery to handle 2 ! 1 and 2 ! 2 proesses is fairly sophistiated andgeneri. The same annot be said about the generation of hard sattering proesses withmore than two �nal-state partiles. The number of phase-spae variables is larger, and itis therefore more diÆult to �nd and transform away all possible peaks in the ross setionby a suitably biased hoie of phase-spae points. In addition, matrix-element expressionsfor 2 ! 3 proesses are typially fairly lengthy. Therefore Pythia only ontains a verylimited number of 2 ! 3 and 2 ! 4 proesses, and almost eah proess is a speial ase ofits own. It is therefore less interesting to disuss details, and we only give a very generioverview.If the Higgs mass is not light, interations among longitudinal W and Z gauge bosonsare of interest. In the program, 2 ! 1 proesses suh as W+L W�L ! h0 and 2 ! 2ones suh as W+L W�L ! Z0LZ0L are inluded. The former are for use when the h0 still isreasonably narrow, suh that a resonane desription is appliable, while the latter areintended for high energies, where di�erent ontributions have to be added up. Sine theprogram does not ontain WL or ZL distributions inside hadrons, the basi hard satteringhas to be onvoluted with the q ! q0WL and q ! qZL branhings, to yield e�etive 2 ! 3and 2 ! 4 proesses. However, it is possible to integrate out the sattering angles of thequarks analytially, as well as one energy-sharing variable [Cha85℄. Only after an eventhas been aepted are these other kinematial variables seleted. This involves furtherhoies of random variables, aording to a separate seletion loop.In total, it is therefore only neessary to introdue one additional variable in the basiphase-spae seletion, whih is hosen to be ŝ0, the squared invariant mass of the full2 ! 3 or 2 ! 4 proess, while ŝ is used for the squared invariant mass of the inner104



2 ! 1 or 2 ! 2 proess. The y variable is oupled to the full proess, sine parton-distribution weights have to be given for the original quarks at x1;2 = p� 0 exp (�y). Thet̂ variable is related to the inner proess, and thus not needed for the 2 ! 3 proesses.The seletion of the � 0 = ŝ0=s variable is done after � , but before y has been hosen. Toimprove the eÆieny, the seletion is made aording to a weighted phase spae of theform R h� 0(� 0) d� 0, whereh� 0(� 0) = 1I1 1� 0 + 2I2 (1� �=� 0)3� 02 + 3I3 1� 0(1� � 0) ; (105)in onventional notation. The i oeÆients are optimized at initialization. The 3 term,peaked at � 0 � 1, is only used for e+e� ollisions. The hoie of h� 0 is roughly mathedto the longitudinal gauge-boson ux fator, whih is of the form�1 + �� 0� ln� �� 0�� 2�1� �� 0� : (106)For a light h the e�etive W approximation above breaks down, and it is neessaryto inlude the full struture of the qq0 ! qq0h0 (i.e. ZZ fusion) and qq0 ! q00q000h0 (i.e.WW fusion) matrix elements. The � 0, � and y variables are here retained, and seletedaording to standard proedures. The Higgs mass is represented by the � hoie; normallythe h0 is so narrow that the � distribution e�etively ollapses to a Æ funtion. In addition,the three-body �nal-state phase spae is rewritten as 5Yi=3 1(2�)3 d3pi2Ei ! (2�)4Æ(4)(p3 +p4 +p5�p1�p2) = 1(2�)5 �24p�?34 dp2?3 d'32� dp2?4 d'42� dy5 ;(107)where �?34 = (m2?34�m2?3�m2?4)2�4m2?3m2?4. The outgoing quarks are labelled 3 and 4,and the outgoing Higgs 5. The ' angles are seleted isotropially, while the two transversemomenta are piked, with some foreknowledge of the shape of the W=Z propagators inthe ross setions, aording to h?(p2?) dp2?, whereh?(p2?) = 1I1 + 2I2 1m2R + p2? + 3I3 1(m2R + p2?)2 ; (108)with mR the W or Z mass, depending on proess, and 1 = 2 = 0:05, 3 = 0:9. Withinthe limits given by the other variable hoies, the rapidity y5 is hosen uniformly. A �nalhoie remains to be made, whih omes from a twofold ambiguity of exhanging thelongitudinal momenta of partons 3 and 4 (with minor modi�ations if they are massive).Here the relative weight an be obtained exatly from the form of the matrix elementitself.7.6 Resonane DeaysResonanes (see setion 2.1.2) an be made to deay in two di�erent routines. Oneis the standard deay treatment (in PYDECY) that an be used for any unstable partile,where deay hannels are hosen aording to �xed probabilities, and deay angles usuallyare piked isotropially in the rest frame of the resonane, see setion 13.3. The moresophistiated treatment (in PYRESD) is the default one for resonanes produed in Pythia,and is desribed here. The ground rule is that everything in mass up to and inluding bhadrons is deayed with the simpler PYDECY routine, while heavier partiles are handledwith PYRESD. This also inludes the �=Z0, even though here the mass in priniple ouldbe below the b threshold. Other resonanes inlude, e.g., t, W�, h0, Z00, W0�, H0, A0,H�, and tehniolor and supersymmetri partiles.105



7.6.1 The deay shemeIn the beginning of the deay treatment, either one or two resonanes may be present,the former represented by proesses suh as qq0 ! W+ and qg ! W+q0, the latter byqq ! W+W�. If the latter is the ase, the deay of the two resonanes is onsidered inparallel (unlike PYDECY, where one partile at a time is made to deay).First the deay hannel of eah resonane is seleted aording to the relative weightsH(f)R , as desribed above, evaluated at the atual mass of the resonane, rather than atthe nominal one. Threshold fators are therefore fully taken into aount, with hannelsautomatially swithed o� below the threshold. Normally the masses of the deay prod-uts are well-de�ned, but e.g. in deays like h0 ! W+W� it is also neessary to seletthe deay produt masses. This is done aording to two Breit{Wigners of the type ineq. (94), multiplied by the threshold fator, whih depends on both masses.Next the deay angles of the resonane are seleted isotropially in its rest frame.Normally the full range of deay angles is available, but in 2 ! 1 proesses the deayangles of the original resonane may be restrained by user uts, e.g. on the p? of the deayproduts. Based on the angles, the four-momenta of the deay produts are onstrutedand boosted to the orret frame. As a rule, matrix elements are given with quark andlepton masses assumed vanishing. Therefore the four-momentum vetors onstruted atthis stage are atually massless for all quarks and leptons.The matrix elements may now be evaluated. For a proess suh as qq ! W+W� !e+�e����, the matrix element is a funtion of the four-momenta of the two inomingfermions and of the four outgoing ones. An upper limit for the event weight an beonstruted from the ross setion for the basi proess qq ! W+W�, as already used toselet the two W momenta. If the weighting fails, new resonane deay angles are pikedand the proedure is iterated until aeptane.Based on the aepted set of angles, the orret deay produt four-momenta are on-struted, inluding previously negleted fermion masses. Quarks and, optionally, leptonsare allowed to radiate, using the standard �nal-state showering mahinery, with maximumvirtuality given by the resonane mass.In some deays new resonanes are produed, and these are then subsequently allowedto deay. Normally only one resonane pair is onsidered at a time, with the possibility offull orrelations. In a few ases triplets an also appear, but suh on�gurations urrentlyare onsidered without inlusion of orrelations. Also note that, in a proess like qq !Z0h0 ! Z0W+W� ! 6 fermions, the spinless nature of the h0 ensures that the W� deaysare deoupled from that of the Z0 (but not from eah other).7.6.2 Cross-setion onsiderationsThe ross setion for a proess whih involves the prodution of one or several resonanesis always redued to take into aount hannels not allowed by user ags. This is trivialfor a single s-hannel resonane, f. eq. (91), but an also be inluded approximately ifseveral layers of resonane deays are involved. At initialization, the ratio between theuser-allowed width and the nominally possible one is evaluated and stored, starting fromthe lightest resonanes and moving upwards. As an example, one �rst �nds the redutionfators for W+ and for W� deays, whih need not be the same if e.g. W+ is allowed todeay only to quarks and W� only to leptons. These fators enter together as a weightfor the h0 ! W+W� hannel, whih is thus redued in importane ompared with otherpossible Higgs deay hannels. This is also reeted in the weight fator of the h0 itself,where some hannels are open in full, others ompletely losed, and �nally some (like theone above) open but with redued weight. Finally, the weight for the proess qq ! Z0h0is evaluated as the produt of the Z0 weight fator and the h0 one. The standard rosssetion of the proess is multiplied with this weight.106



Sine the restrition on allowed deay modes is already inluded in the hard proessross setion, mixing of di�erent event types is greatly simpli�ed, and the seletion of deayhannel hains is straightforward. There is a prie to be paid, however. The redutionfators evaluated at initialization all refer to resonanes at their nominal masses. Forinstane, the W redution fator is evaluated at the nominal W mass, even when thatfator is used, later on, in the desription of the deay of a 120 GeV Higgs, where at leastone W would be produed below this mass. We know of no ase where this approximationhas any serious onsequenes, however.The weighting proedure works beause the number of resonanes to be produed,diretly or in subsequent deays, an be derived reursively already from the start. Itdoes not work for partiles whih ould also be produed at later stages, suh as theparton-shower evolution and the fragmentation. For instane, D0 mesons an be produedfairly late in the event generation hain, in unknown numbers, and so weights ould notbe introdued to ompensate, e.g. for the foring of deays only into �+K�.One should note that this redution fator is separate from the desription of theresonane shape itself, where the full width of the resonane has to be used. This widthis based on the sum of all possible deay modes, not just the simulated ones. Pythiadoes allow the possibility to hange also the underlying physis senario, e.g. to inludethe deay of a Z0 into a fourth-generation neutrino.Normally the evaluation of the redution fators is straightforward. However, fordeays into a pair of equal or harge-onjugate resonanes, suh as Z0Z0 or W+W�, it ispossible to pik ombinations in suh a way that the weight of the pair does not fatorizeinto a produt of the weight of eah resonane itself. To be preise, any deay hannelan be given seven di�erent status odes:� �1: a non-existent deay mode, ompletely swithed o� and of no onern to us;� 0: an existing deay hannel, whih is swithed o�;� 1: a hannel whih is swithed on;� 2: a hannel swithed on for partiles, but o� for antipartiles;� 3: a hannel swithed on for antipartiles, but o� for partiles;� 4: a hannel swithed on for one of the partiles or antipartiles, but not for both;� 5: a hannel swithed on for the other of the partiles or antipartiles, but not forboth.The meaning of possibilities 4 and 5 is exempli�ed by the statement `in a W+W� pair,one W deays hadronially and the other leptonially', whih thus overs the ases whereeither W+ or W� deays hadronially.Negleting non-existing hannels, eah hannel belongs to either of the lasses above.If we denote the total branhing ratio into hannels of type i by ri, this then translatesinto the requirement r0 + r1 + r2 + r3 + r4 + r5 = 1. For a single partile the weight fatoris r1 + r2 + r4, and for a single antipartile r1 + r3 + r4. For a pair of idential resonanes,the joint weight is instead(r1 + r2)2 + 2(r1 + r2)(r4 + r5) + 2r4r5 ; (109)and for a resonane{antiresonane pair(r1 + r2)(r1 + r3) + (2r1 + r2 + r3)(r4 + r5) + 2r4r5 : (110)If some hannels ome with a redued weight beause of restritions on subsequent deayhains, this may be desribed in terms of properly redued ri, so that the sum is less thanunity. For instane, in a tt ! bW+ bW� proess, the W deay modes may be restritedto W+ ! qq and W� ! e���e, in whih ase (P ri)t � 2=3 and (P ri)t � 1=9. With index� denoting resonane/antiresonane, eq. (110) then generalizes to(r1 + r2)+(r1 + r3)� + (r1 + r2)+(r4 + r5)� + (r4 + r5)+(r1 + r3)� + r+4 r�5 + r+5 r�4 : (111)107



7.7 Nonperturbative ProessesA few proesses are not overed by the disussion so far. These are the ones that dependon the details of hadroni wave funtions, and therefore are not stritly alulable pertur-batively (although perturbation theory may often provide some guidane). What we haveprimarily in mind is elasti sattering, di�rative sattering and low-p? `minimum-bias'events in hadron{hadron ollisions, but one an also �nd orresponding proesses in pand  interations. The desription of these proesses is rather di�erently struturedfrom that of the other ones, as is explained below. Models for `minimum-bias' eventsare disussed in detail in setion 11.2, to whih we refer for details on this part of theprogram.7.7.1 Hadron{hadron interationsIn hadron{hadron interations, the total hadroni ross setion for AB ! anything, �ABtot ,is alulated using the parameterization of Donnahie and Landsho� [Don92℄. In thisapproah, eah ross setion appears as the sum of one pomeron term and one reggeonone �ABtot (s) = XAB s� + Y AB s�� ; (112)where s = E2m. The powers � = 0:0808 and � = 0:4525 are expeted to be universal,whereas the oeÆients XAB and Y AB are spei� to eah initial state. (In fat, the high-energy behaviour given by the pomeron term is expeted to be the same for partile andantipartile interations, i.e. XAB = XAB.) Parameterizations not provided in [Don92℄have been alulated in the same spirit, making use of quark ounting rules [Sh93a℄.The total ross setion is subdivided aording to�ABtot (s) = �ABel (s) + �ABsd(XB)(s) + �ABsd(AX)(s) + �ABdd (s) + �ABnd (s) : (113)Here `el' is the elasti proess AB ! AB, `sd(XB)' the single di�rative AB ! XB,`sd(AX)' the single di�rative AB ! AX, `dd' the double di�rative AB ! X1X2, and`nd' the non-di�rative ones. Higher di�rative topologies, suh as entral di�ration, areurrently negleted. In the following, the elasti and di�rative ross setions and eventharateristis are desribed, as given in the model by Shuler and Sj�ostrand [Sh94,Sh93a℄. The non-di�rative omponent is identi�ed with the `minimum bias' physisalready mentioned, a pratial but not unambiguous hoie. Its ross setion is given by`whatever is left' aording to eq. (113), and its properties are disussed in setion 11.2.At not too large squared momentum transfers t, the elasti ross setion an be ap-proximated by a simple exponential fall-o�. If one neglets the small real part of the rosssetion, the optial theorem then givesd�eldt = �2tot16� exp(Belt) ; (114)and �el = �2tot=16�Bel. The elasti slope parameter is parameterized byBel = BABel (s) = 2bA + 2bB + 4s� � 4:2 ; (115)with s given in units of GeV and Bel in GeV�2. The onstants bA;B are bp = 2:3, b�;�;!;� =1:4, bJ= = 0:23. The inrease of the slope parameter with .m. energy is faster thanthe logarithmially one onventionally assumed; that way the ratio �el=�tot remains well-behaved at large energies.
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The di�rative ross setions are given byd�sd(XB)(s)dt dM2 = g3IP16� �AIP �2BIP 1M2 exp(Bsd(XB)t)Fsd ;d�sd(AX)(s)dt dM2 = g3IP16� �2AIP �BIP 1M2 exp(Bsd(AX)t)Fsd ;d�dd(s)dt dM21 dM22 = g23IP16� �AIP �BIP 1M21 1M22 exp(Bddt)Fdd : (116)The ouplings �AIP are related to the pomeron term XABs� of the total ross setionparameterization, eq. (112). Piking a referene sale psref = 20 GeV, the ouplings aregiven by �AIP�BIP = XAB s�ref. The triple-pomeron oupling is determined from single-di�rative data to be g3IP � 0:318 mb1=2; within the ontext of the formulae in thissetion.The spetrum of di�rative masses M is taken to begin 0.28 GeV � 2m� above themass of the respetive inoming partile and extend to the kinematial limit. The simpledM2=M2 form is modi�ed by the mass-dependene in the di�rative slopes and in the Fsdand Fdd fators (see below).The slope parameters are assumed to beBsd(XB)(s) = 2bB + 2�0 ln� sM2� ;Bsd(AX)(s) = 2bA + 2�0 ln� sM2� ;Bdd(s) = 2�0 ln e4 + ss0M21M22 ! : (117)Here �0 = 0:25 GeV�2 and onventionally s0 is piked as s0 = 1=�0. The term e4 in Bdd isadded by hand to avoid a breakdown of the standard expression for large values of M21M22 .The bA;B terms protet Bsd from breaking down; however a minimum value of 2 GeV�2is still expliitly required for Bsd, whih omes into play e.g. for a J= state (as part of aVMD photon beam).The kinematial range in t depends on all the masses of the problem. In terms ofthe saled variables �1 = m2A=s, �2 = m2B=s, �3 = M2(1)=s (= m2A=s when A satterselastially), �4 = M2(2)=s (= m2B=s when B satters elastially), and the ombinationsC1 = 1� (�1 + �2 + �3 + �4) + (�1 � �2)(�3 � �4) ;C2 = q(1� �1 � �2)2 � 4�1�2q(1� �3 � �4)2 � 4�3�4 ;C3 = (�3 � �1)(�4 � �2) + (�1 + �4 � �2 � �3)(�1�4 � �2�3) ; (118)one has tmin < t < tmax withtmin = �s2(C1 + C2) ;tmax = �s2(C1 � C2) = �s2 4C3C1 + C2 = s2C3tmin : (119)The Regge formulae above for single- and double-di�rative events are supposed tohold in ertain asymptoti regions of the total phase spae. Of ourse, there will bedi�ration also outside these restritive regions. Laking a theory whih predits di�eren-tial ross setions at arbitrary t and M2 values, the Regge formulae are used everywhere,109



but fudge fators are introdued in order to obtain `sensible' behaviour in the full phasespae. These fators are:Fsd =  1� M2s ! 1 + resM2resM2res +M2! ;Fdd =  1� (M1 +M2)2s ! sm2psm2p +M21 M22 !�  1 + resM2resM2res +M21 ! 1 + resM2resM2res +M22 ! : (120)The �rst fator in either expression suppresses prodution lose to the kinematial limit.The seond fator in Fdd suppresses on�gurations where the two di�rative systemsoverlap in rapidity spae. The �nal fators give an enhanement of the low-mass region,where a resonane struture is observed in the data. Clearly a more detailed modellingwould have to be based on a set of exlusive states rather than on this smeared-outaveraging proedure. A reasonable �t to pp=pp data is obtained for res = 2 and Mres =2 GeV, for an arbitrary partile A whih is di�ratively exited we use MAres = mA�mp +2 GeV.The di�rative ross-setion formulae above have been integrated for a set of .m.energies, starting at 10 GeV, and the results have been parameterized. The form ofthese parameterizations is given in ref. [Sh94℄, with expliit numbers for the pp=pp ase.Pythia also ontains similar parameterizations for �p (assumed to be same as �p and!p), �p, J= p, �� (�� et.), ��, �J= , ��, �J= and J= J= .The proesses above do not obey the ordinary event mixing strategy. First of all, sinetheir total ross setions are known, it is possible to pik the appropriate proess from thestart, and then remain with that hoie. In other words, if the seletion of kinematialvariables fails, one would not go bak and pik a new proess, the way it was done insetion 7.4.4. Seond, it is not possible to impose any uts or restrain allowed inomingor outgoing avours: if not additional information were to be provided, it would makethe whole senario ill-de�ned. Third, it is not reommended to mix generation of theseproesses with that of any of the other ones: normally the other proesses have so smallross setions that they would almost never be generated anyway. (We here exlude theases of `underlying events' and `pile-up events', where mixing is provided for, and evenis a entral part of the formalism, see setions 11.2 and 11.3.)One the ross-setion parameterizations has been used to pik one of the proesses,the variables t and M are seleted aording to the formulae given above.A �0 formed by  ! �0 in elasti or di�rative sattering is polarized, and thereforeits deay angular distribution in �0 ! �+�� is taken to be proportional to sin2 �, wherethe referene axis is given by the �0 diretion of motion.A light di�rative system, with a mass less than 1 GeV above the mass of the in-oming partile, is allowed to deay isotropially into a two-body state. Single-resonanedi�rative states, suh as a �+, are therefore not expliitly generated, but are assumeddesribed in an average, smeared-out sense.A more massive di�rative system is subsequently treated as a string with the quantumnumbers of the original hadron. Sine the exat nature of the pomeron exhanged betweenthe hadrons is unknown, two alternatives are inluded. In the �rst, the pomeron isassumed to ouple to (valene) quarks, so that the string is strethed diretly between thestruk quark and the remnant diquark (antiquark) of the di�rative state. In the seond,the interation is rather with a gluon, giving rise to a `hairpin' on�guration in whih thestring is strethed from a quark to a gluon and then bak to a diquark (antiquark). Bothof these senarios ould be present in the data; the default hoie is to mix them in equalproportions. 110



There is experimental support for more ompliated senarios [Ing85℄, wherein thepomeron has a partoni substruture, whih e.g. an lead to high-p? jet prodution inthe di�rative system. The full mahinery, wherein a pomeron spetrum is onvolutedwith a pomeron-proton hard interation, is not available in Pythia. (But is found in thePompyt program [Bru96℄.)7.7.2 Photoprodution and  physisThe photon physis mahinery in Pythia has been largely expanded in reent years.Historially, the model was �rst developed for photoprodution, i.e. a real photon ona hadron target [Sh93, Sh93a℄. Thereafter  physis was added in the same spirit[Sh94a, Sh97℄. Only reently also virtual photons have been added to the desription[Fri00℄, inluding the nontrivial transition region between real photons and Deeply Inelas-ti Sattering (DIS). In this setion we partly trae this evolution towards more omplexon�gurations.The total p and  ross setions an again be parameterized in a form like eq. (112),whih is not so obvious sine the photon has more ompliated struture than an ordinaryhadron. In fat, the struture is still not so well understood. The model we outline is theone studied by Shuler and Sj�ostrand [Sh93, Sh93a℄, and further updated in [Fri00℄. Inthis model the physial photon is represented byji = qZ3 jBi+ XV=�0;!;�;J= efV jV i+Xq efqq jqqi+ X`=e;�;� ef`` j`+`�i : (121)By virtue of this superposition, one is led to a model of p interations, where threedi�erent kinds of events may be distinguished:� Diret events, wherein the bare photon jBi interats diretly with a parton fromthe proton. The proess is perturbatively alulable, and no parton distributionsof the photon are involved. The typial event struture is two high-p? jets and aproton remnant, while the photon does not leave behind any remnant.� VMD events, in whih the photon utuates into a vetor meson, predominantly a�0. All the event lasses known from ordinary hadron{hadron interations may thusour here, suh as elasti, di�rative, low-p? and high-p? events. For the latter,one may de�ne (VMD) parton distributions of the photon, and the photon alsoleaves behind a beam remnant. This remnant is smeared in transverse momentumby a typial `primordial k?' of a few hundred MeV.� Anomalous or GVMD (Generalized VMD) events, in whih the photon utuatesinto a qq pair of larger virtuality than in the VMD lass. The initial parton distri-bution is perturbatively alulable, as is the subsequent QCD evolution. It gives riseto the so-alled anomalous part of the parton distributions of the photon, wheneone name for the lass. As long as only real photons were onsidered, it made senseto de�ne the ross setion of this event lass to be ompletely perturbatively alu-lable, given some lower p? ut-o�. Thus only high-p? events ould our. However,alternatively, one may view these states as exited higher resonanes (�0 et.), thusthe GVMD name. In this ase one is lead to a piture whih also allows a low-p?ross setion, unalulable in perturbation theory. The reality may well interpo-late between these two extreme alternatives, but the urrent framework more leanstowards the latter point of view. Either the q or the q plays the rôle of a beamremnant, but this remnant has a larger p? than in the VMD ase, related to thevirtuality of the  $ qq utuation.The j`+`�i states an only interat strongly with partons inside the hadron at higherorders, and an therefore be negleted in the study of hadroni �nal states.In order that the above lassi�ation is smooth and free of double ounting, onehas to introdue sales that separate the three omponents. The main one is k0, whih111



separates the low-mass vetor meson region from the high-mass jqqi one, k0 � m�=2 � 0:5GeV. Given this dividing line to VMD states, the anomalous parton distributions areperturbatively alulable. The total ross setion of a state is not, however, sine thisinvolves aspets of soft physis and eikonalization of jet rates. Therefore an ansatz ishosen where the total ross setion of a state sales like k2V =k2?, where the adjustableparameter kV � m�=2 for light quarks. The k? sale is roughly equated with half themass of the GVMD state. The spetrum of GVMD states is taken to extend over a rangek0 < k? < k1, where k1 is identi�ed with the p?min(s) ut-o� of the perturbative jetspetrum in hadroni interations, p?min(s) � 1:5 GeV at typial energies, see setion11.2 and espeially eq. (189). Above that range, the states are assumed to be suÆientlyweakly interating that no eikonalization proedure is required, so that ross setions anbe alulated perturbatively without any reourse to pomeron phenomenology. There issome arbitrariness in that hoie, and some simpli�ations are required in order to obtaina manageable desription.The VMD and GVMD/anomalous events are together alled resolved ones. In termsof high-p? jet prodution, the VMD and anomalous ontributions an be ombined intoa total resolved one, and the same for parton-distribution funtions. However, the twolasses di�er in the struture of the underlying event and possibly in the appearane ofsoft proesses.In terms of ross setions, eq. (121) orresponds to�ptot(s) = �pdir(s) + �pVMD(s) + �panom(s) : (122)The diret ross setion is, to lowest order, the perturbative ross setion for the twoproesses q ! qg and g ! qq, with a lower ut-o� p? > k1, in order to avoid double-ounting with the interations of the GVMD states. Properly speaking, this should bemultiplied by the Z3 oeÆient,Z3 = 1� XV=�0;!;�;J=  efV !2 �Xq  efqq!2 � X`=e;�;�  ef``!2 ; (123)but normally Z3 is so lose to unity as to make no di�erene.The VMD fator (e=fV )2 = 4��em=f 2V gives the probability for the transition  ! V .The oeÆients f 2V =4� are determined from data to be (with a non-negligible amount ofunertainty) 2.20 for �0, 23.6 for !, 18.4 for � and 11.5 for J= . Together these numbersimply that the photon an be found in a VMD state about 0.4% of the time, dominatedby the �0 ontribution. All the properties of the VMD interations an be obtained byappropriately saling down V p physis preditions. Thus the whole mahinery developedin the previous setion for hadron{hadron interations is diretly appliable. Also partondistributions of the VMD omponent inside the photon are obtained by suitable resaling.The ontribution from the `anomalous' high-mass utuations to the total ross setionis obtained by a onvolution of the utuation rateXq  efqq!2 � �em2�  2Xq e2q!Z k1k0 dk2?k2? ; (124)whih is to be multiplied by the abovementioned redution fator k2V =k2? for the totalross setion, and all saled by the assumed real vetor meson ross setion.As an illustration of this senario, the phase spae of p events may be representedby a (k?; p?) plane. Two transverse momentum sales are distinguished: the photon res-olution sale k? and the hard interation sale p?. Here k? is a measure of the virtualityof a utuation of the photon and p? orresponds to the most virtual rung of the ladder,possibly apart from k?. As we have disussed above, the low-k? region orresponds to112



VMD and GVMD states that enompasses both perturbative high-p? and nonperturba-tive low-p? interations. Above k1, the region is split along the line k? = p?. Whenp? > k? the photon is resolved by the hard interation, as desribed by the anomalouspart of the photon distribution funtion. This is as in the GVMD setor, exept that weshould (probably) not worry about multiple parton{parton interations. In the omple-mentary region k? > p?, the p? sale is just part of the traditional evolution of the partondistributions of the proton up to the sale of k?, and thus there is no need to introdue aninternal struture of the photon. One ould imagine the diret lass of events as extendingbelow k1 and there being the low-p? part of the GVMD lass, only appearing when a hardinteration at a larger p? sale would not preempt it. This possibility is impliit in thestandard ross setion framework.In  physis [Sh94a, Sh97℄, the superposition in eq. (121) applies separately foreah of the two inoming photons. In total there are therefore 3 � 3 = 9 ombinations.However, trivial symmetry redues this to six distint lasses, written in terms of the totalross setion (f. eq. (122)) as�tot(s) = �dir�dir(s) + �VMD�VMD(s) + �GVMD�GVMD(s)+ 2�dir�VMD(s) + 2�dir�GVMD(s) + 2�VMD�GVMD(s) : (125)A parameterization of the total  ross setion is found in [Sh94a, Sh97℄.The six di�erent kinds of  events are thus:� The diret�diret events, whih orrespond to the subproess  ! qq (or `+`�).The typial event struture is two high-p? jets and no beam remnants.� The VMD�VMD events, whih have the same properties as the VMD p events.There are four by four ombinations of the two inoming vetor mesons, with oneVMD fator for eah meson.� The GVMD�GVMD events, wherein eah photon utuates into a qq pair of largervirtuality than in the VMD lass. The `anomalous' lassi�ation assumes that oneparton of eah pair gives a beam remnant, whereas the other (or a daughter par-ton thereof) partiipates in a high-p? sattering. The GVMD onept implies thepresene also of low-p? events, like for VMD.� The diret�VMD events, whih have the same properties as the diret p events.� The diret�GVMD events, in whih a bare photon interats with a parton fromthe anomalous photon. The typial struture is then two high-p? jets and a beamremnant.� The VMD�GVMD events, whih have the same properties as the GVMD p events.Like for photoprodution events, this an be illustrated in a parameter spae, but nowthree-dimensional, with axes given by the k?1, k?2 and p? sales. Here eah k?i is ameasure of the virtuality of a utuation of a photon, and p? orresponds to the mostvirtual rung on the ladder between the two photons, possibly exepting the endpointk?i ones. So, to �rst approximation, the oordinates along the k?i axes determine theharaters of the interating photons while p? determines the harater of the interationproess. Double ounting should be avoided by trying to impose a onsistent lassi�ation.Thus, for instane, p? > k?i with k?1 < k0 and k0 < k?2 < k1 gives a hard interationbetween a VMD and a GVMD photon, while k?1 > p? > k?2 with k?1 > k1 and k?2 <k0 is a single-resolved proess (diret�VMD; with p? now in the parton distributionevolution).In muh of the literature, where a oarser lassi�ation is used, our diret�diret isalled diret, our diret�VMD and diret�GVMD is alled single-resolved sine theyboth involve one resolved photon whih gives a beam remnant, and the rest are alleddouble-resolved sine both photons are resolved and give beam remnants.If the photon is virtual, it has a redued probability to utuate into a vetor mesonstate, and this state has a redued interation probability. This an be modelled by a113



traditional dipole fator (m2V =(m2V +Q2))2 for a photon of virtuality Q2, where mV ! 2k?for a GVMD state. Putting it all together, the ross setion of the GVMD setor ofphotoprodution then sales likeZ k21k20 dk2?k2? k2Vk2?  4k2?4k2? +Q2!2 : (126)For a virtual photon the DIS proess �q ! q is also possible, but by gauge invarianeits ross setion must vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0. At large Q2, the diret proesses anbe onsidered as the O(�s) orretion to the lowest-order DIS proess, but the diretones survive for Q2 ! 0. There is no unique presription for a proper ombination atall Q2, but we have attempted an approah that gives the proper limits and minimizesdouble-ounting. For large Q2, the DIS �p ross setion is proportional to the struturefuntion F2(x;Q2) with the Bjorken x = Q2=(Q2 +W 2). Sine normal parton distributionparameterizations are frozen below some Q0 sale and therefore do not obey the gaugeinvariane ondition, an ad ho fator (Q2=(Q2 + m2�))2 is introdued for the onversionfrom the parameterized F2(x;Q2) to a ��pDIS:��pDIS '  Q2Q2 +m2�!2 4�2�emQ2 F2(x;Q2) = 4�2�emQ2(Q2 +m2�)2 Xq e2q nxq(x;Q2) + xq(x;Q2)o :(127)Here m� is some nonperturbative hadroni mass parameter, for simpliity identi�ed withthe � mass. One of the Q2=(Q2 + m2�) fators is required already to give �nite �ptot foronventional parton distributions, and ould be viewed as a sreening of the individualpartons at small Q2. The seond fator is hosen to give not only a �nite but atually avanishing ��pDIS for Q2 ! 0 in order to retain the pure photoprodution desription there.This latter fator thus is more a matter of onveniene, and other approahes ould havebeen pursued.In order to avoid double-ounting between DIS and diret events, a requirement p? >max(k1; Q) is imposed on diret events. In the remaining DIS ones, denoted lowest order(LO) DIS, thus p? < Q. This would suggest a subdivision ��pLODIS = ��pDIS � ��pdiret, with��pDIS given by eq. (127) and ��pdiret by the perturbative matrix elements. In the limitQ2 ! 0, the DIS ross setion is now onstruted to vanish while the diret is not, so thiswould give ��pLODIS < 0. However, here we expet the orret answer not to be a negativenumber but an exponentially suppressed one, by a Sudakov form fator. This modi�esthe ross setion: ��pLODIS = ��pDIS � ��pdiret �! ��pDIS exp ���pdiret��pDIS ! : (128)Sine we here are in a region where the DIS ross setion is no longer the dominant one,this hange of the total DIS ross setion is not essential.The overall piture, from a DIS perspetive, now requires three sales to be kepttrak of. The traditional DIS region is the strongly ordered one, Q2 � k2? � p2?, whereDGLAP-style evolution [Alt77, Gri72℄ is responsible for the event struture. As always,ideology wants strong ordering, while the atual lassi�ation is based on ordinary orderingQ2 > k2? > p2?. The region k2? > max(Q2; p2?) is also DIS, but of the O(�s) diret kind.The region where k? is the smallest sale orresponds to non-ordered emissions, that thengo beyond DGLAP validity, while the region p2? > k2? > Q2 over the interations of aresolved virtual photon. Comparing with the plane of real photoprodution, we onludethat the whole region p? > k? involves no double-ounting, sine we have made noattempt at a non-DGLAP DIS desription but an hoose to over this region entirely by114



the VMD/GVMD desriptions. Atually, it is only in the orner p? < k? < min(k1; Q)that an overlap an our between the resolved and the DIS desriptions. Some furtheronsiderations show that usually either of the two is strongly suppressed in this region,exept in the range of intermediate Q2 and rather small W 2. Typially, this is the regionwhere x � Q2=(Q2 +W 2) is not lose to zero, and where F2 is dominated by the valene-quark ontribution. The latter behaves roughly / (1 � x)n, with an n of the order of 3or 4. Therefore we will introdue a orresponding damping fator to the VMD/GVMDterms.In total, we have now arrived at our ansatz for all Q2:��ptot = ��pDIS exp ���pdiret��pDIS !+ ��pdiret +  W 2Q2 +W 2!n ���pVMD + ��pGVMD� ; (129)with four main omponents. Most of these in their turn have a ompliated internalstruture, as we have seen.Turning to �� proesses, �nally, the parameter spae is now �ve-dimensional: Q1,Q2, k?1, k?2 and p?. As before, an e�ort is made to avoid double-ounting, by havinga unique lassi�ation of eah region in the �ve-dimensional spae. Remaining double-ounting is dealt with as above. In total, our ansatz for �� interations at allQ2 ontains13 omponents: 9 when two VMD, GVMD or diret photons interat, as is already allowedfor real photons, plus a further 4 where a `DIS photon' from either side interats with aVMD or GVMD one. With the label resolved used to denote VMD and GVMD, one anwrite ���tot (W 2; Q21; Q22) = ���DIS�res exp � ���dir�res���DIS�res!+ ���dir�res+ ���res�DIS exp � ���res�dir���res�DIS!+ ���res�dir (130)+ ���dir�dir +  W 2Q21 +Q22 +W 2!3 ���res�resMost of the 13 omponents in their turn have a ompliated internal struture, as we haveseen.An important note is that the Q2 dependene of the DIS and diret photon interationsis implemented in the matrix element expressions, i.e. in proesses suh as �� ! qq or�q ! qg the photon virtuality expliitly enters. This is di�erent from VMD/GVMD,where dipole fators are used to redue the total ross setions and the assumed ux ofpartons inside a virtual photon relative to those of a real one, but the matrix elementsthemselves ontain no dependene on the virtuality either of the partons or of the photonitself. Typially results are obtained with the SaS 1D parton distributions for the virtualtransverse photons [Sh95, Sh96℄, sine these are well mathed to our framework, e.g.allowing a separation of the VMD and GVMD/anomalous omponents. Parton distribu-tions of virtual longitudinal photons are by default given by some Q2-dependent fatortimes the transverse ones. The new set by Ch�yla [Ch�y00℄ allows more preise modellinghere, but �rst indiations are that many studies will not be sensitive to the detailed shape.The photon physis mahinery is of onsiderable omplexity, and so the above is onlya brief summary. Further details an be found in the literature quoted above. Some topisare also overed in other plaes in this manual, e.g. the ux of transverse and longitudinalphotons in subsetion 7.1.4, sale hoies for parton density evaluation in subsetion 7.2,and further aspets of the generation mahinery and swithes in subsetion 8.3.115



8 Physis ProessesIn this setion we enumerate the physis proesses that are available in Pythia, introdu-ing the ISUB ode that an be used to selet desired proesses. A number of ommentsare made about the physis senarios involved, in partiular with respet to underly-ing assumptions and domain of validity. The setion loses with a survey of interestingproesses by mahine.8.1 The Proess Classi�ation ShemeA wide seletion of fundamental 2 ! 1 and 2 ! 2 tree proesses of the Standard Model(eletroweak and strong) has been inluded in Pythia, and slots are provided for manymore, not yet implemented. In addition, `minimum-bias'-type proesses (like elasti sat-tering), loop graphs, box graphs, 2 ! 3 tree graphs and many non-Standard Modelproesses are inluded. The lassi�ation is not always unique. A proess that proeedsonly via an s-hannel state is lassi�ed as a 2 ! 1 proess (e.g. qq ! �=Z0 ! e+e�),but a 2 ! 2 ross setion may well have ontributions from s-hannel diagrams (gg ! ggobtains ontributions from gg ! g� ! gg). Also, in the program, 2 ! 1 and 2 ! 2graphs may sometimes be onvoluted with two 1 ! 2 splittings to form e�etive 2 ! 3or 2 ! 4 proesses (W+W� ! h0 is folded with q ! q00W+ and q0 ! q000W� to giveqq0 ! q00q000h0).The original lassi�ation and numbering sheme feels less relevant today than whenoriginally oneived. In those days, the alulation of 2 ! 3 or 2 ! 4 matrix elements wassuÆiently ompliated that one would wish to avoid it if at all possible, e.g. by having inmind to de�ne e�etive parton densities for all standard model partiles, suh as the W�.Today, the improved omputational tehniques and inreased omputing power impliesthat people would be willing to inlude a branhing q ! qW as part of the hard proess,i.e. not try to fator it o� in some approximation. With the large top mass and large Higgsmass limits, there is also a natural subdivision, suh that the b quark is the heaviest objetfor whih the parton distribution onept makes sense. Therefore most of the preparedbut empty slots are likely to remain empty, or be relaimed for other proesses.It is possible to selet a ombination of subproesses to simulate, and also afterwardsto know whih subproess was atually seleted in eah event. For this purpose, allsubproesses are numbered aording to an ISUB ode. The list of possible odes is givenin Tables 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24. Only proesses marked with a `+' sign in the�rst olumn have been implemented in the program to date. Although ISUB odes wereoriginally designed in a logial fashion, we must admit that subsequent developments ofthe program have tended to obsure the struture. For instane, the proess numbers forHiggs prodution are spread out, in part as a onsequene of the original lassi�ation, inpart beause further prodution mehanisms have been added one at a time, in whateverfree slots ould be found. At some future date the subproess list will therefore be re-organized. In the themati desriptions that follow the main tables, the proesses ofinterest are repeated in a more logial order. If you want to look for a spei� proess, itwill be easier to �nd it there.In the following, fi represents a fundamental fermion of avour i, i.e. d, u, s, , b, t,b0, t0, e�, �e, ��, ��, ��, �� , � 0� or � 0� . A orresponding antifermion is denoted by fi. Inseveral ases, some lasses of fermions are expliitly exluded, sine they do not oupleto the g or  (no e+e� ! gg, e.g.). When proesses have only been inluded for quarks,while leptons might also have been possible, the notation qi is used. A lepton is denotedby `; in a few ases neutrinos are also lumped under this heading. In proesses wherefermion masses are expliitly inluded in the matrix elements, an F or Q is used to denotean arbitrary fermion or quark. Flavours appearing already in the initial state are denotedby indies i and j, whereas new avours in the �nal state are denoted by k and l.116



Table 17: Subproess odes, part 1. First olumn is `+' for proesses implementedand blank for those that are only foreseen. Seond is the subproess number ISUB,and third the desription of the proess. The �nal olumn gives referenes fromwhih the ross setions have been obtained. See text for further information.In No. Subproess Referene+ 1 fifi ! �=Z0 [Ei84℄+ 2 fifj ! W+ [Ei84℄+ 3 fifi ! h0 [Ei84℄4 W+ ! W++ 5 Z0Z0 ! h0 [Ei84, Cha85℄6 Z0W+ ! W+7 W+W� ! Z0+ 8 W+W� ! h0 [Ei84, Cha85℄+ 10 fifj ! fkfl (QFD) [Ing87a℄+ 11 fifj ! fifj (QCD) [Com77, Ben84, Ei84, Chi90℄+ 12 fifi ! fkfk [Com77, Ben84, Ei84, Chi90℄+ 13 fifi ! gg [Com77, Ben84℄+ 14 fifi ! g [Hal78, Ben84℄+ 15 fifi ! gZ0 [Ei84℄+ 16 fifj ! gW+ [Ei84℄17 fifi ! gh0+ 18 fifi !  [Ber84℄+ 19 fifi ! Z0 [Ei84℄+ 20 fifj ! W+ [Ei84, Sam91℄21 fifi ! h0+ 22 fifi ! Z0Z0 [Ei84, Gun86℄+ 23 fifj ! Z0W+ [Ei84, Gun86℄+ 24 fifi ! Z0h0 [Ber85℄+ 25 fifi ! W+W� [Bar94, Gun86℄+ 26 fifj ! W+h0 [Ei84℄27 fifi ! h0h0+ 28 fig ! fig [Com77, Ben84℄+ 29 fig ! fi [Hal78, Ben84℄+ 30 fig ! fiZ0 [Ei84℄+ 31 fig ! fkW+ [Ei84℄32 fig ! fih0+ 33 fi ! fig [Duk82℄+ 34 fi ! fi [Duk82℄+ 35 fi ! fiZ0 [Gab86℄+ 36 fi ! fkW+ [Gab86℄37 fi ! fih038 fiZ0 ! fig39 fiZ0 ! fi 117



Table 18: Subproess odes, part 2. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene40 fiZ0 ! fiZ041 fiZ0 ! fkW+42 fiZ0 ! fih043 fiW+ ! fkg44 fiW+ ! fk45 fiW+ ! fkZ046 fiW+ ! fkW+47 fiW+ ! fkh048 fih0 ! fig49 fih0 ! fi50 fih0 ! fiZ051 fih0 ! fkW+52 fih0 ! fih0+ 53 gg ! fkfk [Com77, Ben84℄+ 54 g ! fkfk [Duk82℄55 gZ0 ! fkfk56 gW+ ! fkf l57 gh0 ! fkfk+ 58  ! fkfk [Bar90℄59 Z0 ! fkfk60 W+ ! fkf l61 h0 ! fkfk62 Z0Z0 ! fkfk63 Z0W+ ! fkf l64 Z0h0 ! fkfk65 W+W� ! fkfk66 W+h0 ! fkf l67 h0h0 ! fkfk+ 68 gg ! gg [Com77, Ben84℄+ 69  ! W+W� [Kat83℄+ 70 W+ ! Z0W+ [Kun87℄+ 71 Z0Z0 ! Z0Z0 (longitudinal) [Abb87℄+ 72 Z0Z0 ! W+W� (longitudinal) [Abb87℄+ 73 Z0W+ ! Z0W+ (longitudinal) [Dob91℄74 Z0h0 ! Z0h075 W+W� ! + 76 W+W� ! Z0Z0 (longitudinal) [Ben87b℄+ 77 W+W� ! W+W� (longitudinal) [Dun86, Bar90a℄78 W+h0 ! W+h079 h0h0 ! h0h0+ 80 qi ! qk�� [Bag82℄118



Table 19: Subproess odes, part 3. Comments as beforeIn No. Subproess Referene+ 81 fifi ! QkQk [Com79℄+ 82 gg ! QkQk [Com79℄+ 83 qifj ! Qkfl [Di86℄+ 84 g ! QkQk [Fon81℄+ 85  ! FkFk [Bar90℄+ 86 gg ! J= g [Bai83℄+ 87 gg ! �0g [Gas87℄+ 88 gg ! �1g [Gas87℄+ 89 gg ! �2g [Gas87℄+ 91 elasti sattering [Sh94℄+ 92 single di�ration (AB ! XB) [Sh94℄+ 93 single di�ration (AB ! AX) [Sh94℄+ 94 double di�ration [Sh94℄+ 95 low-p? prodution [Sj�o87a℄+ 96 semihard QCD 2 ! 2 [Sj�o87a℄+ 99 �q ! q101 gg ! Z0+ 102 gg ! h0 [Ei84℄+ 103  ! h0 [Dre89℄+ 104 gg ! �0 [Bai83℄+ 105 gg ! �2 [Bai83℄+ 106 gg ! J=  [Dre91℄+ 107 g ! J= g [Ber81℄+ 108  ! J=  [Jun97℄+ 110 fifi ! h0 [Ber85a℄+ 111 fifi ! gh0 [Ell88℄+ 112 fig ! fih0 [Ell88℄+ 113 gg ! gh0 [Ell88℄+ 114 gg !  [Con71, Ber84, Di88℄+ 115 gg ! g [Con71, Ber84, Di88℄116 gg ! Z0117 gg ! Z0Z0118 gg ! W+W�119  ! gg+ 121 gg ! QkQkh0 [Kun84℄+ 122 qiqi ! QkQkh0 [Kun84℄+ 123 fifj ! fifjh0 (ZZ fusion) [Cah84℄+ 124 fifj ! fkflh0 (W+W� fusion) [Cah84℄+ 131 fi�T ! fig [Alt78℄+ 132 fi�L ! fig [Alt78℄+ 133 fi�T ! fi [Alt78℄119



Table 20: Subproess odes, part 4. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene+ 134 fi�L ! fi [Alt78℄+ 135 g�T ! fifi [Alt78℄+ 136 g�L ! fifi [Alt78℄+ 137 �T�T ! fifi [Bai81℄+ 138 �T�L ! fifi [Bai81℄+ 139 �L�T ! fifi [Bai81℄+ 140 �L�L ! fifi [Bai81℄+ 141 fifi ! =Z0=Z00 [Alt89℄+ 142 fifj ! W0+ [Alt89℄+ 143 fifj ! H+ [Gun87℄+ 144 fifj ! R [Ben85a℄+ 145 qi`j ! LQ [Wud86℄+ 146 e ! e� [Bau90℄+ 147 dg ! d� [Bau90℄+ 148 ug ! u� [Bau90℄+ 149 gg ! �t [Ei84, App92℄+ 151 fifi ! H0 [Ei84℄+ 152 gg ! H0 [Ei84℄+ 153  ! H0 [Dre89℄+ 156 fifi ! A0 [Ei84℄+ 157 gg ! A0 [Ei84℄+ 158  ! A0 [Dre89℄+ 161 fig ! fkH+ [Bar88℄+ 162 qig ! `kLQ [Hew88℄+ 163 gg ! LQLQ [Hew88, Ei84℄+ 164 qiqi ! LQLQ [Hew88℄+ 165 fifi ! fkfk (via �=Z0) [Ei84, Lan91℄+ 166 fifj ! fkf l (via W�) [Ei84, Lan91℄+ 167 qiqj ! qkd� [Bau90℄+ 168 qiqj ! qku� [Bau90℄+ 169 qiqi ! e�e�� [Bau90℄+ 171 fifi ! Z0H0 [Ei84℄+ 172 fifj ! W+H0 [Ei84℄+ 173 fifj ! fifjH0 (ZZ fusion) [Cah84℄+ 174 fifj ! fkflH0 (W+W� fusion) [Cah84℄+ 176 fifi ! Z0A0 [Ei84℄+ 177 fifj ! W+A0 [Ei84℄+ 178 fifj ! fifjA0 (ZZ fusion) [Cah84℄+ 179 fifj ! fkflA0 (W+W� fusion) [Cah84℄+ 181 gg ! QkQkH0 [Kun84℄+ 182 qiqi ! QkQkH0 [Kun84℄120



Table 21: Subproess odes, part 5. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene+ 183 fifi ! gH0 [Ell88℄+ 184 fig ! fiH0 [Ell88℄+ 185 gg ! gH0 [Ell88℄+ 186 gg ! QkQkA0 [Kun84℄+ 187 qiqi ! QkQkA0 [Kun84℄+ 188 fifi ! gA0 [Ell88℄+ 189 fig ! fiA0 [Ell88℄+ 190 gg ! gA0 [Ell88℄+ 191 fifi ! �0t [Ei96℄+ 192 fifj ! ��t [Ei96℄+ 193 fifi ! !0t [Ei96℄+ 194 fifi ! fkfk [Ei96, Lan99℄+ 195 fifj ! fkfl [Ei96, Lan99℄+ 201 fifi ! ~eL~e�L [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 202 fifi ! ~eR~e�R [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 203 fifi ! ~eL~e�R + ~e�L~eR [Bar87℄+ 204 fifi ! ~�L~��L [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 205 fifi ! ~�R~��R [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 206 fifi ! ~�L~��R + ~��L~�R [Bar87℄+ 207 fifi ! ~�1~� �1 [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 208 fifi ! ~�2~� �2 [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 209 fifi ! ~�1~� �2 + ~� �1 ~�2 [Bar87℄+ 210 fifj ! ~̀L~� �̀ + ~̀�L~�` [Daw85℄+ 211 fifj ! ~�1~��� + ~� �1 ~�� [Daw85℄+ 212 fifj ! ~�2~�� � + ~� �2 ~�� [Daw85℄+ 213 fifi ! ~�`~� �̀ [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 214 fifi ! ~�� ~��� [Bar87, Daw85℄+ 216 fifi ! ~�1 ~�1 [Bar86a℄+ 217 fifi ! ~�2 ~�2 [Bar86a℄+ 218 fifi ! ~�3 ~�3 [Bar86a℄+ 219 fifi ! ~�4 ~�4 [Bar86a℄+ 220 fifi ! ~�1 ~�2 [Bar86a℄+ 221 fifi ! ~�1 ~�3 [Bar86a℄+ 222 fifi ! ~�1 ~�4 [Bar86a℄+ 223 fifi ! ~�2 ~�3 [Bar86a℄+ 224 fifi ! ~�2 ~�4 [Bar86a℄+ 225 fifi ! ~�3 ~�4 [Bar86a℄+ 226 fifi ! ~��1 ~��1 [Bar86b℄+ 227 fifi ! ~��2 ~��2 [Bar86b℄+ 228 fifi ! ~��1 ~��2 [Bar86b℄121



Table 22: Subproess odes, part 6. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene+ 229 fifj ! ~�1 ~��1 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 230 fifj ! ~�2 ~��1 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 231 fifj ! ~�3 ~��1 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 232 fifj ! ~�4 ~��1 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 233 fifj ! ~�1 ~��2 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 234 fifj ! ~�2 ~��2 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 235 fifj ! ~�3 ~��2 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 236 fifj ! ~�4 ~��2 [Bar86a, Bar86b℄+ 237 fifi ! ~g~�1 [Daw85℄+ 238 fifi ! ~g~�2 [Daw85℄+ 239 fifi ! ~g~�3 [Daw85℄+ 240 fifi ! ~g~�4 [Daw85℄+ 241 fifj ! ~g~��1 [Daw85℄+ 242 fifj ! ~g~��2 [Daw85℄+ 243 fifi ! ~g~g [Daw85℄+ 244 gg ! ~g~g [Daw85℄+ 246 fig ! ~qiL ~�1 [Daw85℄+ 247 fig ! ~qiR ~�1 [Daw85℄+ 248 fig ! ~qiL ~�2 [Daw85℄+ 249 fig ! ~qiR ~�2 [Daw85℄+ 250 fig ! ~qiL ~�3 [Daw85℄+ 251 fig ! ~qiR ~�3 [Daw85℄+ 252 fig ! ~qiL ~�4 [Daw85℄+ 253 fig ! ~qiR ~�4 [Daw85℄+ 254 fig ! ~qjL ~��1 [Daw85℄+ 256 fig ! ~qjL ~��2 [Daw85℄+ 258 fig ! ~qiL~g [Daw85℄+ 259 fig ! ~qiR~g [Daw85℄+ 261 fifi ! ~t1~t�1 [Daw85℄+ 262 fifi ! ~t2~t�2 [Daw85℄+ 263 fifi ! ~t1~t�2 + ~t�1~t2 [Daw85℄+ 264 gg ! ~t1~t�1 [Daw85℄+ 265 gg ! ~t2~t�2 [Daw85℄+ 271 fifj ! ~qiL~qjL [Daw85℄+ 272 fifj ! ~qiR~qjR [Daw85℄+ 273 fifj ! ~qiL~qjR + ~qiR~qjL [Daw85℄+ 274 fifj ! ~qiL~q�jL [Daw85℄+ 275 fifj ! ~qiR~q�jR [Daw85℄+ 276 fifj ! ~qiL~q�jR + ~qiR~q�jL [Daw85℄+ 277 fifi ! ~qjL~q�jL [Daw85℄122



Table 23: Subproess odes, part 7. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene+ 278 fifi ! ~qjR~q�jR [Daw85℄+ 279 gg ! ~qiL~q�i L [Daw85℄+ 280 gg ! ~qiR~q�i R [Daw85℄+ 281 bq ! ~b1~qL (q not b)+ 282 bq ! ~b2~qR+ 283 bq ! ~b1~qR + ~b2~qL+ 284 bq ! ~b1~q�L+ 285 bq ! ~b2~q�R+ 286 bq ! ~b1~q�R + ~b2~q�L+ 287 qq ! ~b1~b�1+ 288 qq ! ~b2~b�2+ 289 gg ! ~b1~b�1+ 290 gg ! ~b2~b�2+ 291 bb ! ~b1~b1+ 292 bb ! ~b2~b2+ 293 bb ! ~b1~b2+ 294 bg ! ~b1~g+ 295 bg ! ~b2~g+ 296 bb ! ~b1~b�2 + ~b�1~b2+ 297 fifj ! H�h0+ 298 fifj ! H�H0+ 299 fifi ! Ah0+ 300 fifi ! AH0+ 301 fifi ! H+H�+ 341 `i`j ! H��L [Hui97℄+ 342 `i`j ! H��R [Hui97℄+ 343 `i ! H��L e� [Hui97℄+ 344 `i ! H��R e� [Hui97℄+ 345 `i ! H��L �� [Hui97℄+ 346 `i ! H��R �� [Hui97℄+ 347 `i ! H��L �� [Hui97℄+ 348 `i ! H��R �� [Hui97℄+ 349 fifi ! H++L H��L [Hui97℄+ 350 fifi ! H++R H��R [Hui97℄+ 351 fifj ! fkflH��L (WW) fusion) [Hui97℄+ 352 fifj ! fkflH��R (WW) fusion) [Hui97℄+ 353 fifi ! Z0R [Ei84℄+ 354 fifj ! W+R [Ei84℄+ 361 fifi ! W+LW�L [Lan99℄+ 362 fifi ! W�L��t [Lan99℄123



Table 24: Subproess odes, part 8. Comments as before.In No. Subproess Referene+ 363 fifi ! �+t��t [Lan99℄+ 364 fifi ! �0t [Lan99℄+ 365 fifi ! �00t [Lan99℄+ 366 fifi ! Z0�0t [Lan99℄+ 367 fifi ! Z0�00t [Lan99℄+ 368 fifi ! W���t [Lan99℄+ 370 fifj ! W�L Z0L [Lan99℄+ 371 fifj ! W�L �0t [Lan99℄+ 372 fifj ! ��tZ0L [Lan99℄+ 373 fifj ! ��t�0t [Lan99℄+ 374 fifj ! ��t [Lan99℄+ 375 fifj ! Z0��t [Lan99℄+ 376 fifj ! W��0t [Lan99℄+ 377 fifj ! W��00t [Lan99℄+ 391 ff ! G� [Ran99℄+ 392 gg ! G� [Ran99℄+ 393 qq ! gG� [Ran99, Bij01℄+ 394 qg ! qG� [Ran99, Bij01℄+ 395 gg ! gG� [Ran99, Bij01℄In supersymmetri proesses, antipartiles of sfermions are denoted by �, i.e. ~t� ratherthan the more orret but umbersome ~t or ~t.Charge-onjugate hannels are always assumed inluded as well (where separate), andproesses involving a W+ also imply those involving a W�. Wherever Z0 is written, it isunderstood that � and �=Z0 interferene should be inluded as well (with possibilitiesto swith o� either, if so desired). In some ases this is not fully implemented, see furtherbelow. Correspondingly, Z00 denotes the omplete set �=Z0=Z00 (or some subset of it).Thus the notation  is only used for a photon on the mass shell.In the last olumn of the tables below, referenes are given to works from whihformulae have been taken. Sometimes these referenes are to the original works on thesubjet, sometimes only to the plae where the formulae are given in the most onvenientor aessible form, or where hane lead us. Apologies to all matrix-element alulatorswho are not mentioned. However, remember that this is not a review artile on physisproesses, but only a way for readers to know what is atually found in the program, forbetter or worse. In several instanes, errata have been obtained from the authors. Oftenthe formulae given in the literature have been generalized to inlude trivial radiativeorretions, Breit{Wigner line shapes with ŝ-dependent widths (see setion 7.3), et.The following setions ontain some useful omments on the proesses inluded in theprogram, grouped by physis interest rather than sequentially by ISUB or MSEL ode (see9.2 for further information on the MSEL ode). The di�erent ISUB and MSEL odes that anbe used to simulate the di�erent groups are given. ISUB odes within brakets indiatethe kind of proesses that indiretly involve the given physis topi, although only as partof a larger whole. Some obvious examples, suh as the possibility to produe jets in justabout any proess, are not spelled out in detail.124



The text at times ontains information on whih speial swithes or parameters are ofpartiular interest to a given proess. All these swithes are desribed in detail in setions9.3 9.4 and 9.5, but are alluded to here so as to provide a more omplete piture of thepossibilities available for the di�erent subproesses. However, the list of possibilities isertainly not exhausted by the text below.8.2 QCD ProessesObviously most proesses in Pythia ontain QCD physis one way or another, so theabove title should not be overstressed. One example: a proess like e+e� ! �=Z0 ! qqis also traditionally alled a QCD event, but is here book-kept as �=Z0 prodution. Inthis setion we disuss satterings between oloured partons, plus a few proesses thatare lose relatives to other proesses of this kind.8.2.1 QCD jetsMSEL = 1, 2ISUB = 11 qiqj ! qiqj12 qiqi ! qkqk13 qiqi ! gg28 qig ! qig53 gg ! qkqk68 gg ! gg96 semihard QCD 2 ! 2No higher-order proesses are expliitly inluded, nor any higher-order loop orretionsto the 2 ! 2 proesses. However, by initial- and �nal-state QCD radiation, multijet eventsare being generated, starting from the above proesses. The shower rate of multijetprodution is learly unertain by some amount, espeially for well-separated jets.A string-based fragmentation sheme suh as the Lund model needs ross setions forthe di�erent olour ows; these have been alulated in [Ben84℄ and di�er from the usualalulations by interferene terms of the order 1=N2C . By default, the standard olour-summed QCD expressions for the di�erential ross setions are used. In this ase, theinterferene terms are distributed among the various olour ows aording to the polestruture of the terms. However, the interferene terms an be exluded, by hangingMSTP(34)As an example, onsider subproess 28, qg ! qg. The total ross setion for thisproess, obtained by summing and squaring the Feynman ŝ-, t̂-, and û-hannel graphs, is[Com77℄ 2 1� ûŝ̂t2 !� 49  ŝ̂u + û̂s!� 1 : (131)(An overall fator ��2s=ŝ2 is ignored.) Using the identity of the Mandelstam variables forthe massless ase, ŝ+ t̂+ û = 0, this an be rewritten asŝ2 + û2t̂2 � 49  ŝ̂u + û̂s! : (132)On the other hand, the ross setions for the two possible olour ows of this subproessare [Ben84℄ A : 49  2 û2t̂2 � û̂s! ;125



B : 49  2 ŝ2̂t2 � ŝ̂u! : (133)Colour on�guration A is one in whih the original olour of the q annihilates with theantiolour of the g, the g olour ows through, and a new olour{antiolour is reatedbetween the �nal q and g. In olour on�guration B, the gluon antiolour ows through,but the q and g olours are interhanged. Note that these two olour on�gurations havedi�erent kinematis dependene. For MSTP(34)=0, these are the ross setions atuallyused.The sum of the A and B ontributions is89 ŝ2 + û2t̂2 � 49  ŝ̂u + û̂s! : (134)The di�erene between this expression and that of [Com77℄, orresponding to the inter-ferene between the two olour-ow on�gurations, is then19 ŝ2 + û2t̂2 ; (135)whih an be naturally divided between olour ows A and B:A : 19 û2t̂2 ;B : 19 ŝ2̂t2 : (136)For MSTP(34)=1, the standard QCD matrix element is therefore used, with the samerelative importane of the two olour on�gurations as above. Similar proedures arefollowed also for the other QCD subproesses.All the matrix elements in this group are for massless quarks (although �nal-statequarks are of ourse put on the mass shell). As a onsequene, ross setions are divergentfor p? ! 0, and some kind of regularization is required. Normally you are expeted toset the desired p?min value in CKIN(3).The new avour produed in the annihilation proesses (ISUB = 12 and 53) is deter-mined by the avours allowed for gluon splitting into quark{antiquark; see swith MDME.Subproess 96 is speial among all the ones in the program. In terms of the basiross setion, it is equivalent to the sum of the other ones, i.e. 11, 12, 13, 28, 53 and 68.The phase spae is mapped di�erently, however, and allows p? as input variable. Thisis espeially useful in the ontext of the multiple interations mahinery, see subsetion11.2, where potential satterings are onsidered in order of dereasing p?, with a formfator related to the probability of not having another sattering with a p? larger thanthe onsidered one. You are not expeted to aess proess 96 yourself. Instead it isautomatially initialized and used either if proess 95 is inluded or if multiple interationsare swithed on. The proess will then appear in the maximization information output,but not in the ross setion table at the end of a run. Instead, the hardest satteringgenerated within the ontext of proess 95 is relassi�ed as an event of the 11, 12, 13, 28,53 or 68 kinds, based on the relative ross setion for these in the point hosen. Furthermultiple interations, subsequent to the hardest one, also do not show up in ross setiontables.
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8.2.2 Heavy avoursMSEL = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8ISUB = 81 qiqi ! QkQk82 gg ! QkQk(83) qifj ! Qkfl(84) g ! QkQk(85)  ! FkFkThe matrix elements in this group di�er from the orresponding ones in the groupabove in that they orretly take into aount the quark masses. As a onsequene, theross setions are �nite for p? ! 0. It is therefore not neessary to introdue any speialuts.The two �rst proesses that appear here are the dominant lowest-order QCD graphsin hadron olliders | a few other graphs will be mentioned later, suh as proess 83.The hoie of avour to produe is aording to a hierarhy of options:1. if MSEL=4-8 then the avour is set by the MSEL value;2. else if MSTP(7)=1-8 then the avour is set by the MSTP(7) value;3. else the avour is determined by the heaviest avour allowed for gluon splitting intoquark{antiquark; see swith MDME.Note that only one heavy avour is allowed at a time; if more than one is turned on inMDME, only the heaviest will be produed (as opposed to the ase for ISUB = 12 and 53above, where more than one avour is allowed simultaneously).The lowest-order proesses listed above just represent one soure of heavy-avour pro-dution. Heavy quarks an also be present in the parton distributions at the Q2 saleof the hard interation, leading to proesses like Qg ! Qg, so-alled avour exitation,or they an be reated by gluon splittings g ! QQ in initial- or �nal-state shower evo-lution. The implementation and importane of these various prodution mehanisms isdisussed in detail in [Nor98℄. In fat, as the .m. energy is inreased, these other pro-esses gain in importane relative to the lowest-order prodution graphs above. As asexample, only 10%{20% of the b prodution at LHC energies ome from the lowest-ordergraphs. The �gure is even smaller for harm, while it is well above 50% for top. At LHCenergies, the speialized treatment desribed in this setion is therefore only of interestfor top (and potential fourth-generation quarks) | the higher-order orretions an herebe approximated by an e�etive K fator, exept possibly in some rare orners of phasespae.For harm and bottom, on the other hand, it is neessary to simulate the full eventsample (within the desired kinematis uts), and then only keep those events that ontainb=, be that either from lowest-order prodution, or avour exitation, or gluon splitting.Obviously this may be a time-onsuming enterprise | although the probability for a high-p? event at ollider energies to ontain (at least) one harm or bottom pair is fairly large,most of these heavy avours are arrying a small fration of the total p? ow of the jets,and therefore do not survive normal experimental uts. We note that the lowest-orderprodution of harm or bottom with proesses 12 and 53, as part of the standard QCDmix, is now basially equivalent with that o�ered by proesses 81 and 82. For 12 vs. 81this is rather trivial, sine only s-hannel gluon exhange is involved, but for proess 53it requires a separate evaluation of massive matrix elements for  and b in the avourloop. This is performed by retaining the ŝ and �̂ values already preliminarily seleted forthe massless kinematis, and realulating t̂ and û with mass e�ets inluded. Some ofthe doumentation information in PARI does not properly reet this realulation, butthat is purely a doumentation issue. Also proess 96, used internally for the total QCDjet ross setion, inludes  and b masses. Only the hardest interation in a multipleinterations senario may ontain =b, however, for tehnial reasons, so that the total127



rate may be underestimated. (Quite apart from other unertainties, of ourse.)As an aside, it is not only for the lowest-order graphs that events may be generatedwith a guaranteed heavy-avour ontent. One may also generate the avour exitationproess by itself, in the massless approximation, using ISUB = 28 and setting the KFINarray appropriately. No trik exists to fore the gluon splittings without introduingundesirable biases, however. In order to have it all, one therefore has to make a full QCDjets run, as already noted.Also other proesses an generate heavy avours, all the way up to top, but thenwithout a proper aount of masses. By default, top prodution is swithed o� in thoseproesses where a new avour pair is produed at a gluon or photon vertex, i.e. 12, 53, 54,58, 96 and 135{140, while harm and bottom is allowed. These defaults an be hangedby setting the MDME(IDC,1) values of the appropriate g or  `deay hannels', see furtherbelow.The ross setion for a heavy quark pair lose to threshold an be modi�ed aordingto the formulae of [Fad90℄, see MSTP(35). Here threshold e�ets due to QQ bound-stateformation are taken into aount in a smeared-out, average sense. Then the na��ve rosssetion is multiplied by the squared wave funtion at the origin. In a olour-singlet hannelthis gives a net enhanement of the formj	(s)(0)j2 = X(s)1� exp(�X(s)) ; where X(s) = 43 ��s� ; (137)where � is the quark veloity, while in a olour otet hannel there is a net suppressiongiven by j	(8)(0)j2 = X(8)exp(�X(8))� 1 ; where X(8) = 16 ��s� : (138)The �s fator in this expression is related to the energy sale of bound-state formation;it is seleted independently from the one of the standard prodution ross setion. Thepresene of a threshold fator a�ets the total rate and also kinematial distributions.Heavy avours, i.e. top and fourth generation, are assumed to be so short-lived thatthey deay before they have time to hadronize. This means that the light quark in thedeay Q ! W�q inherits the olour of the heavy one. The urrent Pythia desriptionrepresents a hange of philosophy ompared to older versions, formulated at a time whenthe top was thought to be muh lighter than we now know it to be. For event shapes thedi�erene between the two time orderings normally has only marginal e�ets [Sj�o92a℄.It should be noted that ross setion alulations are di�erent in the two ases. Thetop (or a fourth generation fermion) is assumed short-lived, and is treated like a resonanein the sense of setion 7.6.2, i.e. the ross-setion is redued so as only to orrespond tothe hannels left open by you. This also inludes the restritions on seondary deays,i.e. on the deays of a W+ or a H+ produed in the top deay. For b and  quarks, whihare long-lived enough to form hadrons, no suh redution takes plae. Branhing ratiosthen have to be folded in by hand to get the orret ross setions. The logi behind thisdi�erene is that when hadronization takes plae, one would normally deay the D0 andD+ meson aording to di�erent branhing ratios. But whih D mesons are to be formedis not known at the bottom quark reation, so one ould not weight for that. For a tquark, whih deays rapidly, this ambiguity does not exist, and so a redution fator anbe introdued diretly oupled to the t quark prodution proess.This rule about ross-setion alulations applies to all the proesses expliitly set upto handle heavy avour reation. In addition to the ones above, this means all the ones inTables 17{24 where the fermion �nal state is given as apital letters (`Q' and `F') and alsoavours produed in resonane deays (Z0, W�, h0, et., inluding proesses 165 and 166).However, heavy avours ould also be produed in a proess suh as 31, qig ! qkW�,where qk ould be a top quark. In this ase, the thrust of the desription is learly on128



light avours | the kinematis of the proess is formulated in the massless fermion limit| so any top prodution is purely inidental. Sine here the hoie of sattered avouris only done at a later stage, the top branhing ratios are not orretly folded in to thehard sattering ross setion. So, for appliations like these, it is not reommended torestrit the allowed top deay modes. Often one might like to get rid of the possibilityof produing top together with light avours. This an be done by swithing o� (i.e.setting MDME(I,1)=0) the `hannels' d ! W�t, s ! W�t, b ! W�t, g ! tt and  ! tt.Also any heavy avours produed by parton shower evolution would not be orretlyweighted into the ross setion. However, urrently top prodution is swithed o� bothas a beam remnant (see MSTP(9) and in initial (see KFIN array) and �nal (see MSTJ(45))state radiation.In pair prodution of heavy avour (top) in proesses 81,82, 84 and 85, matrix elementsare only given for one ommon mass, although Breit-Wigners are used to selet twoseparate masses. As desribed in subsetion 7.3, an average mass value is onstruted forthe matrix element evaluation so that the �34 kinematis fator an be retained.Beause of its large mass, it is possible that the top quark an deay to some not yetdisovered partile. Some suh alternatives are inluded in the program, suh as t ! bH+or t ! ~G~t. These deays are not obtained by default, but an be inluded as disussedfor the respetive physis senario.8.2.3 J/ and other Hidden Heavy FlavoursISUB = 86 gg ! J= g87 gg ! �0g88 gg ! �1g89 gg ! �2g104 gg ! �0105 gg ! �2106 gg ! J= 107 g ! J= g108  ! J= In Pythia one may distinguish between three main soures of J= prodution.1. Deays of B mesons and baryons.2. Parton-shower evolution, wherein a  and a  quark produed in adjaent branhings(e.g. g ! gg ! ) turn out to have so small an invariant mass that the pairollapses to a single partile.3. Diret prodution, where a  quark loop gives a oupling between a set of gluonsand a  bound state. Higher-lying states, like the � ones, may subsequently deayto J= .The �rst two soures are impliit in the prodution of b and  quarks, although theforing spei�ally of J= prodution is diÆult. In this setion are given the mainproesses for the third soure, intended for appliations at hadron olliders. Proesses104 and 105 are the equivalents of 87 and 89 in the limit of p? ! 0; note that gg ! J= and gg ! �1 are forbidden and thus absent. As always one should beware of double-ounting between 87 and 104, and between 89 and 105, and thus use either the one or theother depending on the kinematial domain to be studied. The ross setions depend onwave funtion values at the origin, see PARP(38) and PARP(39). A review of the physisissues involved may be found in [Glo88℄ (note, however, that the hoie of Q2 sale isdi�erent in Pythia).It is known that the above soures are not enough to explain the full J= rate, andfurther prodution mehanisms have been proposed, extending on the more onventional129



treatment here [Can97℄.While programmed for the harm system, it would be straightforward to apply theseproesses instead to bottom mesons. One needs to hange the odes of states produed,whih is ahieved by KFPR(ISUB,1)=KFPR(ISUB,1)+110 for the proesses ISUB above,and hanging the values of the wave funtions at the origin, PARP(38) and PARP(39).8.2.4 Minimum biasMSEL = 1, 2ISUB = 91 elasti sattering92 single di�ration (AB ! XB)93 single di�ration (AB ! AX)94 double di�ration95 low-p? produtionThese proesses are briey disussed in setion 7.7. They are mainly intended forinterations between hadrons, although one may also onsider p and  interations inthe options where the inoming photon(s) is (are) assumed resolved.Unertainties ome from a number of soures, e.g. from the parameterizations of thevarious ross setions and slope parameters.In di�rative sattering, the struture of the seleted hadroni system may be regulatedwith MSTP(101). No high-p? jet prodution in di�rative events is inluded so far.The subproess 95, low-p? events, is somewhat unique in that no meaningful physialborder-line to high-p? events an be de�ned. Even if the QCD 2 ! 2 high-p? proessesare formally swithed o�, some of the generated events will be lassi�ed as belonging tothis group, with a p? spetrum of interations to math the `minimum-bias' event sample.The generation of suh jets is performed with the help of the auxiliary subproess 96, seesubsetion 8.2.1. Only with the option MSTP(82)=0 will subproess 95 yield stritly low-p? events, events whih will then probably not be ompatible with any experimental data.A number of options exist for the detailed struture of low-p? events, see in partiularMSTP(81) and MSTP(82). Further details on the model(s) for minimum-bias events arefound in setion 11.2.8.3 Physis with Inoming PhotonsWith reent additions, the mahinery for photon physis has beome rather extensive[Fri00℄. The border between the physis of real photon interations and of virtual photonones is now bridged by a desription that ontinuously interpolates between the twoextremes, as summarized in setion 7.7.2. Furthermore, the 'gamma/lepton' option (wherelepton is to be replaed by e-, e+, mu-, mu+, tau- or tau+ as the ase may be) in a PYINITall gives aess to an internally generated spetrum of photons of varying virtuality.The CKIN(61) - CKIN(78) variables an be used to set experimentally motivated x andQ2 limits on the photon uxes. With this option, and the default MSTP(14)=30, oneautomatially obtains a realisti �rst approximation to `all' QCD physis of �p and ��interations. The word `all' learly does not mean that a perfet desription is guaranteed,or that all issues are addressed, but rather that the intention is to simulate all proessesthat give a signi�ant ontribution to the total ross setion in whatever Q2 range is beingstudied: jets, low-p? events, elasti and di�rative sattering, et.The material to be overed enompasses many options, several of whih have beensuperseded by further developments but have been retained for bakwards ompatibility.Therefore it is here split into three setions. The �rst overs the physis of real photonsand the subsequent one that of (very) virtual ones. Thereafter, in the �nal setion, thethreads are ombined into a mahinery appliable at all Q2.130



8.3.1 Photoprodution and  physisMSEL = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8ISUB = 33 qi ! qig34 fi ! fi54 g ! qkqk58  ! fkfk80 qi ! qk��84 g ! QkQk85  ! FkFkAn (almost) real photon has both a point-like omponent and a hadron-like one. Thismeans that several lasses of proesses may be distinguished, see setion 7.7.2.1. The proesses listed above are possible when the photon interats as a point-likepartile, i.e. ouples diretly to quarks and leptons.2. When the photon ats like a hadron, i.e. is resolved in a partoni substruture,then high-p? parton{parton interations are possible, as desribed in setions 8.2.1and 8.4.1. These interations may be further subdivided into VMD and anomalous(GVMD) ones [Sh93, Sh93a℄.3. A hadron-like photon an also produe the equivalent of the minimum bias proessesof setion 8.2.4. Again, these an be subdivided into VMD and GVMD (anomalous)ones.For p events, we believe that the best desription an be obtained when three separateevent lasses are ombined, one for diret, one for VMD and one for GVMD/anomalousevents, see the detailed desription in [Sh93, Sh93a℄. These orrespond to MSTP(14)being 0, 2 and 3, respetively. The diret omponent is high-p? only, while VMD andGVMD ontain both high-p? and low-p? events. The option MSTP(14)=1 ombines theVMD and GVMD/anomalous parts of the photon into one single resolved photon onept,whih therefore is less preise than the full subdivision.When ombining three runs to obtain the totality of p interations, to the best ofour knowledge, it is neessary to hoose the p? ut-o�s with some are, so as to representthe expeted total ross setion.� The diret proesses by themselves only depend on the CKIN(3) ut-o� of the gener-ation. In older program versions the preferred value was 0.5 GeV [Sh93, Sh93a℄. Inthe more reent desription in [Fri00℄, also eikonalization of diret with anomalousinterations into the GVMD event lass is onsidered. That is, given a branhing ! qq, diret interations are viewed as the low-p? events and anomalous ones ashigh-p? events that have to merge smoothly. Then the CKIN(3) ut-o� is inreasedto the p?min of multiple interations proesses, see PARP(81) (or PARP(82), depend-ing on minijet unitarization sheme). See MSTP(18) for a possibility to swith bakto the older behaviour. However, full bakwards ompatibility annot be assured,so the older senarios are better simulated by using an older Pythia version.� The VMD proesses work as ordinary hadron{hadron ones, i.e. one obtains bothlow- and high-p? events by default, with dividing line set by p?min above.� Also the GVMD proesses work like the VMD ones. Again this is a hange fromprevious versions, where the anomalous proesses only ontained high-p? physisand the low-p? part was overed in the diret event lass. See MSTP(15)=5 for apossibility to swith bak to the older behaviour, with omments as above for thediret lass. A GVMD state is book-kept as a di�rative state in the event listing,even when it satters `elastially', sine the subsequent hadronization desriptionsare very similar.The proesses in points 1 and 2 an be simulated with a photon beam, i.e. when'gamma' appears as argument in the PYINIT all. It is then neessary to use option131



MSTP(14) to swith between a point-like and a resolved photon | it is not possible tosimulate the two sets of proesses in a single run. This would be the normal mode ofoperation for beamstrahlung photons, whih have Q2 = 0 but with a nontrivial energyspetrum that would be provided by some external routine.For bremsstrahlung photons, the x and Q2 spetrum an be simulated internally, withthe 'gamma/lepton' argument in the PYINIT all. This is the reommended proedure,wherein diret and resolved proesses an be mixed. An older | now not reommended| alternative is to use a parton-inside-eletron struture funtion onept, obtainablewith a simple 'e-' (or other lepton) argument in PYINIT. To aess these quark andgluon distributions inside the photon (itself inside the eletron), MSTP(12)=1 must thenbe used. Also the default value MSTP(11)=1 is required for the preeding step, that of�nding photons inside the eletron. Also here the diret and resolved proesses may begenerated together. However, this option only works for high-p? physis. It is not possibleto have also the low-p? physis (inluding multiple interations in high-p? events) for aneletron beam. Kindly note that subproess 34 ontains both the sattering of an eletrono� a photon and the sattering of a quark (inside a photon inside an eletron) o� a photon;the former an be swithed o� with the help of the KFIN array.If you are only onerned with standard QCD physis, the option MSTP(14)=10or the default MSTP(14)=30 gives an automati mixture of the VMD, diret andGVMD/anomalous event lasses. The mixture is properly given aording to the rel-ative ross setions. Whenever possible, this option is therefore preferable in terms ofuser-friendliness. However, it an only work beause of a ompletely new layer of admin-istration, not found anywhere else in Pythia. For instane, a subproess like qg ! qgis allowed in several of the lasses, but appears with di�erent sets of parton distributionsand di�erent p? ut-o�s in eah of these, so that it is neessary to swith gears betweeneah event in the generation. It is therefore not possible to avoid a number of restritionson what you an do in this ase:� The MSTP(14)=10 and =30 options an only be used for inoming photon beams,with or without onvolution with the bremsstrahlung spetrum, i.e. when 'gamma'or 'gamma/lepton' is the argument in the PYINIT all.� The mahinery has only been set up to generate standard QCD physis, spei�allyeither `minimum-bias' one or high-p? jets. There is thus no automati mixing ofproesses only for heavy-avour prodution, say, or of some exoti partile. Forminimum bias, you are not allowed to use the CKIN variables at all. This is not amajor limitation, sine it is in the spirit of minimum-bias physis not to impose anyonstraints on allowed jet prodution. (If you still do, these uts will be ine�etivefor the VMD proesses but take e�et for the other ones, giving inonsistenies.) Theminimum-bias physis option is obtained by default; by swithing from MSEL=1 toMSEL=2 also the elasti and di�rative omponents of the VMD and GVMD parts areinluded. High-p? jet prodution is obtained by setting the CKIN(3) ut-o� largerthan the p?min(W 2) of the multiple interations senario. For lower input CKIN(3)values the program will automatially swith bak to minimum-bias physis.� Multiple interations beome possible in both the VMD and GVMD setor, withthe average number of interations given by the ratio of the jet to the total rosssetion. Currently only the simpler default senario MSTP(82)=1 is implemented,however, i.e. the more sophistiated variable-impat-parameter ones need furtherphysis studies and model development.� Some variables are internally realulated and reset, notably CKIN(3). This is be-ause it must have values that depend on the omponent studied. It an thereforenot be modi�ed without hanging PYINPR and reompiling the program, whih ob-viously is a major exerise.� Pileup events are not at all allowed.Also, a warning about the usage of Pdflib for photons. So long as MSTP(14)=1, i.e.132



the photon is not split up, Pdflib is aessed by MSTP(56)=2 and MSTP(55) as the partondistribution set. However, when the VMD and anomalous piees are split, the VMD partis based on a resaling of pion distributions by VMD fators (exept for the SaS sets, thatalready ome with a separate VMD piee). Therefore, to aess Pdflib for MSTP(14)=10,it is not orret to set MSTP(56)=2 and a photon distribution in MSTP(55). Instead, oneshould put MSTP(56)=2, MSTP(54)=2 and a pion distribution ode in MSTP(53), whileMSTP(55) has no funtion. The anomalous part is still based on the SaS parameterization,with PARP(15) as main free parameter.Currently, hadrons are not de�ned with any photoni ontent. None of the proessesare therefore relevant in hadron{hadron ollisions. In ep ollisions, the eletron an emitan almost real photon, whih may interat diretly or be resolved. In e+e� ollisions, onemay have diret, singly-resolved or doubly-resolved proesses.The  equivalent to the p desription involves six di�erent event lasses, see setion7.7.2. These lasses an be obtained by setting MSTP(14) to 0, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7, respetively.If one ombines the VMD and anomalous parts of the parton distributions of the photon,in a more oarse desription, it is enough to use the MSTP(14) options 0, 1 and 4. Theut-o� proedures follows from the ones used for the p ones above.As with p events, the options MSTP(14)=10 or MSTP(14)=30 give a mixture of the sixpossible  event lasses. The same ompliations and restritions exist here as alreadylisted above.Proess 54 generates a mixture of quark avours; allowed avours are set by the gluonMDME values. Proess 58 an generate both quark and lepton pairs, aording to theMDME values of the photon. Proesses 84 and 85 are variants of these matrix elements,with fermion masses inluded in the matrix elements, but where only one avour anbe generated at a time. This avour is seleted as desribed for proesses 81 and 82in setion 8.2.2, with the exeption that for proess 85 the `heaviest' avour allowed forphoton splitting takes to plae of the heaviest avour allowed for gluon splitting. Sinelepton KF odes ome after quark ones, they are ounted as being `heavier', and thus takepreedene if they have been allowed.Proess 80 is a higher twist one. The theory for suh proesses is rather shaky, soresults should not be taken too literally. The messy formulae given in [Bag82℄ havenot been programmed in full, instead the pion form fator has been parameterized asQ2F�(Q2) � 0:55= lnQ2, with Q in GeV.8.3.2 Deeply Inelasti Sattering and �� physisMSEL = 1, 2, 35, 36, 37, 38ISUB = 10 fifj ! fkfl83 qifj ! Qkfl99 �q ! q131 fi�T ! fig132 fi�L ! fig133 fi�T ! fi134 fi�L ! fi135 g�T ! fifi136 g�L ! fifi137 �T�T ! fifi138 �T�L ! fifi139 �L�T ! fifi140 �L�L ! fifiAmong the proesses in this setion, 10 and 83 are intended to stand on their own,133



while the rest are part of the newer mahinery for �p and �� physis. We thereforeseparate the desription in this setion into these two main parts.The Deeply Inelasti Sattering (DIS) proesses, i.e. t-hannel eletroweak gauge bosonexhange, are traditionally assoiated with interations between a lepton or neutrino anda hadron, but proesses 10 and 83 an equally well be applied for qq sattering in hadronolliders (with a ross setion muh smaller than orresponding QCD proesses, however).If applied to inoming e+e� beams, proess 10 orresponds to Bhabha sattering.For proess 10 both , Z0 and W� exhange ontribute, inluding interferene between and Z0. The swith MSTP(21) may be used to restrit to only some of these, e.g. neutralor harged urrent only.The option MSTP(14)=10 (see previous setion) has now been extended so that it alsoworks for DIS of an eletron o� a (real) photon, i.e. proess 10. What is obtained isa mixture of the photon ating as a vetor meson and it ating as an anomalous state.This should therefore be the sum of what an be obtained with MSTP(14)=2 and =3. Itis distint from MSTP(14)=1 in that di�erent sets are used for the parton distributions| in MSTP(14)=1 all the ontributions to the photon distributions are lumped together,while they are split in VMD and anomalous parts for MSTP(14)=10. Also the beamremnant treatment is di�erent, with a simple Gaussian distribution (at least by default)for MSTP(14)=1 and the VMD part of MSTP(14)=10, but a powerlike distribution dk2?=k2?between PARP(15) and Q for the anomalous part of MSTP(14)=10.To aess this option for e and  as inoming beams, it is only neessary to setMSTP(14)=10 and keep MSEL at its default value. Unlike the orresponding option for pand , no uts are overwritten, i.e. it is still your responsibility to set these appropriately.Cuts espeially appropriate for DIS usage inlude either CKIN(21)-CKIN(22) orCKIN(23)-CKIN(24) for the x range (former or latter depending on whih side is theinoming real photon), CKIN(35)-CKIN(36) for the Q2 range, and CKIN(39)-CKIN(40)for the W 2 range.In priniple, the DIS x variable of an event orresponds to the x value stored inPARI(33) or PARI(34), depending on whih side the inoming hadron is on, while theDIS Q2 = �t̂ =-PARI(15). However, just like initial- and �nal-state radiation an shiftjet momenta, they an modify the momentum of the sattered lepton. Therefore the DISx and Q2 variables are not automatially onserved. An option, on by default, exists inMSTP(23), where the event an be `modi�ed bak' so as to onserve x and Q2, but thisoption is rather primitive and should not be taken too literally.Proess 83 is the equivalent of proess 10 for W� exhange only, but with the heavy-quark mass inluded in the matrix element. In hadron olliders it is mainly of interest forthe prodution of very heavy avours, where the possibility of produing just one heavyquark is kinematially favoured over pair prodution. The seletion of the heavy avouris already disussed in setion 8.2.2.Turning to the other proesses, part of the �p and �� proess-mixing mahineries,99 has lose similarities with the above disussed 10 one. Whereas 10 would simulate thefull proess eq ! eq, 99 assumes a separate mahinery for the ux of virtual photons,e ! e� and only overs the seond half of the proess, �q ! q. One limitation of thisfatorization is that only virtual photons are onsidered in proess 99, not ontributionsfrom the Z0 neutral urrent or the W� harged urrent.Note that 99 has no orrespondene in the real-photon ase, but has to vanish inthis limit by gauge invariane, or indeed by simple kinematis onsiderations. This, plusthe desire to avoid double-ounting with real-photon physis proesses, is why the rosssetion for this proess is expliitly made to vanish for photon virtuality Q2 ! 0, eq. (127),also when parton distributions have not been onstruted to ful�l this, see MSTP(19). (Nosuh safety measures are present in 10, again illustrating how the two are intended mainlyto be used at large or at small Q2, respetively.)For a virtual photon, proesses 131{136 may be viewed as �rst-order orretions to134



99. The three with a transversely polarized photon, 131, 133 and 135, smoothly redueto the real-photon diret (single-resolved for ) proesses 33, 34 and 54. The otherthree, orresponding to the exhange of a longitudinal photon, vanish like Q2 for Q2 ! 0.The double-ounting issue with proess 99 is solved by requiring the latter proess not toontain any shower branhings with a p? above the lower p? ut-o� of proesses 131-136.The ross setion is then to be redued aordingly, see eq. (128) and the disussion there,and again MSTP(19).We thus see that proess 99 by default is a low-p? proess in about the same senseas proess 95, giving `what is left' of the total ross setion when jet events have beenremoved. Therefore, it will be swithed o� in event lass mixes suh as MSTP(14)=30 ifCKIN(3) is above p?min(W 2) and MSEL is not 2. There is a di�erene, however, in thatproess 99 events still are allowed to ontain shower evolution (although urrently onlythe �nal-state kind has been implemented), sine the border to the other proesses is atp? = Q for large Q and thus need not be so small. The p? sale of the `hard proess',stored e.g. in PARI(17) always remains 0, however. (Other PARI variables de�ned fornormal 2 ! 2 and 2 ! 1 proesses are not set at all, and may well ontain irrelevant junkleft over from previous events.)Proesses 137{140, �nally, are extensions of proess 58 from the real-photon limit tothe virtual-photon ase, and orrespond to the diret proess of �� physis. The fourases orrespond to either of the two photons being either transversely or longitudinallypolarized. As above, the ross setion of a longitudinal photon vanishes when its virtualityapproahes 0.8.3.3 Photon physis at all virtualitiesISUB = diret�diret: 137, 138, 139, 140diret�resolved: 131, 132, 135, 136DIS�resolved: 99resolved�resolved, high-p?: 11, 12, 13, 28, 53, 68resolved�resolved, low-p?: 91, 92, 93, 94, 95where `resolved' is a hadron or a VMD or GVMD photon.At intermediate photon virtualities, proesses desribed in both of the setions aboveare allowed, and have to be mixed appropriately. The sets are of about equal importaneat around Q2 � m2� � 1 GeV2, but the transition is gradual over a larger Q2 range. Theansatz for this mixing is given by eq. (129) for �p events and eq. (130) for �� ones. Inshort, for diret and DIS proesses the photon virtuality expliitly enters in the matrixelement expressions, and thus is easily taken into aount. For resolved photons, pertur-bation theory does not provide a unique answer, so instead ross setions are suppressedby dipole fators, (m2=(m2 +Q2))2, where m = mV for a VMD state and m = 2k? for aGVMD state haraterized by a k? sale of the � ! qq branhing. These fators appearexpliitly for total, elasti and di�rative ross setions, and are also impliitly used e.g. inderiving the SaS parton distributions for virtual photons. Finally, some double-ountingneed to be removed, between diret and DIS proesses as mentioned in the previoussetion, and between resolved and DIS at large x.Sine the mixing is not trivial, it is reommended to use the default MSTP(14)=30 toobtain it in one go and hopefully onsistently, rather than building it up by ombiningseparate runs. The main issues still under your ontrol inlude, among others� The CKIN(61) - CKIN(78) should be used to set the range of x and Q2 valuesemitted from the lepton beams. That way one may deide between almost real orvery virtual photons, say. Also some other quantities, like W 2, an be onstrainedto desirable ranges.� Whether or not minimum bias events are simulated depends on the CKIN(3) value,135



just like in hadron physis. The only di�erene is that the initialization energy saleWinit is seleted in the allowed W range rather than to be the full .m. energy.For a high CKIN(3), CKIN(3)> p?min(W 2init), only jet prodution is inluded. Thenfurther CKIN values an be set to onstrain e.g. the rapidity of the jets produed.For a low CKIN(3), CKIN(3)< p?min(W 2init), like the default value CKIN(3) = 0,low-p? physis is swithed on together with jet prodution, with the latter properlyeikonalized to be lower than the total one. The ordinary CKIN uts, not related tothe photon ux, annot be used here.For a low CKIN(3), when MSEL=2 instead of the default =1, also elasti and di�rativeevents are simulated.� The impat of resolved longitudinal photons is not unambiguous, e.g. only reentlythe �rst parameterization of parton distributions appeared [Ch�y00℄. Di�erent simplealternatives an be probed by hanging MSTP(17) and assoiated parameters.� The hoie of sales to use in parton distributions for jet rates is always ambiguous,but depends on even more sales for virtual photons than in hadroni ollisions.MSTP(32) allows a hoie between several alternatives.� The mathing of p? generation by shower evolution to that by primordial k? is ageneral problem, for photons with an additional potential soure in the � ! qqvertex. MSTP(66) o�er some alternatives.� PARP(15) is the k0 parameter separating VMD from GVMD.� PARP(18) is the k� parameter in GVMD total ross setions.� MSTP(16) selets the momentum variable for an e ! e� branhing.� MSTP(18) regulates the hoie of p?min for diret proesses.� MSTP(19) regulates the hoie of partoni ross setion in proess 99, �q ! q.� MSTP(20) regulates the suppression of the resolved ross setion at large x.The above list is not omplete, but gives some impression what an be done.8.4 Eletroweak Gauge BosonsThis setion overs the prodution and/or exhange of , Z0 and W� gauge bosons, singlyand in pairs. The topi of longitudinal gauge-boson sattering at high energies is deferredto the Higgs setion, sine the presene or absene of a Higgs here makes a big di�erene.8.4.1 Prompt photon produtionMSEL = 10ISUB = 14 qiqi ! g18 fifi ! 29 qig ! qi114 gg ! 115 gg ! gIn hadron olliders, proesses ISUB = 14 and 29 give the main soure of single-prodution, with ISUB = 115 giving an additional ontribution whih, in some kinematisregions, may beome important. For -pair prodution, the proess ISUB = 18 is oftenovershadowed in importane by ISUB = 114.Another soure of photons is bremsstrahlung o� inoming or outgoing quarks. Thishas to be treated on an equal footing with QCD parton showering. For time-like parton-shower evolution, i.e. in the �nal-state showering and in the side branhes of the initial-state showering, photon emission may be swithed on or o� with MSTJ(41). Photonradiation o� the spae-like inoming quark legs is not yet inluded, but should be oflesser importane for prodution at reasonably large p? values. Radiation o� an inomingeletron is inluded in a leading-log approximation.136



Warning: the ross setions for the box graphs 114 and 115 beome very ompliated,numerially unstable and slow when the full quark mass dependene is inluded. For quarkmasses muh below the ŝ sale, the simpli�ed massless expressions are therefore used| a fairly aurate approximation. However, there is another set of subtle numerialanellations between di�erent terms in the massive matrix elements in the region ofsmall-angle sattering. The assoiated problems have not been sorted out yet. Thereare therefore two possible solutions. One is to use the massless formulae throughout.The program then beomes faster and numerially stable, but does not give, for example,the harateristi dip (due to destrutive interferene) at top threshold. This is theurrent default proedure, with �ve avours assumed, but this number an be hangedin MSTP(38). The other possibility is to impose uts on the sattering angle of the hardproess, see CKIN(27) and CKIN(28), sine the numerially unstable regions are whenj os �̂j is lose to unity. It is then also neessary to hange MSTP(38) to 0.8.4.2 Single W=Z produtionMSEL = 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, (21)ISUB = 1 fifi ! �=Z02 fifj ! W+15 fifi ! g(�=Z0)16 fifj ! gW+19 fifi ! (�=Z0)20 fifj ! W+30 fig ! fi(�=Z0)31 fig ! fkW+35 fi ! fi(�=Z0)36 fi ! fkW+(141) fifi ! =Z0=Z00This group onsists of 2 ! 1 proesses, i.e. prodution of a single resonane, and2 ! 2 proesses, where the resonane is reoiling against a jet or a photon. The proess141, whih also is listed here, is desribed further elsewhere.With initial-state showers turned on, the 2 ! 1 proesses also generate additional jets;in order to avoid double-ounting, the orresponding 2 ! 2 proesses should therefore notbe turned on simultaneously. The basi rule is to use the 2 ! 1 proesses for inlusivegeneration of W=Z, i.e. where the bulk of the events studied have p? � mW=Z. With theintrodution of expliit matrix-element-inspired orretions to the parton shower [Miu99℄,also the high-p? tail is well desribed in this approah, thus o�ering an overall gooddeription of the full p? spetrum of gauge bosons [B�al01℄.If one is interested in the high-p? tail only, however, the generation eÆieny will below. It is here better to start from the 2 ! 2 matrix elements and add showers to these.However, the 2 ! 2 matrix elements are divergent for p? ! 0, and should not be useddown to the low-p? region, or one may get unphysial ross setions. As soon as thegenerated 2 ! 2 ross setion orresponds to a non-negligible fration of the total 2 ! 1one, say 10%{20%, Sudakov e�ets are likely to be a�eting the shape of the p? spetrumto a orresponding extent, and results should not be trusted.The problems of double-ounting and Sudakov e�ets apply not only to W=Z produ-tion in hadron olliders, but also to a proess like e+e� ! Z0, whih learly is part ofthe initial-state radiation orretions to e+e� ! Z0 obtained for MSTP(11)=1. As is thease for Z prodution in assoiation with jets, the 2 ! 2 proess should therefore only beused for the high-p? region.The Z0 of subproess 1 inludes the full interferene struture �=Z0; via MSTP(43)137



you an selet to produe only �, only Z0, or the full �=Z0. The same holds true for theZ00 of subproess 141; via MSTP(44) any ombination of �, Z0 and Z00 an be seleted.Thus, subproess 141 with MSTP(44)=4 is essentially equivalent to subproess 1 withMSTP(43)=3; however, proess 141 also inludes the possibility of a deay into Higgses.Also proesses 15, 19, 30 and 35 ontain the full mixture of �=Z0, with MSTP(43) availableto hange this.Note that proess 1, with only qq ! � ! `+`� allowed, and studied in the regionwell below the Z0 mass, is what is onventionally alled Drell{Yan. This latter proesstherefore does not appear under a separate heading, but an be obtained by a suitablesetting of swithes and parameters.A proess like fifj ! W+ is only inluded in the limit that the  is emitted in the`initial state', while the possibility of a �nal-state radiation o� the W+ deay produts isnot expliitly inluded (but an be obtained impliitly by the parton-shower mahinery)and various interferene terms are not at all present. Some aution must therefore beexerised; see also setion 8.4.3 for related omments.For the 2 ! 1 proesses, the Breit{Wigner inludes an ŝ-dependent width, whihshould provide an improved desription of line shapes. In fat, from a line-shape pointof view, proess 1 should provide a more aurate simulation of e+e� annihilation eventsthan the dediated e+e� generation sheme of PYEEVT (see setion 6.1). Another di�er-ene is that PYEEVT only allows the generation of �=Z0 ! qq, while proess 1 additionallyontains �=Z0 ! `+`� and �=Z0 ! ��. The parton-shower and fragmentation desrip-tions are the same, but the proess 1 implementation only ontains a partial interfae tothe �rst- and seond-order matrix-element options available in PYEEVT, see MSTP(48).All proesses in this group have been inluded with the orret angular distributionin the subsequent W=Z ! ff deays. In proess 1 also fermion mass e�ets have been in-luded in the angular distributions, while this is not the ase for the other ones. Normallymass e�ets are not large anyway.The proess e+e� ! e+e�Z0 an be simulated in two di�erent ways. One is to makeuse of the e `sea' distribution inside e, i.e. have splittings e !  ! e. This an beobtained, together with ordinary Z0 prodution, by using subproess 1, with MSTP(11)=1and MSTP(12)=1. Then the ontribution of the type above is 5.0 pb for a 500 GeV e+e�ollider, ompared with the orret 6.2 pb [Hag91℄. Alternatively one may use proess 35,with MSTP(11)=1 and MSTP(12)=0. This proess has a singularity in the forward diretion,regularized by the eletron mass and also sensitive to the virtuality of the photon. It istherefore among the few where the inoming masses have been inluded in the matrixelement expression. Nevertheless, it may be advisable to set small lower ut-o�s, e.g.CKIN(3)=CKIN(5)=0.01, if one should experiene problems (e.g. at higher energies).Proess 36, f ! f 0W� may have orresponding problems; exept that in e+e� theforward sattering amplitude for e ! �W is killed (radiation zero), whih means thatthe di�erential ross setion is vanishing for p? ! 0. It is therefore feasible to use thedefault CKIN(3) and CKIN(5) values in e+e�, and one also omes loser to the orretross setion.The proess gg ! Z0bb, formerly available as proess 131, has been removedfrom the urrent version, sine the implementation turned out to be slow and un-stable. However, proess 1 with inoming avours set to be bb (by KFIN(1,5)=KFIN(1,-5)=KFIN(2,5)=KFIN(2,-5)=1 and everything else =0) provides an alternativedesription, where the additional bb are generated by g ! bb branhings in the initial-state showers. (Away from the low-p? region, proess 30 with KFIN values as above exeptthat also inoming gluons are allowed, o�ers yet another desription. Here it is in termsof gb ! Z0b, with only one further g ! bb branhing onstruted by the shower.) At�rst glane, the shower approah would seem less reliable than the full 2 ! 3 matrix ele-ment. The relative lightness of the b quark will generate large logs of the type ln(m2Z=m2b),however, that ought to be resummed [Car00℄. This is impliit in the parton-density ap-138



proah of inoming b quarks but absent from the lowest-order gg ! Z0bb matrix elements.Therefore atually the shower approah may be the more aurate of the two. Within thegeneral range of unertainty of any leading-order desription, at least it is not any worse.8.4.3 W=Z pair produtionMSEL = 15ISUB = 22 fifi ! (�=Z0)(�=Z0)23 fifj ! Z0W+25 fifi ! W+W�69  ! W+W�70 W+ ! Z0W+In this setion we mainly onsider the prodution of W=Z pairs by fermion{antifermionannihilation, but also inlude two proesses whih involve =W beams. Satterings be-tween gauge-boson pairs, i.e. proesses like W+W� ! Z0Z0, depend so ruially on theassumed Higgs senario that they are onsidered separately in setion 8.5.2.The ross setions used for the above proesses are those derived in the narrow-widthlimit, but have been extended to inlude Breit{Wigner shapes with mass-dependentwidths for the �nal-state partiles. In proess 25, the ontribution from Z0 exhangeto the ross setion is now evaluated with the �xed nominal Z0 mass and width in thepropagator. If instead the atual mass and the running width were to be used, it gives adiverging ross setion at large energies, by imperfet gauge anellation.However, one should realize that other graphs, not inluded here, an ontribute inregions away from the W=Z mass. This problem is espeially important if several avoursoinide in the four-fermion �nal state. Consider, as an example, e+e� ! �+������. Notonly would suh a �nal state reeive ontributions from intermediate Z0Z0 and W+W�states, but also from proesses e+e� ! Z0 ! �+��, followed either by �+ ! �+Z0 !�+����, or by �+ ! ��W+ ! ���+��. In addition, all possible interferenes shouldbe onsidered. Sine this is not done, the proesses have to be used with some soundjudgement. Very often, one may wish to onstrain a lepton pair mass to be lose to mZ,in whih ase a number of the possible `other' proesses are negligible.For the W pair prodution graph, one experimental objetive is to do preision mea-surements of the ross setion near threshold. Then also other e�ets enter. One suh isCoulomb orretions, indued by photon exhange between the two W's and their deayproduts. The gauge invariane issues indued by the �nite W lifetime are not yet fullyresolved, and therefore somewhat di�erent approximate formulae may be derived [Kho96℄.The options in MSTP(40) provide a reasonable range of unertainty.Of the above proesses, the �rst ontains the full fifi ! (�=Z0)(�=Z0) struture,obtained by a straightforward generalization of the formulae in ref. [Gun86℄ (done by oneof the Pythia authors). Of ourse, the possibility of there being signi�ant ontributionsfrom graphs that are not inluded is inreased, in partiular if one � is very light andtherefore ould be a bremsstrahlung-type photon. It is possible to use MSTP(43) to reoverthe pure Z0 ase, i.e. fifi ! Z0Z0 exlusively. In proesses 23 and 70, only the pure Z0ontribution is inluded.Full angular orrelations are inluded for the �rst three proesses, i.e. the full 2 ! 2 !4 matrix elements are inluded in the resonane deays, inluding the appropriate �=Z0interferene in proess 22. In the latter two proesses no spin information is urrentlypreserved, i.e. the W=Z bosons are allowed to deay isotropially.We remind you that the mass ranges of the two resonanes may be set with theCKIN(41) - CKIN(44) parameters; this is partiularly onvenient, for instane, to pikone resonane almost on the mass shell and the other not.139



8.5 Higgs ProdutionA fair fration of all the proesses in Pythia deal with Higgs prodution in one form oranother. This multipliation is aused by the need to onsider prodution by several di�er-ent proesses, depending on Higgs mass and mahine type. Further, the program ontainsa full two-Higgs-multiplet senario, as predited for example in the Minimal Supersym-metri extension of the Standard Model (MSSM). Therefore the ontinued disussion is,somewhat arbitrarily, subdivided into a few di�erent senarios. Doubly-harged Higgspartiles appear in left{right symmetri models, and are overed in setion 8.6.3.8.5.1 Light Standard Model HiggsMSEL = 16, 17, 18ISUB = 3 fifi ! h024 fifi ! Z0h026 fifj ! W+h0102 gg ! h0103  ! h0110 fifi ! h0111 fifi ! gh0112 fig ! fih0113 gg ! gh0121 gg ! QkQkh0122 qiqi ! QkQkh0123 fifj ! fifjh0 (Z0Z0 fusion)124 fifj ! fkflh0 (W+W� fusion)In this setion we disuss the prodution of a reasonably light Standard Model Higgs,below 700 GeV, say, so that the narrow width approximation an be used with someon�dene. Below 400 GeV there would ertainly be no trouble, while above that thenarrow width approximation is gradually starting to break down.In a hadron ollider, the main prodution proesses are 102, 123 and 124, i.e. gg, Z0Z0and W+W� fusion. In the latter two proesses, it is also neessary to take into aountthe emission of the spae-like W=Z bosons o� quarks, whih in total gives the 2 ! 3proesses above.Further proesses of lower ross setions may be of interest beause of easier signals.For instane, proesses 24 and 26 give assoiated prodution of a Z or a W together withthe h0. There is also the proesses 3 (see below), 121 and 122, whih involve produtionof heavy avours.Proess 3 ontains ontributions from all avours, but is ompletely dominated by thesubproess tt ! h0, i.e. by the ontribution from the top sea distributions. Assuming,of ourse, that parton densities for top quarks are available, whih is no longer the asein urrent parameterizations. This proess is by now known to overestimate the rosssetion for Higgs prodution as ompared with a more areful alulation based on thesubproess gg ! tth0, proess 121. The di�erene between the two is that in proess 3the t and t are added by the initial-state shower, while in 121 the full matrix elementis used. The prie to be paid is that the ompliated multibody phase spae in proess121 makes the program run slower than with most other proesses. As usual, it would bedouble-ounting to inlude the same avour both with 3 and 121. Proess 122 is similarin struture to 121, but is less important. In both proess 121 and 122 the produedquark is assumed to be a t; this an be hanged in KFPR(121,2) and KFPR(122,2) beforeinitialization, however. For b quarks it ould well be that proess 3 with bb ! h0 is more140



reliable than proess 121 with gg ! bbh0 [Car00℄; see the disussion on Z0bb �nal statesin setion 8.4.2. Thus it would make sense to run with all quarks up to and inluding bsimulated in proess 3 and then onsider t quarks separately in proess 121. Assumingno t parton densities, this would atually be the default behaviour, meaning that the twoould be ombined in the same run without doubleounting.The two subproess 112 and 113, with a Higgs reoiling against a quark or gluonjet, are also e�etively generated by initial-state orretions to subproess 102. Thus, inorder to avoid double-ounting, just as for the ase of Z0=W+ prodution, setion 8.4.2,these subproesses should not be swithed on simultaneously. Proess 111, qq ! gh0 isdi�erent, in the sense that it proeeds through an s-hannel gluon oupling to a heavy-quark loop, and that therefore the emitted gluon is neessary in the �nal state in order toonserve olours. It is not to be onfused with a gluon-radiation orretion to the Born-level proess 3, qq ! h0, sine proess 3 vanishes for massless quarks while proess 111 ismainly intended for suh. The lak of a mathing Born-level proess shows up by proess111 being vanishing in the p? ! 0 limit. Numerially it is of negligible importane, exeptat very large p? values. Proess 102, possibly augmented by 111, should thus be usedfor inlusive prodution of Higgs, and 111{113 for the study of the Higgs subsample withhigh transverse momentum.A warning is that the matrix-element expressions for proesses 111{113 are verylengthy and the oding therefore more likely to ontain some errors and numerial in-stabilities than for most other proesses. Therefore the full expressions are only availableby setting the non-default value MSTP(38)=0. Instead the default is based on the sim-pli�ed expressions obtainable if only the top quark ontribution is onsidered, in themt ! 1 limit [Ell88℄. As a slight improvement, this expression is resaled by the ratioof the gg ! h0 ross setions (or, equivalently, the h ! gg partial widths) of the full al-ulation and that in the mt !1 limit. Simple heks show that this approah normallyagrees with the full expressions to within � 20%, whih is small ompared with otherunertainties. The agreement is worse for proess 111 alone, about a fator of 2, but thisproess is small anyway. We also note that the matrix element orretion fators, used inthe initial-state parton shower for proess 102, subsetion 10.3.5, are based on the samemt !1 limit expressions, so that the high-p? tail of proess 102 is well mathed to thesimple desription of proess 112 and 113.In e+e� annihilation, assoiated prodution of an h0 with a Z0, proess 24, is usuallythe dominant one lose to threshold, while the Z0Z0 and W+W� fusion proesses 123 and124 win out at high energies. Proess 103,  fusion, may also be of interest, in partiularwhen the possibilities of beamstrahlung photons and baksattered photons are inluded(see subsetion 7.1.3). Proess 110, whih gives an h0 in assoiation with a , is a loopproess and is therefore suppressed in rate. It would have been of interest for a h0 massabove 60 GeV at LEP 1, sine its phase spae suppression there is less severe than for theassoiated prodution with a Z0. Now it is not likely to be of any further interest.The branhing ratios of the Higgs are very strongly dependent on the mass. In prin-iple, the program is set up to alulate these orretly, as a funtion of the atual Higgsmass, i.e. not just at the nominal mass. However, higher-order orretions may at timesbe important and not fully unambiguous; see for instane MSTP(37).Sine the Higgs is a spin-0 partile it deays isotropially. In deay proesses suhas h0 ! W+W�=Z0Z0 ! 4 fermions angular orrelations are inluded [Lin97℄. Also inproesses 24 and 26, Z0 and W� deay angular distributions are orretly taken intoaount.
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8.5.2 Heavy Standard Model HiggsISUB = 5 Z0Z0 ! h08 W+W� ! h071 Z0Z0 ! Z0Z0 (longitudinal)72 Z0Z0 ! W+W� (longitudinal)73 Z0W+ ! Z0W+ (longitudinal)76 W+W� ! Z0Z0 (longitudinal)77 W+W� ! W+W� (longitudinal)Proesses 5 and 8 are the simple 2 ! 1 versions of what is now available in 123 and124 with the full 2 ! 3 kinematis. For low Higgs masses proesses 5 and 8 overestimatethe orret ross setions and should not be used, whereas good agreement between the2 ! 1 and 2 ! 3 desriptions is observed when heavy Higgs prodution is studied.The subproesses 5 and 8, V V ! h0, whih ontribute to the proesses V V ! V 0V 0,show a bad high-energy behaviour. Here V denotes a longitudinal intermediate gaugeboson, Z0 or W�. This an be ured only by the inlusion of all V V ! V 0V 0 graphs, asis done in subproesses 71, 72, 73, 76 and 77. In partiular, subproesses 5 and 8 giverise to a �titious high-mass tail of the Higgs. If this tail is thrown away, however, theagreement between the s-hannel graphs only (subproesses 5 and 8) and the full set ofgraphs (subproesses 71 et.) is very good: for a Higgs of nominal mass 300 (800) GeV, aut at 600 (1200) GeV retains 95% (84%) of the total ross setion, and di�ers from theexat alulation, ut at the same values, by only 2% (11%) (numbers for SSC energies).With this presription there is therefore no need to use subproesses 71 et. rather thansubproesses 5 and 8.For subproess 77, there is an option, see MSTP(45), to selet the harge ombinationof the sattering W's: like-sign, opposite-sign (relevant for Higgs), or both.Proess 77 ontains a divergene for p? ! 0 due to -exhange ontributions. Thisleads to an in�nite total ross setion, whih is entirely �titious, sine the simple parton-distribution funtion approah to the longitudinal W ux is not appropriate in this limit.For this proess, it is therefore neessary to make use of a ut, e.g. p? > mW.For subproesses 71, 72, 76 and 77, an option is inluded (see MSTP(46)) wherebyyou an selet only the s-hannel Higgs graph; this will then be essentially equivalent torunning subproess 5 or 8 with the proper deay hannels (i.e. Z0Z0 or W+W�) set viaMDME. The di�erene is that the Breit{Wigners in subproesses 5 and 8 ontain a mass-dependent width, whereas the width in subproesses 71{77 is alulated at the nominalHiggs mass; also, higher-order orretions to the widths are treated more aurately insubproesses 5 and 8. Further, proesses 71{77 assume the inoming W=Z to be on themass shell, with assoiated kinematis fators, while proesses 5 and 8 have W=Z orretlyspae-like. All this leads to di�erenes in the ross setions by up to a fator of 1.5.In the absene of a Higgs, the setor of longitudinal Z and W sattering will beomestrongly interating at energies above 1 TeV. The models proposed by Dobado, Herreroand Terron [Dob91℄ to desribe this kind of physis have been inluded as alternativematrix elements for subproesses 71, 72, 73, 76 and 77, seletable by MSTP(46). Fromthe point of view of the general lassi�ation sheme for subproesses, this kind of modelsshould appropriately be inluded as separate subproesses with numbers above 100, butthe urrent solution allows a more eÆient reuse of existing ode. By a proper hoie ofparameters, it is also here possible to simulate the prodution of a tehni-� (see subsetion8.6.7).Currently, the sattering of transverse gauge bosons has not been inluded, neither thatof mixed transverse{longitudinal satterings. These are expeted to be less important athigh energies, and do not ontain an h0 resonane peak, but need not be entirely negligiblein magnitude. As a rule of thumb, proesses 71{77 should not be used for V V invariant142



masses below 500 GeV.The deay produts of the longitudinal gauge bosons are orretly distributed in angle.8.5.3 Extended neutral Higgs setorMSEL = 19ISUB = h0 H0 A03 151 156 fifi ! X102 152 157 gg ! X103 153 158  ! X111 183 188 qq ! gX112 184 189 qg ! qX113 185 190 gg ! gX24 171 176 fifi ! Z0X26 172 177 fifj ! W+X123 173 178 fifj ! fifjX (ZZ fusion)124 174 179 fifj ! fkflX (W+W� fusion)121 181 186 gg ! QkQkX122 182 187 qiqi ! QkQkXIn Pythia, the partile ontent of a two-Higgs-doublet senario is inluded: twoneutral salar partiles, 25 and 35, one pseudosalar one, 36, and a harged doublet, �37.(Of ourse, these partiles may also be assoiated with orresponding Higgs states inlarger multiplets.) By onvention, we hoose to all the lighter salar Higgs h0 and theheavier H0. The pseudosalar is alled A0 and the harged H�. Charged-Higgs produtionis overed in setion 8.5.4.A number of h0 proesses have been dupliated for H0 and A0. The orrespondenebetween ISUB numbers is shown in the table above: the �rst olumn of ISUB numbersorresponds to X = h0, the seond to X = H0, and the third to X = A0. Note that severalof these proesses are not expeted to take plae at all, owing to vanishing Born termouplings. We have still inluded them for exibility in simulating arbitrary ouplingsat the Born or loop level, or for the ase of mixing between the salar and pseudosalarsetors.A few Standard Model Higgs proesses have no orrespondene in the sheme above.These inlude� 5 and 8, whih anyway have been superseded by 123 and 124;� 71, 72, 73, 76 and 77, whih deal with what happens if there is no light Higgs, andso is a senario omplementary to the one above, where several light Higgses areassumed; and� 110, whih is mainly of interest in Standard Model Higgs searhes.The proesses 111{113, 183{185 and 188{190 have only been worked out in full detailfor the Standard Model Higgs ase, and not when e.g. squark loop ontributions need beonsidered. The approximate proedure outlined in subsetion 8.5.1, based on ombiningthe kinematis shape from simple expressions in the mt !1 limit with a normalizationderived from the gg ! X ross setion, should therefore be viewed as a �rst ansatz only.In partiular, it is not reommended to try the non-default MSTP(38)=0 option, whih isinorret beyond the Standard Model.In proesses 121, 122, 181, 182, 186 and 187 the reoiling heavy avour is assumed tobe top, whih is the only one of interest in the Standard Model, and the one where theparton-distribution-funtion approah invoked in proesses 3, 151 and 156 is least reliable.However, it is possible to hange the quark avour in 121 et.; for eah proess ISUB thisavour is given by KFPR(ISUB,2). This may beome relevant if ouplings to bb states are143



enhaned, e.g. if tan � � 1 in the MSSM. The matrix elements in this group are basedon salar Higgs ouplings; di�erenes for a pseudosalar Higgs remains to be worked out.By default, the h0 has the ouplings of the Standard Model Higgs, while the H0and A0 have ouplings set in PARU(171) - PARU(178) and PARU(181) - PARU(190),respetively. The default values for the H0 and A0 have no deep physis motivation,but are set just so that the program will not rash due to the absene of any ouplingswhatsoever. You should therefore set the above ouplings to your desired values if youwant to simulate either H0 or A0. Also the ouplings of the h0 partile an be modi�ed,in PARU(161) - PARU(165), provided that MSTP(4) is set to 1.For MSTP(4)=2, the mass of the h0 (in PMAS(25,1)) and the tan � value (in PARU(141))are used to derive the masses of the other Higgses, as well as all Higgs ouplings.PMAS(35,1) - PMAS(37,1) and PARU(161) - PARU(195) are overwritten aordingly.The relations used are the ones of the Born-level MSSM [Gun90℄. Loop orretions tothose expressions have been alulated within spei� supersymmetri senarios, and areknown to have a non-negligible e�ets on the resulting phenomenology. By swithing onsupersymmetry simulation and setting parameters appropriately, one will gain aess tothese mass formulae, see setion 9.5.Note that not all ombinations of mh and tan� are allowed; for MSTP(4)=2 the re-quirement of a �nite A0 mass imposes the onstraintmh < mZ tan2 � � 1tan2 � + 1 ; (139)or, equivalently, tan2 � > mZ +mhmZ �mh : (140)If this ondition is not ful�lled, the program will rash.A more realisti approah to the Higgs mass spetrum is to inlude radiative orre-tions to the Higgs potential. Suh a mahinery has never been implemented as suh inPythia, but appears as part of the Supersymmetry framework desribed in subsetion 8.7.At tree level, the minimal set of inputs would be IMSS(1)=1 to swith on Susy, RMSS(5)to set the tan� value (this overwrites the PARU(141) value when Susy is swithed on)and RMSS(19) to set A0 mass. However, the signi�ant radiative orretions depend onthe properties of all partiles that ouple to the Higgs boson, and the user may want tohange the default values of the relevant RMSS inputs. In pratie, the most importantare those related indiretly to the physial masses of the third generation supersymmetriquarks and the Higgsino: RMSS(10) to set the left{handed doublet Susy mass parame-ter, RMSS(11) to set the right stop mass parameter, RMSS(12) to set the right sbottommass parameter, RMSS(4) to set the Higgsino mass and a portion of the squark mixing,and RMSS(16) and RMSS(17) to set the stop and bottom trilinear ouplings, respetively,whih spei�es the remainder of the squark mixing. From these inputs, the Higgs massesand ouplings would be derived. Note that swithing on Susy also implies that Super-symmetri deays of the Higgs partiles beome possible if kinematially allowed. If youdo not want this to happen, you may want to inrease the Susy mass parameters. (UseCALL PYSTAT(2) after initialization to see the list of branhing ratios.)Pair prodution of Higgs states may be a relevant soure, see setion 8.5.5 below.Finally, heavier Higgses may deay into lighter ones, if kinematially allowed, in pro-esses like A0 ! Z0h0 or H+ ! W+h0. Suh modes are inluded as part of the generalmixture of deay hannels, but they an be enhaned if the uninteresting hannels areswithed o�.
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8.5.4 Charged Higgs setorMSEL = 23ISUB = 143 fifj ! H+161 fig ! fkH+A harged Higgs doublet, H�, is inluded in the program. This doublet may be theone predited in the MSSM senario, see setion 8.5.3, or in any other senario. The tan �parameter, whih is relevant also for harged Higgs ouplings, is set via PARU(141) or, ifSusy is swithed on, via RMSS(5).The basi subproess for harged Higgs prodution in hadron olliders is ISUB = 143.However, this proess is dominated by tb ! H+, and so depends on the hoie of t partondistribution, if at all present. A better representation is provided by subproess 161,fg ! f 0H+; i.e. atually bg ! tH+. It is therefore reommended to use 161 and not 143;to use both would be double-ounting.Pair prodution of Higgs states may be a relevant soure, see setion 8.5.5 below.A major potential soure of harged Higgs prodution is top deay. It is possible toswith on the deay hannel t ! bH+. Top will then deay to H+ a fration of the time,whihever way it is produed. The branhing ratio is automatially alulated, based onthe tan� value and masses. It is possible to only have the H+ deay mode swithed on,in whih ase the ross setion is redued aordingly.8.5.5 Higgs pairsISUB = (141) fifi ! =Z0=Z00297 fifj ! H�h0298 fifj ! H�H0299 fifi ! Ah0300 fifi ! AH0301 fifi ! H+H�The subproesses 297{301 give the prodution of a pair of Higgses via the s-hannelexhange of a �=Z0 or a W� state.Note that Higgs pair prodution is still possible through subproess 141, as part of thedeay of a generi ombination of �=Z0=Z00. Thus it an be used to simulate Z0 ! h0A0and Z0 ! H0A0 for assoiated neutral Higgs prodution. The fat that we here make useof the Z00 an easily be disounted, either by letting the relevant ouplings vanish, or bythe option MSTP(44)=4.Similarly the deay �=Z0=Z00 ! H+H� allows the prodution of a pair of hargedHiggs partiles. This proess is espeially important in e+e� olliders. The oupling ofthe � to H+H� is determined by the harge alone (negleting loop e�ets), while the Z0oupling is regulated by PARU(142), and that of the Z00 by PARU(143). The Z00 pieean be swithed o�, e.g. by MSTP(44)=4. An ordinary Z0, i.e. partile ode 23, annot bemade to deay into a Higgs pair, however.The advantage of the expliit pair prodution proesses is the orret implementationof the pair threshold.8.6 Non-Standard PhysisThe number of possible non-Standard Model senarios is essentially in�nite, but many ofthe studied senarios still share a lot of aspets. For instane, new W0 and Z0 gauge bosonsan arise in a number of di�erent ways. Therefore it still makes sense to try to over a fewbasi lasses of partiles, with enough freedom in ouplings that many kinds of detailedsenarios an be aommodated by suitable parameter hoies. We have already seen one145



example of this, in the extended Higgs setor above. In this setion a few other kinds ofnon-standard generi physis are disussed. Supersymmetry is overed separately in thefollowing setion, sine it is suh a large setor by itself.8.6.1 Fourth-generation fermionsMSEL = 7, 8, 37, 38ISUB = 1 fifi ! �=Z02 fifj ! W+81 qiqi ! QkQk82 gg ! QkQk83 qifj ! Qkfl84 g ! QkQk85  ! FkFk141 fifi ! =Z0=Z00142 fifj ! W0+The prospets of a fourth generation urrently seem rather dim, but the appropriateavour ontent is still found in the program. In fat, the fourth generation is inluded onan equal basis with the �rst three, provided MSTP(1)=4. Also proesses other than theones above an therefore be used, e.g. all other proesses with gauge bosons, inludingnon-standard ones suh as the Z00. We therefore do not repeat the desriptions foundelsewhere, e.g. how to set only the desired avour in proesses 81{85. Note that it may beonvenient to set CKIN(1) and other uts suh that the mass of produed gauge bosonsis enough for the wanted partile prodution | in priniple the program will ope evenwithout that, but possibly at the expense of very slow exeution.8.6.2 New gauge bosonsMSEL = 21, 22, 24ISUB = 141 fifi ! =Z0=Z00142 fifj ! W0+144 fifj ! RThe Z00 of subproess 141 ontains the full �=Z0=Z00 interferene struture for ou-plings to fermion pairs. With MSTP(44) it is possible to pik only a subset, e.g. only thepure Z00 piee. The ouplings of the Z00 to quarks and leptons in the �rst generation anbe set via PARU(121) - PARU(128), in the seond via PARJ(180) - PARJ(187) and inthe third via PARJ(188) - PARJ(195). The eight numbers orrespond to the vetor andaxial ouplings of down-type quarks, up-type quarks, leptons and neutrinos, respetively.The default orresponds to the same ouplings as that of the Standard Model Z0, withaxial ouplings af = �1 and vetor ouplings vf = af � 4ef sin2�W . This implies a reso-nane width that inreases linearly with the mass. By a suitable hoie of the parameters,it is possible to simulate just about any imaginable Z00 senario, with full interferene ef-fets in ross setions and deay angular distributions. Note that also the possibility of ageneration dependene has been inluded for the Z00, whih is normally not the ase.The oupling to the deay hannel Z00 ! W+W� is regulated by PARU(129) -PARU(130). The former gives the strength of the oupling, whih determines the rate. Thedefault, PARU(129)=1., orresponds to the `extended gauge model' of [Alt89℄, wherein theZ0 ! W+W� oupling is used, saled down by a fator m2W=m2Z0, to give a Z00 partialwidth into this hannel that again inreases linearly. If this fator is anelled, by havingPARU(129) proportional to m2Z0=m2W, one obtains a partial width that goes like the �fth146



power of the Z00 mass, the `referene model' of [Alt89℄. In the deay angular distributionone ould imagine a muh riher struture than is given by the one parameter PARU(130).Other deay modes inlude Z00 ! Z0h0, predited in left{right symmetri models (seePARU(145) and ref. [Co91℄), and a number of other Higgs deay hannels, see setions8.5.3 and 8.5.4.The W0� of subproess 142 so far does not ontain interferene with the StandardModel W� | in pratie this should not be a major limitation. The ouplings of the W0to quarks and leptons are set via PARU(131) - PARU(134). Again one may set vetorand axial ouplings freely, separately for the qq0 and the `�` deay hannels. The defaultsorrespond to the V � A struture of the Standard Model W, but an be hanged tosimulate a wide seletion of models. One possible limitation is that the same Cabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskawa quark mixing matrix is assumed as for the standard W.The oupling W0 ! Z0W an be set via PARU(135) - PARU(136). Further ommentson this hannel as for Z0; in partiular, default ouplings again agree with the `extendedgauge model' of [Alt89℄. A W0 ! Wh0 hannel is also inluded, in analogy with theZ00 ! Z0h0 one, see PARU(146).The R boson (partile ode 41) of subproess 144 represents one possible senario for ahorizontal gauge boson, i.e. a gauge boson that ouples between the generations, induingproesses like sd ! R0 ! ��e+. Experimental limits on avour-hanging neutral urrentsfores suh a boson to be fairly heavy. The model implemented is the one desribed in[Ben85a℄.A further example of new gauge groups follows right after this.8.6.3 Left{Right Symmetry and Doubly Charged HiggsesISUB = 341 `i`j ! H��L342 `i`j ! H��R343 `i ! H��L e�344 `i ! H��R e�345 `i ! H��L ��346 `i ! H��R ��347 `i ! H��L ��348 `i ! H��R ��349 fifi ! H++L H��L350 fifi ! H++R H��R351 fifj ! fkflH��L (WW fusion)352 fifj ! fkflH��R (WW fusion)353 fifi ! Z0R354 fifi ! W�RAt urrent energies, the world is lefthanded, i.e. the Standard Model ontains anSU(2)L group. Left{right symmetry at some larger sale implies the need for an SU(2)Rgroup. Thus the partile ontent is expanded by righthanded Z0R and W�R and righthandedneutrinos. The Higgs �elds have to be in a triplet representation, leading to doubly-harged Higgs partiles, one set for eah of the two SU(2) groups. Also the number ofneutral and singly-harged Higgs states is inreased relative to the Standard Model, but asearh for the lowest-lying states of this kind is no di�erent from e.g. the freedom alreadyaorded by the MSSM Higgs senarios.Pythia implements the senario of [Hui97℄. The expanded partile ontent withdefault masses is:
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KF name m (GeV)9900012 �Re 5009900014 �R� 5009900016 �R� 5009900023 Z0R 12009900024 W+R 7509900041 H++L 2009900042 H++R 200The main deay modes implemented areH++L ! W+LW+L ; `+i `+j (i; j generation indies); andH++R ! W+RW+R; `+i `+j .The physis parameters of the senario are found in PARP(181) - PARP(192).The W�R has been implemented as a simple opy of the ordinary W�, with the ex-eption that it ouple to righthanded neutrinos instead of the ordinary lefthanded ones.Thus the standard CKM matrix is used in the quark setor, and the same vetor andaxial oupling strengths, leaving only the mass as free parameter. The Z0R implemen-tation (without interferene with  or the ordinary Z0) allows deays both to left- andrighthanded neutrinos, as well as other fermions, aording to one spei� model ansatz[Fer00℄. Obviously both the W�R and the Z0R desriptions are likely to be simpli�ations,but provide a starting point.The righthanded neutrinos an be allowed to deay further [Riz81, Fer00℄. Assumingthem to have a mass below that of W+R, they deay to three-body states via a virtualW+R, �R` ! `+ff 0 and �R` ! `�ff 0, where both hoies are allowed owing to the Majoranaharater of the neutrinos. If there is a signi�ant mass splitting, also sequential deays�R` ! `�`0�� 0R` are allowed. Currently the deays are isotropi in phase spae. If theneutrino masses are lose to or above the WR ones, this desription has to be substitutedby a sequential deay via a real WR (not implemented, but atually simpler to do thanthe one here).8.6.4 LeptoquarksMSEL = 25ISUB = 145 qi`j ! LQ162 qg ! `LQ163 gg ! LQLQ164 qiqi ! LQLQSeveral proesses that an generate a leptoquark have been inluded. Currently onlyone leptoquark has been implemented, as partile 42, denoted LQ. The leptoquark isassumed to arry spei� quark and lepton quantum numbers, by default u quark pluseletron. These avour numbers are onserved, i.e. a proess suh as ue� ! LQ ! d�eis not allowed. This may be a bit restritive, but it represents one of many leptoquarkpossibilities. The spin of the leptoquark is assumed to be zero, i.e. its deay is isotropial.Although only one leptoquark is implemented, its avours may be hanged arbitrarilyto study the di�erent possibilities. The avours of the leptoquark are de�ned by thequark and lepton avours in the deay mode list. Sine only one deay hannel is allowed,this means that the quark avour is stored in KFDP(MDCY(42,2),1) and the lepton onein KFDP(MDCY(42,2),2). The former must always be a quark, while the latter ouldbe a lepton or an antilepton; a harge-onjugate partner is automatially de�ned by theprogram. At initialization, the harge is realulated as a funtion of the avours de�ned;also the leptoquark name is rede�ned to be of the type 'LQ (q)(l)', where atual quark(q) and lepton (l) avours are displayed.The LQ ! q` vertex ontains an undetermined Yukawa oupling strength, whih148



a�ets both the width of the leptoquark and the ross setion for many of the produtiongraphs. This strength may be hanged in PARU(151). The de�nition of PARU(151)orresponds to the k fator of [Hew88℄, i.e. to �2=(4��em), where � is the Yukawa ouplingstrength of [Wud86℄. Note that PARU(151) is thus quadrati in the oupling.The leptoquark is likely to be fairly long-lived, in whih ase it has time to fragmentinto a mesoni- or baryoni-type state, whih would deay later on. This is a bit tedious tohandle; therefore the leptoquark is always assumed to deay before fragmentation. Thismay give some imperfetions in the event generation, but should not be o� by muh inthe �nal analysis [Fri97℄.Inside the program, the leptoquark is treated as a resonane. Sine it arries olour,some extra are is required. In partiular, it is not allowed to put the leptoquark stable,by modifying either MDCY(42,1) or MSTP(41): then the leptoquark would be handedundeayed to Pythia, whih would try to fragment it (as it does with any other olouredobjet), and most likely rash.8.6.5 Compositeness and anomalous ouplingsISUB = 11 fifj ! fifj (QCD)12 fifi ! fkfk20 fifj ! W+165 fifi ! fkfk (via �=Z0)166 fifj ! fkf l (via W�)Some proesses have been set up to allow anomalous oupling to be introdued, inaddition to the Standard Model ones. These an be swithed on by MSTP(5)� 1; thedefault MSTP(5)=0 orresponds to the Standard Model behaviour.In proesses 11 and 12, the quark substruture is inluded in the left{left isosalarmodel [Ei84, Chi90℄ for MSTP(5)=1, with ompositeness sale � given in PARU(155)(default 1000 GeV) and sign � of interferene term in PARU(156) (default +1; only otheralternative �1). The above model assumes that only u and d quarks are omposite(at least at the sale studied); with MSTP(5)=2 ompositeness terms are inluded in theinterations between all quarks.The proesses 165 and 166 are basially equivalent to 1 and 2, i.e. �=Z0 and W�exhange, respetively, but a bit less fany (no mass-dependent width et.). The reason forthis dupliation is that the resonane treatment formalism of proesses 1 and 2 ould noteasily be extended to inlude other than s-hannel graphs. In proesses 165 and 166, onlyone �nal-state avour is generated at the time; this avour should be set in KFPR(165,1)and KFPR(166,1), respetively. For proess 166 one gives the down-type avour, andthe program will assoiate the up-type avour of the same generation. Defaults are11 in both ases, i.e. e+e� and e+�e (e��e) �nal states. While MSTP(5)=0 gives theStandard Model results, MSTP(5)=1 ontains the left{left isosalar model (whih does nota�et proess 166), and MSTP(5)=3 the heliity-non-onserving model (whih a�ets both)[Ei84, Lan91℄. Both models above assume that only u and d quarks are omposite; withMSTP(5)= 2 or 4, respetively, ontat terms are inluded for all quarks in the initial state.Parameters are PARU(155) and PARU(156), as above.Note that proesses 165 and 166 are book-kept as 2 ! 2 proesses, while 1 and 2 are2 ! 1 ones. This means that the default Q2 sale in parton distributions is p2? for theformer and ŝ for the latter. To make ontat between the two, it is reommended to setMSTP(32)=4, so as to use ŝ as sale also for proesses 165 and 166.In proess 20, for W pair prodution, it is possible to set an anomalous magnetimoment for the W in PARU(153) (= � = ��1; where � = 1 is the Standard Model value).The prodution proess is a�eted aording to the formulae of [Sam91℄, while W deayurrently remains una�eted. It is neessary to set MSTP(5)=1 to enable this extension.149



8.6.6 Exited fermionsISUB = 146 e ! e�147 dg ! d�148 ug ! u�167 qiqj ! qkd�168 qiqj ! qku�169 qiqi ! e�e��Compositeness senarios may also give rise to sharp resonanes of exited quarks andleptons. An exited opy of the �rst generation is implemented, onsisting of spin 1=2partiles d� (ode 4000001), u� (4000002), e� (4000011) and ��e (4000012).The urrent implementation ontains gauge interation prodution by quark{gluonfusion (proesses 147 and 148) or lepton{photon fusion (proess 146) and ontat intera-tion prodution by quark{quark or quark{antiquark sattering (proesses 167{169) . Theouplings f , f 0 and fs to the SU(2), U(1) and SU(3) groups are stored in PARU(157)- PARU(159), the sale parameter � in PARU(155); you are also expeted to hange thef� masses in aordane with what is desired | see [Bau90℄ for details on onventions.Deay proesses are of the types q� ! qg, q� ! q, q� ! qZ0 or q� ! q0W�, with thelatter three (two) available also for e� (��e ). A non-trivial angular dependene is inludedin the q� deay for proesses 146{148, but has not been inluded for proesses 167{169.8.6.7 TehniolorMSEL = 50ISUB = 149 gg ! �t191 fifi ! �0t192 fifj ! �+t193 fifi ! !0t194 fifi ! fkfk195 fifj ! fkf l361 fifi ! W+LW�L362 fifi ! W�L��t363 fifi ! �+t��t364 fifi ! �0t365 fifi ! �00t366 fifi ! Z0�0t367 fifi ! Z0�00t368 fifi ! W���t370 fifj ! W�L Z0L371 fifj ! W�L �0t372 fifj ! ��tZ0L373 fifj ! ��t�0t374 fifj ! ��t375 fifj ! Z0��t376 fifj ! W��0t377 fifj ! W��00tThe tehniolor (TC) senario o�ers an alternative to the ordinary Higgs mehanismfor giving masses to the W and Z, by using strong dynamis for the eletroweak symmetrybreaking. The tehniolor gauge group is an analogue of QCD, with a rih spetrum of150



tehnimesons made out of tehniquarks. An e�etive Lagrangian an be derived for thelightest resonanes. In TC, the breaking of a hiral symmetry in the new, strongly inter-ating gauge theory generates the Goldstone bosons neessary for eletroweak symmetrybreaking. Thus three of the tehnipions assume the rôle of the longitudinal omponentsof the W and Z bosons, but many other states remain as separate partiles: tehnipions(�t), tehnirhos (�t), tehniomegas (!t), et. The mass hierarhies, however, are unlikeQCD beause of the behaviour of the gauge ouplings in realisti models of extendedTC (ETC). The diÆulties of ETC in explaining the top quark mass while suppressingFCNC's is irumvented by the addition of topolor interations, whih provide the bulkof mt.No fully realisti model has been found so far, however, so any phenomenology hasto be taken as indiative only. As experimental onstraints have aumulated, also thesophistiation of model building has had to follow suit. The proesses represented hereorrespond to several generations of development. Thus proesses 149, 191, 192 and 193should nowadays be onsidered as obsolete and superseded by the other proesses 194,195 and 361{377.In setion 8.5.2 it is disussed how proesses 71{77, in some of its options, an be usedto simulate a senario with tehni-� resonanes in longitudinal gauge boson sattering.Proess 149 is that of the prodution of a tehni-�, partile ode KF = 3000331. Thispartile has zero spin, is a singlet under eletroweak SU(2)�U(1), but arries otetolour harge. It is one of the possible tehni-� partiles; the name tehni-� is part of asub-lassi�ation not used by all authors.The tehni-� ouples to ordinary fermions aording to the fermion squared mass. Thedominant deay mode is therefore tt, if allowed. The oupling to a gg state is roughlyomparable with that to bb. Prodution at hadron olliders is therefore predominantlythrough gg fusion, as implemented in proess 149.The two main free parameters are the tehni-� mass and the deay onstant F�. Thelatter appears inversely quadratially in all the partial widths. Also the total ross setionis a�eted, sine the ross setion is proportional to the gg partial width. F� is storedin PARP(46) and has the default value 123 GeV, whih is the number predited in somemodels.All the other proesses refer to ETC models, where hard mass ontributions to teh-nipion masses make deays like �t ! �t�t kinematially inaessible. Instead, deayslike �ewt ! �ewt WL, for example, dominate, where ew denotes onstituent tehnifermionswith only eletroweak quantum numbers and WL is a longitudinal W bosons. As a result,the ew tehnirho and tehniomega tend to have small total widths.E�etive ouplings are derived in the valene tehnifermion approximation, and thetehnipartile deays an be alulated diretly [Ei96, Lan99℄. Tehnirhos and teh-niomegas are produed through kinemati mixing with gauge bosons, leading to �nalstates ontaining Standard Model partiles and/or pseudo-Goldstone bosons (tehnipi-ons).As an additional possibility, SU(3) non-singlet states are inluded along with theoloron of topolor assisted tehniolor. In this ase, oloured tehnirhos (and the oloron)an have substantial total widths and enhaned ouplings to bottom and top quarks.The expanded partile ontent with default masses is:KF name m (GeV)3000111 �0t 1103000211 �+t 1103000221 �00t 1103000113 �0t 2103000213 �+t 2103000223 !0t 210The �t and !0t masses are not pole masses. Parameters regulating prodution and deay151



rates are stored in PARP(137) - PARP(150).Proesses 191, 192 and 193 are based on s-hannel prodution of the respetive res-onane [Ei96℄. All deay modes implemented an be simulated separately or in om-bination, in the standard fashion. These inlude pairs of fermions, of gauge bosons, oftehnipions, and of mixtures of gauge bosons and tehnipionsProess 194 is intended to more aurately represent the mixing between the �, Z0, �0tand !0t partiles in the Drell-Yan proess [Lan99℄. Proess 195 is the analogous hargedhannel proess inluding W� and ��t mixing. By default, the �nal state fermions are e+e�and e��e, respetively. These an be hanged through the parameters KFPR(194,1) andKFPR(195,1), respetively (where the KFPR value should represent a harged fermion).Proesses 361{368 give the pair prodution of tehnipions and gauge bosons by �0t=!0texhange, with proesses 370{377 orresponding pair prodution by ��t exhange. Itis worth mentioning that the deay produts of the W and Z bosons are distributedaording to phase spae, regardless of their designation as longitudinal WL=ZL or ordinarytransverse gauge bosons. The exat meaning of longitudinal or transverse polarizationsin this ase requires more thought from the side of the model authors.The possibility of oloured tehnihadrons has been inluded, spei�ally for the aseof Topolor assisted Tehniolor. The main e�ets of these partiles are indiret, in thatthey modify the underlying two-parton QCD proesses muh like ompositeness terms,exept that resonanes are visible. More details will be forthoming. The parameterdependene of the `model' is inluded in the tangent of the mixing angle PARP(155)and a mass parameter PARP(156). Similar to ompositeness, the e�ets of these oloredtehnihadrons are simulated by setting MSTP(5)=5.8.6.8 Extra DimensionsISUB = 391 ff ! G�392 gg ! G�393 qq ! gG�394 qg ! qG�395 gg ! gG�In reent years, the area of observable onsequenes of extra dimensions has attrateda strong interest. The �eld is still in rapid development, so there still does not exist a`standard phenomenology'. The topi is also fairly new in Pythia, and urrently only a�rst senario is available.The G�, temporarily introdued as new partile ode 41, is intended to represent thelowest exited graviton state in a Randall-Sundrum senario [Ran99℄ of extra dimensions.The lowest-order prodution proesses by fermion or gluon fusion are found in 391 and392. The further proesses 393{395 are intended for the high-p? tail in hadron olliders.As usual, it would be double-ounting to have both sets of proesses swithed on at thesame time. Proesses 391 and 392, with initial-state showers swithed on, are appropriatefor the full ross setion at all p? values, and gives a reasonable desription also of thehigh-p? tail. Proesses 393{395 ould be useful e.g. for the study of invisible deays ofthe G�, where a large p? imbalane would be required. It also serves to test/on�rm theshower expetations of di�erent p? spetra for di�erent prodution proesses [Bij01℄.Deay hannels of the G� to ff, gg, , Z0Z0 and W+W� ontribute to the totalwidth. The orret angular distributions are inluded for deays to a fermion pair in thelowest-order proesses, whereas other deays urrently are taken to be isotropi.The G� mass is to be onsidered a free parameter. The other degree of freedom in thissenario is a dimensionless oupling, see PARP(50).
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8.7 SupersymmetryMSEL = 39{45ISUB = 201{296 (see tables at the beginning of the hapter)Pythia simulates the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), based onan e�etive Lagrangian of softly-broken Susy with parameters de�ned at the weak sale,whih is typially between mZ and 1 TeV. The MSSM partile spetrum is minimal in thesense that it inludes only the partners of all Standard Model partiles (presently withoutmassive neutrinos), two Higgs doublets with partners, and the gravitino.Eah SM fermion has a salar partner with the same quantum numbers. For ountingpurposes, the fermion states  L and  R are separate partiles with salar partners �L and�R. Eah SM gauge boson has a fermion partner with the same quantum numbers. TheHiggs setor is extended to two omplex salar doublets | one Higgs Hu whih ouplesonly to up-type fermions and one Hd whih ouples only to down-type fermions | leadingto 3 additional physial Higgs bosons H0, A0 and H� to omplement the SM Higgs h0.Fermion higgsino partners are added for the two salar doublets. Additionally, a lightgravitino ~G is inluded to allow studies of gauge mediated dynamial Susy breaking[Din96℄.Beause of the large Yukawa ouplings and the running masses for oloured partiles,the interation and mass eigenstates for the third generation sfermions an be signi�antlymixed. We denote the top and bottom squark mass eigenstates ~t1,~t2,~b1, and ~b2 to distin-guish them from the nearly degenerate eigenstates for the lighter squarks. In addition,the tau slepton mass eigenstates are ~�1 and ~�2. The subsript 1 or 2 refers to the lightestand heaviest state respetively. In SUGRA inspired models, in the absene of mixingso that interation eigenstates are the same as mass eigenstates, the right eigenstate islighter than the left. In this ase, for example, ~b1 = ~bR and ~b2 = ~bL. For ompleteness,we inlude the sterile ~�R partiles. The mixing of the partners to the eletroweak gaugebosons (gauginos) and the two Higgs doublets (higgsinos) lead to the mass eigenstates forneutralino �0i and hargino ~��i partiles.The partile partners and KF odes are listed in Table 13. Note that, at times, an-tipartiles of salar partiles are denoted by �, i.e. ~t� rather than the more orret butumbersome ~t or ~t.One the parameters of the softly-broken Susy Lagrangian are spei�ed, the inter-ations are �xed, and the spartile masses an be alulated [Hab85℄. The masses ofthe salar partners to fermions, sfermions, depend on soft salar masses, trilinear ou-plings, the Higgsino mass �, and tan �, the ratio of Higgs vauum expetation valueshHui=hHdi. The masses of the fermion partners to the gauge and Higgs bosons, theneutralinos and harginos, depend on soft gaugino masses, �, and tan �. Finally, theproperties of the Higgs salar setor is alulated from the input pseudosalar Higgs bo-son mass mA, tan �, �, trilinear ouplings and the spartile properties in an e�etivepotential approah [Car95℄. Of ourse, these alulations also depend on SM parameters(mt; mZ; �s; et.). Any modi�ations to these quantities from virtual MSSM e�ets arenot taken into aount. In priniple, the spartile masses also aquire loop orretionsthat depend on all MSSM masses.Several models exist for deriving the rih set of diretly measurable mass and mixingparameters from the assumed soft Susy breaking senario with a muh smaller set of freeparameters. One example is Supergravity (SUGRA) inspired models, where the num-ber of free parameters is redued by imposing universality and exploiting the apparentuni�ation of gauge ouplings. Five parameters �xed at the gauge oupling uni�ationsale, tan�;M0; m1=2; A0; and sign(�), are then related to the mass parameters at thesale of EWSB by renormalization group equations (see e.g. [Pie97℄). Isasusy/Isajet[Bae93℄ and Susygen [Kat98℄ numerially solve these equations to determine the massparameters. Alternatively, they an input a general set of parameters. Pythia operates153



in the seond manner, with a slightly more general set of input parameters. There arethree reasons for this: (1) programs already exist to alulate the SUGRA inspired massparameters, (2) approximate analyti formulae [Dre95℄ also exist whih reprodue theoutput of Isasusy within ' 10%, and (3) we desire to study a muh riher phenomenol-ogy than that possible in SUGRA inspired models. The Pythia input parameters aredesribed in detail later, in setion 9.5.R-parity onservation is assumed (at least on the time and distane sale of a typ-ial ollider experiment), and only lowest order, spartile pair prodution proesses areinluded. Only those proesses with e+e�; �+��, or quark and gluon initial states aresimulated. Tables 21, 22 and 23 list available Susy proesses. In proesses 210 and 213,~̀ refers to both ~e and ~�. For ease of readability, we have removed the subsript L on ~�.~ti~t�i ; ~�i~� �j and ~�i~��� prodution orretly aount for sfermion mixing. Several proesses areonspiuously absent from the table. For example, proesses 255 and 257 would simulatethe assoiated prodution of right handed squarks with harginos. Sine the right handedsquark only ouples to the higgsino omponent of the hargino, the interation strengthis proportional to the quark mass, so these proesses an be ignored.Likewise, only R-parity onserving deays are allowed, so that one spartile is stable,either the lightest neutralino, the gravitino, or a sneutrino. Susy deays of the top quarkare inluded, but all other SM partile deays are unaltered.The deays of superpartners are alulated using the formulae of refs. [Gun88, Bar86a,Bar86b, Bar95℄. All deays are spin averaged. For simpliity, the kinematis of three bodydeays of neutralinos, harginos, and the gluino are sampled using only the phase spaeweight. Deays involving ~b and ~t use the formulae of [Bar95℄, so they are valid for largevalues of tan�. The one loop deays ~�j ! ~�i and ~t ! ~�1 are also inluded.One di�erene between the Susy simulation and the other parts of the program isthat it is not beforehand known whih spartiles may be stable. Normally this wouldmean either the ~�01 or the gravitino ~G, but in priniple also other spartiles ould bestable. The ones found to be stable have their MWID(KC) and MDCY(KC,1) values set zeroat initialization. If several PYINIT alls are made in the same run, with di�erent Susyparameters, the ones set zero above are not neessarily set bak to nonzero values, sinemost original values are not saved anywhere. As an exeption to this rule, the PYMSINSusy initialization routine, alled by PYINIT, does save and restore the MWID(KC) andMDCY(KC,1) values of the lightest Susy partile. It is therefore possible to ombine severalPYINIT alls in a single run, provided that only the lightest Susy partile is stable. Ifthis is not the ase, MWID(KC) and MDCY(KC,1) values may have to be reset by hand, orelse some partiles that ought to deay will not do that.Various improvements to the simulation are being implemented in stages. Some ofthese an have a signi�ant impat on the ollider phenomenology. Among these are:the generalization to omplex-valued soft Susy-breaking parameters in the neutralinoand hargino setor; the same in the Higgs setor, whih removes the possibility of CP-even or CP-odd labels; the alulation of neutralino and hargino deay rates whih areaurate for large tan�; and matrix element weighting of partile distributions in three-body deays.Reently, several improvements have been introdued to the supersymmetri mahin-ery:� Complex phases in the neutralino, hargino, and gluino setor. The parameters M1,M2, M3, and � (spei�ally RMSS(1) - RMSS(4)) now refer only to the modulus ofthese parameters. Phases are spei�ed by the parameters RMSS(30) - RMSS(33),respetively. Chargino and neutralino masses and mixing angles now di�er fromthe ase with vanishing phases, and the prodution ross setions and deay ratesinluding pairs of neutralinos and harginos have been modi�ed aordingly. Gluinodeays to neutralinos and harginos are also a�eted (but the e�et on gluino +neutralino/hargino prodution has not yet been simulated).154



The PYSSMT ommonblok has been expanded toCOMMON/PYSSMT/ZMIX(4,4),UMIX(2,2),VMIX(2,2),SMZ(4),SMW(2),&SFMIX(16,4),ZMIXI(4,4),UMIXI(2,2),VMIXI(2,2)where ZMIX, UMIX, VMIX give the real and ZMIXI, UMIXI, VMIXI the imaginaryparts of the omplex mixing matries.� Matrix Element weighting in 3-body spartile deays. This replaes the older ap-proah based purely on phase spae. The matrix element inludes the dependeneon omplex phases.� Large tan� orretions to Higgs boson properties have been inluded. The arrayvalues RMSS(40) and RMSS(41) are used for temporary storage of the orretions�mt and �mb. The updated version of SubHpole, written by Carena et al, alsoinludes some bug �xes, so that it is generally better behaved.� More exibility in the treatment of stops, sbottoms and staus. With the agIMSS(5)=1, the properties of the third generation spartiles an be spei�ed by theirmixing angle and mass eigenvalues (instead of being derived from the soft Susy-breaking parameters). The parameters RMSS(26) - RMSS(28) speify the mixingangle (in radians) for the sbottom, stop, and stau. The parameters RMSS(10) -RMSS(14) speify the two stop masses, the one sbottom mass (the other being �xedby the other parameters) and the two stau masses. Note that the masses RMSS(10),RMSS(11) and RMSS(13) orrespond to the left-left entries of the diagonalized ma-tries, while RMSS(12) and RMSS(14) orrespond to the right-right entries. Notethat these entries need not be ordered in mass. Also, one tehnial hange hasarisen with the stau setor. Previously, it was assumed that the soft Susy-breakingparameters assoiated with the stau inluded D-terms. This is no longer the ase,and is more onsistent with the treatment of the stop and sbottom.8.7.1 SUSY examplesThe Susy routines and ommonblok variables are desribed in setion 9.5. To illustratethe usage of the swithes and parameters, we give three simple examples.Example 1: Light StopThe �rst example is an MSSM model with a light neutralino ~�1 and a light stop ~t1, sothat t ! ~t1 ~�1 an our. The input parameters areIMSS(1)=1, RMSS(1)=70., RMSS(2)=70., RMSS(3)=225., RMSS(4)=-40., RMSS(5)=1.5,RMSS(6)=100., RMSS(7)=125., RMSS(8)=250., RMSS(9)=250., RMSS(10)=1500.,RMSS(11)=1500., RMSS(12)=-128., RMSS(13)=100., RMSS(14)=125., RMSS(15)=800.,RMSS(16)=800., RMSS(17)=0., and RMSS(19)=400.0.The top mass is �xed at 175 GeV, PMAS(6,1)=175.0. The resulting model has M~t1 = 55GeV and M~�1 = 38 GeV. IMSS(1)=1 turns on the MSSM simulation. By default, thereare no intrinsi relations between the gaugino masses, so M1 = 70 GeV, M2 = 70 GeV,and M3 = 225 GeV. The pole mass of the gluino is slightly higher than the parameterM3, and the deay ~g ! ~t�1t + ~t1t ours almost 100% of the time.Example 2: Approximate SUGRAThe seond example is an approximate SUGRA model. The input parameters areIMSS(1)=2, RMSS(1)=200., RMSS(4)=1., RMSS(5)=10., RMSS(8)=800., andRMSS(16)=0.0.The resulting model has M~dL = 901 GeV, M~uR = 890 GeV, M~t1 = 538 GeV, M~eL = 814GeV, M~g = 560 GeV, M~�1 = 80 GeV, M~��1 = 151 GeV, Mh = 110 GeV, and MA = 883GeV. It orresponds to the hoie M0=800 GeV, M1=2 =200 GeV, tan� = 10, A0 = 0, andsign(�) > 0. The output is similar to an Isasusy run, but there is not exat agreement.Example 3: Isasusy ModelThe �nal example demonstrates how to onvert the output of an Isasusy run using thesame SUGRA inputs into the Pythia format. This assumes that you already made an155



Isasusy run, e.g. with the equivalents of the input parameters above. From the outputof this run you an now extrat those physial parameters that need to be handed toPythia, in the above exampleIMSS(1)=1, IMSS(3)=1, RMSS(1)=83.81, RMSS(2)=168.90, RMSS(3)=581.83,RMSS(4)=283.37, RMSS(5)=10., RMSS(6)=813.63, RMSS(7)=804.87, RMSS(8)=917.73,RMSS(9)=909.89, RMSS(10)=772.87, RMSS(11)=901.52, RMSS(12)=588.33,RMSS(13)=813.63, RMSS(14)=804.87, RMSS(15)=610.54, RMSS(16)=422.35,RMSS(17)=600., and RMSS(19)=858.412.8.7.2 Lepton number violationThe most general SUSY Lagrangian ontains both lepton and baryon number violatingouplings, ustomarily forbidden by the introdution of R parity to avoid problems withproton deay. This is not the only possible hoie, but ertainly the simplest. On theother hand, the violation of baryon or lepton number is allowed without resulting inproton deay, and both give rise to very distint phenomenologies, most notably theonsequenes of a deaying LSP and the removal of the osmologial onstraint that theLSP should be neutral.In the urrent version of Pythia, deays of supersymmetri partiles to SM parti-les via two di�erent lepton number violating ouplings an be invoked (Details aboutthe implementation and tests an be found in [Ska01℄, to whih referenes onering L-violation in Pythia an be made). These ouplings, � and �0, orrespond to the twolepton number violating terms possible in the most general supersymmetri Lagrangian,usually denoted LLE and LQD respetively. They are Yuakawa-type trilinear ouplingsarrying three generation indies, i, j, and k. The LLE oupling (�ijk) is antisymmetriin i and j whereas no similar onstraint applies to the LQD oupling (�0ijk).Complete matrix elements for all two-body sfermion and three-body neutralino andhargino deays are inluded (as given in [Dre00℄). Lepton number violating deays of thegluino are not yet implemented. This should not lead to a large soure of error sine thegluino, being heavy in most senarios, often has a number of other, unsuppressed deaymodes available, keeping the probability that it branhes into an L-violating mode smallas long as the L-violating ouplings are small ompared with the gauge ouplings.The existene of R-odd ouplings also allows for single spartile prodution, i.e. thereis no requirement that SUSY partiles should be produed in pairs. These produtionross setions are likewise not yet inluded in the program. For low-mass spartiles, theassoiated error is estimated to be negligible, as long as the L-violating ouplings aresmaller than the gauge ouplings. For higher mass spartiles, the redution of the phasespae for pair prodution beomes an important fator, and single spartile produtionould dominate even for very small values of the L-violating ouplings. The total SUSYprodution ross setions, as alulated by Pythia in its urrent form are thus underes-timated, possibly quite severely for heavy-mass spartiles.Three possibilities exist for the initializations of the ouplings. The �rst, seletedby setting IMSS(51)=1 for LLE and IMSS(52)=1 for LQD type ouplings, sets all theouplings, independent of generation, to a ommon value of 10�RMSS(51) or 10�RMSS(52), asthe ase may be.Setting IMSS(51)=2 and/or IMSS(52)=2 auses the ouplings to be initialized (inPYINIT) to so-alled `natural' generation-hierarhial values, as proposed in [Hin93℄.These values, inspired by the struture of the Yukawa ouplings in the SM, are de�nedby: j�ijkj2 = (RMSS(51))2m̂eim̂ejm̂ekj�0ijkj2 = (RMSS(52))2m̂eim̂qjm̂dk ; m̂ � mv = m126GeV (141)where mqj is the arithmeti mean of muj and mdj .156



The third option available is to set IMSS(51)=3 and/or IMSS(52)=3, in whih aseall the relevant ouplings are zero by default (but the lepton number violating proessesare turned on) and the user is expeted to enter all non-zero oupling values by hand.RVLAM(i,j,k) ontains the �ijk and RVLAMP(i,j,k) ontains the �0ijk ouplings.8.8 PolarizationIn most proesses, inoming beams are assumed unpolarized. However, espeially for e+e�linear ollider studies, polarized beams would provide further important information onmany new physis phenomena, and at times help to suppress bakgrounds. Therefore a fewproess ross setions are now available also for polarized inoming beams. The averagepolarization of the two beams is then set by PARJ(131) and PARJ(132), respetively. Insome ases, noted below, MSTP(50) need also be swithed on to aess the formulae forpolarized beams.Proess 25, W+W� pair prodution, allows polarized inoming lepton beam partiles.The polarization e�ets are inluded both in the prodution matrix elements and in theangular distribution of the �nal four fermions. Note that the matrix element used [Mah98℄is for on-shell W prodution, with a suppression fator added for �nite width e�ets.This polarized ross setion expression, evaluated at vanishing polarization, disagreeswith the standard unpolarized one, whih presumably is the more aurate of the two.The di�erene an be quite signi�ant below threshold and at very high energies. Thisan be traed to the simpli�ed desription of o�-shell W's in the polarized formulae.Good agreement is obtained either by swithing o� the W width with MSTP(42)=0 or byrestriting the W mass ranges (with CKIN(41) - CKIN(44)) to be lose to on-shell. It istherefore neessary to set MSTP(50)=1 to swith from the default standard unpolarizedformulae to the polarized ones.Also many Susy prodution proesses now inlude the e�ets from polarization of theinoming fermion beams. This applies for salar pair prodution, with the exeption ofsneutrino pair prodution and h0A0 and H0A0 prodution, this omission being an oversightat the time of this release, but easily remedied in the future.The e�et of polarized photons is inluded in the proess  ! FkFk, proess 85. Herethe array values PARJ(131) and PARJ(132) are used to de�ne the average longitudinalpolarization of the two photons.8.9 Main Proesses by MahineIn the previous setion we have already ommented on whih proesses have limitedvalidity, or have di�erent meanings (aording to onventional terminology) in di�erentontexts. Let us just repeat a few of the main points to be remembered for di�erentmahines.8.9.1 e+e� ollisionsThe main annihilation proess is number 1, e+e� ! Z0, where in fat the full �=Z0interferene struture is inluded. This proess an be used, with some on�dene, for.m. energies from about 4 GeV upwards, i.e. at DORIS/CESR, PETRA/PEP, TRISTAN,LEP, and any future linear olliders. (To get below 10 GeV, you have to hange PARP(2),however.) This is the default proess obtained when MSEL=1, i.e. when you do not hangeanything yourself.Proess 141 ontains a Z00, inluding full interferene with the standard �=Z0. Withthe value MSTP(44)=4 in fat one is bak at the standard �=Z0 struture, i.e. the Z00piee has been swithed o�. Even so, this proess may be useful, sine it an simulatee.g. e+e� ! h0A0. Sine the h0 may in its turn deay to Z0Z0, a deay hannel of157



the ordinary Z0 to h0A0, although physially orret, would be tehnially onfusing. Inpartiular, it would be messy to set the original Z0 to deay one way and the subsequentones another. So, in this sense, the Z00 ould be used as a opy of the ordinary Z0, butwith a distinguishable label.The proess e+e� ! � does not exist as a separate proess in Pythia, but an besimulated by using PYONIA, see setion 6.2.At LEP 2 and even higher energy mahines, the simple s-hannel proess 1 loses outto other proesses, suh as e+e� ! Z0Z0 and e+e� ! W+W�, i.e. proesses 22 and 25.The former proess in fat inludes the struture e+e� ! (�=Z0)(�=Z0), whih meansthat the ross setion is singular if either of the two �=Z0 masses is allowed to vanish. Amass ut therefore needs to be introdued, and is atually also used in other proesses,suh as e+e� ! W+W�.For pratial appliations, both with respet to ross setions and to event shapes,it is imperative to inlude initial-state radiation e�ets. Therefore MSTP(11)=1 is thedefault, wherein exponentiated eletron-inside-eletron distributions are used to give themomentum of the atually interating eletron. By radiative orretions to proess 1,suh proesses as e+e� ! Z0 are therefore automatially generated. If proess 19 wereto be used at the same time, this would mean that radiation were to be double-ounted.In the alternative MSTP(11)=0, eletrons are assumed to deposit their full energy in thehard proess, i.e. initial-state QED radiation is not inluded. This option is very useful,sine it often orresponds to the `ideal' events that one wants to orret bak to.Resolved eletrons also means that one may have interations between photons. Thisopens up the whole �eld of  proesses, whih is desribed in setion 8.3. In partiular,with 'gamma/e+','gamma/e-' as beam and target partiles in a PYINIT all, a ux ofphotons of di�erent virtualities is onvoluted with a desription of diret and resolvedphoton interation proesses, inluding both low-p? and high-p? proesses. This mahin-ery is direted to the desription of the QCD proesses, and does e.g. not address theprodution of gauge bosons or other suh partiles by the interations of resolved pho-tons. For the latter kind of appliations, a simpler desription of partons inside photonsinside eletrons may be obtained with the MSTP(12)=1 options and e� as beam and targetpartiles.The thrust of the Pythia programs is towards proesses that involve hadron pro-dution, one way or another. Beause of generalizations from other areas, also afew ompletely non-hadroni proesses are available. These inlude Bhabha sattering,e+e� ! e+e� in proess 10, and photon pair prodution, e+e� !  in proess 18. How-ever, note that the preision that ould be expeted in a Pythia simulation of thoseproesses is ertainly far less than that of dediated programs. For one thing, eletroweakloop e�ets are not inluded. For another, nowhere is the eletron mass taken into aount,whih means that expliit ut-o�s at some minimum p? are always neessary.8.9.2 Lepton{hadron ollisionsThe main option for photoprodution and Deeply Inelasti Sattering (DIS) physis isprovided by the 'gamma/lepton' option as beam or target in a PYINIT all, see setion8.3. The Q2 range to be overed, and other kinematis onstraints, an be set by CKINvalues. By default, when the whole Q2 range is populated, obviously photoprodutiondominates.The older DIS proess 10, `q ! `0q0, inludes 0=Z0=W� exhange, with full interfer-ene, as desribed in setion 8.3.2. The Z0=W� ontributions are not implemented in the'gamma/lepton' mahinery. Therefore proess 10 is still the main option for physis atvery high Q2, but has been superseded for lower Q2. Radiation o� the inoming lepton legis inluded by MSTP(11)=1 and o� the outgoing one by MSTJ(41)=2 (both are default).Note that both QED and QCD radiation (o� the e and the q legs, respetively) are al-158



lowed to modify the x and Q2 values of the proess, while the onventional approah inthe literature is to allow only the former. Therefore an option (on by default) has beenadded to preserve these values by a post-fato resaling, MSTP(23)=1. Further ommentson HERA appliations are found in [Sj�o92b℄.8.9.3 Hadron{hadron ollisionsThe default is to inlude QCD jet prodution by 2 ! 2 proesses, see setion 8.2.1. Sinethe di�erential ross setion is divergent for p? ! 0, a lower ut-o� has to be introdued.Normally that ut-o� is given by the user-set p?min value in CKIN(3). If CKIN(3) ishosen smaller than a given value of the order of 2 GeV (see PARP(81) and PARP(82)),then low-p? events are also swithed on. The jet ross setion is regularized at low p?, soas to obtain a smooth joining between the high-p? and the low-p? desriptions, see furthersetion 11.2. As CKIN(3) is varied, the jump from one senario to another is abrupt, interms of ross setion: in a high-energy hadron ollider, the ross setion for jets downto a p?min sale of a few GeV an well reah values muh larger than the total inelasti,non-di�rative ross setion. Clearly this is nonsense; therefore either p?min should bepiked so large that the jet ross setion be only a fration of the total one, or else oneshould selet p?min = 0 and make use of the full desription.If one swithes to MSEL=2, also elasti and di�rative proesses are swithed on, seesetion 8.2.4. However, the simulation of these proesses is fairly primitive, and shouldnot be used for dediated studies, but only to estimate how muh they may ontaminatethe lass of non-di�rative minimum bias events.Most proesses an be simulated in hadron olliders, sine the bulk of Pythia pro-esses an be initiated by quarks or gluons. However, there are limits. Currently we in-lude no photon or lepton parton distributions, whih means that a proess like q ! qis not aessible. Further, the possibility of having Z0 and W� interating in proessessuh as 71{77 has been hardwired proess by proess, and does not mean that there is ageneri treatment of Z0 and W� distributions.The emphasis in the hadron{hadron proess desription is on high energy hadron ol-liders. The program an be used also at �xed-target energies, but the multiple interationmodel for underlying events then breaks down and should not be used. The limit of ap-pliability is somewhere at around 100 GeV. Only with the simpler model obtained forMSTP(82)=1 an one go arbitrarily low.
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9 The Proess Generation Program ElementsIn the previous two setions, the physis proesses and the event-generation shemes ofPythia have been presented. Here, �nally, the event-generation routines and the ommonblok variables are desribed. However, routines and variables related to initial- and �nal-state showers, beam remnants and underlying events, and fragmentation and deay arerelegated to subsequent setions on these topis.In the presentation in this setion, information less important for an eÆient use ofPythia has been put loser to the end. We therefore begin with the main event generationroutines, and follow this by the main ommon blok variables.It is useful to distinguish three phases in a normal run with Pythia. In the �rstphase, the initialization, the general harater of the run is determined. At a minimum,this requires the spei�ation of the inoming hadrons and the energies involved. Atthe disretion of the user, it is also possible to selet spei� �nal states, and to makea number of deisions about details in the subsequent generation. This step is �nishedby a PYINIT all, at whih time several variables are initialized in aordane with thevalues set. The seond phase onsists of the main loop over the number of events, witheah new event being generated by a PYEVNT all. This event may then be analysed,using information stored in some ommon bloks, and the statistis aumulated. In the�nal phase, results are presented. This may often be done without the invoation of anyPythia routines. From PYSTAT, however, it is possible to obtain a useful list of rosssetions for the di�erent subproesses.9.1 The Main SubroutinesThere are two routines that you must know: PYINIT for initialization and PYEVNT for thesubsequent generation of eah new event. In addition, the ross setion and other kinds ofinformation available with PYSTAT are frequently useful. The other two routines desribedhere, PYFRAM and PYKCUT, are of more speialized interest.CALL PYINIT(FRAME,BEAM,TARGET,WIN)Purpose: to initialize the generation proedure.FRAME : a harater variable used to speify the frame of the experiment. Upper-aseand lower-ase letters may be freely mixed.= 'CMS' : olliding beam experiment in .m. frame, with beam momentum in +zdiretion and target momentum in �z diretion.= 'FIXT' : �xed-target experiment, with beam partile momentum pointing in +zdiretion.= '3MOM' : full freedom to speify frame by giving beam momentum in P(1,1),P(1,2) and P(1,3) and target momentum in P(2,1), P(2,2) andP(2,3) in ommon blok PYJETS. Partiles are assumed on the massshell, and energies are alulated aordingly.= '4MOM' : as '3MOM', exept also energies should be spei�ed, in P(1,4) andP(2,4), respetively. The partiles need not be on the mass shell; e�e-tive masses are alulated from energy and momentum. (But note thatnumerial preision may su�er; if you know the masses the option '5MOM'below is preferable.)= '5MOM' : as '3MOM', exept also energies and masses should be spei�ed, i.e thefull momentum information in P(1,1) - P(1,5) and P(2,1) - P(2,5)should be given for beam and target, respetively. Partiles need not beon the mass shell. Spae-like virtualities should be stored as �p�m2.160



Espeially useful for physis with virtual photons. (The virtuality ouldbe varied from one event to the next, but then it is onvenient to initializefor the lowest virtuality likely to be enountered.) Four-momentum andmass information must math.= 'USER' : a run primarily intended to involve external, user-de�ned proesses,see subsetion 9.9. Information on inoming beam partiles and energiesis read from the HEPRUP ommon blok. In this option, the BEAM, TARGETand WIN arguments are dummy.= 'NONE' : there will be no initialization of any proesses, but only of resonanewidths and a few other proess-independent variables. Subsequent tosuh a all, PYEVNT annot be used to generate events, so this option ismainly intended for those who will want to onstrut their own eventsafterwards, but still want to have aess to some of the Pythia failities.In this option, the BEAM, TARGET and WIN arguments are dummy.BEAM, TARGET : harater variables to speify beam and target partiles. Upper-aseand lower-ase letters may be freely mixed. An antipartile an be denoted by`bar' at the end of the name (`�' is a valid alternative for reasons of bakwardsompatibility). It is also possible to leave out the undersore (` ') diretly after`nu' in neutrino names, and the harge for proton and neutron. The argumentsare dummy when the FRAME argument above is either 'USER' or 'NONE'.= 'e-' : eletron.= 'e+' : positron.= 'nu e' : �e.= 'nu ebar' : �e.= 'mu-' : ��.= 'mu+' : �+.= 'nu mu' : ��.= 'nu mubar' : ��.= 'tau-' : ��.= 'tau+' : �+.= 'nu tau' : �� .= 'nu taubar' : �� .= 'gamma' : photon (real, i.e. on the mass shell).= 'gamma/e-' : photon generated by the virtual-photon ux in an eletron beam;WIN below refers to eletron, while photon energy and virtuality variesbetween events aording to what is allowed by CKIN(61) - CKIN(78).= 'gamma/e+' : as above for a positron beam.= 'gamma/mu-' : as above for a �� beam.= 'gamma/mu+' : as above for a �+ beam.= 'gamma/tau-' : as above for a �� beam.= 'gamma/tau+' : as above for a �+ beam.= 'pi0' : �0.= 'pi+' : �+.= 'pi-' : ��.= 'n0' : neutron.= 'nbar0' : antineutron.= 'p+' : proton.= 'pbar-' : antiproton.= 'K+' : K+ meson; sine parton distributions for strange hadrons are not avail-able, very simple and untrustworthy reipes are used for this and subse-quent hadrons, see subsetion 7.1.= 'K-' : K� meson.= 'KS0' : K0S meson. 161



= 'KL0' : K0L meson.= 'Lambda0' : � baryon.= 'Sigma-' : �� baryon.= 'Sigma0' : �0 baryon.= 'Sigma+' : �+ baryon.= 'Xi-' : �� baryon.= 'Xi0' : �0 baryon.= 'Omega-' : 
� baryon.= 'pomeron' : the pomeron IP; sine pomeron parton distribution funtions havenot been de�ned this option an not be used urrently.= 'reggeon' : the reggeon IR, with omments as for the pomeron above.WIN : related to energy of system, exat meaning depends on FRAME.FRAME='CMS' : total energy of system (in GeV).FRAME='FIXT' : momentum of beam partile (in GeV/).FRAME='3MOM', '4MOM', '5MOM' : dummy (information is taken from the P ve-tors, see above).FRAME='USER' : dummy (information is taken from the HEPRUP ommon blok, seeabove).FRAME='NONE' : dummy (no information required).CALL PYEVNTPurpose: to generate one event of the type spei�ed by the PYINIT all. (This is themain routine, whih alls a number of other routines for spei� tasks.)CALL PYSTAT(MSTAT)Purpose: to print out ross-setions statistis, deay widths, branhing ratios, statusodes and parameter values. PYSTAT may be alled at any time, after thePYINIT all, e.g. at the end of the run, or not at all.MSTAT : spei�ation of desired information.= 1 : prints a table of how many events of the di�erent kinds that have beengenerated and the orresponding ross setions. All numbers alreadyinlude the e�ets of uts required by you in PYKCUT.Note that no errors are given on the ross setions. In most ases aross setion is obtained by Monte Carlo integration during the ourseof the run. (Exeptions inlude e.g. total and elasti hadron{hadronross setions, whih are parameterized and thus known from the veryonset.) A rule of thumb would then be that the statistial error of agiven subproess sales like Æ�=� � 1=pn, where n is the number ofevents generated of this kind. In priniple, the numerator of this relationould be dereased by making use of the full information aumulatedduring the run, i.e. also on the ross setion in those phase spae pointsthat are eventually rejeted. This is atually the way the ross setionitself is alulated. However, one you introdue further uts so thatonly some fration of the generated events survive to the �nal analysis,you would be bak to the simple 1=pn saling rule for that number ofsurviving events. Statistial errors are therefore usually better evaluatedwithin the ontext of a spei� analysis. Furthermore, systemati errorsoften dominate over the statistial ones.Also note that runs with very few events, in addition to having largeerrors, tend to have a bias towards overestimating the ross setions.162



In a typial ase, the average ross setion obtained with many runsof only one event eah may be twie that of the orret answer of asingle run with many events. The reason is a `quit while you are ahead'phenomenon, that an upwards utuation in the di�erential ross setionin an early try gives an aeptable event and thus terminates the run,while a downwards one leads to rejetion and a ontinuation of the run.= 2 : prints a table of the resonanes de�ned in the program, with their par-tile odes (KF), and all allowed deay hannels. (If the number of gen-erations in MSTP(1) is 3, however, hannels involving fourth-generationpartiles are not displayed.) For eah deay hannel is shown the se-quential hannel number (IDC) of the Pythia deay tables, the deayproduts (usually two but sometimes three), the partial deay width,branhing ratio and e�etive branhing ratio (in the event some hannelshave been exluded by you).= 3 : prints a table with the allowed hard interation avours KFIN(I,J) forbeam and target partiles.= 4 : prints a table of the kinematial uts CKIN(I) set by you in the urrentrun.= 5 : prints a table with all the values of the status odes MSTP(I) and theparameters PARP(I) used in the urrent run.= 6 : prints a table of all subproesses implemented in the program.= 7 : prints two tables related to R-violating supersymmetry. The �rst is aolletion of semi-inlusive branhing ratios where the entries have theform ~hi 10 --> nu + q + q where a sum has been performed overall lepton and quark avours. In the rightmost oloumn of the table, thenumber of modes that went into the sum is given. The purpose of thistable is to give a quik overview of the branhing frations, sine thereare urrently more than 1200 individual R-violating proesses inludedin the generator. Note that only the pure 1 ! 3 parts of the 3-bodymodes are inluded in this sum. If a proess an also proeed via twosuessive 1 ! 2 branhings (i.e. the intermediate resonane is on shell)the produt of these branhings should be added to the number givenin this table. A small list at the bottom of the table shows the totalnumber of R-violating proesses in the generator, the number with non-zero branhing ratios in the urrent run, and the number with branhingratios larger than 10�3. The seond table whih is printed by this allmerely lists the R-violating �, �0, and �00 ouplings.CALL PYFRAM(IFRAME)Purpose: to transform an event listing between di�erent referene frames, if so desired.The use of this routine assumes you do not do any boosts yourself.IFRAME : spei�ation of frame the event is to be boosted to.= 1 : frame spei�ed by you in the PYINIT all.= 2 : .m. frame of inoming partiles.= 3 : hadroni .m. frame of lepton{hadron interation events. Mainly in-tended for Deeply Inelasti Sattering, but an also be used in photo-prodution. Is not guaranteed to work with the 'gamma/lepton' options,however, and so of limited use. Note that both the lepton and any pho-tons radiated o� the lepton remain in the event listing, and have to beremoved separately if you only want to study the hadroni subsystem.163



CALL PYKCUT(MCUT)Purpose: to enable you to rejet a given set of kinemati variables at an early stage of thegeneration proedure (before evaluation of ross setions), so as not to spendunneessary time on the generation of events that are not wanted. The routinewill not be alled unless you require is by setting MSTP(141)=1, and never if`minimum-bias'-type events (inluding elasti and di�rative sattering) are tobe generated as well. Furthermore it is never alled for user-de�ned externalproesses. A dummy routine PYKCUT is inluded in the program �le, so as toavoid unresolved external referenes when the routine is not used.MCUT : ag to signal e�et of user-de�ned uts.= 0 : event is to be retained and generated in full.= 1 : event is to be rejeted and a new one generated.Remark : at the time of seletion, several variables in the MINT and VINT arrays inthe PYINT1 ommon blok ontain information that an be used to make thedeision. The routine provided in the program �le expliitly reads the variablesthat have been de�ned at the time PYKCUT is alled, and also alulates somederived quantities. The information available inludes subproess type ISUB,Em, ŝ, t̂, û, p̂?, x1, x2, xF, � , y, � 0, os �̂, and a few more. Some of these maynot be relevant for the proess under study, and are then set to zero.9.2 Swithes for Event Type and Kinematis SeletionBy default, if Pythia is run for a hadron ollider, only QCD 2 ! 2 proesses are gener-ated, omposed of hard interations above p?min =PARP(81), with low-p? proesses addedon so as to give the full (parameterized) inelasti, non-di�rative ross setion. In an e+e�ollider, �=Z0 prodution is the default, and in an ep one it is Deeply Inelasti Sattering.With the help of the ommon blok PYSUBS, it is possible to selet the generation of an-other proess, or ombination of proesses. It is also allowed to restrit the generation tospei� inoming partons/partiles at the hard interation. This often automatially alsorestrits �nal-state avours but, in proesses suh as resonane prodution or QCD/QEDprodution of new avours, swithes in the Pythia program may be used to this end; seesetion 14.4.The CKIN array may be used to impose spei� kinematis uts. You should here bewarned that, if kinematial variables are too strongly restrited, the generation time perevent may beome very long. In extreme ases, where the uts e�etively lose the fullphase spae, the event generation may run into an in�nite loop. The generation of 2 ! 1resonane prodution is performed in terms of the ŝ and y variables, and so the rangesCKIN(1) - CKIN(2) and CKIN(7) - CKIN(8) may be arbitrarily restrited without asigni�ant loss of speed. For 2 ! 2 proesses, os �̂ is added as a third generation variable,and so additionally the range CKIN(27) - CKIN(28) may be restrited without any lossof eÆieny..E�ets from initial- and �nal-state radiation are not inluded, sine they are not knownat the time the kinematis at the hard interation is seleted. The sharp kinematial ut-o�s that an be imposed on the generation proess are therefore smeared, both by QCDradiation and by fragmentation. A few examples of suh e�ets follow.� Initial-state radiation implies that eah of the two inoming partons has a non-vanishing p? when they interat. The hard sattering subsystem thus reeives a nettransverse boost, and is rotated with respet to the beam diretions. In a 2 ! 2proess, what typially happens is that one of the sattered partons reeives aninreased p?, while the p? of the other parton is redued.� Sine the initial-state radiation mahinery assigns spae-like virtualities to the in-164



oming partons, the de�nitions of x in terms of energy frations and in terms ofmomentum frations no longer oinide, and so the interating subsystem may re-eive a net longitudinal boost ompared with na��ve expetations, as part of theparton-shower mahinery.� Initial-state radiation gives rise to additional jets, whih in extreme ases may bemistaken for either of the jets of the hard interation.� Final-state radiation gives rise to additional jets, whih smears the meaning of thebasi 2 ! 2 sattering. The assignment of soft jets is not unique. The energy of ajet beomes dependent on the way it is identi�ed, e.g. what jet one size is used.� The beam remnant desription assigns primordial k? values, whih also gives anet p? shift of the hard-interation subsystem; exept at low energies this e�etis overshadowed by initial-state radiation, however. Beam remnants may also addfurther ativity under the `perturbative' event.� Fragmentation will further broaden jet pro�les, and make jet assignments and energydeterminations even more unertain.In a study of events within a given window of experimentally de�ned variables, it is upto you to leave suh liberal margins that no events are missed. In other words, uts haveto be hosen suh that a negligible fration of events migrate from outside the simulatedregion to inside the interesting region. Often this may lead to low eÆieny in terms ofwhat fration of the generated events are atually of interest to you. See also setion 3.6.In addition to the variables found in PYSUBS, also those in the PYPARS ommon blokmay be used to selet exatly what one wants to have simulated. These possibilities willbe desribed in the following setion.The notation used above and in the following is that `̂ ' denotes internal variables inthe hard sattering subsystem, while `�' is for variables in the .m. frame of the event asa whole.COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)Purpose: to allow you to run the program with any desired subset of proesses, or restritavours or kinematis. If the default values, denoted below by (D=. . . ), arenot satisfatory, they must be hanged before the PYINIT all.MSEL : (D=1) a swith to selet between full user ontrol and some preprogrammedalternatives.= 0 : desired subproesses have to be swithed on in MSUB, i.e. full user ontrol.= 1 : depending on inoming partiles, di�erent alternatives are used.Lepton{lepton: Z or W prodution (ISUB = 1 or 2).Lepton{hadron: Deeply Inelasti Sattering (ISUB = 10; this option isnow out of date for most appliations, superseded by the 'gamma/lepton'mahinery).Hadron{hadron: QCD high-p? proesses (ISUB = 11, 12, 13, 28, 53,68); additionally low-p? prodution if CKIN(3)<PARP(81) or PARP(82),depending on MSTP(82) (ISUB = 95). If low-p? is swithed on, the otherCKIN uts are not used.A resolved photon ounts as hadron. When the photon is not resolved,the following ases are possible.Photon{lepton: Compton sattering (ISUB = 34).Photon{hadron: photon-parton sattering (ISUB = 33, 34, 54).Photon{photon: fermion pair prodution (ISUB = 58).When photons are given by the 'gamma/lepton' argument in the PYINITall, the outome depends on the MSTP(14) value. Default is a mixtureof many kinds of proesses, as desribed in setion 8.3.165



= 2 : as MSEL = 1 for lepton{lepton, lepton{hadron and unresolved photons.For hadron{hadron (inluding resolved photons) all QCD proesses, in-luding low-p?, single and double di�rative and elasti sattering, areinluded (ISUB = 11, 12, 13, 28, 53, 68, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95). The CKINuts are here not used.For photons given with the 'gamma/lepton' argument in the PYINIT all,the above proesses are replaed by other ones that also inlude the pho-ton virtuality in the ross setions. The priniple remains to inlude bothhigh- and low-p? proesses, however.= 4 : harm () prodution with massive matrix elements (ISUB = 81, 82, 84,85).= 5 : bottom (bb) prodution with massive matrix elements (ISUB = 81, 82,84, 85).= 6 : top (tt) prodution with massive matrix elements (ISUB = 81, 82, 84,85).= 7 : fourth generation b0 (b0b0) prodution with massive matrix elements(ISUB = 81, 82, 84, 85).= 8 : fourth generation t0 (t0t0) prodution with massive matrix elements (ISUB= 81, 82, 84, 85).= 10 : prompt photons (ISUB = 14, 18, 29).= 11 : Z0 prodution (ISUB = 1).= 12 : W� prodution (ISUB = 2).= 13 : Z0 + jet prodution (ISUB = 15, 30).= 14 : W� + jet prodution (ISUB = 16, 31).= 15 : pair prodution of di�erent ombinations of , Z0 and W� (exept ;see MSEL = 10) (ISUB = 19, 20, 22, 23, 25).= 16 : h0 prodution (ISUB = 3, 102, 103, 123, 124).= 17 : h0Z0 or h0W� (ISUB = 24, 26).= 18 : h0 prodution, ombination relevant for e+e� annihilation (ISUB = 24,103, 123, 124).= 19 : h0, H0 and A0 prodution, exepting pair prodution (ISUB = 24, 103,123, 124, 153, 158, 171, 173, 174, 176, 178, 179).= 21 : Z00 prodution (ISUB = 141).= 22 : W0� prodution (ISUB = 142).= 23 : H� prodution (ISUB = 143).= 24 : R0 prodution (ISUB = 144).= 25 : LQ (leptoquark) prodution (ISUB = 145, 162, 163, 164).= 35: single bottom prodution by W exhange (ISUB = 83).= 36: single top prodution by W exhange (ISUB = 83).= 37: single b0 prodution by W exhange (ISUB = 83).= 38: single t0 prodution by W exhange (ISUB = 83).= 39: all MSSM proesses exept Higgs prodution.= 40: squark and gluino prodution (ISUB = 243, 244, 258, 259, 271{280).= 41: stop pair prodution (ISUB = 261{265).= 42: slepton pair prodution (ISUB = 201{214).= 43: squark or gluino with hargino or neutralino, (ISUB = 237{242, 246{256).= 44: hargino{neutralino pair prodution (ISUB = 216{236).= 45: sbottom prodution (ISUB = 281{296).= 50: pair prodution of tehnipions and gauge bosons by �0;�t =!0t exhange(ISUB = 361{377).MSUB : (D=500*0) array to be set when MSEL=0 (for MSEL� 1 relevant entries are set inPYINIT) to hoose whih subset of subproesses to inlude in the generation.166



The ordering follows the ISUB ode given in setion 8.1 (with omments asgiven there).MSUB(ISUB) = 0 : the subproess is exluded.MSUB(ISUB) = 1 : the subproess is inluded.Note: when MSEL=0, the MSUB values set by you are never hanged by Pythia.If you want to ombine several di�erent `subruns', eah with its ownPYINIT all, into one single run, it is up to you to remember not onlyto swith on the new proesses before eah new PYINIT all, but also toswith o� the old ones that are no longer desired.KFIN(I,J) : provides an option to seletively swith on and o� ontributions to the rosssetions from the di�erent inoming partons/partiles at the hard interation.In ombination with the Pythia resonane deay swithes, this also allowsyou to set restritions on avours appearing in the �nal state.I : is 1 for beam side of event and 2 for target side.J : enumerates avours aording to the KF ode; see setion 5.1.KFIN(I,J) = 0 : the parton/partile is forbidden.KFIN(I,J) = 1 : the parton/partile is allowed.Note: By default, the following are swithed on: d, u, s, , b, e�, �e, ��, ��,��, �� , g, , Z0, W+ and their antipartiles. In partiular, top is o�, andhas to be swithed on expliitly if needed.CKIN : kinematis uts that an be set by you before the PYINIT all, and that a�etthe region of phase spae within whih events are generated. Some uts are`hardwired' while most are `softwired'. The hardwired ones are diretly relatedto the kinematial variables used in the event seletion proedure, and there-fore have negligible e�ets on program eÆieny. The most important of theseare CKIN(1) - CKIN(8), CKIN(27) - CKIN(28), and CKIN(31) - CKIN(32).The softwired ones are most of the remaining ones, that annot be fully takeninto aount in the kinematial variable seletion, so that generation in on-strained regions of phase spae may be slow. In extreme ases the phase spaemay be so small that the maximization proedure fails to �nd any allowedpoints at all (although some small region might still exist somewhere), andtherefore swithes o� some subproesses, or aborts altogether.CKIN(1), CKIN(2) : (D=2.,-1. GeV) range of allowed m̂ = pŝ values. If CKIN(2)< 0:,the upper limit is inative.CKIN(3), CKIN(4) : (D=0.,-1. GeV) range of allowed p̂? values for hard 2 ! 2 pro-esses, with transverse momentum p̂? de�ned in the rest frame of the hardinteration. If CKIN(4)< 0:, the upper limit is inative. For proesses that aresingular in the limit p̂? ! 0 (see CKIN(6)), CKIN(5) provides an additionalonstraint. The CKIN(3) and CKIN(4) limits an also be used in 2 ! 1 ! 2proesses. Here, however, the produt masses are not known and hene are as-sumed to be vanishing in the event seletion. The atual p? range for massiveproduts is thus shifted downwards with respet to the nominal one.CKIN(5) : (D=1. GeV) lower ut-o� on p̂? values, in addition to the CKIN(3) ut above,for proesses that are singular in the limit p̂? ! 0 (see CKIN(6)).CKIN(6) : (D=1. GeV) hard 2 ! 2 proesses, whih do not proeed only via an inter-mediate resonane (i.e. are 2 ! 1 ! 2 proesses), are lassi�ed as singular inthe limit p̂? ! 0 if either or both of the two �nal-state produts has a massm <CKIN(6).CKIN(7), CKIN(8) : (D=-10.,10.) range of allowed sattering subsystem rapidities y =y� in the .m. frame of the event, where y = (1=2) ln(x1=x2). (Following thenotation of this setion, the variable should be given as y�, but beause of itsfrequent use, it was alled y in setion 7.2.)167



CKIN(9), CKIN(10) : (D=-40.,40.) range of allowed (true) rapidities for the produtwith largest rapidity in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�ned in the .m.frame of the event, i.e. max(y�3; y�4). Note that rapidities are ounted with sign,i.e. if y�3 = 1 and y�4 = �2 then max(y�3; y�4) = 1.CKIN(11), CKIN(12) : (D=-40.,40.) range of allowed (true) rapidities for the prod-ut with smallest rapidity in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�nedin the .m. frame of the event, i.e. min(y�3; y�4). Consisteny thus requiresCKIN(11)�CKIN(9) and CKIN(12)�CKIN(10).CKIN(13), CKIN(14) : (D=-40.,40.) range of allowed pseudorapidities for the produtwith largest pseudorapidity in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�ned inthe .m. frame of the event, i.e. max(��3; ��4). Note that pseudorapidities areounted with sign, i.e. if ��3 = 1 and ��4 = �2 then max(��3; ��4) = 1.CKIN(15), CKIN(16) : (D=-40.,40.) range of allowed pseudorapidities for the produtwith smallest pseudorapidity in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�nedin the .m. frame of the event, i.e. min(��3; ��4). Consisteny thus requiresCKIN(15)�CKIN(13) and CKIN(16)�CKIN(14).CKIN(17), CKIN(18) : (D=-1.,1.) range of allowed os �� values for the produt withlargest os �� value in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�ned in the .m.frame of the event, i.e. max(os ��3; os ��4).CKIN(19), CKIN(20) : (D=-1.,1.) range of allowed os �� values for the produt withsmallest os �� value in a 2 ! 2 or a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, de�ned in the.m. frame of the event, i.e. min(os ��3; os ��4). Consisteny thus requiresCKIN(19)�CKIN(17) and CKIN(20)�CKIN(18).CKIN(21), CKIN(22) : (D=0.,1.) range of allowed x1 values for the parton on side 1that enters the hard interation.CKIN(23), CKIN(24) : (D=0.,1.) range of allowed x2 values for the parton on side 2that enters the hard interation.CKIN(25), CKIN(26) : (D=-1.,1.) range of allowed Feynman-x values, where xF = x1�x2.CKIN(27), CKIN(28) : (D=-1.,1.) range of allowed os �̂ values in a hard 2 ! 2 satter-ing, where �̂ is the sattering angle in the rest frame of the hard interation.CKIN(31), CKIN(32) : (D=2.,-1. GeV) range of allowed m̂0 = pŝ0 values, where m̂0 isthe mass of the omplete three- or four-body �nal state in 2 ! 3 or 2 ! 4proesses (while m̂, onstrained in CKIN(1) and CKIN(2), here orrespondsto the one- or two-body entral system). If CKIN(32)< 0:, the upper limit isinative.CKIN(35), CKIN(36) : (D=0.,-1. GeV2) range of allowed jt̂j = �t̂ values in 2 ! 2proesses. Note that for Deeply Inelasti Sattering this is nothing but theQ2 sale, in the limit that initial- and �nal-state radiation is negleted. IfCKIN(36)< 0:, the upper limit is inative.CKIN(37), CKIN(38) : (D=0.,-1. GeV2) range of allowed jûj = �û values in 2 ! 2proesses. If CKIN(38)< 0:, the upper limit is inative.CKIN(39), CKIN(40) : (D=4., -1. GeV2) the W 2 range allowed in DIS proesses, i.e.subproess number 10. If CKIN(40)< 0:, the upper limit is inative. Here W 2is de�ned in terms of W 2 = Q2(1� x)=x. This formula is not quite orret, inthat (i) it neglets the target mass (for a proton), and (ii) it neglets initial-state photon radiation o� the inoming eletron. It should be good enough forloose uts, however. These uts are not heked if proess 10 is alled for twolepton beams.CKIN(41) - CKIN(44) : (D=12.,-1.,12.,-1. GeV) range of allowed mass values of thetwo (or one) resonanes produed in a `true' 2 ! 2 proess, i.e. one not (only)proeeding through a single s-hannel resonane (2 ! 1 ! 2). (These are theones listed as 2 ! 2 in the tables in setion 8.1.) Only partiles with a width168



above PARP(41) are onsidered as bona �de resonanes and tested against theCKIN limits; partiles with a smaller width are put on the mass shell withoutapplying any uts. The exat interpretation of the CKIN variables depends onthe avours of the two produed resonanes.For two resonanes like Z0W+ (produed from fifj ! Z0W+), whih are notidential and whih are not eah other's antipartiles, one hasCKIN(41)< m1 <CKIN(42), andCKIN(43)< m2 <CKIN(44),where m1 and m2 are the atually generated masses of the two resonanes,and 1 and 2 are de�ned by the order in whih they are given in the produtionproess spei�ation.For two resonanes like Z0Z0, whih are idential, or W+W�, whih are eahother's antipartiles, one instead hasCKIN(41)< min(m1; m2) <CKIN(42), andCKIN(43)< max(m1; m2) <CKIN(44).In addition, whatever limits are set on CKIN(1) and, in partiular, on CKIN(2)obviously a�et the masses atually seleted.Note 1: If MSTP(42)=0, so that no mass smearing is allowed, the CKIN values haveno e�et (the same as for partiles with too narrow a width).Note 2: If CKIN(42)<CKIN(41) it means that the CKIN(42) limit is inative;orrespondingly, if CKIN(44)<CKIN(43) then CKIN(44) is inative.Note 3: If limits are ative and the resonanes are idential, it is up to you toensure that CKIN(41)�CKIN(43) and CKIN(42)�CKIN(44).Note 4: For idential resonanes, it is not possible to preselet whih of the res-onanes is the lighter one; if, for instane, one Z0 is to deay to leptonsand the other to quarks, there is no mehanism to guarantee that thelepton pair has a mass smaller than the quark one.Note 5: The CKIN values are applied to all relevant 2 ! 2 proesses equally, whihmay not be what one desires if several proesses are generated simulta-neously. Some aution is therefore urged in the use of the CKIN(41) -CKIN(44) values. Also in other respets, you are reommended to takeproper are: if a Z0 is only allowed to deay into bb, for example, settingits mass range to be 2{8 GeV is obviously not a good idea.CKIN(45) - CKIN(48) : (D=12.,-1.,12.,-1. GeV) range of allowed mass values of the two(or one) seondary resonanes produed in a 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess (like gg !h0 ! Z0Z0) or even a 2 ! 2 ! 4 (or 3) proess (like qq ! Z0h0 ! Z0W+W�).Note that these CKIN values only a�et the seondary resonanes; the primaryones are onstrained by CKIN(1), CKIN(2) and CKIN(41) - CKIN(44) (indi-retly, of ourse, the hoie of primary resonane masses a�ets the allowedmass range for the seondary ones). What is onsidered to be a resonane isde�ned by PARP(41); partiles with a width smaller than this are automat-ially put on the mass shell. The desription losely parallels the one givenfor CKIN(41) - CKIN(44). Thus, for two resonanes that are not idential oreah other's antipartiles, one hasCKIN(45)< m1 <CKIN(46), andCKIN(47)< m2 <CKIN(48),where m1 and m2 are the atually generated masses of the two resonanes, and1 and 2 are de�ned by the order in whih they are given in the deay hannelspei�ation in the program (see e.g. output from PYSTAT(2) or PYLIST(12)).For two resonanes that are idential or eah other's antipartiles, one insteadhasCKIN(45)< min(m1; m2) <CKIN(46), andCKIN(47)< max(m1; m2) <CKIN(48).169



Notes 1 - 5: as for CKIN(41) - CKIN(44), with trivial modi�ations.Note 6: Setting limits on seondary resonane masses is possible in any of thehannels of the allowed types (see above). However, so far only h0 ! Z0Z0and h0 ! W+W� have been fully implemented, suh that an arbitrarymass range below the na��ve mass threshold may be piked. For otherpossible resonanes, any restritions made on the allowed mass range arenot reeted in the ross setion; and further it is not reommendable topik mass windows that make a deay on the mass shell impossible.CKIN(49) - CKIN(50) : allow minimum mass limits to be passed from PYRESD toPYOFSH. They are used for tertiary and higher resonanes, i.e. those not on-trolled by CKIN(41)-CKIN(48). They should not be touhed by the user.CKIN(51) - CKIN(56) : (D=0.,-1.,0.,-1.,0.,-1. GeV) range of allowed transverse mo-menta in a true 2 ! 3 proess. This means subproesses suh as 121{124 forh0 prodution, and their H0, A0 and H�� equivalents. CKIN(51) - CKIN(54)orresponds to p? ranges for sattered partons, in order of appearane, i.e.CKIN(51) - CKIN(52) for the parton sattered o� the beam and CKIN(53) -CKIN(54) for the one sattered o� the target. CKIN(55) and CKIN(56) heresets p? limits for the third produt, the h0, i.e. the CKIN(3) and CKIN(4)values have no e�et for this proess. Sine the p? of the Higgs is not one ofthe primary variables seleted, any onstraints here may mean redued MonteCarlo eÆieny, while for these proesses CKIN(51) - CKIN(54) are `hard-wired' and therefore do not ost anything. As usual, a negative value impliesthat the upper limit is inative.CKIN(61) - CKIN(78) : allows to restrit the range of kinematis for the photons gen-erated o� the lepton beams with the 'gamma/lepton' option of PYINIT. Ineah quartet of numbers, the �rst two orresponds to the range allowed oninoming side 1 (beam) and the last two to side 2 (target). The uts are onlyappliable for a lepton beam. Note that the x and Q2 (P 2) variables are thebasis for the generation, and so an be restrited with no loss of eÆieny. Forleptoprodution (i.e. lepton on hadron) the W is uniquely given by the one xvalue of the problem, so here also W uts are fully eÆient. The other utsmay imply a slowdown of the program, but not as muh as if equivalent utsonly are introdued after events are fully generated. See [Fri00℄ for details.CKIN(61) - CKIN(64) : (D=0.0001,0.99,0.0001,0.99) allowed range for the energy fra-tions x that the photon take of the respetive inoming lepton energy. Thesefrations are de�ned in the .m. frame of the ollision, and di�er from energyfrations as de�ned in another frame. (Wath out at HERA!) In order to avoidsome tehnial problems, absolute lower and upper limits are set internally at0.0001 and 0.9999.CKIN(65) - CKIN(68) : (D=0.,-1.,0.,-1. GeV2) allowed range for the spaelike virtualityof the photon, onventionally alled either Q2 or P 2, depending on proess. Anegative number means that the upper limit is inative, i.e. purely given bykinematis. A nonzero lower limit is impliitly given by kinematis onstraints.CKIN(69) - CKIN(72) : (D=0.,-1.,0.,-1.) allowed range of the sattering angle � of thelepton, de�ned in the .m. frame of the event. (Wath out at HERA!) Anegative number means that the upper limit is inative, i.e. equal to �.CKIN(73) - CKIN(76) : (D=0.0001,0.99,0.0001,0.99) allowed range for the light-onefration y that the photon take of the respetive inoming lepton energy. Thelight-one is de�ned by the four-momentum of the lepton or hadron on theother side of the event (and thus deviates from true light-one fration bymass e�ets that normally are negligible). The y value is related to the x andQ2 (P 2) values by y = x +Q2=s if mass terms are negleted.CKIN(77), CKIN(78) : (D=2.,-1. GeV) allowed range for W , i.e. either the photon{170



hadron or photon{photon invariant mass. A negative number means that theupper limit is inative.9.3 The General Swithes and ParametersThe PYPARS ommon blok ontains the status ode and parameters that regulate theperformane of the program. All of them are provided with sensible default values, so thata novie user an neglet them, and only gradually explore the full range of possibilities.Some of the swithes and parameters in PYPARS will be desribed later, in the shower andbeam remnants setions.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)Purpose: to give aess to status ode and parameters that regulate the performane ofthe program. If the default values, denoted below by (D=. . . ), are not satis-fatory, they must in general be hanged before the PYINIT all. Exeptions,i.e. variables that an be hanged for eah new event, are denoted by (C).MSTP(1) : (D=3) maximum number of generations. Automatially set � 4.MSTP(2) : (D=1) alulation of �s at hard interation, in the routine PYALPS.= 0 : �s is �xed at value PARU(111).= 1 : �rst-order running �s.= 2 : seond-order running �s.MSTP(3) : (D=2) seletion of � value in �s for MSTP(2)� 1.= 1 : � is given by PARP(1) for hard interations, by PARP(61) for spae-likeshowers, by PARP(72) for time-like showers not from a resonane deay,and by PARJ(81) for time-like ones from a resonane deay (inluding e.g.=Z0 ! qq deays, i.e. onventional e+e� physis). This � is assumedto be valid for 5 avours; for the hard interation the number of avoursassumed an be hanged by MSTU(112).= 2 : � value is hosen aording to the parton-distribution-funtion para-meterizations. The hoie is always based on the proton parton-distribution set seleted, i.e. is una�eted by pion and photon parton-distribution seletion. All the � values are assumed to refer to 4 avours,and MSTU(112) is set aordingly. This � value is used both for the hardsattering and the initial- and �nal-state radiation. The ambiguity in thehoie of the Q2 argument still remains (see MSTP(32), MSTP(64) andMSTJ(44)). This � value is used also for MSTP(57)=0, but the sensiblehoie here would be to use MSTP(2)=0 and have no initial- or �nal-stateradiation. This option does not hange the PARJ(81) value of timelikeparton showers in resonane deays, so that LEP experiene on this spe-i� parameter is not overwritten unwittingly. Therefore PARJ(81) anbe updated ompletely independently.= 3 : as =2, exept that here also PARJ(81) is overwritten in aordane withthe � value of the proton parton-distribution-funtion set.MSTP(4) : (D=0) treatment of the Higgs setor, predominantly the neutral one.= 0 : the h0 is given the Standard Model Higgs ouplings, while H0 and A0 ou-plings should be set by you in PARU(171) - PARU(175) and PARU(181)- PARU(185), respetively.= 1 : you should set ouplings for all three Higgses, for the h0 in PARU(161) -PARU(165), and for the H0 and A0 as above.= 2 : the mass of h0 in PMAS(25,1) and the tan � value in PARU(141) are usedto derive H0, A0 and H� masses, and h0, H0, A0 and H� ouplings, using171



the relations of the Minimal Supersymmetri extension of the StandardModel at Born level [Gun90℄. Existing masses and ouplings are overwrit-ten by the derived values. See setion 8.5.3 for disussion on parameteronstraints.= 3: as =2, but using relations at the one-loop level. This option is not yetimplemented as suh. However, if you initialize the Susy mahinery withIMSS(1)=1, then the Susy parameters will be used to alulate also Higgsmasses and ouplings. These are stored in the appropriate slots, and thevalue of MSTP(4) is overwritten to 1.MSTP(5) : (D=0) presene of anomalous ouplings in proesses. See setion 8.6.5 forfurther details.= 0 : absent.= 1 : left{left isosalar model, with only u and d quarks omposite (at theprobed sale).= 2 : left{left isosalar model, with all quarks omposite.= 3 : heliity-non-onserving model, with only u and d quarks omposite (atthe probed sale).= 4 : heliity-non-onserving model, with all quarks omposite.= 5 : oloured tehnihadrons, a�eting the standard QCD 2 ! 2 ross setions,see subsetion 8.6.7 and parameters PARP(155) and PARP(156).MSTP(7) : (D=0) hoie of heavy avour in subproesses 81{85. Does not apply forMSEL=4-8, where the MSEL value always takes preedene.= 0 : for proesses 81{84 (85) the `heaviest' avour allowed for gluon (photon)splitting into a quark{antiquark (fermion{antifermion) pair, as set in theMDME array. Note that `heavy' is de�ned as the one with largest KF ode,so that leptons take preedene if they are allowed.= 1 - 8 : pik this partiular quark avour; e.g., MSTP(7)=6 means that top willbe produed.= 11 - 18 : pik this partiular lepton avour. Note that neutrinos are not possi-ble, i.e. only 11, 13, 15 and 17 are meaningful alternatives. Lepton pairprodution an only our in proess 85, so if any of the other proesseshave been swithed on they are generated with the same avour as wouldbe obtained in the option MSTP(7)=0.MSTP(8) : (D=0) hoie of eletroweak parameters to use in the deay widths of reso-nanes (W, Z, h, . . . ) and ross setions (prodution of W's, Z's, h's, . . . ).= 0 : everything is expressed in terms of a running �em(Q2) and a �xed sin2�W ,i.e. GF is nowhere used.= 1 : a replaement is made aording to �em(Q2) ! p2GFm2W sin2�W=� inall widths and ross setions. If GF and mZ are onsidered as given, thismeans that sin2�W and mW are the only free eletroweak parameter.= 2 : a replaement is made as for =1, but additionally sin2�W is onstrainedby the relation sin2�W = 1�m2W=m2Z. This means that mW remains asa free parameter, but that the sin2�W value in PARU(102) is never used,exept in the vetor ouplings in the ombination v = a�4 sin2�W e. Thislatter degree of freedom enters e.g. for forward-bakward asymmetries inZ0 deays.Note: This option does not a�et the emission of real photons in the initial and�nal state, where �em is always used. However, it does a�et also purelyeletromagneti hard proesses, suh as qq ! .MSTP(9) : (D=0) inlusion of top (and fourth generation) as allowed remnant avour q0in proesses that involve q ! q0 + W branhings as part of the overall proess,and where the matrix elements have been alulated under the assumptionthat q0 is massless. 172



= 0 : no.= 1 : yes, but it is possible, as before, to swith o� individual hannels by thesetting of MDME swithes. Mass e�ets are taken into aount, in a rudefashion, by rejeting events where kinematis beomes inonsistent whenthe q0 mass is inluded.MSTP(11) : (D=1) use of eletron parton distribution in e+e� and ep interations.= 0 : no, i.e. eletron arries the whole beam energy.= 1 : yes, i.e. eletron arries only a fration of beam energy in agreement withnext-to-leading eletron parton-distribution funtion, thereby inludingthe e�ets of initial-state bremsstrahlung.MSTP(12) : (D=0) use of e� (`sea', i.e. from e !  ! e), e+, quark and gluon distributionfuntions inside an eletron.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on, provided that MSTP(11)� 1. Quark and gluon distributions are ob-tained by numerial onvolution of the photon ontent inside an eletron(as given by the bremsstrahlung spetrum of MSTP(11)=1) with the quarkand gluon ontent inside a photon. The required numerial preision isset by PARP(14). Sine the need for numerial integration makes this op-tion somewhat more time-onsuming than ordinary parton-distributionevaluation, one should only use it when studying proesses where it isneeded.Note: for all traditional photoprodution/DIS physis this option is supersededby the 'gamma/lepton' option for PYINIT alls, but an still be of use forsome less standard proesses.MSTP(13) : (D=1) hoie of Q2 range over whih eletrons are assumed to radiate pho-tons; a�ets normalization of e� (sea), e+, , quark and gluon distributionsinside an eletron for MSTP(12)=1.= 1 : range set by Q2 argument of parton-distribution-funtion all, i.e. by Q2sale of the hard interation. Therefore parton distributions are propor-tional to ln(Q2=m2e).= 2 : range set by the user-determined Q2max, given in PARP(13). Parton distri-butions are assumed to be proportional to ln((Q2max=m2e)(1�x)=x2). Thisis normally most appropriate for photoprodution, where the eletron issupposed to go undeteted, i.e. satter less than Q2max.Note: the hoie of e�etive range is espeially touhy for the quark and gluondistributions. An (almost) on-the-mass-shell photon has a VMD pieethat dies away for a virtual photon. A simple onvolution of distribu-tion funtions does not take this into aount properly. Therefore theontribution from Q values above the � mass should be suppressed. Ahoie of Qmax � 1 GeV is then appropriate for a photoprodution limitdesription of physis. See also note for MSTP(12).MSTP(14) : (D=30) struture of inoming photon beam or target. Historially, numbersup to 10 were set up for real photons, and subsequent ones have been addedalso to allow for virtual photon beams. The reason is that the existing optionsspeify e.g. diret�VMD, summing over the possibilities of whih photon isdiret and whih VMD. This is allowed when the situation is symmetri, i.e.for two inoming real photons, but not if one is virtual. Some of the new optionsagree with previous ones, but are inluded to allow a more onsistent pattern.Further options above 25 have been added also to inlude DIS proesses.= 0 : a photon is assumed to be point-like (a diret photon), i.e. an onlyinterat in proesses whih expliitly ontain the inoming photon, suhas fi ! fig for p interations. In  interations both photons arediret, i.e the main proess is  ! fifi.173



= 1 : a photon is assumed to be resolved, i.e. an only interat through itsonstituent quarks and gluons, giving either high-p? parton{parton sat-terings or low-p? events. Hard proesses are alulated with the use ofthe full photon parton distributions. In  interations both photons areresolved.= 2 : a photon is assumed resolved, but only the VMD piee is inluded in theparton distributions, whih therefore mainly are saled-down versionsof the �0=�0 ones. Both high-p? parton{parton satterings and low-pTevents are allowed. In  interations both photons are VMD-like.= 3 : a photon is assumed resolved, but only the anomalous piee of the photonparton distributions is inluded. (This event lass is alled either anoma-lous or GVMD; we will use both interhangeably, though the former ismore relevant for high-p? phenomena and the latter for low-p? ones.) In interations both photons are anomalous.= 4 : in  interations one photon is diret and the other resolved. A typialproess is thus fi ! fig. Hard proesses are alulated with the useof the full photon parton distributions for the resolved photon. Bothpossibilities of whih photon is diret are inluded, in event topologiesand in ross setions. This option annot be used in on�gurations withonly one inoming photon.= 5 : in  interations one photon is diret and the other VMD-like. Bothpossibilities of whih photon is diret are inluded, in event topologiesand in ross setions. This option annot be used in on�gurations withonly one inoming photon.= 6 : in  interations one photon is diret and the other anomalous. Bothpossibilities of whih photon is diret are inluded, in event topologiesand in ross setions. This option annot be used in on�gurations withonly one inoming photon.= 7 : in  interations one photon is VMD-like and the other anomalous.Only high-p? parton{parton satterings are allowed. Both possibilitiesof whih photon is VMD-like are inluded, in event topologies and inross setions. This option annot be used in on�gurations with onlyone inoming photon.= 10 : the VMD, diret and anomalous/GVMD omponents of the photon areautomatially mixed. For p interations, this means an automati mix-ture of the three lasses 0, 2 and 3 above [Sh93, Sh93a℄, for  onesa mixture of the six lasses 0, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 above [Sh94a℄. Variousrestritions exist for this option, as disussed in setion 8.3.1.= 11 : diret�diret (see note 5); intended for virtual photons.= 12 : diret�VMD (i.e. �rst photon diret, seond VMD); intended for virtualphotons.= 13 : diret�anomalous; intended for virtual photons.= 14 : VMD�diret; intended for virtual photons.= 15 : VMD�VMD; intended for virtual photons.= 16 : VMD�anomalous; intended for virtual photons.= 17 : anomalous�diret; intended for virtual photons.= 18 : anomalous�VDM; intended for virtual photons.= 19 : anomalous�anomalous; intended for virtual photons.= 20 : a mixture of the nine above omponents, 11{19, in the same spirit as =10provides a mixture for real gammas (or a virtual gamma on a hadron).For gamma-hadron, this option oinides with =10.= 21 : diret�diret (see note 5).= 22 : diret�resolved. 174



= 23 : resolved�diret.= 24 : resolved�resolved.= 25 : a mixture of the four above omponents, o�ering a simpler alternativeto =20 in ases where the parton distributions of the photon have notbeen split into VMD and anomalous omponents. For -hadron, onlytwo omponents need be mixed.= 26 : DIS�VMD/p.= 27 : DIS�anomalous.= 28 : VMD/p�DIS.= 29 : anomalous�DIS.= 30 : a mixture of all the 4 (for �p) or 13 (for ��) omponents that areavailable, i.e. (the relevant ones of) 11{19 and 26{29 above; is as =20with the DIS proesses mixed in.Note 1: The MSTP(14) options apply for a photon de�ned by a 'gamma' or'gamma/lepton' beam in the PYINIT all, but not to those photons im-pliitly obtained in a 'lepton' beam with the MSTP(12)=1 option. Thislatter approah to resolved photons is more primitive and is no longerreommended for QCD proesses.Note 2: for real photons our best understanding of how to mix event lasses isprovided by the option 10 above, whih also an be obtained by ombin-ing three (for p) or six (for ) separate runs. In a simpler alternativethe VMD and anomalous lasses are joined into a single resolved lass.Then p physis only requires two separate runs, with 0 and 1, and physis requires three, with 0, 1 and 4.Note 3: most of the new options from 11 onwards are not needed and there-fore not de�ned for ep ollisions. The reommended 'best' value thus isMSTP(14)=30, whih also is the new default value.Note 4: as a onsequene of the appearane of new event lasses, the MINT(122)and MSTI(9) odes are not the same for �� events as for p, �p or ones. Instead the ode is 3(i1 � 1) + i2, where i is 1 for diret, 2 forVMD and 3 for anomalous/GVMD and indies refer to the two inomingphotons. For �p ode 4 is DIS, and for �� odes 10{13 orresponds tothe MSTP(14) odes 26{29. As before, MINT(122) and MSTI(9) are onlyde�ned when several proesses are to be mixed, not when generating oneat a time. Also the MINT(123) ode is modi�ed (not shown here).Note 5: The diret�diret event lass exludes lepton pair prodution when runwith the default MSEL=1 option (or MSEL=2), in order not to onfuseusers. You an obtain lepton pairs as well, e.g. by running with MSEL=0and swithing on the desired proesses by hand.Note 6: For all non-QCD proesses, a photon is assumed unresolved whenMSTP(14)= 10, 20 or 25. In priniple, both the resolved and diretpossibilities ought to be explored, but this mixing is not urrently im-plemented, so piking diret at least will explore one of the two mainalternatives rather than none. Resolved proesses an be aessed by themore primitive mahinery of having a lepton beam and MSTP(12)=1.MSTP(15) : (D=0) possibility to modify the nature of the anomalous photon omponent(as used with the appropriate MSTP(14) options), in partiular with respetto the sale hoies and ut-o�s of hard proesses. These options are mainlyintended for omparative studies and should not normally be touhed. Someof the issues are disussed in [Sh93a℄, while others have only been used forinternal studies and are undoumented.= 0 : none, i.e. the same treatment as for the VMD omponent.= 1 : evaluate the anomalous parton distributions at a sale Q2=PARP(17)2.175



= 2 : as =1, but instead of PARP(17) use either PARP(81)/PARP(15) orPARP(82)/PARP(15), depending on MSTP(82) value.= 3 : evaluate the anomalous parton distribution funtions of the photon asf ;anom(x;Q2; p20)� f ;anom(x;Q2; r2Q2) with r =PARP(17).= 4 : as =3, but instead of PARP(17) use either PARP(81)/PARP(15) orPARP(82)/PARP(15), depending on MSTP(82) value.= 5 : use larger p?min for the anomalous omponent than for the VMD one,but otherwise no di�erene.MSTP(16) : (D=1) hoie of de�nition of the frational momentum taken by a photonradiated o� a lepton. Enters in the ux fator for the photon rate, and therebyin ross setions.= 0 : x, i.e. energy fration in the rest frame of the event.= 1 : y, i.e. light-one fration.MSTP(17) : (D=4) possibility of a extrafator for proesses involving resolved virtualphotons, to approximately take into aount the e�ets of longitudinal pho-tons. Given on the formR = 1 + PARP(165) r(Q2; �2) fL(y;Q2)=fT (y;Q2).Here the 1 represents the basi transverse ontribution, PARP(165) is somearbitrary overall fator, and fL=fT the (known) ratio of longitudinal to trans-verse photon ux fators. The arbitrary funtion r depends on the photonvirtuality Q2 and the hard sale �2 of the proess. See [Fri00℄ for a disussionof the options.= 0 : No ontribution, i.e. r = 0.= 1 : r = 4�2Q2=(�2 +Q2)2.= 2 : r = 4Q2=(�2 +Q2).= 3 : r = 4Q2=(m2� +Q2).= 4 : r = 4m2VQ2=(m2V + Q2)2, where mV is the vetor meson mass for VMDand 2k? for GVMD states. Sine there is no � dependene here (as wellas for =3 and =5) also minimum-bias ross setions are a�eted, where� would be vanishing. Currently the atual vetor meson mass in theVMD ase is replaed by m�, for simpliity.= 5 : r = 4Q2=(m2V +Q2), with mV and omments as above.Note: For a photon given by the 'gamma/lepton' option in the PYINIT all, they spetrum is dynamially generated and y is thus known from event toevent. For a photon beam in the PYINIT all, y is unknown from theonset, and has to be provided by you if any longitudinal fator is to beinluded. So long as these values, in PARP(167) and PARP(168), are attheir default values, 0, it is assumed they have not been set and thus theMSTP(17) and PARP(165) values are inative.MSTP(18) : (D=3) hoie of p?min for diret proesses.= 1 : same as for VMD and GVMD states, i.e. the p?min(W 2) sale. Primarilyintended for real photons.= 2 : p?min is hosen to be PARP(15), i.e. the original old behaviour proposed in[Sh93, Sh93a℄. In that ase, also parton distributions, jet ross setionsand �s values were dampened for small p?, so it may not be easy toobtain full bakwards ompatibility with this option.= 3 : as =1, but if the Q sale of the virtual photon is above the VMD/GVMDp?min(W 2), p?min is hosen equal to Q. This is part of the strategy tomix in DIS proesses at p? below Q, e.g. in MSTP(14)=30.MSTP(19) : (D=4) hoie of partoni ross setion in the DIS proess 99.= 0 : QPM answer 4�2�em=Q2 Pq e2q(xq(x;Q2) + xq(x;Q2)) (with parton dis-tributions frozen below the lowest Q allowed in the parameterization).Note that this answer is divergent for Q2 ! 0 and thus violates gauge176



invariane.= 1 : QPM answer is modi�ed by a fator Q2=(Q2 + m2�) to provide a �niteross setion in the Q2 ! 0 limit. A minimal regularization reipe.= 2 : QPM answer is modi�ed by a fator Q4=(Q2+m2�)2 to provide a vanishingross setion in the Q2 ! 0 limit. Appropriate if one assumes thatthe normal photoprodution desription gives the total ross setion forQ2 = 0, without any DIS ontribution.= 3 : as = 2, but additionally suppression by a parameterized fator f(W 2; Q2)(di�erent for �p and ��) that avoids double-ounting the diret-proess region where p? > Q. Shower evolution for DIS events is thenalso restrited to be at sales below Q, whereas evolution all the way upto W is allowed in the other options above.= 4 : as = 3, but additionally inlude fator 1=(1� x) for onversion from F2to �. This is formally required, but is only relevant for small W 2 andtherefore often negleted.MSTP(20) : (D=3) suppression of resolved (VMD or GVMD) ross setions, introduedto ompensate for an overlap with DIS proesses in the region of intermediateQ2 and rather small W 2.= 0 : no; used as is.> 1 : yes, by a fator (W 2=(W 2 + Q21 + Q22))MSTP(20) (where Q2i = 0 for aninoming hadron).Note: the suppression fator is joined with the dipole suppression stored inVINT(317) and VINT(318).MSTP(21) : (D=1) nature of fermion{fermion satterings simulated in proess 10 by t-hannel exhange.= 0 : all o� (!).= 1 : full mixture of �=Z0 neutral urrent and W� harged urrent.= 2 :  neutral urrent only.= 3 : Z0 neutral urrent only.= 4 : �=Z0 neutral urrent only.= 5 : W� harged urrent only.MSTP(22) : (D=0) speial override of normal Q2 de�nition used for maximum of parton-shower evolution, intended for Deeply Inelasti Sattering in lepton{hadronevents, see setion 10.4.MSTP(23) : (D=1) for Deeply Inelasti Sattering proesses (10 and 83), this optionallows the x and Q2 of the original hard sattering to be retained by the�nal eletron when showers are onsidered (with warnings as below; partlyobsolete).= 0 : no orretion proedure, i.e. x and Q2 of the sattered eletron di�erfrom the originally generated x and Q2.= 1 : post fato orretion, i.e. the hange of eletron momentum, by initialand �nal QCD radiation, primordial k? and beam remnant treatment,is orreted for by a shu�ing of momentum between the eletron andhadron side in the �nal state. Only proess 10 is orreted, while proess83 is not.= 2 : as =1, exept that both proess 10 and 83 are treated. This option isdangerous, espeially for top, sine it may well be impossible to `orret'in proess 83: the standard DIS kinematis de�nitions are based on theassumption of massless quarks. Therefore in�nite loops are not exluded.Note 1: the orretion proedure will fail for a fration of the events, whih arethus rejeted (and new ones generated in their plae). The orretion op-tion is not unambiguous, and should not be taken too seriously. For very177



small Q2 values, the x is not exatly preserved even after this proedure.Note 2: This swith does not a�et the reommended DIS desription obtainedwith a 'gamma/lepton' beam/target in PYINIT, where x and Q2 are al-ways onserved.MSTP(31) : (D=1) parameterization of total, elasti and di�rative ross setions.= 0 : everything is to be set by you yourself in the PYINT7 ommon blok. Forphotoprodution, additionally you need to set VINT(281). Normally youwould set these values one and for all before the PYINIT all, but if yourun with variable energies (see MSTP(171)) you an also set it before eahnew PYEVNT all.= 1 : Donnahie{Landsho� for total ross setion [Don92℄, and Shuler{Sj�ostrand for elasti and di�rative ross setions [Sh94, Sh93a℄.MSTP(32) : (D=8) Q2 de�nition in hard sattering for 2 ! 2 proesses. For resonaneprodution Q2 is always hosen to be ŝ = m2R, where mR is the mass of the res-onane. For gauge boson sattering proesses V V ! V V the W or Z0 squaredmass is used as sale in parton distributions. See PARP(34) for a possibility tomodify the hoie below by a multipliative fator.The newer options 6{10 are spei�ally intended for proesses with inomingvirtual photons. These are ordered from a `minimal' dependene on the virtu-alities to a `maximal' one, based on reasonable kinematis onsiderations. Theold default value MSTP(32)=2 forms the starting point, with no dependeneat all, and the new default is some intermediate hoie. Notation is that P 21and P 22 are the virtualities of the two inoming partiles, p? the transversemomentum of the sattering proess, and m3 and m4 the masses of the twooutgoing partons. For a diret photon, P 2 is the photon virtuality and x = 1.For a resolved photon, P 2 still refers to the photon, rather than the unknownvirtuality of the reating parton in the photon, and x is the momentum frationtaken by this parton.= 1 : Q2 = 2ŝt̂û=(ŝ2 + t̂2 + û2).= 2 : Q2 = (m2?3 +m2?4)=2 = p2? + (m23 +m24)=2.= 3 : Q2 = min(�t̂;�û).= 4 : Q2 = ŝ.= 5 : Q2 = �t̂.= 6 : Q2 = (1 + x1P 21 =ŝ+ x2P 22 =ŝ)(p2? +m23=2 +m24=2).= 7 : Q2 = (1 + P 21 =ŝ+ P 22 =ŝ)(p2? +m23=2 +m24=2).= 8 : Q2 = p2? + (P 21 + P 22 +m23 +m24)=2.= 9 : Q2 = p2? + P 21 + P 22 +m23 +m24.= 10 : Q2 = s (the full energy-squared of the proess).Note: options 6 and 7 are motivated by assuming that one wants a sale thatinterpolates between t̂ for small t̂ and û for small û, suh as Q2 = �t̂û=(t̂+û). When kinematis for the 2 ! 2 proess is onstruted as if aninoming photon is massless when it is not, it gives rise to a mismathfator 1+P 2=ŝ (negleting the other masses) in thisQ2 de�nition, whih isthen what is used in option 7 (with the neglet of some small ross-termswhen both photons are virtual). When a virtual photon is resolved, thevirtuality of the inoming parton an be anything from xP 2 and upwards.So option 6 uses the smallest kinematially possible value, while 7 is morerepresentative of the typial sale. Option 8 and 9 are more handwavingextensions of the default option, with 9 speially onstruted to ensurethat the Q2 sale is always bigger than P 2.MSTP(33) : (D=0) inlusion of K fators in hard ross setions for parton{parton inter-ations (i.e. for inoming quarks and gluons).= 0 : none, i.e. K = 1. 178



= 1 : a ommon K fator is used, as stored in PARP(31).= 2 : separate fators are used for ordinary (PARP(31)) and olour annihilationgraphs (PARP(32)).= 3 : A K fator is introdued by a shift in the �s Q2 argument, �s =�s(PARP(33)Q2).MSTP(34) : (D=1) use of interferene term in matrix elements for QCD proesses, seesetion 8.2.1.= 0 : exluded (i.e. string-inspired matrix elements).= 1 : inluded (i.e. onventional QCD matrix elements).Note: for the option MSTP(34)=1, i.e. interferene terms inluded, these termsare divided between the di�erent possible olour on�gurations aordingto the pole struture of the (string-inspired) matrix elements for thedi�erent olour on�gurations.MSTP(35) : (D=0) threshold behaviour for heavy-avour prodution, i.e. ISUB = 81, 82,84, 85, and also for Z and Z0 deays. The non-standard options are mainlyintended for top, but an be used, with less theoretial reliability, also forharm and bottom (for Z and Z0 only top and heavier avours are a�eted).The threshold fators are given in eqs. (137) and (138).= 0 : na��ve lowest-order matrix-element behaviour.= 1 : enhanement or suppression lose to threshold, aording to the olourstruture of the proess. The �s value appearing in the threshold fator(whih is not the same as the �s of the lowest-order 2 ! 2 proess) istaken to be �xed at the value given in PARP(35). The threshold fatorused in an event is stored in PARI(81).= 2 : as =1, but the �s value appearing in the threshold fator is taken tobe running, with argument Q2 = mQq(m̂� 2mQ)2 + �2Q. Here mQ isthe nominal heavy-quark mass, �Q is the width of the heavy-quark-massdistribution, and m̂ is the invariant mass of the heavy-quark pair. The�Q value has to be stored by you in PARP(36). The regularization of �sat low Q2 is given by MSTP(36).MSTP(36) : (D=2) regularization of �s in the limit Q2 ! 0 for the threshold fator ob-tainable in the MSTP(35)=2 option; see MSTU(115) for a list of the possibilities.MSTP(37) : (D=1) inlusion of running quark masses in Higgs prodution (qq ! h0)and deay (h0 ! qq) ouplings, obtained by alls to the PYMRUN funtion.Also inluded for harged Higgs and tehnipion prodution and deay.= 0 : not inluded, i.e. �xed quark masses are used aording to the values inthe PMAS array.= 1 : inluded, with running starting from the value given in the PMAS array, ata Q0 sale of PARP(37) times the quark mass itself, up to a Q sale givenby the Higgs mass. This option only works when �s is allowed to run(so one an de�ne a � value). Therefore it is only applied if additionallyMSTP(2)� 1.MSTP(38) : (D=5) handling of quark loop masses in the box graphs gg !  and gg !g, and in the Higgs prodution loop graphs qq ! gh0, qg ! qh0 and gg !gh0, and their equivalents with H0 or A0 instead of h0.= 0 : for gg !  and gg ! g the program will for eah avour automat-ially hoose the massless approximation for light quarks and the fullmassive formulae for heavy quarks, with a dividing line between lightand heavy quarks that depends on the atual ŝ sale. For Higgs produ-tion, all quark loop ontributions are inluded with the proper masses.This option is then orret only in the Standard Model Higgs senario,and should not be used e.g. in the MSSM.�1 : for gg !  and gg ! g the program will use the massless approxima-179



tion throughout, assuming the presene of MSTP(38) e�etively masslessquark speies (however, at most 8). Normally one would use =5 for theinlusion of all quarks up to bottom, and =6 to inlude top as well. ForHiggs prodution, the approximate expressions derived in the mt ! 1limit are used, resaled to math the orret gg ! h0=H0=A0 ross se-tions. This proedure should work, approximately, also for non-standardHiggs partiles.Warning: for =0, numerial instabilities may arise in gg !  and gg ! g forsattering at small angles. You are therefore reommended in this aseto set CKIN(27) and CKIN(28) so as to exlude the range of satteringangles that is not of interest anyway. Numerial problems may also ourfor Higgs prodution with =0, and additionally the lengthy expressionsmake the ode error-prone.MSTP(39) : (D=2) hoie of Q2 sale for parton distributions and initial state partonshowers in proesses gg ! QQh or qq ! QQh.= 1 : m2Q.= 2 : max(m2?Q; m2?Q) = m2Q + max(p2?Q; p2?Q).= 3 : m2h, where mh is the atual Higgs mass of the event, utuating from oneevent to the next.= 4 : ŝ = (ph + pQ + pQ)2.= 5 : m2h, where mh is the nominal, �xed Higgs mass.MSTP(40) : (D=0) option for Coulomb orretion in proess 25, W+W� pair prodution,see [Kho96℄. The value of the Coulomb orretion fator for eah event is storedin VINT(95).= 0 : `no Coulomb'. Is the often-used referene point.= 1 : `unstable Coulomb', gives the orret �rst-order expression valid in thenon-relativisti limit. Is the reasonable option to use as a `best bet'desription of LEP 2 physis.= 2 : `seond-order Coulomb' gives the orret seond-order expression validin the non-relativisti limit. In priniple this is even better than =1, butthe di�erenes are negligible and omputer time does go up beause ofthe need for a numerial integration in the weight fator.= 3 : `dampened Coulomb', where the unstable Coulomb expression has beenmodi�ed by a (1 � �)2 fator in front of the artan term. This is in-tended as an alternative to =1 within the band of our unertainty in therelativisti limit.= 4 : `stable Coulomb', i.e. e�ets are alulated as if the W's were stable. Isinorret, and mainly intended for omparison purposes.Note : Unfortunately the W's at LEP 2 are not in the non-relativisti limit,so the separation of Coulomb e�ets from other radiative orretions isnot gauge invariant. The options above should therefore be viewed asindiative only, not as the ultimate answer.MSTP(41) : (D=2) master swith for all resonane deays (Z0, W�, t, h0, Z00, W0�, H0,A0, H�, LQ, R0, d�, u�, . . . ).= 0 : all o�.= 1 : all on.= 2 : on or o� depending on their individual MDCY values.Note: also for MSTP(41)=1 it is possible to swith o� the deays of spei�resonanes by using the MDCY(KC,1) swithes in Pythia. However, sinethe MDCY values are overwritten in the PYINIT all when MSTP(41)=1 (or0), individual resonanes should then be swithed o� after the PYINITall. 180



Warning: for top, leptoquark and other olour-arrying resonanes it is danger-ous to swith o� deays if one later on intends to let them deay (withPYEXEC); see setion 8.6.4.MSTP(42) : (D=1) mass treatment in 2 ! 2 proesses, where the �nal-state resonaneshave �nite width (see PARP(41)). (Does not apply for the prodution of a singles-hannel resonane, where the mass appears expliitly in the ross setion ofthe proess, and thus is always seleted with width.)= 0 : partiles are put on the mass shell.= 1 : mass generated aording to a Breit{Wigner.MSTP(43) : (D=3) treatment of Z0=� interferene in matrix elements. So far imple-mented in subproesses 1, 15, 19, 22, 30 and 35; in other proesses what isalled a Z0 is really a Z0 only, without the � piee.= 1 : only � inluded.= 2 : only Z0 inluded.= 3 : omplete Z0=� struture (with interferene) inluded.MSTP(44) : (D=7) treatment of Z00=Z0=� interferene in matrix elements.= 1 : only � inluded.= 2 : only Z0 inluded.= 3 : only Z00 inluded.= 4 : only Z0=� (with interferene) inluded.= 5 : only Z00=� (with interferene) inluded.= 6 : only Z00=Z0 (with interferene) inluded.= 7 : omplete Z00=Z0=� struture (with interferene) inluded.MSTP(45) : (D=3) treatment of WW ! WW struture (ISUB = 77).= 1 : only W+W+ ! W+W+ and W�W� ! W�W� inluded.= 2 : only W+W� ! W+W� inluded.= 3 : all harge ombinations WW ! WW inluded.MSTP(46) : (D=1) treatment of V V ! V 0V 0 strutures (ISUB = 71{77), where V repre-sents a longitudinal gauge boson.= 0 : only s-hannel Higgs exhange inluded (where existing). With this op-tion, subproesses 71{72 and 76{77 will essentially be equivalent to sub-proesses 5 and 8, respetively, with the proper deay hannels (i.e. onlyZ0Z0 or W+W�) set via MDME. The desription obtained for subproesses5 and 8 in this ase is more sophistiated, however; see setion 8.5.2.= 1 : all graphs ontributing to V V ! V 0V 0 proesses are inluded.= 2 : only graphs not involving Higgs exhange (either in s, t or u hannel) areinluded; this option then gives the na��ve behaviour one would expet ifno Higgs exists, inluding unphysial unitarity violations at high energies.= 3 : the strongly interating Higgs-like model of Dobado, Herrero and Ter-ron [Dob91℄ with Pad�e unitarization. Note that to use this option itis neessary to set the Higgs mass to a large number like 20 TeV (i.e.PMAS(25,1)=20000). The parameter � is stored in PARP(44), but shouldnot have to be hanged.= 4 : as =3, but with K-matrix unitarization [Dob91℄.= 5 : the strongly interating QCD-like model of Dobado, Herrero and Terron[Dob91℄ with Pad�e unitarization. The parameter � is stored in PARP(44),but should not have to be hanged. The e�etive tehni-� mass in thismodel is stored in PARP(45); by default it is 2054 GeV, whih is theexpeted value for three tehniolors, based on saling up the ordinary �mass appropriately.= 6 : as =5, but with K-matrix unitarization [Dob91℄. While PARP(45) still isa parameter of the model, this type of unitarization does not give rise toa resonane at a mass of PARP(45).181



MSTP(47) : (D=1) (C) angular orientation of deay produts of resonanes (Z0, W�, t,h0, Z00, W0�, et.), either when produed singly or in pairs (also from an h0deay), or in ombination with a single quark, gluon or photon.= 0 : independent deay of eah resonane, isotropi in .m. frame of the res-onane.= 1 : orrelated deay angular distributions aording to proper matrix ele-ments, to the extent these are implemented.MSTP(48) : (D=0) (C) swith for the treatment of �=Z0 deay for proess 1 in e+e�events.= 0 : normal mahinery.= 1 : if the deay of the Z0 is to either of the �ve lighter quarks, d, u, s,  or b,the speial treatment of Z0 deay is aessed, inluding matrix elementoptions, aording to setion 6.1.This option is based on the mahinery of the PYEEVT and assoiated rou-tines when it omes to the desription of QCD multijet struture and theangular orientation of jets, but relies on the normal PYEVNT mahinery foreverything else: ross setion alulation, initial state photon radiation,avour omposition of deays (i.e. information on hannels allowed), et.The initial state has to be e+e�; forward-bakward asymmetries wouldnot ome out right for quark-annihilation prodution of the �=Z0 andtherefore the mahinery defaults to the standard one in suh ases.You an set the behaviour for the MSTP(48) option using the normalmatrix element related swithes. This espeially means MSTJ(101) forthe seletion of �rst- or seond-order matrix elements (=1 and =2, respe-tively). Further seletivity is obtained with the swithes and parametersMSTJ(102) (for the angular orientation part only), MSTJ(103) (exept theprodution threshold fator part), MSTJ(106), MSTJ(108) - MSTJ(111),PARJ(121), PARJ(122), and PARJ(125) - PARJ(129). Informationan be read from MSTJ(120), MSTJ(121), PARJ(150), PARJ(152) -PARJ(156), PARJ(168), PARJ(169), PARJ(171).The other e+e� swithes and parameters should not be touhed. In mostases they are simply not aessed, sine the related part is handled bythe PYEVNT mahinery instead. In other ases they ould give inor-ret or misleading results. Beam polarization as set by PARJ(131) -PARJ(134), for instane, is only inluded for the angular orientation, butis missing for the ross setion information. PARJ(123) and PARJ(124)for the Z0 mass and width are set in the PYINIT all based on the inputmass and alulated widths.The ross setion alulation is una�eted by the matrix element ma-hinery. Thus also for negative MSTJ(101) values, where only spei� jetmultipliities are generated, the PYSTAT ross setion is the full one.MSTP(49) : (D=1) assumed variation of the Higgs width to boson pairs, as a funtion ofthe atual mass m̂ = pŝ and the nominal mass mh. The swith applies bothto h0, H0, A0 and H� deays.= 0 : the width is proportional to m̂3; thus the high-mass tail of the Breit-Wigner is enhaned.= 1 : the width is proportional to m2hm̂. For a �xed Higgs mass mh this meansa width variation aross the Breit-Wigner more in aord with otherresonanes (suh as the Z0). This alternative gives more emphasis tothe low-mass tail, where the parton distributions are peaked (for hadronolliders). This option is favoured by resummation studies [Sey95a℄.Note 1: the partial width of a Higgs to a fermion pair is always taken to beproportional to the atual Higgs mass m̂, irrespetively of MSTP(49).182



Note 2: this swith does not a�et proesses 71{77, where a �xed Higgs width isused in order to ontrol anellation of divergenes.MSTP(50) : (D=0) Swith to allow or not longitudinally polarized inoming beams, withthe two polarizations stored in PARJ(131) and PARJ(132), respetively. Mostross setion expressions with polarization redue to the unpolarized behaviourfor the default PARJ(131)=PARJ(132)=0, and then this swith is not imple-mented. Currently it is only used in proess 25, ff ! W+W�, for reasonsexplained in subsetion 8.8.= 0 : no polarization e�ets, no matter what PARJ(131) and PARJ(132) valuesare set.= 1 : inlude polarization information in the ross setion of the proess andfor angular orrelations.MSTP(51) : (D=7) hoie of proton parton-distribution set; see also MSTP(52).= 1 : CTEQ 3L (leading order).= 2 : CTEQ 3M (MS).= 3 : CTEQ 3D (DIS).= 4 : GRV 94L (leading order).= 5 : GRV 94M (MS).= 6 : GRV 94D (DIS).= 7 : CTEQ 5L (leading order).= 8 : CTEQ 5M1 (MS; slightly update version of CTEQ 5M).= 11 : GRV 92L (leading order).= 12 : EHLQ set 1 (leading order; 1986 updated version).= 13 : EHLQ set 2 (leading order; 1986 updated version).= 14 : Duke{Owens set 1 (leading order).= 15 : Duke{Owens set 2 (leading order).= 16 : simple ansatz with all parton distributions of the form =x, with  someonstant; intended for internal debug use only.Note 1: distributions 11{15 are obsolete and should not be used for urrentphysis studies. They are only implemented to have some sets in ommonbetween Pythia 5 and 6, for ross-heks.Note 2: sine all parameterizations have some region of appliability, the par-ton distributions are assumed frozen below the lowest Q2 overed bythe parameterizations. In some ases, evolution is also frozed above themaximum Q2.MSTP(52) : (D=1) hoie of proton parton-distribution-funtion library.= 1 : the internal Pythia one, with parton distributions aording to theMSTP(51) above.= 2 : the Pdflib one [Plo93℄, with the Pdflib (version 4) NGROUP and NSETnumbers to be given as MSTP(51) = 1000�NGROUP + NSET.Note: to make use of option 2, it is neessary to link Pdflib. Additionally,on most omputers, the three dummy routines PDFSET, STRUCTM and(for virtual photons) STRUCTP at the end of the Pythia �le should beremoved or ommented out.Warning: For external parton distribution libraries, Pythia does not hekwhether MSTP(51) orresponds to a valid ode, or if speial x and Q2 re-stritions exist for a given set, suh that razy values ould be returned.This puts an extra responsibility on you.MSTP(53) : (D=3) hoie of pion parton-distribution set; see also MSTP(54).= 1 : Owens set 1.= 2 : Owens set 2.= 3 : GRV LO (updated version).MSTP(54) : (D=1) hoie of pion parton-distribution-funtion library.183



= 1 : the internal Pythia one, with parton distributions aording to theMSTP(53) above.= 2 : the Pdflib one [Plo93℄, with the Pdflib (version 4) NGROUP and NSETnumbers to be given as MSTP(53) = 1000�NGROUP + NSET.Note: to make use of option 2, it is neessary to link Pdflib. Additionally,on most omputers, the three dummy routines PDFSET, STRUCTM andSTRUCTP at the end of the Pythia �le should be removed or ommentedout.Warning: For external parton distribution libraries, Pythia does not hekwhether MSTP(53) orresponds to a valid ode, or if speial x and Q2 re-stritions exist for a given set, suh that razy values ould be returned.This puts an extra responsibility on you.MSTP(55) : (D=5) hoie of the parton-distribution set of the photon; see also MSTP(56)and MSTP(60).= 1 : Drees{Grassie.= 5 : SaS 1D (in DIS sheme, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV).= 6 : SaS 1M (in ms sheme, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV).= 7 : SaS 2D (in DIS sheme, with Q0 = 2 GeV).= 8 : SaS 2M (in ms sheme, with Q0 = 2 GeV).= 9 : SaS 1D (in DIS sheme, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV).= 10 : SaS 1M (in ms sheme, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV).= 11 : SaS 2D (in DIS sheme, with Q0 = 2 GeV).= 12 : SaS 2M (in ms sheme, with Q0 = 2 GeV).Note 1: sets 5{8 use the parton distributions of the respetive set, and nothingelse. These are appropriate for most appliations, e.g. jet prodution inp and  ollisions. Sets 9{12 instead are appropriate for � proesses,i.e. DIS sattering on a photon, as measured in F 2 . Here the anomalousontribution for  and b quarks are handled by the Bethe-Heitler for-mulae, and the diret term is arti�ially lumped with the anomalousone, so that the event simulation more losely agrees with what willbe experimentally observed in these proesses. The agreement with theF 2 parameterization is still not perfet, e.g. in the treatment of heavyavours lose to threshold.Note 2: Sets 5{12 ontain both VMD piees and anomalous piees, separatelyparameterized. Therefore the respetive piee is automatially alled,whatever MSTP(14) value is used to selet only a part of the allowedphoton interations. For other sets (set 1 above or Pdflib sets), usuallythere is no orresponding subdivision. Then an option like MSTP(14)=2(VMD part of photon only) is based on a resaling of the pion distribu-tions, while MSTP(14)=3 gives the SaS anomalous parameterization.Note 3: Formally speaking, the k0 (or p0) ut-o� in PARP(15) need not be set inany relation to the Q0 ut-o� sales used by the various parameteriza-tions. Indeed, due to the familiar sale hoie ambiguity problem, thereould well be some o�set between the two. However, unless you knowwhat you are doing, it is reommended that you let the two agree, i.e.set PARP(15)=0.6 for the SaS 1 sets and =2. for the SaS 2 sets.MSTP(56) : (D=1) hoie of photon parton-distribution-funtion library.= 1 : the internal Pythia one, with parton distributions aording to theMSTP(55) above.= 2 : the Pdflib one [Plo93℄, with the Pdflib (version 4) NGROUP and NSETnumbers to be given as MSTP(55) = 1000�NGROUP + NSET. When theVMD and anomalous parts of the photon are split, like for MSTP(14)=10,it is neessary to speify pion set to be used for the VMD omponent, in184



MSTP(53) and MSTP(54), while MSTP(55) here is irrelevant.= 3 : when the parton distributions of the anomalous photon are requested,the homogeneous solution is provided, evolved from a starting valuePARP(15) to the requested Q sale. The homogeneous solution is nor-malized so that the net momentum is unity, i.e. any fators of �em=2�and harge have been left out. The avour of the original q is given inMSTP(55) (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 for d, u, s,  or b); the value 0 gives a mixtureaording to squared harge, with the exeption that  and b are onlyallowed above the respetive mass threshold (Q > mq). The four-avour� value is assumed given in PARP(1); it is automatially realulated for3 or 5 avours at thresholds. This option is not intended for standardevent generation, but is useful for some theoretial studies.Note: to make use of option 2, it is neessary to link Pdflib. Additionally,on most omputers, the three dummy routines PDFSET, STRUCTM andSTRUCTP at the end of the Pythia �le should be removed or ommentedout.Warning: For external parton-distribution libraries, Pythia does not hekwhether MSTP(55) orresponds to a valid ode, or if speial x and Q2 re-stritions exist for a given set, suh that razy values ould be returned.This puts an extra responsibility on you.MSTP(57) : (D=1) hoie of Q2 dependene in parton-distribution funtions.= 0 : parton distributions are evaluated at nominal lower ut-o� value Q20, i.e.are made Q2-independent.= 1 : the parameterized Q2 dependene is used.= 2 : the parameterized parton-distribution behaviour is kept at large Q2 andx, but modi�ed at small Q2 and/or x, so that parton distributions vanishin the limit Q2 ! 0 and have a theoretially motivated small-x shape[Sh93a℄. This option is only valid for the p and n. It is obsolete withinthe urrent 'gamma/lepton' framework.= 3 : as =2, exept that also the �� is modi�ed in a orresponding manner. AVMD photon is not mapped to a pion, but is treated with the same pho-ton parton distributions as for other MSTP(57) values, but with properlymodi�ed behaviour for small x or Q2. This option is obsolete within theurrent 'gamma/lepton' framework.MSTP(58) : (D=min(5, 2�MSTP(1))) maximum number of quark avours used in partondistributions, and thus also for initial-state spae-like showers. If some distri-butions (notably t) are absent in the parameterization seleted in MSTP(51),these are obviously automatially exluded.MSTP(59) : (D=1) hoie of eletron-inside-eletron parton distribution.= 1 : the reommended standard for LEP 1, next-to-leading exponentiated, see[Kle89℄, p. 34.= 2 : the reommended `�' sheme for LEP 2, also next-to-leading exponenti-ated, see [Bee96℄, p. 130.MSTP(60) : (D=7) extension of the SaS real-photon distributions to o�-shell photons,espeially for the anomalous omponent. See [Sh96℄ for an explanation ofthe options. The starting point is the expression in eq. (48), whih requiresa numerial integration of the anomalous omponent, however, and thereforeis not onvenient. Approximately, the dipole damping fator an be removedand ompensated by a suitably shifted lower integration limit, whereafter theintegral simpli�es. Di�erent `goodness' riteria for the hoie of the shiftedlower limit is represented by the options 2{7 below.= 1 : dipole dampening by integration; very time-onsuming.= 2 : P 20 = max(Q20; P 2). 185



= 3 : P 020 = Q20 + P 2.= 4 : Pe� that preserves momentum sum.= 5 : Pint that preserves momentum and average evolution range.= 6 : Pe� , mathed to P0 in P 2 ! Q2 limit.= 7 : Pint, mathed to P0 in P 2 ! Q2 limit.MSTP(61) : (D=1) (C) master swith for initial-state QCD and QED radiation.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.MSTP(62) - MSTP(69) : (C) further swithes for initial-state radiation, see setion 10.4.MSTP(71) : (D=1) (C) master swith for �nal-state QCD and QED radiation.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.Note: additional swithes (e.g. for onventional/oherent showers) are availablein MSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) and PARJ(80) - PARJ(90), see setion 10.4.MSTP(81) : (D=1) master swith for multiple interations.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.MSTP(82) - MSTP(86) : further swithes for multiple interations, see setion 11.4.MSTP(91) - MSTP(94) : swithes for beam remnant treatment, see setion 11.4.MSTP(101) : (D=3) (C) struture of di�rative system.= 1 : forward moving diquark + interating quark.= 2 : forward moving diquark + quark joined via interating gluon (`hairpin'on�guration).= 3 : a mixture of the two options above, with a fration PARP(101) of theformer type.MSTP(102) : (D=1) (C) deay of a �0 meson produed by `elasti' sattering of an inom-ing , as in p ! �0p, or the same with the hadron di�ratively exited.= 0 : the �0 is allowed to deay isotropially, like any other �0.= 1 : the deay �0 ! �+�� is done with an angular distribution proportionalto sin2 � in its rest frame, where the z axis is given by the diretion ofmotion of the �0. The �0 deay is then done as part of the hard proess,i.e. also when MSTP(111)=0.MSTP(110) : (D=0) swith to allow some or all resonane widths to be modi�ed by thefator PARP(110). This is not intended for serious physis studies. The mainappliation is rather to generate events with an arti�ially narrow resonanewidth in order to study the detetor-related smearing e�ets on the mass res-olution.> 0 : resale the partiular resonane with KF = MSTP(110). If the resonanehas an antipartile, this one is a�eted as well.= -1 : resale all resonanes, exept t, t, Z0 and W�.= -2 : resale all resonanes.Warning: Only resonanes with a width evaluated by PYWIDT are a�eted, andpreferentially then those with MWID value 1 or 3. For other resonanesthe appearane of e�ets or not depends on how the ross setions havebeen implemented. So it is important to hek that indeed the massdistribution is a�eted as expeted. Also beware that, if a sequentialdeay hain is involved, the saling may beome more ompliated. Fur-thermore, depending on implementational details, a ross setion may ormay not sale with PARP(110) (quite apart from di�erenes related tothe onvolution with parton distributions et.). All in all, it is then anoption to be used only with open eyes, and for very spei� appliations.MSTP(111) : (D=1) (C) master swith for fragmentation and deay, as obtained with aPYEXEC all. 186



= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.= -1 : only hoose kinematial variables for hard sattering, i.e. no jets are de-�ned. This is useful, for instane, to alulate ross setions (by MonteCarlo integration) without wanting to simulate events; information ob-tained with PYSTAT(1) will be orret.MSTP(112) : (D=1) (C) uts on partoni events; only a�ets an exeedingly tiny frationof events. Normally this onerns what happens in the PYPREP routine, if aolour singlet subsystem has a very small invariant mass and attempts toollapse it to a single partile fail, see setion 12.4.1.= 0 : no uts (an be used only with independent fragmentation, at least inpriniple).= 1 : string uts (as normally required for fragmentation).MSTP(113) : (D=1) (C) realulation of energies of partons from their momenta andmasses, to be done immediately before and after fragmentation, to partly om-pensate for some numerial problems appearing at high energies.= 0 : not performed.= 1 : performed.MSTP(115) : (D=0) (C) hoie of olour rearrangement senario for proess 25, W+W�pair prodution, when both W's deay hadronially. (Also works for proess22, Z0Z0 prodution, exept when the Z's are allowed to utuate to very smallmasses.) See setion 12.4.2 for details.= 0 : no reonnetion.= 1 : senario I, reonnetion inspired by a type I superondutor, with thereonnetion probability related to the overlap volume in spae and timebetween the W+ and W� strings. Related parameters are found inPARP(115) - PARP(119), with PARP(117) of speial interest.= 2 : senario II, reonnetion inspired by a type II superondutor, with re-onnetion possible when two string ores ross. Related parameter inPARP(115).= 3 : senario II', as model II but with the additional requirement that a re-onnetion will only our if the total string length is redued by it.= 5 : the GH senario, where the reonnetion an our that redues the totalstring length (� measure) most. PARP(120) gives the fration of suhevent where a reonnetion is atually made; sine almost all events ouldallow a reonnetion that would redue the string length, PARP(120) isalmost the same as the reonnetion probability.= 11 : the intermediate senario, where a reonnetion is made at the `origin' ofevents, based on the subdivision of all radiation of a qq system as omingeither from the q or the q. PARP(120) gives the assumed probability thata reonnetion will our. A somewhat simpleminded model, but notquite unrealisti.= 12 : the instantaneous senario, where a reonnetion is allowed to our be-fore the parton showers, and showering is performed inside the reon-neted systems with maximum virtuality set by the mass of the reon-neted systems. PARP(120) gives the assumed probability that a reon-netion will our. Is ompletely unrealisti, but useful as an extremeexample with very large e�ets.MSTP(121) : (D=0) alulation of kinematis seletion oeÆients and di�erential rosssetion maxima for inluded (by you or default) subproesses.= 0 : not known; to be alulated at initialization.= 1 : not known; to be alulated at initialization; however, the maximumvalue then obtained is to be multiplied by PARP(121) (this may be useful187



if a violation fator has been observed in a previous run of the same kind).= 2 : known; kinematis seletion oeÆients stored by you in COEF(ISUB,J)(J = 1{20) in ommon blok PYINT2 and maximum of the orrespondingdi�erential ross setion times Jaobians in XSEC(ISUB,1) in ommonblok PYINT5. This is to be done for eah inluded subproess ISUBbefore initialization, with the sum of all XSEC(ISUB,1) values, exept forISUB = 95, stored in XSEC(0,1).MSTP(122) : (D=1) initialization and di�erential ross setion maximization print-out.Also, less importantly, level of information on where in phase spae a rosssetion maximum has been violated during the run.= 0 : none.= 1 : short message at initialization; only when an error (i.e. not a warning) isgenerated during the run.= 2 : detailed message, inluding full maximization., at initialization; alwaysduring run.MSTP(123) : (D=2) reation to violation of maximum di�erential ross setion or to o-urene of negative di�erential ross setions (exept when allowed for externalproesses, i.e. when IDWTUP < 0).= 0 : stop generation, print message.= 1 : ontinue generation, print message for eah subsequently larger violation.= 2 : as =1, but also inrease value of maximum.MSTP(124) : (D=1) (C) frame for presentation of event.= 1 : as spei�ed in PYINIT.= 2 : .m. frame of inoming partiles.= 3 : hadroni .m. frame for DIS events, with warnings as given for PYFRAM.MSTP(125) : (D=1) (C) doumentation of partoni proess, see setion 5.3.2 for de-tails.= 0 : only list ultimate string/partile on�guration.= 1 : additionally list short summary of the hard proess.= 2 : list omplete doumentation of intermediate steps of parton-shower evo-lution.MSTP(126) : (D=100) number of lines at the beginning of event reord that are reservedfor event-history information; see setion 5.3.2. This value should never beredued, but may be inreased at a later date if more ompliated proessesare inluded.MSTP(127) : (D=0) possibility to ontinue run even if none of the requested proesseshave non-vanishing ross setions.= 0 : no, the run will be stopped in the PYINIT all.= 1 : yes, the PYINIT exeution will �nish normally, but with the agMSTI(53)=1 set to signal the problem. If nevertheless PYEVNT is alledafter this, the run will be stopped, sine no events an be generated. Ifinstead a new PYINIT all is made, with hanged onditions (e.g. mod-i�ed supersymmetry parameters in a SUSY run), it may now beomepossible to initialize normally and generate events.MSTP(128) : (D=0) storing of opy of resonane deay produts in the doumentationsetion of the event reord, and mother pointer (K(I,3)) relation of the atualresonane deay produts (stored in the main setion of the event reord) tothe doumentation opy.= 0 : produts are stored also in the doumentation setion, and eah produtstored in the main setion points bak to the orresponding entry in thedoumentation setion.= 1 : produts are stored also in the doumentation setion, but the produtsstored in the main setion point bak to the deaying resonane opy in188



the main setion.= 2 : produts are not stored in the doumentation setion; the produts storedin the main setion point bak to the deaying resonane opy in the mainsetion.MSTP(129) : (D=10) for the maximization of 2 ! 3 proesses (ISET(ISUB)=5) eahphase-spae point in � , y and � 0 is tested MSTP(129) times in the other dimen-sions (at randomly seleted points) to determine the e�etive maximum in the(� , y, � 0) point.MSTP(131) : (D=0) master swith for pile-up events, i.e. several independent hadron{hadron interations generated in the same bunh{bunh rossing, with theevents following one after the other in the event reord. See subsetion 11.3for details.= 0 : o�, i.e. only one event is generated at a time.= 1 : on, i.e. several events are allowed in the same event reord. Informationon the proesses generated may be found in MSTI(41) - MSTI(50).MSTP(132) - MSTP(134) : further swithes for pile-up events, see setion 11.4.MSTP(141) : (D=0) alling of PYKCUT in the event-generation hain, for inlusion ofuser-spei�ed uts.= 0 : not alled.= 1 : alled.MSTP(142) : (D=0) alling of PYEVWT in the event-generation hain, either to giveweighted events or to modify standard ross setions. See PYEVWT desriptionin setion 9.1 for further details.= 0 : not alled.= 1 : alled; the distribution of events among subproesses and in kinematisvariables is modi�ed by the fator WTXS, set by you in the PYEVWT all,but events ome with a ompensating weight PARI(10)=1./WTXS, suhthat total ross setions are unhanged.= 2 : alled; the ross setion itself is modi�ed by the fator WTXS, set by youin the PYEVWT all.MSTP(151) : (D=0) introdue smeared position of primary vertex of events.= 0 : no, i.e. the primary vertex of eah event is at the origin.= 1 : yes, with Gaussian distributions separately in x, y, z and t. The re-spetive widths of the Gaussians have to be given in PARP(151) -PARP(154). Also pile-up events obtain separate primary verties. Noprovisions are made for more ompliated beam-spot shapes, e.g. with aspread in z that varies as a funtion of t. Note that a large beam spotombined with some of the MSTJ(22) options may lead to many partilesnot being allowed to deay at all.MSTP(171) : (D=0) possibility of variable energies from one event to the next. Forfurther details see setion 9.8.= 0 : no; i.e. the energy is �xed at the initialization all.= 1 : yes; i.e. a new energy has to be given for eah new event.Warning: Variable energies annot be used in onjuntion with the internalgeneration of a virtual photon ux obtained by a PYINIT all with'gamma/lepton' argument. The reason is that a variable-energy ma-hinery is now used internally for the -hadron or  subsystem, withsome information saved at initialization for the full energy.MSTP(172) : (D=2) options for generation of events with variable energies, appliablewhen MSTP(171)=1.= 1 : an event is generated at the requested energy, i.e. internally a loop isperformed over possible event on�gurations until one is aepted. If therequested .m. energy of an event is below PARP(2) the run is aborted.189



Cross-setion information an not be trusted with this option, sine itdepends on how you deided to pik the requested energies.= 2 : only one event on�guration is tried. If that is aepted, the event isgenerated in full. If not, no event is generated, and the status odeMSTI(61)=1 is returned. You are then expeted to give a new energy,looping until an aeptable event is found. No event is generated if therequested .m. energy is below PARP(2), instead MSTI(61)=1 is set tosignal the failure. In priniple, ross setions should ome out orretlywith this option.MSTP(173) : (D=0) possibility for you to give in an event weight to ompensate for abiased hoie of beam spetrum.= 0 : no, i.e. event weight is unity.= 1 : yes; weight to be given for eah event in PARP(173), with maximumweight given at initialization in PARP(174).MSTP(181) : (R) Pythia version number.MSTP(182) : (R) Pythia subversion number.MSTP(183) : (R) last year of hange for Pythia.MSTP(184) : (R) last month of hange for Pythia.MSTP(185) : (R) last day of hange for Pythia.PARP(1) : (D=0.25 GeV) nominal �QCD used in running �s for hard sattering (seeMSTP(3)).PARP(2) : (D=10. GeV) lowest .m. energy for the event as a whole that the programwill aept to simulate.PARP(13) : (D=1. GeV2) Q2max sale, to be set by you for de�ning maximum saleallowed for photoprodution when using the option MSTP(13)=2.PARP(14) : (D=0.01) in the numerial integration of quark and gluon parton distribu-tions inside an eletron, the suessive halvings of evaluation-point spaing isinterrupted when two values agree in relative size, jnew�oldj/(new+old), tobetter than PARP(14). There are hardwired lower and upper limits of 2 and 8halvings, respetively.PARP(15) : (D=0.5 GeV) lower ut-o� p0 used to de�ne minimum transverse momentumin branhings  ! qq in the anomalous event lass of p interations, i.e. setsthe dividing line between the VMD and GVMD event lasses.PARP(16) : (D=1.) the anomalous parton-distribution funtions of the photon are takento have the harm and bottom avour thresholds at virtuality PARP(16)�m2q.PARP(17) : (D=1.) resaling fator used for the Q argument of the anomalous partondistributions of the photon, see MSTP(15).PARP(18) : (D=0.4 GeV) sale k�, suh that the ross setions of a GVMD state of salek? is suppressed by a fator k2�=k2? relative to those of a VMD state. Shouldbe of order m�=2, with some �netuning to �t data.PARP(31) : (D=1.5) ommon K fator multiplying the di�erential ross setion for hardparton{parton proesses when MSTP(33)=1 or 2, with the exeption of olourannihilation graphs in the latter ase.PARP(32) : (D=2.0) speial K fator multiplying the di�erential ross setion in hardolour annihilation graphs, inluding resonane prodution, when MSTP(33)=2.PARP(33) : (D=0.075) this fator is used to multiply the ordinary Q2 sale in �s at thehard interation for MSTP(33)=3. The e�etive K fator thus obtained is inaordane with the results in [Ell86℄, modulo the danger of doubleountingbeause of parton-shower orretions to jet rates.PARP(34) : (D=1.) the Q2 sale de�ned by MSTP(32) is multiplied by PARP(34) whenit is used as argument for parton distributions and �s at the hard interation.It does not a�et �s when MSTP(33)=3, nor does it hange the Q2 argument190



of parton showers.PARP(35) : (D=0.20) �x �s value that is used in the heavy-avour threshold fator whenMSTP(35)=1.PARP(36) : (D=0. GeV) the width �Q for the heavy avour studied in proesses ISUB= 81 or 82; to be used for the threshold fator when MSTP(35)=2.PARP(37) : (D=2.) for MSTP(37)=1 this regulates the point at whih the refereneon-shell quark mass in Higgs and tehniolor ouplings is assumed de�nedin PYMRUN alls; spei�ally the running quark mass is assumed to oinidewith the �x one at an energy sale PARP(37) times the �x quark mass, i.e.mrunning(PARP(37)�m�x) = m�x. See disussion at eq. 90 on ambiguity ofPARP(37) hoie.PARP(38) : (D=0.70 GeV3) the squared wave funtion at the origin, jR(0)j2, of the J= wave funtion. Used for proesses 86 and 106{108. See ref. [Glo88℄.PARP(39) : (D=0.006 GeV3) the squared derivative of the wave funtion at the origin,jR0(0)j2=m2, of the � wave funtions. Used for proesses 87{89 and 104{105.See ref. [Glo88℄.PARP(41) : (D=0.020 GeV) in the proess of generating mass for resonanes, and op-tionally to fore that mass to be in a given range, only resonanes with a totalwidth in exess of PARP(41) are generated aording to a Breit{Wigner shape(if allowed by MSTP(42)), while narrower resonanes are put on the mass shell.PARP(42) : (D=2. GeV) minimum mass of resonanes assumed to be allowed whenevaluating total width of h0 to Z0Z0 or W+W� for ases when the h0 is so lightthat (at least) one Z=W is fored to be o� the mass shell. Also generally usedas safety hek on minimum mass of resonane. Note that some CKIN valuesmay provide additional onstraints.PARP(43) : (D=0.10) preision parameter used in numerial integration of width for ahannel with at least one daughter o� the mass shell.PARP(44) : (D=1000.) the � parameter of the strongly interating Z=W model ofDobado, Herrero and Terron [Dob91℄.PARP(45) : (D=2054. GeV) the e�etive tehni-� mass parameter of the strongly inter-ating model of Dobado, Herrero and Terron [Dob91℄; see MSTP(46)=5. Onphysial grounds it should not be hosen smaller than about 1 TeV or largerthan about the default value.PARP(46) : (D=123. GeV) the F� deay onstant that appears inversely quadratiallyin all tehni-� partial deay widths [Ei84, App92℄.PARP(47) : (D=246. GeV) vauum expetation value v used in the DHT senario[Dob91℄ to de�ne the width of the tehni-�; this width is inversely propor-tional v2.PARP(48) : (D=50.) the Breit-Wigner fator in the ross setion is set to vanish formasses that deviate from the nominal one by more than PARP(48) times thenominal resonane width (i.e. the width evaluated at the nominal mass). Isused in most proesses with a single s-hannel resonane, but there are someexeptions, notably �=Z0 and W�. The reason for this option is that theonventional Breit-Wigner desription is at times not really valid far awayfrom the resonane position, e.g. beause of interferene with other graphsthat should then be inluded. The wings of the Breit-Wigner an therefore beremoved.PARP(50) : (D=0.054) dimensionless oupling, whih enters quadratially in all partialwidths of the exited graviton G� resonane, is �mG� = p2x1k=MPl, wherex1 � 3:83 is the �rst zero of the J1 Bessel funtion and MPl is the modi�edPlank mass sale [Ran99, Bij01℄.PARP(61) - PARP(65) : (C) parameters for initial-state radiation, see setion 10.4.PARP(71) - PARP(72) : (C) parameter for �nal-state radiation, see setion 10.4.191



PARP(81) - PARP(90) : parameters for multiple interations, see setion 11.4.PARP(91) - PARP(100) : parameters for beam remnant treatment, see setion 11.4.PARP(101) : (D=0.50) fration of di�rative systems in whih a quark is assumed kikedout by the pomeron rather than a gluon; appliable for option MSTP(101)=3.PARP(102) : (D=0.28 GeV) the mass spetrum of di�rative states (in single and doubledi�rative sattering) is assumed to start PARP(102) above the mass of thepartile that is di�ratively exited. In this onnetion, an inoming  istaken to have the seleted VMD meson mass, i.e. m�, m!, m� or mJ= .PARP(103) : (D=1.0 GeV) if the mass of a di�rative state is less than PARP(103) abovethe mass of the partile that is di�ratively exited, the state is fored todeay isotropially into a two-body hannel. In this onnetion, an inoming is taken to have the seleted VMD meson mass, i.e. m�, m!, m� or mJ= .If the mass is higher than this threshold, the standard string fragmentationmahinery is used. The fored two-body deay is always arried out, also whenMSTP(111)=0.PARP(104) : (D=0.8 GeV) minimum energy above threshold for whih hadron{hadrontotal, elasti and di�rative ross setions are de�ned. Below this energy, analternative desription in terms of spei� few-body hannels would have beenrequired, and this is not modelled in Pythia.PARP(110) : (D=1.) a resaling fator for resonane widths, applied when MSTP(110 isswithed on.PARP(111) : (D=2. GeV) used to de�ne the minimum invariant mass of the remnanthadroni system (i.e. when interating partons have been taken away), togetherwith original hadron masses and extra parton masses. For a hadron or resolvedphoton beam, this also implies a further ontraint that the x of an interatingparton be below 1� 2� PARP(111)=Em.PARP(115) : (D=1.5 fm) (C) the average fragmentation time of a string, giving theexponential suppression that a reonnetion annot our if strings deayedbefore rossing. Is impliitly �xed by the string onstant and the fragmentationfuntion parameters, and so a signi�ant hange is not reommended.PARP(116) : (D=0.5 fm) (C) width of the type I string, giving the radius of the Gaussiandistribution in x and y separately.PARP(117) : (D=0.6) (C) kI, the main free parameter in the reonnetion probabilityfor senario I; the probability is given by PARP(117) times the overlap volume,up to saturation e�ets.PARP(118), PARP(119) : (D=2.5,2.0) (C) fr and ft, respetively, used in the MonteCarlo sampling of the phase spae volume in senario I. There is no real reasonto hange these numbers.PARP(120) : (D=1.0) (D) (C) fration of events in the GH, intermediate and instanta-neous senarios where a reonnetion is allowed to our. For the GH one afurther suppression of the reonnetion rate ours from the requirement ofredued string length in a reonnetion.PARP(121) : (D=1.) the maxima obtained at initial maximization are multiplied by thisfator if MSTP(121)=1; typially PARP(121) would be given as the produt ofthe violation fators observed (i.e. the ratio of �nal maximum value to initialmaximum value) for the given proess(es).PARP(122) : (D=0.4) fration of total probability that is shared demoratially betweenthe COEF oeÆients open for the given variable, with the remaining frationdistributed aording to the optimization results of PYMAXI.PARP(131) : parameter for pile-up events, see setion 11.4.PARP(137) : (D=200.000 GeV) MV , vetor mass parameter for tehnivetor deays totransverse gauge bosons and tehnipions.PARP(138) : (D=200.000 GeV) MA, axial mass parameter for tehnivetor deays to192



transverse gauge bosons and tehnipions.PARP(139) : (D=0.33300) sin�0, where �0 is the mixing angle between the �00t interationand mass eigenstates.PARP(140) : (D=0.05000) isospin violating �0t=!0t mixing amplitude.PARP(141) : (D= 0.33333) sin�, where � is the mixing angle between tehnipion inter-ation and mass eigenstates.PARP(142) : (D=82.0000 GeV) FT , the tehnipion deay onstant.PARP(143) : (D= 1.3333) QU , harge of up-type tehnifermion; the down-type teh-nifermion has a harge QD = QU � 1.PARP(144) : (D= 4.0000) NTC , number of tehniolors; �xes the relative values of gemand get.PARP(145) : (D= 1.0000) C, oeÆient of the tehnipion deays to harm; appearssquared in the deay rate.PARP(146) : (D= 1.0000) Cb, oeÆient of the tehnipion deays to bottom; appearssquared in the deay rate.PARP(147) : (D= 0.0182) Ct, oeÆient of the tehnipion deays to top, estimated tobe mb=mt; appears squared in the deay rate.PARP(148) : (D= 1.0000) C� , oeÆient of the tehnipion deays to � ; appears squaredin the deay rate.PARP(149) : (D=0.00000) C�, oeÆient of tehnipion deays to gg.PARP(150) : (D=1.33333) C�0, oeÆient of �00t deays to gg.PARP(151) - PARP(154) : (D=4*0.) (C) regulate the assumed beam-spot size. ForMSTP(151)=1 the x, y, z and t oordinates of the primary vertex of eah eventare seleted aording to four independent Gaussians. The widths of theseGaussians are given by the four parameters, where the �rst three are in unitsof mm and the fourth in mm/.PARP(155) : (D=0.3651480) parameter in the senario with oloured tehnihadrons de-sribed in subsetion 8.6.7 and swithed on with MSTP(5)=5. The sign ofPARP(155) is used to �x one of two models. For PARP(155)> 0, the ouplingof the V8 to light quarks is suppressed by PARP(155)2 whereas the oupling toheavy (b and t) quarks is enhaned by 1/PARP(155)2. For PARP(155)< 0, theouplings to quarks is universal, and given by 1/PARP(155)2.PARP(156) : (D=200 GeV) mass parameter in the senario with oloured tehnihadronsdesribed in subsetion 8.6.7 and swithed on with MSTP(5)=5. It sets thesale for the deay of tehnirhos into tehnipions, thereby a�eting the widthof the resonanes.PARP(161) - PARP(164) : (D=2.20, 23.6, 18.4, 11.5) ouplings f 2V =4� of the photon tothe �0, !, � and J= vetor mesons.PARP(165) : (D=0.5) a simple multipliative fator applied to the ross setion for thetransverse resolved photons to take into aount the e�ets of longitudinalresolved photons, see MSTP(17). No preferred value, but typially one ould usePARP(165)=1 as main ontrast to the no-e�et =0, with the default arbitrarilyhosen in the middle.PARP(167), PARP(168) : (D=2*0) the longitudinal energy fration y of an inomingphoton, side 1 or 2, used in the R expression given for MSTP(17) to evalu-ate fL(y;Q2)=fT (y;Q2). Need not be supplied when a photon spetrum isgenerated inside a lepton beam, but only when a photon is diretly given asargument in the PYINIT all.PARP(171) : to be set, event-by-event, when variable energies are allowed, i.e. whenMSTP(171)=1. If PYINIT is alled with FRAME='CMS' (='FIXT'), PARP(171)multiplies the .m. energy (beam energy) used at initialization. For the options'3MOM', '4MOM' and '5MOM', PARP(171) is dummy, sine there the momentaare set in the P array. It is also dummy for the 'USER' option, where the hoie193



of variable energies is beyond the ontrol of Pythia.PARP(173) : event weight to be given by you when MSTP(173)=1.PARP(174) : (D=1.) maximum event weight that will be enountered in PARP(173)during the ourse of a run with MSTP(173)=1; to be used to optimize theeÆieny of the event generation. It is always allowed to use a larger boundthan the true one, but with a orresponding loss in eÆieny.PARP(181) - PARP(189) : (D = 0.1, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.1, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.3) Yukawaouplings of leptons to H++, assumed same for H++L and H++R . Is a symmetri3� 3 array, where PARP(177+3*i+j) gives the oupling to a lepton pair withgeneration indies i and j. Thus the default matrix is dominated by thediagonal elements and espeially by the �� one.PARP(190) : (D=0.64) gL = e= sin �W .PARP(191) : (D=0.64) gR, assumed same as gL.PARP(192) : (D=5 GeV) vL vauum expetation value of the left-triplet. The orre-sponding vR is assumed given by vR = p2MWR=gR and is not stored expliitly.9.4 Further CouplingsIn this setion we ollet information on the two routines for running �s and �em, andon other ouplings of standard and non-standard partiles found in the PYDAT1 ommonblok. Although originally begun for appliations within the traditional partile setor,this setion has rapidly expanded towards the non-standard aspets, and is thus more ofinterest for appliations to spei� proesses. It ould therefore equally well have beenput somewhere else in this manual. Several other ouplings indeed appear in the PARParray in the PYPARS ommon blok, see setion 9.3, and the hoie between the two haslargely been ditated by availability of spae.ALEM = PYALEM(Q2)Purpose: to alulate the running eletromagneti oupling onstant �em. Expressionsused are desribed in ref. [Kle89℄. See MSTU(101), PARU(101), PARU(103) andPARU(104).Q2 : the momentum transfer sale Q2 at whih to evaluate �em.ALPS = PYALPS(Q2)Purpose: to alulate the running strong oupling onstant �s, e.g. in matrix elementsand resonane deay widths. (The funtion is not used in parton showers,however, where formulae rather are written in terms of the relevant � values.)The �rst- and seond-order expressions are given by eqs. (27) and (32). SeeMSTU(111) - MSTU(118) and PARU(111) - PARU(118) for options.Q2 : the momentum transfer sale Q2 at whih to evaluate �s.PM = PYMRUN(KF,Q2)Purpose: to give running masses of d, u, s, , b and t quarks aording to eq. 90. Forall other partiles, the PYMASS funtion is alled by PYMRUN to give the normalmass. Suh running masses appear e.g. in ouplings of fermions to Higgs andtehnipion states.KF : avour ode.Q2 : the momentum transfer sale Q2 at whih to evaluate �s.194



Note: The nominal values, valid at a referene saleQ2ref = max((PARP(37)mnominal)2; 4�2),are stored in PARF(91)-PARF(96).COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters whih regulate theperformane of the program as a whole. Here only those related to ouplingsare desribed; the main desription is found in setion 14.3.MSTU(101) : (D=1) proedure for �em evaluation in the PYALEM funtion.= 0 : �em is taken �xed at the value PARU(101).= 1 : �em is running with the Q2 sale, taking into aount orretions fromfermion loops (e, �, � , d, u, s, , b).= 2 : �em is �xed, but with separate values at low and high Q2. For Q2 be-low (above) PARU(104) the value PARU(101) (PARU(103)) is used. Theformer value is then intended for real photon emission, the latter foreletroweak physis, e.g. of the W=Z gauge bosons.MSTU(111) : (I, D=1) order of �s evaluation in the PYALPS funtion. Is overwritten inPYEEVT, PYONIA or PYINIT alls with the value desired for the proess understudy.= 0 : �s is �xed at the value PARU(111). As extra safety, � =PARU(117) is setin PYALPS so that the �rst-order running �s agrees with the desired �xed�s for the Q2 value used.= 1 : �rst-order running �s is used.= 2 : seond-order running �s is used.MSTU(112) : (D=5) the nominal number of avours assumed in the �s expression, withrespet to whih � is de�ned.MSTU(113) : (D=3) minimum number of avours that may be assumed in �s expression,see MSTU(112).MSTU(114) : (D=5) maximum number of avours that may be assumed in �s expression,see MSTU(112).MSTU(115) : (D=0) treatment of �s singularity for Q2 ! 0 in PYALPS alls. (Relevante.g. for QCD 2 ! 2 matrix elements in the p? ! 0 limit, but not for showers,where PYALPS is not alled.)= 0 : allow it to diverge like 1= ln(Q2=�2).= 1 : soften the divergene to 1= ln(1 +Q2=�2).= 2 : freeze Q2 evolution below PARU(114), i.e. the e�etive argument ismax(Q2;PARU(114)).MSTU(118) : (I) number of avours nf found and used in latest PYALPS all.PARU(101) : (D=0.00729735=1/137.04) �em, the eletromagneti �ne struture onstantat vanishing momentum transfer.PARU(102) : (D=0.232) sin2�W , the weak mixing angle of the standard eletroweakmodel.PARU(103) : (D=0.007764=1/128.8) typial �em in eletroweak proesses; used forQ2 >PARU(104) in the option MSTU(101)=2 of PYALEM. Although it an teh-nially be used also at rather small Q2, this �em value is mainly intended forhigh Q2, primarily Z0 and W� physis.PARU(104) : (D=1 GeV2) dividing line between `low' and `high' Q2 values in the optionMSTU(101)=2 of PYALEM.PARU(105) : (D=1.16639E-5 GeV�2) GF, the Fermi onstant of weak interations.PARU(108) : (I) the �em value obtained in the latest all to the PYALEM funtion.195



PARU(111) : (D=0.20) �x �s value assumed in PYALPS when MSTU(111)=0 (and also inparton showers when �s is assumed �x there).PARU(112) : (I, D=0.25 GeV) � used in running �s expression in PYALPS. LikeMSTU(111), this value is overwritten by the alling physis routines, and istherefore purely nominal.PARU(113) : (D=1.) the avour thresholds, for the e�etive number of avours nf touse in the �s expression, are assumed to sit at Q2 =PARU(113)�m2q, where mqis the quark mass. May be overwritten from the alling physis routine.PARU(114) : (D=4 GeV2) Q2 value below whih the �s value is assumed onstant forMSTU(115)=2.PARU(115) : (D=10.) maximum �s value that PYALPS will ever return; is used as a lastresort to avoid singularities.PARU(117) : (I) � value (assoiated with MSTU(118) e�etive avours) obtained in latestPYALPS all.PARU(118) : (I) �s value obtained in latest PYALPS all.PARU(121) - PARU(130) : ouplings of a new Z00; for fermion default values are givenby the Standard Model Z0 values, assuming sin2�W = 0:23. Sine a genera-tion dependene is now allowed for the Z00 ouplings to fermions, the vari-ables PARU(121) - PARU(128) only refer to the �rst generation, with theseond generation in PARJ(180) - PARJ(187) and the third in PARJ(188)- PARJ(195) following exatly the same pattern. Note that e.g. the Z00 widthontains squared ouplings, and thus depends quadratially on the values be-low.PARU(121), PARU(122) : (D=-0.693,-1.) vetor and axial ouplings of down typequarks to Z00.PARU(123), PARU(124) : (D=0.387,1.) vetor and axial ouplings of up typequarks to Z00.PARU(125), PARU(126) : (D=-0.08,-1.) vetor and axial ouplings of leptons toZ00.PARU(127), PARU(128) : (D=1.,1.) vetor and axial ouplings of neutrinos to Z00.PARU(129) : (D=1.) the oupling Z 00 ! W+W� is taken to be PARU(129)�(theStandard Model Z0 ! W+W� oupling)�(mW=mZ0)2. This gives aZ00 ! W+W� partial width that inreases proportionately to the Z00mass.PARU(130) : (D=0.) in the deay hain Z00 ! W+W� ! 4 fermions, the angulardistribution in the W deays is supposed to be a mixture, with fration1-PARU(130) orresponding to the same angular distribution between thefour �nal fermions as in Z0 ! W+W� (mixture of transverse and lon-gitudinal W's), and fration PARU(130) orresponding to h0 ! W+W�the same way (longitudinal W's).PARU(131) - PARU(136) : ouplings of a new W0�; for fermions default values are givenby the Standard Model W� values (i.e. V � A). Note that e.g. the W0�width ontains squared ouplings, and thus depends quadratially on the valuesbelow.PARU(131), PARU(132) : (D=1.,-1.) vetor and axial ouplings of a quark{antiquark pair to W0�; is further multiplied by the ordinary CKM fators.PARU(133), PARU(134) : (D=1.,-1.) vetor and axial ouplings of a lepton-neutrino pair to W0�.PARU(135) : (D=1.) the oupling W0� ! Z0W� is taken to be PARU(135)�(theStandard Model W� ! Z0W� oupling)�(mW=mW 0)2. This gives aW0� ! Z0W� partial width that inreases proportionately to the W0mass.PARU(136) : (D=0.) in the deay hain W0� ! Z0W� ! 4 fermions, the angular196



distribution in the W=Z deays is supposed to be a mixture, with fration1-PARU(136) orresponding to the same angular distribution betweenthe four �nal fermions as in W� ! Z0W� (mixture of transverse andlongitudinal W=Z's), and fration PARU(136) orresponding to H� !Z0W� the same way (longitudinal W=Z's).PARU(141) : (D=5.) tan� parameter of a two Higgs doublet senario, i.e. the ratioof vauum expetation values. This a�ets mass relations and ouplings inthe Higgs setor. If the Supersymmetry simulation is swithed on, IMSS(5)nonvanishing, PARU(141) will be overwritten by RMSS(5) at initialization, soit is the latter varaible that should be set.PARU(142) : (D=1.) the Z0 ! H+H� oupling is taken to be PARU(142)�(the MSSMZ0 ! H+H� oupling).PARU(143) : (D=1.) the Z00 ! H+H� oupling is taken to be PARU(143)�(the MSSMZ0 ! H+H� oupling).PARU(145) : (D=1.) quadratially multipliative fator in the Z00 ! Z0h0 partial widthin left{right-symmetri models, expeted to be unity (see [Co91℄).PARU(146) : (D=1.) sin(2�) parameter, enters quadratially as multipliative fator inthe W0� ! W�h0 partial width in left{right-symmetri models (see [Co91℄).PARU(151) : (D=1.) multipliative fator in the LQ ! q` squared Yukawa oupling,and thereby in the LQ partial width and the q`! LQ and other ross setions.Spei�ally, �2=(4�) =PARU(151)��em, i.e. it orresponds to the k fator of[Hew88℄.PARU(153) : (D=0.) anomalous magneti moment of the W� in proess 20; � = �� 1,where � = 0 (� = 1) is the Standard Model value.PARU(155) : (D=1000. GeV) ompositeness sale �.PARU(156) : (D=1.) sign of interferene term between standard ross setion and om-posite term (� parameter); should be �1.PARU(157) - PARU(159) : (D=3*1.) strength of SU(2), U(1) and SU(3) ouplings,respetively, in an exited fermion senario; f. f , f 0 and fs of [Bau90℄.PARU(161) - PARU(168) : (D=5*1.,3*0.) multipliative fators that an be used tomodify the default ouplings of the h0 partile in Pythia. Note that the fa-tors enter quadratially in the partial widths. The default values orrespondto the ouplings given in the minimal one-Higgs-doublet Standard Model, andare therefore not realisti in a two-Higgs-doublet senario. The default val-ues should be hanged appropriately by you. Also the last two default valuesshould be hanged; for these the expressions of the minimal supersymmetriStandard Model (MSSM) are given to show parameter normalization. Alter-natively, the Susy mahinery an generate all the ouplings for IMSS(1), seeMSTP(4).PARU(161) : h0 oupling to down type quarks.PARU(162) : h0 oupling to up type quarks.PARU(163) : h0 oupling to leptons.PARU(164) : h0 oupling to Z0.PARU(165) : h0 oupling to W�.PARU(168) : h0 oupling to H� in  ! h0 loops, in MSSM sin(� � �) +os(2�) sin(� + �)=(2 os2�W ).PARU(171) - PARU(178) : (D=7*1.,0.) multipliative fators that an be used to mod-ify the default ouplings of the H0 partile in Pythia. Note that the fatorsenter quadratially in partial widths. The default values for PARU(171) -PARU(175) orrespond to the ouplings given to h0 in the minimal one-Higgs-doublet Standard Model, and are therefore not realisti in a two-Higgs-doubletsenario. The default values should be hanged appropriately by you. Alsothe last two default values should be hanged; for these the expressions of the197



minimal supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) are given to show param-eter normalization. Alternatively, the Susy mahinery an generate all theouplings for IMSS(1), see MSTP(4).PARU(171) : H0 oupling to down type quarks.PARU(172) : H0 oupling to up type quarks.PARU(173) : H0 oupling to leptons.PARU(174) : H0 oupling to Z0.PARU(175) : H0 oupling to W�.PARU(176) : H0 oupling to h0h0, in MSSM os(2�) os(�+�)�2 sin(2�) sin(�+�).PARU(177) : H0 oupling to A0A0, in MSSM os(2�) os(� + �).PARU(178) : H0 oupling to H� in  ! H0 loops, in MSSM os(� � �) �os(2�) os(� + �)=(2 os2�W ).PARU(181) - PARU(190) : (D=3*1.,2*0.,2*1.,3*0.) multipliative fators that an beused to modify the default ouplings of the A0 partile in Pythia. Notethat the fators enter quadratially in partial widths. The default values forPARU(181) - PARU(183) orrespond to the ouplings given to h0 in the min-imal one-Higgs-doublet Standard Model, and are therefore not realisti in atwo-Higgs-doublet senario. The default values should be hanged appropri-ately by you. PARU(184) and PARU(185) should be vanishing at the tree level,in the absene of CP violating phases in the Higgs setor, and are so set; nor-malization of these ouplings agrees with what is used for h0 and H0. Alsothe other default values should be hanged; for these the expressions of theMinimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) are given to show param-eter normalization. Alternatively, the Susy mahinery an generate all theouplings for IMSS(1), see MSTP(4).PARU(181) : A0 oupling to down type quarks.PARU(182) : A0 oupling to up type quarks.PARU(183) : A0 oupling to leptons.PARU(184) : A0 oupling to Z0.PARU(185) : A0 oupling to W�.PARU(186) : A0 oupling to Z0h0 (or Z� to A0h0), in MSSM os(� � �).PARU(187) : A0 oupling to Z0H0 (or Z� to A0H0), in MSSM sin(� � �).PARU(188) : As PARU(186), but oupling to Z00 rather than Z0.PARU(189) : As PARU(187), but oupling to Z00 rather than Z0.PARU(190) : A0 oupling to H� in  ! A0 loops, 0 in MSSM.PARU(191) - PARU(195) : (D=4*0.,1.) multipliative fators that an be used to mod-ify the ouplings of the H� partile in Pythia. Currently only PARU(195) isin use. See above for related omments.PARU(195) : H� oupling to W�h0 (or W�� to h�h0), in MSSM os(� � �).PARJ(180) - PARJ(187) : ouplings of the seond generation fermions to the Z 00, fol-lowing the same pattern and with the same default values as the �rst one inPARU(121) - PARU(128).PARJ(188) - PARJ(195) : ouplings of the third generation fermions to the Z 00, fol-lowing the same pattern and with the same default values as the �rst one inPARU(121) - PARU(128).9.5 Supersymmetry Common Bloks and RoutinesThe parameters available to the Susy user are stored in the ommon blok PYMSSM. Ingeneral, options are set by the IMSS array, while real valued parameters are set by RMSS.The entries IMSS(0) and RMSS(0) are not used, but are available for ompatibility withthe C programming language. 198



COMMON/PYMSSM/IMSS(0:99),RMSS(0:99)Purpose: to give aess to parameters that allow the simulation of the MSSM.IMSS(1) : (D=0) level of MSSM simulation.= 0 : No MSSM simulation.= 1 : A general MSSM simulation. The parameters of the model are set bythe array RMSS.= 2 : An approximate SUGRA simulation using the analyti formulae of[Dre95℄ to redue the number of free parameters. In this ase, only�ve input parameters are used. RMSS(1) is the ommon gaugino massm1=2, RMSS(8) is the ommon salar mass m0, RMSS(4) �xes the sign ofthe higgsino mass �, RMSS(16) is the ommon trilinear oupling A, andRMSS(5) is tan � = v2=v1.IMSS(2) : (D=0) treatment of U(1), SU(2), and SU(3) gaugino mass parame-ters.= 0 : The gaugino parameters M1;M2 and M3 are set by RMSS(1), RMSS(2),and RMSS(3), i.e. there is no fored relation between them.= 1 : The gaugino parameters are �xed by the relation (3=5)M1=�1 =M2=�2 = M3=�3 = X and the parameter RMSS(1). If IMSS(1)=2, thenRMSS(1) is treated as the ommon gaugino mass m1=2 and RMSS(20) isthe GUT sale oupling onstant �GUT , so that X = m1=2=�GUT .= 2 : M1 is set by RMSS(1), M2 by RMSS(2) and M3 = M2�3=�2. In suh asenario, the U(1) gaugino mass behaves anomalously.IMSS(3) : (D=0) treatment of the gluino mass parameter.= 0 : The gluino mass parameter M3 is used to alulate the gluino pole masswith the formulae of [Kol96℄. The e�ets of squark loops an signi�antlyshift the mass.= 1 : M3 is the gluino pole mass. The e�ets of squark loops are assumed tohave been inluded in this value.IMSS(4) : (D=1) treatment of the Higgs setor.= 0 : The Higgs setor is determined by the approximate formulae of [Car95℄and the pseudosalar mass MA set by RMSS(19).= 1 : The Higgs setor is determined by the exat formulae of [Car95℄ and thepseudosalar mass MA set by RMSS(19). The pole mass for MA is notthe same as the input parameter.= 2 : The Higgs setor is �xed by the mixing angle � set by RMSS(18) and themass values PMAS(I,1), where I=25,35,36, and 37.IMSS(5) : (D=0) allows you to set the ~t, ~b and ~� masses and mixing by hand.= 0 : no, the program alulates itself.= 1 : yes, alulate from given input. The parameters RMSS(26) - RMSS(28)speify the mixing angle (in radians) for the sbottom, stop, and stau.The parameters RMSS(10) - RMSS(14) speify the two stop masses, theone sbottom mass (the other being �xed by the other parameters) andthe two stau masses. Note that the masses RMSS(10), RMSS(11) andRMSS(13) orrespond to the left-left entries of the diagonalized matries,while RMSS(12) and RMSS(14) orrespond to the right-right entries. Notethat these entries need not be ordered in mass.IMSS(7) : (D=0) treatment of the salar masses in an extension of SUGRA models. Thepresene of additional U(1) symmetries at high energy sales an modify theboundary onditions for the salar masses at the uni�ation sale.= 0 : No additional D{terms are inluded. In SUGRA models, all salars havethe mass m0 at the uni�ation sale.199



= 1 : RMSS(23) - RMSS(25) are the values of DX ; DY and DS at the uni�-ation sale in the model of [Mar94℄. The boundary onditions for thesalar masses are shifted based on their quantum numbers under theadditional U(1) symmetries.IMSS(8) : (D=1) treatment of the ~� mass eigenstates.= 0 : The ~� mass eigenstates are alulated using the parametersRMSS(13,14,17).= 1 : The ~� mass eigenstates are idential to the interation eigenstates, sothey are treated identially to ~e and ~� .IMSS(9) : (D=0) treatment of the right handed squark mass eigenstates for the �rst twogenerations.= 0 : The ~qR masses are �xed by RMSS(9). ~dR and ~uR are idential exept forEletroweak D{term ontributions.= 1 : The masses of ~dR and ~uR are �xed by RMSS(9) and RMSS(22) respetively.IMSS(10) : (D=0) allowed deays for ~�2.= 0 : The seond lightest neutralino ~�2 deays with a branhing ratio alu-lated from the MSSM parameters.= 1 : ~�2 is fored to deay only to ~�1, regardless of the atual branhing ratio.This an be used for detailed studies of this partiular �nal state.IMSS(11) : (D=0) hoie of the lightest superpartner (LSP).= 0 : ~�1 is the LSP.= 1 : ~�1 is the next to lightest superparter (NLSP) and the gravitino is theLSP. The ~�1 deay length is alulated from the gravitino mass set byRMSS(21) and the ~�1 mass and mixing.IMSS(51) : (D=0) Lepton number violation on/o� (LLE type ouplings).= 0 : All LLE ouplings o�. LLE deay hannels o�.= 1 : All LLE ouplings set to ommon value given by 10-RMSS(51).= 2 : LLE ouplings set to generation-hierarhial `natural' values with om-mon normalization RMSS(51) (see setion 8.7.2).= 3 : All LLE ouplings set to zero, but LLE deay hannels not swithedo�. Non-zero ouplings should be entered individually into the arrayRVLAM(I,J,K).IMSS(52) : (D=0) Lepton number violation on/o� (LQD type ouplings).= 0 : All LQD ouplings o�. LQD deay hannels o�.= 1 : All LQD ouplings set to ommon value given by 10-RMSS(52).= 2 : LQD ouplings set to generation-hierarhial `natural' values with om-mon normalization RMSS(52) (see setion 8.7.2).= 3 : All LQD ouplings set to zero, but LQD deay hannels not swithedo�. Non-zero ouplings should be entered individually into the arrayRVLAMP(I,J,K).IMSS(53) : Reserved for baryon number violation.RMSS(1) : (D=80. GeV) If IMSS(1)=1 M1, then U(1) gaugino mass. If IMSS(1)=2,then the ommon gaugino mass m1=2.RMSS(2) : (D=160. GeV) M2, the SU(2) gaugino mass.RMSS(3) : (D=500. GeV) M3, the SU(3) (gluino) mass parameter.RMSS(4) : (D=800. GeV) �, the higgsino mass parameter. If IMSS(1)=2, only the signof � is used.RMSS(5) : (D=2.) tan �, the ratio of Higgs expetation values.RMSS(6) : (D=250. GeV) Left slepton mass M~̀L . The sneutrino mass is �xed by a sumrule.RMSS(7) : (D=200. GeV) Right slepton mass M~̀R .RMSS(8) : (D=800. GeV) Left squark mass M~qL . If IMSS(1)=2, the ommon salar200



mass m0.RMSS(9) : (D=700. GeV) Right squark mass M~qR . M~dR when IMSS(9)=1.RMSS(10) : (D=800. GeV) Left squark mass for the third generation M~qL . WhenIMSS(5)=1, it is instead the ~t2 mass, and M~qL is a derived quantity.RMSS(11) : (D=700. GeV) Right sbottom mass M~bR . When IMSS(5)=1, it is insteadthe ~b1 mass.RMSS(12) : (D=500. GeV) Right stop mass M~tR If negative, then it is assumed thatM2~tR < 0. When IMSS(5)=1, it is instead the ~t1 mass.RMSS(13) : (D=250. GeV) Left stau mass M~�L .RMSS(14) : (D=200. GeV) Right stau mass M~�R .RMSS(15) : (D=800. GeV) Bottom trilinear oupling Ab. When IMSS(5)=1, it is aderived quantity.RMSS(16) : (D=400. GeV) Top trilinear oupling At. If IMSS(1)=2, the ommon trilin-ear oupling A. When IMSS(5)=1, it is a derived quantity.RMSS(17) : (D=0.) Tau trilinear oupling A� . When IMSS(5)=1, it is a derived quantity.RMSS(18) : (D=0.1) Higgs mixing angle �. This is only used when all of the Higgsparameters are set by you, i.e IMSS(4)=2.RMSS(19) : (D=850. GeV) Pseudosalar Higgs mass parameter MA.RMSS(20) : (D=0.041) GUT sale oupling onstant �GUT.RMSS(21) : (D=1.0 eV) The gravitino mass. Note nononventional hoie of units forthis partiular mass.RMSS(22) : (D=800. GeV) ~uR mass when IMSS(9)=1.RMSS(23) : (D=104 GeV2) DX ontribution to salar masses when IMSS(7)=1.RMSS(24) : (D=104 GeV2) DY ontribution to salar masses when IMSS(7)=1.RMSS(25) : (D=104 GeV2) DS ontribution to salar masses when IMSS(7)=1.RMSS(26) : (D=0.0 radians) when IMSS(5)=1 it is the sbottom mixing angle.RMSS(27) : (D=0.0 radians) when IMSS(5)=1 it is the stop mixing angle.RMSS(28) : (D=0.0 radians) when IMSS(5)=1 it is the stau mixing angle.RMSS(29) : (D=2:4� 1018 GeV) The Plank mass, used for alulating deays to lightgravitinos.RMSS(30) - RMSS(33) : (D=0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0) omplex phases for the mass parametersin RMSS(1) - RMSS(4), where the latter represent the moduli of the massparameters for the ase of nonvanishing phases.RMSS(40), RMSS(41) : used for temporary storage of the orretions �mt and �mb,respetively, in the alulation of Higgs properties.RMSS(51) : (D=0.0) when IMSS(51)=1 it is the negative logarithm of the ommon valuefor all lepton number violating � ouplings (LLE). When IMSS(51)=2 it is theonstant of proportionality for generation-hierarhial � ouplings. See setion8.7.2.RMSS(52) : (D=0.0) when IMSS(52)=1 it is the negative logarithm of the ommon valuefor all lepton number violating � ouplings (LQD). When IMSS(52)=2 it isthe onstant of proportionality for generation-hierarhial �0 ouplings. Seesetion 8.7.2.RMSS(53) : (D=0.0) Reserved for baryon number violation.COMMON/PYSSMT/ZMIX(4,4),UMIX(2,2),VMIX(2,2),SMZ(4),SMW(2),&SFMIX(16,4),ZMIXI(4,4),UMIXI(2,2),VMIXI(2,2)Purpose: to provide information on the neutralino, hargino, and sfermion mixing pa-rameters. The variables should not be hanged by you.ZMIX(4,4) : the real part of the neutralino mixing matrix in the Bino{neutral Wino{Up201



higgsino{Down higgsino basis.UMIX(2,2) : the real part of the hargino mixing matrix in the harged Wino{hargedhiggsino basis.VMIX(2,2) : the real part of the harged onjugate hargino mixing matrix in the wino{harged higgsino basis.SMZ(4) : the signed masses of the neutralinos.SMW(2) : the signed masses of the harginos.SFMIX(16,4) : the sfermion mixing matries T in the L{R basis, identi�ed by the orre-sponding fermion, i.e. SFMIX(6,I) is the stop mixing matrix. The four entriesfor eah sfermion are T11;T12;T21; and T22.ZMIXI(4,4) : the imaginary part of the neutralino mixing matrix in the Bino{neutralWino{Up higgsino{Down higgsino basis.UMIXI(2,2) : the imaginary part of the hargino mixing matrix in the harged Wino{harged higgsino basis.VMIXI(2,2) : the imaginary part of the harged onjugate hargino mixing matrix inthe wino{harged higgsino basis.COMMON/PYMSRV/RVLAM(3,3,3), RVLAMP(3,3,3), RVLAMB(3,3,3)Purpose: to provide information on lepton and baryon number violating ouplings.RVLAM(3,3,3) : the lepton number violating �ijk ouplings. See IMSS(51), RMSS(51).RVLAMP(3,3,3) : the lepton number violating �0ijk ouplings. See IMSS(52), RMSS(52).RVLAMB(3,3,3) : the baryon number violating �00ijk ouplings. Currently not used.The following subroutines and funtions need not be aessed by the user, but aredesribed for ompleteness.SUBROUTINE PYAPPS : uses approximate analyti formulae to determine the full set ofMSSM parameters from SUGRA inputs.SUBROUTINE PYGLUI : alulates gluino deay modes.SUBROUTINE PYGQQB : alulates three body deays of gluinos into neutralinos orharginos and third generation fermions. These routines are valid for largevalues of tan �.SUBROUTINE PYCJDC : alulates the hargino deay modes.SUBROUTINE PYHEXT : alulates the non{Standard Model deay modes of the Higgsbosons.SUBROUTINE PYHGGM : determines the Higgs boson mass spetrum using several inputs.SUBROUTINE PYINOM : �nds the mass eigenstates and mixing matries for the harginosand neutralinos.SUBROUTINE PYMSIN : initializes the MSSM simulation.SUBROUTINE PYNJDC : alulates neutralino deay modes.SUBROUTINE PYPOLE : omputes the Higgs boson masses using a renormalization groupimproved leading{log approximation and two-loop leading{log orretions.SUBROUTINE PYRNMT : determines the running mass of the top quark.SUBROUTINE PYSFDC : alulates sfermion deay modes.SUBROUTINE PYSUBH : omputes the Higgs boson masses using only renormalizationgroup improved formulae.SUBROUTINE PYTBDY : samples the phase spae for three body deays of neutralinos,harginos, and the gluino.SUBROUTINE PYTHRG : omputes the masses and mixing matries of the third generationsfermions.SUBROUTINE PYRVSF : R-violating sfermion deay widths.SUBROUTINE PYRVNE : R-violating neutralino deay widths.SUBROUTINE PYRVCH : R-violating hargino deay widths.202



SUBROUTINE PYRVGW : alulates R-violating 3-body widths using PYRVI1, PYRVI2,PYRVI3, PYRVG1, PYRVG2, PYRVG3, PYRVG4, PYRVR, and PYRVS.FUNCTION PYRVSB : alulates R-violating 2-body widths.9.6 General Event InformationWhen an event is generated with PYEVNT, some information on it is stored in the MSTIand PARI arrays of the PYPARS ommon blok (often opied diretly from the internalMINT and VINT variables). Further information is stored in the omplete event reord; seesetion 5.2.Part of the information is only relevant for some subproesses; by default everythingirrelevant is set to 0. Kindly note that, like the CKIN onstraints desribed in setion 9.2,kinematial variables normally (i.e. where it is not expliitly stated otherwise) refer to thena��ve hard sattering, before initial- and �nal-state radiation e�ets have been inluded.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)Purpose: to provide information on latest event generated or, in a few ases, on statistisaumulated during the run.MSTI(1) : spei�es the general type of subproess that has ourred, aording to theISUB ode given in setion 8.1.MSTI(2) : whenever MSTI(1) (together with MSTI(15) and MSTI(16)) are not enoughto speify the type of proess uniquely, MSTI(2) provides an ordering of thedi�erent possibilities. This is partiularly relevant for the di�erent olour-owtopologies possible in QCD 2 ! 2 proesses. With i =MSTI(15), j =MSTI(16)and k =MSTI(2), the QCD possibilities are, in the lassi�ation sheme of[Ben84℄ (f. setion 8.2.1):ISUB = 11, i = j, qiqi ! qiqi;k = 1 : olour on�guration A.k = 2 : olour on�guration B.ISUB = 11, i 6= j, qiqj ! qiqj;k = 1 : only possibility.ISUB = 12, qiqi ! qlql;k = 1 : only possibility.ISUB = 13, qiqi ! gg;k = 1 : olour on�guration A.k = 2 : olour on�guration B.ISUB = 28, qig ! qig;k = 1 : olour on�guration A.k = 2 : olour on�guration B.ISUB = 53, gg ! qlql;k = 1 : olour on�guration A.k = 2 : olour on�guration B.ISUB = 68, gg ! gg;k = 1 : olour on�guration A.k = 2 : olour on�guration B.k = 3 : olour on�guration C.ISUB = 83, fq ! f 0Q (by t-hannel W exhange; does not distinguish olour owsbut result of user seletion);k = 1 : heavy avour Q is produed on side 1.k = 2 : heavy avour Q is produed on side 2.MSTI(3) : the number of partons produed in the hard interations, i.e. the number n203



of the 2 ! n matrix elements used; it is sometimes 3 or 4 when a basi 2 ! 1or 2 ! 2 proess has been folded with two 1 ! 2 initial branhings (likeqiqj ! qkqlh0).MSTI(4) : number of doumentation lines at the beginning of the ommon blok PYJETSthat are given with K(I,1)=21; 0 for MSTP(125)=0.MSTI(5) : number of events generated to date in urrent run. In runs with the variable-energy option, MSTP(171)=1 and MSTP(172)=2, only those events that survive(i.e. that do not have MSTI(61)=1) are ounted in this number. That is,MSTI(5) may be less than the total number of PYEVNT alls.MSTI(6) : urrent frame of event, f. MSTP(124).MSTI(7), MSTI(8) : line number for doumentation of outgoing partons/partiles fromhard sattering for 2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2 proesses (else = 0).MSTI(9) : event lass used in urrent event for p or  events. The ode depends onwhih proess is being studied.= 0 : for other proesses than the ones listed above.For p or �p events, generated with the MSTP(14)=10 or MSTP(14)=30 options:= 1 : VMD.= 2 : diret.= 3 : anomalous.= 4 : DIS (only for �p, i.e. MSTP(14)=30).For real  events, i.e. MSTP(14)=10:= 1 : VMD�VMD.= 2 : VMD�diret.= 3 : VMD�anomalous .= 4 : diret�diret.= 5 : diret�anomalous.= 6 : anomalous�anomalous.For virtual �� events, i.e. MSTP(14)=30, where the two inoming photons are notequivalent and the order therefore matters:= 1 : diret�diret.= 2 : diret�VMD.= 3 : diret�anomalous.= 4 : VMD�diret.= 5 : VMD�VMD.= 6 : VMD�anomalous.= 7 : anomalous�diret.= 8 : anomalous�VMD.= 9 : anomalous�anomalous.= 10 : DIS�VMD.= 11 : DIS�anomalous.= 12 : VMD�DIS.= 13 : anomalous�DIS.MSTI(10) : is 1 if ross setion maximum was violated in urrent event, and 0 if not.MSTI(11) : KF avour ode for beam (side 1) partile.MSTI(12) : KF avour ode for target (side 2) partile.MSTI(13), MSTI(14) : KF avour odes for side 1 and side 2 initial-state shower initia-tors.MSTI(15), MSTI(16) : KF avour odes for side 1 and side 2 inoming partons to thehard interation.MSTI(17), MSTI(18) : ag to signal if partile on side 1 or side 2 has been sattereddi�ratively; 0 if no, 1 if yes.MSTI(21) - MSTI(24) : KF avour odes for outgoing partons from the hard interation.The number of positions atually used is proess-dependent, see MSTI(3); trail-204



ing positions not used are set = 0. For events with many outgoing partons,e.g. in external proesses, also MSTI(25) and MSTI(26) ould be used.MSTI(25), MSTI(26) : KF avour odes of the produts in the deay of a single s-hannelresonane formed in the hard interation. Are thus only used when MSTI(3)=1and the resonane is allowed to deay.MSTI(31) : number of hard or semi-hard satterings that ourred in the urrent eventin the multiple-interation senario; is = 0 for a low-p? event.MSTI(32) : information on whether a reonnetion ourred in the urrent event; is 0normally but 1 in ase of reonnetion.MSTI(41) : the number of pile-up events generated in the latest PYEVNT all (inludingthe �rst, `hard' event).MSTI(42) - MSTI(50) : ISUB odes for the events 2{10 generated in the pile-up-eventssenario. The �rst event ISUB ode is stored in MSTI(1). If MSTI(41) isless than 10, only as many positions are �lled as there are pile-up events. IfMSTI(41) is above 10, some ISUB odes will not appear anywhere.MSTI(51) : normally 0 but set to 1 if a UPEVNT all did not return an event, suh thatPYEVNT ould not generate an event. For further details, see setion 9.9.MSTI(52) : ounter for the number of times the urrent event on�guration failed in thegeneration mahinery. For aepted events this is always 0, but the ounteran be used inside UPEVNT to hek on anomalous ourrenes. For furtherdetails, see setion 9.9.MSTI(53) : normally 0, but 1 if no proesses with non-vanishing ross setions werefound in a PYINIT all, for the ase that MSTP(127)=1.MSTI(61) : status ag set when events are generated. It is only of interest for runs withvariable energies, MSTP(171)=1, with the option MSTP(172)=2.= 0 : an event has been generated.= 1 : no event was generated, either beause the .m. energy was too low orbeause the Monte Carlo phase spae point seletion mahinery rejetedthe trial point. A new energy is to be piked by you.MSTI(71), MSTI(72) : KF ode for inoming lepton beam or target partiles, when aux of virtual photons are generated internally for 'gamma/lepton' beams,while MSTI(11) and MSTI(12) is then the photon ode.PARI(1) : total integrated ross setion for the proesses under study, in mb. Thisnumber is obtained as a by-produt of the seletion of hard-proess kinematis,and is thus known with better auray when more events have been generated.The value stored here is based on all events until the latest one generated.PARI(2) : for unweighted events, MSTP(142)=0 or =2, it is the ratio PARI(1)/MSTI(5),i.e. the ratio of total integrated ross setion and number of events generated.Histograms should then be �lled with unit event weight and, at the end of therun, multiplied by PARI(2) and divided by the bin width to onvert resultsto mb/(dimension of the horizontal axis). For weighted events, MSTP(142)=1,MSTI(5) is replaed by the sum of PARI(10) values. Histograms should thenbe �lled with event weight PARI(10) and, as before, be multiplied by PARI(2)and divided by the bin width at the end of the run. In runs with the variable-energy option, MSTP(171)=1 and MSTP(172)=2, only those events that survive(i.e. that do not have MSTI(61)=1) are ounted.PARI(7) : an event weight, normally 1 and thus uninteresting, but for external proesseswith IDWTUP=-1, -2 or -3 it an be �1 for events with negative ross setion,with IDWTUP=4 it an be an arbitrary non-negative weight of dimension mb,and with IDWTUP=-4 it an be an arbitrary weight of dimension mb. (Thedi�erene being that in most ases a rejetion step is involved to bring theaepted events to a ommon weight normalization, up to a sign, while no205



rejetion need be involved in the last two ases.)PARI(9) : is weight WTXS returned from PYEVWT all when MSTP(142)� 1, otherwise is1.PARI(10) : is ompensating weight 1./WTXS that should be assoiated to events whenMSTP(142)=1, else is 1.PARI(11) : Em, i.e. total .m. energy (exept when using the 'gamma/lepton' mahin-ery, see PARI(101).PARI(12) : s, i.e. squared total .m. energy (exept when using the 'gamma/lepton'mahinery, see PARI(102).PARI(13) : m̂ = pŝ, i.e. mass of the hard-sattering subsystem.PARI(14) : ŝ of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1).PARI(15) : t̂ of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2).PARI(16) : û of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2).PARI(17) : p̂? of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2), evaluated in the rest frameof the hard interation.PARI(18) : p̂2? of the hard subproess; see PARI(17).PARI(19) : m̂0, the mass of the omplete three- or four-body �nal state in 2 ! 3 or2 ! 4 proesses (while m̂, given in PARI(13), here orresponds to the one- ortwo-body entral system). Kinematially m̂ � m̂0 � Em.PARI(20) : ŝ0 = m̂02; see PARI(19).PARI(21) : Q of the hard-sattering subproess. The exat de�nition is proess-dependent, see MSTP(32).PARI(22) : Q2 of the hard-sattering subproess; see PARI(21).PARI(23) : Q of the outer hard-sattering subproess. Agrees with PARI(21) for a 2 ! 1or 2 ! 2 proess. For a 2 ! 3 or 2 ! 4 W=Z fusion proess, it is set by theW=Z mass sale, and for subproesses 121 and 122 by the heavy-quark mass.PARI(24) : Q2 of the outer hard-sattering subproess; see PARI(23).PARI(25) : Q sale used as maximum virtuality in parton showers. Is equal to PARI(23),exept for Deeply Inelasti Sattering proesses when MSTP(22)� 1.PARI(26) : Q2 sale in parton showers; see PARI(25).PARI(31), PARI(32) : the momentum frations x of the initial-state parton-shower ini-tiators on side 1 and 2, respetively.PARI(33), PARI(34) : the momentum frations x taken by the partons at the hardinteration, as used e.g. in the parton-distribution funtions.PARI(35) : Feynman-x, xF = x1 � x2 =PARI(33)�PARI(34).PARI(36) : � = ŝ=s = x1 x2 =PARI(33)�PARI(34).PARI(37) : y = (1=2) ln(x1=x2), i.e. rapidity of the hard-interation subsystem in the.m. frame of the event as a whole.PARI(38) : � 0 = ŝ0=s =PARI(20)/PARI(12).PARI(39), PARI(40) : the primordial k? values seleted in the two beam remnants.PARI(41) : os �̂, where �̂ is the sattering angle of a 2 ! 2 (or 2 ! 1 ! 2) interation,de�ned in the rest frame of the hard-sattering subsystem.PARI(42) : x?, i.e. saled transverse momentum of the hard-sattering subproess, x? =2p̂?=Em = 2PARI(17)=PARI(11).PARI(43), PARI(44) : xL3 and xL4, i.e. longitudinal momentum frations of the twosattered partons, in the range �1 < xL < 1, in the .m. frame of the event asa whole.PARI(45), PARI(46) : x3 and x4, i.e. saled energy frations of the two sattered par-tons, in the .m. frame of the event as a whole.PARI(47), PARI(48) : y�3 and y�4, i.e. rapidities of the two sattered partons in the .m.frame of the event as a whole.PARI(49), PARI(50) : ��3 and ��4, i.e. pseudorapidities of the two sattered partons inthe .m. frame of the event as a whole.206



PARI(51), PARI(52) : os ��3 and os ��4, i.e. osines of the polar angles of the two sat-tered partons in the .m. frame of the event as a whole.PARI(53), PARI(54) : ��3 and ��4, i.e. polar angles of the two sattered partons, de�nedin the range 0 < �� < �, in the .m. frame of the event as a whole.PARI(55), PARI(56) : azimuthal angles ��3 and ��4 of the two sattered partons, de�nedin the range �� < �� < �, in the .m. frame of the event as a whole.PARI(61) : multiple interation enhanement fator for urrent event. A large valueorresponds to a entral ollision and a small value to a peripheral one.PARI(65) : sum of the transverse momenta of partons generated at the hardest intera-tion of the event, exluding initial- and �nal-state radiation, i.e. 2�PARI(17).Only intended for 2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2 proesses, i.e. not implemented for2 ! 3 ones.PARI(66) : sum of the transverse momenta of all partons generated at the hardest inter-ation, inluding initial- and �nal-state radiation, resonane deay produts,and primordial k?.PARI(67) : salar sum of transverse momenta of partons generated at hard interations,exluding the hardest one (see PARI(65)), and also exluding all initial- and�nal-state radiation. Is non-vanishing only in the multiple-interation senario.PARI(68) : sum of transverse momenta of all partons generated at hard interations,exluding the hardest one (see PARI(66)), but inluding initial- and �nal-stateradiation assoiated with those further interations. Is non-vanishing only inthe multiple-interation senario. Sine showering has not yet been added tothose additional interations, it urrently oinides with PARI(67).PARI(69) : sum of transverse momenta of all partons generated in hard interations(PARI(66) + PARI(68)) and, additionally, of all beam remnant partons.PARI(71), PARI(72) : sum of the momentum frations x taken by initial-state parton-shower initiators on side 1 and and side 2, exluding those of the hardestinteration. Is non-vanishing only in the multiple-interation senario.PARI(73), PARI(74) : sum of the momentum frations x taken by the partons at thehard interation on side 1 and side 2, exluding those of the hardest interation.Is non-vanishing only in the multiple-interation senario.PARI(75), PARI(76) : the x value of a photon that branhes into quarks or gluons,i.e. x at interfae between initial-state QED and QCD asades, for the oldphotoprodution mahinery..PARI(77), PARI(78) : the � values seleted for beam remnants that are split into twoobjets, desribing how the energy is shared (see MSTP(92) and MSTP(94)); isvanishing if no splitting is needed.PARI(81) : size of the threshold fator (enhanement or suppression) in the latest eventwith heavy-avour prodution; see MSTP(35).PARI(91) : average multipliity n of pile-up events, see MSTP(133). Only relevant forMSTP(133)= 1 or 2.PARI(92) : average multipliity hni of pile-up events as atually simulated, i.e. withmultipliity = 0 events removed and the high-end tail trunated. Only relevantfor MSTP(133)= 1 or 2.PARI(93) : for MSTP(133)=1 it is the probability that a beam rossing will produe a pile-up event at all, i.e. that there will be at least one hadron{hadron interation;for MSTP(133)=2 the probability that a beam rossing will produe a pile-up event with one hadron{hadron interation of the desired rare type. Seesubsetion 11.3.PARI(101) : .m. energy for the full ollision, while PARI(11) gives the -hadron or subsystem energy; used for virtual photons generated internally with the'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(102) : full squared .m. energy, while PARI(12) gives the subsystem squared en-207



ergy; used for virtual photons generated internally with the 'gamma/lepton'option.PARI(103), PARI(104) : x values, i.e. respetive photon energy frations of the inom-ing lepton in the .m. frame of the event; used for virtual photons generatedinternally with the 'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(105), PARI(106) : Q2 or P 2, virtuality of the respetive photon (thus the squareof VINT(3), VINT(4)); used for virtual photons generated internally with the'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(107), PARI(108) : y values, i.e. respetive photon light-one energy fration ofthe inoming lepton; used for virtual photons generated internally with the'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(109), PARI(110) : �, sattering angle of the respetive lepton in the .m.frame of the event; used for virtual photons generated internally with the'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(111), PARI(112) : �, azimuthal angle of the respetive sattered lepton in the.m. frame of the event; used for virtual photons generated internally with the'gamma/lepton' option.PARI(113), PARI(114): the R fator de�ned at MSTP(17), giving a ross setion en-hanement from the ontribution of resolved longitudinal photons.9.7 How to Generate Weighted EventsBy default Pythia generates unweighted events, i.e. all events in a run are on an equalfooting. This means that orners of phase spae with low ross setions are poorly popu-lated, as it should be. However, sometimes one is interested in also exploring suh orners,in order to gain a better undestanding of physis. A typial example would be the jetross setion in hadron ollisions, whih is dropping rapidly with inreasing jet p?, andwhere it is interesting to trae this drop over several orders of magnitude. Experimen-tally this may be solved by presaling events rates already at the trigger level, so thatall high-p? events are saved but only a fration of the lower-p? ones. In this setion weoutline proedures to generate events in a similar manner.Basially two approahes an be used. One is to piee together results from di�erentsubruns, where eah subrun is restrited to some spei� region of phase spae. Withineah subrun all events then have the same weight, but subruns have to be ombinedaording to their relative ross setions. The other approah is to let eah event ome withan assoiated weight, that an vary smoothly as a funtion of p?. These two alternativesorrespond to stepwise or smoothly varying presaling fators in the experimementalanalogue. We desribe them one after the other.The phase spae an be slied in many di�erent ways. However, for the jet rate andmany other proesses, the most natural variable would be p? itself. (For prodution ofa lepton pair by s-hannel resonanes, the invariant mass would be a better hoie.) Itis not possible to speify beforehand the jet p?'s an event will ontain, sine this is aombination of the p̂? of the hard sattering proess with additional showering ativity,with hadronization, with underlying event and with the jet lustering approah atuallyused. However, one would expet a strong orrelation between the p̂? sale and the jetp?'s. Therefore the full p̂? range an be subdivided into a set of ranges by using theCKIN(3) and CKIN(4) variables as lower and upper limits. This ould be done e.g. foradjaent non-overlapping bins 10{20,20{40,40{70, et.Only if one would like to over also very small p? is there a problem with this strategy:sine the naive jet ross setion is divergent for p̂? ! 0, a unitarization proedure is im-plied by setting CKIN(3)=0 (or some other low value). This unitarization then disregardsthe atual CKIN(3) and CKIN(4) values and generates events over the full phase spae.In order not to doubleount, then events above the intended upper limit of the �rst bin208



have to be removed by brute fore.A simple but omplete example of a ode performing this task (with some primitivehistogramming) is the following:C...All real arithmeti in double preision.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)C...Three Pythia funtions return integers, so need delaring.INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...EXTERNAL statement links PYDATA on most platforms.EXTERNAL PYDATAC...The event reord.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)C...Seletion of hard sattering subproesses.COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)C...Parameters.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)C...Bins of pT.DIMENSION PTBIN(10)DATA PTBIN/0D0,10D0,20D0,40D0,70D0,110D0,170D0,250D0,350D0,1000D0/C...Main parameters of run: .m.\ energy and number of events per bin.ECM=2000D0NEV=1000C...Histograms.CALL PYBOOK(1,'dn_ev/dpThat',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(2,'dsigma/dpThat',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(3,'log10(dsigma/dpThat)',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(4,'dsigma/dpTjet',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(5,'log10(dsigma/dpTjet)',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(11,'dn_ev/dpThat, dummy',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(12,'dn/dpTjet, dummy',100,0D0,500D0)C...Loop over pT bins and initialize.DO 300 IBIN=1,9CKIN(3)=PTBIN(IBIN)CKIN(4)=PTBIN(IBIN+1)CALL PYINIT('CMS','p','pbar',ECM)C...Loop over events. Remove unwanted ones in first pT bin.DO 200 IEV=1,NEVCALL PYEVNTPTHAT=PARI(17)IF(IBIN.EQ.1.AND.PTHAT.GT.PTBIN(IBIN+1)) GOTO 200C...Store pThat. Cluster jets and store variable number of pTjet.CALL PYFILL(1,PTHAT,1D0)CALL PYFILL(11,PTHAT,1D0)CALL PYCELL(NJET)DO 100 IJET=1,NJETCALL PYFILL(12,P(N+IJET,5),1D0)100 CONTINUEC...End of event loop. 209



200 CONTINUEC...Normalize ross setion to pb/GeV and add up.FAC=1D9*PARI(1)/(DBLE(NEV)*5D0)CALL PYOPER(2,'+',11,2,1D0,FAC)CALL PYOPER(4,'+',12,4,1D0,FAC)C...End of loop over pT bins.300 CONTINUEC...Take logarithm and plot.CALL PYOPER(2,'L',2,3,1D0,0D0)CALL PYOPER(4,'L',4,5,1D0,0D0)CALL PYNULL(11)CALL PYNULL(12)CALL PYHISTENDThe alternative to sliing the phase spae is to used weighted events. This is possibleby making use of the PYEVWT routine:CALL PYEVWT(WTXS)Purpose: to allow you to reweight event ross setions, by proess type and kinematisof the hard sattering. There exists two separate modes of usage, desribed inthe following.For MSTP(142)=1, it is assumed that the ross setion of the proess is orretlygiven by default in Pythia, but that one wishes to generate events biased toa spei� region of phase spae. While the WTXS fator therefore multipliesthe na��ve ross setion in the hoie of subproess type and kinematis, theprodued event omes with a ompensating weight PARI(10)=1./WTXS, whihshould be used when �lling histograms et. In the PYSTAT(1) table, the rosssetions are unhanged (up to statistial errors) ompared with the standardross setions, but the relative omposition of events may be hanged and needno longer be in proportion to relative ross setions. A typial example of thisusage is if one wishes to enhane the prodution of high-p? events; then aweight like WTXS= (p?=p?0)2 (with p?0 some �xed number) might be appro-priate. See PARI(2) for a disussion of overall normalization issues.For MSTP(142)=2, on the other hand, it is assumed that the true ross se-tion is really to be modi�ed by the multipliative fator WTXS. The generatedevents therefore ome with unit weight, just as usual. This option is reallyequivalent to replaing the basi ross setions oded in Pythia, but allowsmore exibility: no need to reompile the whole of Pythia.The routine will not be alled unless MSTP(142)� 1, and never if `minimum-bias'-type events (inluding elasti and di�rative sattering) are to be gen-erated as well. Further, ross setions for additional multiple interations orpile-up events are never a�eted. A dummy routine PYEVWT is inluded in theprogram �le, so as to avoid unresolved external referenes when the routine isnot used.WTXS: multipliation fator to ordinary event ross setion; to be set (by you) inPYEVWT all.Remark : at the time of seletion, several variables in the MINT and VINT arrays in210



the PYINT1 ommon blok ontain information that an be used to make thedeision. The routine provided in the program �le expliitly reads the variablesthat have been de�ned at the time PYEVWT is alled, and also alulates somederived quantities. The given list of information inludes subproess type ISUB,Em, ŝ, t̂, û, p̂?, x1, x2, xF, � , y, � 0, os �̂, and a few more. Some of these maynot be relevant for the proess under study, and are then set to zero.Warning: the weights only apply to the hard sattering subproesses. There is no way toreweight the shape of initial- and �nal-state showers, fragmentation, or otheraspets of the event.There are some limitations to the faility. PYEVWT is alled at an early stage of thegeneration proess, when the hard kinematis is seleted, well before the full event isonstruted. It then annot be used for low-p?, elasti or di�rative events, for whih nohard kinematis has been de�ned. If suh proesses are inluded, the event weighting isswithed o�. Therefore it is no longer an option to run with CKIN(3)=0.Whih weight expression to use may take some trial and error. In the above ase, areasonable ansatz seems to be a weight behaving like p̂6?, where four powers of p̂? aremotivated by the partoni ross setion behaving like 1=p̂4?, and the remaining two by thefall-o� of parton densities. An example for the same task as above one would then be:C...All real arithmeti in double preision.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)C...Three Pythia funtions return integers, so need delaring.INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...EXTERNAL statement links PYDATA on most platforms.EXTERNAL PYDATAC...The event reord.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)C...Seletion of hard sattering subproesses.COMMON/PYSUBS/MSEL,MSELPD,MSUB(500),KFIN(2,-40:40),CKIN(200)C...Parameters.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)C...Main parameters of run: .m.\ energy, pTmin and number of events.ECM=2000D0CKIN(3)=5D0NEV=10000C...Histograms.CALL PYBOOK(1,'dn_ev/dpThat',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(2,'dsigma/dpThat',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(3,'log10(dsigma/dpThat)',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(4,'dsigma/dpTjet',100,0D0,500D0)CALL PYBOOK(5,'log10(dsigma/dpTjet)',100,0D0,500D0)C...Initialize with weighted events.MSTP(142)=1CALL PYINIT('CMS','p','pbar',ECM)C...Loop over events; read out pThat and event weight.DO 200 IEV=1,NEVCALL PYEVNTPTHAT=PARI(17)WT=PARI(10) 211



C...Store pThat. Cluster jets and store variable number of pTjet.CALL PYFILL(1,PTHAT,1D0)CALL PYFILL(2,PTHAT,WT)CALL PYCELL(NJET)DO 100 IJET=1,NJETCALL PYFILL(4,P(N+IJET,5),WT)100 CONTINUEC...End of event loop.200 CONTINUEC...Normalize ross setion to pb/GeV, take logarithm and plot.FAC=1D9*PARI(2)/5D0CALL PYFACT(2,FAC)CALL PYFACT(4,FAC)CALL PYOPER(2,'L',2,3,1D0,0D0)CALL PYOPER(4,'L',4,5,1D0,0D0)CALL PYHISTENDC*************************************************************SUBROUTINE PYEVWT(WTXS)C...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)INTEGER PYK,PYCHGE,PYCOMPC...Commonblok.COMMON/PYINT1/MINT(400),VINT(400)C...Read out pThat^2 and set weight.PT2=VINT(48)WTXS=PT2**3RETURNENDNote that, in PYEVWT one annot look for p̂? in PARI(17), sine this variable is only setat the end of the event generation. Instead the internal VINT(48) is used. The dummyopy of the PYEVWT routine found in the Pythia ode shows what is available and howto aess this.9.8 How to Run with Varying EnergiesIt is possible to use Pythia in a mode where the energy an be varied from one event tothe next, without the need to re-initialize with a new PYINIT all. This allows a signi�antspeed-up of exeution, although it is not as fast as running at a �xed energy. It an notbe used for everything | we will ome to the �ne print at the end | but it should beappliable for most tasks.The master swith to aess this possibility is in MSTP(171). By default it is o�,so you must set MSTP(171)=1 before initialization. There are two submodes of running,212



with MSTP(172) being 1 or 2. In the former mode, Pythia will generate an event at therequested energy. This means that you have to know whih energy you want beforehand.In the latter mode, Pythia will often return without having generated an event | withag MSTI(61)=1 to signal that | and you are then requested to give a new energy. Theenergy spetrum of aepted events will then, in the end, be your naive input spetrumweighted with the ross-setion of the proesses you study. We will ome bak to this.The energy an be varied, whihever frame is given in the PYINIT all. (Exept for'USER', where suh information is fed in via the HEPEUP ommon blok and thus beyondthe ontrol of Pythia.) When the frame is 'CMS', PARP(171) should be �lled with thefrational energy of eah event, i.e. Em =PARP(171)�WIN, where WIN is the nominal.m. energy of the PYINIT all. Here PARP(171) should normally be smaller than unity,i.e. initialization should be done at the maximum energy to be enountered. For the'FIXT' frame, PARP(171) should be �lled by the frational beam energy of that one,i.e. Ebeam =PARP(171)�WIN. For the '3MOM', '4MOM' and '5MOM' options, the two four-momenta are given in for eah event in the same format as used for the PYINIT all. Notethat there is a minimum .m. energy allowed, PARP(2). If you give in values below this, theprogram will stop for MSTP(172)=1, and will return with MSTI(61)=1 for MSTP(172)=1.To illustrate the use of the MSTP(172)=2 faility, onsider the ase of beamstrahlungin e+e� linear olliders. This is just for onveniene; what is said here an be translatedeasily into other situations. Assume that the beam spetrum is given by D(z), where zis the fration retained by the original e after beamstrahlung. Therefore 0 � z � 1 andthe integral of D(z) is unity. This is not perfetly general; one ould imagine branhingse� ! e� ! e�e+e�, whih gives a multipliation in the number of beam partiles. Thisould either be expressed in terms of a D(z) with integral larger than unity or in termsof an inreased luminosity. We will assume the latter, and use D(z) properly normalized.Given a nominal s = 4E2beam, the atual s0 after beamstrahlung is given by s0 = z1z2s.For a proess with a ross setion �(s) the total ross setion is then�tot = Z 10 Z 10 D(z1)D(z2)�(z1z2s) dz1 dz2 : (142)The ross setion � may in itself be an integral over a number of additional phase spaevariables. If the maximum of the di�erential ross setion is known, a orret proedureto generate events is1. pik z1 and z2 aording to D(z1) dz1 and D(z2) dz2, respetively;2. pik a set of phase spae variables of the proess, for the given s0 of the event;3. evaluate �(s0) and ompare with �max;4. if event is rejeted, then return to step 1 to generate new variables;5. else ontinue the generation to give a omplete event.You as a user are assumed to take are of step 1, and present the resulting kinematiswith inoming e+ and e� of varying energy. Thereafter Pythia will do steps 2{5, andeither return an event or put MSTI(61)=1 to signal failure in step 4.The maximization proedure does searh in phase spae to �nd �max, but it does notvary the s0 energy in this proess. Therefore the maximum searh in the PYINIT allshould be performed where the ross setion is largest. For proesses with inreasingross setion as a funtion of energy this means at the largest energy that will ever beenountered, i.e. s0 = s in the ase above. This is the `standard' ase, but often oneenounters other behaviours, where more ompliated proedures are needed. One suhase would be the proess e+e� ! Z�0 ! Z0h0, whih is known to have a ross setionthat inreases near the threshold but is dereasing asymptotially. If one already knowsthat the maximum, for a given Higgs mass, appears at 300 GeV, say, then the PYINITall should be made with that energy, even if subsequently one will be generating eventsfor a 500 GeV ollider. 213



In general, it may be neessary to modify the seletion of z1 and z2 and assign aompensating event weight. For instane, onsider a proess with a ross setion behavingroughly like 1=s. Then the �tot expression above may be rewritten as�tot = Z 10 Z 10 D(z1)z1 D(z2)z2 z1z2�(z1z2s) dz1 dz2 : (143)The expression z1z2�(s0) is now essentially at in s0, i.e. not only an �max be found ata onvenient energy suh as the maximum one, but additionally the Pythia generationeÆieny (the likelihood of surviving step 4) is greatly enhaned. The prie to be paid isthat z has to be seleted aording to D(z)=z rather than aording to D(z). Note thatD(z)=z is not normalized to unity. One therefore needs to de�neID = Z 10 D(z)z dz ; (144)and a properly normalized D0(z) = 1ID D(z)z : (145)Then �tot = Z 10 Z 10 D0(z1)D0(z2) I2D z1z2�(z1z2s) dz1 dz2 : (146)Therefore the proper event weight is I2D z1z2. This weight should be stored by you, for eahevent, in PARP(173). The maximum weight that will be enountered should be storedin PARP(174) before the PYINIT all, and not hanged afterwards. It is not neessaryto know the preise maximum; any value larger than the true maximum will do, butthe ineÆieny will be larger the ruder the approximation. Additionally you must putMSTP(173)=1 for the program to make use of weights at all. Often D(z) is not knownanalytially; therefore ID is also not known beforehand, but may have to be evaluated (byyou) during the ourse of the run. Then you should just use the weight z1z2 in PARP(173)and do the overall normalization yourself in the end. Sine PARP(174)=1 by default, inthis ase you need not set this variable speially. Only the ross setions are a�eted bythe proedure seleted for overall normalization, the events themselves still are properlydistributed in s0 and internal phase spae.Above it has been assumed taitly that D(z) ! 0 for z ! 0. If not, D(z)=z isdivergent, and it is not possible to de�ne a properly normalized D0(z) = D(z)=z. If theross setion is truly diverging like 1=s, then a D(z) whih is nonvanishing for z ! 0does imply an in�nite total ross setion, whihever way things are onsidered. In aseslike that, it is neessary to impose a lower ut on z, based on some physis or detetoronsideration. Some suh ut is anyway needed to keep away from the minimum .m.energy required for Pythia events, see above.The most diÆult ases are those with a very narrow and high peak, suh as theZ0. One ould initialize at the energy of maximum ross setion and use D(z) as is,but eÆieny might turn out to be very low. One might then be tempted to do moreompliated transforms of the kind illustrated above. As a rule it is then onvenient towork in the variables �z = z1z2 and yz = (1=2) ln(z1=z2), f. setion 7.2.Clearly, the better the behaviour of the ross setion an be modelled in the hoieof z1 and z2, the better the overall event generation eÆieny. Even under the best ofirumstanes, the eÆieny will still be lower than for runs with �x energy. There is also anon-negligible time overhead for using variable energies in the �rst plae, from kinematisreonstrution and (in part) from the phase spae seletion. One should therefore not usevariable energies when not needed, and not use a large range of energies ps0 if in the endonly a smaller range is of experimental interest.214



This faility may be ombined with most other aspets of the program. For instane,it is possible to simulate beamstrahlung as above and still inlude bremsstrahlung withMSTP(11)=1. Further, one may multiply the overall event weight of PARP(173) with akinematis-dependent weight given by PYEVWT, although it is not reommended (sine thehanes of making a mistake are also multiplied). However, a few things do not work.� It is not possible to use pile-up events, i.e. you must have MSTP(131)=0.� The possibility of giving in your own ross-setion optimization oeÆients, optionMSTP(121)=2, would require more input than with �xed energies, and this optionshould therefore not be used. You an still use MSTP(121)=1, however.� The multiple interations senario with MSTP(82)� 2 only works approximately forenergies di�erent from the initialization one. If the .m. energy spread is smaller thana fator 2, say, the approximation should be reasonable, but if the spread is largerone may have to subdivide into subruns of di�erent energy bins. The initializationshould be made at the largest energy to be enountered | whenever multiple inter-ations are possible (i.e. for inoming hadrons and resolved photons) this is wherethe ross setions are largest anyway, and so this is no further onstraint. Thereis no simple possibility to hange PARP(82) during the ourse of the run, i.e. anenergy-independent p?0 must be assumed. The default option MSTP(82)=1 works�ne, i.e. does not su�er from the onstraints above. If so desired, p?min =PARP(81)an be set di�erently for eah event, as a funtion of .m. energy. Initializationshould then be done with PARP(81) as low as it is ever supposed to beome.9.9 How to Inlude External ProessesDespite a large repertory of proesses in Pythia, the number of interesting missing oneslearly is even larger, and with time this disrepany is likely to inrease. There areseveral reasons why it is not pratiable to imagine a Pythia whih has `everything'.One is the amount of time it takes to implement a proess for the few Pythia authors,ompared with the rate of new ross setion results produed by the rather larger matrix-element alulations ommunity. Another is the length of urrently produed matrix-element expressions, whih would make the program very bulky. A third argument isthat, whereas the phase spae of 2 ! 1 and 2 ! 2 proesses an be set up one and forall aording to a reasonably exible mahinery, proesses with more �nal-state partilesare less easy to generate. To ahieve a reasonable eÆieny, it is neessary to tailor thephase-spae seletion proedure to the dynamis of the given proess, and to the desiredexperimental uts.At times, simple solutions may be found. Some proesses may be seen just as trivialmodi�ations of already existing ones. For instane, you might want to add some extraterm, orresponding to ontat interations, to the matrix elements of a Pythia 2 ! 2proess. In that ase it is not neessary to go through the mahinery below, but insteadyou an use the PYEVWT routine (subsetion 9.7) to introdue an additional weight for theevent, de�ned as the ratio of the modi�ed to the unmodi�ed di�erential ross setions.If you use the option MSTP(142)=2, this weight is onsidered as part of the `true' rosssetion of the proess, and the generation is hanged aordingly.A Pythia expert ould also onsider implementing a new proess along the lines ofthe existing ones, hardwired in the ode. Suh a modi�ation would have to be portedanytime the Pythia program is upgraded, however.The reommended solution, if a desired proess is missing, is instead to inlude itinto Pythia as an `external' proess. In this setion we will desribe how it is possibleto speify the parton-level state of some hard-sattering proess in a ommon blok.(`Parton-level' is not intended to imply a restrition to quarks and gluons as interatingpartiles, but only that quarks and gluons are given rather than the hadrons they willprodue in the observable �nal state.) Pythia will read this ommon blok, and add215



initial- and �nal-state showers, beam remnants and underlying events, fragmentation anddeays, to build up an event in as muh detail as an ordinary Pythia one. Anotherommon blok is to be �lled with information relevant for the run as a whole, wherebeams and proesses are spei�ed.Suh a faility has been available sine long, and has been used e.g. together with theCompHEP pakage. CompHEP [Puk99℄ is mainly intended for the automati ompu-tation of matrix elements, but also allows the sampling of phase spae aording to thesematrix elements and thereby the generation of weighted or unweighted events. Theseevents an be saved on disk and thereafter read bak in to Pythia for subsequent on-sideration [Bel00℄.At the Les Houhes 2001 workshop it was deided to develop a ommon standard,that ould be used by all matrix-elements-based generators to feed information into anyomplete event generator [Boo01℄. It is similar to, but in its details di�erent from, theapproah previously implemented in Pythia. Furthermore, it uses the same namingonvention: all names in ommonbloks end with UP, short for User(-de�ned) Proess.This produes some lashes. Therefore the old faility, existing up to and inludingPythia 6.1, has been ompletely removed and replaed by the new one. The new odeis still under development, and not all partiulars have yet been implemented. In thedesription below we will emphasize urrent restritions to the standard, as well as thesolutions to aspets not spei�ed by the standard.In partiular, even with the ommon blok ontents de�ned, it is not lear where theyare to be �lled, i.e. how the external supplier of parton-level events should synhronizewith Pythia. The solution adopted here | reommended in the standard | is to intro-due two subroutines, UPINIT and UPEVNT. The �rst is alled by PYINIT at initializationto obtain information about the run itself, and the other alled by PYEVNT eah timea new event on�guration is to be fed in. We begin by desribing these two steps andtheir related ommon bloks, before proeeding with further details and examples. Thedesription is ast in a Pythia-oriented language, but for the ommon blok ontents itlosely mathes the generator-neutral standard in [Boo01℄. Restritions to or extensionsof the standard should be easily reognized, but in ase you are vitally dependent onfollowing the standard exatly, you should of ourse hek [Boo01℄.If you want to provide routines based on this standard, free to be used by a largerommunity, please inform torbjorn�thep.lu.se. The intention is to reate a list of linksto suh routines, aessible from the standard Pythia webpage, if there is interest.9.9.1 Run informationWhen PYINIT is alled in the main program, with 'USER' as �rst argument (whih makesthe other arguments dummy), it signals that external proesses are to be implemented.Then PYINIT, as part of its initialization tasks, will all the routine UPINIT.CALL UPINITPurpose: routine to be provided by you when you want to implement external proesses,wherein the ontents of the HEPRUP ommon blok are set. This informationspei�es the harater of the run, both beams and proesses, see further below.Note 1: alternatively, the HEPRUP ommon blok ould be �lled already before PYINITis alled, in whih ase UPINIT ould be empty. We reommend UPINIT as thelogial plae to ollet the relevant information, however.Note 2: a dummy opy of UPINIT is distributed with the program, in order to avoidpotential problems with unresolved external referenes. This dummy shouldnot be linked when you supply your own UPINIT routine.216



INTEGER MAXPUPPARAMETER (MAXPUP=100)INTEGER IDBMUP,PDFGUP,PDFSUP,IDWTUP,NPRUP,LPRUPDOUBLE PRECISION EBMUP,XSECUP,XERRUP,XMAXUPCOMMON/HEPRUP/IDBMUP(2),EBMUP(2),PDFGUP(2),PDFSUP(2),&IDWTUP,NPRUP,XSECUP(MAXPUP),XERRUP(MAXPUP),XMAXUP(MAXPUP),&LPRUP(MAXPUP)Purpose: to ontain the initial information neessary for the subsequent generation ofomplete events from externally provided parton on�gurations. The IDBMUP,EBMUP, PDFGUP and PDFSUP variables speify the nature of the two inomingbeams. IDWTUP is a master swith, seleting the strategy to be used to mixdi�erent proesses. NPRUP gives the number of di�erent external proessesto mix, and XSECUP, XERRUP, XMAXUP and LPRUP information on eah of these.The ontents in this ommon blok must remain unhanged by the user duringthe ourse of the run, one set in the initialization stage.This ommon blok should be �lled in the UPINIT routine or, alternatively,before the PYINIT all. During the run, Pythia may update the XMAXUPvalues as required.MAXPUP : the maximum number of distinguishable proesses that an be de�ned. (Eahproess in itself ould onsist of several subproesses that have been distin-guished in the parton-level generator, but where this distintion is not arriedalong.)IDBMUP : the PDG odes of the two inoming beam partiles (or, in alternative termi-nology, the beam and target partiles).In Pythia, this replaes the information normally provided by the BEAM andTARGET arguments of the PYINIT all. Only partiles whih are aeptableBEAM or TARGET arguments may also be used in IDBMUP. The 'gamma/lepton'options are not available.EBMUP : the energies, in GeV, of the two inoming beam partiles. The �rst (seond)partile is taken to travel in the +z (�z) diretion.The standard also allows non-ollinear and varying-energy beams to be spei-�ed, see ISTUP = -9 below, but this is not yet implemented in Pythia.PDFGUP, PDFSUP : the author group (PDFGUP) and set (PDFSUP) of the parton distribu-tions of the two inoming beams, as used in the generation of the parton-levelevents. Numbers are based on the Pdflib [Plo93℄ lists. This enumerationmay not always be up to date, but it provides the only unique integer labelsfor parton distributions that we have. Where no odes are yet assigned tothe parton distribution sets used, one should do as best as one an, and beprepared for more extensive user interventions to interpret the information.For lepton beams, or when the information is not provided for other reasons,one should put PDFGUP = PDFSUP = -1.By knowing whih set has been used, it is possible to reweight ross setionsevent by event, to orrespond to another set.Note that Pythia does not aess the PDFGUP or PDFSUP values in its desrip-tion of internal proesses or initial-state showers. If you want this to happen,you have to manipulate the MSTP(51) - MSTP(56) swithes. For instane,to aess Pdflib for protons, put MSTP(51) = 1000*PDFGUP + PDFSUP andMSTP(52) = 2 in UPINIT. (And remove the dummy Pdflib routines, as de-sribed for MSTP(52).) Also note that PDFGUP and PDFSUP allow an inde-pendent hoie of parton distributions on the two sides of the event, whereasPythia only allows one single hoie for all protons, another for all pions and217



a third for all photons.IDWTUP : master swith ditating how event weights and ross setions should be in-terpreted. Several di�erent models are presented in detail below. There willbe tradeo�s between these, e.g. a larger exibility to mix and re-mix severaldi�erent proesses ould require a larger administrative mahinery. Thereforethe best strategy would vary, depending on the format of the input providedand the output desired. In some ases, parton-level on�gurations have al-ready been generated with one spei� model in mind, and then there may beno hoie.IDWTUP signi�antly a�ets the interpretation of XWGTUP, XMAXUP and XSECUP,as desribed below, but the basi nomenlature is the following. XWGTUP is theevent weight for the urrent parton-level event, stored in the HEPEUP ommonblok. For eah allowed external proess i, XMAXUP(i) gives the maximumevent weight that ould be enountered, while XSECUP(i) is the ross setionof the proess. Here i is an integer in the range between 1 and NPRUP; see theLPRUP desription below for omments on alternative proess labels.= 1 : parton-level events ome with a weight when input to Pythia, but arethen aepted or rejeted, so that fully generated events at output have aommon weight, ustomarily de�ned as +1. The event weight XWGTUP isa non-negative dimensional quantity, in pb (onverted to mb in Pythia),with a mean value onverging to the total ross setion of the respetiveproess. For eah proess i, the XMAXUP(i) value provides an upper esti-mate of how large XWGTUP numbers an be enountered. There is no needto supply an XSECUP(i) value; the ross setions printed with PYSTAT(1)are based entirely on the averages of the XWGTUP numbers (with a smallorretion for the fration of events that PYEVNT fails to generate in fullfor some reason).The strategy is that PYEVNT selets whih proess i should be generatednext, based on the relative size of the XMAXUP(i) values. The UPEVNTroutine has to �ll the HEPEUP ommon blok with a parton-level eventof the requested type, and give its XWGTUP event weight. The event isaepted by PYEVNT with probability XWGTUP/XMAXUP(i). In ase of re-jetion, PYEVNT selets a new proess i and asks for a new event. Thisensures that proesses are mixed in proportion to their average XWGTUPvalues.This model presumes that UPEVNT is able to return a parton-level eventof the proess type requested by PYEVNT. It works well if eah proess isassoiated with an input stream of its own, either a subroutine generat-ing events `on the y' or a �le of already generated events. It works lesswell if parton-level events from di�erent proesses already are mixed ina single �le, and therefore annot easily be returned in the order wantedby PYEVNT. In the latter ase one should either use another model or elseonsider reduing the level of ambition: even if you have mixed severaldi�erent subproesses on a �le, maybe there is no need for Pythia toknow this �ner lassi�ation, in whih ase we may get bak to a situationwith one `proess' per external �le. Thus the subdivision into proessesshould be a matter of onveniene, not a straight jaket. Spei�ally, theshower and hadronization treatment of a parton-level event is indepen-dent of the proess label assigned to it.If the events of some proess are already available unweighted, then aorret mixing of this proess with others is ensured by putting XWGTUP= XMAXUP(i), where both of these numbers now is the total ross setionof the proess. 218



Eah XMAXUP(i) value must be known from the very beginning, e.g. froman earlier exploratory run. If a larger value is enountered during theourse of the run, a warning message will be issued and the XMAXUP(i)value (and its opy in XSEC(ISUB,1)) inreased. Events generated be-fore this time will have been inorretly distributed, both in the proessomposition and in the phase spae of the a�eted proess, so that abad estimate of XMAXUP(i) may require a new run with a better startingvalue.The model desribed here agrees with the one used for internal Pythiaproesses, and these an therefore freely be mixed with the external ones.Internal proesses are swithed on with MSUB(ISUB) = 1, as usual, eitherbefore the PYINIT all or in the UPINIT routine. One annot use MSEL toselet a prede�ned set of proesses, for tehnial reasons, wherefore MSEL= 0 is hardoded when external proesses are inluded.A reweighting of events is feasible, e.g. by inluding a kinematis-dependent K fator into XWGTUP, so long as XMAXUP(i) is also properlymodi�ed to take this into aount. Optionally it is also possible to pro-due events with non-unit weight, making use the PYEVWT faility, see sub-setion 9.7. This works exatly the same way as for internal Pythia pro-esses, exept that the event information available inside PYEVWT wouldbe di�erent for external proesses. You may therefore wish to aess theHEPEUP ommon blok inside your own opy of PYEVWT, where you al-ulate the event weight.In summary, this option provides maximal exibility, but at the prie ofpotentially requiring the administration of several separate input streamsof parton-level events.= -1 : same as = 1 above, exept that event weights may be either positive ornegative on input, and therefore an ome with an output weight of +1or �1. This weight is uniquely de�ned by the sign of XWGTUP. It is alsostored in PARI(7). The need for negative-weight events arises in somenext-to-leading-order alulations, but there are inherent dangers, dis-ussed in subsetion 9.9.4 below.In order to allow a orret mixing between proesses, a proess of inde-terminate ross setion sign has to be split up in two, where one alwaysgives a positive or vanishing XWGTUP, and the other always gives it neg-ative or vanishing. The XMAXUP(i) value for the latter proess shouldgive the most negative XWGTUP that will be enountered. PYEVNT seletswhih proess i that should be generated next, based on the relative sizeof the |XMAXUP(i)| values. A given event is aepted with probability|XWGTUP|/|XMAXUP(i)|.= 2 : parton-level events ome with a weight when input to Pythia, butare then aepted or rejeted, so that events at output have a om-mon weight, ustomarily de�ned as +1. The non-negative eventweight XWGTUP and its maximum value XMAXUP(i) may or may notbe dimensional quantities; it does not matter sine only the ratioXWGTUP/XMAXUP(i) will be used. Instead XSECUP(i) ontains the proessross setion in pb (onverted to mb in Pythia). It is this ross setionthat appears in the PYSTAT(1) table, only modi�ed by the small frationof events that PYEVNT fails to generate in full for some reason.The strategy is that PYEVNT selets whih proess i should be generatednext, based on the relative size of the XSECUP(i) values. The UPEVNTroutine has to �ll the HEPEUP ommon blok with a parton-level eventof the requested type, and give its XWGTUP event weight. The event is219



aepted by PYEVNT with probability XWGTUP/XMAXUP(i). In ase of re-jetion, the proess number i is retained and PYEVNT asks for a new eventof this kind. This ensures that proesses are mixed in proportion to theirXSECUP(i) values.This model presumes that UPEVNT is able to return a parton-level eventof the proess type requested by PYEVNT, with omments exatly as forthe = 1 option.If the events of some proess are already available unweighted, then aorret mixing of this proess with others is ensured by putting XWGTUP= XMAXUP(i).Eah XMAXUP(i) and XSECUP(i) value must be known from the verybeginning, e.g. from an earlier integration run. If a larger value is en-ountered during the ourse of the run, a warning message will be issuedand the XMAXUP(i) value inreased. This will not a�et the proess om-position, but events generated before this time will have been inorretlydistributed in the phase spae of the a�eted proess, so that a bad esti-mate of XMAXUP(i) may require a new run with a better starting value.While the generation model is di�erent from the normal internal Pythiaone, it is suÆiently lose that internal proesses an be freely mixedwith the external ones, exatly as desribed for the = 1 option. In suha mix, internal proesses are seleted aording to their equivalents ofXMAXUP(i) and at rejetion a new i is seleted, whereas external onesare seleted aording to XSECUP(i) with i retained when an event isrejeted.A reweighting of individual events is no longer simple, sine this wouldhange the XSECUP(i) value nontrivially. Thus a new integration runwith the modi�ed event weights would be neessary to obtain newXSECUP(i) and XMAXUP(i) values. An overall resaling of eah proessseparately an be obtained by modifying the XSECUP(i) values aord-ingly, however, e.g. by a relevant K fator.In summary, this option is similar to the = 1 one. The input ofXSECUP(i) allows good ross setion knowledge also in short test runs,but at the prie of a redued exibility to reweight events.= -2 : same as = 2 above, exept that event weights may be either positive ornegative on input, and therefore an ome with an output weight of +1or �1. This weight is uniquely de�ned by the sign of XWGTUP. It is alsostored in PARI(7). The need for negative-weight events arises in somenext-to-leading-order alulations, but there are inherent dangers, dis-ussed in subsetion 9.9.4 below.In order to allow a orret mixing between proesses, a proess of inde-terminate ross setion sign has to be split up in two, where one alwaysgives a positive or vanishing XWGTUP, and the other always gives it neg-ative or vanishing. The XMAXUP(i) value for the latter proess shouldgive the most negative XWGTUP that will be enountered, and XSECUP(i)should give the integrated negative ross setion. PYEVNT selets whihproess i that should be generated next, based on the relative size ofthe |XSECUP(i)| values. A given event is aepted with probability|XWGTUP|/|XMAXUP(i)|.= 3 : parton-level events ome with unit weight when input to Pythia, XWGTUP= 1, and are thus always aepted. This makes the XMAXUP(i) superu-ous, while XSECUP(i) should give the ross setion of eah proess.The strategy is that that the next proess type i is seleted by the userinside UPEVNT, at the same time as the HEPEUP ommon blok is �lled220



with information about the parton-level event. This event is then un-onditionally aepted by PYEVNT, exept for the small fration of eventsthat PYEVNT fails to generate in full for some reason.This model allows UPEVNT to read events from a �le where di�erent pro-esses already appear mixed. Alternatively, you are free to devise andimplement your own mixing strategy inside UPEVNT, e.g. to mimi theones already outlined for PYEVNT in = 1 and = 2 above.The XSECUP(i) values should be known from the beginning, in order forPYSTAT(1) to produe a sensible ross setion table. This is the onlyplae where it matters, however. That is, the proessing of events insidePythia is independent of this information.In this model it is not possible to mix with internal Pythia proesses,sine not enough information is available to perform suh a mixing.A reweighting of events is ompletely in the hands of the UPEVNT author.In the ase that all events are stored in a single �le, and all are to behanded on to PYEVNT, only a ommon K fator applied to all proesseswould be possible.In summary, this option puts more power | and responsibility | in thehands of the author of the parton-level generator. It is very onvenientfor the proessing of unweighted parton-level events stored in a single�le. The prie to be paid is a redued exibility in the reweighting ofevents, or in ombining proesses at will.= -3 : same as = 3 above, exept that event weights may be either +1 or �1.This weight is uniquely de�ned by the sign of XWGTUP. It is also storedin PARI(7). The need for negative-weight events arises in some next-to-leading-order alulations, but there are inherent dangers, disussed insubsetion 9.9.4 below.Unlike the = -1 and = -2 options, there is no need to split a proess intwo, eah with a de�nite XWGTUP sign, sine PYEVNT is not responsible forthe mixing of proesses. It may well be that the parton-level-generatorauthor has enfored suh a split, however, to solve a orresponding mixingproblem inside UPEVNT. Information on the relative ross setion in thenegative- and positive-weight regions may also be useful to understandthe harater and validity of the alulation (large anellations meanstrouble!).= 4 : parton-level events ome with a weight when input to Pythia, and thisweight is to be retained unhanged at output. The event weight XWGTUP isa non-negative dimensional quantity, in pb (onverted to mb in Pythia,and as suh also stored in PARI(7)), with a mean value onverging tothe total ross setion of the respetive proess. When histogrammingresults, one of these event weights would have to be used.The strategy is exatly the same as = 3 above, exept that the eventweight is arried along from UPEVNT to the PYEVNT output. Thus againall ontrol is in the hands of the UPEVNT author.A ross setion an be alulated from the average of the XWGTUP values,as in the = 1 option, and is displayed by PYSTAT(1). Here it is of purelyinformative harater, however, and does not inuene the generationproedure. Neither XSECUP(i) or XMAXUP(i) needs to be known or sup-plied.In this model it is not possible to mix with internal Pythia proesses,sine not enough information is available to perform suh a mixing.A reweighting of events is ompletely in the hands of the UPEVNT author,and is always simple, also when events appear sequentially stored in a221



single �le.In summary, this option allows maximum exibility for the parton-level-generator author, but potentially at the prie of spending a signi�antamount of time proessing events of very small weight. Then again, insome ases it may be an advantage to have more events in the tails of adistribution in order to understand those tails better.= -4 : same as = 4 above, exept that event weights in XWGTUP may be eitherpositive or negative. In partiular, the mean value of XWGTUP is on-verging to the total ross setion of the respetive proess. The need fornegative-weight events arises in some next-to-leading-order alulations,but there are inherent dangers, disussed in subsetion 9.9.4 below.Unlike the = -1 and = -2 options, there is no need to split a proess intwo, eah with a de�nite XWGTUP sign, sine PYEVNT does not have to mixproesses. However, as for option = -3, suh a split may o�er advantagesin understanding the harater and validity of the alulation.NPRUP : the number of di�erent external proesses, with information stored in the �rstNPRUP entries of the XSECUP, XERRUP, XMAXUP and LPRUP arrays.XSECUP : ross setion for eah external proess, in pb. This information is mandatoryfor IDWTUP = �2, helpful for �3, and not used for the other options.XERRUP : the statistial error on the ross setion for eah external proess, in pb.Pythia will never make use of this information, but if it is available anywayit provides a helpful servie to the user of parton-level generators.Note that, if a small number na of events pass the experimental seletionuts, the statistial error on this ross setion is limited by Æ�=� � 1=pna,irrespetively of the quality of the original integration. Furthermore, at leastin hadroni physis, systemati errors from parton distributions and higherorders typially are muh larger than the statistial errors.XMAXUP : the maximum event weight XWGTUP that is likely to be enountered for eahexternal proess. For IDWTUP = �1 it has dimensions pb, while the dimen-sionality need not be spei�ed for �2. For the other IDWTUP options it is notused.LPRUP : a unique integer identi�er of eah external proess, free to be piked by you foryour onveniene. This ode is used in the IDPRUP identi�er of whih proessoured.In Pythia, an external proess is thus identi�ed by three di�erent integers.The �rst is the Pythia proess number, ISUB. This number is assigned byPYINIT at the beginning of eah run, by sanning the ISET array for unusedproess numbers, and relaiming suh in the order they are found. The se-ond is the sequene number i, running from 1 through NPRUP, used to �ndinformation in the ross setion arrays. The third is the LPRUP(i) number,whih an be anything that the user wants to have as a unique identi�er, e.g.in a larger database of proesses. For Pythia to handle onversions, the twoKFPR numbers of a given proess ISUB are overwritten with the seond andthird numbers above. Thus the �rst external proess will land in ISUB = 4(urrently), and ould have LPRUP(1) = 13579. In a PYSTAT(1) all, it wouldbe listed as User proess 13579.9.9.2 Event informationInside the event loop of the main program, PYEVNT will be alled to generate the next event,as usual. When this is to be an external proess, the parton-level event on�guration andthe event weight is found by a all from PYEVNT to UPEVNT.222



CALL UPEVNTPurpose: routine to be provided by you when you want to implement external proesses,wherein the ontents of the HEPEUP ommon blok are set. This informationspei�es the next parton-level event, and some additional event information,see further below. How UPEVNT is expeted to solve its task depends on themodel seleted in IDWTUP, see above. Spei�ally, note that the proess typeIDPRUP has already been seleted for some IDWTUP options (and then annotbe overwritten), while it remains to be hosen for others.Note : a dummy opy of UPEVNT is distributed with the program, in order to avoidpotential problems with unresolved external referenes. This dummy shouldnot be linked when you supply your own UPEVNT routine.INTEGER MAXNUPPARAMETER (MAXNUP=500)INTEGER NUP,IDPRUP,IDUP,ISTUP,MOTHUP,ICOLUPDOUBLE PRECISION XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,PUP,VTIMUP,SPINUPCOMMON/HEPEUP/NUP,IDPRUP,XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,IDUP(MAXNUP),&ISTUP(MAXNUP),MOTHUP(2,MAXNUP),ICOLUP(2,MAXNUP),PUP(5,MAXNUP),&VTIMUP(MAXNUP),SPINUP(MAXNUP)Purpose : to ontain information on the latest external proess generated in UPEVNT.A part is one-of-a-kind numbers, like the event weight, but the bulk of theinformation is a listing of inoming and outgoing partiles, with history, olour,momentum, lifetime and spin information.MAXNUP : the maximum number of partiles that an be spei�ed by the external proess.The maximum of 500 is more than Pythia is set up to handle. By default,MSTP(126) = 100, at most 96 partiles ould be spei�ed, sine 4 additionalentries are needed in Pythia for the two beam partiles and the two initiatorsof initial-state radiation. If this default is not suÆient, MSTP(126) would haveto be inreased at the beginning of the run.NUP : the number of partile entries in the urrent parton-level event, stored in theNUP �rst entries of the IDUP, ISTUP, MOTHUP, ICOLUP, PUP, VTIMUP and SPINUParrays.The speial value NUP = 0 is used to denote the ase where UPEVNT is unableto provide an event, at least of the type requested by PYEVNT, e.g. beause allevents available in a �le have already been read. For suh an event also theerror ag MSTI(51) = 1 instead of the normal = 0.IDPRUP : the identity of the urrent proess, as given by the LPRUP odes.When IDWTUP = �1 or �2, IDPRUP is seleted by PYEVNT and already set whenentering UPEVNT. Then UPEVNT has to provide an event of the spei�ed proesstype, but annot hange IDPRUP. When IDWTUP = �3 or �4, UPEVNT is free toselet the next proess, and then should set IDPRUP aordingly.XWGTUP : the event weight. The preise de�nition of XWGTUP depends on the value of theIDWTUP master swith. For IDWTUP = 1 or = 4 it is a dimensional quantity, inpb, with a mean value onverging to the total ross setion of the respetiveproess. For IDWTUP = 2 the overall normalization is irrelevant. For IDWTUP= 3 only the value +1 is allowed. For negative IDWTUP also negative weightsare allowed, although positive and negative weights annot appear mixed inthe same proess for IDWTUP = -1 or = -2.SCALUP : sale Q of the event, as used in the alulation of parton distributions (fa-torization sale). If the sale has not been de�ned, this should be denoted by223



using the value -1.In Pythia, this is input to PARI(21) - PARI(26) (and internally VINT(51) -VINT(56)) When SCALUP is non-positive, the invariant mass of the parton-levelevent is instead used as sale. Either of these omes to set the maximum vir-tuality in the initial-state parton showers. The same sale is also used for the�rst �nal-state shower, i.e. the one assoiated with the hard sattering. As ininternal events, PARP(67) and PARP(71) o�er multipliative fators, wherebythe respetive initial- or �nal-state showering Q2max sale an be modi�ed rel-ative to the sale above. Any subsequent �nal-state showers are assumed toome from resonane deays, where the resonane mass always sets the sale.AQEDUP : the QED oupling �em used for this event. If �em has not been de�ned, thisshould be denoted by using the value -1.In Pythia, this value is stored in VINT(57). It is not used anywhere, however.AQCDUP : the QCD oupling �s used for this event. If �s has not been de�ned, thisshould be denoted by using the value -1.In Pythia, this value is stored in VINT(58). It is not used anywhere, however.IDUP(i) : partile identity ode, aording to the PDG onvention, for partile i. As anextension to this standard, IDUP(i) = 0 an be used to designate an interme-diate state of unde�ned (and possible non-physial) harater, e.g. a subsystemwith a mass to be preserved by parton showers.In the Pythia event reord, this orresponds to the KF = K(I,2) ode. Butnote that, here and in the following, the positions i in HEPEUP and I in PYJETSare likely to be di�erent, sine Pythia normally stores more information inthe beginning of the event reord. Sine K(I,2) = 0 is forbidden, the IDUP(i)= 0 ode is mapped to K(I,2) = 90.ISTUP(i) : status ode of partile i.= -1 : an inoming partile of the hard-sattering proess.In Pythia, urrently it is presumed that the �rst two partiles, i = 1and = 2, are of this harater, and none of the others. If not, the programexeution will stop. This is a restrition relative to the standard, whihallows more possibilities. It is also presumed that these two partilesare given with vanishing masses and parallel to the respetive inomingbeam diretion, i.e. E = pz for the �rst and E = �pz for the seond. Theassignment of spaelike virtualities and nonvanishing p?'s from initial-state radiation and primordial k?'s is the prerogative of Pythia.= 1 : an outgoing �nal-state partile.Suh a partile an, of ourse, be proessed further by Pythia, to addshowers and hadronization, or perform deays of any leftover resonanes.= 2 : an intermediate resonane, whose mass should be preserved by partonshowers. For instane, in a proess suh as e+e� ! Z0h0 ! qq bb, theZ0 and h0 should both be agged this way, to denote that the qq and bbsystems should have their individual masses preserved. In a more om-plex example, du ! W�Z0g ! `��` qq g, both the W� and Z0 partilesand the W�Z0 pseudopartile (with IDUP(i) = 0) ould be given withstatus 2.Often mass preservation is orrelated with olour singlet subsystems, butthis need not be the ase. In e+e� ! tt ! bW+ bW�, the b and b wouldbe in a olour singlet state, but not with a preserved mass. Instead thet = bW+ and t = bW� masses would be preserved, i.e. when b radiatesb ! bg the reoil is taken by the W+. Exat mass preservation also bythe hadronization stage is only guaranteed for olour singlet subsystems,however, at least for string fragmentation, sine it is not possible to de-�ne a subset of hadrons that uniquely belong only with a single oloured224



partile.The assignment of intermediate states is not always quantum mehan-ially well-de�ned. For instane, e+e� ! ���+���� an proeed boththrough a W+W� and a Z0Z0 intermediate state, as well as through othergraphs, whih an interfere with eah other. It is here the responsibilityof the matrix-element-generator author to pik one of the alternatives,aording to some onvenient reipe. One option might be to performtwo alulations, one omplete to selet the event kinematis and alu-late the event weight, and a seond with all interferene terms negletedto pik the event history aording to the relative weight of eah graph.Often one partiular graph would dominate, beause a ertain pairing ofthe �nal-state fermions would give invariant masses on or lose to someresonane peaks.In Pythia, the identi�ation of an intermediate resonane is not onlya matter of preserving a mass, but also of improving the modelling ofthe �nal-state shower evolution, sine matrix-element-orretion fatorshave been alulated for a variety of possible resonane deays and im-plemented in the respetive parton shower desription, see subsetion10.2.6.= 3 : an intermediate resonane, given for doumentation only, without anydemand that the mass should be preserved in subsequent showers.In Pythia, urrently partiles de�ned with this option are not treatedany di�erently from the ones with = 2.= -2 : an intermediate spae-like propagator, de�ning an x and a Q2, in theDeeply Inelasti Sattering terminology, whih should be preserved.In Pythia, urrently this option is not de�ned and should not be used.If it is, the program exeution will stop.= -9 : an inoming beam partile at time t = �1. Suh beams are not requiredin most ases, sine the HEPRUP ommon blok normally ontains theinformation. The exeptions are studies with non-ollinear beams andwith varying-energy beams (e.g. from beamstrahlung, subsetion 7.1.3),where HEPRUP does not supply suÆient exibility. Information givenwith = -9 overwrites the one given in HEPRUP.This is an optional part of the standard, sine it may be diÆult toombine with some of the IDWTUP options.Currently it is not reognized by Pythia. If it is used, the programexeution will stop.MOTHUP(1,i), MOTHUP(2,i) : position of the �rst and last mother of partile i. Deayproduts will normally have only one mother. Then either MOTHUP(2,i) = 0or MOTHUP(2,i) = MOTHUP(1,i). Partiles in the outgoing state of a 2 ! nproess have two mothers. This sheme does not limit the number of mothers,so long as these appear onseutively in the listing, but in pratie there willlikely never be more than two mothers per partile.As has already been mentioned for ISTUP(i) = 2, the de�nition of history isnot always unique. Thus, in a ase like e+e� ! �+��, proeeding via anintermediate �=Z0, the squared matrix element ontains an interferene termbetween initial- and �nal-state emission of the photon. This ambiguity has tobe resolved by the matrix-elements-based generator.In Pythia, only information on the �rst mother survives into K(I,3). This isadequate for resonane deays, while partiles produed in the primary 2 ! nproess are given mother ode 0, as is ustomary for internal proesses. Itimplies that two partiles are deemed to have the same mothers if the �rst oneagrees; it is diÆult to oneive of situations where this would not be the ase.225



Furthermore, it is assumed that the MOTHUP(1,i) < i, i.e. that mothers arestored ahead of their daughters, and that all daughters of a mother are listedonseutively, i.e. without other partiles interspersed.Pythia has a limit of at most seven partiles oming from the same mother,for the �nal-state parton shower algorithm to work. In fat, the shower isoptimized for a primary 2 ! 2 proess followed by some sequene of 1 ! 2resonane deays. Then olour oherene with the initial state, matrix-elementmathing to gluon emission in resonane deays, and other sophistiated fea-tures are automatially inluded. By ontrast, the desription of emission insystems with three or more partons is less sophistiated. Apart from problemswith the algorithm itself, more information would be needed to do a good jobthan is provided by the standard. Spei�ally, there is a signi�ant dangerof doubleounting or gaps between the radiation already overed by matrixelements and the one added by the shower. The omission from HEPEUP of in-termediate resonanes known to be there, so that e.g. two onseutive 1 ! 2deays are bookkept as a single 1 ! 3 branhing, is a simple way to reduethe reliability of your studies!ICOLUP(1,i), ICOLUP(2,i) : integer tags for the olour ow lines passing through theolour and antiolour, respetively, of the partile. Any partile with olour(antiolour), suh as a quark (antiquark) or gluon, will have the �rst (seond)number nonvanishing.The tags an be viewed as a numbering of di�erent olours in theNC !1 limitof QCD. Any nonzero integer an be used to represent a di�erent olour, butthe standard reommends to stay with positive numbers larger than MAXNUPto avoid onfusion between olour tags and the position labels i of partiles.The olour and antiolour of a partile is de�ned with the respet to the phys-ial time ordering of the proess, so as to allow a unique de�nition of olourow also through intermediate partiles. That is, a quark always has a non-vanishing olour tag ICOLUP(1,i), whether it is in the initial, intermediateor �nal state. A simple example would be qq ! tt ! bW+bW�, where thesame olour label is to be used for the q, the t and the b. Correspondingly,the q, t and b share another olour label, now stored in the antiolour positionICOLUP(2,i).The olour label in itself does not distinguish between the olour or the an-tiolour of a given kind; that information appears in the usage either of theICOLUP(1,i) or of the ICOLUP(2,i) position for the olour or antiolour, re-spetively. Thus, in a W+ ! ud deay, the u and d would share the sameolour label, but stored in ICOLUP(1,i) for the u and in ICOLUP(2,i) for thed.In general, several olour ows are possible in a given subproess. This leadsto ambiguities, of a harater similar to the ones for the history above, and asis disussed in subsetion 8.2.1. Again it is up to the author of the matrix-elements-based generator to �nd a sensible solution. It is useful to note thatall interferene terms between di�erent olour ow topologies vanish in theNC !1 limit of QCD. One solution would then be to use a �rst alulationin standard QCD to selet the momenta and �nd the weight of the proess,and a seond with NC !1 to pik one spei� olour topology aording tothe relative probabilities in this limit.The above olour sheme also allows for baryon number violating proesses.Suh a vertex would show up by `dangling' olour lines, when the ICOLUP andMOTHUP information is orrelated. For instane, in ~u ! dd the ~u inherits anexisting olour label, while the two d's are produed with two di�erent newlabels. 226



Several examples of olour assignments, both with and without baryon numberviolation, are given in [Boo01℄.In Pythia, baryon number violation is not yet implemented. It will requiresubstantial extra work, and is not imminent.PUP(1,i), PUP(2,i), PUP(3,i), PUP(4,i), PUP(5,i) : the partile momentum ve-tor (px; py; pz; E;m), with units of GeV. A spaelike virtuality is denoted by anegative sign on the mass.Apart from the index order, this exatly mathes the P momentum onventionsin PYJETS.Pythia is forgiving when it omes to using other masses than its own, e.g.for quarks. Thus the external proess an be given diretly with the mb usedin the alulation, without any worry how this mathes the Pythia default.However, remember that the two inoming partiles with ISTUP(i) = -1 haveto be massless.VTIMUP(i) : invariant lifetime � in mm, i.e. distane from prodution to deay. Onethe primary vertex has been seleted, the subsequent deay vertex positionsin spae and time an be onstruted step by step, by also making use of themomentum information. Propagation in vauum, without any bending e.g. bymagneti �elds, has to be assumed.This exatly orresponds to the V(I,5) omponent in PYJETS. Note that it isused in Pythia to trak olour singlet partiles through distanes that mightbe observable in a detetor. It is not used to trae the motion of oloured par-tons at fm sales, through the hadronization proess. Also note that Pythiawill only use this information for intermediate resonanes, not for the initial-and �nal-state partiles. For instane, for an undeayed ��, the lifetime isseleted as part of the �� deay proess, not based on the VTIMUP(i) value.SPINUP(i) : osine of the angle between the spin vetor of a partile and its three-momentum, spei�ed in the lab frame, i.e. the frame where the event as awhole is de�ned. This sheme is neither general nor omplete, but it is hosenas a sensible ompromise.The main foreseen appliation is � 's with a spei� heliity. Typially a rel-ativisti �� (�+) oming from a W� (W+) deay would have heliity andSPINUP(i) = �1 (+1). This ould be hanged by the boost from the W restframe to the labe frame, however. The use of a real number, rather than aninteger, allows for an extension to the non-relativisti ase.Partiles whih are unpolarized or have unknown polarization should be givenSPINUP(i) = 9.Expliit spin information is not used anywhere in Pythia. It is impliit inmany prodution and deay matrix elements, whih often ontain more or-relation information than ould be onveyed by the simple spin numbers dis-ussed here. Correspondingly, it is to be expeted that the external generatoralready performed the deays of the W's, the Z's and the other resonanes,so as to inlude the full spin orrelations. If this is not the ase, suh reso-nanes will normally be deayed isotropially. Some orrelations ould appearin deay hains: the Pythia deay t ! bW+ is isotropi, but the subequentW+ ! q1q2 deay ontains impliit W heliity information from the t deay.Also � deays performed by Pythia would be isotropi. An interfae routinePYTAUD (see subsetion 14.2) an be used to link to external � deay generators,but is based on de�ning the � in the rest frame of the deay that produes it,and so is not diretly appliable here. In some future, it will be rewritten tomake use of the SPINUP(i) information. In the meantime, and of ourse alsoafterwards, a valid option is to perform the � deays yourself before passing`parton-level' events to Pythia.227



9.9.3 An exampleTo exemplify the above disussion, onsider the expliit ase of qq or gg ! tt !bW+bW� ! bq1q2 bq3q4. These two proesses are already available in Pythia, butwithout full spin orrelations. One might therefore wish to inlude them from some ex-ternal generator. A physis analysis would then most likely involve angular orrelationsintended to set limits on (or reveal traes of) anomalous ouplings. However, so as togive a simple self-ontained example, instead onsider the analysis of the harged mul-tipliity distribution. This atually o�ers a simple �rst ross-hek between the internaland external implementations of the same proess. The main program might then looksomething likeIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)C...User proess event ommon blok.INTEGER MAXNUPPARAMETER (MAXNUP=500)INTEGER NUP,IDPRUP,IDUP,ISTUP,MOTHUP,ICOLUPDOUBLE PRECISION XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,PUP,VTIMUP,SPINUPCOMMON/HEPEUP/NUP,IDPRUP,XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,IDUP(MAXNUP),&ISTUP(MAXNUP),MOTHUP(2,MAXNUP),ICOLUP(2,MAXNUP),PUP(5,MAXNUP),&VTIMUP(MAXNUP),SPINUP(MAXNUP)SAVE /HEPEUP/C...PYTHIA ommon blok.COMMON/PYJETS/N,NPAD,K(4000,5),P(4000,5),V(4000,5)SAVE /PYJETS/C...Initialize.CALL PYINIT('USER',' ',' ',0D0)C...Book histogram. Reset event ounter.CALL PYBOOK(1,'Charged multipliity',100,-1D0,199D0)NACC=0C...Event loop; hek that not at end of run; list first events.DO 100 IEV=1,1000CALL PYEVNTIF(NUP.EQ.0) GOTO 110NACC=NACC+1IF(IEV.LE.3) CALL PYLIST(7)IF(IEV.LE.3) CALL PYLIST(2)C...Analyze event; end event loop.CALL PYEDIT(3)CALL PYFILL(1,DBLE(N),1D0)100 CONTINUEC...Statistis and histograms.110 CALL PYSTAT(1)CALL PYFACT(1,1D0/DBLE(NACC))CALL PYHIST 228



ENDThere PYINIT is alled with 'USER' as �rst argument, implying that the rest is dummy.The event loop itself looks fairly familiar, but with two additions. One is that NUP isheked after eah event, sine NUP = 0 would signal a premature end of the run, withthe external generator unable to return more events. This would be the ase e.g. if eventshave been stored on �le, and the end of this �le is reahed. The other is that CALLPYLIST(7) an be used to list the partile ontent of the HEPEUP ommon blok (withsome information omitted, on verties and spin), so that one an easily ompare this inputwith the output after Pythia proessing, CALL PYLIST(2). An example of a PYLIST(7)listing would beEvent listing of user proess at input (simplified)I IST ID Mothers Colours p_x p_y p_z E m1 -1 21 0 0 101 109 0.000 0.000 269.223 269.223 0.0002 -1 21 0 0 109 102 0.000 0.000 -225.566 225.566 0.0003 2 6 1 2 101 0 72.569 153.924 -10.554 244.347 175.0304 2 -6 1 2 0 102 -72.569 -153.924 54.211 250.441 175.5655 1 5 3 0 101 0 56.519 33.343 53.910 85.045 4.5006 2 24 3 0 0 0 16.050 120.581 -64.464 159.302 80.1507 1 -5 4 0 0 102 44.127 -60.882 25.507 79.527 4.5008 2 -24 4 0 0 0 -116.696 -93.042 28.705 170.914 78.1849 1 2 6 0 103 0 -8.667 11.859 16.063 21.766 0.00010 1 -1 6 0 0 103 24.717 108.722 -80.527 137.536 0.00011 1 -2 8 0 0 104 -33.709 -22.471 -26.877 48.617 0.00012 1 1 8 0 104 0 -82.988 -70.571 55.582 122.297 0.000Note the reverse listing of ID(UP) and IST(UP) relative to the HEPEUP order, to havebetter agreement with the PYJETS one. (The ID olumn is wider in real life, to allow forlonger odes, but has here been redued to �t the listing onto the page.)The orresponding PYLIST(2) listing of ourse would be onsiderably longer, ontain-ing a omplete event as it does. Also the partiles above would there appear boostedby the e�ets of initial-state radiation and primordial k?; opies of them further downin the event reord would also inlude the e�ets of �nal-state radiation. The full storyis available with MSTP(125)=2, while the default listing omits some of the intermediatesteps.The PYINIT all will generate a all to the user-supplied routine UPINIT. It is herethat we need to speify the details of the generation model. Assume, for instane thatqq- and gg-initiated events have been generated in two separate runs for Tevatron RunII, with weighted events stored in two separate �les. By the end of eah run, ross setionand maximum weight information has also been obtained, and stored on separate �les.Then UPINIT ould look likeSUBROUTINE UPINITC...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)C...User proess initialization ommon blok.INTEGER MAXPUPPARAMETER (MAXPUP=100)INTEGER IDBMUP,PDFGUP,PDFSUP,IDWTUP,NPRUP,LPRUP229



DOUBLE PRECISION EBMUP,XSECUP,XERRUP,XMAXUPCOMMON/HEPRUP/IDBMUP(2),EBMUP(2),PDFGUP(2),PDFSUP(2),&IDWTUP,NPRUP,XSECUP(MAXPUP),XERRUP(MAXPUP),XMAXUP(MAXPUP),&LPRUP(MAXPUP)SAVE /HEPRUP/C....Pythia ommon blok - needed for setting PDF's; see below.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)SAVE /PYPARS/C...Set inoming beams: Tevatron Run II.IDBMUP(1)=2212IDBMUP(2)=-2212EBMUP(1)=1000D0EBMUP(2)=1000D0C...Set PDF's of inoming beams: CTEQ 5L.C...Note that Pythia will not look at PDFGUP and PDFSUP.PDFGUP(1)=4PDFSUP(1)=46PDFGUP(2)=PDFGUP(1)PDFSUP(2)=PDFSUP(1)C...Set use of CTEQ 5L in internal Pythia ode.MSTP(51)=7C...If you want Pythia to use PDFLIB, you have to set it by hand.C...(You also have to ensure that the dummy routinesC...PDFSET, STRUCTM and STRUCTP in Pythia are not linked.)C MSTP(52)=2C MSTP(51)=1000*PDFGUP(1)+PDFSUP(1)C...Deide on weighting strategy: weighted on input, ross setion known.IDWTUP=2C...Number of external proesses.NPRUP=2C...Set up q qbar -> t tbar.OPEN(21,FILE='qqtt.info',FORM='unformatted',ERR=100)READ(21,ERR=100) XSECUP(1),XERRUP(1),XMAXUP(1)LPRUP(1)=661OPEN(22,FILE='qqtt.events',FORM='unformatted',ERR=100)C...Set up g g -> t tbar.OPEN(23,FILE='ggtt.info',FORM='unformatted',ERR=100)READ(23,ERR=100) XSECUP(2),XERRUP(2),XMAXUP(2)LPRUP(2)=662OPEN(24,FILE='ggtt.events',FORM='unformatted',ERR=100)RETURNC...Stop run if file operations fail.100 WRITE(*,*) 'Error! File open or read failed. Program stopped.'230



STOPENDHere unformatted read/write is used to redue the size of the event �les, but at the prie ofa platform dependene. Formatted �les are preferred if they are to be shipped elsewhere.The rest should be self-explanatory.Inside the event loop of the main program, PYEVNT will all UPEVNT to obtain the nextparton-level event. In its simplest form, only a single READ statement would be neessaryto read information on the next event, e.g. what is shown in the event listing earlier inthis subsetion, with a few additions. Then the routine ould look likeSUBROUTINE UPEVNTC...Double preision and integer delarations.IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, O-Z)IMPLICIT INTEGER(I-N)C...User proess event ommon blok.INTEGER MAXNUPPARAMETER (MAXNUP=500)INTEGER NUP,IDPRUP,IDUP,ISTUP,MOTHUP,ICOLUPDOUBLE PRECISION XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,PUP,VTIMUP,SPINUPCOMMON/HEPEUP/NUP,IDPRUP,XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,IDUP(MAXNUP),&ISTUP(MAXNUP),MOTHUP(2,MAXNUP),ICOLUP(2,MAXNUP),PUP(5,MAXNUP),&VTIMUP(MAXNUP),SPINUP(MAXNUP)SAVE /HEPEUP/C...Pik file to read from, based on requested event type.IUNIT=22IF(IDPRUP.EQ.662) IUNIT=24C...Read event from this file. (Exept that NUP and IDPRUP are known.)NUP=12READ(IUNIT,ERR=100,END=100) XWGTUP,SCALUP,AQEDUP,AQCDUP,&(IDUP(I),ISTUP(I),MOTHUP(1,I),MOTHUP(2,I),ICOLUP(1,I),&ICOLUP(2,I),(PUP(J,I),J=1,5),VTIMUP(I),SPINUP(I),I=1,NUP)C...Return, with NUP=0 if read failed.RETURN100 NUP=0RETURNENDHowever, in reality one might wish to save disk spae by not storing redundant informa-tion. The XWGTUP and SCALUP numbers are vital, while AQEDUP and AQCDUP are purelyinformational and an be omitted. In a gg ! tt ! bW+bW� ! bq1q2 bq3q4 event,only the q1, q2, q3 and q4 avours need be given, assuming that the partiles are alwaysstored in the same order. For a qq initial state, the q avour should be added to the list.The ISTUP, MOTHUP and ICOLUP information is the same in all events of a given proess,exept for a twofold ambiguity in the olour ow for gg initial states. All VTIMUP vanishand the SPINUP are uninteresting sine spins have already been taken into aount by thekinematis of the �nal fermions. (It would be di�erent if one of the W's deayed leptoni-ally to a � .) Only the PUP values of the six �nal fermions need be given, sine the other231



momenta and masses an be reonstruted from this, remembering that the two initialpartons are massless and along the beam pipe. The �nal fermions are on the mass shell,so their masses need not be stored event by event, but an be read from a small table.The energy of a partile an be reonstruted from its momentum and mass. Overalltransverse momentum onservation removes two further numbers. What remains is thus5 integers and 18 real numbers, where the reals ould well be stored in single preision.Of ourse, the ode needed to unpak information stored this way would be lengthy buttrivial. Even more ompat storage strategies ould be envisaged, e.g. only to save theweight and the seed of a dediated random-number generator, to be used to generate thenext parton-level event. It is up to you to �nd the optimal balane between disk spaeand oding e�ort.9.9.4 Further ommentsThis setion ontains additional information on a few di�erent topis: ross setion in-terpretation, negative-weight events, relations with other Pythia swithes and routines,and error onditions.In several IDWTUP options, the XWGTUP variable is supposed to give the di�erentialross setion of the urrent event, times the phase-spae volume within whih events aregenerated, expressed in piobarns. (Converted to millibarns inside Pythia.) This meansthat, in the limit that many events are generated, the average value of XWGTUP givesthe total ross setion of the simulated proess. Of ourse, the triky part is that thedi�erential ross setion usually is strongly peaked in a few regions of the phase spae,suh that the average probability to aept an event, hXWGTUPi=XMAXUP(i) is small. Itmay then be neessary to �nd a suitable set of transformed phase-spae oordinates, forwhih the orrespondingly transformed di�erential ross setion is better behaved.To avoid unlarities, here is a more formal version of the above paragraph. Call dXthe di�erential phase spae, e.g. for a 2 ! 2 proess dX = dx1 dx2 dt̂, where x1 and x2are the momentum frations arried by the two inoming partons and t̂ the Mandelstamvariable of the sattering (see subsetion 7.2). Call d�=dX the di�erential ross setionof the proess, e.g. for 2 ! 2: d�=dX = Pij fi(x1; Q2) fj(x2; Q2) d�̂ij=dt̂, i.e. the prod-ut of parton distributions and hard-sattering matrix elements, summed over all allowedinoming avours i and j. The physial ross setion that one then wants to generateis � = R (d�=dX) dX, where the integral is over the allowed phase-spae volume. Theevent generation proedure onsists of seleting an X uniformly in dX and then evalu-ating the weight d�=dX at this point. XWGTUP is now simply XWGTUP= d�=dX R dX, i.e.the di�erential ross setion times the onsidered volume of phase spae. Clearly, whenaveraged over many events, XWGTUP will orretly estimate the desired ross setion. IfXWGTUP utuates too muh, one may try to transform to new variables X 0, where eventsare now piked aordingly to dX 0 and XWGTUP= d�=dX 0 R dX 0.A warning. It is important that X is indeed uniformly piked within the allowed phasespae, alternatively that any Jaobians are properly taken into aount. For instane, inthe ase above, one approah would be to pik x1, x2 and t̂ uniformly in the ranges0 < x1 < 1, 0 < x2 < 1, and �s < t̂ < 0, with full phase spae volume R dX = s. Theross setion would only be non-vanishing inside the physial region given by �sx1x2 < t̂(in the massless ase), i.e. Monte Carlo eÆieny is likely to be low. However, if one wereto hoose t̂ values only in the range �ŝ < t̂ < 0, small ŝ values would be favoured, sinethe density of seleted t̂ values would be larger there. Without the use of a ompensatingJaobian ŝ=s, an inorret answer would be obtained. Alternatively, one ould start outwith a phase spae like dX = dx1 dx2 d(os �̂), where the limits deouple. Of ourse, theos �̂ variable an be translated bak into a t̂, whih will then always be in the desiredrange �ŝ < t̂ < 0. The transformation itself here gives the neessary Jaobian.232



At times, it is onvenient to split a proess into a disrete set of subproesses for theparton-level generation, without retaining these in the IDPRUP lassi�ation. For instane,the ross setion above ontains a summation over inoming partons. An alternativewould then have been to let eah subproess orrespond to one unique ombination ofinoming avours. When an event of proess type i is to be generated, �rst a spei�subproess ik is seleted with probability f ik, where Pk f ik = 1. For this subproess anXWGTUPk is generated as above, exept that there is no longer a summation over inomingavours. Sine only a fration f ik of all events now ontain this part of the ross setion,a ompensating fator 1=f ik is introdued, i.e. XWGTUP=XWGTUPk=f ik. Further, one has tode�ne XMAXUP(i)= maxk XMAXUPik=f ik and XSECUP(i)= Pk XSECUPik. The generationeÆieny will be maximized for the f ik oeÆients seleted proportional to XMAXUPik, butthis is no requirement.The standard allows external parton-level events to ome with negative weights, unlikethe ase for internal Pythia proesses. In order to avoid indisriminate use of this option,some words of aution are in plae. In next-to-leading-order alulations, events withnegative weights may our as part of the virtual orretions. In any physial observablequantity, the e�et of suh events should anel against the e�et of real events withone more parton in the �nal state. For instane, the next-to-leading order alulation ofgluon sattering ontains the real proess gg ! ggg, with a positive divergene in the softand ollinear regions, while the virtual orretions to gg ! gg are negatively divergent.Negleting the problems of outgoing gluons ollinear with the beams, and those of softgluons, two nearby outgoing gluons in the gg ! ggg proess an be ombined into onee�etive one, suh that the divergenes an be anelled.If rather widely separated gluons an be ombined, the remaining negative ontribu-tions are not partiularly large. Di�erent separation riteria ould be onsidered; oneexample would be �R = q(��)2 + (�')2 � 1. The reombination of well separatedpartons is at the prie of an arbitrariness in the hoie of lustering algorithm, whentwo gluons of nonvanishing invariant mass are to be ombined into one massless one, asrequired to be able to ompare with the kinematis of the massless gg ! gg proess whenperforming the divergene anellations. Alternatively, if a smaller �R ut is used, wherethe ombining proedure is less ritial, there will be more events with large positive andnegative weights that are to anel.Without proper are, this anellation ould easily be destroyed by the subsequentshowering desription, as follows. The standard for external proesses does not provideany way to pass information on the lustering algorithm used, so the showering routinewill have to make its own hoie what region of phase spae to populate with radiation.One hoie ould be to allow a one de�ned by the nearest olour-onneted parton (seesubsetion 10.1.3 for a disussion). There ould then arise a signi�ant mismath inshower desription between events where two gluons are just below or just above the �Rut for being reombined, equivalently between gg ! gg and gg ! ggg events. Most ofthe phase spae may be open for the former, while only the region below �R may be itfor the latter. Thus the average `two-parton' events may end up ontaining signi�antlymore jet ativity than the orresponding `three-parton' ones. The smaller the �R ut,the more severe the mismath, both on an event-by-event basis and in terms of the eventrates involved.One solution would be to extend the standard also to speify whih lustering algo-rithm has been used in the matrix-element alulation, and with what parameter values.Any shower emission that would give rise to an extra jet, aording to this algorithm,would be vetoed. If a small �R ut is used, this is almost equivalent to allowing noshower ativity at all. (That would still leave us with potential mismath problems in thehadronization desription. Fortunately the string fragmentation approah is very pow-erful in this respet, with a smooth transition between two almost parallel gluons and asingle one with the full energy [Sj�o84℄.) But we know that the unassisted matrix-element233



desription annot do a good job of the internal struture of jets on an event-by-eventbasis, sine multiple-gluon emission is the norm in this region. Therefore a �R � 1 willbe required, to let the matrix elements desribe the wide-angle emission and the showersthe small-angle one. This again suggests a piture with only a small ontribution fromnegative-weight events. In summary, the appearane of a large fration of negative-weightevents should be a sure warning sign that physis is likely to be inorretly desribed.The above example illustrates that it may, at times, be desirable to sidestep the stan-dard and provide further information diretly in the Pythia ommon bloks. (Currentlythere is no exat math to the lustering task mentioned above, but there are a few sim-pler ways to intervene in the shower evolution.) Then it is useful to note that, apart fromthe hard-proess generation mahinery itself, the external proesses are handled almostexatly as the internal ones. Thus essentially all swithes and parameter values related toshowers, underlying events and hadronization an be modi�ed at will. This even appliesto alternative listing modes of events and history pointers, as set by MSTP(128). Alsosome of the information on the hard sattering is available, suh as MSTI(3), MSTI(21)- MSTI(26), and PARI(33) - PARI(38). Before using them, however, it is prudent tohek that your variables of interest do work as intended for the partiular proess youstudy. Several di�erenes do remain between internal and external proesses, in partiularrelated to �nal-state showers and resonane deays. For internal proesses, the PYRESDroutine will perform a shower (if relevant) diretly after eah deay. A typial examplewould be that a t ! bW deay is immediately followed by a shower, whih ould hangethe momentum of the W before it deays in its turn. For an external proess, this deayhain would presumably already have been arried out. When the equivalent shower tothe above is performed, it is therefore now neessary also to boost the deay produts ofthe W. The speial sequene of showers and boosts for external proesses is administratedby the PYADSH routine.You are free to make use of whatever tools you want in your UPINIT and UPEVNTroutines, and normally there would be little or no ontat with the rest of Pythia, exeptas desribed above. However, several Pythia tools an be used, if you so wish. Oneattrative possibility is to use PYPDFU for parton-distribution-funtion evaluation. Otherpossible tools ould be PYR for random-number generation, PYALPS for �s evaluation,PYALEM for evaluation of a running �em, and maybe a few more.We end with a few omments on anomalous situations. As already desribed, you mayput NUP=0 inside UPEVNT, e.g. to signal the end of the �le from whih events are read. Ifthe program enounters this value at a return from UPEVNT, then it will also exit fromPYEVNT, without inrementing the ounters for the number of events generated. It is thenup to you to have a hek on this ondition in your main event-generation loop. This youdo either by looking at NUP or at MSTI(51); the latter is set to 1 if no event was generated.It may also happen that a parton-level on�guration fails elsewhere in the PYEVNTall. For instane, the beam-remnant treatment oasionally enounters situations itannot handle, wherefore the parton-level event is rejeted and a new one generated.This happens also with ordinary (not user-de�ned) events, and usually omes about asa onsequene of the initial-state radiation desription leaving too little energy for theremnant. If the same hard sattering were to be used as input for a new initial-stateradiation and beam-remnant attempt, it ould then work �ne. There is a possibility togive events that hane, as follows. MSTI(52) ounts the number of times a hard-satteringon�guration has failed to date. If you ome in to UPEVNT with MSTI(52) non-vanishing,this means that the latest on�guration failed. So long as the ontents of the HEPEUPommon blok are not hanged, suh an event may be given another try. For instane, aline IF(MSTI(52).GE.1.AND.MSTI(52).LE.4) RETURNat the beginning of UPEVNT will give eah event up to �ve tries; thereafter a new one234



would be generated as usual. Note that the ounter for the number of events is updatedat eah new try. The fration of failed on�gurations is given in the bottom line of thePYSTAT(1) table.The above omment only refers to very rare ourrenes (less than one in a hundred),whih are not errors in a strit sense; for instane, they do not produe any error messageson output. If you get warnings and error messages that the program does not understandthe avour odes or annot reonstrut the olour ows, it is due to faults of yours, andgiving suh events more tries is not going to help.9.10 Interfaes to Other GeneratorsIn the previous setion an approah to inluding external proesses in Pythia was ex-plained. While general enough, it may not always be the optimal hoie. In partiular, fore+e� annihilation events one may envisage some standard ases where simpler approahesould be pursued. A few suh standard interfaes are desribed in this setion.In e+e� annihilation events, a onvenient lassi�ation of eletroweak physis is by thenumber of fermions in the �nal state. Two fermions from Z0 deay is LEP1 physis, fourfermions an ome e.g. from W+W� or Z0Z0 events at LEP2, and at higher energies sixfermions are produed by three-gauge-boson prodution or top-antitop. Often interfereneterms are non-negligible, requiring muh more omplex matrix-element expressions thanare normally provided in Pythia. Dediated eletroweak generators often exist, however,and the task is therefore to interfae them to the generi parton showering and hadroniza-tion mahinery available in Pythia. In the LEP2 workshop [Kno96℄ one possible strategywas outlined to allow reasonably standardized interfaes between the eletroweak and theQCD generators. The LU4FRM routine was provided for the key four-fermion ase. Thisroutine is now inluded here, in slightly modi�ed form, together with two new siblings fortwo and six fermions. The former is trivial and inluded mainly for ompleteness, whilethe latter is rather more deliate.In �nal states with two or three quark{antiquark pairs, the olour onnetion is notunique. For instane, a udud �nal state ould either stem from a W+W� or a Z0Z0intermediate state, or even from interferene terms between the two. In order to showerand fragment the system, it is then neessary to pik one of the two alternatives, e.g.aording to the relative matrix element weight of eah alternative, with the interfereneterm dropped. Some di�erent suh strategies are proposed as options below.Note that here we disuss purely perturbative ambiguities. One an imagine olourreonnetion at later stages of the proess, e.g. if the intermediate state indeed is W+W�,a soft-gluon exhange ould still result in olour singlets uu and dd. We are then no longerspeaking of ambiguities related to the hard proess itself but rather to the possibility ofnonperturbative e�ets. This is an interesting topi in itself, addressed in setion 12.4.2but not here.The fermion-pair routines are not set up to handle QCD four-jet events, i.e. events ofthe types qqgg and qqq0q0 (with q0q0 oming from a gluon branhing). Suh events aregenerated in normal parton showers, but not neessarily at the right rate (a problem thatmay be espeially interesting for massive quarks like b). Therefore one would like to starta QCD �nal-state parton shower from a given four-parton on�guration. Already sometime ago, a mahinery was developed to handle this kind of ourrenes [And98a℄. Thisapproah has now been adapted to Pythia, in a somewhat modi�ed form, see setion10.2.7. The main hange is that, in the original work, the olour ow was piked in aseparate �rst step (not disussed in the publiation, sine it is part of the standard 4-parton on�guration mahinery of PYEEVT), whih redues the number of allowed qqggparton-shower histories. In the urrent implementation, more geared towards ompletelyexternal generators, no olour ow assumptions are made, meaning a few more possibleshower histories to pik between. Another hange is that mass e�ets are better respeted235



by the z de�nition. The ode ontains one new user routine, PY4JET, two new auxiliaryones, PY4JTW and PY4JTS, and signi�ant additions to the PYSHOW showering routine.CALL PY2FRM(IRAD,ITAU,ICOM)Purpose: to allow a parton shower to develop and partons to hadronize from a two-fermion starting point. The initial list is supposed to be ordered suh that thefermion preedes the antifermion. In addition, an arbitrary number of photonsmay be inluded, e.g. from initial-state radiation; these will not be a�eted bythe operation and an be put anywhere. The sale for QCD (and QED) �nal-state radiation is automatially set to be the mass of the fermion-antifermionpair. (It is thus not suited for Bhabha sattering.)IRAD : �nal-state QED radiation.= 0 : no �nal-state photon radiation, only QCD showers.= 1 : photon radiation inside eah �nal fermion pair, also leptons, in additionto the QCD one for quarks.ITAU : handling of � lepton deay (where Pythia does not inlude spin e�ets, al-though some generators provide the heliity information that would allow amore sophistiated modelling).= 0 : � 's are onsidered stable (and an therefore be deayed afterwards).= 1 : � 's are allowed to deay.ICOM : plae where information about the event (avours, momenta et.) is stored atinput and output.= 0 : in the HEPEVT ommonblok (meaning that information is automatiallytranslated to PYJETS before treatment and bak afterwards).= 1 : in the PYJETS ommonblok. All fermions and photons an be givenwith status ode K(I,1)=1, avour ode in K(I,2) and �ve-momentum(momentum, energy, mass) in P(I,J). The V vetor and remaining om-ponents in the K one are best put to zero. Also remember to set the totalnumber of entries N.CALL PY4FRM(ATOTSQ,A1SQ,A2SQ,ISTRAT,IRAD,ITAU,ICOM)Purpose: to allow a parton shower to develop and partons to hadronize from a four-fermion starting point. The initial list of fermions is supposed to be orderedin the sequene fermion (1) { antifermion (2) { fermion (3) { antifermion (4).The avour pairs should be arranged so that, if possible, the �rst two ouldome from a W+ and the seond two from a W�; else eah pair should haveavours onsistent with a Z0. In addition, an arbitrary number of photons maybe inluded, e.g. from initial-state radiation; these will not be a�eted by theoperation and an be put anywhere. Sine the olour ow need not be unique,three real and one integer numbers are providing further input. One the olourpairing is determined, the sale for �nal-state QCD (and QED) radiation isautomatially set to be the mass of the fermion-antifermion pair. (This is therelevant hoie for normal fermion pair prodution from resonane deay, butis not suited e.g. for  proesses dominated by small-t propagators.) Thepairing is also meaningful for QED radiation, in the sense that a four-lepton�nal state is subdivided into two radiating subsystems in the same way. Onlyif the event onsists of one lepton pair and one quark pair is the informationsuperuous.ATOTSQ : total squared amplitude for the event, irrespetive of olour ow.A1SQ : squared amplitude for the on�guration with fermions 1 + 2 and 3 + 4 as the236



two olour singlets.A2SQ : squared amplitude for the on�guration with fermions 1 + 4 and 3 + 2 as thetwo olour singlets.ISTRAT : the hoie of strategy to selet either of the two possible olour on�gurations.Here 0 is supposed to represent a reasonable ompromize, while 1 and 2 areseleted so as to give the largest reasonable spread one ould imagine.= 0 : pik on�gurations aording to relative probabilities A1SQ : A2SQ.= 1 : assign the interferene ontribution to maximize the 1 + 2 and 3 + 4pairing of fermions.= 2 : assign the interferene ontribution to maximize the 1 + 4 and 3 + 2pairing of fermions.IRAD : �nal-state QED radiation.= 0 : no �nal-state photon radiation, only QCD showers.= 1 : photon radiation inside eah �nal fermion pair, also leptons, in additionto the QCD one for quarks.ITAU : handling of � lepton deay (where Pythia does not inlude spin e�ets, al-though some generators provide the heliity information that would allow amore sophistiated modelling).= 0 : � 's are onsidered stable (and an therefore be deayed afterwards).= 1 : � 's are allowed to deay.ICOM : plae where information about the event (avours, momenta et.) is stored atinput and output.= 0 : in the HEPEVT ommonblok (meaning that information is automatiallytranslated to PYJETS before treatment and bak afterwards).= 1 : in the PYJETS ommonblok. All fermions and photons an be givenwith status ode K(I,1)=1, avour ode in K(I,2) and �ve-momentum(momentum, energy, mass) in P(I,J). The V vetor and remaining om-ponents in the K one are best put to zero. Also remember to set the totalnumber of entries N.Comment : Also olour reonnetion phenomena an be studied with the PY4FRM rou-tine. MSTP(115) an be used to swith between the senarios, with defaultbeing no reonnetion. Other reonnetion parameters also work as normally,inluding that MSTI(32) an be used to �nd out whether a reonnetion o-ured or not. In order for the reonnetion mahinery to work, the event reordis automatially ompelemented with information on the W+W� or Z0Z0 pairthat produed the four fermions, based on the rules desribed above.We remind that the four �rst parameters of the PY4FRM all are supposed toparameterize an ambiguity on the perturbative level of the proess, whih hasto be resolved before parton showers are performed. The olour reonnetiondisussed here is (in most senarios) ouring on the nonperturbative level,after the parton showers.CALL PY6FRM(P12,P13,P21,P23,P31,P32,PTOP,IRAD,ITAU,ICOM)Purpose: to allow a parton shower to develop and partons to hadronize from a six-fermion starting point. The initial list of fermions is supposed to be orderedin the sequene fermion (1) { antifermion (2) { fermion (3) { antifermion (4){ fermion (5) { antifermion (6). The avour pairs should be arranged so that,if possible, the �rst two ould ome from a Z0, the middle two from a W+and the last two from a W�; else eah pair should have avours onsistentwith a Z0. Spei�ally, this means that in a tt event, the t deay produtswould be found in 1 (b) and 3 and 4 (from the W+ deay) and the t ones in237



2 (b) and 5 and 6 (from the W� deay). In addition, an arbitrary number ofphotons may be inluded, e.g. from initial-state radiation; these will not bea�eted by the operation and an be put anywhere. Sine the olour ow neednot be unique, further input is needed to speify this. The number of possibleinterferene ontributions being muh larger than for the four-fermion ase, wehave not tried to implement di�erent strategies. Instead six probabilities maybe input for the di�erent pairings, that you e.g. ould pik as the six possiblesquared amplitudes, or aording to some more ompliated sheme for howto handle the interferene terms. The treatment of �nal-state asades mustbe quite di�erent for top events and the rest. For a normal three-boson event,eah fermion pair would form one radiating system, with sale set equal to thefermion-antifermion invariant mass. (This is the relevant hoie for normalfermion pair prodution from resonane deay, but is not suited e.g. for proesses dominated by small-t propagators.) In the top ase, on the otherhand, the b (b) would be radiating with a reoil taken by the W+ (W�) insuh a way that the t (t) mass is preserved, while the W dipoles would radiateas normal. Therefore you need also supply a probability for the event to be atop one, again e.g. based on some squared amplitude.P12, P13, P21, P23, P31, P32 : relative probabilities for the six possible pairings offermions with antifermions. The �rst (seond) digit tells whih antifermionthe �rst (seond) fermion is paired with, with the third pairing given by elim-ination. Thus e.g. P23 means the �rst fermion is paired with the seond an-tifermion, the seond fermion with the third antifermion and the third fermionwith the �rst antifermion. Pairings are only possible between quarks and lep-tons separately. The sum of probabilities for allowed pairings is automatiallynormalized to unity.PTOP : the probability that the on�guration is a top one; a number between 0 and 1.In this ase, it is important that the order desribed above is respeted, withthe b and b oming �rst. No olour ambiguity exists if the top interpretationis seleted, so then the P12 - P32 numbers are not used.IRAD : �nal-state QED radiation.= 0 : no �nal-state photon radiation, only QCD showers.= 1 : photon radiation inside eah �nal fermion pair, also leptons, in additionto the QCD one for quarks.ITAU : handling of � lepton deay (where Pythia does not inlude spin e�ets, al-though some generators provide the heliity information that would allow amore sophistiated modelling).= 0 : � 's are onsidered stable (and an therefore be deayed afterwards).= 1 : � 's are allowed to deay.ICOM : plae where information about the event (avours, momenta et.) is stored atinput and output.= 0 : in the HEPEVT ommonblok (meaning that information is automatiallytranslated to PYJETS before treatment and bak afterwards).= 1 : in the PYJETS ommonblok. All fermions and photons an be givenwith status ode K(I,1)=1, avour ode in K(I,2) and �ve-momentum(momentum, energy, mass) in P(I,J). The V vetor and remaining om-ponents in the K one are best put to zero. Also remember to set the totalnumber of entries N.CALL PY4JET(PMAX,IRAD,ICOM)Purpose: to allow a parton shower to develop and partons to hadronize from a qqgg238



or qqq0q0 original on�guration. The partons should be ordered exatly as in-diated above, with the primary qq pair �rst and thereafter the two gluonsor the seondary q0q0 pair. (Stritly speaking, the de�nition of primary andseondary fermion pair is ambiguous. In pratie, however, di�erenes in topo-logial variables like the pair mass should make it feasible to have some sensibleriterion on an event by event basis.) Within eah pair, fermion should preedeantifermion. In addition, an arbitrary number of photons may be inluded, e.g.from initial-state radiation; these will not be a�eted by the operation and anbe put anywhere. The program will selet a possible parton shower historyfrom the given parton on�guration, and then ontinue the shower from thereon. The history seleted is displayed in lines NOLD+1 to NOLD+6, where NOLD isthe N value before the routine is alled. Here the masses and energies of inter-mediate partons are learly displayed. The lines NOLD+7 and NOLD+8 ontainthe equivalent on-mass-shell parton pair from whih the shower is started.PMAX : the maximum mass sale (in GeV) from whih the shower is started in thosebranhes that are not already �xed by the matrix-element history. If PMAXis set zero (atually below PARJ(82), the shower uto� sale), the showerstarting sale is instead set to be equal to the smallest mass of the virtualpartons in the reonstruted shower history. A �xed PMAX an thus be used toobtain a reasonably exlusive set of four-jet events (to that PMAX sale), withlittle �ve-jet ontamination, while the PMAX=0 option gives a more inlusiveinterpretation, with �ve- or more-jet events possible. Note that the showeris based on evolution in mass, meaning the ut is really one of mass, not ofp?, and that it may therefore be advantageous to set up the matrix elementsuts aordingly if one wishes to mix di�erent event lasses. This is not arequirement, however.IRAD : �nal-state QED radiation.= 0 : no �nal-state photon radiation, only QCD showers.= 1 : photon radiation inside eah �nal fermion pair, also leptons, in additionto the QCD one for quarks.ICOM : plae where information about the event (avours, momenta et.) is stored atinput and output.= 0 : in the HEPEVT ommonblok (meaning that information is automatiallytranslated to PYJETS before treatment and bak afterwards).= 1 : in the PYJETS ommonblok. All fermions and photons an be givenwith status ode K(I,1)=1, avour ode in K(I,2) and �ve-momentum(momentum, energy, mass) in P(I,J). The V vetor and remaining om-ponents in the K one are best put to zero. Also remember to set the totalnumber of entries N.9.11 Other Routines and Common BloksThe subroutines and ommon bloks that you will ome in diret ontat with havealready been desribed. A number of other routines and ommon bloks exist, and thosenot desribed elsewhere are here briey listed for the sake of ompleteness. The PYG***routines are slightly modi�ed versions of the SAS*** ones of the SaSgam library. Theommon blok SASCOM is renamed PYINT8. If you want to use the parton distributionsfor standalone purposes, you are enouraged to use the original SaSgam routines ratherthan going the way via the Pythia adaptations.SUBROUTINE PYINRE : to initialize the widths and e�etive widths of resonanes.SUBROUTINE PYINBM(CHFRAM,CHBEAM,CHTARG,WIN) : to read in and identify the beam(CHBEAM) and target (CHTARG) partiles and the frame (CHFRAM) as given in thePYINIT all; also to save the original energy (WIN).239



SUBROUTINE PYINKI(MODKI) : to set up the event kinematis, either at initialization(MODKI=0) or for eah separate event, the latter when the program is run withvarying kinematis (MODKI=1).SUBROUTINE PYINPR : to set up the partoni subproesses seleted with MSEL. For pand , also the MSTP(14) value a�ets the hoie of proesses. In partiular,options suh as MSTP(14)=10 and =30 sets up the several di�erent kinds ofproesses that need to be mixed, with separate uts for eah.SUBROUTINE PYXTOT : to give the parameterized total, double di�rative, single di�ra-tive and elasti ross setions for di�erent energies and olliding hadrons orphotons.SUBROUTINE PYMAXI : to �nd optimal oeÆients COEF for the seletion of kinematialvariables, and to �nd the related maxima for the di�erential ross setion timesJaobian fators, for eah of the subproesses inluded.SUBROUTINE PYPILE(MPILE) : to determine the number of pile-up events, i.e. eventsappearing in the same beam{beam rossing.SUBROUTINE PYSAVE(ISAVE,IGA) : saves and restores parameters and ross setion val-ues between the several p and  omponents of mixing options suh asMSTP(14)=10 and =30. The options for ISAVE are (1) a omplete save of allparameters spei� to a given omponent, (2) a partial save of ross-setioninformation, (3) a restoration of all parameters spei� to a given omponent,(4) as 3 but preeded by a random seletion of omponent, and (5) a summa-tion of omponent ross setions (for PYSTAT). The subproess ode in IGA isthe one desribed for MSTI(9); it is input for options 1, 2 and 3 above, outputfor 4 and dummy for 5.SUBROUTINE PYGAGA(IGA) : to generate photons aording to the virtual photon uxaround a lepton beam, for the 'gamma/lepton' option in PYINIT.IGA = 1 : all at initialization to set up x and Q2 limits et.IGA = 2 : all at maximization step to give estimate of maximal photon ux fator.IGA = 3 : all at the beginning of the event generation to selet the kinematis ofthe photon emission and to give the ux fator.IGA = 4 : all at the end of the event generation to set up the full kinematis ofthe photon emission.SUBROUTINE PYRAND : to generate the quantities haraterizing a hard sattering on theparton level, aording to the relevant matrix elements.SUBROUTINE PYSCAT : to �nd outgoing avours and to set up the kinematis and olourow of the hard sattering.SUBROUTINE PYRESD(IRES) : to allow resonanes to deay, inluding hains of suessivedeays and parton showers. Normally only two-body deays of eah resonane,but a few three-body deays are also implemented.IRES : The standard all from PYEVNT, for the hard proess, has IRES=0, andthen �nds resonanes to be treated based on the subproess number ISUB.In ase of a nonzero IRES only the resonane in position IRES of the eventreord is onsidered. This is used by PYEVNT and PYEXEC to deay leftoverresonanes. (Example: a b ! W + t branhing may give a t quark asbeam remnant.)SUBROUTINE PYMULT(MMUL) : to generate semi-hard interations aording to the multi-ple interation formalism.SUBROUTINE PYREMN(IPU1,IPU2) : to add on target remnants and inlude primordialk?.SUBROUTINE PYDIFF : to handle di�rative and elasti sattering events.SUBROUTINE PYDISG : to set up kinematis, beam remnants and showers in the 2 ! 1DIS proess �f ! f. Currently initial-state radiation is not yet implemented,while �nal-state is. 240



SUBROUTINE PYDOCU : to ompute ross setions of proesses, based on urrent MonteCarlo statistis, and to store event information in the MSTI and PARI arrays.SUBROUTINE PYWIDT(KFLR,SH,WDTP,WDTE) : to alulate widths and e�etive widths ofresonanes. Everything is given in dimensions of GeV.SUBROUTINE PYOFSH(MOFSH,KFMO,KFD1,KFD2,PMMO,RET1,RET2) : to alulate partialwidths into hannels o� the mass shell, and to selet orrelated masses ofresonane pairs.SUBROUTINE PYKLIM(ILIM) : to alulate allowed kinematial limits.SUBROUTINE PYKMAP(IVAR,MVAR,VVAR) : to alulate the value of a kinematial variablewhen this is seleted aording to one of the simple piees.SUBROUTINE PYSIGH(NCHN,SIGS) : to give the di�erential ross setion (multiplied bythe relevant Jaobians) for a given subproess and kinematial setup.SUBROUTINE PYPDFL(KF,X,Q2,XPQ) : to give parton distributions for p and n in theoption with modi�ed behaviour at small Q2 and x, see MSTP(57).SUBROUTINE PYPDFU(KF,X,Q2,XPQ) : to give parton-distribution funtions (multipliedby x, i.e. xfi(x;Q2)) for an arbitrary partile (of those reognized by Pythia).Generi driver routine for the following, speialized ones.KF : avour of probed partile, aording to KF ode.X : x value at whih to evaluate parton distributions.Q2 : Q2 sale at whih to evaluate parton distributions.XPQ : array of dimensions XPQ(-25:25), whih ontains the evaluated partondistributions xfi(x;Q2). Components i ordered aording to standardKF ode; additionally the gluon is found in position 0 as well as 21 (forhistorial reasons).Note: the above set of alling arguments is enough for a real photon, but hasto be omplemented for a virtual one. This is done by VINT(120).SUBROUTINE PYPDEL(KFA,X,Q2,XPEL) : to give e=�=� parton distributions.SUBROUTINE PYPDGA(X,Q2,XPGA) : to give the photon parton distributions for sets otherthan the SaS ones.SUBROUTINE PYGGAM(ISET,X,Q2,P2,IP2,F2GM,XPDFGM) : to onstrut the SaS F2 andparton distributions of the photon by summing homogeneous (VMD) and in-homogeneous (anomalous) terms. For F2,  and b are inluded by the Bethe-Heitler formula; in the `ms' sheme additionally a C term is added. IP2 setstreatment of virtual photons, with same ode as MSTP(60). Calls PYGVMD,PYGANO, PYGBEH, and PYGDIR.SUBROUTINE PYGVMD(ISET,KF,X,Q2,P2,ALAM,XPGA,VXPGA) : to evaluate the partondistributions of a VMD photon, evolved homogeneously from an initial saleP 2 to Q2.SUBROUTINE PYGANO(KF,X,Q2,P2,ALAM,XPGA,VXPGA) : to evaluate the parton distribu-tions of the anomalous photon, inhomogeneously evolved from a sale P 2(where it vanishes) to Q2.SUBROUTINE PYGBEH(KF,X,Q2,P2,PM2,XPBH) : to evaluate the Bethe-Heitler ross se-tion for heavy avour prodution.SUBROUTINE PYGDIR(X,Q2,P2,AK0,XPGA) : to evaluate the diret ontribution, i.e. theC term, as needed in `ms' parameterizations.SUBROUTINE PYPDPI(X,Q2,XPPI) : to give pion parton distributions.SUBROUTINE PYPDPR(X,Q2,XPPR) : to give proton parton distributions. Calls severalauxiliary routines: PYCTEQ, PYGRVL, PYGRVM, PYGRVD, PYGRVV, PYGRVW, PYGRVS,PYCT5L, PYCT5M and PYPDPO.FUNCTION PYHFTH(SH,SQM,FRATT) : to give heavy-avour threshold fator in matrix el-ements.SUBROUTINE PYSPLI(KF,KFLIN,KFLCH,KFLSP) : to give hadron remnant or remnantsleft behind when the reating parton is kiked out.241



FUNCTION PYGAMM(X) : to give the value of the ordinary �(x) funtion (used in someparton-distribution parameterizations).SUBROUTINE PYWAUX(IAUX,EPS,WRE,WIM) : to evaluate the two auxiliary funtions W1and W2 appearing in some ross setion expressions in PYSIGH.SUBROUTINE PYI3AU(EPS,RAT,Y3RE,Y3IM) : to evaluate the auxiliary funtion I3 ap-pearing in some ross setion expressions in PYSIGH.FUNCTION PYSPEN(XREIN,XIMIN,IREIM) : to alulate the real and imaginary part ofthe Spene funtion [Hoo79℄.SUBROUTINE PYQQBH(WTQQBH) : to alulate matrix elements for the two proesses gg !QQh0 and qq ! QQh0.SUBROUTINE PYRECO(IW1,IW2,NSD1,NAFT1)) : to perform nonperturbative reonne-tion among strings in W+W� and Z0Z0 events. The physis of this routine isdesribed as part of the fragmentation story, setion 12.4.2, but for tehnialreasons the ode is alled diretly in the event generation sequene.BLOCK DATA PYDATA : to give sensible default values to all status odes and parameters.COMMON/PYINT1/MINT(400),VINT(400)Purpose: to ollet a host of integer- and real-valued variables used internally in the pro-gram during the initialization and/or event generation stage. These variablesmust not be hanged by you.MINT(1) : spei�es the general type of subproess that has ourred, aording to theISUB ode given in setion 8.1.MINT(2) : whenever MINT(1) (together with MINT(15) and MINT(16)) are not suÆientto speify the type of proess uniquely, MINT(2) provides an ordering of thedi�erent possibilities, see MSTI(2). Internally and temporarily, in proess 53MINT(2) is inreased by 2 or 4 for  or b, respetively.MINT(3) : number of partons produed in the hard interations, i.e. the number n ofthe 2 ! n matrix elements used; is sometimes 3 or 4 when a basi 2 ! 1 or2 ! 2 proess has been onvoluted with two 1 ! 2 initial branhings (likeqq0 ! q00q000h0).MINT(4) : number of doumentation lines at the beginning of the ommon blok PYJETSthat are given with K(I,1)=21; 0 for MSTP(125)=0.MINT(5) : number of events generated to date in urrent run. In runs with the variable-energy option, MSTP(171)=1 and MSTP(172)=2, only those events that survive(i.e. that do not have MSTI(61)=1) are ounted in this number. That is,MINT(5) may be less than the total number of PYEVNT alls.MINT(6) : urrent frame of event (see MSTP(124) for possible values).MINT(7), MINT(8) : line number for doumentation of outgoing partons/partiles fromhard sattering for 2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2 proesses (else = 0).MINT(10) : is 1 if ross setion maximum was violated in urrent event, and 0 if not.MINT(11) : KF avour ode for beam (side 1) partile.MINT(12) : KF avour ode for target (side 2) partile.MINT(13), MINT(14) : KF avour odes for side 1 and side 2 initial-state shower initia-tors.MINT(15), MINT(16) : KF avour odes for side 1 and side 2 inoming partons to thehard interation. (For use in PYWIDT alls, oasionally MINT(15)=1 signals thepresene of an as yet unspei�ed quark, but the original value is then restoredafterwards.)MINT(17), MINT(18) : ag to signal if partile on side 1 or side 2 has been sattereddi�ratively; 0 if no, 1 if yes.MINT(19), MINT(20) : ag to signal initial-state struture with parton inside photon242



inside eletron on side 1 or side 2; 0 if no, 1 if yes.MINT(21) - MINT(24) : KF avour odes for outgoing partons from the hard interation.The number of positions atually used is proess-dependent, see MINT(3); trail-ing positions not used are set = 0. For events with many outgoing partons,e.g. in external proesses, also MINT(25) and MINT(26) ould be used.MINT(25), MINT(26) : KF avour odes of the produts in the deay of a single s-hannelresonane formed in the hard interation. Are thus only used when MINT(3)=1and the resonane is allowed to deay.MINT(31) : number of hard or semi-hard satterings that ourred in the urrent eventin the multiple-interation senario; is = 0 for a low-p? event.MINT(32) : information on whether a nonperturbative olour reonnetion ourred inthe urrent event; is 0 normally but 1 in ase of reonnetion.MINT(41), MINT(42) : type of inoming beam or target partile; 1 for lepton and 2 forhadron. A photon ounts as a lepton if it is not resolved (diret or DIS) andas a hadron if it is resolved (VMD or GVMD).MINT(43) : ombination of inoming beam and target partiles. A photon ounts as ahadron.= 1 : lepton on lepton.= 2 : lepton on hadron.= 3 : hadron on lepton.= 4 : hadron on hadron.MINT(44) : as MINT(43), but a photon ounts as a lepton.MINT(45), MINT(46) : struture of inoming beam and target partiles.= 1 : no internal struture, i.e. a lepton or photon arrying the full beam en-ergy.= 2 : de�ned with parton distributions that are not peaked at x = 1, i.e. ahadron or a resolved (VMD or GVMD) photon.= 3 : de�ned with parton distributions that are peaked at x = 1, i.e. a resolvedlepton.MINT(47) : ombination of inoming beam- and target-partile parton-distribution fun-tion types.= 1 : no parton distribution either for beam or target.= 2 : parton distributions for target but not for beam.= 3 : parton distributions for beam but not for target.= 4 : parton distributions for both beam and target, but not both peaked atx = 1.= 5 : parton distributions for both beam and target, with both peaked at x =1.= 6 : parton distribution is peaked at x = 1 for target and no distribution atall for beam.= 7 : parton distribution is peaked at x = 1 for beam and no distribution atall for target.MINT(48) : total number of subproesses swithed on.MINT(49) : number of subproesses that are swithed on, apart from elasti satteringand single, double and entral di�rative.MINT(50) : ombination of inoming partiles from a multiple interations point ofview.= 0 : the total ross setion is not known; therefore no multiple interationsare possible.= 1 : the total ross setion is known; therefore multiple interations are possi-ble if swithed on. Requires beams of hadrons, VMD photons or GVMDphotons.MINT(51) : internal ag that event failed uts.243



= 0 : no problem.= 1 : event failed; new one to be generated.= 2 : event failed; no new event is to be generated but instead ontrol is to begiven bak to used. Is intended for user-de�ned proesses, when NUP=0.MINT(52) : internal ounter for number of lines used (in /PYJETS/) before multiple in-terations are onsidered.MINT(53) : internal ounter for number of lines used (in /PYJETS/) before beam rem-nants are onsidered.MINT(55) : the heaviest new avour swithed on for QCD proesses, spei�ally theavour to be generated for ISUB = 81, 82, 83 or 84.MINT(56) : the heaviest new avour swithed on for QED proesses, spei�ally for ISUB= 85. Note that, unlike MINT(55), the heaviest avour may here be a lepton,and that heavy means the one with largest KF ode.MINT(57) : number of times the beam remnant treatment has failed, and the same basikinematial setup is used to produe a new parton shower evolution and beamremnant set. Mainly used in leptoprodution, for the option when x and Q2are to be preserved.MINT(61) : internal swith for the mode of operation of resonane width alulations inPYWIDT for �=Z0 or �=Z0=Z00.= 0 : without referene to initial-state avours.= 1 : with referene to given initial-state avours.= 2 : for given �nal-state avours.MINT(62) : internal swith for use at initialization of h0 width.= 0 : use widths into ZZ� or WW� alulated before.= 1 : evaluate widths into ZZ� or WW� for urrent Higgs mass.MINT(63) : internal swith for use at initialization of the width of a resonane de�nedwith MWID(KC)=3.= 0 : use existing widths, optionally with simple energy resaling.= 1 : evaluate widths at initialization, to be used subsequently.MINT(65) : internal swith to indiate initialization without spei�ed reation.= 0 : normal initialization.= 1 : initialization with argument 'none' in PYINIT all.MINT(71) : swith to tell whether urrent proess is singular for p? ! 0 or not.= 0 : non-singular proess, i.e. proeeding via an s-hannel resonane or withboth produts having a mass above CKIN(6).= 1 : singular proess.MINT(72) : number of s-hannel resonanes that may ontribute to the ross setion.MINT(73) : KF ode of �rst s-hannel resonane; 0 if there is none.MINT(74) : KF ode of seond s-hannel resonane; 0 if there is none.MINT(81) : number of seleted pile-up events.MINT(82) : sequene number of urrently onsidered pile-up event.MINT(83) : number of lines in the event reord already �lled by previously onsideredpile-up events.MINT(84) : MINT(83) + MSTP(126), i.e. number of lines already �lled by previously on-sidered events plus number of lines to be kept free for event doumentation.MINT(91) : is 1 for a lepton{hadron event and 0 else. Used to determine whether aPYFRAM(3) all is possible.MINT(92) : is used to denote region in (x;Q2) plane when MSTP(57)=2, aording tonumbering in [Sh93a℄. Simply put, 0 means that the modi�ed proton partondistributions were not used, 1 large x and Q2, 2 small Q2 but large x, 3 smallx but large Q2 and 4 small x and Q2.MINT(93) : is used to keep trak of parton distribution set used in the latest STRUCTMall to Pdflib. The ode for this set is stored in the form MINT(93) =244



1000000�NPTYPE + 1000�NGROUP + NSET. The stored previous value is om-pared with the urrent new value to deide whether a PDFSET all is needed toswith to another set.MINT(101), MINT(102) : is normally 1, but is 4 when a resolved photon (appearing onside 1 or 2) an be represented by either of the four vetor mesons �0, !, �and J= .MINT(103), MINT(104) : KF avour ode for the two inoming partiles, i.e. the sameas MINT(11) and MINT(12). The exeption is when a resolved photon is rep-resented by a vetor meson (a �0, !, � or J= ). Then the ode of the vetormeson is given.MINT(105) : is either MINT(103) or MINT(104), depending on whih side of the eventurrently is being studied.MINT(107), MINT(108) : if either or both of the two inoming partiles is a photon,then the respetive value gives the nature assumed for that photon. The odefollows the one used for MSTP(14):= 0 : diret photon.= 1 : resolved photon.= 2 : VMD-like photon.= 3 : anomalous photon.= 4 : DIS photon.MINT(109) : is either MINT(107) or MINT(108), depending on whih side of the eventurrently is being studied.MINT(111) : the frame given in PYINIT all, 0{5 for 'NONE', 'CMS', 'FIXT', '3MOM','4MOM' and '5MOM', respetively, and 11 for 'USER'.MINT(121) : number of separate event lasses to initialize and mix.= 1 : the normal value.= 2 - 13 : for p=�p==�=�� interation when MSTP(14) is set to mix dif-ferent photon omponents.MINT(122) : event lass used in urrent event for p or  events generated with oneof the MSTP(14) options mixing several event lasses; ode as desribed forMSTI(9).MINT(123) : event lass used in the urrent event, with the same list of possibilitiesas for MSTP(14), exept that options 1, 4 or 10 do not appear. = 8 denotesDIS�VMD/p or vie verse, = 9 DIS*GVMD or vie versa. Apart from a dif-ferent oding, this is exatly the same information as is available in MINT(122).MINT(141), MINT(142) : for 'gamma/lepton' beams, KF ode for inoming lepton beamor target partiles, while MINT(11) and MINT(12) is then the photon ode.A nonzero value is the main hek whether the photon emission mahineryshould be alled at all.MINT(143) : the number of tries before a suessful kinematis on�guration is found inPYGAGA, used for 'gamma/lepton' beams. Used for the ross setion updatingin PYRAND.VINT(1) : Em, .m. energy.VINT(2) : s (= E2m) squared mass of omplete system.VINT(3) : mass of beam partile. Can be negative to denote a spaelike partile, e.g. a�.VINT(4) : mass of target partile. Can be negative to denote a spaelike partile, e.g. a�.VINT(5) : absolute value of momentum of beam (and target) partile in .m. frame.VINT(6) - VINT(10) : �, ' and � for rotation and boost from .m. frame to user-spei�ed frame.VINT(11) : �min. 245



VINT(12) : ymin.VINT(13) : os �̂min for os �̂ � 0.VINT(14) : os �̂min for os �̂ � 0.VINT(15) : x2?min.VINT(16) : � 0min.VINT(21) : � .VINT(22) : y.VINT(23) : os �̂.VINT(24) : ' (azimuthal angle).VINT(25) : x2?.VINT(26) : � 0.VINT(31) : �max.VINT(32) : ymax.VINT(33) : os �̂max for os �̂ � 0.VINT(34) : os �̂max for os �̂ � 0.VINT(35) : x2?max.VINT(36) : � 0max.VINT(41), VINT(42) : the momentum frations x taken by the partons at the hardinteration, as used e.g. in the parton-distribution funtions.VINT(43) : m̂ = pŝ, mass of hard-sattering subsystem.VINT(44) : ŝ of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1).VINT(45) : t̂ of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2).VINT(46) : û of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2).VINT(47) : p̂? of the hard subproess (2 ! 2 or 2 ! 1 ! 2), i.e. transverse momentumevaluated in the rest frame of the sattering.VINT(48) : p̂2? of the hard subproess; see VINT(47).VINT(49) : m̂0, the mass of the omplete three- or four-body �nal state in 2 ! 3 or2 ! 4 proesses.VINT(50) : ŝ0 = m̂02; see VINT(49).VINT(51) : Q of the hard subproess. The exat de�nition is proess-dependent, seeMSTP(32).VINT(52) : Q2 of the hard subproess; see VINT(51).VINT(53) : Q of the outer hard-sattering subproess, used as sale for parton distribu-tion funtion evaluation. Agrees with VINT(51) for a 2 ! 1 or 2 ! 2 proess.For a 2 ! 3 or 2 ! 4 W=Z fusion proess, it is set by the W=Z mass sale,and for subproesses 121 and 122 by the heavy-quark mass.VINT(54) : Q2 of the outer hard-sattering subproess; see VINT(53).VINT(55) : Q sale used as maximum virtuality in parton showers. Is equal to VINT(53),exept for DIS proesses when MSTP(22)> 0.VINT(56) : Q2 sale in parton showers; see VINT(55).VINT(57) : �em value of hard proess.VINT(58) : �s value of hard proess.VINT(59) : sin �̂ (f. VINT(23)); used for improved numerial preision in elasti anddi�rative sattering.VINT(63), VINT(64) : nominal m2 values, i.e. without �nal-state radiation e�ets, forthe two (or one) partons/partiles leaving the hard interation. For elastiVMD and GVMD events, this equals VINT(69)2 or VINT(70)2, and for di�ra-tive events it is above that.VINT(65) : p̂init, i.e. ommon nominal absolute momentum of the two partons enteringthe hard interation, in their rest frame.VINT(66) : p̂�n, i.e. ommon nominal absolute momentum of the two partons leavingthe hard interation, in their rest frame.246



VINT(67), VINT(68) : mass of beam and target partile, as VINT(3) and VINT(4),exept that an inoming  is assigned the �0, ! or � mass. (This also appliesfor a GVMD photon, where the mass of the VMD state with the equivalentavour ontent is hosen.) Used for elasti sattering p ! �0p and othersimilar proesses.VINT(69), VINT(70) : the atual mass of a VMD or GVMD state; agrees with the abovefor VMD but is seleted as a larger number for GVMD, using the approximateassoiation m = 2k?. Thus the mass seletion for a GVMD state is aordingto dm2=(m2 + Q2)2 between limits 2k0 < m < 2k1 = 2p?min(W 2). Requiredfor elasti and di�rative events.VINT(71) : p?min of proess, i.e. CKIN(3) or CKIN(5), depending on whih is larger, andwhether the proess is singular in p? ! 0 or not.VINT(73) : � = m2=s value of �rst resonane, if any; see MINT(73).VINT(74) : m�=s value of �rst resonane, if any; see MINT(73).VINT(75) : � = m2=s value of seond resonane, if any; see MINT(74).VINT(76) : m�=s value of seond resonane, if any; see MINT(74).VINT(80) : orretion fator (evaluated in PYOFSH) for the ross setion of resonanesprodued in 2 ! 2 proesses, if only some mass range of the full Breit{Wignershape is allowed by user-set mass uts (CKIN(2), CKIN(45) - CKIN(48)).VINT(95) : the value of the Coulomb fator in the urrent event, see MSTP(40). ForMSTP(40)=0 it is = 1, else it is > 1.VINT(97) : an event weight, normally 1 and thus uninteresting, but for external proesseswith IDWTUP=-1, -2 or -3 it an be �1 for events with negative ross setion,with IDWTUP=4 it an be an arbitrary non-negative weight of dimension mb,and with IDWTUP=-4 it an be an arbitrary weight of dimension mb. (Thedi�erene being that in most ases a rejetion step is involved to bring theaepted events to a ommon weight normalization, up to a sign, while norejetion need be involved in the last two ases.)VINT(98) : is sum of VINT(100) values for urrent run.VINT(99) : is weight WTXS returned from PYEVWT all when MSTP(142)� 1, otherwise is1.VINT(100) : is ompensating weight 1./WTXS that should be assoiated with events whenMSTP(142)=1, otherwise is 1.VINT(108) : ratio of maximum di�erential ross setion observed to maximum di�eren-tial ross setion assumed for the generation; f. MSTP(123).VINT(109) : ratio of minimal (negative!) ross setion observed to maximum di�erentialross setion assumed for the generation; ould only beome negative if rosssetions are inorretly inluded.VINT(111) - VINT(116) : for MINT(61)=1 gives kinematial fators for the di�erentpiees ontributing to �=Z0 or �=Z0=Z00 prodution, for MINT(61)=2 givessum of �nal-state weights for the same; oeÆients are given in the order pure�, �{Z0 interferene, �{Z00 interferene, pure Z0, Z0{Z00 interferene andpure Z00.VINT(117) : width of Z0; needed in �=Z0=Z00 prodution.VINT(120) : mass of beam or target partile, i.e. oinides with VINT(3) or VINT(4),depending on whih side of the event is onsidered. Is used to bring informationon the user-de�ned virtuality of a photon beam to the parton distributions ofthe photon.VINT(131) : total ross setion (in mb) for subproesses allowed in the pile-up eventssenario aording to the MSTP(132) value.VINT(132) : n =VINT(131)�PARP(131) of pile-up events, f. PARI(91).VINT(133) : hni = Pi iPi=Pi Pi of pile-up events as atually simulated, i.e. 1 � i � 200(or smaller), see PARI(92). 247



VINT(134) : number related to probability to have an event in a beam{beam rossing; isexp(�n)Pi ni=i! for MSTP(133)=1 and exp(�n)Pi ni=(i�1)! for MSTP(133)=2,f. PARI(93).VINT(138) : size of the threshold fator (enhanement or suppression) in the latest eventwith heavy-avour prodution; see MSTP(35).VINT(141), VINT(142) : x values for the parton-shower initiators of the hardest inter-ation; used to �nd what is left for multiple interations.VINT(143), VINT(144) : 1�Pi xi for all satterings; used for resaling eah new x-valuein the multiple-interation parton-distribution-funtion evaluation.VINT(145) : estimate of total parton{parton ross setion for multiple interations; usedfor MSTP(82)� 2.VINT(146) : ommon orretion fator f in the multiple-interation probability; usedfor MSTP(82)� 2 (part of e(b), see eq. (202)).VINT(147) : average hadroni matter overlap; used for MSTP(82)� 2 (needed in evalua-tion of e(b), see eq. (202)).VINT(148) : enhanement fator for urrent event in the multiple-interation probability,de�ned as the atual overlap divided by the average one; used for MSTP(82)� 2(is e(b) of eq. (202)).VINT(149) : x2? ut-o� or turn-o� for multiple interations. For MSTP(82)� 1 it is4p2?min=W 2, for MSTP(82)� 2 it is 4p2?0=W 2. For hadroni ollisions, W 2 = s,but in photoprodution or  physis the W 2 sale refers to the hadronisubsystem squared energy. This may vary from event to event, so VINT(149)needs to be realulated.VINT(150) : probability to keep the given event in the multiple-interation senario withvarying impat parameter, as given by the exponential fator in eq. (204).VINT(151), VINT(152) : sum of x values for all the multiple-interation partons.VINT(153) : urrent di�erential ross setion value obtained from PYSIGH; used in mul-tiple interations only.VINT(154) : urrent p?min(s) or p?min(W 2), used for multiple interations and also asupper ut-o� k1 if the GVMD k? spetrum. See omments at VINT(149).VINT(155), VINT(156) : the x value of a photon that branhes into quarks or gluons,i.e. x at interfae between initial-state QED and QCD asades, in the oldphotoprodution mahinery.VINT(157), VINT(158) : the primordial k? values seleted in the two beam remnants.VINT(159), VINT(160) : the � values seleted for beam remnants that are split into twoobjets, desribing how the energy is shared (see MSTP(92) and MSTP(94)); is0 if no splitting is needed.VINT(161) - VINT(200) : sum of Cabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskawa squared matrix ele-ments that a given avour is allowed to ouple to. Results are stored in formatVINT(180+KF) for quark and lepton avours and antiavours (whih need notbe the same; see MDME(IDC,2)). For leptons, these fators are normally unity.VINT(201) - VINT(220) : additional variables needed in phase-spae seletion for 2 !3 proesses with ISET(ISUB)=5. Below indies 1, 2 and 3 refer to satteredpartons 1, 2 and 3, exept that the q four-momentum variables are q1 + q2 !q01 + q02 + q03. All kinematial variables refer to the internal kinematis of the3-body �nal state | the kinematis of the system as a whole is desribed by� 0 and y, and the mass distribution of partile 3 (a resonane) by � .VINT(201) : m1.VINT(202) : p2?1.VINT(203) : '1.VINT(204) : M1 (mass of propagator partile).VINT(205) : weight for the p2?1 hoie.VINT(206) : m2. 248



VINT(207) : p2?2.VINT(208) : '2.VINT(209) : M2 (mass of propagator partile).VINT(210) : weight for the p2?2 hoie.VINT(211) : y3.VINT(212) : y3max.VINT(213) : � = �1; hoie between two mirror solutions 1 $ 2.VINT(214) : weight assoiated to �-hoie.VINT(215) : t1 = (q1 � q01)2.VINT(216) : t2 = (q2 � q02)2.VINT(217) : q1q02 four-produt.VINT(218) : q2q01 four-produt.VINT(219) : q01q02 four-produt.VINT(220) : q(m2?12 �m2?1 �m2?2)2 � 4m2?1m2?2, where m?12 is the transversemass of the q01q02 system.VINT(221) - VINT(225) : �, ' and � for rotation and boost from .m. frame to hadroni.m. frame of a lepton{hadron event.VINT(231) : Q2min sale for urrent parton-distribution funtion set.VINT(232) : valene quark distribution of a VMD photon; set in PYPDFU and used inPYPDFL.VINT(281) : for resolved photon events, it gives the ratio between the total X rosssetion and the total �0X ross setion, where X represents the target partile.VINT(283), VINT(284) : virtuality sale at whih a GVMD/anomalous photon on thebeam or target side of the event is being resolved. More preisely, it givesthe k2? of the  ! qq vertex. For elasti and di�rative satterings, m2=4 isstored, where m is the mass of the state being di�rated. For larity, we pointout that elasti and di�rative events are haraterized by the mass of thedi�rative states but without any primordial k?, while jet prodution involvesa primordial k? but no mass seletion. Both are thus not used at the sametime, but for GVMD/anomalous photons, the standard (though approximate)identi�ation k2? = m2=4 ensures agreement between the two appliations.VINT(285) : the CKIN(3) value provided by you at initialization; subsequently CKIN(3)may be overwritten (for MSTP(14)=10) but VINT(285) stays.VINT(289) : squared .m. energy found in PYINIT all.VINT(290) : the WIN argument of a PYINIT all.VINT(291) - VINT(300) : the two �ve-vetors of the two inoming partiles, as reon-struted in PYINKI. These may vary from one event to the next.VINT(301) - VINT(320) : used when a ux of virtual photons is being generated bythe PYGAGA routine, for 'gamma/lepton' beams.VINT(301) : .m. energy for the full ollision, while VINT(1) gives the -hadron or subsystem energy.VINT(302) : full squared .m. energy, while VINT(2) gives the subsystem squaredenergy.VINT(303), VINT(304) : mass of the beam or target lepton, while VINT(3) orVINT(4) give the mass of a photon emitted o� it.VINT(305), VINT(306) : x values, i.e. respetive photon energy frations of theinoming lepton in the .m. frame of the event.VINT(307), VINT(308) : Q2 or P 2, virtuality of the respetive photon (thus thesquare of VINT(3), VINT(4)).VINT(309), VINT(310) : y values, i.e. respetive photon light-one energy frationof the lepton.VINT(311), VINT(312) : �, sattering angle of the respetive lepton in the .m.frame of the event. 249



VINT(315), VINT(316): the R fator de�ned at MSTP(17), giving a ross setionenhanement from the ontribution of resolved longitudinal photons.VINT(317) : dipole suppression fator in PYXTOT for urrent event.VINT(318) : dipole suppression fator in PYXTOT at initialization.VINT(313), VINT(314) : �, azimuthal angle of the respetive sattered lepton inthe .m. frame of the event.VINT(319) : photon ux fator in PYGAGA for urrent event.VINT(320) : photon ux fator in PYGAGA at initialization.COMMON/PYINT2/ISET(500),KFPR(500,2),COEF(500,20),ICOL(40,4,2)Purpose: to store information neessary for eÆient generation of the di�erent subpro-esses, spei�ally type of generation sheme and oeÆients of the Jaobian.Also to store allowed olour-ow on�gurations. These variables must not behanged by you.ISET(ISUB) : gives the type of kinematial-variable seletion sheme used for subproessISUB.= 0 : elasti, di�rative and low-p? proesses.= 1 : 2 ! 1 proesses (irrespetive of subsequent deays).= 2 : 2 ! 2 proesses (i.e. the bulk of proesses).= 3 : 2 ! 3 proesses (like qq0 ! q00q000h0).= 4 : 2 ! 4 proesses (like qq0 ! q00q000W+W�).= 5 : `true' 2 ! 3 proesses, one method.= 8 : 2 ! 1 proess �fi ! fi where, unlike the 2 ! 1 proesses above, ŝ = 0.= 9 : 2 ! 2 in multiple interations (p? as kinematis variable).= 11 : a user-de�ned proess.= -1 : legitimate proess whih has not yet been implemented.= -2 : ISUB is an unde�ned proess ode.KFPR(ISUB,J) : give the KF avour odes for the produts produed in subproess ISUB.If there is only one produt, the J=2 position is left blank. Also, quarks andleptons assumed massless in the matrix elements are denoted by 0. The mainappliation is thus to identify resonanes produed (Z0, W�, h0, et.). Forexternal proesses, KFPR instead stores information on proess numbers in thetwo external lassi�ations, see subsetion 9.9.COEF(ISUB,J) : fators used in the Jaobians in order to speed up the seletion of kine-matial variables. More preisely, the shape of the ross setion is given asthe sum of terms with di�erent behaviour, where the integral over the allowedphase spae is unity for eah term. COEF gives the relative strength of theseterms, normalized so that the sum of oeÆients for eah variable used is unity.Note that whih oeÆients are indeed used is proess-dependent.ISUB : standard subproess ode.J = 1 : � seleted aording 1=� .J = 2 : � seleted aording to 1=� 2.J = 3 : � seleted aording to 1=(�(� + �R)), where �R = m2R=s is � value ofresonane; only used for resonane prodution.J = 4 : � seleted aording to Breit{Wigner of form 1=((� � �R)2 + 2R), where�R = m2R=s is � value of resonane and R = mR�R=s is its saled masstimes width; only used for resonane prodution.J = 5 : � seleted aording to 1=(�(� + �R0)), where �R0 = m2R0=s is � valueof seond resonane; only used for simultaneous prodution of two reso-nanes.J = 6 : � seleted aording to seond Breit{Wigner of form 1=((� � �R0)2 +2R0),250



where �R0 = m2R0=s is � value of seond resonane and R0 = mR0�R0=s isits saled mass times width; is used only for simultaneous prodution oftwo resonanes, like �=Z0=Z00.J = 7 : � seleted aording to 1=(1� �); only used when both parton distribu-tions are peaked at x = 1.J = 8 : y seleted aording to y � ymin.J = 9 : y seleted aording to ymax � y.J = 10 : y seleted aording to 1= osh(y).J = 11 : y seleted aording to 1=(1�exp(y�ymax)); only used when beam partondistribution is peaked lose to x = 1.J = 12 : y seleted aording to 1=(1 � exp(ymin � y)); only used when targetparton distribution is peaked lose to x = 1.J = 13 : z = os �̂ seleted evenly between limits.J = 14 : z = os �̂ seleted aording to 1=(a � z), where a = 1 + 2m23m24=ŝ2, m3and m4 being the masses of the two �nal-state partiles.J = 15 : z = os �̂ seleted aording to 1=(a+ z), with a as above.J = 16 : z = os �̂ seleted aording to 1=(a� z)2, with a as above.J = 17 : z = os �̂ seleted aording to 1=(a+ z)2, with a as above.J = 18 : � 0 seleted aording to 1=� 0.J = 19 : � 0 seleted aording to (1� �=� 0)3=� 02.J = 20 : � 0 seleted aording to 1=(1� � 0); only used when both parton distribu-tions are peaked lose to x = 1.ICOL : ontains information on di�erent olour-ow topologies in hard 2 ! 2 pro-esses.COMMON/PYINT3/XSFX(2,-40:40),ISIG(1000,3),SIGH(1000)Purpose: to store information on parton distributions, subproess ross setions anddi�erent �nal-state relative weights. These variables must not be hanged byyou.XSFX : urrent values of parton-distribution funtions xf(x) on beam and target side.ISIG(ICHN,1) : inoming parton/partile on the beam side to the hard interation forallowed hannel number ICHN. The number of hannels �lled with relevantinformation is given by NCHN, one of the arguments returned in a PYSIGH all.Thus only 1 �ICHN�NCHN is �lled with relevant information.ISIG(ICHN,2) : inoming parton/partile on the target side to the hard interation forallowed hannel number ICHN. See also omment above.ISIG(ICHN,3) : olour-ow type for allowed hannel number ICHN; see MSTI(2) list. Seealso above omment. For `subproess' 96 uniquely, ISIG(ICHN,3) is also usedto translate information on what is the orret subproess number (11, 12, 13,28, 53 or 68); this is used for reassigning subproess 96 to either of these.SIGH(ICHN) : evaluated di�erential ross setion for allowed hannel number ICHN, i.e.matrix-element value times parton distributions, for urrent kinematial setup(in addition, Jaobian fators are inluded in the numbers, as used to speedup generation). See also omment for ISIG(ICHN,1).COMMON/PYINT4/MWID(500),WIDS(500,5)Purpose: to store harater of resonane width treatment and partial and e�etive deaywidths for the di�erent resonanes. These variables must not be hanged byyou. 251



MWID(KC) : gives the harater of partile with ompressed ode KC, mainly as usedin PYWIDT to alulate widths of resonanes (not neessarily at the nominalmass).= 0 : an ordinary partile; not to be treated as resonane.= 1 : a resonane for whih the partial and total widths (and hene branhingratios) are dynamially alulated in PYWIDT alls; i.e. speial ode has toexist for eah suh partile. The e�ets of allowed/unallowed seondarydeays are inluded, both in the relative omposition of deays and inthe proess ross setion.= 2 : The total width is taken to be the one stored in PMAS(KC,2) and therelative branhing ratios the ones in BRAT(IDC) for deay hannels IDC.There is then no need for any speial ode in PYWIDT to handle a res-onane. During the run, the stored PMAS(KC,2) and BRAT(IDC) valuesare used to alulate the total and partial widths of the deay hannels.Some extra information and assumptions are then used. Firstly, thestored BRAT values are assumed to be the full branhing ratios, inlud-ing all possible hannels and all seondary deays. The atual relativebranhing frations are modi�ed to take into aount that the simula-tion of some hannels may be swithed o� (even seletively for a partileand an antipartile), as given by MDME(IDC,1), and that some seondaryhannels may not be allowed, as expressed by the WIDS fators. This alsogoes into proess ross setions. Seondly, it is assumed that all widthssale like pŝ=m, the ratio of the atual to the nominal mass. A furthernontrivial hange as a funtion of the atual mass an be set for eahhannel by the MDME(IDC,2) value, see setion 14.4.= 3 : a hybrid version of options 1 and 2 above. At initialization the PYWIDTode is used to alulate PMAS(KC,2) and BRAT(IDC) at the nominalmass of the resonane. Speial ode must then exist in PYWIDT for thepartile. The PMAS(KC,2) and BRAT(IDC) values overwrite the defaultones. In the subsequent generation of events, the simpler sheme ofoption 2 is used, thus saving some exeution time.Note: the Z and Z0 annot be used with options 2 and 3, sine the more om-pliated interferene struture implemented for those partiles is onlyhandled orretly for option 1.WIDS(KC,J) : gives the dimensionless suppression fator to ross setions aused by thelosing of some seondary deays, as alulated in PYWIDT. It is de�ned as theratio of the total width of hannels swithed on to the total width of all pos-sible hannels (replae width by squared width for a pair of resonanes). Theon/o� status of hannels is set by the MDME swithes; see setion 14.4. Theinformation in WIDS is used e.g. in ross-setion alulations. Values are builtup reursively from the lightest partile to the heaviest one at initialization,with the exeption that W and Z are done already from the beginning (sinethese often are fored o� the mass shell). WIDS an go wrong in ase youhave perverse situations where the branhing ratios vary rapidly as a fun-tion of energy, aross the resonane shape. This then inuenes proess rosssetions.KC : standard KC ode for resonane onsidered.J = 1 : suppression when a pair of resonanes of type KC are produed to-gether. When an antipartile exists, the partile{antipartile pair (suhas W+W�) is the relevant ombination, else the partile{partile one(suh as Z0Z0).J = 2 : suppression for a partile of type KF when produed on its own, or to-gether with a partile of another type.252



J = 3 : suppression for an antipartile of type KF when produed on its own, ortogether with a partile of another type.J = 4 : suppression when a pair of two idential partiles are produed, for apartile whih has a nonidential antipartile (e.g. W+W+).J = 5 : suppression when a pair of two idential antipartiles are produed, fora partile whih has a nonidential antipartile (e.g. W�W�).COMMON/PYINT5/NGENPD,NGEN(0:500,3),XSEC(0:500,3)Purpose: to store information neessary for ross-setion alulation and di�erentialross-setion maximum violation. These variables must not be hanged byyou.NGEN(ISUB,1) : gives the number of times that the di�erential ross setion (times Ja-obian fators) has been evaluated for subproess ISUB, with NGEN(0,1) thesum of these.NGEN(ISUB,2) : gives the number of times that a kinematial setup for subproess ISUBis aepted in the generation proedure, with NGEN(0,2) the sum of these.NGEN(ISUB,3) : gives the number of times an event of subproess type ISUB is generated,with NGEN(0,3) the sum of these. Usually NGEN(ISUB,3) = NGEN(ISUB,2),i.e. an aepted kinematial on�guration an normally be used to produe anevent.XSEC(ISUB,1) : estimated maximum di�erential ross setion (times the Jaobian fa-tors used to speed up the generation proess) for the di�erent subproesses inuse, with XSEC(0,1) the sum of these (exept low-p?, i.e. ISUB = 95). For ex-ternal proesses speial rules may apply, see subsetion 9.9. In partiular, neg-ative ross setions and maxima may be allowed. In this ase, XSEC(ISUB,1)stores the absolute value of the maximum, sine this is the number that allowsthe appropriate mixing of subproesses.XSEC(ISUB,2) : gives the sum of di�erential ross setions (times Jaobian fators) forthe NGEN(ISUB,1) phase-spae points evaluated so far.XSEC(ISUB,3) : gives the estimated integrated ross setion for subproess ISUB, basedon the statistis aumulated so far, with XSEC(0,3) the estimated total rosssetion for all subproesses inluded (all in mb). This is exatly the informationobtainable by a PYSTAT(1) all.Warning : For p and  events, when several photon omponents are mixed (seeMSTP(14)), a master opy of these numbers for eah omponent is stored in thePYSAVE routine. What is then visible after eah event is only the numbers forthe last omponent onsidered, not the full statistis. A speial PYSAVE all,perfomed e.g. in PYSTAT, is required to obtain the sum of all the omponents.COMMON/PYINT6/PROC(0:500)CHARACTER PROC*28Purpose: to store harater strings for the di�erent possible subproesses; used whenprinting tables.PROC(ISUB) : name for the di�erent subproesses, aording to ISUB ode. PROC(0)denotes all proesses.COMMON/PYINT7/SIGT(0:6,0:6,0:5)Purpose: to store information on total, elasti and di�rative ross setions. These253



variables should only be set by you for the option MSTP(31)=0; else they shouldnot be touhed. All numbers are given in mb.SIGT(I1,I2,J) : the ross setion, both total and subdivided by lass (elasti, di�rativeet.). For a photon to be onsidered as a VMD meson the ross setions areadditionally split into the ontributions from the various meson states.I1, I2 : allowed states for the inoming partile on side 1 and 2, respetively.= 0 : sum of all allowed states. Exept for a photon to be onsidered asa VMD meson this is the only nonvanishing entry.= 1 : the ontribution from the �0 VMD state.= 2 : the ontribution from the ! VMD state.= 3 : the ontribution from the � VMD state.= 4 : the ontribution from the J= VMD state.= 5, 6 : reserved for future use.J : the total and partial ross setions.= 0 : the total ross setion.= 1 : the elasti ross setion.= 2 : the single di�rative ross setion AB ! XB.= 3 : the single di�rative ross setion AB ! AX.= 4 : the double di�rative ross setion.= 5 : the inelasti, non-di�rative ross setion.Warning: If you set these values yourself, it is important that they are internallyonsistent, sine this is not expliitly heked by the program. Thus theontributions J=1{5 should add up to the J=0 one and, for VMD photons,the ontributions I=1{4 should add up to the I=0 one.COMMON/PYINT8/XPVMD(-6:6),XPANL(-6:6),XPANH(-6:6),XPBEH(-6:6),&XPDIR(-6:6)Purpose: to store the various omponents of the photon parton distributions when thePYGGAM routine is alled.XPVMD(KFL) : gives distributions of the VMD part (�0, ! and �).XPANL(KFL) : gives distributions of the anomalous part of light quarks (d, u and s).XPANH(KFL) : gives distributions of the anomalous part of heavy quarks ( and b).XPBEH(KFL) : gives Bethe-Heitler distributions of heavy quarks ( and b). This providesan alternative to XPANH, i.e. both should not be used at the same time.XPDIR(KFL) : gives diret orretion to the prodution of light quarks (d, u and s). Thisterm is nonvanishing only in the ms sheme, and is appliable for F 2 ratherthan for the parton distributions themselves.COMMON/PYINT9/VXPVMD(-6:6),VXPANL(-6:6),VXPANH(-6:6),VXPDGM(-6:6)Purpose: to give the valene parts of the photon parton distributions (x-weighted, asusual) when the PYGGAM routine is alled. Companion to /PYINT8/, whihgives the total parton distributions.VXPVMD(KFL) : valene distributions of the VMD part; mathes XPVMD in /PYINT8/.VXPANL(KFL) : valene distributions of the anomalous part of light quarks; mathesXPANL in /PYINT8/.VXPANH(KFL) : valene distributions of the anomalous part of heavy quarks; mathesXPANH in /PYINT8/.VXPDGM(KFL) : gives the sum of valene distributions parts; mathes XPDFGM in thePYGGAM all. 254



Note 1: the Bethe-Heitler and diret ontributions in XPBEH(KFL) and XPDIR(KFL) in/PYINT8/ are pure valene-like, and therefore are not dupliated here.Note 2: the sea parts of the distributions an be obtained by taking the appropriatedi�erenes between the total distributions and the valene distributions.
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10 Initial- and Final-State RadiationStarting from the hard interation, initial- and �nal-state radiation orretions may beadded. This is normally done by making use of the parton-shower language | only for thee+e� ! qq proess does Pythia o�er a matrix-element option (desribed in setion 6.1).The algorithms used to generate initial- and �nal-state showers are rather di�erent, andare therefore desribed separately below, starting with the oneptually easier �nal-stateone. Before that, some ommon elements are introdued.The main referenes for �nal-state showers is [Ben87a, Nor01℄ and for initial-state ones[Sj�o85, Miu99℄.10.1 Shower EvolutionIn the leading-logarithmi piture, a shower may be viewed as a sequene of 1 ! 2branhings a ! b. Here a is alled the mother and b and  the two daughters. Eahdaughter is free to branh in its turn, so that a tree-like struture an evolve. We will usethe word `parton' for all the objets a, b and  involved in the branhing proess, i.e. notonly for quarks and gluons but also for leptons and photons. The branhings inluded inthe program are q ! qg, g ! gg, g ! qq, q ! q and ` ! `. Photon branhings, i.e. ! qq and  ! ``, have not been inluded so far, sine they are reasonably rare andsine no urgent need for them has been pereived.A word on terminology may be in plae. The algorithms desribed here are ustomarilyreferred to as leading-log showers. This is orret insofar as no expliit orretions fromhigher orders are inluded, i.e. there are no O(�2s ) terms in the splitting kernels, neitherby new 1 ! 3 proesses nor by orretions to the 1 ! 2 ones. However, it is grosslymisleading if leading-log showers are equated with leading-log analytial alulations. Inpartiular, the latter ontain no onstraints from energy{momentum onservation: theradiation o� a quark is desribed in the approximation that the quark does not loseany energy when a gluon is radiated, so that the e�ets of multiple emissions fatorize.Therefore energy{momentum onservation is lassi�ed as a next-to-leading-log orretion.In a Monte Carlo shower, on the other hand, energy{momentum onservation is expliitbranhing by branhing. By inluding oherene phenomena and optimized hoies of �ssales, further information on higher orders is inserted. While the �nal produt is stillnot erti�ed fully to omply with a NLO/NLL standard, it is well above the level of anunsophistiated LO/LL analyti alulation.10.1.1 The evolution equationsIn the shower formulation, the kinematis of eah branhing is given in terms of twovariables, Q2 and z. Slightly di�erent interpretations may be given to these variables,and indeed this is one main area where the various programs on the market di�er. Q2has dimensions of squared mass, and is related to the mass or transverse momentum saleof the branhing. z gives the sharing of the a energy and momentum between the twodaughters, with parton b taking a fration z and parton  a fration 1� z. To speify thekinematis, an azimuthal angle ' of the b around the a diretion is needed in addition;in the simple disussions ' is hosen to be isotropially distributed, although options fornon-isotropi distributions urrently are the defaults.The probability for a parton to branh is given by the evolution equations (also alledDGLAP or Altarelli{Parisi [Gri72, Alt77℄). It is onvenient to introduet = ln(Q2=�2) ) dt = d ln(Q2) = dQ2Q2 ; (147)
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where � is the QCD � sale in �s. Of ourse, this hoie is more direted towards theQCD parts of the shower, but it an be used just as well for the QED ones. In terms ofthe two variables t and z, the di�erential probability dP for parton a to branh is nowdPa = Xb; �ab2� Pa!b(z) dt dz : (148)Here the sum is supposed to run over all allowed branhings, for a quark q ! qg andq ! q, and so on. The �ab fator is �em for QED branhings and �s for QCD ones (tobe evaluated at some suitable sale, see below).The splitting kernels Pa!b(z) arePq!qg(z) = CF 1 + z21� z ;Pg!gg(z) = NC (1� z(1� z))2z(1� z) ;Pg!qq(z) = TR (z2 + (1� z)2) ;Pq!q(z) = e2q 1 + z21� z ;P`!`(z) = e2̀ 1 + z21� z ; (149)with CF = 4=3, NC = 3, TR = nf=2 (i.e. TR reeives a ontribution of 1=2 for eahallowed qq avour), and e2q and e2̀ the squared eletri harge (4=9 for u-type quarks, 1=9for d-type ones, and 1 for leptons).Persons familiar with analytial alulations may wonder why the `+ presriptions'and Æ(1� z) terms of the splitting kernels in eq. (149) are missing. These ompliationsful�l the task of ensuring avour and energy onservation in the analytial equations. Theorresponding problem is solved trivially in Monte Carlo programs, where the shower evo-lution is traed in detail, and avour and four-momentum are onserved at eah branhing.The legay left is the need to introdue a ut-o� on the allowed range of z in splittings, soas to avoid the singular regions orresponding to exessive prodution of very soft gluons.Also note that Pg!gg(z) is given here with a fator NC in front, while it is sometimesshown with 2NC . The onfusion arises beause the �nal state ontains two idential par-tons. With the normalization above, Pa!b(z) is interpreted as the branhing probabilityfor the original parton a. On the other hand, one ould also write down the probabilitythat a parton b is produed with a frational energy z. Almost all the above kernels an beused unhanged also for this purpose, with the obvious symmetry Pa!b(z) = Pa!b(1�z).For g ! gg, however, the total probability to �nd a gluon with energy fration z is thesum of the probability to �nd either the �rst or the seond daughter there, and that givesthe fator of 2 enhanement.10.1.2 The Sudakov form fatorThe t variable �lls the funtion of a kind of time for the shower evolution. In �nal-stateshowers, t is onstrained to be gradually dereasing away from the hard sattering, ininitial-state ones to be gradually inreasing towards the hard sattering. This does notmean that an individual parton runs through a range of t values: in the end, eah partonis assoiated with a �xed t value, and the evolution proedure is just a way of pikingthat value. It is only the ensemble of partons in many events that evolves ontinuouslywith t, f. the onept of parton distributions.257



For a given t value we de�ne the integral of the branhing probability over all allowedz values, Ia!b(t) = Z z+(t)z�(t) dz �ab2� Pa!b(z) : (150)The na��ve probability that a branhing ours during a small range of t values, Æt, is givenby Pb; Ia!b(t) Æt, and thus the probability for no emission by 1�Pb; Ia!b(t) Æt.If the evolution of parton a starts at a `time' t0, the probability that the parton hasnot yet branhed at a `later time' t > t0 is given by the produt of the probabilities thatit did not branh in any of the small intervals Æt between t0 and t. In other words, lettingÆt! 0, the no-branhing probability exponentiates:Pno�branhing(t0; t) = exp8<:� Z tt0 dt0 Xb; Ia!b(t0)9=; = Sa(t) : (151)Thus the atual probability that a branhing of a ours at t is given bydPadt = �dPno�branhing(t0; t)dt = 0�Xb; Ia!b(t)1A exp8<:� Z tt0 dt0 Xb; Ia!b(t0)9=; : (152)The �rst fator is the na��ve branhing probability, the seond the suppression dueto the onservation of total probability: if a parton has already branhed at a `time't0 < t, it an no longer branh at t. This is nothing but the exponential fator thatis familiar from radioative deay. In parton-shower language the exponential fatorSa(t) = Pno�branhing(t0; t) is referred to as the Sudakov form fator [Sud56℄.The ordering in terms of inreasing t above is the appropriate one for initial-stateshowers. In �nal-state showers the evolution is from an initial tmax (set by the hardsattering) and towards smaller t. In that ase the integral from t0 to t in eqs. (151) and(152) is replaed by an integral from t to tmax. Sine, by onvention, the Sudakov fatoris still de�ned from the lower ut-o� t0, i.e. gives the probability that a parton startingat sale t will not have branhed by the lower ut-o� sale t0, the no-branhing fator isatually Pno�branhing(tmax; t) = Sa(tmax)=Sa(t).We note that the above struture is exatly of the kind disussed in setion 4.2. Theveto algorithm is therefore extensively used in the Monte Carlo simulation of partonshowers.10.1.3 Mathing to the hard satteringThe evolution in Q2 is begun from some maximum sale Q2max for �nal-state partonshowers, and is terminated at (a possibly di�erent) Q2max for initial-state showers. Ingeneral Q2max is not known. Indeed, sine the parton-shower language does not guaranteeagreement with higher-order matrix-element results, neither in absolute shape nor nor-malization, there is no unique presription for a `best' hoie. Generially Qmax shouldbe of the order of the hard-sattering sale, i.e. the largest virtuality should be assoiatedwith the hard sattering, and initial- and �nal-state parton showers should only involvevirtualities smaller than that. This may be viewed just as a matter of sound book-keeping:in a 2 ! n graph, a 2 ! 2 hard-sattering subgraph ould be hosen several di�erentways, but if all the possibilities were to be generated then the ross setion would bedouble-ounted. Therefore one should de�ne the 2 ! 2 `hard' piee of a 2 ! n graph asthe one that involves the largest virtuality.Of ourse, the issue of double-ounting depends a bit on what proesses are atuallygenerated in the program. If one onsiders a qqg �nal state in hadron olliders, this ouldome either as �nal-state radiation o� a qq pair, or by a gluon splitting in a qq pair, or258



many other ways, so that the danger of double-ounting is very real. On the other hand,onsider the prodution of a low-p?, low-mass Drell{Yan pair of leptons, together with twoquark jets. Suh a proess in priniple ould proeed by having a � emitted o� a quarkleg, with a quark{quark sattering as hard interation. However, sine this proess is notinluded in the program, there is no atual danger of (this partiular) double-ounting,and so the sale of evolution ould be piked larger than the mass of the Drell{Yan pair,as we shall see.For most 2 ! 2 sattering proesses in Pythia, the Q2 sale of the hard satteringis hosen to be Q2hard = p2? (when the �nal-state partiles are massless, otherwise massesare added). In �nal-state showers, where Q is assoiated with the mass of the branhingparton, transverse momenta generated in the shower are onstrained by p? < Q=2. Anordering that the shower p? should be smaller than the hard-sattering p? thereforeorresponds roughly to Q2max = 4Q2hard, whih is the default assumption. The onstraintsare slightly di�erent for initial-state showers, where the spaelike virtuality Q2 attahesbetter to p2?, and therefore Q2max = Q2hard is a sensible default. We iterate that theselimits, set by PARP(71) and PARP(67), respetively, are imagined sensible when there isa danger of doubleounting; if not, large values ould well be relevant to over a widerrange of topologies, but always with some aution. (See also MSTP(68).)The situation is rather better for the �nal-state showers in the deay of any olour-singlet partiles, or oloured but reasonably long-lived ones, suh as the Z0 or the h0,either as part of a hard 2 ! 1 ! 2 proess, or anywhere else in the �nal state. Then weknow that Qmax has to be put equal to the partile mass. It is also possible to math theparton-shower evolution to the �rst-order matrix-element results.QCD proesses suh as qg ! qg pose a speial problem when the sattering angle issmall. Coherene e�ets (see below) may then restrit the emission further than whatis just given by the Qmax sale introdued above. This is most easily viewed in the restframe of the 2 ! 2 hard sattering subproess. Some olours ow from the initial tothe �nal state. The radiation assoiated with suh a olour ow should be restritedto a one with opening angle given by the di�erene between the original and the �nalolour diretions; there is one suh one around the inoming parton for initial stateradiation and one around the outgoing parton for �nal state radiation. Colours that areannihilated or reated in the proess e�etively orrespond to an opening angle of 180Æand therefore the emission is not onstrained for these. For a gluon, whih have twoolours and therefore two di�erent ones, a random hoie is made between the two forthe �rst branhing. Further, oherene e�ets also imply azimuthal anisotropies of theemission inside the allowed ones.Finally, we note that there an be some overlap between desriptions of the same pro-ess. Setion 8.4.2 gives two examples. One is the orrespondene between the desriptionof a single W or Z with additional jet prodution by showering, or the same piture ob-tained by using expliit matrix elements to generate at least one jet in assoiation withthe W=Z. The other is the generation of Z0bb �nal states either starting from bb ! Z0,or from bg ! Z0b or from gg ! bbZ0. As a rule of thumb, to be used with ommonsense, one would start from as low an order as possible for an inlusive desription, wherethe low-p? region is likely to generate most of the ross setion, whereas higher-ordertopologies are more relevant for studies of exlusive event samples at high p?.10.2 Final-State ShowersFinal-state showers are time-like, i.e. all virtualities m2 = E2 � p2 � 0. The maxi-mum allowed virtuality sale Q2max is set by the hard-sattering proess, and thereafterthe virtuality is dereased in eah subsequent branhing, down to the ut-o� sale Q20.This ut-o� sale is used to regulate both soft and ollinear divergenes in the emissionprobabilities. 259



The main points of the Pythia showering algorithm are as follows.� It is a leading-log algorithm, of the improved, oherent kind, i.e. with angular or-dering.� It an be used for an arbitrary initial pair of partons or, in fat, for any numberbetween one and seven given entities (inluding hadrons and gauge bosons) althoughonly quarks, gluons, leptons, squarks and gluinos an initiate a shower.� The pair of showering partons may be given in any frame, but the evolution isarried out in the .m. frame of the showering partons.� Energy and momentum are onserved exatly at eah step of the showering proess.� If the initial pair omes from the deay of a known resonane, an additional rejetiontehnique is used in the gluon emission o� a parton of the pair, so as to reproduethe lowest-order di�erential 3-jet ross setion.� In subsequent branhings, angular ordering (oherene e�ets) is imposed.� Gluon heliity e�ets, i.e. orrelations between the prodution plane and the deayplane of a gluon, an be inluded.� The �rst-order �s expression is used, with the Q2 sale given by (an approximationto) the squared transverse momentum of a branhing. The default �QCD, whihshould not be regarded as a proper �MS, is 0.29 GeV.� The parton shower is by default ut o� at a mass sale of 1 GeV.Let us now proeed with a more detailed desription.10.2.1 The hoie of evolution variableIn the Pythia shower algorithm, the evolution variable Q2 is assoiated with the squaredmass of the branhing parton, Q2 = m2a for a branhing a ! b. As a onsequene,t = ln(Q2=�2) = ln(m2a=�2). This Q2 hoie is not unique, and indeed other programshave other de�nitions: Herwig uses Q2 � m2=(2z(1 � z)) [Mar88℄ and Ariadne Q2 =p2? � z(1�z)m2 [Pet88℄. Below we will also modify the Q2 hoie to give a better aountof mass e�ets, e.g. for b quarks.With Q a mass sale, the lower ut-o� Q0 is one in mass. To be more preise, in aQCD shower, the Q0 parameter is used to derive e�etive massesme� ;g = 12Q0 ;me� ;q = sm2q + 14Q20 ; (153)where the mq have been hosen as typial kinematial quark masses, see setion 13.2.1.A parton annot branh unless its mass is at least the sum of the lightest pair of alloweddeay produts, i.e. the minimum mass sale at whih a branhing is possible ismmin;g = 2me� ;g = Q0 ;mmin;q = me� ;q +me� ;g � Q0 : (154)The above masses are used to onstrain the allowed range of Q2 and z values. However,one it has been deided that a parton annot branh any further, that parton is put onthe mass shell, i.e. `�nal-state' gluons are massless.When also photon emission is inluded, a separate Q0 sale is introdued for the QEDpart of the shower, and used to alulate ut-o� masses by analogy with eqs. (153) and(154) above [Sj�o92℄. By default the two Q0 sales are hosen equal, and have the value1 GeV. If anything, one would be inlined to allow a ut-o� lower for photon emissionthan for gluon one. In that ase the allowed z range of photon emission would be larger260



than that of gluon emission, and at the end of the shower evolution only photon emissionwould be allowed.Photon and gluon emission di�er fundamentally in that photons appear as physialpartiles in the �nal state, while gluons are on�ned. For photon emission o� quarks,however, the on�nement fores ating on the quark may provide an e�etive photonemission ut-o� at larger sales than the bare quark mass. Soft and ollinear photonsould also be emitted by the �nal-state harged hadrons [Bar94a℄; the mathing betweenemission o� quarks and o� hadrons is a deliate issue, and we therefore do not attemptto address the soft-photon region.For photon emission o� leptons, there is no need to introdue any ollinear emissionut-o� beyond what is given by the lepton mass, but we keep the same ut-o� approahas for quarks, although at a smaller sale. However, note that, �rstly, the program isnot aimed at high-preision studies of lepton pairs (where interferene terms betweeninitial- and �nal-state radiation also would have to be inluded), and, seondly, mostexperimental proedures would inlude the energy of ollinear photons into the e�etiveenergy of a �nal-state lepton.10.2.2 The hoie of energy splitting variableThe �nal-state radiation mahinery is always applied in the .m. frame of the hard sat-tering, from whih normally emerges a pair of evolving partons. Oasionally there maybe one evolving parton reoiling against a non-evolving one, as in qq ! g, where onlythe gluon evolves in the �nal state, but where the energy of the photon is modi�ed by thebranhing ativity of the gluon. (With only one evolving parton and nothing else, it wouldnot be possible to onserve energy and momentum when the parton is assigned a mass.)Thus, before the evolution is performed, the parton pair is boosted to their ommon .m.frame, and rotated to sit along the z axis. After the evolution, the full parton shower isrotated and boosted bak to the original frame of the parton pair.The interpretation of the energy and momentum splitting variable z is not unique,and in fat the program allows the possibility to swith between four di�erent alternatives[Ben87a℄, `loal' and `global' z de�nition ombined with `onstrained' or `unonstrained'evolution. In all four of them, the z variable is interpreted as an energy fration, i.e.Eb = zEa and E = (1 � z)Ea. In the `loal' hoie of z de�nition, energy frations arede�ned in the rest frame of the grandmother, i.e. the mother of parton a. The preferredhoie is the `global' one, in whih energies are always evaluated in the .m. frame ofthe hard sattering. The two de�nitions agree for the branhings of the partons thatemerge diretly from the hard sattering, sine the hard sattering itself is onsidered tobe the `mother' of the �rst generation of partons. For instane, in Z0 ! qq the Z0 isonsidered the mother of the q and q, even though the branhing is not handled by theparton-showering mahinery. The `loal' and `global' de�nitions diverge for subsequentbranhings, where the `global' tends to allow more shower evolution.In a branhing a! b the kinematially allowed range of z = za values, z� < z < z+,is given by z� = 12 8<:1 + m2b �m2m2a � jpajEa q(m2a �m2b �m2)2 � 4m2bm2m2a 9=; : (155)With `onstrained' evolution, these bounds are respeted in the evolution. The ut-o�masses me� ;b and me� ; are used to de�ne the maximum allowed z range, within whihza is hosen, together with the ma value. In the subsequent evolution of b and , onlypairs of mb and m are allowed for whih the already seleted za ful�ls the onstraints ineq. (155). 261



For `unonstrained' evolution, whih is the preferred alternative, one may start o� byassuming the daughters to be massless, so that the allowed z range isz� = 12 (1� jpajEa �(ma �mmin;a)) ; (156)where �(x) is the step funtion, �(x) = 1 for x > 0 and �(x) = 0 for x < 0. The deaykinematis into two massless four-vetors p(0)b and p(0) is now straightforward. One mband m have been found from the subsequent evolution, subjet only to the onstraintsmb < zaEa, m < (1� za)Ea and mb +m < ma, the atual massive four-vetors may bede�ned as pb; = p(0)b; � (rp(0) � rbp(0)b ) ; (157)where rb; = m2a � (m2 �m2b)�q(m2a �m2b �m2)2 � 4m2bm22m2a : (158)In other words, the meaning of za is somewhat reinterpreted post fato. Needless to say,the `unonstrained' option allows more branhings to take plae than the `onstrained'one. In the following disussion we will only refer to the `global, unonstrained' z hoie.10.2.3 First branhings and matrix-element mathingThe �nal-state evolution is normally started from some initial parton pair 1 + 2, at aQ2max sale determined by deliberations already disussed. When the evolution of parton1 is onsidered, it is assumed that parton 2 is massless, so that the parton 1 energy andmomentum are simple funtions of its mass (and of the .m. energy of the pair, whihis �xed), and hene also the allowed z1 range for splittings is a funtion of this mass,eq. (156). Correspondingly, parton 2 is evolved under the assumption that parton 1 ismassless. After both partons have been assigned masses, their orret energies may befound, whih are smaller than originally assumed. Therefore the allowed z ranges haveshrunk, and it may happen that a branhing has been assigned a z value outside thisrange. If so, the parton is evolved downwards in mass from the rejeted mass value; ifboth z values are rejeted, the parton with largest mass is evolved further. It may alsohappen that the sum of m1 and m2 is larger than the .m. energy, in whih ase the onewith the larger mass is evolved downwards. The heking and evolution steps are iterateduntil an aeptable set of m1, m2, z1 and z2 has been found.The proedure is an extension of the veto algorithm, where an initial overestimationof the allowed z range is ompensated by rejetion of some branhings. One should note,however, that the veto algorithm is not stritly appliable for the oupled evolution in twovariables (m1 and m2), and that therefore some arbitrariness is involved. This is manifestin the hoie of whih parton will be evolved further if both z values are unaeptable, orif the mass sum is too large.For quark and lepton pairs whih ome from the deay of a olour-singlet partile, the�rst branhings are mathed to the expliit �rst-order matrix elements for gauge bosondeays.The mathing is based on a mapping of the parton-shower variables on to the 3-jetphase spae. To produe a 3-jet event, �=Z0 ! q(p1)q(p2)g(p3), in the shower language,one will pass through an intermediate state, where either the q or the q is o� the massshell. If the former is the ase thenm2 = (p1 + p3)2 = E2m(1� x2) ;z = E1E1 + E3 = x1x1 + x3 = x12� x2 ; (159)262



where xi = 2Ei=Em. The q emission ase is obtained with 1 $ 2. The parton-showersplitting expression in terms of m2 and z, eq. (148), an therefore be translated into thefollowing di�erential 3-jet rate:1� d�PSdx1 dx2 = �s2� CF 1(1� x1)(1� x2) �� (1� x1x3  1 + � x12� x2�2!+ 1� x2x3  1 + � x22� x1�2!) ; (160)where the �rst term inside the urly braket omes from emission o� the quark and theseond term from emission o� the antiquark. The orresponding expression in matrix-element language is 1� d�MEdx1 dx2 = �s2� CF 1(1� x1)(1� x2) nx21 + x22o : (161)With the kinematis hoie of Pythia, the matrix-element expression is always smallerthan the parton-shower one. It is therefore possible to run the shower as usual, but toimpose an extra weight fator d�ME=d�PS, whih is just the ratio of the expressions inurly brakets. If a branhing is rejeted, the evolution is ontinued from the rejetedQ2 value onwards (the veto algorithm). The weighting proedure is applied to the �rstbranhing of both the q and the q, in eah ase with the (nominal) assumption that noneof the other partons branh (neither the sister nor the daughters), so that the relationsof eq. (159) are appliable.If a photon is emitted instead of a gluon, the emission rate in parton showers is givenby 1� d�PSdx1 dx2 = �em2� 1(1� x1)(1� x2) �� (e2q 1� x1x3  1 + � x12� x2�2!+ e2q 1� x2x3  1 + � x22� x1�2!) ; (162)and in matrix elements by [Gro81℄1� d�MEdx1 dx2 = �em2� 1(1� x1)(1� x2) (�eq 1� x1x3 � eq 1� x2x3 �2 �x21 + x22�) : (163)As in the gluon emission ase, a weighting fator d�ME=d�PS an therefore be applied wheneither the original q (`) or the original q (`) emits a photon. For a neutral resonane,suh as Z0, where eq = �eq, the above expressions simplify and one reovers exatly thesame ratio d�ME=d�PS as for gluon emission.Compared with the standard matrix-element treatment, a few di�erenes remain. Theshower one automatially ontains the Sudakov form fator and an �s running as a funtionof the p2? sale of the branhing. The shower also allows all partons to evolve further,whih means that the na��ve kinematis assumed for a omparison with matrix elementsis modi�ed by subsequent branhings, e.g. that the energy of parton 1 is redued whenparton 2 is assigned a mass. All these e�ets are formally of higher order, and so donot a�et a �rst-order omparison. This does not mean that the orretions need besmall, but experimental results are enouraging: the approah outlined does as good asexpliit seond-order matrix elements for the desription of 4-jet prodution, better insome respets (like overall rate) and worse in others (like some angular distributions).263



10.2.4 Subsequent branhes and angular orderingThe shower evolution is (almost) always done on a pair of partons, so that energy andmomentum an be onserved. In the �rst step of the evolution, the two original partonsthus undergo branhings 1 ! 3 + 4 and 2 ! 5 + 6. As desribed above, the allowed m1,m2, z1 and z2 ranges are oupled by kinematial onstraints. In the seond step, the pair3 + 4 is evolved and, separately, the pair 5 + 6. Considering only the former (the latteris trivially obtained by symmetry), the partons thus have nominal initial energies E(0)3 =z1E1 and E(0)4 = (1�z1)E1, and maximum allowed virtualitiesmmax;3 = min(m1; E(0)3 ) andmmax;4 = min(m1; E(0)4 ). Initially partons 3 and 4 are evolved separately, giving massesm3 and m4 and splitting variables z3 and z4. If m3 + m4 > m1, the parton of 3 and 4that has the largest ratio of mi=mmax;i is evolved further. Thereafter eq. (157) is used toonstrut orreted energies E3 and E4, and the z values are heked for onsisteny. Ifa branhing has to be rejeted beause the hange of parton energy puts z outside theallowed range, the parton is evolved further.This proedure an then be iterated for the evolution of the two daughters of parton3 and for the two of parton 4, et., until eah parton reahes the ut-o� mass mmin. Thenthe parton is put on the mass shell.The model, as desribed so far, produes so-alled onventional showers, whereinmasses are stritly dereasing in the shower evolution. Emission angles are dereasingonly in an average sense, however, whih means that also fairly `late' branhings an givepartons at large angles. Theoretial studies beyond the leading-log level show that thisis not orret [Mue81℄, but that destrutive interferene e�ets are large in the region ofnon-ordered emission angles. To a good �rst approximation, these so-alled oherenee�ets an be taken into aount in parton shower programs by requiring a strit order-ing in terms of dereasing emission angles. (Atually, the fat that the shower desribedhere is already ordered in mass implies that the additional ut on angle will be a bit toorestritive. While e�ets from this should be small at urrent energies, some deviationsbeome visible at very high energies.)The oherene phenomenon is known already from QED. One manifestation is theChudakov e�et [Chu55℄, disovered in the study of high-energy osmi  rays impingingon a nulear target. If a  is onverted into a highly ollinear e+e� pair inside theemulsion, the e+ and e� in their travel through the emulsion ionize atoms and therebyprodue blakening. However, near the onversion point the blakening is small: the e+and e� then are still lose together, so that an atom traversed by the pair does not resolvethe individual harges of the e+ and the e�, but only feels a net harge lose to zero. Onlylater, when the e+ and e� are separated by more than a typial atomi radius, are thetwo able to ionize independently of eah other.The situation is similar in QCD, but is further extended, sine now also gluons arryolour. For example, in a branhing q0 ! qg the q and g share the newly reated pairof opposite olour{antiolour harges, and therefore the q and g annot emit subsequentgluons inoherently. Again the net e�et is to redue the amount of soft gluon emission:sine a soft gluon (emitted at large angles) orresponds to a large (transverse) wavelength,the soft gluon is unable to resolve the separate olour harges of the q and the g, andonly feels the net harge arried by the q0. Suh a soft gluon g0 (in the region �q0g0 > �qg)ould therefore be thought of as being emitted by the q0 rather than by the q{g system.If one onsiders only emission that should be assoiated with the q or the g, to a goodapproximation, there is a omplete destrutive interferene in the regions of non-dereasingopening angles, while partons radiate independently of eah other inside the regions ofdereasing opening angles (�qg0 < �qg and �gg0 < �qg), one azimuthal angles are averagedover. The details of the olour interferene pattern are reeted in non-uniform azimuthalemission probabilities.The �rst branhings of the shower are not a�eted by the angular-ordering requirement264



| sine the evolution is performed in the .m. frame of the original parton pair, where theoriginal opening angle is 180Æ, any angle would anyway be smaller than this | but hereinstead the matrix-element mathing proedure is used, where appliable. Subsequently,eah opening angle is ompared with that of the preeding branhing in the shower.For a branhing a! b the kinematial approximation�a � p?bEb + p?E � qza(1� za)ma  1zaEa + 1(1� za)Ea! = 1qza(1� za)maEa (164)is used to derive the opening angle (this is anyway to the same level of approximationas the one in whih angular ordering is derived). With �b of the b branhing alulatedsimilarly, the requirement �b < �a an be redued tozb(1� zb)m2b > 1� zazam2a : (165)Sine photons do not obey angular ordering, the hek on angular ordering is notperformed when a photon is emitted. When a gluon is emitted in the branhing after aphoton, its emission angle is restrited by that of the preeding QCD branhing in theshower, i.e. the photon emission angle does not enter.10.2.5 Other �nal-state shower aspetsThe eletromagneti oupling onstant for the emission of photons on the mass shell is�em = �em(Q2 = 0) � 1=137. For the strong oupling onstant several alternatives areavailable, the default being the �rst-order expression �s(p2?), where p2? is de�ned by theapproximate expression p2? � z(1 � z)m2. Studies of next-to-leading-order orretionsfavour this hoie [Ama80℄. The other alternatives are a �xed �s and an �s(m2).With the default hoie of p2? as sale in �s, a further ut-o� is introdued on theallowed phase spae of gluon emission, not present in the options with �xed �s or with�s(m2), nor in the QED shower. A minimum requirement, to ensure a well-de�ned �s,is that p?=� > 1:1, but additionally Pythia requires that p? > Q0=2. This latterrequirement is not a neessity, but it makes sense when p? is taken to be the preferred saleof the branhing proess, rather than e.g.m. It redues the allowed z range, ompared withthe purely kinematial onstraints. Sine the p? ut is not present for photon emission,the relative ratio of photon to gluon emission o� a quark is enhaned at small virtualitiesompared with na��ve expetations; in atual fat this enhanement is largely ompensatedby the running of �s, whih ats in the opposite diretion. The main onsequene, however,is that the gluon energy spetrum is peaked at around Q0 and rapidly vanishes for energiesbelow that, whilst the photon spetrum extends all the way to zero energy.Previously it was said that azimuthal angles in branhings are hosen isotropially.In fat, it is possible to inlude some e�ets of gluon polarization, whih orrelate theprodution and the deay planes of a gluon, suh that a g ! gg branhing tends to takeplae in the prodution plane of the gluon, while a deay out of the plane is favoured forg ! qq. The formulae are given e.g. in ref. [Web86℄, as simple funtions of the z valueat the vertex where the gluon is produed and of the z value when it branhes. Alsooherene phenomena lead to non-isotropi azimuthal distributions [Web86℄. In eitherase the ' azimuthal variable is �rst hosen isotropially, then the weight fator due topolarization times oherene is evaluated, and the ' value is aepted or rejeted. In aseof rejetion, a new ' is generated, and so on.While the rule is to have an initial pair of partons, there are a few examples whereone or three partons have to be allowed to shower. If only one parton is given, it is notpossible to onserve both energy and momentum. The hoie has been made to onserve265



energy and jet diretion, but the momentum vetor is saled down when the radiatingparton aquires a mass. The `rest frame of the system', used e.g. in the z de�nition, istaken to be whatever frame the jet is given in.In � ! ggg deays and other on�gurations (e.g. from external proesses) with threeor more primary parton, one is left with the issue how the kinematis from the on-shellmatrix elements should be reinterpreted for an o�-shell multi-parton on�guration. Wehave made the arbitrary hoie of preserving the diretion of motion of eah parton inthe rest frame of the system, whih means that all three-momenta are saled down bythe same amount, and that some partiles gain energy at the expense of others. Massmultiplets outside the allowed phase spae are rejeted and the evolution ontinued.Finally, it should be noted that two toy shower models are inluded as options. Oneis a salar gluon model, in whih the q ! qg branhing kernel is replaed by Pq!qg(z) =23(1�z). The ouplings of the gluon, g ! gg and g ! qq, have been left as free parameters,sine they depend on the olour struture assumed in the model. The spetra are at inz for a spin 0 gluon. Higher-order ouplings of the type g ! ggg ould well ontributesigni�antly, but are not inluded. The seond toy model is an Abelian vetor one. In thisoption g ! gg branhings are absent, and g ! qq ones enhaned. More preisely, in thesplitting kernels, eq. (149), the Casimir fators are hanged as follows: CF = 4=3 ! 1,NC = 3 ! 0, TR = nf=2 ! 3nf . When using either of these options, one should beaware that also a number of other omponents in priniple should be hanged, from therunning of �s to the whole onept of fragmentation. One should therefore not take themtoo seriously.10.2.6 Merging with massive matrix elementsThe mathing to �rst-order matrix-elements is well-de�ned for massless quarks, and wasoriginally used unhanged for massive ones. A �rst attempt to inlude massive matrixelements did not ompensate for mass e�ets in the shower kinematis, and thereforeame to exaggerate the suppression of radiation o� heavy quarks [Nor01, Bam00℄. Nowthe shower has been modi�ed to solve this issue, and also improved and extended to overbetter a host of di�erent reations [Nor01℄.The starting point is the alulation of proesses a! b and a! bg, where the ratioWME(x1; x2) = 1�(a! b) d�(a! bg)dx1 dx2 (166)gives the proess-dependent di�erential gluon-emission rate. Here the phase spae vari-ables are x1 = 2Eb=ma and x2 = 2E=ma, expressed in the rest frame of partile a. Usingthe standard model and the minimal supersymmetri extension thereof as templates, awide seletion of olour and spin strutures have been addressed, as shown in Table 25.When allowed, proesses have been alulated for an arbitrary mixture of `parities', i.e.without or with a 5 fator, like in the vetor/axial vetor struture of �=Z0. Variousombinations of 1 and 5 may also arise e.g. from the wave funtions of the sfermion part-ners to the left- and right-handed fermion states. In ases where the orret ombinationis not provided, an equal mixture of the two is assumed as a reasonable ompromize. Allthe matrix elements are enoded in the new funtion PYMAEL(NI,X1,X2,R1,R2,ALPHA),where NI distinguishes the matrix elements, ALPHA is related to the 5 admixture and themass ratios r1 = mb=ma and r2 = m=ma are free parameters. This routine is alled byPYSHOW, but might also have an interest on its own.In order to math to the singularity struture of the massive matrix elements, theevolution variable Q2 is hanged from m2 to m2 �m2on�shell, i.e. 1=Q2 is the propagatorof a massive partile [Nor01℄. For the shower history b ! bg this gives a di�erential266



Table 25: The proesses that have been alulated, also with one extra gluon in the�nal state. Colour is given with 1 for singlet, 3 for triplet and 8 for otet. See thetext for an explanation of the 5 olumn and further omments.olour spin 5 example odes1 ! 3 + 3 | | (eikonal) 6 { 91 ! 3 + 3 1 ! 12 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 Z0 ! qq 11 { 143 ! 3 + 1 12 ! 12 + 1 1; 5; 1� 5 t ! bW+ 16 { 191 ! 3 + 3 0 ! 12 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 h0 ! qq 21 { 243 ! 3 + 1 12 ! 12 + 0 1; 5; 1� 5 t ! bH+ 26 { 291 ! 3 + 3 1 ! 0 + 0 1 Z0 ! ~q~q 31 { 343 ! 3 + 1 0 ! 0 + 1 1 ~q ! ~q0W+ 36 { 391 ! 3 + 3 0 ! 0 + 0 1 h0 ! ~q~q 41 { 443 ! 3 + 1 0 ! 0 + 0 1 ~q ! ~q0H+ 46 { 491 ! 3 + 3 12 ! 12 + 0 1; 5; 1� 5 ~�! q~q 51 { 543 ! 3 + 1 0 ! 12 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 ~q ! q~� 56 { 593 ! 3 + 1 12 ! 0 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 t ! ~t~� 61 { 648 ! 3 + 3 12 ! 12 + 0 1; 5; 1� 5 ~g ! q~q 66 { 693 ! 3 + 8 0 ! 12 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 ~q ! q~g 71 { 743 ! 3 + 8 12 ! 0 + 12 1; 5; 1� 5 t ! ~t~g 76 { 791 ! 8 + 8 | | (eikonal) 81 { 84probabilityWPS;1(x1; x2) = �s2� CF dQ2Q2 2 dz1� z 1dx1 dx2 = �s2� CF 2x3 (1 + r22 � r21 � x2) ; (167)where the numerator 1 + z2 of the splitting kernel for q ! qg has been replaed by a2 in the shower algorithm. For a proess with only one radiating parton in the �nalstate, suh as t ! bW+, the ratio WME=WPS;1 gives the aeptane probability for anemission in the shower. The singularity struture exatly agrees between ME and PS,giving a well-behaved ratio always below unity. If both b and  an radiate, there is aseond possible shower history that has to be onsidered. The matrix element is heresplit in two parts, one arbitrarily assoiated with b ! bg branhings and the other with ! g ones. A onvenient hoie is WME;1 = WME(1 + r21 � r22 � x1)=x3 and WME;2 =WME(1+r22�r21�x2)=x3, whih again gives mathing singularity strutures in WME;i=WPS;iand thus a well-behaved Monte Carlo proedure.Also subsequent emissions of gluons o� the primary partiles are orreted to WME.To this end, a redued-energy system is onstruted, whih retains the kinematis of thebranhing under onsideration but omits the gluons already emitted, so that an e�etivethree-body shower state an be mapped to an (x1; x2; r1; r2) set of variables. For lightquarks this proedure is almost equivalent with the original one of using the simple uni-267



versal splitting kernels after the �rst branhing. For heavy quarks it o�ers an improvedmodelling of mass e�ets also in the ollinear region.Some further hanges have been introdued, a few minor as default and some moresigni�ant ones as non-default options [Nor01℄. This inludes the desription of oherenee�ets and �s arguments, in general and more spei�ally for seondary heavy avourprodution by gluon splittings. The problem in the latter area is that data at LEP1 showa larger rate of seondary harm and bottom prodution than predited in most showerdesriptions [Bam00, Man00℄, or in analytial studies [Sey95℄. This is based on applyingthe same kind of oherene onsiderations to g ! qq branhings as to g ! gg, whihis not fully motivated by theory. In the lak of an unambiguous answer, it is thereforehelpful to allow options that an explore the range of unertainty.Further issues remain to be addressed, e.g. radiation o� partiles with non-negligiblewidth. In general, however, the new shower should allow an improved desription of gluonradiation in many di�erent proesses.10.2.7 Mathing to four-parton eventsThe shower routine, as desribed above, is optimized for two objets forming the showeringsystem, within whih energy and momentum should be onserved. However, oasionallymore than two initial objets are given, e.g. if one would like to onsider the sublassof e+e� ! qqgg events in order to study angular orrelations as a test of the ouplingstruture of QCD. Suh events are generated in the showering of normal e+e� ! qqevents, but not with high eÆieny within desired uts, and not with the full angularstruture inluded in the shower. Therefore four-parton matrix elements may be therequired starting point but, in order to `dress up' these partons, one nevertheless wishes toadd shower emission. A possibility to start from three partons has existed sine long, butonly with [And98a℄ was an approah for four parton introdued, and with the possibilityto generalize to more partons, although this latter work has not yet been done.The basi idea is to ast the output of matrix element generators in the form of aparton-shower history, that then an be used as input for a omplete parton shower. Inthe shower, that normally would be allowed to develop at random, some branhings arenow �xed to their matrix-element values while the others are still allowed to evolve inthe normal shower fashion. The preeding history of the event is also in these randombranhings then reeted e.g. in terms of kinematial or dynamial (e.g. angular ordering)onstraints.Consider e.g. the qqgg ase. The matrix-element expression ontains ontributionsfrom �ve graphs, and from interferenes between them. The �ve graphs an also be readas �ve possible parton-shower histories for arriving at the same four-parton state, buthere without the possibility of inluding interferenes. The relative probability for eahof these possible shower histories an be obtained from the rules of shower branhings.For example, the relative probability for the history where e+e� ! q(1)q(2), followed byq(1) ! q(3)g(4) and g(4) ! g(5)g(6), is given by:P = P1!34P4!56 = 1m21 43 1 + z2341� z34 � 1m243(1� z56(1� z56))2z56(1� z56) (168)where the probability for eah branhing ontains the mass singularity, the olour fatorand the momentum splitting kernel. The masses are given bym21 = p21 = (p3 + p5 + p6)2 ; (169)m24 = p24 = (p5 + p6)2 ;268



and the z values by zb = za!b = m2a� EbEa � m2a � �+m2b �m22� (170)with � = q(m2a �m2b �m2)2 � 4m2b m2 :We here assume that the on-shell mass of quarks an be negleted. The form of theprobability then mathes the expression used in the parton-shower algorithm.Variants on the above probabilities are imaginable. For instane, in the spirit of thematrix-element approah we have assumed a ommon �s for all graphs, whih thus neednot be shown, whereas the parton-shower language normally assumes �s to be a funtionof the transverse momentum of eah branhing. One ould also inlude information onazimuthal anisotropies.The relative probability P for eah of the �ve possible parton-shower histories anbe used to selet one of the possibilities at random. (A less appealing alternative wouldbe a `winner takes all' strategy, i.e. seleting the on�guration with the largest P.) Theseletion �xes the values of the m, z and ' at two verties. The azimuthal angle 'is de�ned by the daughter parton orientation around the mother diretion. When theonventional parton-shower algorithm is exeuted, these values are then fored on theotherwise random evolution. This foring annot be exat for the z values, sine the�nal partons given by the matrix elements are on the mass shell, while the orrespondingpartons in the parton shower might be virtual and branh further. The shift betweenthe wanted and the obtained z values are rather small, very seldom above 10�6. Moresigni�ant are the hanges of the opening angle between two daughters: when daughtersoriginally assumed massless are given a mass the angle between them tends to be redued.This shift has a non-negligible tail even above 0.1 radians. The `narrowing' of jets bythis mehanism is ompensated by the broadening aused by the deay of the massivedaughters, and thus overall e�ets are not so dramati.All other branhings of the parton shower are seleted at random aording to thestandard evolution sheme. There is an upper limit on the non-fored masses from internallogi, however. For instane, for four-parton matrix elements, the singular regions aretypially avoided with a ut y > 0:01, where y is the square of the minimal saled invariantmass between any pair of partons. Larger y values ould be used for some purposes, whilesmaller ones give so large four-jet rates that the need to inlude Sudakov form fatorsan no longer be negleted. The y > 0:01 ut roughly orresponds to m > 9 GeV atLEP 1 energies, so the hybrid approah must allow branhings at least below 9 GeVin order to aount for the emission missing from the matrix-element part. Sine no 5-parton emission is generated by the seond-order matrix elements, one ould also allowa threshold higher than 9 GeV in order to aount for this potential emission. However,if any suh mass is larger than one of the fored masses, the result would be a di�erenthistory than the hosen one, and one would risk some doubleounting issues. So, as analternative, one ould set the minimum invariant mass between any of the four originalpartons as the maximum sale of the subsequent shower evolution.10.3 Initial-State ShowersThe initial-state shower algorithm inPythia is not quite as sophistiated as the �nal-stateone. This is partly beause initial-state radiation is less well understood theoretially,partly beause the programming task is more ompliated and ambiguous. Still, theprogram at disposal is known to do a reasonably good job of desribing existing data,suh as Z0 prodution properties at hadron olliders [Sj�o85℄. It an be used both for QCDshowers and for photon emission o� leptons (e, � or � ; relative to earlier versions, the269



desription of inoming � and � are better geared to represent the di�erenes in leptonmass, and the lepton-inside-lepton parton distributions are properly de�ned).10.3.1 The shower strutureA fast hadron may be viewed as a loud of quasi-real partons. Similarly a fast leptonmay be viewed as surrounded by a loud of photons and partons; in the program the twosituations are on an equal footing, but here we hoose the hadron as example. At eahinstant, an individual parton an initiate a virtual asade, branhing into a number ofpartons. This asade an be desribed in terms of a tree-like struture, omposed ofmany subsequent branhings a ! b. Eah branhing involves some relative transversemomentum between the two daughters. In a language where four-momentum is onservedat eah vertex, this implies that at least one of the b and  partons must have a spae-likevirtuality, m2 < 0. Sine the partons are not on the mass shell, the asade only lives a�nite time before reassembling, with those parts of the asade that are most o� the massshell living the shortest time.A hard sattering, e.g. in deeply inelasti leptoprodution, will probe the hadron at agiven instant. The probe, i.e. the virtual photon in the leptoprodution ase, is able toresolve utuations in the hadron up to the Q2 sale of the hard sattering. Thus probesat di�erent Q2 values will seem to see di�erent parton ompositions in the hadron. Thehange in parton omposition with t = ln(Q2=�2) is given by the evolution equationsdfb(x; t)dt = Xa; Z dx0x0 fa(x0; t) �ab2� Pa!b � xx0� : (171)Here the fi(x; t) are the parton-distribution funtions, expressing the probability of �ndinga parton i arrying a fration x of the total momentum if the hadron is probed at virtualityQ2. The Pa!b(z) are given in eq. (149). As before, �ab is �s for QCD shower and �emfor QED ones.Eq. (171) is losely related to eq. (148): dPa desribes the probability that a givenparton a will branh (into partons b and ), dfb the inux of partons b from the branhingsof partons a. (The expression dfb in priniple also should ontain a loss term for partonsb that branh; this term is important for parton-distribution evolution, but does notappear expliitly in what we shall be using eq. (171) for.) The absolute form of hadronparton distributions annot be predited in perturbative QCD, but rather have to beparameterized at some Q0 sale, with the Q2 dependene thereafter given by eq. (171).Available parameterizations are disussed in setion 7.1. The lepton and photon partondistributions inside a lepton an be fully predited, but here for simpliity are treated onequal footing with hadron parton distributions.If a hard interation satters a parton out of the inoming hadron, the `oherene'[Gri83℄ of the asade is broken: the partons an no longer reassemble ompletely bakto the asade-initiating parton. In this semilassial piture, the partons on the `mainhain' of onseutive branhings that lead diretly from the initiating parton to the sat-tered parton an no longer reassemble, whereas utuations on the `side branhes' to thishain may still disappear. A onvenient desription is obtained by assigning a spae-likevirtuality to the partons on the main hain, in suh a way that the partons on the sidebranhes may still be on the mass shell. Sine the momentum transfer of the hard proessan put the sattered parton on the mass shell (or even give it a time-like virtuality, sothat it an initiate a �nal-state shower), one is then guaranteed that no partons have aspae-like virtuality in the �nal state. (In real life, on�nement e�ets obviously implythat partons need not be quite on the mass shell.) If no hard sattering had taken plae,the virtuality of the spae-like parton line would still fore the omplete asade to re-assemble. Sine the virtuality of the asade probed is arried by one single parton, it is270



possible to equate the spae-like virtuality of this parton with the Q2 sale of the asade,to be used e.g. in the evolution equations. Coherene e�ets [Gri83, Bas83℄ guarantee thatthe Q2 values of the partons along the main hain are stritly ordered, with the largestQ2 values lose to the hard sattering.Further oherene e�ets have been studied [Cia87℄, with partiular impliations forthe struture of parton showers at small x. None of these additional ompliations areimplemented in the urrent algorithm, with the exeption of a few rather primitive optionsthat do not address the full omplexity of the problem.Instead of having a tree-like struture, where all legs are treated demoratially, theasade is redued to a single sequene of branhings a! b, where the a and b partonsare on the main hain of spae-like virtuality, m2a;b < 0, while the  partons are on themass shell and do not branh. (Later we will inlude the possibility that the  partonsmay have positive virtualities, m2 > 0, whih leads to the appearane of time-like `�nal-state' parton showers on the side branhes.) This trunation of the asade is only possiblewhen it is known whih parton atually partakes in the hard sattering: of all the possibleasades that exist virtually in the inoming hadron, the hard sattering will selet one.To obtain the orret Q2 evolution of parton distributions, e.g., it is essential that allbranhes of the asade be treated demoratially. In Monte Carlo simulation of spae-likeshowers this is a major problem. If indeed the evolution of the omplete asade is to befollowed from some small Q20 up to the Q2 sale of the hard sattering, it is not possibleat the same time to handle kinematis exatly, sine the virtuality of the various partonsannot be found until after the hard sattering has been seleted. This kind of `forwardevolution' sheme therefore requires a number of extra triks to be made to work. Further,in this approah it is not known e.g. what the ŝ of the hard sattering subsystem will beuntil the evolution has been arried out, whih means that the initial-state evolution andthe hard sattering have to be seleted jointly, a not so trivial task.Instead we use the `bakwards evolution' approah [Sj�o85℄, in whih the hard satteringis �rst seleted, and the parton shower that preeded it is subsequently reonstruted.This reonstrution is started at the hard interation, at the Q2max sale, and thereafterstep by step one moves `bakwards' in `time', towards smaller Q2, all the way bak tothe parton-shower initiator at the ut-o� sale Q20. This proedure is possible if evolvedparton distributions are used to selet the hard sattering, sine the fi(x;Q2) ontainthe inlusive summation of all initial-state parton-shower histories that an lead to theappearane of an interating parton i at the hard sale. What remains is thus to seletan exlusive history from the set of inlusive ones.10.3.2 Longitudinal evolutionThe evolution equations, eq. (171), express that, during a small inrease dt there is aprobability for parton a with momentum fration x0 to beome resolved into parton bat x = zx0 and another parton  at x0 � x = (1 � z)x0. Correspondingly, in bakwardsevolution, during a derease dt a parton b may be `unresolved' into parton a. The relativeprobability dPb for this to happen is given by the ratio dfb=fb. Using eq. (171) one obtainsdPb = dfb(x; t)fb(x; t) = jdtjXa; Z dx0x0 fa(x0; t)fb(x; t) �ab2� Pa!b � xx0� : (172)Summing up the umulative e�et of many small hanges dt, the probability for no radi-ation exponentiates. Therefore one may de�ne a form fatorSb(x; tmax; t) = exp(� Z tmaxt dt0 Xa; Z dx0x0 fa(x0; t0)fb(x; t0) �ab(t0)2� Pa!b � xx0�)= exp(� Z tmaxt dt0 Xa; Z dz �ab(t0)2� Pa!b(z) x0fa(x0; t0)xfb(x; t0) ) ; (173)271



giving the probability that a parton b remains at x from tmax to a t < tmax.It may be useful to ompare this with the orresponding expression for forward evolu-tion, i.e. with Sa(t) in eq. (151). The most obvious di�erene is the appearane of partondistributions in Sb. Parton distributions are absent in Sa: the probability for a givenparton a to branh, one it exists, is independent of the density of partons a or b. Theparton distributions in Sb, on the other hand, express the fat that the probability fora parton b to ome from the branhing of a parton a is proportional to the number ofpartons a there are in the hadron, and inversely proportional to the number of partons b.Thus the numerator fa in the exponential of Sb ensures that the parton omposition ofthe hadron is properly reeted. As an example, when a gluon is hosen at the hard sat-tering and evolved bakwards, this gluon is more likely to have been emitted by a u thanby a d if the inoming hadron is a proton. Similarly, if a heavy avour is hosen at thehard sattering, the denominator fb will vanish at the Q2 threshold of the heavy-avourprodution, whih means that the integrand diverges and Sb itself vanishes, so that noheavy avour remain below threshold.Another di�erene between Sb and Sa, already touhed upon, is that the Pg!gg(z)splitting kernel appears with a normalization 2NC in Sb but only with NC in Sa, sinetwo gluons are produed but only one deays in a branhing.A knowledge of Sb is enough to reonstrut the parton shower bakwards. At eahbranhing a! b, three quantities have to be found: the t value of the branhing (whihde�nes the spae-like virtuality Q2b of parton b), the parton avour a and the splittingvariable z. This information may be extrated as follows:1. If parton b partook in the hard sattering or branhed into other partons at a saletmax, the probability that b was produed in a branhing a! b at a lower sale t isdPbdt = �dSb(x; tmax; t)dt =  Xa; Z dz �ab(t0)2� Pa!b(z) x0fa(x0; t0)xfb(x; t0) !Sb(x; tmax; t) :(174)If no branhing is found above the ut-o� sale t0 the iteration is stopped and partonb is assumed to be massless.2. Given the t of a branhing, the relative probabilities for the di�erent allowed branh-ings a! b are given by the z integrals above, i.e. byZ dz �ab(t)2� Pa!b(z) x0fa(x0; t)xfb(x; t) : (175)3. Finally, with t and a known, the probability distribution in the splitting variablez = x=x0 = xb=xa is given by the integrand in eq. (175).In addition, the azimuthal angle ' of the branhing is seleted isotropially, i.e. no spinor oherene e�ets are inluded in this distribution.The seletion of t, a and z is then a standard task of the kind than an be performedwith the help of the veto algorithm. Spei�ally, upper and lower bounds for parton dis-tributions are used to �nd simple funtions that are everywhere larger than the integrandsin eq. (175). Based on these simple expressions, the integration over z may be arried out,and t, a and z values seleted. This set is then aepted with a weight given by a ratio ofthe orret integrand in eq. (175) to the simple approximation used, both evaluated forthe given set. Sine parton distributions, as a rule, are not in a simple analytial form,it may be triky to �nd reasonably good bounds to parton distributions. It is neessaryto make di�erent assumptions for valene and sea quarks, and be espeially attentivelose to a avour threshold ([Sj�o85℄). An eletron distribution inside an eletron behavesdi�erently from parton distributions enountered in hadrons, and has to be onsideredseparately.A omment on soft gluon emission. Nominally the range of the z integral in Sb isx � z � 1. The lower limit orresponds to x0 = x=z = 1, and parton distributions vanish272



in this limit, wherefore no problems are enountered here. At the upper ut-o� z = 1 thesplitting kernels Pq!qg(z) and Pg!gg diverge. This is the soft gluon singularity: the energyarried by the emitted gluon is vanishing, xg = x0 � x = (1� z)x0 = (1� z)x=z ! 0 forz ! 1. In order to alulate the integral over z in Sb, an upper ut-o� zmax = x=(x+ x�)is introdued, i.e. only branhings with z � zmax are inluded in Sb. Here x� is a smallnumber, typially hosen so that the gluon energy is above 2 GeV when alulated in therest frame of the hard sattering. That is, the gluon energy xgps=2 � x�ps=2 = 2 GeV=,where  is the boost fator of the hard sattering. The average amount of energy arriedaway by gluons in the range xg < x�, over the given range of t values from ta to tb, may beestimated [Sj�o85℄. The �nally seleted z value may thus be piked as z = zhardhzsoft(ta; tb)i,where zhard is the originally seleted z value and zsoft is the orretion fator for soft gluonemission.In QED showers, the smallness of �em means that one an use rather smaller ut-o�values without obtaining large amounts of emission. A �xed small ut-o� x > 10�10 istherefore used to avoid the region of very soft photons. As has been disussed in setion7.1.3, the eletron distribution inside the eletron is ut o� at xe < 1�10�10, for numerialreasons, so the two uts are losely mathed.The ut-o� sale Q0 may be hosen separately for QCD and QED showers, just as in�nal-state radiation. The defaults are 1 GeV and 0.001 GeV, respetively. The formeris the typial hadroni mass sale, below whih radiation is not expeted resolvable; thelatter is of the order of the eletron mass.Normally QED and QCD showers do not appear mixed. The most notable exeptionis resolved photoprodution (in ep) and resolved  events (in e+e�), i.e. shower historiesof the type e !  ! q. Here the Q2 sales need not be ordered at the interfae, i.e.the last e ! e branhing may well have a larger Q2 than the �rst q ! qg one, and thebranhing  ! q does not even have a strit parton-shower interpretation for the vetordominane model part of the photon parton distribution. This kind of on�gurationsis best desribed by the 'gamma/lepton' mahinery for having a ux of virtual photonsinisde the lepton, see setion 7.1.4. In this ase, no initial-state radiation has urrentlybeen implemented for the eletron (or � or �). The one inside the virtual-photon systemis onsidered with the normal algorithm, but with the lower ut-o� sale modi�ed by thephoton virtuality, see MSTP(66).An older desription still lives on, although no longer as the reommended one. There,these issues are urrently not addressed in full. Rather, based on the x seleted for theparton (quark or gluon) at the hard sattering, the x is seleted one and for all in therange x < x < 1, aording to the distribution implied by eq. (54). The QCD partonshower is then traed bakwards from the hard sattering to the QCD shower initiator att0. No attempt is made to perform the full QED shower, but rather the beam remnanttreatment (see setion 11.1) is used to �nd the q (or g) remnant that mathes the q (org) QCD shower initiator, with the eletron itself onsidered as a seond beam remnant.10.3.3 Transverse evolutionWe have above seen that two parton lines may be de�ned, strething bak from thehard sattering to the initial inoming hadron wavefuntions at small Q2. Spei�ally,all parton avours i, virtualities Q2 and energy frations x may be found. The exatkinematial interpretation of the x variable is not unique, however. For partons withsmall virtualities and transverse momenta, essentially all de�nitions agree, but di�erenesmay appear for branhings lose to the hard sattering.In �rst-order QED [Ber85℄ and in some simple QCD toy models [Got86℄, one may showthat the `orret' hoie is the `ŝ approah'. Here one requires that ŝ = x1x2s, both at thehard sattering sale and at any lower sale, i.e. ŝ(Q2) = x1(Q2) x2(Q2) s, where x1 andx2 are the x values of the two resolved partons (one from eah inoming beam partile) at273



the given Q2 sale. In pratie this means that, at a branhing with the splitting variablez, the total ŝ has to be inreased by a fator 1=z in the bakwards evolution. It also meansthat branhings on the two inoming legs have to be interleaved in a single monotonisequene of Q2 values of branhings. A problem with this x interpretation is that it is notquite equivalent with an ms de�nition of parton densities [Col00℄, or any other standardde�nition. In pratie, e�ets should not be large from this mismath.For a reonstrution of the omplete kinematis in this approah, one should startwith the hard sattering, for whih ŝ has been hosen aording to the hard satteringmatrix element. By bakwards evolution, the virtualities Q21 = �m21 and Q22 = �m22 ofthe two interating partons are reonstruted. Initially the two partons are onsidered intheir ommon .m. frame, oming in along the �z diretions. Then the four-momentumvetors have the non-vanishing omponentsE1;2 = ŝ� (Q22 �Q21)2pŝ ;pz1 = �pz2 = s(ŝ+Q21 +Q22)2 � 4Q21Q224ŝ ; (176)with (p1 + p2)2 = ŝ.If, say, Q21 > Q22, then the branhing 3 ! 1 + 4, whih produed parton 1, is the onethat took plae losest to the hard sattering, and the one to be reonstruted �rst. Withthe four-momentum p3 known, p4 = p3 � p1 is automatially known, so there are fourdegrees of freedom. One orresponds to a trivial azimuthal angle around the z axis. Thez splitting variable for the 3 ! 1+4 vertex is found as the same time as Q21, and providesthe onstraint (p3 + p2)2 = ŝ=z. The virtuality Q23 is given by bakwards evolution ofparton 3.One degree of freedom remains to be spei�ed, and this is related to the possibilitythat parton 4 initiates a time-like parton shower, i.e. may have a non-zero mass. Themaximum allowed squared mass m2max;4 is found for a ollinear branhing 3 ! 1 + 4. Interms of the ombinations s1 = ŝ+Q22 +Q21 ;s3 = ŝz +Q22 +Q23 ;r1 = qs21 � 4Q22Q21 ;r3 = qs23 � 4Q22Q23 ; (177)one obtains m2max;4 = s1s3 � r1r32Q22 �Q21 �Q23 ; (178)whih, for the speial ase of Q22 = 0, redues tom2max;4 = (Q21z �Q23)( ŝŝ+Q21 � ŝŝ=z +Q23) : (179)These onstraints on m4 are only the kinematial ones, in addition oherene phenomenaould onstrain the mmax;4 values further. Some options of this kind are available; thedefault one is to require additionally that m24 � Q21, i.e. lesser than the spae-like virtualityof the sister parton.With the maximum virtuality given, the �nal-state showering mahinery may be usedto give the development of the subsequent asade, inluding the atual mass m24, with274



0 � m24 � m2max;4. The evolution is performed in the .m. frame of the two `resolved'partons, i.e. that of partons 1 and 2 for the branhing 3 ! 1 + 4, and parton 4 is assumedto have a nominal energy Enom;4 = (1=z� 1)pŝ=2. (Slight modi�ations appear if parton4 has a non-vanishing mass mq or m`.)Using the relation m24 = (p3 � p1)2, the momentum of parton 3 may now be found asE3 = 12pŝ ( ŝz +Q22 �Q21 �m24) ;pz3 = 12pz1 fs3 � 2E2E3g ;p2?;3 = nm2max;4 �m24o (s1s3 + r1r3)=2�Q22(Q21 +Q23 +m24)r21 : (180)The requirement that m24 � 0 (or � m2f for heavy avours) imposes a onstraint onallowed z values. This onstraint annot be inluded in the hoie of Q21, where it logiallybelongs, sine it also depends on Q22 and Q23, whih are unknown at this point. It is fairlyrare (in the order of 10% of all events) that an unallowed z value is generated, and when ithappens it is almost always for one of the two branhings losest to the hard interation:for Q22 = 0 eq. (179) may be solved to yield z � ŝ=(ŝ+Q21 �Q23), whih is a more severeut for ŝ small and Q21 large. Therefore an essentially bias-free way of oping is to redoompletely any initial-state asade for whih this problem appears.This ompletes the reonstrution of the 3 ! 1 + 4 vertex. The subsystem made outof partons 3 and 2 may now be boosted to its rest frame and rotated to bring partons 3and 2 along the �z diretions. The partons 1 and 4 now have opposite and ompensatingtransverse momenta with respet to the event axis. When the next vertex is onsidered,either the one that produes parton 3 or the one that produes parton 2, the 3{2 subsystemwill �ll the funtion the 1{2 system did above, e.g. the rôle of ŝ = ŝ12 in the formulae aboveis now played by ŝ32 = ŝ12=z. The internal struture of the 3{2 system, i.e. the branhing3 ! 1 + 4, appears nowhere in the ontinued desription, but has beome `unresolved'.It is only reeted in the suessive rotations and boosts performed to bring bak thenew endpoints to their ommon rest frame. Thereby the hard sattering subsystem 1{2builds up a net transverse momentum and also an overall rotation of the hard satteringsubsystem.After a number of steps, the two outermost partons have virtualities Q2 < Q20 andthen the shower is terminated and the endpoints assigned Q2 = 0. Up to small orretionsfrom primordial k?, disussed in setion 11.1, a �nal boost will bring the partons fromtheir .m. frame to the overall .m. frame, where the x values of the outermost partonsagree also with the light-one de�nition.10.3.4 Other initial-state shower aspetsIn the formulae above, Q2 has been used as argument for �s, and not only as the spae-likevirtuality of partons. This is one possibility, but in fat loop alulations tend to indiatethat the proper argument for �s is not Q2 but p2? = (1 � z)Q2 [Bas83℄. The variablep? does have the interpretation of transverse momentum, although it is only exatly sofor a branhing a ! b with a and  massless and Q2 = �m2b , and with z interpretedas light-one fration of energy and momentum. The use of �s((1 � z)Q2) is default inthe program. Indeed, if one wanted to, the omplete shower might be interpreted as anevolution in p2? rather than in Q2.Angular ordering is inluded in the shower evolution by default. However, as alreadymentioned, the physis is muh more ompliated than for timelike showers, and so thisoption should only be viewed as a �rst approximation. In the ode the quantity ordered275



is an approximation of p?=p � sin �. (An alternative would have been p?=pL � tan �, butthis su�ers from instability problems.)In avour exitation proesses, a  (or b) quark enters the hard sattering and shouldbe reonstruted by the shower as oming from a g !  (or g ! bb) branhing. Herean x value for the inoming  above Q2=(Q2 +m2), where Q2 is the spaelike virtuality ofthe , does not allow a kinematial reonstrution of the gluon branhing with an xg < 1,and is thus outside the allowed phase spae. Suh events (with some safety margin) arerejeted. Currently they will appear in PYSTAT(1) listings in the `Fration of events thatfail fragmentation uts', whih is partly misleading, but has the orret onsequene ofsuppressing the physial ross setion. Further, the Q2 value of the bakwards evolutionof a  quark is by fore kept above m2 , so as to ensure that the branhing g !  is not`forgotten' by evolving Q2 below Q20. Thereby the possibility of having a  in the beamremnant proper is eliminated [Nor98℄. Warning: as a onsequene, avour exitation isnot at all possible too lose to threshold. If the KFIN array in PYSUBS is set so as to requirea  (or b) on either side, and the phase spae is losed for suh a  to ome from a g ! branhing, the program will enter an in�nite loop.For proton beams, say, any  or b quark entering the hard sattering has to ome froma preeding gluon splitting. This is not the ase for a photon beam, sine a photon has a and b valene quark ontent. Therefore the above proedure need not be pursued there,but  and b quarks may indeed appear as beam remnants.As we see, the initial-state showering algorithm leads to a net boost and rotation ofthe hard sattering subsystems. The overall �nal state is made even more omplex by theadditional �nal-state radiation. In priniple, the omplexity is very physial, but it maystill have undesirable side e�ets. One suh, disussed further in setion 9.2, is that it isvery diÆult to generate events that ful�l spei� kinematis onditions, sine kinematisis smeared and even, at times, ambiguous.A speial ase is enountered in Deeply Inelasti Sattering in ep ollisions. Here theDIS x and Q2 values are de�ned in terms of the sattered eletron diretion and energy,and therefore are unambiguous (exept for issues of �nal-state photon radiation lose tothe eletron diretion). Neither initial- nor �nal-state showers preserve the kinematis ofthe sattered eletron, however, and hene the DIS x and Q2 are hanged. In priniple,this is perfetly legitimate, with the aveat that one then also should use di�erent sets ofparton distributions than ones derived from DIS, sine these are based on the kinematisof the sattered lepton and nothing else. Alternatively, one might onsider showeringshemes that leave x and Q2 unhanged. In [Ben88℄ detailed modi�ations are presentedthat make a preservation possible when radiation o� the inoming and outgoing eletronis negleted, but these are not inluded in the urrent version of Pythia. Instead theurrent 'gamma/lepton' mahinery expliitly separates o� the e ! e vertex from theontinued fate of the photon.The only reason for using the older mahinery, suh as proess 10, is that this is stillthe only plae where weak harged and neutral urrent e�ets an be onsidered. Whatis available there, as an option, is a simple mahinery whih preserves x and Q2 from thee�ets of QCD radiation, and also from those of primordial k? and the beam remnanttreatment, as follows. After the showers have been generated, the four-momentum ofthe sattered lepton is hanged to the expeted one, based on the nominal x and Q2values. The azimuthal angle of the lepton is maintained when the transverse momentumis adjusted. Photon radiation o� the lepton leg is not fully aounted for, i.e. it is assumedthat the energy of �nal-state photons is added to that of the sattered eletron for thede�nition of x and Q2 (this is the normal proedure for parton-distribution de�nitions).The hange of three-momentum on the lepton side of the event is balaned by the�nal state partons on the hadron side, exluding the beam remnant but inluding all thepartons both from initial- and �nal-state showering. The fration of three-momentumshift taken by eah parton is proportional to its original light-one momentum in the276



diretion of the inoming lepton, i.e. to E � pz for a hadron moving in the � diretion.This proedure guarantees momentum but not energy onservation. For the latter, oneadditional degree of freedom is needed, whih is taken to be the longitudinal momentumof the initial state shower initiator. As this momentum is modi�ed, the hange is sharedby the �nal state partons on the hadron side, aording to the same light-one frationsas before (based on the original momenta). Energy onservation requires that the totalhange in �nal state parton energies plus the hange in lepton side energy equals thehange in initiator energy. This ondition an be turned into an iterative proedure to�nd the initiator momentum shift.Sometimes the proedure may break down. For instane, an initiator with x > 1 maybe reonstruted. If this should happen, the x and Q2 values of the event are preserved,but new initial and �nal state showers are generated. After �ve suh failures, the eventis ompletely disarded in favour of a new kinematial setup.Kindly note that the four-momentum of intermediate partons in the shower historyare not being adjusted. In a listing of the omplete event history, energy and momentumneed then not be onserved in shower branhings. This mismath ould be �xed up, ifneed be.The sheme presented above should not be taken too literally, but is rather intendedas a ontrast to the more sophistiated shemes already on the market, if one would liketo understand whether the kind of onservation sheme hosen does a�et the observablephysis.10.3.5 Matrix-element mathingIn Pythia 6.1, matrix-element mathing was introdued for the initial-state shower de-sription of initial-state radiation in the prodution of a single olour-singlet resonane,suh as �=Z0=W� [Miu99℄. The basi idea is to map the kinematis between the PS andME desriptions, and to �nd a orretion fator that an be applied to hard emissions inthe shower so as to bring agreement with the matrix-element expression. The Pythiashower kinematis de�nitions are based on Q2 as the spaelike virtuality of the partonprodued in a branhing and z as the fator by whih the ŝ of the sattering subsystemis redued by the branhing. Some simple algebra then shows that the two qq0 ! gW�emission rates disagree by a fatorRqq0!gW(ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = t̂2 + û2 + 2m2Wŝŝ2 +m4W ; (181)whih is always between 1=2 and 1. The shower an therefore be improved in two ways,relative to the old desription. Firstly, the maximum virtuality of emissions is raised fromQ2max � m2W to Q2max = s, i.e. the shower is allowed to populate the full phase spae.Seondly, the emission rate for the �nal (whih normally also is the hardest) q ! qgemission on eah side is orreted by the fator R(ŝ; t̂) above, so as to bring agreementwith the matrix-element rate in the hard-emission region. In the bakwards evolutionshower algorithm [Sj�o85℄, this is the �rst branhing onsidered.The other possible O(�s) graph is qg ! q0W�, where the orresponding orretionfator is Rqg!q0W(ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = ŝ2 + û2 + 2m2W t̂(ŝ�m2W)2 +m4W ; (182)whih lies between 1 and 3. A probable reason for the lower shower rate here is that theshower does not expliitly simulate the s-hannel graph qg ! q� ! q0W. The g ! qqbranhing therefore has to be preweighted by a fator of 3 in the shower, but otherwisethe method works the same as above. Obviously, the shower will mix the two alternativebranhings, and the orretion fator for a �nal branhing is based on the urrent type.277



The reweighting proedure prompts some other hanges in the shower. In partiular,û < 0 translates into a onstraint on the phase spae of allowed branhings, not previouslyimplemented. Here û = Q2 � ŝold(1 � z)=z = Q2 � ŝnew(1 � z), where the assoiationwith the û variable is relevant if the branhing is reinterpreted in terms of a 2 ! 2sattering. Usually suh a requirement omes out of the kinematis, and therefore isimposed eventually anyway. The orner of emissions that do not respet this requirementis that where the Q2 value of the spaelike emitting parton is little hanged and thez value of the branhing is lose to unity. (That is, suh branhings are kinematiallyallowed, but sine the mapping to matrix-element variables would assume the �rst partonto have Q2 = 0, this mapping gives an unphysial û, and hene no possibility to impose amatrix-element orretion fator.) The orret behaviour in this region is beyond leading-log preditivity. It is mainly important for the hardest emission, i.e. with largest Q2.The e�et of this hange is to redue the total amount of emission by a non-negligibleamount when no matrix-element orretion is applied. (This an be on�rmed by usingthe speial option MSTP(68)=-1.) For matrix-element orretions to be applied, thisrequirement must be used for the hardest branhing, and then whether it is used or notfor the softer ones is less relevant.Our published omparisons with data on the p?W spetrum show quite a good agree-ment with this improved simulation [Miu99℄. A worry was that an unexpetedly largeprimordial k?, around 4 GeV, was required to math the data in the low-p?Z region.However, at that time we had not realized that the data were not fully unsmeared. Therequired primordial k? therefore drops by about a fator of two [B�al01℄. This number isstill unomfortably large, but not too dissimilar from what is required in various resum-mation desriptions.The method an also be used for initial-state photon emission, e.g. in the proesse+e� ! �=Z0. There the old default Q2max = m2Z allowed no emission at large p?,p? >�mZ at LEP2. This is now orreted by the inreased Q2max = s, and using the R ofeq. (181) with mW ! mZ.The above method does not address the issue of next-to-leading order orretions tothe total W ross setion. Rather, the impliit assumption is that suh orretions, omingmainly from soft- and virtual-gluon e�ets, largely fatorize from the hard-emission e�ets.That is, that the p? shape obtained in our approah will be rather una�eted by next-to-leading order orretions (when used both for the total and the high-p? ross setion).A resaling by a ommon K fator ould then be applied by hand at the end of theday. However, the issue is not lear. Alternative approahes have been proposed, wheremore sophistiated mathing proedures are used also to get the next-to-leading orderorretions to the ross setion integrated into the shower formalism [Mre99℄.A mathing an also be attempted for other proesses than the ones above. Currentlya matrix-element orretion fator is also used for g ! gg and q ! gq branhings in thegg ! h0 proess, in order to math on to the gg ! gh0 and qg ! qh0 matrix elements[Ell88℄. The loop integrals of Higgs prodution are quite omplex, however, and thereforeonly the expressions obtained in the limit of a heavy top quark is used as a starting pointto de�ne the ratios of gg ! gh0 and qg ! qh0 to gg ! h0 ross setions. (Whereasthe gg ! h0 ross setion by itself ontains the omplete expressions.) In this limit, theompat orretion fatorsRgg!gh0(ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = ŝ4 + t̂4 + û4 +m8h2(ŝ2 �m2h(ŝ�m2h))2 (183)and Rqg!qh0(ŝ; t̂) = (d�̂=dt̂)ME(d�̂=dt̂)PS = ŝ2 + û2ŝ2 + (ŝ�m2h)2 (184)an be derived. Even though they are learly not as reliable as the above expressions for�=Z0=W�, they should hopefully represent an improved desription relative to having no278



orretion fator at all. For this reason they are applied not only for the standard modelHiggs, but for all the three Higgs states h0, H0 and A0. The Higgs orretion fators arealways in the omfortable range between 1=2 and 1.Note that a third proess, qq ! gh0 does not �t into the pattern of the other two. Theabove proess annot be viewed as a showering orretion to a lowest-order qq ! h0 one:sine the q is assumed (essentially) massless there is no pointlike oupling. The graphabove instead again involved a top loop, oupled to the initial state by a single s-hannelgluon. The �nal-state gluon is neessary to balane olours in the proess, and thereforethe ross setion is vanishing in the p? ! 0 limit.10.4 Routines and Common Blok VariablesIn this setion we ollet information on how to use the initial- and �nal-state showeringroutines. Of these PYSHOW for �nal-state radiation is the more generally interesting, sineit an be alled to let a user-de�ned parton on�guration shower. PYSSPA, on the otherhand, is so intertwined with the general struture of a Pythia event that it is of littleuse as a stand-alone produt.CALL PYSHOW(IP1,IP2,QMAX)Purpose: to generate time-like parton showers, onventional or oherent. The perfor-mane of the program is regulated by the swithes MSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) andparameters PARJ(80) - PARJ(90). In order to keep trak of the olour owinformation, the positions K(I,4) and K(I,5) have to be organized properlyfor showering partons. Inside the Pythia programs, this is done automati-ally, but for external use proper are must be taken.IP1 > 0, IP2 = 0 : generate a time-like parton shower for the parton in line IP1 inommon blok PYJETS, with maximum allowed mass QMAX. With only oneparton at hand, one annot simultaneously onserve both energy and momen-tum: we here hoose to onserve energy and jet diretion, while longitudinalmomentum (along the jet axis) is not onserved.IP1 > 0, IP2 > 0 : generate time-like parton showers for the two partons in lines IP1and IP2 in the ommon blok PYJETS, with maximum allowed mass for eahparton QMAX. For shower evolution, the two partons are boosted to their .m.frame. Energy and momentum is onserved for the pair of partons, althoughnot for eah individually. One of the two partons may be replaed by a nonra-diating partile, suh as a photon or a diquark; the energy and momentum ofthis partile will then be modi�ed to onserve the total energy and momentum.IP1 > 0, -7 � IP2 < 0 : generate time-like parton showers for the -IP2 (at most 7)partons in lines IP1, IP1+1, . . . IPI-IP2-1 in the ommon blok PYJETS, withmaximum allowed mass for eah parton QMAX. The ations for IP2=-1 andIP2=-2 orrespond to what is desribed above, but additionally larger num-bers may be used to generate the evolution starting from three or more givenpartons. Then the partons are boosted to their .m. frame, the diretion ofthe momentum vetor is onserved for eah parton individually and energyfor the system as a whole. It should be understood that the unertainty inthis option is larger than for two-parton systems, and that a number of thesophistiated features (suh as oherene with the inoming olour ow) arenot implemented.IP1 > 0, IP2 = -8 : generate a four-parton system, where a history starting from twopartons has already been onstruted as disussed in subsetion 10.2.7. In-luding intermediate partons this requires 8 lines, whene the IP2 value. This279



option is used in PY4JET, whereas you would normally not want to use thisoption diretly yourself.QMAX : the maximum allowed mass of a radiating parton, i.e. the starting value for thesubsequent evolution. (In addition, the mass of a single parton may not exeedits energy, the mass of a parton in a system may not exeed the invariant massof the system.)FUNCTION PYMAEL(NI,X1,X2,R1,R2,ALPHA)Purpose: returns the ratio of the �rst-order gluon emission rate normalized to the lowest-order event rate, eq. (166). An overall fator CF�s=2� is omitted, sine therunning of �s probably is done better in shower language anyway.NI : ode of the matrix element to be used, see Table 25. In eah group of fourodes in that table, the �rst is for the 1 ase, the seond for the 5 one, thethird for an arbitrary mixture, see ALPHA below, and the last for 1� 5.X1, X2 : standard energy frations of the two daughters.R1, R2 : mass of the two daughters normalized to the mother mass.ALPHA: fration of the no-5 (i.e. vetor/salar/...) part of the ross setion; a freeparameter for the third matrix element option of eah group in Table 25 (13,18, 23, 28, . . . ).SUBROUTINE PYADSH(NFIN)Purpose: to administrate a sequene of �nal-state showers for external proesses, wherethe order normally is that all resonanes have deayed before showers areonsidered, and therefore already existing daughters have to be boosted whentheir mothers radiate or take the reoil from radiation.NFIN : line in the event reord of the last �nal-state entry to onsider.SUBROUTINE PYSSPA(IPU1,IPU2)Purpose: to generate the spae-like showers of the initial-state radiation.IPU1, IPU2 : positions of the two partons entering the hard sattering, from whih thebakwards evolution is initiated.SUBROUTINE PYMEMX(MECOR,WTFF,WTGF,WTFG,WTGG)Purpose: to set the maximum of the ratio of the orret matrix element to the oneimplied by the spaelike parton shower.MECOR : kind of hard sattering proess, 1 for f + f ! �=Z0=W�= : : : vetor gaugebosons, 2 for g + g ! h0=H0=A0.WTFF, WTGF, WTFG, WTGG : maximum weights for f ! f (+g=), g= ! f (+f), f !g= (+f) and g ! g (+g), respetively.SUBROUTINE PYMEWT(MECOR,IFLCB,Q2,Z,PHIBR,WTME)Purpose: to alulate the ratio of the orret matrix element to the one implied by thespaelike parton shower.MECOR : kind of hard sattering proess, 1 for f + f ! �=Z0=W�= : : : vetor gauge280



bosons, 2 for g + g ! h0=H0=A0.IFLCB : kind of branhing, 1 for f ! f (+g=), 2 for g= ! f (+f), 3 for f ! g= (+f)and 4 for g ! g (+g).Q2, Z : Q2 and z values of shower branhing under onsideration.PHIBR : ' azimuthal angle of the shower branhing; may be overwritten inside routine.WTME : alulated matrix element orretion weight, used in the aeptane/rejetionof the shower branhing under onsideration.COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters whih regulate theperformane of Pythia. Most parameters are desribed in setion 14.3; hereonly those related to PYSHOW are desribed.MSTJ(38) : (D=0) matrix element ode NI for PYMAEL; as in MSTJ(47). If nonzero, theMSTJ(38) value overrides MSTJ(47), but is then set =0 in the PYSHOW all. Theusefulness of this swith lies in proesses where sequential deays our andthus there are several showers, eah requiring its matrix element. ThereforeMSTJ(38) an be set in the alling routine when it is known, and when not setone defaults bak to the attempted mathing proedure of MSTJ(47)=3 (e.g.).MSTJ(40) : (D=0) possibility to suppress the branhing probability for a branhing q !qg (or q ! q) of a quark produed in the deay of an unstable partilewith width �, where this width has to be spei�ed by you in PARJ(89). Thealgorithm used is not exat, but still gives some impression of potential e�ets.This swith ought to have appeared at the end of the urrent list of showerswithes (after MSTJ(50)), but beause of lak of spae it appears immediatelybefore.= 0 : no suppression, i.e. the standard parton-shower mahinery.= 1 : suppress radiation by a fator �(!) = �2=(�2 + !2), where ! is theenergy of the gluon (or photon) in the rest frame of the radiating dipole.Essentially this means that hard radiation with ! > � is removed.= 2 : suppress radiation by a fator 1 � �(!) = !2=(�2 + !2), where ! is theenergy of the gluon (or photon) in the rest frame of the radiating dipole.Essentially this means that soft radiation with ! < � is removed.MSTJ(41) : (D=2) type of branhings allowed in shower.= 0 : no branhings at all, i.e. shower is swithed o�.= 1 : QCD type branhings of quarks and gluons.= 2 : also emission of photons o� quarks and leptons; the photons are assumedon the mass shell.= 10 : as =2, but enhane photon emission by a fator PARJ(84). This optionis unphysial, but for moderate values, PARJ(84)� 10, it may be usedto enhane the prompt photon signal in qq events. The normalization ofthe prompt photon rate should then be saled down by the same fator.The dangers of an improper use are signi�ant, so do not use this optionif you do not know what you are doing.MSTJ(42) : (D=2) branhing mode, espeially oherene level, for time-like show-ers.= 1 : onventional branhing, i.e. without angular ordering.= 2 : oherent branhing, i.e. with angular ordering.= 3 : in a branhing a! bg, where mb is nonvanishing, the deay angle is re-dued by a fator (1 + (m2b=m2a)(1� z)=z)�1, thereby taking into aountmass e�ets in the deay [Nor01℄. Therefore more branhings are aept-able from an angular ordering point of view. In the de�nition of the angle281



in a g ! qq branhings, the naive massless expression is redued by afator q1� 4m2q=m2g, whih an be motivated by a orresponding atualredution in the p? by mass e�ets. The requirement of angular orderingthen kills fewer potential g ! qq branhings, i.e. the rate of suh omesup. The g ! gg branhings are not hanged from =2. This option isfully within the range of unertainty that exists.= 4 : as =3 for a ! bg and g ! gg branhings, but no angular orderingrequirement onditions at all are imposed on g ! qq branhings. Thisis an unrealisti extreme, and results obtained with it should not beoverstressed. However, for some studies it is of interest. For instane, itnot only gives a muh higher rate of harm and bottom prodution inshowers, but also a�ets the kinematial distributions of suh pairs.= 5 : new `intermediate' oherene level [Nor01℄, where the onseutive gluonemissions o� the original pair of branhing partons is not onstrainedby angular ordering at all. The subsequent showering of suh a gluon isangular ordered, however, starting from its prodution angle. At LEPenergies, this gives almost no hange in the total parton multipliity, butthis multipliity now inreases somewhat faster with energy than before,in better agreement with analytial formulae. (The PYSHOW algorithmoveronstrains the shower by ordering emissions in mass and then vetoinginreasing angles. This is a �rst simple attempt to redress the issue.)Other branhings as in =2.= 6 : `intermediate' oherene level as =5 for primary partons, unhanged forg ! gg and redued angle for g ! qq and seondary q ! qg as in =3.= 7 : `intermediate' oherene level as =5 for primary partons, unhanged forg ! gg, redued angle for seondary q ! qg as in =3 and no angularordering for g ! qq as in =4.MSTJ(43) : (D=4) hoie of z de�nition in branhing.= 1 : energy fration in grandmother's rest frame (`loal, onstrained').= 2 : energy fration in grandmother's rest frame assuming massless daughters,with energy and momentum reshu�ed for massive ones (`loal, unon-strained').= 3 : energy fration in .m. frame of the showering partons (`global, on-strained').= 4 : energy fration in .m. frame of the showering partons assuming mass-less daughters, with energy and momentum reshu�ed for massive ones(`global, unonstrained').MSTJ(44) : (D=2) hoie of �s sale for shower.= 0 : �xed at PARU(111) value.= 1 : running with Q2 = m2=4, m mass of deaying parton, � as stored inPARJ(81) (natural hoie for onventional showers).= 2 : running with Q2 = z(1� z)m2, i.e. roughly p2? of branhing, � as storedin PARJ(81) (natural hoie for oherent showers).= 3 : while p2? is used as �s argument in q ! qg and g ! gg branhings, as in=2, instead m2=4 is used as argument for g ! qq ones. The argument isthat the soft-gluon resummation results suggesting the p2? sale [Ama80℄in the former proesses is not valid for the latter one, so that any multipleof the mass of the branhing parton is a perfetly valid alternative. Them2=4 ones then gives ontinuity with p2? for z = 1=2. Furthermore, withthis hoie, it is no longer neessary to have the requirement of a min-imum p? in branhings, else required in order to avoid having �s blowup. Therefore, in this option, that ut has been removed for g ! ggbranhings. Spei�ally, when ombined with MSTJ(42)=4, it is possible282



to reprodue the simple 1+os2 � angular distribution of g ! gg branh-ings, whih is not possible in any other approah. (However it may givetoo high a harm and bottom prodution rate in showers [Nor01℄.)= 4 : p2? as in =2, but saled down by a fator (1 �m2b=m2a)2 for a branhinga ! bg with b massive, in an attempt better to take into aount themass e�et on kinematis.= 5 : as for =4 for q ! qg, unhanged for g ! gg and as =3 for g ! qq.MSTJ(45) : (D=5) maximum avour that an be produed in shower by g ! qq; alsoused to determine the maximum number of ative avours in the �s fator inparton showers (here with a minimum of 3).MSTJ(46) : (D=3) nonhomogeneous azimuthal distributions in a shower branhing.= 0 : azimuthal angle is hosen uniformly.= 1 : nonhomogeneous azimuthal angle in gluon deays due to a kinematis-dependent e�etive gluon polarization. Not meaningful for salar model,i.e. then same as =0.= 2 : nonhomogeneous azimuthal angle in gluon deay due to interferene withnearest neighbour (in olour). Not meaningful for Abelian model, i.e.then same as =0.= 3 : nonhomogeneous azimuthal angle in gluon deay due to both polarization(=1) and interferene (=2). Not meaningful for Abelian model, i.e. thensame as =1. Not meaningful for salar model, i.e. then same as =2.MSTJ(47) : (D=3) matrix-element-motivated orretions to the gluon shower emissionrate in generi proesses of the type a ! bg. Also, in the massless fermionapproximation, with an imagined vetor soure, to the lowest-order qq, `+`�or `�` matrix elements, i.e. more primitive than for QCD radiation.= 0 : no orretions.= 1 - 5 : yes; try to math to the most relevant matrix element and default bakto an assumed soure (e.g. a vetor for a qq pair) if the orret motherpartile annot be found.= 6 - : yes, math to the spei� matrix element ode NI = MSTJ(47) of thePYMAEL funtion; see Table 25.Warning : sine a proess may ontain sequential deays involving several di�erentkinds of matrix elements, it may be dangerous to �x MSTJ(47) to aspeialized value > 5; see MSTJ(38) above.MSTJ(48) : (D=0) possibility to impose maximum angle for the �rst branhing in ashower.= 0 : no expliit maximum angle.= 1 : maximum angle given by PARJ(85) for single showering parton, byPARJ(85) and PARJ(86) for pair of showering partons.MSTJ(49) : (D=0) possibility to hange the branhing probabilities aording to somealternative toy models (note that the Q2 evolution of �s may well be di�erent inthese models, but that only the MSTJ(44) options are at your disposal).= 0 : standard QCD branhings.= 1 : branhings aording to a salar gluon theory, i.e. the splitting kernelsin the evolution equations are, with a ommon fator �s=(2�) omitted,Pq!qg = (2=3)(1 � z), Pg!gg = PARJ(87), Pg!qq = PARJ(88) (for eahseparate avour). The ouplings of the gluon have been left as free pa-rameters, sine they depend on the olour struture assumed. Note that,sine a spin 0 objet deays isotropially, the gluon splitting kernels on-tain no z dependene.= 2 : branhings aording to an Abelian vetor gluon theory, i.e. the olourfators are hanged (ompared with QCD) aording to CF = 4=3 ! 1,NC = 3 ! 0, TR = 1=2 ! 3. Note that an Abelian model is not283



expeted to ontain any oherene e�ets between gluons, so that oneshould normally use MSTJ(42)=1 and MSTJ(46)= 0 or 1. Also, �s isexpeted to inrease with inreasing Q2 sale, rather than derease. Nosuh �s option is available; the one that omes losest is MSTJ(44)=0, i.e.a �x value.MSTJ(50) : (D=3) possibility to introdue olour oherene e�ets in the �rst branhingof a �nal state shower; mainly of relevane for QCD parton{parton satteringproesses.= 0 : none.= 1 : impose an azimuthal anisotropy.= 2 : restrit the polar angle of a branhing to be smaller than the satteringangle of the relevant olour ow.= 3 : both azimuthal anisotropy and restrited polar angles.Note: for subsequent branhings the (polar) angular ordering is automati(MSTP(42)=2) and MSTJ(46)=3).PARJ(80) : (D=0.5) `parity' mixing parameter, � value for the PYMAEL routine, to beused when MSTJ(38) is nonvanishing.PARJ(81) : (D=0.29 GeV) � value in running �s for parton showers (see MSTJ(44)).This is used in all user alls to PYSHOW, in the PYEEVT/PYONIA e+e� routines,and in a resonane deay. It is not intended for other timelike showers, however,for whih PARP(72) is used.PARJ(82) : (D=1.0 GeV) invariant mass ut-o� mmin of parton showers, below whihpartons are not assumed to radiate. For Q2 = p2? (MSTJ(44)=2) PARJ(82)/2additionally gives the minimum p? of a branhing. To avoid in�nite �s values,one must have PARJ(82)> 2�PARJ(81) for MSTJ(44)� 1 (this is automatiallyheked in the program, with 2:2�PARJ(81) as the lowest value attainable).PARJ(83) : (D=1.0 GeV) invariant mass ut-o� mmin used for photon emission in partonshowers, below whih quarks are not assumed to radiate. The funtion ofPARJ(83) losely parallels that of PARJ(82) for QCD branhings, but there isa priori no requirement that the two be equal. The ut-o� for photon emissiono� leptons is given by PARJ(90).PARJ(84) : (D=1.) used for option MSTJ(41)=10 as a multipliative fator in the promptphoton emission rate in �nal state parton showers. Unphysial but usefultehnial trik, so beware!PARJ(85), PARJ(86) : (D=10.,10.) maximum opening angles allowed in the �rstbranhing of parton showers; see MSTJ(48).PARJ(87) : (D=0.) oupling of g ! gg in salar gluon shower, see MSTJ(49)=1.PARJ(88) : (D=0.) oupling of g ! qq in salar gluon shower (per quark speies), seeMSTJ(49)=1.PARJ(89) : (D=0. GeV) the width of the unstable partile studied for the MSTJ(40)>0options; to be set by you (separately for eah PYSHOW all, if need be).PARJ(90) : (D=0.0001 GeV) invariant mass ut-o� mmin used for photon emission inparton showers, below whih leptons are not assumed to radiate, f. PARJ(83)for radiation o� quarks. By making this separation of ut-o� values, photonemission o� leptons beomes more realisti, overing a larger part of the phasespae. The emission rate is still not well reprodued for lepton-photon invariantmasses smaller than roughly twie the lepton mass itself.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)Purpose: to give aess to status ode and parameters whih regulate the performaneof Pythia. Most parameters are desribed in setion 9.3; here only those284



related to PYSSPA and PYSHOW are desribed.MSTP(22) : (D=0) speial override of normal Q2 de�nition used for maximum of parton-shower evolution. This option only a�ets proesses 10 and 83 (Deeply InelastiSattering) and only in lepton{hadron events.= 0 : use the sale as given in MSTP(32).= 1 : use the DIS Q2 sale, i.e. �t̂.= 2 : use the DIS W 2 sale, i.e. (�t̂)(1� x)=x.= 3 : use the DIS Q�W sale, i.e. (�t̂)q(1� x)=x.= 4 : use the sale Q2(1�x) max(1; ln(1=x)), as motivated by �rst order matrixelements [Ing80, Alt78℄.Note: in all of these alternatives, a multipliative fator is introdued byPARP(67) and PARP(71), as usual.MSTP(61) : (D=1) master swith for initial-state QCD and QED radiation.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.MSTP(62) : (D=3) level of oherene imposed on the spae-like parton-shower evolu-tion.= 1 : none, i.e. neither Q2 values nor angles need be ordered.= 2 : Q2 values at branhes are stritly ordered, inreasing towards the hardinteration.= 3 : Q2 values and opening angles of emitted (on-mass-shell or time-like) par-tons are both stritly ordered, inreasing towards the hard interation.MSTP(63) : (D=2) struture of assoiated time-like showers, i.e. showers initiated byemission o� the inoming spae-like partons.= 0 : no assoiated showers are allowed, i.e. emitted partons are put on themass shell.= 1 : a shower may evolve, with maximum allowed time-like virtuality set bythe phase spae only.= 2 : a shower may evolve, with maximum allowed time-like virtuality set byphase spae or by PARP(71) times the Q2 value of the spae-like partonreated in the same vertex, whihever is the stronger onstraint.= 2 : a shower may evolve, with maximum allowed time-like virtuality set byphase spae, but further onstrained to evolve within a one with openingangle (approximately) set by the opening angle of the branhing wherethe showering parton was produed.MSTP(64) : (D=2) hoie of �s and Q2 sale in spae-like parton showers.= 0 : �s is taken to be �x at the value PARU(111).= 1 : �rst-order running �s with argument PARP(63)Q2.= 2 : �rst-order running �s with argument PARP(64)k2? =PARP(64)(1� z)Q2.MSTP(65) : (D=1) treatment of soft gluon emission in spae-like parton-shower evolu-tion.= 0 : soft gluons are entirely negleted.= 1 : soft gluon emission is resummed and inluded together with the hardradiation as an e�etive z shift.MSTP(66) : (D=5) hoie of lower ut-o� for initial-state QCD radiation in VMD oranomalous photoprodution events, and mathing to primordial k?.= 0 : the lower Q2 uto� is the standard one in PARP(62)2.= 1 : for anomalous photons, the lower Q2 ut-o� is the larger of PARP(62)2and VINT(283) or VINT(284), where the latter is the virtuality sale forthe  ! qq vertex on the appropriate side of the event. The VINT valuesare seleted logarithmially even between PARP(15)2 and the Q2 sale ofthe parton distributions of the hard proess.285



= 2 : extended option of the above, intended for virtual photons. For VMDphotons, the lower Q2 ut-o� is the larger of PARP(62)2 and the P 2intsale of the SaS parton distributions. For anomalous photons, the lowerut-o� is hosen as for =1, but the VINT(283) and VINT(284) are hereseleted logarithmially even between P 2int and the Q2 sale of the partondistributions of the hard proess.= 3 : the k? of the anomalous/GVMD omponent is distributed like 1=k2? be-tween k0 and p?min(W 2). Apart from the hange of the upper limit, thisoption works just like =1.= 4 : a stronger damping at large k?, like dk2?=(k2? + Q2=4)2 with k0 < k? <p?min(W 2). Apart from this, it works like =1.= 5 : a k? generated as in =4 is added vetorially with a standard Gaussiank? generated like for VMD states. Ensures that GVMD has typial k?'sabove those of VMD, in spite of the large primordial k?'s implied byhadroni physis. (Probably attributable to a lak of soft QCD radiationin parton showers.)MSTP(67) : (D=2) possibility to introdue olour oherene e�ets in the �rst branhingof the bakwards evolution of an initial state shower; mainly of relevane forQCD parton{parton sattering proesses.= 0 : none.= 2 : restrit the polar angle of a branhing to be smaller than the satteringangle of the relevant olour ow.Note 1: azimuthal anisotropies have not yet been inluded.Note 2: for subsequent branhings, MSTP(62)=3 is used to restrit the (polar)angular range of branhings.MSTP(68) : (D=1) hoie of maximum virtuality sale and matrix-element mathingsheme for initial-state radiation.= 0 : maximum shower virtuality is the same as the Q2 hoie for the partondistributions, see MSTP(32). (Exept that the multipliative extra fatorPARP(34) is absent and instead PARP(67) an be used for this purpose.)No matrix-element orretion.= 1 : as =0 for most proesses, but new sheme for proesses 1, 2, 141, 142,144 and 102, i.e. single s-hannel olourless gauge boson and Higgs pro-dution: �=Z0, W�, Z00, W0�, R and h0. Here the maximum sale ofshower evolution is s, the total squared energy. The nearest branhingon either side of the hard sattering is orreted by the ratio of the �rst-order matrix-element weight to the parton-shower one, so as to obtain animproved desription. For gauge boson prodution, this branhing anbe of the types q ! q + g, f ! f + , g ! q + q or  ! f + f, while forHiggs prodution it is g ! g + g. See setion 10.3.5 for a detailed de-sription. Note that the improvements apply both for inoming hadronand lepton beams.= 2 : the maximum sale for initial-state shower evolution is always seleted tobe s, exept for the 2 ! 2 QCD proesses 11, 12, 13, 28, 53 and 68. TheQCD exeption is to avoid the double-ounting issues that ould easilyarise here. Based on the experiene in [Miu99℄, there is reason to assumethat this does give an improved qualitative desription of the high-p? tail,although the quantitative agreement is urrently beyond our ontrol. Nomatrix-element orretions, even for the proesses in =1.= -1 : as =0, exept that there is no requirement on û being negative.MSTP(69) : (D=0) possibility to hange Q2 sale for parton distributions from theMSTP(32) hoie, espeially for e+e�.= 0 : use MSTP(32) sale. 286



= 1 : in lepton-lepton ollisions, the QED lepton-inside-lepton parton distri-butions are evaluated with s, the full squared .m. energy, as sale.= 2 : s is used as parton distribution sale also in other proesses.MSTP(71) : (D=1) master swith for �nal-state QCD and QED radiation.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on.PARP(61) : (D=0.25 GeV) � value used in spae-like parton shower (see MSTP(64)).This value may be overwritten, see MSTP(3).PARP(62) : (D=1. GeV) e�etive ut-o� Q or k? value (see MSTP(64)), below whihspae-like parton showers are not evolved.PARP(63) : (D=0.25) in spae-like shower evolution the virtuality Q2 of a parton ismultiplied by PARP(63) for use as a sale in �s and parton distributions whenMSTP(64)=1.PARP(64) : (D=1.) in spae-like parton-shower evolution the squared transverse mo-mentum evolution sale k2? is multiplied by PARP(64) for use as a sale in �sand parton distributions when MSTP(64)=2.PARP(65) : (D=2. GeV) e�etive minimum energy (in .m. frame) of time-like or on-shellparton emitted in spae-like shower; see also PARP(66). For a hard subproessmoving in the rest frame of the hard proess, this number is redued roughlyby a fator 1= for the boost to the hard sattering rest frame.PARP(66) : (D=0.001) e�etive lower ut-o� on 1� z in spae-like showers, in additionto the ut implied by PARP(65).PARP(67) : (D=1.) the Q2 sale of the hard sattering (see MSTP(32)) is multipliedby PARP(67) to de�ne the maximum parton virtuality allowed in spae-likeshowers. This does not apply to s-hannel resonanes, where the maximumvirtuality is set by m2. The urrent default is based on arguments from amathing of sales in heavy-avour prodution [Nor98℄, and other values suhas 4 (the previous default) ould be imagined from other arguments or in otherproesses.PARP(68) : (D=0.001 GeV) lower Q ut-o� for QED spae-like showers. Comes in ad-dition to a hardoded ut that the Q2 is at least 2m2e , 2m2� or 2m2� , as the asemay be.PARP(71) : (D=4.) the Q2 sale of the hard sattering (see MSTP(32)) is multipliedby PARP(71) to de�ne the maximum parton virtuality allowed in time-likeshowers. This does not apply to s-hannel resonanes, where the maximumvirtuality is set by m2. Like for PARP(67) this number is unertain.PARP(72) : (D=0.25 GeV) � value used in running �s for timelike parton showers, exeptfor showers in the deay of a resonane. (Resonane deay, e.g. �=Z0 deay,is instead set by PARJ(81).)
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11 Beam Remnants and Underlying EventsEah inoming beam partile may leave behind a beam remnant, whih does not take partin the initial-state radiation or hard sattering proess. If nothing else, the remnants needbe reonstruted and onneted to the rest of the event. In hadron{hadron ollisions, theomposite nature of the two inoming beam partiles implies the additional possibilitythat several parton pairs undergo separate hard or semi-hard satterings, `multiple inter-ations'. This may give a non-negligible ontribution to the `underlying event' struture,and thus to the total multipliity. Finally, in high-luminosity olliders, it is possible tohave several ollisions between beam partiles in one and the same beam rossing, i.e.pile-up events, whih further at to build up the general partile prodution ativity thatis to be observed by detetors. These three aspets are desribed in turn, with emphasison the middle one, that of multiple interations within a single hadron{hadron ollision.The main referene on the multiple interations model is [Sj�o87a℄.11.1 Beam RemnantsThe initial-state radiation algorithm reonstruts one shower initiator in eah beam. (Ifinitial-state radiation is not inluded, the initiator is nothing but the inoming partonto the hard interation.) Together the two initiators delineate an interation subsystem,whih ontains all the partons that partiipate in the initial-state showers, in the hardinteration, and in the �nal-state showers. Left behind are two beam remnants whih,to �rst approximation, just sail through, una�eted by the hard proess. (The issue ofadditional interations is overed in the next setion.)A desription of the beam remnant struture ontains a few omponents. First, giventhe avour ontent of a (olour-singlet) beam partile, and the avour and olour of theinitiator parton, it is possible to reonstrut the avour and olour of the beam remnant.Sometimes the remnant may be represented by just a single parton or diquark, but oftenthe remnant has to be subdivided into two separate objets. In the latter ase it isneessary to share the remnant energy and momentum between the two. Due to Fermimotion inside hadron beams, the initiator parton may have a `primordial k?' transversemomentum motion, whih has to be ompensated by the beam remnant. If the remnantis subdivided, there may also be a relative transverse momentum. In the end, total energyand momentum has to be onserved. To �rst approximation, this is ensured within eahremnant separately, but some �nal global adjustments are neessary to ompensate forthe primordial k? and any e�etive beam remnant mass.Consider �rst a proton (or, with trivial modi�ations, any other baryon or antibaryon).� If the initiator parton is a u or d quark, it is assumed to be a valene quark, andtherefore leaves behind a diquark beam remnant, i.e. either a ud or a uu diquark,in a olour antitriplet state. Relative probabilities for di�erent diquark spins arederived within the ontext of the non-relativisti SU(6) model, i.e. avour SU(3)times spin SU(2). Thus a ud is 3=4 ud0 and 1=4 ud1, while a uu is always uu1.� An initiator gluon leaves behind a olour otet uud state, whih is subdivided into aolour triplet quark and a olour antitriplet diquark. SU(6) gives the appropriatesubdivision, 1=2 of the time into u + ud0, 1=6 into u + ud1 and 1=3 into d + uu1.� A sea quark initiator, suh as an s, leaves behind a uuds four-quark state. The PDGavour oding sheme and the fragmentation routines do not foresee suh a state, sotherefore it is subdivided into a meson plus a diquark, i.e. 1=2 into us+ud0, 1=6 intous + ud1 and 1=3 into ds + uu1. One the avours of the meson are determined, thehoie of meson multiplet is performed as in the standard fragmentation desription.� Finally, an antiquark initiator, suh as an s, leaves behind a uuds four-quark state,whih is subdivided into a baryon plus a quark. Sine, to �rst approximation, thess pair omes from the branhing g ! ss of a olour otet gluon, the subdivision288



uud + s is not allowed, sine it would orrespond to a olour-singlet ss. Thereforethe subdivision is 1=2 into ud0s + u, 1=6 into ud1s + u and 1=3 into uu1s + d. Abaryon is formed among the ones possible for the given avour ontent and diquarkspin, aording to the relative probabilities used in the fragmentation. One ouldargue for an additional weighting to ount the number of baryon states available fora given diquark plus quark ombination, but this has not been inluded.One may note that any u or d quark taken out of the proton is automatially assumedto be a valene quark. Clearly this is unrealisti, but not quite as bad as it might seem.In partiular, one should remember that the beam remnant senario is applied to theinitial-state shower initiators at a sale of Q0 � 1 GeV and at an x value usually muhlarger than the x at the hard sattering. The sea quark ontribution therefore normallyis negligible.For a meson beam remnant, the rules are in the same spirit, but somewhat easier, sineno diquark or baryons need be taken into aount. Thus a valene quark (antiquark)initiator leaves behind a valene antiquark (quark), a gluon initiator leaves behind avalene quark plus a valene antiquark, and a sea quark (antiquark) leaves behind ameson (whih ontains the partner to the sea parton) plus a valene antiquark (quark).A resolved photon is similar in spirit to a meson. A VMD photon is assoiated witheither �0, !, � or J= , and so orresponds to a well-de�ned valene avour ontent. Sinethe �0 and ! are supposed to add oherently, the uu : dd mixing is in the ratio 4 : 1.Similarly a GVMD state is haraterized by its qq lassi�ation, in rates aording to e2qtimes a mass suppression for heavier quarks.In the older photon physis options, where a quark ontent inside an eletron is ob-tained by a numerial onvolution, one does not have to make the distintion betweenvalene and sea avour. Thus any quark (antiquark) initiator leaves behind the mathingantiquark (quark), and a gluon leaves behind a quark + antiquark pair. The relativequark avour omposition in the latter ase is assumed proportional to e2q among lightavours, i.e. 2=3 into u + u, 1=6 into d + d, and 1=6 into s + s. If one wanted to, one ouldalso have hosen to represent the remnant by a single gluon.If no initial-state radiation is assumed, an eletron (or, in general, a lepton or aneutrino) leaves behind no beam remnant. Also when radiation is inluded, one wouldexpet to reover a single eletron with the full beam energy when the shower initiator isreonstruted. This does not have to happen, e.g. if the initial-state shower is ut o� ata non-vanishing sale, suh that some of the emission at low Q2 values is not simulated.Further, for purely tehnial reasons, the distribution of an eletron inside an eletron,f ee (x;Q2), is ut o� at x = 1�10�10. This means that always, when initial-state radiationis inluded, a fration of at least 10�10 of the beam energy has to be put into one singlephoton along the beam diretion, to represent this not simulated radiation. The physisis here slightly di�erent from the standard beam remnant onept, but it is handled withthe same mahinery. Beam remnants an also appear when the eletron is resolved withthe use of parton distributions, but initial-state radiation is swithed o�. Coneptually,this is a ontradition, sine it is the initial-state radiation that builds up the partondistributions, but sometimes the ombination is still useful. Finally, sine QED radiationhas not yet been inluded in events with resolved photons inside eletrons, also in thisase e�etive beam remnants have to be assigned by the program.The beam remnant assignments inside an eletron, in either of the ases above, is asfollows.� An e� initiator leaves behind a  remnant.� A  initiator leaves behind an e� remnant.� An e+ initiator leaves behind an e� + e� remnant.� A q (q) initiator leaves behind a q + e� (q + e�) remnant.� A g initiator leaves behind a g + e� remnant. One ould argue that, in agreement289



with the treatment of photon beams above, the remnant should be q + q + e�. Theprogram urrently does not allow for three beam remnant objets, however.It is ustomary to assign a primordial transverse momentum to the shower initiator,to take into aount the motion of quarks inside the original hadron, basially as requiredby the unertainty priniple. A number of the order of hk?i � mp=3 � 300 MeV ouldtherefore be expeted. However, in hadroni ollisions muh higher numbers than that areoften required to desribe data, typially of the order of or even above 1 GeV [EMC87,B�al01℄ if a Gaussian parameterization is used. (This number is now the default.) Thus, aninterpretation as a purely nonperturbative motion inside a hadron is diÆult to maintain.Instead a likely ulprit is the initial-state shower algorithm. This is set up to over theregion of hard emissions, but may miss out on some of the softer ativity, whih inherentlyborders on nonperturbative physis. By default, the shower does not evolve down to salesbelow Q0 = 1 GeV. Any shortfall in shower ativity around or below this uto� then hasto be ompensated by the primordial k? soure, whih thereby largely loses its originalmeaning. One spei� reason for suh a shortfall is that the urrent initial-state showeralgorithm does not inlude non-order emissions in Q2, as is predited to our espeiallyat small x and Q2 within the BFKL/CCFM framework [Lip76, Cia87℄.By the hard sattering and initial-state radiation mahinery, the shower initiator hasbeen assigned some fration x of the four-momentum of the beam partile, leaving behind1� x to the remnant. If the remnant onsists of two objets, this energy and momentumhas to be shared, somehow. For an eletron in the old photoprodution mahinery, thesharing is given from �rst priniples: if, e.g., the initiator is a q, then that q was produedin the sequene of branhings e !  ! q, where x is distributed aording to theonvolution in eq. (54). Therefore the q remnant takes a fration � = (x � x)=(1� x) ofthe total remnant energy, and the e takes 1� �.For the other beam remnants, the relative energy-sharing variable � is not known from�rst priniples, but piked aording to some suitable parameterization. Normally severaldi�erent options are available, that an be set separately for baryon and meson beams,and for hadron + quark and quark + diquark (or antiquark) remnants. In one extremeare shapes in agreement with na��ve ounting rules, i.e. where energy is shared evenlybetween `valene' partons. For instane, P(�) = 2 (1 � �) for the energy fration takenby the q in a q + qq remnant. In the other extreme, an uneven distribution ould beused, like in parton distributions, where the quark only takes a small fration and mostis retained by the diquark. The default for a q + qq remnant is of an intermediate type,P(�) / (1� �)34q�2 + 2min ; (185)with min = 2hmqi=Em = (0:6 GeV)=Em providing a lower ut-o�. The default when ahadron is split o� to leave a quark or diquark remnant is to use the standard Lund sym-metri fragmentation funtion. In general, the more uneven the sharing of the energy, theless the total multipliity in the beam remnant fragmentation. If no multiple interationsare allowed, a rather even sharing is needed to ome lose to the experimental multipliity(and yet one does not quite make it). With an uneven sharing there is room to generatemore of the total multipliity by multiple interations [Sj�o87a℄.In a photon beam, with a remnant q + q, the � variable is hosen the same way itwould have been in a orresponding meson remnant.Before the � variable is used to assign remnant momenta, it is also neessary toonsider the issue of primordial k?. The initiator partons are thus assigned eah a k?value, vanishing for an eletron or photon inside an eletron, distributed either aordingto a Gaussian or an exponential shape for a hadron, and aording to either of theseshapes or a power-like shape for a quark or gluon inside a photon (whih may in its turnbe inside an eletron). The interation subsystem is boosted and rotated to bring it from290



the frame assumed so far, with eah initiator along the �z axis, to one where the initiatorshave the required primordial k? values.The p? reoil is taken by the remnant. If the remnant is omposite, the reoil isevenly split between the two. In addition, however, the two beam remnants may begiven a relative p?, whih is then always hosen as for qiqi pairs in the fragmentationdesription.The � variable is interpreted as a sharing of light-one energy and momentum, i.e.E + pz for the beam moving in the +z diretion and E � pz for the other one. When thetwo transverse masses m?1 and m?2 of a omposite remnant have been onstruted, thetotal transverse mass an therefore be found asm2? = m2?1� + m2?21� � ; (186)if remnant 1 is the one that takes the fration �. The hoie of a light-one interpretationto � means the de�nition is invariant under longitudinal boosts, and therefore does notdepend on the beam energy itself. A � value lose to the na��ve borders 0 or 1 an leadto an unreasonably large remnant m?. Therefore an additional hek is introdued, thatthe remnant m? be smaller than the na��ve .m. frame remnant energy, (1� x)Em=2. Ifthis is not the ase, a new � and a new relative transverse momentum is seleted.Whether there is one remnant parton or two, the transverse mass of the remnant isnot likely to agree with 1�x times the mass of the beam partile, i.e. it is not going to bepossible to preserve the energy and momentum in eah remnant separately. One thereforeallows a shu�ing of energy and momentum between the beam remnants from eah of thetwo inoming beams. This may be ahieved by performing a (small) longitudinal boost ofeah remnant system. Sine there are two boost degrees of freedom, one for eah remnant,and two onstraints, one for energy and one for longitudinal momentum, a solution maybe found.Under some irumstanes, one beam remnant may be absent or of very low energy,while the other one is more ompliated. One example is Deeply Inelasti Sattering in epollisions, where the eletron leaves no remnant, or maybe only a low-energy photon. It islearly then not possible to balane the two beam remnants against eah other. Therefore,if one beam remnant has an energy below 0.2 of the beam energy, i.e. if the initiator partonhas x > 0:8, then the two boosts needed to ensure energy and momentum onservationare instead performed on the other remnant and on the interation subsystem. If there isa low-energy remnant at all then, before that, energy and momentum are assigned to theremnant onstituent(s) so that the appropriate light-one ombination E�pz is onserved,but not energy or momentum separately. If both beam remnants have low energy, butboth still exist, then the one with lower m?=E is the one that will not be boosted.11.2 Multiple InterationsIn this setion we present the model [Sj�o87a℄ used in Pythia to desribe the possibilitythat several parton pairs undergo hard interations in a hadron{hadron ollision, andthereby ontribute to the overall event ativity, in partiular at low p?. The same modelis also used to desribe the VMD p events, where the photon interats like a hadron. Itshould from the onset be made lear that this is not an easy topi. In fat, in the fullevent generation proess, probably no other area is as poorly understood as this one. Thewhole onept of multiple interations has been very ontroversial, with ontraditoryexperimental onlusions [AFS87℄, but a reent CDF study [CDF97℄ has now started tobring more general aeptane.The multiple interations senario presented here [Sj�o87a℄ was the �rst detailed modelfor this kind of physis, and is still one of the very few available. We will present tworelated but separate senarios, one `simple' model and one somewhat more sophistiated.291



In fat, neither of them are all that simple, whih may make the models look unattrative.However, the world of hadron physis is ompliated, and if we err, it is most likely inbeing too unsophistiated. The experiene gained with the model(s), in failures as wellas suesses, ould be used as a guideline in the evolution of yet more detailed models.Our basi philosophy will be as follows. The total rate of parton{parton interations,as a funtion of the transverse momentum sale p?, is assumed to be given by pertur-bative QCD. This is ertainly true for reasonably large p? values, but here we shall alsoextend the perturbative parton{parton sattering framework into the low-p? region. Aregularization of the divergene in the ross setion for p? ! 0 has to be introdued,however, whih will provide us with the main free parameter of the model. Sine eahinoming hadron is a omposite objet, onsisting of many partons, there should existthe possibility of several parton pairs interating when two hadrons ollide. It is notunreasonable to assume that the di�erent pairwise interations take plae essentially in-dependently of eah other, and that therefore the number of interations in an event isgiven by a Poissonian distribution. This is the strategy of the `simple' senario.Furthermore, hadrons are not only omposite but also extended objets, meaning thatollisions range from very entral to rather peripheral ones. Reasonably, the average num-ber of interations should be larger in the former than in the latter ase. Whereas theassumption of a Poissonian distribution should hold for eah impat parameter separately,the distribution in number of interations should be widened by the spread of impat pa-rameters. The amount of widening depends on the assumed matter distribution inside theolliding hadrons. In the `omplex' senario, di�erent matter distributions are thereforeintrodued.11.2.1 The basi ross setionsThe QCD ross setion for hard 2 ! 2 proesses, as a funtion of the p2? sale, is givenby d�dp2? = Xi;j;k Z dx1 Z dx2 Z dt̂ fi(x1; Q2) fj(x2; Q2) d�̂kijdt̂ Æ p2? � t̂û̂s ! ; (187)f. setion 7.2. Impliitly, from now on we are assuming that the `hardness' of proessesis given by the p? sale of the sattering. For an appliation of the formula above to smallp? values, a number of aveats ould be made. At low p?, the integrals reeive majorontributions from the small-x region, where parton distributions are poorly understoodtheoretially (Regge limit behaviour, dense paking problems et. [Lev90℄) and not yetmeasured. Di�erent sets of parton distributions an therefore give numerially ratherdi�erent results for the phenomenology of interest. One may also worry about higher-order orretions to the jet rates, K fators, beyond what is given by parton-showerorretions | one simple option we allow here is to evaluate �s of the hard satteringproess at an optimized sale, suh as �s(0:075p2?) [Ell86℄.The hard sattering ross setion above some given p?min is given by�hard(p?min) = Z s=4p2?min d�dp2? dp2? : (188)Sine the di�erential ross setion diverges roughly like dp2?=p4?, �hard is also divergent forp?min ! 0. We may ompare this with the total inelasti, non-di�rative ross setion�nd(s) | elasti and di�rative events are not the topi of this setion. At urrent olliderenergies �hard(p?min) beomes omparable with �nd for p?min � 1.5{2 GeV. This neednot lead to ontraditions: �hard does not give the hadron{hadron ross setion but theparton{parton one. Eah of the inoming hadrons may be viewed as a beam of partons,with the possibility of having several parton{parton interations when the hadrons pass292



through eah other. In this language, �hard(p?min)=�nd(s) is simply the average numberof parton{parton satterings above p?min in an event, and this number may well be largerthan unity.While the introdution of several interations per event is the natural onsequene ofallowing small p?min values and hene large �hard ones, it is not the solution of �hard(p?min)being divergent for p?min ! 0: the average ŝ of a sattering dereases slower with p?minthan the number of interations inreases, so na��vely the total amount of sattered partonienergy beomes in�nite. One ut-o� is therefore obtained via the need to introdue propermulti-parton orrelated parton distributions inside a hadron. This is not a part of thestandard perturbative QCD formalism and is therefore not built into eq. (188). In pratie,even orrelated parton-distribution funtions seems to provide too weak a ut, i.e. one islead to a piture with too little of the inoming energy remaining in the small-angle beamjet region [Sj�o87a℄.A more redible reason for an e�etive ut-o� is that the inoming hadrons are olourneutral objets. Therefore, when the p? of an exhanged gluon is made small and thetransverse wavelength orrespondingly large, the gluon an no longer resolve the indi-vidual olour harges, and the e�etive oupling is dereased. This mehanism is not inontradition to perturbative QCD alulations, whih are always performed assumingsattering of free partons (rather than partons inside hadrons), but neither does presentknowledge of QCD provide an understanding of how suh a deoupling mehanism wouldwork in detail. In the simple model one makes use of a sharp ut-o� at some sale p?min,while a more smooth dampening is assumed for the omplex senario.One key question is the energy-dependene of p?min; this may be relevant e.g. for om-parisons of jet rates at di�erent Tevatron energies, and even more for any extrapolation toLHC energies. The problem atually is more pressing now than at the time of the originalstudy [Sj�o87a℄, sine nowadays parton distributions are known to be rising more steeplyat small x than the at xf(x) behaviour normally assumed for small Q2 before HERA.This translates into a more dramati energy dependene of the multiple-interations ratefor a �xed p?min.The larger number of partons should also inrease the amount of sreening, however, ason�rmed by toy simulations [Dis01℄. As a simple �rst approximation, p?min is assumed toinrease in the same way as the total ross setion, i.e. with some power � � 0:08 [Don92℄that, via reggeon phenomenology, should relate to the behaviour of parton distributionsat small x and Q2. Thus the default in Pythia isp?min(s) = (1:9 GeV)� s1 TeV2�0:08 (189)for the simple model, with the same ansatz for p?0 in the impat-parameter-dependentapproah, exept that then 1.9 GeV! 2.1 GeV. At any energy sale, the simplest riterionto �x p?min is to require the average harged multipliity to agree with the experimentallydetermined one. In general, there is quite a strong dependene of the multipliity onp?min, with a lower p?min orresponding to more multiple interations and therefore ahigher multipliity. This is the way the 1.9 GeV and 2.1 GeV numbers are �xed, basedon a omparison with UA5 data in the energy range 200{900 GeV [UA584℄. The energydependene inside this range is also onsistent with the hosen ansatz. However, learly,neither the experimental nor the theoretial preision is high enough to make too strongstatements. It should also be remembered that the p?min values are determined within theontext of a given alulation of the QCD jet ross setion, and given model parameterswithin the multiple interations senario. If anything of this is hanged, e.g. the partondistributions used, then p?min ought to be retuned aordingly.
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11.2.2 The simple modelIn an event with several interations, it is onvenient to impose an ordering. The logialhoie is to arrange the satterings in falling sequene of x? = 2p?=Em. The `�rst' sat-tering is thus the hardest one, with the `subsequent' (`seond', `third', et.) suessivelysofter. It is important to remember that this terminology is in no way related to anypiture in physial time; we do not know anything about the latter. In priniple, all thesatterings that our in an event must be orrelated somehow, na��vely by momentumand avour onservation for the partons from eah inoming hadron, less na��vely by var-ious quantum mehanial e�ets. When averaging over all on�gurations of soft partons,however, one should e�etively obtain the standard QCD phenomenology for a hard sat-tering, e.g. in terms of parton distributions. Correlation e�ets, known or estimated, anbe introdued in the hoie of subsequent satterings, given that the `preeding' (harder)ones are already known.With a total ross setion of hard interations �hard(p?min) to be distributed among�nd(s) (non-di�rative, inelasti) events, the average number of interations per event isjust the ratio n = �hard(p?min)=�nd(s). As a starting point we will assume that all hadronollisions are equivalent (no impat parameter dependene), and that the di�erent parton{parton interations take plae ompletely independently of eah other. The number ofsatterings per event is then distributed aording to a Poissonian with mean n. A �tto SppS ollider multipliity data [UA584℄ gave p?min � 1:6 GeV, whih orresponds ton � 1. For Monte Carlo generation of these interations it is useful to de�nef(x?) = 1�nd(s) d�dx? ; (190)with d�=dx? obtained by analogy with eq. (187). Then f(x?) is simply the probabilityto have a parton{parton interation at x?, given that the two hadrons undergo a non-di�rative, inelasti ollision.The probability that the hardest interation, i.e. the one with highest x?, is at x?1, isnow given by f(x?1) exp�� Z 1x?1 f(x0?) dx0?� ; (191)i.e. the na��ve probability to have a sattering at x?1 multiplied by the probability thatthere was no sattering with x? larger than x?1. This is the familiar exponential damp-ening in radioative deays, enountered e.g. in parton showers in setion 10.1.2. Usingthe same tehnique as in the proof of the veto algorithm, setion 4.2, the probability tohave an i:th sattering at an x?i < x?i�1 < � � � < x?1 < 1 is found to bef(x?i) 1(i� 1)! �Z 1x?i f(x0?) dx0?�i�1 exp�� Z 1x?i f(x0?) dx0?� : (192)The total probability to have a sattering at a given x?, irrespetively of it being the�rst, the seond or whatever, obviously adds up to give bak f(x?). The multiple inter-ation formalism thus retains the orret perturbative QCD expression for the satteringprobability at any given x?.With the help of the integralF (x?) = Z 1x? f(x0?) dx0? = 1�nd(s) Z s=4sx2?=4 d�dp2? dp2? (193)(where we assume F (x?) !1 for x? ! 0) and its inverse F�1, the iterative proedureto generate a hain of satterings 1 > x?1 > x?2 > � � � > x?i is given byx?i = F�1(F (x?i�1)� lnRi) : (194)294



Here the Ri are random numbers evenly distributed between 0 and 1. The iterativehain is started with a �titious x?0 = 1 and is terminated when x?i is smaller thanx?min = 2p?min=Em. Sine F and F�1 are not known analytially, the standard vetoalgorithm is used to generate a muh denser set of x? values, whereof only some areretained in the end. In addition to the p2? of an interation, it is also neessary to generatethe other avour and kinematis variables aording to the relevant matrix elements.Whereas the ordinary parton distributions should be used for the hardest sattering,in order to reprodue standard QCD phenomenology, the parton distributions to be usedfor subsequent satterings must depend on all preeding x values and avours hosen. Wedo not know enough about the hadron wave funtion to write down suh joint probabilitydistributions. To take into aount the energy `already' used in harder satterings, a on-servative approah is to evaluate the parton distributions, not at xi for the i:th satteredparton from hadron, but at the resaled valuex0i = xiPi�1j=1 xj : (195)This is our standard proedure in the program; we have tried a few alternatives without�nding any signi�antly di�erent behaviour in the �nal physis.In a fration exp(�F (x?min)) of the events studied, there will be no hard satteringabove x?min when the iterative proedure in eq. (194) is applied. It is therefore alsoneessary to have a model for what happens in events with no (semi)hard interations.The simplest possible way to produe an event is to have an exhange of a very softgluon between the two olliding hadrons. Without (initially) a�eting the momentumdistribution of partons, the `hadrons' beome olour otet objets rather than oloursinglet ones. If only valene quarks are onsidered, the olour otet state of a baryon anbe deomposed into a olour triplet quark and an antitriplet diquark. In a baryon-baryonollision, one would then obtain a two-string piture, with eah string strethed from thequark of one baryon to the diquark of the other. A baryon-antibaryon ollision would giveone string between a quark and an antiquark and another one between a diquark and anantidiquark.In a hard interation, the number of possible string drawings are many more, and theoverall situation an beome quite omplex when several hard satterings are present inan event. Spei�ally, the string drawing now depends on the relative olour arrangement,in eah hadron individually, of the partons that are about to satter. This is a subjetabout whih nothing is known. To make matters worse, the standard string fragmentationdesription would have to be extended, to handle events where two or more valene quarkshave been kiked out of an inoming hadron by separate interations. In partiular, theposition of the baryon number would be unlear. We therefore here assume that, followingthe hardest interation, all subsequent interations belong to one of three lasses.� Satterings of the gg ! gg type, with the two gluons in a olour-singlet state, suhthat a double string is strethed diretly between the two outgoing gluons, deoupledfrom the rest of the system.� Satterings gg ! gg, but olour orrelations assumed to be suh that eah of thegluons is onneted to one of the strings `already' present. Among the di�erent pos-sibilities of onneting the olours of the gluons, the one whih minimizes the totalinrease in string length is hosen. This is in ontrast to the previous alternative,whih roughly orresponds to a maximization (within reason) of the extra stringlength.� Satterings gg ! qq, with the �nal pair again in a olour-singlet state, suh that asingle string is strethed between the outgoing q and q.By default, the three possibilities are assumed equally probable. Note that the total jetrate is maintained at its nominal value, i.e. satterings suh as qg ! qg are inluded in295



the ross setion, but are replaed by a mixture of gg and qq events for string drawingissues. Only the hardest interation is guaranteed to give strings oupled to the beamremnants. One should not take this approah to olour ow too seriously | learly itis a simpli�ation | but the overall piture does not tend to be very dependent on thepartiular hoie you make.Sine a gg ! gg or qq sattering need not remain of this harater if initial- and�nal-state showers were to be inluded (e.g. it ould turn into a qg-initiated proess),radiation is only inluded for the hardest interation. In pratie, this is not a seriousproblem: exept for the hardest interation, whih an be hard beause of experimentaltrigger onditions, it is unlikely for a parton sattering to be so hard that radiation playsa signi�ant rôle.In events with multiple interations, the beam remnant treatment is slightly modi�ed.First the hard sattering is generated, with its assoiated initial- and �nal-state radia-tion, and next any additional multiple interations. Only thereafter are beam remnantsattahed to the initiator partons of the hardest sattering, using the same mahineryas before, exept that the energy and momentum already taken away from the beamremnants also inlude that of the subsequent interations.11.2.3 A model with varying impat parametersUp to this point, it has been assumed that the initial state is the same for all hadron ol-lisions, whereas in fat eah ollision also is haraterized by a varying impat parameterb. Within the lassial framework of the model reviewed here, b is to be thought of as adistane of losest approah, not as the Fourier transform of the momentum transfer. Asmall b value orresponds to a large overlap between the two olliding hadrons, and henean enhaned probability for multiple interations. A large b, on the other hand, orre-sponds to a grazing ollision, with a large probability that no parton{parton interationsat all take plae.In order to quantify the onept of hadroni matter overlap, one may assume a spheri-ally symmetri distribution of matter inside the hadron, �(x) d3x = �(r) d3x. For simpli-ity, the same spatial distribution is taken to apply for all parton speies and momenta.Several di�erent matter distributions have been tried, and are available. We will hereonentrate on the most extreme one, a double Gaussian�(r) / 1� �a31 exp(�r2a21)+ �a32 exp(�r2a22) : (196)This orresponds to a distribution with a small ore region, of radius a2 and ontaining afration � of the total hadroni matter, embedded in a larger hadron of radius a1. Whileit is mathematially onvenient to have the origin of the two Gaussians oiniding, thephysis ould well orrespond to having three disjoint ore regions, reeting the preseneof three valene quarks, together arrying the fration � of the proton momentum. Oneould alternatively imagine a hard hadroni ore surrounded by a pion loud. Suh detailswould a�et e.g. the preditions for the t distribution in elasti sattering, but are not ofany onsequene for the urrent topis. To be spei�, the values � = 0:5 and a2=a1 = 0:2have been piked as default values. It should be noted that the overall distane salea1 never enters in the subsequent alulations, sine the inelasti, non-di�rative rosssetion �nd(s) is taken from literature rather than alulated from the �(r).Compared to other shapes, like a simple Gaussian, the double Gaussian tends to givelarger utuations, e.g. in the multipliity distribution of minimum bias events: a ollisionin whih the two ores overlap tends to have a strongly inreased ativity, while ones wherethey do not are rather less ative. One also has a biasing e�et: hard proesses are morelikely when the ores overlap, thus hard satterings are assoiated with an enhaned296



multiple interation rate. This provides one possible explanation for the experimental`pedestal e�et'.For a ollision with impat parameter b, the time-integrated overlap O(b) between thematter distributions of the olliding hadrons is given byO(b) / Z dt Z d3x �(x; y; z) �(x+ b; y; z + t)/ (1� �)22a21 exp(� b22a21)+ 2�(1� �)a21 + a22 exp(� b2a21 + a22)+ �22a22 exp(� b22a22) :(197)The neessity to use boosted �(x) distributions has been irumvented by a suitable saletransformation of the z and t oordinates.The overlapO(b) is obviously strongly related to the eikonal 
(b) of optial models. Wehave kept a separate notation, sine the physis ontext of the two is slightly di�erent: 
(b)is based on the quantum mehanial sattering of waves in a potential, and is normallyused to desribe the elasti sattering of a hadron-as-a-whole, while O(b) omes from apurely lassial piture of point-like partons distributed inside the two olliding hadrons.Furthermore, the normalization and energy dependene is di�erently realized in the twoformalisms.The larger the overlapO(b) is, the more likely it is to have interations between partonsin the two olliding hadrons. In fat, there should be a linear relationshiph~n(b)i = kO(b) ; (198)where ~n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ounts the number of interations when two hadrons pass eahother with an impat parameter b. The onstant of proportionality, k, is related to theparton{parton ross setion and hene inreases with .m. energy.For eah given impat parameter, the number of interations is assumed to be dis-tributed aording to a Poissonian. If the matter distribution has a tail to in�nity (as thedouble Gaussian does), events may be obtained with arbitrarily large b values. In orderto obtain �nite total ross setions, it is neessary to assume that eah event ontainsat least one semi-hard interation. The probability that two hadrons, passing eah otherwith an impat parameter b, will atually undergo a ollision is then given byPint(b) = 1� exp(�h~n(b)i) = 1� exp(�kO(b)) ; (199)aording to Poissonian statistis. The average number of interations per event at impatparameter b is now hn(b)i = h~n(b)iPint(b) = kO(b)1� exp(�kO(b)) ; (200)where the denominator omes from the removal of hadron pairs whih pass without ol-liding, i.e. with ~n = 0.The relationship hni = �hard=�nd was earlier introdued for the average number of in-terations per non-di�rative, inelasti event. When averaged over all impat parameters,this relation must still hold true: the introdution of variable impat parameters may givemore interations in some events and less in others, but it does not a�et either �hard or�nd. For the former this is beause the perturbative QCD alulations only depend onthe total parton ux, for the latter by onstrution. Integrating eq. (200) over b, one thenobtains hni = R hn(b)i Pint(b) d2bR Pint(b) d2b = R kO(b) d2bR (1� exp(�kO(b))) d2b = �hard�nd : (201)For O(b), �hard and �nd given, with �hard=�nd > 1, k an thus always be found (numeri-ally) by solving the last equality. 297



The absolute normalization of O(b) is not interesting in itself, but only the relativevariation with impat parameter. It is therefore useful to introdue an `enhanementfator' e(b), whih gauges how the interation probability for a passage with impatparameter b ompares with the average, i.e.h~n(b)i = kO(b) = e(b) hkO(b)i : (202)The de�nition of the average hkO(b)i is a bit deliate, sine the average number of inter-ations per event is pushed up by the requirement that eah event ontain at least oneinteration. However, an exat meaning an be given [Sj�o87a℄.With the knowledge of e(b), the f(x?) funtion of the simple model generalizes tof(x?; b) = e(b) f(x?) : (203)The na��ve generation proedure is thus to pik a b aording to the phase spae d2b, �ndthe relevant e(b) and plug in the resulting f(x?; b) in the formalism of the simple model.If at least one hard interation is generated, the event is retained, else a new b is to befound. This algorithm would work �ne for hadroni matter distributions whih vanishoutside some radius, so that the d2b phase spae whih needs to be probed is �nite. Sinethis is not true for the distributions under study, it is neessary to do better.By analogy with eq. (191), it is possible to ask what the probability is to �nd thehardest sattering of an event at x?1. For eah impat parameter separately, the proba-bility to have an interation at x?1 is given by f(x?; b), and this should be multiplied bythe probability that the event ontains no interations at a sale x0? > x?1, to yield thetotal probability distributiondPhardestd2b dx?1 = f(x?1; b) exp�� Z 1x?1 f(x0?; b) dx0?�= e(b) f(x?1) exp��e(b) Z 1x?1 f(x0?) dx0?� : (204)If the treatment of the exponential is deferred for a moment, the distribution in b and x?1appears in fatorized form, so that the two an be hosen independently of eah other.In partiular, a high-p? QCD sattering or any other hard sattering an be seletedwith whatever kinematis desired for that proess, and thereafter assigned some suitable`hardness' x?1. With the b hosen aording to e(b) d2b, the negleted exponential an nowbe evaluated, and the event retained with a probability proportional to it. From the x?1sale of the seleted interation, a sequene of softer x?i values may again be generatedas in the simple model, using the known f(x?; b). This sequene may be empty, i.e. theevent need not ontain any further interations.It is interesting to understand how the algorithm above works. By seleting b aordingto e(b) d2b, i.e. O(b) d2b, the primary b distribution is maximally biased towards smallimpat parameters. If the �rst interation is hard, by hoie or by hane, the integralof the ross setion above x?1 is small, and the exponential lose to unity. The rejetionproedure is therefore very eÆient for all standard hard proesses in the program | onemay even safely drop the weighting with the exponential ompletely. The large e(b) valueis also likely to lead to the generation of many further, softer interations. If, on the otherhand, the �rst interation is not hard, the exponential is no longer lose to unity, and manyevents are rejeted. This pulls down the eÆieny for `minimum bias' event generation.Sine the exponent is proportional to e(b), a large e(b) leads to an enhaned probabilityfor rejetion, whereas the hane of aeptane is larger with a small e(b). Among eventswhere the hardest interation is soft, the b distribution is therefore biased towards largervalues (smaller e(b)), and there is a small probability for yet softer interations.To evaluate the exponential fator, the program pretabulates the integral of f(x?) atthe initialization stage, and further inreases the Monte Carlo statistis of this tabulation298



as the run proeeds. The x? grid is onentrated towards small x?, where the integralis large. For a seleted x?1 value, the f(x?) integral is obtained by interpolation. Aftermultipliation by the known e(b) fator, the exponential fator may be found.In this setion, nothing has yet been assumed about the form of the d�=dp? spetrum.Like in the impat parameter independent ase, it is possible to use a sharp ut-o� atsome given p?min value. However, now eah event is required to have at least one inter-ation, whereas before events without interations were retained and put at p? = 0. It istherefore aesthetially more appealing to assume a gradual turn-o�, so that a (semi)hardinteration an be rather soft part of the time. The matrix elements roughly diverge like�s(p2?) dp2?=p4? for p? ! 0. They ould therefore be regularized as follows. Firstly, toremove the 1=p4? behaviour, multiply by a fator p4?=(p2? + p2?0)2. Seondly, replae thep2? argument in �s by p2? + p2?0. If one has inluded a K fator by a resaling of the �sargument, as mentioned earlier, replae 0:075 p2? by 0:075 (p2? + p2?0).With these substitutions, a ontinuous p? spetrum is obtained, strething from p? = 0to Em=2. For p? � p?0 the standard perturbative QCD ross setion is reovered,while values p? � p?0 are strongly damped. The p?0 sale, whih now is the main freeparameter of the model, in pratie omes out to be of the same order of magnitude asthe sharp ut-o� p?min did, i.e. 1.5{2 GeV, but typially about 10% higher.Above we have argued that p?min and p?0 should only have a slow energy dependene,and even allowed for the possibility of �xed values. For the impat parameter independentpiture this works out �ne, with all events being redued to low-p? two-string ones whenthe .m. energy is redued. In the variable impat parameter piture, the whole formalismonly makes sense if �hard > �nd, see e.g. eq. (201). Sine �nd does not vanish withdereasing energy, but �hard would do that for a �xed p?0, this means that p?0 has tobe redued signi�antly at low energies, even more than implied by our assumed energydependene. The more `sophistiated' model of this setion therefore makes sense atollider energies, whereas it is not well suited for appliations at �xed-target energies.There one should presumably attah to a piture of multiple soft Pomeron exhanges.11.3 Pile-up EventsIn high luminosity olliders, there is a non-negligible probability that one single bunhrossing may produe several separate events, so-alled pile-up events. This in partiularapplies to future pp olliders like LHC, but one ould also onsider e.g. e+e� olliderswith high rates of  ollisions. The program therefore ontains an option, urrently onlyappliable to hadron{hadron ollisions, wherein several events may be generated and putone after the other in the event reord, to simulate the full amount of partile produtiona detetor might be faing.The program needs to know the assumed luminosity per bunh{bunh rossing, ex-pressed in mb�1. Multiplied by the ross setion for pile-up proesses studied, �pile, thisgives the average number of ollisions per beam rossing, n. These pile-up events aretaken to be of the minimum bias type, with di�rative and elasti events inluded or not(and a further subdivision of di�rative events into single and double). This means that�pile may be either �tot, �tot � �el or �tot � �el � �di�r. Whih option to hoose dependson the detetor: most detetors would not be able to observe elasti pp sattering, andtherefore it would be superuous to generate that kind of events. In addition, we allow forthe possibility that one interation may be of a rare kind, seleted freely by you. There isno option to generate two `rare' events in the same rossing; normally the likelihood forthat kind of ourrenes should be small.If only minimum bias type events are generated, i.e. if only one ross setion is involvedin the problem, then the number of events in a rossing is distributed aording to aPoissonian with the average number n as alulated above. The program atually willsimulate only those beam rossings where at least one event ours, i.e. not onsider299



the fration exp(�n) of zero-event rossings. Therefore the atually generated averagenumber of pile-up events is hni = n=(1� exp(�n)).Now instead onsider the other extreme, where one event is supposed be rare, with aross setion �rare muh smaller than �pile, i.e. f � �rare=�pile � 1. The probability thata bunh rossing will give i events, whereof one of the rare kind, now isPi = f i exp(�n) nii! = f n exp(�n) ni�1(i� 1)! : (205)The na��ve Poissonian is suppressed by a fator f , sine one of the events is rare ratherthan of the normal kind, but enhaned by a fator i, sine any one of the i events maybe the rare one. As the equality shows, the probability distribution is now a Poissonianin i� 1: in a beam rossing whih produes one rare event, the multipliity of additionalpile-up events is distributed aording to a Poissonian with average number n. The totalaverage number of events thus is hni = n + 1.Clearly, for proesses with intermediate ross setions, n �rare=�pile ' 1, also the aver-age number of events will be intermediate, and it is not allowed to assume only one eventto be of the `rare' type. We do not onsider that kind of situations.Eah pileup event an be assigned a separate ollision vertex within the envelopeprovided by the olliding beams, see MSTP(151). Only simple Gaussian shapes in spaeand time are implemented internally, however. If this is too restritive, you would haveto assign interation points yourself, and then shift eah event separately by the requiredamount in spae and time.When the pile-up option is used, one main limitation is that event reords may beomevery large when several events are put one after the other, so that the spae limit in thePYJETS ommon blok is reahed. It is possible to expand the dimension of the ommonblok, see MSTU(4) and MSTU(5), but only up to about 20 000 entries, whih might notalways be enough, e.g. for LHC. Simpli�ations like swithing o� �0 deay may help keepdown the size, but also has its limits.For pratial reasons, the program will only allow a n up to 120. The multipliitydistribution is trunated above 200, or when the probability for a multipliity has fallenbelow 10�6, whihever ours sooner. Also low multipliities with probabilities below 10�6are trunated.11.4 Common Blok VariablesOf the routines used to generate beam remnants, multiple interations and pile-up events,none are intended to be alled diretly by the user. The only way to regulate these aspetsis therefore via the variables in the PYPARS ommon blok.COMMON/PYPARS/MSTP(200),PARP(200),MSTI(200),PARI(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters whih regulate theperformane of Pythia. Most parameters are desribed in setion 9.3; hereonly those related to beam remnants, multiple interations and pile-up eventsare desribed. If the default values, below denoted by (D=. . . ), are not satis-fatory, they must in general be hanged before the PYINIT all. Exeptions,i.e. variables whih an be hanged for eah new event, are denoted by (C).MSTP(81) : (D=1) master swith for multiple interations.= 0 : o�.= 1 : on. 300



MSTP(82) : (D=1) struture of multiple interations. For QCD proesses, used downto p? values below p?min, it also a�ets the hoie of struture for the onehard/semi-hard interation.= 0 : simple two-string model without any hard interations. Toy model only!= 1 : multiple interations assuming the same probability in all events, withan abrupt p?min ut-o� at PARP(81). (With a slow energy dependenegiven by PARP(89) and PARP(90).)= 2 : multiple interations assuming the same probability in all events, with aontinuous turn-o� of the ross setion at p?0 =PARP(82). (With a slowenergy dependene given by PARP(89) and PARP(90).)= 3 : multiple interations assuming a varying impat parameter and ahadroni matter overlap onsistent with a Gaussian matter distribution,with a ontinuous turn-o� of the ross setion at p?0 =PARP(82). (Witha slow energy dependene given by PARP(89) and PARP(90).)= 4 : multiple interations assuming a varying impat parameter and ahadroni matter overlap onsistent with a double Gaussian matter dis-tribution given by PARP(83) and PARP(84), with a ontinuous turn-o�of the ross setion at p?0 =PARP(82). (With a slow energy dependenegiven by PARP(89) and PARP(90).)Note 1: For MSTP(82)� 2 and CKIN(3)>PARP(82) (modulo the slow energy de-pendene noted above), ross setions given with PYSTAT(1) may besomewhat too large, sine (for reasons of eÆieny) the probability fatorthat the hard interation is indeed the hardest in the event is not inludedin the ross setions. It is inluded in the event seletion, however, so theevents generated are orretly distributed. For CKIN(3) values a oupleof times larger than PARP(82) this eases to be a problem.Note 2: The PARP(81) and PARP(82) values are sensitive to the hoie of partondistributions, �QCD, et., in the sense that a hange in the latter variablesleads to a net hange in the multiple interation rate, whih has to beompensated by a retuning of PARP(81) or PARP(82) if one wants to keepthe net multiple interation struture the same. The default PARP(81)and PARP(82) values are onsistent with the other default values give,i.e. parton distributions of the proton et.MSTP(83) : (D=100) number of Monte Carlo generated phase-spae points per bin(whereof there are 20) in the initialization (in PYMULT) of multiple intera-tions for MSTP(82)� 2.MSTP(86) : (D=2) requirements on multiple interations based on the hardness sale ofthe main proess.= 1 : the main ollision is harder than all the subsequent ones. This is the oldbehaviour, preserved for reasons of bakwards ompatibility, and most ofthe time quite sensible, but with dangers as follows.The traditional multiple interations proedure is to let the main inter-ation set the upper p? sale for subsequent multiple interations. ForQCD, this is a matter of avoiding double-ounting. Other proesses nor-mally are hard, so the proedure is then also sensible. However, for a softmain interation, further softer interations are hardly possible, i.e. mul-tiple interations are more or less killed. Suh a behaviour ould be moti-vated by the rejeted events instead appearing as part of the interationsunderneath a normal QCD hard interation, but in pratie the lattermehanism is not implemented. (And would have been very ineÆientto work with, had it been.) For MSTP(82)� 3 it is even worse, sine alsothe events themselves are likely to be rejeted in the impat-parameterseletion stage. Thus the spetrum of main events that survive is biased,301



with the low-p?, soft tail suppressed. Furthermore, even when events arerejeted by the impat parameter proedure, this is not reeted in theross setion for the proess, as it should have been. Results may thusbe misleading.= 2 : when the main proess is of the QCD jets type (the same as those inmultiple interations) subsequent jets are requested to be softer, but forother proesses no suh requirement exists.= 3 : no requirements at all that multiple interations have to be softer thanthe main interations (of dubious use for QCD proesses but intendedfor ross-heks).Note: proess ross setions are unreliable whenever the main proess does re-strit subsequent interations, and the main proess an beome soft.For QCD jet studies in this region it is then better to put CKIN(3)=0and get the `orret' total ross setion.MSTP(91) : (D=1) (C) primordial k? distribution in hadron. See MSTP(93) for pho-ton.= 0 : no primordial k?.= 1 : Gaussian, width given in PARP(91), upper ut-o� in PARP(93).= 2 : exponential, width given in PARP(92), upper ut-o� in PARP(93).MSTP(92) : (D=3) (C) energy partitioning in hadron or resolved photon remnant, whenthis remnant is split into two jets. (For a splitting into a hadron plus a jet, seeMSTP(94).) The energy fration � taken by one of the two objets, with on-ventions as desribed for PARP(94) and PARP(96), is hosen aording to thedi�erent distributions below. Here min = 0:6 GeV=Em � 2hmqi=Em.= 1 : 1 for meson or resolved photon, 2(1� �) for baryon, i.e. simple ountingrules.= 2 : (k + 1)(1� �)k, with k given by PARP(94) or PARP(96).= 3 : proportional to (1 � �)k= 4q�2 + 2min, with k given by PARP(94) orPARP(96).= 4 : proportional to (1 � �)k=q�2 + 2min, with k given by PARP(94) orPARP(96).= 5 : proportional to (1 � �)k=(�2 + 2min)b=2, with k given by PARP(94) orPARP(96), and b by PARP(98).MSTP(93) : (D=1) (C) primordial k? distribution in photon, either it is one of the in-oming partiles or inside an eletron.= 0 : no primordial k?.= 1 : Gaussian, width given in PARP(99), upper ut-o� in PARP(100).= 2 : exponential, width given in PARP(99), upper ut-o� in PARP(100).= 3 : power-like of the type dk2?=(k2?0 +k2?)2, with k?0 in PARP(99) and upperk? ut-o� in PARP(100).= 4 : power-like of the type dk2?=(k2?0 + k2?), with k?0 in PARP(99) and upperk? ut-o� in PARP(100).= 5 : power-like of the type dk2?=(k2?0 + k2?), with k?0 in PARP(99) and upperk? ut-o� given by the p? of the hard proess or by PARP(100), whiheveris smaller.Note: for options 1 and 2 the PARP(100) value is of minor importane, onePARP(100)�PARP(99). However, options 3 and 4 orrespond to distri-butions with in�nite hk2?i if the k? spetrum is not ut o�, and thereforethe PARP(100) value is as important for the overall distribution as isPARP(99).MSTP(94) : (D=3) (C) energy partitioning in hadron or resolved photon remnant, whenthis remnant is split into a hadron plus a remainder-jet. The energy fration302



hi is taken by one of the two objets, with onventions as desribed below orfor PARP(95) and PARP(97).= 1 : 1 for meson or resolved photon, 2(1� �) for baryon, i.e. simple ountingrules.= 2 : (k + 1)(1� �)k, with k given by PARP(95) or PARP(97).= 3 : the � of the hadron is seleted aording to the normal fragmentationfuntion used for the hadron in jet fragmentation, see MSTJ(11). Thepossibility of a hanged fragmentation funtion shape in diquark frag-mentation (see PARJ(45)) is not inluded.= 4 : as =3, but the shape is hanged as allowed in diquark fragmentation (seePARJ(45)); this hange is here also allowed for meson prodution. (Thisoption is not so natural for mesons, but has been added to provide thesame amount of freedom as for baryons).MSTP(131) : (D=0) master swith for pile-up events, i.e. several independent hadron{hadron interations generated in the same bunh{bunh rossing, with theevents following one after the other in the event reord.= 0 : o�, i.e. only one event is generated at a time.= 1 : on, i.e. several events are allowed in the same event reord. Informationon the proesses generated may be found in MSTI(41) - MSTI(50).MSTP(132) : (D=4) the proesses that are swithed on for pile-up events. The �rst eventmay be set up ompletely arbitrarily, using the swithes in the PYSUBS ommonblok, while all the subsequent events have to be of one of the `inlusive'proesses whih dominate the ross setion, aording to the options below. Itis thus not possible to generate two rare events in the pile-up option.= 1 : low-p? proesses (ISUB = 95) only. The low-p? model atually used, bothin the hard event and in the pile-up events, is the one set by MSTP(81)et. This means that impliitly also high-p? jets an be generated in thepile-up events.= 2 : low-p? + double di�rative proesses (ISUB = 95 and 94).= 3 : low-p? + double di�rative + single di�rative proesses (ISUB = 95, 94,93 and 92).= 4 : low-p? + double di�rative + single di�rative + elasti proesses, to-gether orresponding to the full hadron{hadron ross setion (ISUB = 95,94, 93, 92 and 91).MSTP(133) : (D=0) multipliity distribution of pile-up events.= 0 : seleted by you, before eah PYEVNT all, by giving the MSTP(134) value.= 1 : a Poissonian multipliity distribution in the total number of pile-upevents. This is the relevant distribution if the swithes set for the�rst event in PYSUBS give the same subproesses as are implied byMSTP(132). In that ase the mean number of events per beam ross-ing is n = �pile�PARP(131), where �pile is the sum of the ross setionfor allowed proesses. Sine bunh rossing whih do not give any eventsat all (probability exp(�n)) are not simulated, the atual average numberper PYEVNT all is hni = n=(1� exp(�n)).= 2 : a biased distribution, as is relevant when one of the events to be generatedis assumed to belong to an event lass with a ross setion muh smallerthan the total hadroni ross setion. If �rare is the ross setion for thisrare proess (or the sum of the ross setions of several rare proesses)and �pile the ross setion for the proesses allowed by MSTP(132), thende�ne n = �pile�PARP(131) and f = �rare=�pile. The probability that abunh rossing will give i events is then Pi = f i exp(�n)ni=i!, i.e. thena��ve Poissonian is suppressed by a fator f sine one of the events willbe rare rather than frequent, but enhaned by a fator i sine any of the303



i events may be the rare one. Only beam rossings whih give at leastone event of the required rare type are simulated, and the distributionabove normalized aordingly.Note: for pratial reasons, it is required that n < 120, i.e. that an averagebeam rossing does not ontain more than 120 pile-up events. The mul-tipliity distribution is trunated above 200, or when the probabilityfor a multipliity has fallen below 10�6, whihever ours sooner. Alsolow multipliities with probabilities below 10�6 are trunated. See alsoPARI(91) - PARI(93).MSTP(134) : (D=1) a user seleted multipliity, i.e. total number of pile-up events, to begenerated in the next PYEVNT all when MSTP(133)=0. May be reset for eahnew event, but must be in the range 1 �MSTP(134)� 200.PARP(81) : (D=1.9 GeV) e�etive minimum transverse momentum p?min for multipleinterations with MSTP(82)=1, at the referene energy sale PARP(89), withthe degree of energy resaling given by PARP(90).PARP(82) : (D=2.1 GeV) regularization sale p?0 of the transverse momentum spe-trum for multiple interations with MSTP(82)� 2, at the referene energy salePARP(89), with the degree of energy resaling given by PARP(90). (Currentdefault based on the MSTP(82)=4 option, without any hange of MSTP(2) orMSTP(33).)PARP(83), PARP(84) : (D=0.5, 0.2) parameters of an assumed double Gaussian matterdistribution inside the olliding hadrons for MSTP(82)=4, of the form given ineq. (196), i.e. with a ore of radius PARP(84) of the main radius and ontaininga fration PARP(83) of the total hadroni matter.PARP(85) : (D=0.33) probability that an additional interation in the multiple inter-ation formalism gives two gluons, with olour onnetions to `nearest neigh-bours' in momentum spae.PARP(86) : (D=0.66) probability that an additional interation in the multiple intera-tion formalism gives two gluons, either as desribed in PARP(85) or as a losedgluon loop. Remaining fration is supposed to onsist of quark{antiquarkpairs.PARP(87), PARP(88) : (D=0.7, 0.5) in order to aount for an assumed dominane ofvalene quarks at low transverse momentum sales, a probability is introduedthat a gg-sattering aording to na��ve ross setion is replaed by a qq one; thisis used only for MSTP(82)� 2. The probability is parameterized as P = a(1�(p2?=(p2? + b2)2), where a =PARP(87) and b =PARP(88)�PARP(82) (inludingthe slow energy resaling of the p?0 parameter).PARP(89) : (D=1000. GeV) referene energy sale, at whih PARP(81) and PARP(82)give the p?min and p?0 values diretly. Has no physial meaning in itself, but isused for onveniene only. (A form p?min = PARP(81)EPARP(90)m would have beenequally possible but then with a less transparent meaning of PARP(81).) Forstudies of the p?min dependene at some spei� energy it may be onvenientto hoose PARP(89) equal to this energy.PARP(90) : (D=0.16) power of the energy-resaling term of the p?min and p?0 parame-ters, whih are assumed proportional to EPARP(90)m . The default value is inspiredby the rise of the total ross setion by the pomeron term, s� = E2�m = E2�0:08m ,whih is not inonsistent with the small-x behaviour. It is also reasonablyonsistent with the energy-dependene implied by a omparison with the UA5multipliity distributions at 200 and 900 GeV [UA584℄. PARP(90) = 0 is anallowed value, i.e. it is possible to have energy-independent parameters.PARP(91) : (D=1. GeV/) (C) width of Gaussian primordial k? distribution insidehadron for MSTP(91)=1, i.e. exp(�k2?=�2) k? dk? with � =PARP(91) and304



hk2?i =PARP(91)2.PARP(92) : (D=0.40 GeV/) (C) width parameter of exponential primordial k? distribu-tion inside hadron for MSTP(91)=2, i.e. exp(�k?=�) k? dk? with � =PARP(92)and hk2?i = 6�PARP(92)2. Thus one should put PARP(92)�PARP(91)=p6 tohave ontinuity with the option above.PARP(93) : (D=5. GeV/) (C) upper ut-o� for primordial k? distribution insidehadron.PARP(94) : (D=1.) (C) for MSTP(92)� 2 this gives the value of the parameter k forthe ase when a meson or resolved photon remnant is split into two fragments(whih is whih is hosen at random).PARP(95) : (D=0.) (C) for MSTP(94)=2 this gives the value of the parameter k for thease when a meson or resolved photon remnant is split into a meson and aspetator fragment jet, with � giving the energy fration taken by the meson.PARP(96) : (D=3.) (C) for MSTP(92)� 2 this gives the value of the parameter k for thease when a nuleon remnant is split into a diquark and a quark fragment,with � giving the energy fration taken by the quark jet.PARP(97) : (D=1.) (C) for MSTP(94)=2 this gives the value of the parameter k for thease when a nuleon remnant is split into a baryon and a quark jet or a mesonand a diquark jet, with � giving the energy fration taken by the quark jet ormeson, respetively.PARP(98) : (D=0.75) (C) for MSTP(92)=5 this gives the power of an assumed basi 1=�bbehaviour in the splitting distribution, with b =PARP(98).PARP(99) : (D=1. GeV/) (C) width parameter of primordial k? distribution insidephoton; exat meaning depends on MSTP(93) value hosen (f. PARP(91) andPARP(92) above).PARP(100) : (D=5. GeV/) (C) upper ut-o� for primordial k? distribution inside pho-ton.PARP(131) : (D=0.01 mb�1) in the pile-up events senario, PARP(131) gives the assumedluminosity per bunh{bunh rossing, i.e. if a subproess has a ross setion�, the average number of events of this type per bunh{bunh rossing isn = ��PARP(131). PARP(131) may be obtained by dividing the integratedluminosity over a given time (1 s, say) by the number of bunh{bunh rossingsthat this orresponds to. Sine the program will not generate more than 200pile-up events, the initialization proedure will rash if n is above 120.
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12 FragmentationThe main fragmentation option in Pythia is the Lund string sheme, but independentfragmentation options are also available. These latter options should not be taken tooseriously, sine we know that independent fragmentation does not provide a onsistentalternative, but oasionally one may like to ompare string fragmentation with somethingelse.The subsequent four setions give further details; the �rst one on avour seletion,whih is ommon to the two approahes, the seond on string fragmentation, the thirdon independent fragmentation, while the fourth and �nal ontains information on a fewother issues.The Lund fragmentation model is desribed in [And83℄, where all the basi ideas arepresented and earlier papers [And79, And80, And82, And82a℄ summarized. The detailsgiven there on how a multiparton jet system is allowed to fragment are out of date,however, and for this one should turn to [Sj�o84℄. Also the `poporn' baryon produtionmehanism is not overed, see [And85℄, and [Ed�e97℄ for a more sophistiated version. Themost reent omprehensive desription of the Lund model is found in [And98℄. Reviewsof fragmentation models in general may be found in [Sj�o88, Sj�o89℄.12.1 Flavour SeletionIn either string or independent fragmentation, an iterative approah is used to desribethe fragmentation proess. Given an initial quark q = q0, it is assumed that a new q1q1pair may be reated, suh that a meson q0q1 is formed, and a q1 is left behind. This q1may at a later stage pair o� with a q2, and so on. What need be given is thus the relativeprobabilities to produe the various possible qiqi pairs, uu, dd, ss, et., and the relativeprobabilities that a given qi�1qi quark pair ombination forms a spei� meson, e.g. forud either �+, �+ or some higher state.In Pythia, it is assumed that the two aspets an be fatorized, i.e. that it is possible�rst to selet a qiqi pair, without any referene to allowed physial meson states, andthat, one the qi�1qi avour ombination is given, it an be assigned to a given mesonstate with total probability unity. Corretions to this fatorized ansatz will ome in thebaryon setor.12.1.1 Quark avours and transverse momentaIn order to generate the quark{antiquark pairs qiqi whih lead to string breakups, theLund model invokes the idea of quantum mehanial tunnelling, as follows. If the qi andqi have no (ommon) mass or transverse momentum, the pair an lassially be reated atone point and then be pulled apart by the �eld. If the quarks have mass and/or transversemomentum, however, the qi and qi must lassially be produed at a ertain distane sothat the �eld energy between them an be transformed into the sum of the two transversemasses m?. Quantum mehanially, the quarks may be reated in one point (so as to keepthe onept of loal avour onservation) and then tunnel out to the lassially allowedregion. In terms of a ommon transverse mass m? of the qi and the qi, the tunnellingprobability is given byexp ��m2?� ! = exp ��m2� ! exp ��p2?� ! : (206)The fatorization of the transverse momentum and the mass terms leads to a avour-independent Gaussian spetrum for the px and py omponents of qiqi pairs. Sine thestring is assumed to have no transverse exitations, this p? is loally ompensated between306



the quark and the antiquark of the pair. The p? of a meson qi�1qi is given by the vetorsum of the p?:s of the qi�1 and qi onstituents, whih implies Gaussians in px and py witha width p2 that of the quarks themselves. The assumption of a Gaussian shape may bea good �rst approximation, but there remains the possibility of non-Gaussian tails, thatan be important in some situations.In a perturbative QCD framework, a hard sattering is assoiated with gluon radiation,and further ontributions to what is na��vely alled fragmentation p? omes from unre-solved radiation. This is used as an explanation why the experimental hp?i is somewhathigher than obtained with the formula above.The formula also implies a suppression of heavy quark prodution u : d : s :  �1 : 1 : 0:3 : 10�11. Charm and heavier quarks are hene not expeted to be produed in thesoft fragmentation. Sine the predited avour suppressions are in terms of quark masses,whih are notoriously diÆult to assign (should it be urrent algebra, or onstituent, ormaybe something in between?), the suppression of ss prodution is left as a free parameterin the program: uu : dd : ss = 1 : 1 : s, where by default s = 0:3. At least qualitatively,the experimental value agrees with theoretial prejudie. There is no prodution at all ofheavier avours in the fragmentation proess, but only in the hard proess or as part ofthe shower evolution.12.1.2 Meson produtionOne the avours qi�1 and qi have been seleted, a hoie is made between the possiblemultiplets. The relative omposition of di�erent multiplets is not given from �rst prini-ples, but must depend on the details of the fragmentation proess. To some approximationone would expet a negligible fration of states with radial exitations or non-vanishingorbital angular momentum. Spin ounting arguments would then suggest a 3:1 mixturebetween the lowest lying vetor and pseudosalar multiplets. Wave funtion overlap ar-guments lead to a relative enhanement of the lighter pseudosalar states, whih is morepronouned the larger the mass splitting is [And82a℄.In the program, six meson multiplets are inluded. If the nonrelativisti lassi�ationsheme is used, i.e. mesons are assigned a valene quark spin S and an internal orbitalangular momentum L, with the physial spin s denoted J , J = L+S, then the multipletsare:� L = 0, S = 0, J = 0: the ordinary pseudosalar meson multiplet;� L = 0, S = 1, J = 1: the ordinary vetor meson multiplet;� L = 1, S = 0, J = 1: an axial vetor meson multiplet;� L = 1, S = 1, J = 0: the salar meson multiplet;� L = 1, S = 1, J = 1: another axial vetor meson multiplet; and� L = 1, S = 1, J = 2: the tensor meson multiplet.Eah multiplet has the full �ve-avour setup of 5 � 5 states inluded in the program.Some simpli�ations have been made; thus there is no mixing inluded between the twoaxial vetor multiplets.In the program, the spin S is �rst hosen to be either 0 or 1. This is done aording toparameterized relative probabilities, where the probability for spin 1 by default is takento be 0.5 for a meson onsisting only of u and d quark, 0.6 for one whih ontains s aswell, and 0:75 for quarks with  or heavier quark, in aordane with the deliberationsabove.By default, it is assumed that L = 0, suh that only pseudosalar and vetor mesonsare produed. For inlusion of L = 1 prodution, four parameters an be used, one togive the probability that a S = 0 state also has L = 1, the other three for the probabilitythat a S = 1 state has L = 1 and J either 0, 1, or 2.For the avour-diagonal meson states uu, dd and ss, it is also neessary to inlude307



mixing into the physial mesons. This is done aording to a parameterization, based onthe mixing angles given in the Review of Partile Properties [PDG88℄. In partiular, thedefault hoies orrespond to � = 12(uu + dd)� 1p2ss ;�0 = 12(uu + dd) + 1p2ss ;! = 1p2(uu + dd)� = ss : (207)In the �0 � � � �0 system, no aount is therefore taken of the di�erene in masses, anapproximation whih seems to lead to an overestimate of �0 rates [ALE92℄. Thereforeparameters have been introdued to allow an additional `brute fore' suppression of � and�0 states.12.1.3 Baryon produtionThe mehanism for meson prodution follows rather naturally from the simple piture ofa meson as a short piee of string between two q=q endpoints. There is no unique reipe togeneralize this piture to baryons. The program atually ontains three di�erent senarios:diquark, simple poporn, and advaned poporn. In the diquark model the baryon andantibaryon are always produed as nearest neighbours along the string, while mesons may(but need not) be produed in between in the poporn senarios. The simpler popornalternative admits at most one intermediate meson, while the advaned one allows many.Further di�erenes may be found, but several aspets are also ommon between the threesenarios. Below they are therefore desribed in order of inreasing sophistiation. Finallythe appliation of the models to baryon remnant fragmentation, where a diquark originallysits at one endpoint of the string, is disussed.Diquark pitureBaryon prodution may, in its simplest form, be obtained by assuming that any avourqi given above ould represent either a quark or an antidiquark in a olour triplet state.Then the same basi mahinery an be run through as above, supplemented with theprobability to produe various diquark pairs. In priniple, there is one parameter for eahdiquark, but if tunnelling is still assumed to give an e�etive desription, mass relationsan be used to redue the e�etive number of parameters. There are three main onesappearing in the program:� the relative probability to pik a qq diquark rather than a q;� the extra suppression assoiated with a diquark ontaining a strange quark (overand above the ordinary s=u suppression fator s); and� the suppression of spin 1 diquarks relative to spin 0 ones (apart from the fator of3 enhanement of the former based on ounting the number of spin states).The extra strange diquark suppression fator omes about sine what appears in theexponent of the tunnelling formula is m2 and not m, so that the diquark and the strangequark suppressions do not fatorize.Only two baryon multiplets are inluded, i.e. there are no L = 1 exited states. Thetwo multiplets are:� S = J = 1=2: the `otet' multiplet of SU(3);� S = J = 3=2: the `deuplet' multiplet of SU(3).In ontrast to the meson ase, di�erent avour ombinations have di�erent numbers ofstates available: for uuu only �++, whereas uds may beome either �, �0 or ��0.308



An important onstraint is that a baryon is a symmetri state of three quarks, ne-gleting the olour degree of freedom. When a diquark and a quark are joined to form abaryon, the ombination is therefore weighted with the probability that they form a sym-metri three-quark state. The program implementation of this priniple is to �rst seleta diquark at random, with the strangeness and spin 1 suppression fators above inluded,but then to aept the seleted diquark with a weight proportional to the number ofstates available for the quark-diquark ombination. This means that, were it not for thetunnelling suppression fators, all states in the SU(6) (avour SU(3) times spin SU(2))56-multiplet would beome equally populated. Of ourse also heavier baryons may omefrom the fragmentation of e.g.  quark jets, but although the partile lassi�ation shemeused in the program is SU(10), i.e. with �ve avours, all possible quark-diquark ombi-nations an be related to SU(6) by symmetry arguments. As in the ase for mesons, oneould imagine an expliit further suppression of the heavier spin 3/2 baryons.In ase of rejetion, one again hooses between a diquark or a quark. If hoosingdiquark, a new baryon is seleted and tested, et. (In versions earlier than Pythia 6.106,the algorithm was instead to always produe a new diquark if the previous one had beenrejeted. However, the probability that a quark will produe a baryon and a antidiquarkis then avour independent, whih is not in agreement with the model.) Calling thetunnelling fator for diquark D TD, the number of spin states �D and the SU(6) fatorfor D and a quark q SUD;q, the model predition for the (q ! B + D)=(q ! M + q0)ratio is Sq = P (qq)P (q) XD TD�DSUD;q : (208)(Negleting this avour dependene e.g. leads to an enhanement of the 
� relative toprimary proton prodution with approximately a fator 1:2, using Jetset 7.4 defaultvalues.) Sine the hosen algorithm implies the normalization PD TD�D = 1 and SUD;q �1, the �nal diquark prodution rate is somewhat redued from the P (qq)=P (q) input value.When a diquark has been �tted into a symmetrial three-partile state, it shouldnot su�er any further SU(6) suppressions. Thus the aompanying antidiquark should`survive' with probability 1. When produing a quark to go with a previously produeddiquark, this is ahieved by testing the on�guration against the proper SU(6) fator,but in ase of rejetion keep the diquark and pik a new quark, whih then is tested, et.There is no obvious orresponding algorithm available when a quark from one side anda diquark from the other are joined to form the last hadron of the string. In this ase thequark is a member of a pair, in whih the antiquark already has formed a spei� hadron.Thus the quark avour annot be reseleted. One ould onsider the SU(6) rejetionas a major joining failure, and restart the fragmentation of the original string, but thenthe already aepted diquark does su�er extra SU(6) suppression. In the program thejoining of a quark and a diquark is always aepted.Simple popornA more general framework for baryon prodution is the `poporn' one [And85℄, inwhih diquarks as suh are never produed, but rather baryons appear from the suessiveprodution of several qiqi pairs. The piture is the following. Assume that the original qis red r and the q is r. Normally a new q1q1 pair produed in the �eld would also be rr,so that the q1 is pulled towards the q end and vie versa, and two separate olour-singletsystems qq1 and q1q are formed. Oasionally, the q1q1 pair may be e.g. gg (g = green),in whih ase there is no net olour harge ating on either q1 or q1. Therefore, the pairannot gain energy from the �eld, and normally would exist only as a utuation. If q1moves towards q and q1 towards q, the net �eld remaining between q1 and q1 is bb (b =blue; g+r = b if only olour triplets are assumed). In this entral �eld, an additional q2q2pair an be reated, where q2 now is pulled towards qq1 and q2 towards qq1, with no netolour �eld between q2 and q2. If this is all that happens, the baryon B will be made up309



out of q1, q2 and some q4 produed between q and q1, and B of q1, q2 and some q5, i.e.the B and B will be nearest neighbours in rank and share two quark pairs. Spei�ally,q1 will gain energy from q2 in order to end up on mass shell, and the tunnelling formulafor an e�etive q1q2 diquark is reovered.Part of the time, several bb olour pair produtions may take plae between the q1and q1, however. With two prodution verties q2q2 and q3q3, a entral meson q2q3 maybe formed, surrounded by a baryon q4q1q2 and an antibaryon q3q1q5. We all this aBMB on�guration to distinguish it from the q4q1q2 + q2q1q5 BB on�guration above.For BMB the B and B only share one quark{antiquark pair, as opposed to two forBB on�gurations. The relative probability for a BMB on�guration is given by theunertainty relation suppression for having the q1 and q1 suÆiently far apart that ameson may be formed in between. The suppression of the BMB system is estimated byj�F j2 � exp(�2�?M?=�) (209)where �? and M? is the transverse mass of q1 and the meson, respetively. Stritlyspeaking, also on�gurations like BMMB, BMMMB, et. should be possible, but sinethe total invariant M? grows rapidly with the number of mesons, the probability for thisis small in the simple model. Further, sine larger masses orresponds to longer stringpiees, the prodution of pseudosalar mesons is favoured over that of vetor ones. If onlyBB and BMB states are inluded, and if the probability for having a vetor meson Mis not suppressed extra, two partly ompensating errors are made (sine a vetor mesontypially deays into two or more pseudosalar ones).In total, the avour iteration proedure therefore ontains the following possible sub-proesses (plus, of ourse, their harge onjugates):� q1 ! q2 + (q1q2) meson;� q1 ! q2q3 + (q1q2q3) baryon;� q1q2 ! q3 + (q1q2q3) baryon;� q1q2 ! q1q3 + (q2q3) meson;with the onstraint that the last proess annot be iterated to obtain several mesons inbetween the baryon and the antibaryon.When seleting avours for qq ! M + qq0, the quark oming from the aepted qqis kept, and the other member of qq0, as well as the spin of qq0, is hosen with weightstaking SU(6) symmetry into aount. Thus the avour of qq is not inuened by SU(6)fators for qq0, but the avour of M is.Unfortunately, the resulting baryon prodution model has a fair number of parame-ters, whih would be given by the model only if quark and diquark masses were knownunambiguously. We have already mentioned the s=u ratio and the qq=q one; the latterhas to be inreased from 0.09 to 0.10 for the poporn model, sine the total number ofpossible baryon prodution on�gurations is lower in this ase (the partile produed be-tween the B and B is onstrained to be a meson). With the improved SU(6) treatmentintrodued in Pythia 6.106, a rejeted q ! B+ qq may lead to the splitting q !M + q0instead. This alls for an inrease of the qq=q input ratio by approximately 10%. For thepoporn model, exatly the same parameters as already found in the diquark model areneeded to desribe the BB on�gurations. For BMB on�gurations, the square root of asuppression fator should be applied if the fator is relevant only for one of the B and B,e.g. if the B is formed with a spin 1 `diquark' q1q2 but the B with a spin 0 diquark q1q3.Additional parameters inlude the relative probability for BMB on�gurations, whih isassumed to be roughly 0.5 (with the remaining 0.5 being BB), a suppression fator forhaving a strange meson M between the B and B (as opposed to having a lighter non-strange one) and a suppression fator for having a ss pair (rather than a uu one) sharedbetween the B and B of a BMB on�guration. The default parameter values are basedon a ombination of experimental observation and internal model preditions.310



In the diquark model, a diquark is expeted to have exatly the same transverse mo-mentum distribution as a quark. For BMB on�gurations the situation is somewhat moreunlear, but we have heked that various possibilities give very similar results. The op-tion implemented in the program is to assume no transverse momentum at all for the q1q1pair shared by the B and B, with all other pairs having the standard Gaussian spetrumwith loal momentum onservation. This means that the B and B p?:s are unorrelatedin a BMB on�guration and (partially) antiorrelated in the BB on�gurations, with thesame mean transverse momentum for primary baryons as for primary mesons.Advaned popornIn [Ed�e97℄, a revised poporn model is presented, where the separate prodution ofthe quarks in an e�etive diquark is taken more seriously. The prodution of a qq pairwhih breaks the string is in this model determined by eq. (206), also when ending up in adiquark. Furthermore, the poporn model is re-implemented in suh a way that eq (209)ould be used expliitly in the Monte Carlo. The two parameters�q � 2 h�?qi =�; or �u and �� � �s � �u; (210)then govern both the diquark and the intermediate meson prodution. In this algorithm,on�gurations like BMMB et. are onsidered in a natural way. The more independentprodution of the diquark partons implies a moderate suppression of spin 1 diquarks.Instead the diret suppression of spin 3/2 baryons, in orrespondene to the suppressionof vetor mesons relative to pseudo-salar ones, is assumed to be important. Consequently,a suppression of �-states relative to �0 is derived from the spin 3/2 suppression parameter.Several new routines have been added, and the diquark ode has been extended withinformation about the urtain quark avour, i.e. the qq pair that is shared between thebaryon and antibaryon, but this is not visible externally. Some parameters are no longerused, while others have to be given modi�ed values. This is desribed in setion 14.3.1.Baryon remnant fragmentationOasionally, the endpoint of a string is not a single parton, but a diquark or an-tidiquark, e.g. when a quark has been kiked out of a proton beam partile. One ouldonsider fairly omplex shemes for the resulting fragmentation. One suh [And81℄ wasavailable in Jetset version 6 but is no longer found here. Instead the same basi shemeis used as for diquark pair prodution above. Thus a qq diquark endpoint is let to frag-ment just as would a qq produed in the �eld behind a mathing qq avour, i.e. eitherthe two quarks of the diquark enter into the same leading baryon, or else a meson is�rst produed, ontaining one of the quarks, while the other is ontained in the baryonprodued in the next step.Similarly, the revised algorithm for baron prodution an be applied to endpoint di-quarks, though this must be made with some are [Ed�e97℄. The suppression fator forpoporn mesons is derived from the assumption of olour utuations violating energyonservation and thus being suppressed by the Heisenberg unertainty priniple. Whensplitting an original diquark into two more independent quarks, the same kind of energyshift does not obviously emerge. One ould still expet large separations of the diquarkonstituents to be suppressed, but the shape of this suppression is beyond the sope of themodel. For simpliity, the same kind of exponential suppression as in the "true poporn"ase is implemented in the program. However, there is little reason for the strength ofthe suppression to be exatly the same in the di�erent situations. Thus the leading rankmeson prodution in a diquark jet is governed by a new � parameter, whih is independentof the poporn parameters �u and �� in eq. (210). Furthermore, in the proess (originaldiquark ! baryon+q) the spin 3/2 suppression should not apply at full strength. Thissuppression fator stems from the normalization of the overlapping q and q wavefuntionsin a newly produed qq pair, but in the proess onsidered here, two out of three valenequarks already exist as an initial ondition of the string.311



12.2 String FragmentationAn iterative proedure an also be used for other aspets of the fragmentation. This ispossible beause, in the string piture, the various points where the string break by theprodution of qq pairs are ausally disonneted. Whereas the spae{time piture in the.m. frame is suh that slow partiles (in the middle of the system) are formed �rst, thisordering is Lorentz frame dependent and hene irrelevant. One may therefore make theonvenient hoie of starting an iteration proess at the ends of the string and proeedingtowards the middle.The string fragmentation sheme is rather ompliated for a generi multiparton state.In order to simplify the disussion, we will therefore start with the simple qq proess, andonly later survey the ompliations that appear when additional gluons are present. (Thisdistintion is made for pedagogial reasons, in the program there is only one general-purpose algorithm).12.2.1 Fragmentation funtionsAssume a qq jet system, in its .m. frame, with the quark moving out in the +z diretionand the antiquark in the �z one. We have disussed how it is possible to start the avouriteration from the q end, i.e. pik a q1q1 pair, form a hadron qq1, et. It has also beennoted that the tunnelling mehanism is assumed to give a transverse momentum p? foreah new qiqi pair reated, with the p? loally ompensated between the qi and the qimember of the pair, and with a Gaussian distribution in px and py separately. In theprogram, this is regulated by one parameter, whih gives the root-mean-square p? of aquark. Hadron transverse momenta are obtained as the sum of p?:s of the onstituent qiand qi+1, where a diquark is onsidered just as a single quark.What remains to be determined is the energy and longitudinal momentum of thehadron. In fat, only one variable an be seleted independently, sine the momentum ofthe hadron is onstrained by the already determined hadron transverse mass m?,(E + pz)(E � pz) = E2 � p2z = m2? = m2 + p2x + p2y : (211)In an iteration from the quark end, one is led (by the desire for longitudinal boost invari-ane and other onsiderations) to selet the z variable as the fration of E + pz taken bythe hadron, out of the available E + pz. As hadrons are split o�, the E + pz (and E � pz)left for subsequent steps is redued aordingly:(E + pz)new = (1� z)(E + pz)old ;(E � pz)new = (E � pz)old � m2?z(E + pz)old : (212)The fragmentation funtion f(z), whih expresses the probability that a given z ispiked, ould in priniple be arbitrary | indeed, several suh hoies an be used insidethe program, see below.If one, in addition, requires that the fragmentation proess as a whole should lookthe same, irrespetively of whether the iterative proedure is performed from the q endor the q one, `left{right symmetry', the hoie is essentially unique [And83a℄: the `Lundsymmetri fragmentation funtion',f(z) / 1z za� �1� zz �a� exp �bm2?z ! : (213)There is one separate parameter a for eah avour, with the index � orresponding to the`old' avour in the iteration proess, and � to the `new' avour. It is ustomary to put312



all a�;� the same, and thus arrive at the simpli�ed expressionf(z) / z�1(1� z)a exp(�bm2?=z) : (214)In the program, only two separate a values an be given, that for quark pair produtionand that for diquark one. In addition, there is the b parameter, whih is universal.The expliit mass dependene in f(z) implies a harder fragmentation funtion forheavier hadrons. The asymptoti behaviour of the mean z value for heavy hadrons ishzi � 1� 1 + abm2? : (215)Unfortunately it seems this predits a somewhat harder spetrum for B mesons thanobserved in data. However, Bowler [Bow81℄ has shown, within the framework of theArtru{Mennessier model [Art74℄, that a massive endpoint quark with mass mQ leads toa modi�ation of the symmetri fragmentation funtion, due to the fat that the stringarea swept out is redued for massive endpoint quarks, ompared with massless ditto.The Artru{Mennessier model in priniple only applies for lusters with a ontinuous massspetrum, and does not allow an a term (i.e. a � 0); however, it has been shown [Mor89℄that, for a disrete mass spetrum, one may still retain an e�etive a term. In the programan approximate form with an a term has therefore been used:f(z) / 1z1+rQbm2Q za� �1� zz �a� exp �bm2?z ! : (216)In priniple the predition is that rQ � 1, but so as to be able to extrapolate smoothlybetween this form and the original Lund symmetri one, it is possible to pik rQ separatelyfor  and b hadrons.For future referene we note that the derivation of f(z) as a by-produt also gives theprobability distribution in proper time � of qiqi breakup verties. In terms of � = (��)2,this distribution is P(�) d� / �a exp(�b�) d� ; (217)with the same a and b as above. The exponential deay allows an interpretation in termsof an area law for the olour ux [And98℄.Many di�erent other fragmentation funtions have been proposed, and a few are avail-able as options in the program.� The Field-Feynman parameterization [Fie78℄,f(z) = 1� a + 3a(1� z)2 ; (218)with default value a = 0:77, is intended to be used only for ordinary hadrons madeout of u, d and s quarks.� Sine there are indiations that the shape above is too strongly peaked at z = 0,instead a shape like f(z) = (1 + )(1� z) (219)may be used.� Charm and bottom data learly indiate the need for a harder fragmentation fun-tion for heavy avours. The best known of these is the Peterson/SLAC formula[Pet83℄ f(z) / 1z �1� 1z � �Q1� z �2 ; (220)where �Q is a free parameter, expeted to sale between avours like �Q / 1=m2Q.313



� As a rude alternative, that is also peaked at z = 1, one may usef(z) = (1 + )z : (221)� In [Ed�e97℄, it is argued that the quarks responsible for the olour utuations instepwise diquark prodution annot move along the light-ones. Instead there is anarea of possible starting points for the olour utuation, whih is essentially givenby the proper time of the vertex squared. By summing over all possible startingpoints, one obtains the total weight for the olour utuation. The result is arelative suppression of diquark verties at early times, whih is found to be of theform 1� exp(���), where � � �2� 2 and � � 0:7GeV�2. This result, and espeiallythe value of �, is independent of the fragmentation funtion, f(z), used to reah aspei� �-value. However, if using a f(z) whih implies a small average value h�i,the program implementation is suh that a large fration of the q ! B+qq attemptswill be rejeted. This dilutes the interpretation of the input P (qq)=P (q) parameter,whih needs to be signi�antly enhaned to ompensate for the rejetions.A property of the Lund Symmetri Fragmentation Funtion is that the �rst vertiesprodued near the string ends have a lower h�i than entral verties. Thus an e�etof the low-� suppression is a relative redution of the leading baryons. The e�et issmaller if the baryon is very heavy, as the large mass implies that the �rst vertexalmost reahes the entral region. Thus the leading baryon suppression e�et isredued for - and b jets.12.2.2 Joining the jetsThe f(z) formula above is only valid, for the breakup of a jet system into a hadron plusa remainder-system, when the remainder mass is large. If the fragmentation algorithmwere to be used all the way from the q end to the q one, the mass of the last hadronto be formed at the q end would be ompletely onstrained by energy and momentumonservation, and ould not be on its mass shell. In theory it is known how to take suhe�ets into aount [Ed�e00℄, but the resulting formulae are wholly unsuitable for MonteCarlo implementation.The pratial solution to this problem is to arry out the fragmentation both from theq and the q end, suh that for eah new step in the fragmentation proess, a random hoieis made as to from what side the step is to be taken. If the step is on the q side, then zis interpreted as fration of the remaining E + pz of the system, while z is interpreted asE� pz fration for a step from the q end. At some point, when the remaining mass of thesystem has dropped below a given value, it is deided that the next breakup will produetwo �nal hadrons, rather than a hadron and a remainder-system. Sine the momenta oftwo hadrons are to be seleted, rather than that of one only, there are enough degrees offreedom to have both total energy and total momentum ompletely onserved.The mass at whih the normal fragmentation proess is stopped and the �nal twohadrons formed is not atually a free parameter of the model: it is given by the require-ment that the string everywhere looks the same, i.e. that the rapidity spaing of the �naltwo hadrons, internally and with respet to surrounding hadrons, is the same as elsewherein the fragmentation proess. The stopping mass, for a given setup of fragmentation pa-rameters, has therefore been determined in separate runs. If the fragmentation parametersare hanged, some retuning should be done but, in pratie, reasonable hanges an bemade without any speial arrangements.Consider a fragmentation proess whih has already split o� a number of hadrons fromthe q and q sides, leaving behind a a qiqj remainder system. When this system breaks bythe prodution of a qnqn pair, it is deided to make this pair the �nal one, and produethe last two hadrons qiqn and qnqj, if((E + pz)(E � pz))remaining = W 2rem < W 2min : (222)314



The Wmin is alulated aording toWmin = (Wmin0 +mqi +mqj + kmqn) (1� Æ) : (223)Here Wmin0 is the main free parameter, typially around 1 GeV, determined to give a atrapidity plateau (separately for eah partile speies), while the default k = 2 orrespondsto the mass of the �nal pair being taken fully into aount. Smaller values may also beonsidered, depending on what riteria are used to de�ne the `best' joining of the q andthe q hain. The fator 1�Æ, by default evenly distributed between 0.8 and 1.2, signi�es asmearing of the Wmin value, to avoid an abrupt and unphysial ut-o� in the invariant massdistribution of the �nal two hadrons. Still, this distribution will be somewhat di�erentfrom that of any two adjaent hadrons elsewhere. Due to the ut there will be no tail upto very high masses; there are also fewer events lose to the lower limit, where the twohadrons are formed at rest with respet to eah other.This proedure does not work all that well for heavy avours, sine it does not fullytake into aount the harder fragmentation funtion enountered. Therefore, in additionto the hek above, one further test is performed for harm and heavier avours, as follows.If the hek above allows more partile prodution, a heavy hadron qiqn is formed, leavinga remainder qnqj. The range of allowed z values, i.e. the fration of remaining E+pz thatmay be taken by the qiqn hadron, is onstrained away from 0 and 1 by the qiqn mass andminimal mass of the qnqj system. The limits of the physial z range is obtained whenthe qnqj system only onsists of one single partile, whih then has a well-determinedtransverse mass m(0)? . From the z value obtained with the in�nite-energy fragmentationfuntion formulae, a resaled z0 value between these limits is given byz0 = 12 8>><>>:1 + m2?inW 2rem � m(0)2?njW 2rem +vuuut0�1� m2?inW 2rem � m(0)2?njW 2rem1A2 � 4m2?inW 2remm(0)2?njW 2rem (2z � 1)9>>=>>; : (224)From the z0 value, the atual transverse mass m?nj � m(0)?nj of the qnqj system may bealulated. For more than one partile to be produed out of this system, the requirementm2?nj = (1� z0)  W 2rem � m2?inz0 ! > (mqj +Wmin0)2 + p2? (225)has to be ful�lled. If not, the qnqj system is assumed to ollapse to one single partile.The onsequene of the proedure above is that, the more the in�nite energy fragmen-tation funtion f(z) is peaked lose to z = 1, the more likely it is that only two partilesare produed. The proedure above has been onstruted so that the two-partile frationan be alulated diretly from the shape of f(z) and the (approximate) mass spetrum,but it is not unique. For the symmetri Lund fragmentation funtion, a number of alter-natives tried all give essentially the same result, whereas other fragmentation funtionsmay be more sensitive to details.Assume now that two �nal hadrons have been piked. If the transverse mass of theremainder-system is smaller than the sum of transverse masses of the �nal two hadrons,the whole fragmentation hain is rejeted, and started over from the q and q endpoints.This does not introdue any signi�ant bias, sine the deision to rejet a fragmentationhain only depends on what happens in the very last step, spei�ally that the next-to-laststep took away too muh energy, and not on what happened in the steps before that.If, on the other hand, the remainder-mass is large enough, there are two kinematiallyallowed solutions for the �nal two hadrons: the two mirror images in the rest frame of theremainder-system. Also the hoie between these two solutions is given by the onsistenyrequirements, and an be derived from studies of in�nite energy jets. The probability for315



the reverse ordering, i.e. where the rapidity and the avour orderings disagree, is givenby the area law asPreverse = 11 + eb� where � = �2 � �1 = q(W 2rem �m2?in +m2?nj)2 � 4m2?inm2?nj :(226)For the Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion, b is the familiar parameter, whereas forother funtions the b value beomes an e�etive number to be �tted to the behaviourwhen not in the joining region.When baryon prodution is inluded, some partiular problems arise (also see setion12.1.3). First onsider BB situations. In the na��ve iterative sheme, away from the middleof the event, one already has a quark and is to hose a mathing diquark avour or theother way around. In either ase the hoie of the new avour an be done taking intoaount the number of SU(6) states available for the quark-diquark ombination. For aase where the �nal qnqn breakup is an antidiquark-diquark one, the weights for formingqiqn and qnqi enter at the same time, however. We do not know how to handle thisproblem; what is done is to use weights as usual for the qiqn baryon to selet qn, but thenonsider qnqi as given (or the other way around with equal probability). If qnqi turnsout to be an antidiquark-diquark ombination, the whole fragmentation hain is rejeted,sine we do not know how to form orresponding hadrons. A similar problem arises, andis solved in the same spirit, for a BMB on�guration in whih the B (or B) was hosenas third-last partile. When only two partiles remain to be generated, it is obviously toolate to onsider having a BMB on�guration. This is as it should, however, as an befound by looking at all possible ways a hadron of given rank an be a baryon.While some pratial ompromises have to be aepted in the joining proedure, thefat that the joining takes plae in di�erent parts of the string in di�erent events meansthat, in the end, essentially no visible e�ets remain.12.2.3 String motion and infrared stabilityWe have now disussed the SF sheme for the fragmentation of a simple qq jet system.In order to understand how these results generalize to arbitrary jet systems, it is �rstneessary to understand the string motion for the ase when no fragmentation takesplae. In the following we will assume that quarks as well as gluons are massless, but allarguments an be generalized to massive quarks without too muh problem.For a qq event viewed in the .m. frame, with total energy W , the partons startmoving out bak-to-bak, arrying half the energy eah. As they move apart, energyand momentum is lost to the string. When the partons are a distane W=� apart, allthe energy is stored in the string. The partons now turn around and ome togetheragain with the original momentum vetors reversed. This orresponds to half a periodof the full string motion; the seond half the proess is repeated, mirror-imaged. Forfurther generalizations to multiparton systems, a onvenient desription of the energyand momentum ow is given in terms of `genes' [Art83℄, in�nitesimal pakets of the four-momentum given up by the partons to the string. Genes with pz = E, emitted from the qend in the initial stages of the string motion above, will move in the q diretion with thespeed of light, whereas genes with pz = �E given up by the q will move in the q diretion.Thus, in this simple ase, the diretion of motion for a gene is just opposite to that ofa free partile with the same four-momentum. This is due to the string tension. If thesystem is not viewed in the .m. frame, the rules are that any parton gives up genes withfour-momentum proportional to its own four-momentum, but the diretion of motion ofany gene is given by the momentum diretion of the genes it meets, i.e. that were emittedby the parton at the other end of that partiular string piee. When the q has lost allits energy, the q genes, whih before ould not ath up with q, start impinging on it,316



and the q is pulled bak, areting q genes in the proess. When the q and q meet in theorigin again, they have ompletely traded genes with respet to the initial situation.A 3-jet qqg event initially orresponds to having a string piee strethed between q andg and another between g and q. Gluon four-momentum genes are thus owing towardsthe q and q. Correspondingly, q and q genes are owing towards the g. When the gluonhas lost all its energy, the g genes ontinue moving apart, and instead a third string regionis formed in the `middle' of the total string, onsisting of overlapping q and q genes. Thetwo `orners' on the string, separating the three string regions, are not of the gluon-kinktype: they do not arry any momentum.If this third region would only appear at a time later than the typial time sale forfragmentation, it ould not a�et the sharing of energy between di�erent partiles. Thisis true in the limit of high energy, well separated partons. For a small gluon energy,on the other hand, the third string region appears early, and the overall drawing of thestring beomes fairly 2-jet-like, sine the third string region onsists of q and q genesand therefore behaves exatly as a sting pulled out diretly between the q and q. Inthe limit of vanishing gluon energy, the two initial string regions ollapse to naught, andthe ordinary 2-jet event is reovered [Sj�o84℄. Also for a ollinear gluon, i.e. �qg (or �qg)small, the strething beomes 2-jet-like. In partiular, the q string endpoint �rst movesout a distane pq=� losing genes to the string, and then a further distane pg=�, a �rsthalf areting genes from the g and the seond half re-emitting them. (This latter halfatually inludes yet another string piee; a orresponding piee appears at the q end,suh that half a period of the system involves �ve di�erent string regions.) The end resultis, approximately, that a string is drawn out as if there had only been a single parton withenergy jpq + pgj, suh that the simple 2-jet event again is reovered in the limit �qg ! 0.These properties of the string motion are the reason why the string fragmentation shemeis `infrared safe' with respet to soft or ollinear gluon emission.The disussions for the 3-jet ase an be generalized to the motion of a string with qand q endpoints and an arbitrary number of intermediate gluons. For n partons, whereofn� 2 gluons, the original string ontains n� 1 piees. Anytime one of the original gluonshas lost its energy, a new string region is formed, delineated by a pair of `orners'. Asthe extra `orners' meet eah other, old string regions vanish and new are reated, so thathalf a period of the string ontains 2n2 � 6n + 5 di�erent string regions. Eah of theseregions an be understood simply as built up from the overlap of (opposite-moving) genesfrom two of the original partons, aording to well spei�ed rules.12.2.4 Fragmentation of multiparton systemsThe full mahinery needed for a multiparton system is very ompliated, and is desribedin detail in [Sj�o84℄. The following outline is far from omplete, and is ompliated nonethe-less. The main message to be onveyed is that a Lorentz ovariant algorithm exists forhandling an arbitrary parton on�guration, but that the neessary mahinery is moreomplex than in either luster or independent fragmentation.Assume n partons, with ordering along the string, and related four-momenta, givenby q(p1)g(p2)g(p3) � � � g(pn�1)q(pn). The initial string then ontains n� 1 separate piees.The string piee between the quark and its neighbouring gluon is, in four-momentumspae, spanned by one side with four-momentum p(1)+ = p1 and another with p(1)� = p2=2.The fator of 1/2 in the seond expression omes from the fat that the gluon shares itsenergy between two string piees. The indies `+' and `�' denotes diretion towards theq and q end, respetively. The next string piee, ounted from the quark end, is spannedby p(2)+ = p2=2 and p(2)� = p3=2, and so on, with the last one being p(n�1)+ = pn�1=2 andp(n�1)� = pn.For the algorithm to work, it is important that all p(i)� be light-one-like, i.e. p(i)2� = 0.317



Sine gluons are massless, it is only the two endpoint quarks whih an ause problems.The proedure here is to reate new p� vetors for eah of the two endpoint regions,de�ned to be linear ombinations of the old p� ones for the same region, with oeÆientsdetermined so that the new vetors are light-one-like. De fato, this orresponds toreplaing a massive quark at the end of a string piee with a massless quark at the end ofa somewhat longer string piee. With the exeption of the added �titious piee, whihanyway ends up entirely within the heavy hadron produed from the heavy quark, thestring motion remains unhanged by this.In the ontinued string motion, when new string regions appear as time goes by, the�rst suh string regions that appear an be represented as being spanned by one p(j)+and another p(k)� four-vetor, with j and k not neessarily adjaent. For instane, inthe qgq ase, the `third' string region is spanned by p(1)+ and p(3)� . Later on in the stringevolution history, it is also possible to have regions made up of two p+ or two p� momenta.These appear when an endpoint quark has lost all its original momentum, has aretedthe momentum of an gluon, and is now re-emitting this momentum. In pratie, theseregions may be negleted. Therefore only piees made up by a (p(j)+ ; p(k)� ) pair of momentaare onsidered in the program.The allowed string regions may be ordered in an abstrat parameter plane, where the(j; k) indies of the four-momentum pairs de�ne the position of eah region along thetwo (parameter plane) oordinate axes. In this plane the fragmentation proedure anbe desribed as a sequene of steps, starting at the quark end, where (j; k) = (1; 1), andending at the antiquark one, (j; k) = (n�1; n�1). Eah step is taken from an `old' qi�1qi�1pair prodution vertex, to the prodution vertex of a `new' qiqi pair, and the string pieebetween these two string breaks represent a hadron. Some steps may be taken withinone and the same region, while others may have one vertex in one region and the othervertex in another region. Consisteny requirements, like energy-momentum onservation,ditates that vertex j and k region values be ordered in a monotoni sequene, and thatthe vertex positions are monotonially ordered inside eah region. The four-momentum ofeah hadron an be read o�, for p+ (p�) momenta, by projeting the separation betweenthe old and the new vertex on to the j (k) axis. If the four-momentum fration of p(i)�taken by a hadron is denoted x(i)� , then the total hadron four-momentum is given byp = j2Xj=j1 x(j)+ p(j)+ + k2Xk=k1 x(k)� p(k)� + px1ê(j1k1)x + py1ê(j1k1)y + px2ê(j2k2)x + py2ê(j2k2)y ; (227)for a step from region (j1; k1) to region (j2; k2). By neessity, x(j)+ is unity for a j1 < j < j2,and orrespondingly for x(k)� .The (px; py) pairs are the transverse momenta produed at the two string breaks,and the (êx; êy) pairs four-vetors transverse to the string diretions in the regions of therespetive string breaks: ê(jk)2x = ê(jk)2y = �1 ;ê(jk)x ê(jk)y = ê(jk)x;y p(j)+ = ê(jk)x;y p(k)� = 0 : (228)The fat that the hadron should be on mass shell, p2 = m2, puts one onstraint onwhere a new breakup may be, given that the old one is already known, just as eq. (211)did in the simple 2-jet ase. The remaining degree of freedom is, as before, to be given bythe fragmentation funtion f(z). The interpretation of the z is only well-de�ned for a stepentirely onstrained to one of the initial string regions, however, whih is not enough. Inthe 2-jet ase, the z values an be related to the proper times of string breaks, as follows.The variable � = (��)2, with � the string tension and � the proper time between the318



prodution vertex of the partons and the breakup point, obeys an iterative relation of thekind �0 = 0 ;�i = (1� zi) �i�1 + m2?izi ! : (229)Here �0 represents the value at the q and q endpoints, and �i�1 and �i the values atthe old and new breakup verties needed to produe a hadron with transverse mass m?i,and with the zi of the step hosen aording to f(zi). The proper time an be de�nedin an unambiguous way, also over boundaries between the di�erent string regions, so formultijet events the z variable may be interpreted just as an auxiliary variable needed todetermine the next � value. (In the Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion derivation,the � variable atually does appear naturally, so the hoie is not as arbitrary as it mayseem here.) The mass and � onstraints together are suÆient to determine where thenext string breakup is to be hosen, given the preeding one in the iteration sheme.Atually, several ambiguities remain, but are of no importane for the overall piture.The algorithm for �nding the next breakup then works something like follows. Pika hadron, p?, and z, and alulate the next �. If the old breakup is in the region (j; k),and if the new breakup is also assumed to be in the same region, then the m2 and �onstraints an be reformulated in terms of the frations x(j)+ and x(k)� the hadron musttake of the total four-vetors p(j)+ and p(k)� :m2 = 1 + 2x(j)+ + 3x(k)� + 4x(j)+ x(k)� ;� = d1 + d2x(j)+ + d3x(k)� + d4x(j)+ x(k)� : (230)Here the oeÆients n are fairly simple expressions, obtainable by squaring eq. (227),while dn are slightly more ompliated in that they depend on the position of the oldstring break, but both the n and the dn are expliitly alulable. What remains is anequation system with two unknowns, x(j)+ and x(k)� . The absene of any quadrati terms isdue to the fat that all p(i)2� = 0, i.e. to the hoie of a formulation based on light-one-likelongitudinal vetors. Of the two possible solutions to the equation system (elimination ofone variable gives a seond degree equation in the other), one is unphysial and an bedisarded outright. The other solution is heked for whether the x� values are atuallyinside the physially allowed region, i.e. whether the x� values of the urrent step, pluswhatever has already been used up in previous steps, are less than unity. If yes, a solutionhas been found. If no, it is beause the breakup ould not take plae inside the regionstudied, i.e. beause the equation system was solved for the wrong region. One thereforehas to hange either index j or index k above by one step, i.e. go to the next neareststring region. In this new region, a new equation system of the type in eq. (230) may bewritten down, with new oeÆients. A new solution is found and tested, and so on untila physially aeptable solution is found. The hadron four-momentum is now given byan expression of the type (227). The breakup found forms the starting point for the newstep in the fragmentation hain, and so on. The �nal joining in the middle is done as inthe 2-jet ase, with minor extensions.12.3 Independent FragmentationThe independent fragmentation (IF) approah dates bak to the early seventies [Krz72℄,and gained widespread popularity with the Field-Feynman paper [Fie78℄. Subsequently,IF was the basis for two programs widely used in the early PETRA/PEP days, the Hoyeret al. [Hoy79℄ and the Ali et al. [Ali80℄ programs. Pythia has as (non-default) options awide seletion of independent fragmentation algorithms.319



12.3.1 Fragmentation of a single jetIn the IF approah, it is assumed that the fragmentation of any system of partons an bedesribed as an inoherent sum of independent fragmentation proedures for eah partonseparately. The proess is to be arried out in the overall .m. frame of the jet system,with eah jet fragmentation axis given by the diretion of motion of the orrespondingparton in that frame.Exatly as in string fragmentation, an iterative ansatz an be used to desribe thesuessive prodution of one hadron after the next. Assume that a quark is kiked out bysome hard interation, arrying a well-de�ned amount of energy and momentum. Thisquark jet q is split into a hadron qq1 and a remainder-jet q1, essentially ollinear witheah other. New quark and hadron avours are piked as already desribed. The sharingof energy and momentum is given by some probability distribution f(z), where z is thefration taken by the hadron, leaving 1 � z for the remainder-jet. The remainder-jet isassumed to be just a saled-down version of the original jet, in an average sense. Theproess of splitting o� a hadron an therefore be iterated, to yield a sequene of hadrons.In partiular, the funtion f(z) is assumed to be the same at eah step, i.e. independentof remaining energy. If z is interpreted as the fration of the jet E + pL, i.e. energy pluslongitudinal momentum with respet to the jet axis, this leads to a at entral rapidityplateau dn=dy for a large initial energy.Fragmentation funtions an be hosen among those listed above for string fragmen-tation, but also here the default is the Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion.The normal z interpretation means that a hoie of a z value lose to 0 orresponds to apartile moving bakwards, i.e. with pL < 0. It makes sense to allow only the prodution ofpartiles with pL > 0, but to expliitly onstrain z aordingly would destroy longitudinalinvariane. The most straightforward way out is to allow all z values but disard hadronswith pL < 0. Flavour, transverse momentum and E + pL arried by these hadrons are`lost' for the forward jet. The average energy of the �nal jet omes out roughly rightthis way, with a spread of 1{2 GeV around the mean. The jet longitudinal momentumis dereased, however, sine the jet aquires an e�etive mass during the fragmentationproedure. For a 2-jet event this is as it should be, at least on average, beause also themomentum of the ompensating opposite-side parton is dereased.Flavour is onserved loally in eah qiqi splitting, but not in the jet as a whole. Firstof all, there is going to be a last meson qn�1qn generated in the jet, and that will leavebehind an unpaired quark avour qn. Independent fragmetation does not speify the fateof this quark. Seondly, also a meson in the middle of the avour hain may be seletedwith suh a small z value that it obtains pL < 0 and is rejeted. Thus a u quark jet ofharge 2=3 need not only gives jets of harge 0 or 1, but also of �1 or +2, or even higher.Like with the jet longitudinal momentum above, one ould imagine this ompensated byother jets in the event.It is also assumed that transverse momentum is loally onserved, i.e. the net p?of the qiqi pair as a whole is assumed to be vanishing. The p? of the qi is taken tobe a Gaussian in the two transverse degrees of freedom separately, with the transversemomentum of a hadron obtained by the sum of onstituent quark transverse momenta.The total p? of a jet an utuate for the same two reasons as disussed above for avour.Furthermore, in some senarios one may wish to have the same p? distribution for the�rst-rank hadron qq1 as for subsequent ones, in whih ase also the original q should beassigned an unpaired p? aording to a Gaussian.Within the IF framework, there is no unique reipe for how gluon jet fragmentationshould be handled. One possibility is to treat it exatly like a quark jet, with the initialquark avour hosen at random among u, u, d, d, s and s, inluding the ordinary s quarksuppression fator. Sine the gluon is supposed to fragment more softly than a quarkjet, the fragmentation funtion may be hosen independently. Another ommon option320



is to split the g jet into a pair of parallel q and q ones, sharing the energy, e.g. as in aperturbative branhing g ! qq, i.e. f(z) / z2 + (1 � z)2. The fragmentation funtionould still be hosen independently, if so desired. Further, in either ase the fragmentationp? ould be hosen to have a di�erent mean.12.3.2 Fragmentation of a jet systemIn a system of many jets, eah jet is fragmented independently. Sine eah jet by itselfdoes not onserve the avour, energy and momentum, as we have seen, then neither doesa system of jets. At the end of the generation, speial algorithms are therefore used topath this up. The hoie of approah has major onsequenes, e.g. for event shapes and�s determinations [Sj�o84a℄.Little attention is usually given to avour onservation, and we only o�er one sheme.When the fragmentation of all jets has been performed, independently of eah other,the net initial avour omposition, i.e. number of u quarks minus number of u quarkset., is ompared with the net �nal avour omposition. In ase of an imbalane, theavours of the hadron with lowest three-momentum are removed, and the imbalane isre-evaluated. If the remaining imbalane ould be ompensated by a suitable hoie ofnew avours for this hadron, avours are so hosen, a new mass is found and the newenergy an be evaluated, keeping the three-momentum of the original hadron. If theremoval of avours from the hadron with lowest momentum is not enough, avours areremoved from the one with next-lowest momentum, and so on until enough freedom isobtained, whereafter the neessary avours are reombined at random to form the newhadrons. Oasionally one extra qiqi pair must be reated, whih is then done aordingto the ustomary probabilities.Several di�erent shemes for energy and momentum onservation have been devised.One [Hoy79℄ is to onserve transverse momentum loally within eah jet, so that the �nalmomentum vetor of a jet is always parallel with that of the orresponding parton. Thenlongitudinal momenta may be resaled separately for partiles within eah jet, suh thatthe ratio of resaled jet momentum to initial parton momentum is the same in all jets.Sine the initial partons had net vanishing three-momentum, so do now the hadrons. Theresaling fators may be hosen suh that also energy omes out right. Another ommonapproah [Ali80℄ is to boost the event to the frame where the total hadroni momentumis vanishing. After that, energy onservation an be obtained by resaling all partilethree-momenta by a ommon fator.The number of possible shemes is in�nite. Two further options are available in theprogram. One is to shift all partile three-momenta by a ommon amount to give netvanishing momentum, and then resale as before. Another is to shift all partile three-momenta, for eah partile by an amount proportional to the longitudinal mass withrespet to the imbalane diretion, and with overall magnitude seleted to give momentumonservation, and then resale as before. In addition, there is a hoie of whether to treatseparate olour singlets (like qq0 and q0q in a qqq0q0 event) separately or as one single bigsystem.A serious oneptual weakness of the IF framework is the issue of Lorentz invariane.The outome of the fragmentation proedure depends on the oordinate frame hosen,a problem irumvented by requiring fragmentation always to be arried out in the .m.frame. This is a onsistent proedure for 2-jet events, but only a tehnial trik formultijets.It should be noted, however, that a Lorentz ovariant generalization of the independentfragmentation model exists, in whih separate `gluon-type' and `quark-type' strings areused, the Montvay sheme [Mon79℄. The `quark string' is haraterized by the ordinarystring onstant �, whereas a `gluon string' is taken to have a string onstant �g. If �g > 2�it is always energetially favourable to split a gluon string into two quark ones, and the321



ordinary Lund string model is reovered. Otherwise, for a 3-jet qqg event the threedi�erent string piees are joined at a juntion. The motion of this juntion is given by theomposant of string tensions ating on it. In partiular, it is always possible to boost anevent to a frame where this juntion is at rest. In this frame, muh of the standard na��veIF piture holds for the fragmentation of the three jets; additionally, a orret treatmentwould automatially give avour, momentum and energy onservation. Unfortunately,the simpliity is lost when studying events with several gluon jets. In general, eah eventwill ontain a number of di�erent juntions, resulting in a polypod shape with a numberof quark and gluons strings stiking out from a skeleton of gluon strings. With the shiftof emphasis from three-parton to multi-parton on�gurations, the simple option existingin Jetset 6.3 therefore is no longer inluded.A seond oneptual weakness of IF is the issue of ollinear divergenes. In a parton-shower piture, where a quark or gluon is expeted to branh into several reasonablyollimated partons, the independent fragmentation of one single parton or of a bunh ofollinear ones gives quite di�erent outomes, e.g. with a muh larger hadron multipliityin the latter ase. It is oneivable that a di�erent set of fragmentation funtions ould beonstruted in the shower ase in order to irumvent this problem (loal parton{hadronduality [Dok89℄ would orrespond to having f(z) = Æ(z � 1)).12.4 Other Fragmentation AspetsHere some further aspets are onsidered.12.4.1 Small mass systemsA hadroni event is onventionally subdivided into sets of partons that form separateolour singlets. These sets are represented by strings, that e.g. streth from a quark endvia a number of intermediate gluons to an antiquark end. Three string mass regions maybe distinguished for the hadronization.1. Normal string fragmentation. In the ideal situation, eah string has a large invariantmass. Then the standard iterative fragmentation sheme above works well. Inpratie, this approah an be used for all strings above some ut-o� mass of a fewGeV.2. Cluster deay. If a string is produed with a small invariant mass, maybe onlytwo-body �nal states are kinematially aessible. The traditional iterative Lundsheme is then not appliable. We all suh a low-mass string a luster, and onsiderit separately from above. The modelling is still intended to give a smooth math onto the standard string sheme in the high-luster-mass limit [Nor98℄.3. Cluster ollapse. This is the extreme ase of the above situation, where the stringmass is so small that the luster annot deay into two hadrons. It is then assumedto ollapse diretly into a single hadron, whih inherits the avour ontent of thestring endpoints. The original ontinuum of string/luster masses is replaed by adisrete set of hadron masses. Energy and momentum then annot be onservedinside the luster, but must be exhanged with the rest of the event [Nor98℄.String systems below a threshold mass are handled by the luster mahinery. In it, anattempt is �rst made to produe two hadrons, by having the string break in the middleby the prodution of a new qq pair, with avours and hadron spins seleted aordingto the normal string rules. If the sum of the hadron masses is larger than the lustermass, repeated attempts an be made to �nd allowed hadrons; the default is two tries. Ifan allowed set is found, the angular distribution of the deay produts in the luster restframed is piked isotropially near the threshold, but then gradually more elongated alongthe string diretion, to provide a smooth math to the string desription at larger masses.322



This also inludes a forward{bakward asymmetry, so that eah hadron is preferentiallyin the same hemisphere as the respetive original quark it inherits.If the attempts to �nd two hadrons fail, one single hadron is formed from the givenavour ontent. The basi strategy thereafter is to exhange some minimal amount ofenergy and momentum between the ollapsing luster and other string piees in the neigh-bourhood. The momentum transfer an be in either diretion, depending on whether thehadron is lighter or heavier than the luster it omes from. When lighter, the exess mo-mentum is split o� and put as an extra `gluon' on the nearest string piee, where `nearest'is de�ned by a spae{time history-based distane measure. When the hadron is heavier,momentum is instead borrowed from the endpoints of the nearest string piee.The free parameters of the model an be tuned to data, espeially to the signi�antasymmetries observed between the prodution of D and D mesons in ��p ollisions, withhadrons that share some of the �� avour ontent very muh favoured at large xF in the�� fragmentation region [Ada93℄. These spetra and asymmetries are losely related tothe luster ollapse mehanism, and also to other e�ets of the olour topology of theevent (`beam drag') [Nor98℄. The most diret parameters are the hoie of ompensationsheme (MSTJ(16)), the number of attempts to �nd a kinematially valid two-body de-ay (MSTJ(16)) and the border between luster and string desriptions (PARJ(32)). Alsomany other parameters enter the desription, however, suh as the e�etive harm mass(PMAS(4,1)), the quark onstituent masses (PARF(101) - PARF(105)), the beam rem-nant struture (MSTP(91) - MSTP(94) and PARP(91) - PARP(100)) and the standardstring fragmentation parameters.The luster ollapse is supposed to be a part of multipartile prodution. It is notintended for exlusive prodution hannels, and may there give quite misleading results.For instane, a  quark pair produed in a  ollision ould well be ollapsed to asingle J= if the invariant mass is small enough, even though the proess  ! J= intheory is forbidden by spin{parity{harge onsiderations. Furthermore, properties suhas strong isospin are not onsidered in the string fragmentation piture (only its thirdomponent, i.e. avour onservation), neither when one nor when many partiles areprodued. For multipartile states this should matter little, sine the isospin then will beduly randomized, but properly it would forbid the prodution of several one- or two-bodystates that urrently are generated.12.4.2 Interonnetion E�etsThe widths of the W, Z and t are all of the order of 2 GeV. A standard model Higgs witha mass above 200 GeV, as well as many supersymmetri and other beyond the standardmodel partiles would also have widths in the multi-GeV range. Not far from threshold,the typial deay times � = 1=� � 0:1 fm � �had � 1 fm. Thus hadroni deay systemsoverlap, between a resonane and the underlying event, or between pairs of resonanes,so that the �nal state may not ontain independent resonane deays.So far, studies have mainly been performed in the ontext of W pair prodution atLEP2. Pragmatially, one may here distinguish three main eras for suh interonnetion:1. Perturbative: this is suppressed for gluon energies ! > � by propagator/timesalee�ets; thus only soft gluons may ontribute appreiably.2. Nonperturbative in the hadroformation proess: normally modelled by a olourrearrangement between the partons produed in the two resonane deays and inthe subsequent parton showers.3. Nonperturbative in the purely hadroni phase: best exempli�ed by Bose{Einsteine�ets; see next setion.The above topis are deeply related to the unsolved problems of strong interations:on�nement dynamis, 1=N2C e�ets, quantum mehanial interferenes, et. Thus theyo�er an opportunity to study the dynamis of unstable partiles, and new ways to probe323



on�nement dynamis in spae and time [Gus88, Sj�o94℄, but they also risk to limit or evenspoil preision measurements.The reonnetion senarios outlined in [Sj�o94a℄ are now available, plus also an optionalong the lines suggested in [Gus94℄. Currently they an only be invoked in proess 25,e+e� ! W+W� ! q1q2q3q4, whih is the most interesting one for the foreseeable future.(Proess 22, e+e� ! �=Z0 �=Z0 ! q1q1q2q2 an also be used, but the travel distane isalulated based only on the Z0 propagator part. Thus, the desription in senarios I, IIand II0 below would not be sensible e.g. for a light-mass �� pair.) If normally the eventis onsidered as onsisting of two separate olour singlets, q1q2 from the W+ and q3q4from the W�, a olour rearrangement an give two new olour singlets q1q4 and q3q2. Ittherefore leads to a di�erent hadroni �nal state, although di�erenes usually turn outto be subtle and diÆult to isolate [Nor97℄. When also gluon emission is onsidered, thenumber of potential reonnetion topologies inreases.Sine hadronization is not understood from �rst priniples, it is important to rememberthat we deal with model building rather than exat alulations. We will use the standardLund string fragmentation model [And83℄ as a starting point, but have to extend itonsiderably. The string is here to be viewed as a Lorentz ovariant representation of alinear on�nement �eld.The string desription is entirely probabilisti, i.e. any negative-sign interferene ef-fets are absent. This means that the original olour singlets q1q2 and q3q4 may transmuteto new singlets q1q4 and q3q2, but that any e�ets e.g. of q1q3 or q2q4 dipoles are absent.In this respet, the nonperturbative disussion is more limited in outlook than a orre-sponding perturbative one. However, note that dipoles suh as q1q3 do not orrespond toolour singlets, and an therefore not survive in the long-distane limit of the theory, i.e.they have to disappear in the hadronization phase.The imagined time sequene is the following. The W+ and W� y apart from theirommon prodution vertex and deay at some distane. Around eah of these deay ver-ties, a perturbative parton shower evolves from an original qq pair. The typial distanethat a virtual parton (of mass m � 10 GeV, say, so that it an produe separate jets inthe hadroni �nal state) travels before branhing is omparable with the average W+W�separation, but shorter than the fragmentation time. Eah W an therefore e�etivelybe viewed as instantaneously deaying into a string spanned between the partons, from aquark end via a number of intermediate gluons to the antiquark end. The strings expand,both transversely and longitudinally, at a speed limited by that of light. They eventuallyfragment into hadrons and disappear. Before that time, however, the string from theW+ and the one from the W� may overlap. If so, there is some probability for a olourreonnetion to our in the overlap region. The fragmentation proess is then modi�ed.The Lund string model does not onstrain the nature of the string fully. At oneextreme, the string may be viewed as an elongated bag, i.e. as a ux tube without anypronouned internal struture. At the other extreme, the string ontains a very thin ore,a vortex line, whih arries all the topologial information, while the energy is distributedover a larger surrounding region. The latter alternative is the hromoeletri analogueto the magneti ux lines in a type II superondutor, whereas the former one is moreakin to the struture of a type I superondutor. We use them as starting points for twoontrasting approahes, with nomenlature inspired by the superondutor analogy.In senario I, the reonnetion probability is proportional to the spae{time volumeover whih the W+ and W� strings overlap, with saturation at unit probability. Thisprobability is alulated as follows. In the rest frame of a string piee expanding alongthe �z diretion, the olour �eld strength is assumed to be given by
(x; t) = exp n�(x2 + y2)=2r2hado �(t� jxj) exp n�(t2 � z2)=� 2frago : (231)The �rst fator gives a Gaussian fall-o� in the transverse diretions, with a string widthrhad � 0:5 fm of typial hadroni dimensions. The time retardation fator �(t � jxj)324



ensures that information on the deay of the W spreads outwards with the speed of light.The last fator gives the probability that the string has not yet fragmented at a givenproper time along the string axis, with �frag � 1:5 fm. For a string piee e.g. from the W+deay, this �eld strength has to be appropriately rotated, boosted and displaed to theW+ deay vertex. In addition, sine the W+ string an be made up of many piees, thestring �eld strength 
+max(x; t) is de�ned as the maximum of all the ontributing 
+'s inthe given point. The probability for a reonnetion to our is now given byPreon = 1� exp��kI Z d3xdt 
+max(x; t) 
�max(x; t)� ; (232)where kI is a free parameter. If a reonnetion ours, the spae{time point for thisreonnetion is seleted aording to the di�erential probability 
+max(x; t) 
�max(x; t). Thisde�nes the string piees involved and the new olour singlets.In senario II it is assumed that reonnetions an only take plae when the oreregions of two string piees ross eah other. This means that the transverse extent ofstrings an be negleted, whih leads to onsiderable simpli�ations ompared with theprevious senario. The position of a string piee at time t is desribed by a one-parameterset x(t; �), where 0 � � � 1 is used to denote the position along the string. To �ndwhether two string piees i and j from the W+ and W� deays ross, it is suÆient tosolve the equation system x+i (t; �+) = x�j (t; ��) and to hek that this (unique) solution isin the physially allowed domain. Further, it is required that neither string piee has hadtime to fragment, whih gives two extra suppression fators of the form expf�� 2=� 2fragg,with � the proper lifetime of eah string piee at the point of rossing, i.e. as in senario I.If there are several string rossings, only the one that ours �rst is retained. The II0senario is a variant of senario II, with the requirement that a reonnetion is allowedonly if it leads to a redution of the string length.Other models inlude a simpli�ed implementation of the `GH' model [Gus94℄, wherethe reonnetion is seleted solely based on the riterion of a redued string length. The`instantaneous' and `intermediate' senarios are two toy models. In the former (whih isequivalent to that in [Gus88℄) the two reonneted systems q1q4 and q3q2 are immediatelyformed and then subsequently shower and fragment independently of eah other. In thelatter, a reonnetion ours between the shower and fragmentation stages. One has tobear in mind that the last two `optimisti' (from the onnetometry point of view) toyapproahes are oversimpli�ed extremes and are not supposed to orrespond to the truenature. These senarios may be useful for referene purposes, but are essentially alreadyexluded by data.While interonnetion e�ets are primarily viewed as hadronization physis, their im-plementation is tightly oupled to the event generation of a few spei� proesses, and notto the generi handronization mahinery. Therefore the relevant main swith MSTP(115)and parameters PARP(115) - PARP(120) are desribed in subsetion 9.3.12.4.3 Bose{Einstein e�etsA rude option for the simulation of Bose{Einstein e�ets is inluded sine long, but isturned o� by default. In view of its shortomings, alternative desriptions have beenintrodued that try to overome at least some of them [L�on95℄.The detailed BE physis is not that well understood, see e.g. [L�or89℄. What is o�eredis an algorithm, more than just a parameterization (sine very spei� assumptions andhoies have been made), and yet less than a true model (sine the underlying physispiture is rather fuzzy). In this sheme, the fragmentation is allowed to proeed as usual,and so is the deay of short-lived partiles like �. Then pairs of idential partiles, �+say, are onsidered one by one. The Qij value of a pair i and j is evaluated,Qij = q(pi + pj)2 � 4m2 ; (233)325



where m is the ommon partile mass. A shifted (smaller) Q0ij is then to be found suhthat the (in�nite statistis) ratio f2(Q) of shifted to unshifted Q distributions is given bythe requested parameterization. The shape may be hosen either exponential or Gaussian,f2(Q) = 1 + � exp (�(Q=d)r) ; r = 1 or 2 : (234)(In fat, the distribution has to dip slightly below unity at Q values outside the Boseenhanement region, from onservation of total multipliity.) If the inlusive distributionof Qij values is assumed given just by phase spae, at least at small relative momentumthen, with d3p=E / Q2 dQ=pQ2 + 4m2, then Q0ij is found as the solution to the equationZ Qij0 Q2 dQpQ2 + 4m2 = Z Q0ij0 f2(Q) Q2 dQpQ2 + 4m2 : (235)The hange of Qij an be translated into an e�etive shift of the three-momenta of thetwo partiles, if one uses as extra onstraint that the total three-momentum of eah pairbe onserved in the .m. frame of the event. Only after all pairwise momentum shiftshave been evaluated, with respet to the original momenta, are these momenta atuallyshifted, for eah partile by the (three-momentum) sum of evaluated shifts. The totalenergy of the event is slightly redued in the proess, whih is ompensated by an overallresaling of all .m. frame momentum vetors. It an be disussed whih are the partilesto involve in this resaling. Currently the only exeptions to using everything are leptonsand neutrinos oming from resonane deays (suh as W's) and photons radiated byleptons (also in initial state radiation). Finally, the deay hain is resumed with morelong-lived partiles like �0.Two omments an be made. The Bose{Einstein e�et is here interpreted almost as alassial fore ating on the `�nal state', rather than as a quantum mehanial phenomenonon the prodution amplitude. This is not a redo, but just an ansatz to make thingsmanageable. Also, sine only pairwise interations are onsidered, the e�ets assoiatedwith three or more nearby partiles tend to get overestimated. (More exat, but alsomore time-onsuming methods may be found in [Zaj87℄.) Thus the input � may haveto be hosen smaller than what one wants to get out. (On the other hand, many of thepairs of an event ontains at least one partile produed in some seondary vertex, like aD deay. This redues the fration of pairs whih may ontribute to the Bose{Einsteine�ets, and thus redues the potential signal.) This option should therefore be used withaution, and only as a �rst approximation to what Bose{Einstein e�ets an mean.Probably the largest weakness of the above approah is the issue how to onserve thetotal four-momentum. It preserves three-momentum loally, but at the expense of notonserving energy. The subsequent resaling of all momenta by a ommon fator (in therest frame of the event) to restore energy onservation is purely ad ho. For studies of asingle Z0 deay, it an plausibly be argued that suh a resaling does minimal harm. Thesame need not hold for a pair of resonanes. Indeed, studies [L�on95℄ show that this globalresaling sheme, whih we will denote BE0, introdues an arti�ial negative shift in thereonstruted W mass, making it diÆult (although doable) to study the true BE e�etsin this ase. This is one reason to onsider alternatives.The global resaling is also running ounter to our philosophy that BE e�ets shouldbe loal. To be more spei�, we assume that the energy density of the string is a �xedquantity. To the extent that a pair of partiles have their four-momenta slightly shifted,the string should at as a `ommuting vessel', providing the di�erene to other partilesprodued in the same loal region of the string. What this means in reality is still notompletely spei�ed, so further assumptions are neessary. In the following we disussfour possible algorithms, whereof the last two are based stritly on the loal onservationaspet above, while the �rst two are attempting a slightly di�erent twist to the loality326



onept. All are based on alulating an additional shift Ærlk for some pairs of partiles,where partiles k and l need not be idential bosons. In the end eah partile momentumwill then be shifted to p0i = pi + Pj 6=i Æpji + �Pk 6=i Ærki , with the parameter � adjustedseparately for eah event so that the total energy is onserved.In the �rst approah we emulate the ritiism of the global event weight methods withweights always above unity, as being intrinsially unstable. It appears more plausible thatweights utuate above and below unity. For instane, the simple pair symmetrizationweight is 1+os(�x ��p), with the 1+� exp(�Q2R2) form only obtained after integrationover a Gaussian soure. Non-Gaussian soures give osillatory behavioursIf weights above unity orrespond to a shift of pairs towards smaller relative Q values,the below-unity weights instead give a shift towards larger Q. One therefore is lead to apiture where very nearby idential partiles are shifted loser, those somewhat furtherare shifted apart, those even further yet again shifted loser, and so on. Probably theosillations dampen out rather quikly, as indiated both by data and by the global modelstudies. We therefore simplify by simulating only the �rst peak and dip. Furthermore, toinlude the desired damping and to make ontat with our normal generation algorithm(for simpliity), we retain the Gaussian form, but the standard f2(Q) = 1+� exp(�Q2R2)is multiplied by a further fator 1+�� exp(�Q2R2=9). The fator 1=9 in the exponential,i.e. a fator 3 di�erene in the Q variable, is onsistent with data and also with what onemight expet from a dampened os form, but should be viewed more as a simple ansatzthan having any deep meaning.In the algorithm, whih we denote BE3, Ærji is then non-zero only for pairs of identialbosons, and is alulated in the same way as Æpji , with the additional fator 1=9 in theexponential. As explained above, the Ærji shifts are then saled by a ommon fator �that ensures total energy onservation. It turns out that the average � needed is � �0:2.The negative sign is exatly what we want to ensure that Ærji orresponds to shifting apair apart, while the order of � is onsistent with the expeted inrease in the numberof a�eted pairs when a smaller e�etive radius R=3 is used. One shortoming of themethod, as implemented here, is that the input f2(0) is not quite 2 for � = 1 but rather(1 + �)(1 + ��) � 1:6. This ould be solved by starting o� with an input � somewhatabove unity.The seond algorithm, denoted BE32, is a modi�ation of the BE3 form intended togive f2(0) = 1 + �. The ansatz isf2(Q) = n1 + � exp(�Q2R2)o n1 + �� exp(�Q2R2=9) �1� exp(�Q2R2=4)�o ; (236)applied to idential pairs. The ombination exp(�Q2R2=9) (1� exp(�Q2R2=4)) an beviewed as a Gaussian, smeared-out representation of the �rst dip of the os funtion. Asa tehnial trik, the Ærji are found as in the BE3 algorithm and thereafter saled down bythe 1 � exp(�Q2R2=4) fator. (This proedure does not quite reprodue the formalismof eq. (235), but omes suÆiently lose for our purpose, given that the ansatz form initself is somewhat arbitrary.) One should note that, even with the above improvementrelative to the BE3 sheme, the observable two-partile orrelation is lower at small Qthan in the BE0 algorithm, so some further tuning of � ould be required. In this sheme,h�i � �0:25.In the other two shemes, the original form of f2(Q) is retained, and the energy isinstead onserved by piking another pair of partiles that are shifted apart appropriately.That is, for eah pair of idential partiles i and j, a pair of non-idential partiles, k andl, neither idential to i or j, is found in the neighbourhood of i and j. For eah shift Æpji , aorresponding Ærlk is found so that the total energy and momentum in the i; j; k; l system isonserved. However, the atual momentum shift of a partile is formed as the omposantof many ontributions, so the above pair ompensation mehanism is not perfet. Themismath is reeted in a non-unit value � used to resale the Ærlk terms.327



The k; l pair should be the partiles `losest' to the pair a�eted by the BE shift, in thespirit of loal energy onservation. One option would here have been to `look behind thesenes' and use information on the order of prodution along the string. However, onedeays of short-lived partiles are inluded, suh an approah would still need arbitraryfurther rules. We therefore stay with the simplifying priniple of only using the produedpartiles.Looking at W+W� (or Z0Z0) events and a pair i; j with both partiles from the sameW, it is not obvious whether the pair k; l should also be seleted only from this W or if allpossible pairs should be onsidered. Below we have hosen the latter as default behaviour,but the former alternative is also studied below.One obvious measure of loseness is small invariant mass. A �rst hoie would thenbe to pik the ombination that minimizes the invariant mass mijkl of all four partiles.However, suh a proedure does not reprodue the input f2(Q) shape very well: both thepeak height and peak width are signi�antly redued, ompared with what happens inthe BE0 algorithm. The main reason is that either of k or l may have partiles identialto itself in its loal neighbourhood. The momentum ompensation shift of k is at random,more or less, and therefore tends to smear the BE signal that ould be introdued relativeto k's idential partner. Note that, if k and its partner are very lose in Q to startwith, the relative hange ÆQ required to produe a signi�ant BE e�et is very small,approximately ÆQ / Q. The momentum ompensation shift on k an therefore easilybeome larger than the BE shift proper.It is therefore neessary to disfavour momentum ompensation shifts that break uplose idential pairs. One alternative would have been to share the momentum onser-vation shifts suitably inside suh pairs. We have taken a simpler ourse, by introduinga suppression fator 1 � exp(�Q2kR2) for partile k, where Qk is the Q value between kand its nearest idential partner. The form is �xed suh that a Qk = 0 is forbidden andthen the rise mathes the shape of the BE distribution itself. Spei�ally, in the thirdalgorithm, BEm, the pair k; l is hosen so that the measureWijkl = (1� exp(�Q2kR2))(1� exp(�Q2lR2))m2ijkl (237)is maximized. The average � value required to resale for the e�et of multiple shifts is0.73, i.e. somewhat below unity.The BE� algorithm is inspired by the so-alled � measure [And89℄ (not the be onfusedwith the � parameter of f2(Q)). It orresponds to a string length in the Lund stringfragmentation framework. It an be shown that partons in a string are olour-onnetedin a way that tends to minimize this measure. The same is true for the ordering of theprodued hadrons, although with large utuations. As above, having idential partilesnearby to k; l gives undesirable side e�ets. Therefore the seletion is made so thatWijkl = (1� exp(�Q2kR2))(1� exp(�Q2lR2))min(12 permutations)(mijmjkmkl; mijmjlmlk; : : :) (238)is maximized. The denominator is intended to orrespond to exp(�). For ases wherepartiles i and j omes from the same string, this would favour ompensating the energyusing partiles that are lose by and in the same string. We �nd h�i � 0:73, as above.The main swithes and parameters a�eting the Bose{Einstein algorithm are MSTJ(51)- MSTJ(57) and PARJ(91) - PARJ(96).
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13 Partiles and Their DeaysPartiles are the building bloks from whih events are onstruted. We here use theword `partile' in its broadest sense, i.e. inluding partons, resonanes, hadrons, and soon, subgroups we will desribe in the following. Eah partile is haraterized by somequantities, suh as harge and mass. In addition, many of the partiles are unstable andsubsequently deay. This setion ontains a survey of the partile ontent of the programs,and the partile properties assumed. In partiular, the deay treatment is disussed. Somepartile and deay properties form part already of the hard subproess desription, andare therefore desribed in setions 6, 7 and 8.13.1 The Partile ContentIn order to desribe both urrent and potential future physis, a number of di�erentpartiles are needed. A list of some partiles, along with their odes, is given in setion5.1. Here we therefore emphasize the generality rather than the details.Four full generations of quarks and leptons are inluded in the program, althoughindiations from LEP strongly suggest that only three exist in Nature. The PDG namingonvention for the fourth generation is to repeat the third one but with a prime: b0, t0 � 0and � 0� . Quarks may appear either singly or in pairs; the latter are alled diquarks andare haraterized by their avour ontent and their spin. A diquark is always assumed tobe in a olour antitriplet state.The olour neutral hadrons may be build up from the �ve lighter oloured quarks (anddiquarks). Six full meson multiplets are inluded and two baryon ones, see setion 12.1.In addition, K0S and K0L are onsidered as separate partiles oming from the `deay' ofK0 and K0 (or, oasionally, produed diretly).Other partiles from the Standard Model inlude the gluon g, the photon , theintermediate gauge bosons Z0 and W�, and the standard Higgs h0. Non-standard partilesinlude additional gauge bosons, Z00 and W0�, additional Higgs bosons H0, A0 and H�,a leptoquark LQ a horizontal gauge boson R0, tehniolor and supersymmetri partiles,and more.From the point of view of usage inside the programs, partiles may be subdivided intothree lasses, partly overlapping.1. A parton is generially any objet whih may be found in the wave funtion of theinoming beams, and may partiipate in initial- or �nal-state showers. This inludeswhat is normally meant by partons, i.e. quarks and gluons, but here also leptons andphotons. In a few ases other partiles may be lassi�ed as partons in this sense.2. A resonane is an unstable partile produed as part of the hard proess, and wherethe deay treatment normally is also part of the hard proess. Resonane partialwidths are perturbatively alulable, and therefore it is possible to dynamiallyrealulate branhing ratios as a funtion of the mass assigned to a resonane. Res-onanes inludes partiles like the Z0 and other massive gauge bosons and Higgspartiles, in fat everything with a mass above the b quark and additionally also alighter �.3. Hadrons and their deay produts, i.e. mesons and baryons produed either in thefragmentation proess, in seondary deays or as part of the beam remnant treat-ment, but not diretly as part of the hard proess (exept in a few speial ases).Hadrons may be stable or unstable. Branhing ratios are not assumed perturbativelyalulable, and an therefore be set freely. Also leptons and photons produed indeays belong to this lass. In pratie, this inludes everything up to and inludingb quarks in mass (exept a light �, see above).Usually the subdivision above is easy to understand and gives you the ontrol youwould expet. Thus the restrition on the allowed deay modes of a resonane will diretly329



a�et the ross setion of a proess, while this is not the ase for an ordinary hadron,sine in the latter ase there is no preise theory knowledge on the set of deay modesand branhing ratios.13.2 Masses, Widths and Lifetimes13.2.1 MassesQuark masses are not partiularly well de�ned. In the program it is neessary to makeuse of three kinds of masses, kinematial, running urrent algebra ones and onstituentones. The �rst ones are relevant for the kinematis in hard proesses, e.g. in gg ! ,and are partly �xed by suh onsiderations [Nor98℄. The seond de�ne ouplings to Higgspartiles, and also other mass-related ouplings in models for physis beyond the standardmodel. Both these kinds diretly a�et ross setions in proesses. Constituent masses,�nally, are used to derive the masses of hadrons, for some not yet found ones, and e.g. togauge the remainder mass below whih the �nal two hadrons are to be produed in stringfragmentation.The �rst set of values are the ones stored in the standard mass array PMAS. The start-ing values of the running masses are stored in PARF(91) - PARF(96), with the runningalulated in the PYMRUN funtion. Constituent masses are also stored in the PARF array,above position 101. We maintain this distintion for the �ve �rst avours, and partly fortop, using the following values by default:quark kinematial urrent algebra mass onstituent massd 0.33 GeV 0.0099 GeV 0.325 GeVu 0.33 GeV 0.0056 GeV 0.325 GeVs 0.5 GeV 0.199 GeV 0.5 GeV 1.5 GeV 1.35 GeV 1.6 GeVb 4.8 GeV 4.5 GeV 5.0 GeVt 175 GeV 165 GeV |For top no onstituent mass is de�ned, sine it does not form hadrons. For hypothetialfourth generation quarks only one set of mass values is used, namely the one in PMAS.Constituent masses for diquarks are de�ned as the sum of the respetive quark masses.The gluon is always assumed massless.Partile masses, when known, are taken from ref. [PDG96℄. Hypothesized partiles,suh as fourth generation fermions and Higgs bosons, are assigned some not unreasonableset of default values, in the sense of where you want to searh for them in the not toodistant future. Here it is understood that you will go in and hange the default valuesaording to your own opinions at the beginning of a run.The total number of hadrons in the program is very large, whereof some are not yetdisovered (like harm and bottom baryons). There the masses are built up, when needed,from the onstituent masses. For this purpose one uses formulae of the type [DeR75℄m = m0 +Xi mi + km2dXi<j h�i � �jimimj ; (239)i.e. one onstant term, a sum over onstituent masses and a spin-spin interation term foreah quark pair in the hadron. The onstants m0 and k are �tted from known masses,treating mesons and baryons separately. For mesons with orbital angular momentumL = 1 the spin-spin oupling is assumed vanishing, and only m0 is �tted. One may alsode�ne `onstituent diquarks masses' using the formula above, with a k value 2=3 that ofbaryons. The default values are: 330



multiplet m0 kpseudosalars and vetors 0. 0.16 GeVaxial vetors (S = 0) 0.50 GeV 0.salars 0.45 GeV 0.axial vetors (S = 1) 0.55 GeV 0.tensors 0.60 GeV 0.baryons 0.11 GeV 0.048 GeVdiquarks 0.077 GeV 0.048 GeV.Unlike earlier versions of the program, the atual hadron values are hardoded, i.e. areuna�eted by any hange of the harm or bottom quark masses.13.2.2 WidthsA width is alulated perturbatively for those resonanes whih appear in the Pythiahard proess generation mahinery. The width is used to selet masses in hard proessesaording to a relativisti Breit{Wigner shape. In many proesses the width is allowedto be ŝ-dependent, see setion 7.3.Other partile masses, as disussed so far, have been �xed at their nominal value. Wenow have to onsider the mass broadening for short-lived partiles suh as �, K� or �.Compared to the Z0, it is muh more diÆult to desribe the � resonane shape, sinenonperturbative and threshold e�ets at to distort the na��ve shape. Thus the � mass islimited from below by its deay �! ��, but also from above, e.g. in the deay � ! ��.Normally thus the allowed mass range is set by the most onstraining deay hains. Somerare deay modes, spei�ally �0 ! � and a2 ! �0�, are not allowed to have full impat,however. Instead one aepts an imperfet rendering of the branhing ratio, as some low-mass �0=a2 deays of the above kind are rejeted in favour of other deay hannels. Insome deay hains, several mass hoies are oupled, like in a2 ! ��, where also the a2has a non-negligible width. Finally, there are some extreme ases, like the f0, whih has anominal mass below the KK threshold, but a tail extending beyond that threshold, andtherefore a non-negligible branhing ratio to the KK hannel.In view of examples like these, no attempt is made to provide a full desription. Insteada simpli�ed desription is used, whih should be enough to give the general smearing ofevents due to mass broadening, but maybe not suÆient for detailed studies of a spei�resonane. By default, hadrons are therefore given a mass distribution aording to anon-relativisti Breit{WignerP(m) dm / 1(m�m0)2 + �2=4 dm : (240)Leptons and resonanes not taken are of by the hard proess mahinery are distributedaording to a relativisti Breit{WignerP(m2) dm2 / 1(m2 �m20)2 +m20�2 dm2 : (241)Here m0 and � are the nominal mass and width of the partile. The Breit{Wigner shapeis trunated symmetrially, jm � m0j < Æ, with Æ arbitrarily hosen for eah partile sothat no problems are enountered in the deay hains. It is possible to swith o� the massbroadening, or to use either a non-relativisti or a relativisti Breit{Wigners everywhere.The f0 problem has been `solved' by shifting the f0 mass to be slightly above the KKthreshold and have vanishing width. Then kinematis in deays f0 ! KK is reasonablywell modelled. The f0 mass is too large in the f0 ! �� hannel, but this does not reallymatter, sine one anyway is far above threshold here.331



13.2.3 LifetimesClearly the lifetime and the width of a partile are inversely related. For pratial applia-tions, however, any partile with a non-negligible width deays too lose to its produtionvertex for the lifetime to be of any interest. In the program, the two aspets are thereforeonsidered separately. Partiles with a non-vanishing nominal proper lifetime �0 = h�iare assigned an atual lifetime aording toP(�) d� / exp(��=�0) d� ; (242)i.e. a simple exponential deay is assumed. Sine the program uses dimensions where thespeed of light  � 1, and spae dimensions are in mm, then atually the unit of �0 is mmand of �0 itself mm= � 3:33� 10�12 s.If a partile is produed at a vertex v = (x; t) with a momentum p = (p; E) and alifetime � , the deay vertex position is assumed to bev0 = v + � pm ; (243)where m is the mass of the partile. With the primary interation (normally) in theorigin, it is therefore possible to onstrut all seondary verties in parallel with theordinary deay treatment.The formula above does not take into aount any detetor e�ets, suh as a magneti�eld. It is therefore possible to stop the deay hains at some suitable point, and leaveany subsequent deay treatment to the detetor simulation program. One may seletthat partiles are only allowed to deay if they have a nominal lifetime �0 shorter thansome given value or, alternatively, if their deay verties x0 are inside some spherial orylindrial volume around the origin.13.3 DeaysSeveral di�erent kinds of deay treatment are used in the program, depending on thenature of the deay. Not disussed here are the deays of resonanes whih are handledas part of the hard proess.13.3.1 Strong and eletromagneti deaysThe deays of hadrons ontaining the `ordinary' u, d and s quarks into two or threepartiles are known, and branhing ratios may be found in [PDG96℄. (At least for thelowest-lying states; the four L = 1 meson multiplets are onsiderably less well known.)We normally assume that the momentum distributions are given by phase spae. Thereare a few exeptions, where the phase spae is weighted by a matrix-element expression,as follows.In ! and � deays to �+���0, a matrix element of the formjMj2 / jp�+ � p��j2 (244)is used, with the p� the pion momenta in the rest frame of the deay. (Atually, what isoded is the somewhat more lengthy Lorentz invariant form of the expression above.)Consider the deay hain P0 ! P1+V ! P1+P2+P3, with P representing pseudosalarmesons and V a vetor one. Here the deay angular distribution of the V in its rest frameis jMj2 / os2 �02 ; (245)where �02 is the angle between P0 and P2. The lassial example is D ! K�� ! K��. Ifthe P1 is replaed by a , the angular distribution in the V deay is instead / sin2 �02.332



In Dalitz deays, �0 or � ! e+e�, the mass m� of the e+e� pair is seleted aordingto P(m�2) dm�2 / dm�2m�2  1 + 2m2em�2 ! s1� 4m2em�2  1� m�2m2�;�!3 1(m2� �m�2)2 +m2��2� :(246)The last fator, the VMD-inspired �0 propagator, is negligible for �0 deay. One the m�has been seleted, the angular distribution of the e+e� pair is given byjMj2 / (m�2�2m2e) n(ppe+)2 + (ppe�)2o+4m2e n(ppe+)(ppe�) + (ppe+)2 + (ppe�)2o :(247)Also a number of simple deays involving resonanes of heavier hadrons, e.g. �0 !�+ �� or B�� ! B� are treated in the same way as the other two-partile deays.13.3.2 Weak deays of the � leptonFor the � lepton, an expliit list of deay hannels has been put together, whih inludeshannels with up to �ve �nal-state partiles, some of whih may be unstable and subse-quently deay to produe even larger total multipliities.The leptoni deays �� ! ��`��`, where ` is e or �, are distributed aording to thestandard V � A matrix element jMj2 = (p�p�`)(p`p�� ) : (248)(The orresponding matrix element is also used in � deays, but normally the � is assumedstable.)In � deays to hadrons, the hadrons and the �� are distributed aording to phasespae times the fator x� (3 � x�), where x� = 2E�=m� in the rest frame of the � . Thelatter fator is the �� spetrum predited by the parton level V �A matrix element, andtherefore represents an attempt to take into aount that the �� should take a largermomentum fration than given by phase spae alone.The probably largest shortoming of the � deay treatment is that no polarizatione�ets are inluded, i.e. the � is always assumed to deay isotropially. Usually this isnot orret, sine a � is produed polarized in Z0 and W� deays. The PYTAUD routineprovides a generi interfae to an external � deay library, suh as Tauola [Jad91℄, wheresuh e�ets ould be handled (see also MSTJ(28)).13.3.3 Weak deays of harm hadronsThe harm hadrons have a mass in an intermediate range, where the e�ets of the na��veV � A weak deay matrix element is partly but not fully reeted in the kinematis of�nal-state partiles. Therefore di�erent deay strategies are ombined. We start withhadroni deays, and subsequently onsider semileptoni ones.For the four `main' harm hadrons, D+, D0, D+s and �+ , a number of branhing ratiosare already known. The known branhing ratios have been ombined with reasonableguesses, to onstrut more or less omplete tables of all hannels. For hadroni deays ofD0 and D+, where rather muh is known, all hannels have an expliitly listed partileontent. However, only for the two-body deays and some three-body deays is resonaneprodution properly taken into aount. It means that the experimentally measuredbranhing ratio for a K�� deay hannel, say, is represented by ontributions from adiret K�� hannel as well as from indiret ones, suh as K�� and K�. For a hannel likeK����, on the other hand, not all possible ombinations of resonanes (many of whihwould have to be o� mass shell to have kinematis work out) are inluded. This is more or333



less in agreement with the philosophy adopted in the PDG tables [PDG92℄. For D+s and�+ knowledge is rather inomplete, and only two-body deay hannels are listed. Finalstates with three or more hadron are only listed in terms of a avour ontent.The way the program works, it is important to inlude all the allowed deay hannelsup to a given multipliity. Channels with multipliity higher than this may then begenerated aording to a simple avour ombination sheme. For instane, in a D+s deay,the normal quark ontent is ssud, where one s is the spetator quark and the others omefrom the weak deay of the  quark. The spetator quark may also be annihilated, like inD+s ! ud. The avour ontent to make up one or two hadrons is therefore present fromthe onset. If one deides to generate more hadrons, this means new avour-antiavourpairs have to be generated and ombined with the existing avours. This is done usingthe same avour approah as in fragmentation, setion 12.1.In more detail, the following sheme is used.1. The multipliity is �rst seleted. The D+s and �+ multipliity is seleted aordingto a distribution desribed further below. The program an also be asked to generatedeays of a predetermined multipliity.2. One of the non-spetator avours is seleted at random. This avour is allowedto `fragment' into a hadron plus a new remaining avour, using exatly the sameavour generation algorithm as in the standard jet fragmentation, setion 12.1.3. Step 2 is iterated until only one or two hadrons remain to be generated, depending onwhether the original number of avours is two or four. In eah step one `unpaired'avour is replaed by another one as a hadron is `peeled o�', so the number ofunpaired avours is preserved.4. If there are two avours, these are ombined to form the last hadron. If there arefour, then one of the two possible pairings into two �nal hadrons is seleted atrandom. To �nd the hadron speies, the same avour rules are used as when �nalavours are ombined in the joining of two jets.5. If the sum of deay produt masses is larger than the mass of the deaying partile,the avour seletion is rejeted and the proess is started over at step 1. Normallya new multipliity is piked, but for D0 and D+ the old multipliity is retained.6. One an aeptable set of hadrons has been found, these are distributed aordingto phase spae.The piture then is one of a number of partons moving apart, fragmenting almost likejets, but with momenta so low that phase-spae onsiderations are enough to give theaverage behaviour of the momentum distribution. Like in jet fragmentation, endpointavours are not likely to reombine with eah other. Instead new avour pairs are reatedin between them. One should also note that, while vetor and pseudosalar mesons areprodued at their ordinary relative rates, events with many vetors are likely to fail instep 5. E�etively, there is therefore a shift towards lighter partiles, espeially at largemultipliities.When a multipliity is to be piked, this is done aording to a Gaussian distribution,entered at +nq=4 and with a width p, with the �nal number rounded o� to the nearestinteger. The value for the number of quarks nq is 2 or 4, as desribed above, and = 1 ln�m�Pmq2 � ; (249)where m is the hadron mass and 1 and 2 have been tuned to give a reasonable desriptionof multipliities. There is always some lower limit for the allowed multipliity; if a numbersmaller than this is piked the hoie is repeated. Sine two-body deays are expliitlyenumerated for D+s and �+ , there the minimum multipliity is three.Semileptoni branhing ratios are expliitly given in the program for all the four par-tiles disussed here, i.e. it is never neessary to generate the avour ontent using the334



fragmentation desription. This does not mean that all branhing ratios are known; a fairamount of guesswork is involved for the hannels with higher multipliities, based on aknowledge of the inlusive semileptoni branhing ratio and the exlusive branhing ratiosfor low multipliities.In semileptoni deays it is not appropriate to distribute the lepton and neutrinomomenta aording to phase spae. Instead the simple V � A matrix element is used, inthe limit that deay produt masses may be negleted and that quark momenta an bereplaed by hadron momenta. Spei�ally, in the deay H ! `+�`h, where H is a harmhadron and h and ordinary hadron, the matrix elementjMj2 = (pHp`)(p�ph) (250)is used to distribute the produts. It is not lear how to generalize this formula whenseveral hadrons are present in the �nal state. In the program, the same matrix elementis used as above, with ph replaed by the total four-momentum of all the hadrons. Thistends to favour a low invariant mass for the hadroni system ompared with na��ve phasespae.There are a few harm hadrons, suh as � and 
, whih deay weakly but are so rarethat little is known about them. For these a simpli�ed generi harm deay treatment isused. For hadroni deays only the quark ontent is given, and then a multipliity and aavour omposition is piked at random, as already desribed. Semileptoni deays areassumed to produe only one hadron, so that V �A matrix element an be simply applied.13.3.4 Weak deays of bottom hadronsSome exlusive branhing ratios now are known for B deays. In this version, the B0,B+, B0s and �0b therefore appear in a similar vein to the one outlined above for D+s and�+ above. That is, all leptoni hannels and all hadroni two-body deay hannels areexpliitly listed, while hadroni hannels with three or more partiles are only given interms of a quark ontent. The B is exeptional, in that either the bottom or the harmquark may deay �rst, and in that annihilation graphs may be non-negligible. Leptoniand semileptoni hannels are here given in full, while hadroni hannels are only listedin terms of a quark ontent, with a relative omposition as given in [Lus91℄. No separatebranhing ratios are set for any of the other weakly deaying bottom hadrons, but insteada pure `spetator quark' model is assumed, where the deay of the b quark is the same in allhadrons and the only di�erene in �nal avour ontent omes from the spetator quark.Compared to the harm deays, the weak deay matrix elements are given somewhatlarger importane in the hadroni deay hannels.In semileptoni deays b ! `��` the  quark is ombined with the spetator antiquarkor diquark to form one single hadron. This hadron may be either a pseudosalar, a vetoror a higher resonane (tensor et.). The relative fration of the higher resonanes has beenpiked to be about 30%, in order to give a leptoni spetrum in reasonable experimentwith data. (This only applies to the main partiles B0, B+, B0s and �0b; for the rest thehoie is aording to the standard omposition in the fragmentation.) The overall proessis therefore H ! h`��`, where H is a bottom antimeson or a bottom baryon (rememberthat B is the one that ontains a b quark), and the matrix element used to distributemomenta is jMj2 = (pHp�)(p`ph) : (251)Again deay produt masses have been negleted in the matrix element, but in the branh-ing ratios the ���� hannel has been redued in rate, ompared with e��e and ���� ones,aording to the expeted mass e�ets. No CKM-suppressed deays b ! u`��` are ur-rently inluded.In most multibody hadroni deays, e.g. b ! du, the  quark is again ombinedwith the spetator avour to form one single hadron, and thereafter the hadron and the335



two quark momenta are distributed aording to the same matrix element as above, with`� $ d and �` $ u. The invariant mass of the two quarks is alulated next. If thismass is so low that two hadrons annot be formed from the system, the two quarks areombined into one single hadron. Else the same kind of approah as in hadroni harmdeays is adopted, wherein a multipliity is seleted, a number of hadrons are formed andthereafter momenta are distributed aording to phase spae. The di�erene is that herethe harm deay produt is distributed aording to the V �A matrix element, and onlythe rest of the system is assumed isotropi in its rest frame, while in harm deays allhadrons are distributed isotropially.Note that the  quark and the spetator are assumed to form one olour singlet andthe du another, separate one. It is thus assumed that the original olour assignments ofthe basi hard proess are better retained than in harm deays. However, sometimesthis will not be true, and with about 20% probability the olour assignment is ippedaround so that u forms one singlet. (In the program, this is ahieved by hanging theorder in whih deay produts are given.) In partiular, the deay b ! s is allowed togive a  olour-singlet state part of the time, and this state may ollapse to a single J= .Two-body deays of this type are expliitly listed for B0, B+, B0s and �0b; while other J= prodution hannels appear from the avour ontent spei�ation.The B0{B0 and B0s{B0s systems mix before deay. This is optionally inluded. With aprobability Pip = sin2  x �2 h�i! (252)a B is therefore allowed to deay like a B, and vie versa. The mixing parameters are bydefault xd = 0:7 in the B0{B0 system and xs = 10 in the B0s{B0s one.In the past, the generi B meson and baryon deay properties were stored for `partile'85, now obsolete but not yet removed. This partile ontains a desription of the free bquark deay, with an instrution to �nd the spetator avour aording to the partileode of the atual deaying hadron.13.3.5 Other deaysFor onia spin 1 resonanes, deay hannels into a pair of leptons are expliitly given.Hadroni deays of the J= are simulated using the avour generation model introduedfor harm. For � a fration of the hadroni deays is into qq pairs, while the rest is intoggg or gg, using the matrix elements of eq. (43). The � and �b are both allowed to deayinto a gg pair, whih then subsequently fragments. In � and �b deays the partons areallowed to shower before fragmentation, but energies are too low for showering to haveany impat.Default branhing ratios are given for resonanes like the Z0, the W�, the t or the h0.When Pythia is initialized, these numbers are replaed by branhing ratios evaluatedfrom the given masses. For Z0 and W� the branhing ratios depend only marginally on themasses assumed, while e�ets are large e.g. for the h0. In fat, branhing ratios may varyover the Breit{Wigner resonane shape, something whih is also taken into aount inthe PYRESD desription. Therefore the simpler resonane treatment of PYDECY is normallynot so useful, and should be avoided. When it is used, a hannel is seleted aording tothe given �xed branhing ratios. If the deay is into a qq pair, the quarks are allowed toshower and subsequently the parton system is fragmented.
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14 The Fragmentation and Deay Program ElementsIn this setion we ollet information on most of the routines and ommon blok variablesfound in the fragmentation and deay desriptions of Pythia, plus a number of relatedlow-level tasks.14.1 De�nition of Initial Con�guration or VariablesWith the use of the onventions desribed for the event reord, it is possible to speify anyinitial jet/partile on�guration. This task is simpli�ed for a number of often ourringsituations by the existene of the �lling routines below. It should be noted that manyusers do not ome in diret ontat with these routines, sine that is taken are of byhigher-level routines for spei� proesses, partiularly PYEVNT and PYEEVT.Several alls to the routines an be ombined in the spei�ation. In ase one all isenough, the omplete fragmentation/deay hain may be simulated at the same time. Ateah all, the value of N is updated to the last line used for information in the all, so ifseveral alls are used, they should be made with inreasing IP number, or else N shouldbe rede�ned by hand afterwards.The routine PYJOIN is very useful to de�ne the olour ow in more ompliated partonon�gurations; thereby one an bypass the not so trivial rules for how to set the K(I,4)and K(I,5) olour-ow information.The routine PYGIVE ontains a faility to set various ommonblok variables in aontrolled and doumented fashion.CALL PY1ENT(IP,KF,PE,THE,PHI)Purpose: to add one entry to the event reord, i.e. either a parton or a partile.IP : normally line number for the parton/partile. There are two exeptions.If IP=0, line number 1 is used and PYEXEC is alled.If IP<0, line -IP is used, with status ode K(-IP,2)=2 rather than 1; thus aparton system may be built up by �lling all but the last parton of the systemwith IP<0.KF : parton/partile avour ode.PE : parton/partile energy. If PE is smaller than the mass, the parton/partile istaken to be at rest.THE, PHI : polar and azimuthal angle for the momentum vetor of the parton/partile.CALL PY2ENT(IP,KF1,KF2,PECM)Purpose: to add two entries to the event reord, i.e. either a 2-parton system or twoseparate partiles.IP : normally line number for the �rst parton/partile, with the seond in line IP+1.There are two exeptions.If IP=0, lines 1 and 2 are used and PYEXEC is alled.If IP<0, lines -IP and -IP+1 are used, with status ode K(I,1)=3, i.e. withspeial olour onnetion information, so that a parton shower an be generatedby a PYSHOW all, followed by a PYEXEC all, if so desired (only relevant forpartons).KF1, KF2 : avour odes for the two partons/partiles.PECM : (= Em) the total energy of the system.Remark: the system is given in the .m. frame, with the �rst parton/partile going outin the +z diretion. 337



CALL PY3ENT(IP,KF1,KF2,KF3,PECM,X1,X3)Purpose: to add three entries to the event reord, i.e. either a 3-parton system or threeseparate partiles.IP : normally line number for the �rst parton/partile, with the other two in IP+1and IP+2. There are two exeptions.If IP=0, lines 1, 2 and 3 are used and PYEXEC is alled.If IP<0, lines -IP through -IP+2 are used, with status ode K(I,1)=3, i.e.with speial olour onnetion information, so that a parton shower an begenerated by a PYSHOW all, followed by a PYEXEC all, if so desired (onlyrelevant for partons).KF1, KF2, KF3: avour odes for the three partons/partiles.PECM : (Em) the total energy of the system.X1, X3 : xi = 2Ei=Em, i.e. twie the energy fration taken by the i'th parton. Thusx2 = 2� x1 � x3, and need not be given. Note that not all ombinations of xiare inside the physially allowed region.Remarks : the system is given in the .m. frame, in the xz-plane, with the �rst partongoing out in the +z diretion and the third one having px > 0. A system mustbe given in the order of olour ow, so qgq and qgq are allowed but qqg not.Thus x1 and x3 ome to orrespond to what is normally alled x1 and x2, i.e.the saled q and q energies.CALL PY4ENT(IP,KF1,KF2,KF3,KF4,PECM,X1,X2,X4,X12,X14)Purpose: to add four entries to the event reord, i.e. either a 4-parton system or fourseparate partiles (or, for qqq0q0 events, two 2-parton systems).IP : normally line number for the �rst parton/partile, with the other three in linesIP+1, IP+2 and IP+3. There are two exeptions.If IP=0, lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 are used and PYEXEC is alled.If IP<0, lines -IP through -IP+3 are used, with status ode K(I,1)=3, i.e.with speial olour onnetion information, so that a parton shower an begenerated by a PYSHOW all, followed by a PYEXEC all, if so desired (onlyrelevant for partons).KF1,KF2,KF3,KF4 : avour odes for the four partons/partiles.PECM : (= Em) the total energy of the system.X1,X2,X4 : xi = 2Ei=Em, i.e. twie the energy fration taken by the i'th parton. Thusx3 = 2� x1 � x2 � x4, and need not be given.X12,X14 : xij = 2pipj=E2m, i.e. twie the four-vetor produt of the momenta for partonsi and j, properly normalized. With the masses known, other xij may beonstruted from the xi and xij given. Note that not all ombinations of xiand xij are inside the physially allowed region.Remarks: the system is given in the .m. frame, with the �rst parton going out in the+z diretion and the fourth parton lying in the xz-plane with px > 0. Theseond parton will have py > 0 and py < 0 with equal probability, with thethird parton balaning this py (this orresponds to a random hoie betweenthe two possible stereoisomers). A system must be given in the order of olourow, e.g. qggq and qq0q0q.CALL PYJOIN(NJOIN,IJOIN)Purpose: to onnet a number of previously de�ned partons into a string on�guration.338



Initially the partons must be given with status odes K(I,1)= 1, 2 or 3. Af-terwards the partons all have status ode 3, i.e. are given with full olour-owinformation. Compared to the normal way of de�ning a parton system, thepartons need therefore not appear in the same sequene in the event reord asthey are assumed to do along the string. It is also possible to all PYSHOW forall or some of the entries making up the string formed by PYJOIN.NJOIN: the number of entries that are to be joined by one string.IJOIN: an one-dimensional array, of size at least NJOIN. The NJOIN �rst numbersare the positions of the partons that are to be joined, given in the order thepartons are assumed to appear along the string. If the system onsists entirelyof gluons, the string is losed by onneting bak the last to the �rst entry.Remarks: only one string (i.e. one olour singlet) may be de�ned per all, but one is atliberty to use any number of PYJOIN alls for a given event. The program willhek that the parton on�guration spei�ed makes sense, and not take anyation unless it does. Note, however, that an initially sensible parton on�g-uration may beome nonsensial, if only some of the partons are reonneted,while the others are left unhanged.CALL PYGIVE(CHIN)Purpose: to set the value of any variable residing in the ommmonbloks PYJETS,PYDAT1, PYDAT2, PYDAT3, PYDAT4, PYDATR, PYSUBS, PYPARS, PYINT1, PYINT2,PYINT3, PYINT4, PYINT5, PYINT6, PYINT7, PYINT8, PYMSSM or PYMSRV. Thisis done in a more ontrolled fashion than by diretly inluding the ommonbloks in your program, in that array bounds are heked and the old andnew values for the variable hanged are written to the output for referene.An example how PYGIVE an be used to parse input from a �le is given insubsetion 3.6.CHIN : harater expression of length at most 100 haraters, with requests for vari-ables to be hanged, stored in the formvariable1=value1;variable2=value2;variable3=value3. . . .Note that an arbitrary number of instrutions an be stored in one all ifseparated by semiolons, and that blanks may be inluded anyplae. An ex-lamation mark is reognized as the beginning of a omment, whih is not to beproessed. Normal parsing is resumed at the next semiolon (if any remain).An example would beCALL PYGIVE('MSEL=16!Higgs prodution;PMAS(25,1)=115.!h0 mass')The variablei may be any single variable in the Pythia ommon bloks, andthe valuei must be of the orret integer, real or harater (without extraquotes) type. Array indies and values must be given expliitly, i.e. annotbe variables in their own right. The exeption is that the �rst index an bepreeded by a C, signifying that the index should be translated from normal KFto ompressed KC ode with a PYCOMP all; this is allowed for the KCHG, PMAS,MDCY, CHAF and MWID arrays.If a valuei is omitted, i.e. with the onstrution variable=, the urrent valueis written to the output, but the variable itself is not hanged.The writing of info an be swithed o� by MSTU(13)=0.Remark : The heks on array bounds are hardwired into this routine. Therefore, if youhange array dimensions and MSTU(3), MSTU(6) and/or MSTU(7), as allowedby other onsiderations, these hanges will not be known to PYGIVE. Normallythis should not be a problem, however.339



14.2 The Physis RoutinesOne the initial parton/partile on�guration has been spei�ed and default parametervalues hanged, if so desired, only a PYEXEC all is neessary to simulate the whole frag-mentation and deay hain. Therefore a normal user will not diretly see any of the otherroutines in this setion. Some of them ould be alled diretly, but the danger of faultyusage is then non-negligible.The PYTAUD routine provides an optional interfae to an external � deay library, wherepolarization e�ets ould be inluded. It is up to you to write the appropriate alls, asexplained at the end of this setion.CALL PYEXECPurpose: to administrate the fragmentation and deay hain. PYEXEC may be alled sev-eral times, but only entries whih have not yet been treated (more preisely,whih have 1 �K(I,1)� 10) an be a�eted by further alls. This may applyif more partons/partiles have been added by you, or if partiles previouslyonsidered stable are now allowed to deay. The ations that will be taken dur-ing a PYEXEC all an be tailored extensively via the PYDAT1{PYDAT3 ommonbloks, in partiular by setting the MSTJ values suitably.SUBROUTINE PYPREP(IP) : to rearrange parton shower end produts (marked withK(I,1)=3) sequentially along strings; also to (optionally) allow small partonsystems to ollapse into two partiles or one only, in the latter ase with energyand momentum to be shu�ed elsewhere in the event; also to perform heksthat e.g. avours of olour-singlet systems make sense.SUBROUTINE PYSTRF(IP) : to generate the fragmentation of an arbitrary olour-singletparton system aording to the Lund string fragmentation model. One of theabsolutely entral routines of Pythia.SUBROUTINE PYINDF(IP) : to handle the fragmentation of a parton system aordingto independent fragmentation models, and implement energy, momentum andavour onservation, if so desired. Also the fragmentation of a single parton,not belonging to a parton system, is onsidered here (this is of ourse physialnonsense, but may sometimes be onvenient for spei� tasks).SUBROUTINE PYDECY(IP) : to perform a partile deay, aording to known branhingratios or di�erent kinds of models, depending on our level of knowledge. Var-ious matrix elements are inluded for spei� proesses.SUBROUTINE PYKFDI(KFL1,KFL2,KFL3,KF) : to generate a new quark or diquark avourand to ombine it with an existing avour to give a hadron.KFL1: inoming avour.KFL2: extra inoming avour, e.g. for formation of �nal partile, where theavours are ompletely spei�ed. Is normally 0.KFL3: newly reated avour; is 0 if KFL2 is non-zero.KF: produed hadron. Is 0 if something went wrong (e.g. inonsistent om-bination of inoming avours).SUBROUTINE PYPTDI(KFL,PX,PY) : to give transverse momentum, e.g. for a qq pair re-ated in the olour �eld, aording to independent Gaussian distributions in pxand py.SUBROUTINE PYZDIS(KFL1,KFL3,PR,Z) : to generate the longitudinal saling variable zin jet fragmentation, either aording to the Lund symmetri fragmentationfuntion, or aording to a hoie of other shapes.SUBROUTINE PYBOEI : to inlude Bose{Einstein e�ets aording to a simple parameteri-zation. By default, this routine is not alled. If alled from PYEXEC, this is340



done after the deay of short-lived resonanes, but before the deay of long-lived ones. This means the routine should never be alled diretly by you, norwould e�ets be orretly simulated if deays are swithed o�. See MSTJ(51)- MSTJ(57) for swithes of the routine.FUNCTION PYMASS(KF) : to give the mass for a parton/partile.SUBROUTINE PYNAME(KF,CHAU) : to give the parton/partile name (as a string of typeCHARACTER CHAU*16). The name is read out from the CHAF array.FUNCTION PYCHGE(KF) : to give three times the harge for a parton/partile. The valueis read out from the KCHG(KC,1) array.FUNCTION PYCOMP(KF) : to give the ompressed parton/partile ode KC for a given KFode, as required to �nd entry into mass and deay data tables. Also hekswhether the given KF ode is atually an allowed one (i.e. known by the pro-gram), and returns 0 if not. Note that KF may be positive or negative, whilethe resulting KC ode is never negative.Internally PYCOMP uses a binary searh in a table, with KF odes arranged ininreasing order, based on the KCHG(KC,4) array. This table is onstrutedthe �rst time PYCOMP is alled, at whih time MSTU(20) is set to 1. In ase of auser hange of the KCHG(KC,4) array one should reset MSTU(20)=0 to fore are-initialization at the next PYCOMP all (this is automatially done in PYUPDAalls). To speed up exeution, the latest (KF,KC) pair is kept in memory andheked before the standard binary searh.SUBROUTINE PYERRM(MERR,MESSAG) : to keep trak of the number of errors and warningsenountered, write out information on them, and abort the program in ase oftoo many errors.FUNCTION PYANGL(X,Y) : to alulate the angle from the x and y oordinates.SUBROUTINE PYLOGO : to write a title page for the Pythia programs. Called byPYLIST(0).SUBROUTINE PYTIME(IDATI) : to give the date and time, for use in PYLOGO and else-where. Sine Fortran 77 does not ontain a standard way of obtaining thisinformation, the routine is dummy, to be replaed by you. Some ommented-out examples are given, e.g. for Fortran 90 or the GNU Linux libU77. Theoutput is given in an integer array ITIME(6), with omponents year, month,day, hour, minute and seond. If there should be no suh information availableon a system, it is aeptable to put all the numbers above to 0.CALL PYTAUD(ITAU,IORIG,KFORIG,NDECAY)Purpose: to at as an interfae between the standard deay routine PYDECY and a user-supplied � lepton deay library suh as Tauola [Jad91℄. The latter librarywould normally know how to handle polarized � 's, given the � heliity as input,so one task of the interfae routine is to onstrut the � polarization/heliityfrom the information available. Input to the routine (from PYDECY) is providedin the �rst three arguments, while the last argument and some event reordinformation have to be set before return. To use this faility you have to setthe swith MSTJ(28), inlude your own interfae routine PYTAUD and see to itthat the dummy routine PYTAUD is not linked. The dummy routine is thereonly to avoid unresolved external referenes when no user-supplied interfae islinked.ITAU : line number in the event reord where the � is stored. The four-momentumof this � has �rst been boosted bak to the rest frame of the deaying motherand thereafter rotated to move out along the +z axis. It would have beenpossible to also perform a �nal boost to the rest frame of the � itself, but341



this has been avoided so as not to suppress the kinematis aspet of lose-to-threshold prodution (e.g. in B deays) vs. high-energy prodution (e.g.in real W deays). The hoie of frame should help the alulation of theheliity on�guration. After the PYTAUD all the � and its deay produts willautomatially be rotated and boosted bak. However, seemingly, the eventreord does not onserve momentum at this intermediate stage.IORIG : line number where the mother partile to the � is stored. Is 0 if the mother isnot stored. This does not have to mean the mother is unknown. For instane,in semileptoni B deays the mother is a W� with known four-momentumpW = p� +p�� , but there is no W line in the event reord. When several opiesof the mother is stored (e.g. one in the doumentation setion of the eventreord and one in the main setion), IORIG points to the last. If a branhingslike � ! � ours, the `grandmother' is given, i.e. the mother of the diret �before branhing.KFORIG : avour ode for the mother partile. Is 0 if the mother is unknown. The motherwould typially be a resonane suh as �=Z0 (23), W� (�24), h0 (25), or H�(�37). Often the heliity hoie would be lear just by the knowledge of thismother speies, e.g., W� vs. H�. However, sometimes further ompliationsmay exist. For instane, the KF ode 23 represents a mixture of � and Z0; aknowledge of the mother mass (in P(IORIG,5)) would here be required to makethe hoie of heliities. Further, a W� or Z0 may either be (predominantly)transverse or longitudinal, depending on the prodution proess under study.NDECAY : the number of deay produts of the � ; to be given by the user routine. Youmust also store the KF avour odes of those deay produts in the posi-tions K(I,2), N+1�I�N+NDECAY, of the event reord. The orresponding �ve-momentum (momentum, energy and mass) should be stored in the assoiatedP(I,J) positions, 1�J�5. The four-momenta are expeted to add up to thefour-momentum of the � in position ITAU. You should not hange the N valueor any of the other K or V values (neither for the � nor for its deay produts)sine this is automatially done in PYDECY.14.3 The General Swithes and ParametersThe ommon blok PYDAT1 ontains the main swithes and parameters for the fragmen-tation and deay treatment, but also for some other aspets. Here one may ontrol indetail what the program is to do, if the default mode of operation is not satisfatory.COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters whih regulate theperformane of the program as a whole. Here MSTU and PARU are related toutility funtions, as well as a few parameters of the Standard Model, while MSTJand PARJ a�et the underlying physis assumptions. Some of the variables inPYDAT1 are desribed elsewhere, and are therefore here only reprodued asreferenes to the relevant setions. This in partiular applies to many ouplingonstants, whih are found in setion 9.4, and swithes of the older dediatede+e� mahinery, setion 6.3.MSTU(1) - MSTU(3) : variables used by the event study routines, setion 15.1.MSTU(4) : (D=4000) number of lines available in the ommon blok PYJETS. Shouldalways be hanged if the dimensions of the K and P arrays are hanged byyou, but should otherwise never be touhed. Maximum allowed value is 10000,unless MSTU(5) is also hanged.342



MSTU(5) : (D=10000) is used in building up the speial olour-ow information storedin K(I,4) and K(I,5) for K(I,3)= 3, 13 or 14. The generi form for j= 4 or5 isK(I,j)= 2�MSTU(5)2�MCFR+MSTU(5)2�MCTO+MSTU(5)�ICFR+ICTO,with notation as in setion 5.2. One should always have MSTU(5)�MSTU(4).On a 32 bit mahine, values MSTU(5)> 20000 may lead to overow problems,and should be avoided.MSTU(6) : (D=500) number of KC odes available in the KCHG, PMAS, MDCY, and CHAFarrays; should be hanged if these dimensions are hanged.MSTU(7) : (D=8000) number of deay hannels available in the MDME, BRAT and KFDParrays; should be hanged if these dimensions are hanged.MSTU(10) : (D=2) use of parton/partile masses in �lling routines (PY1ENT, PY2ENT,PY3ENT, PY4ENT).= 0 : assume the mass to be zero.= 1 : keep the mass value stored in P(I,5), whatever it is. (This may be usede.g. to desribe kinematis with o�-mass-shell partons).= 2 : �nd masses aording to mass tables as usual.MSTU(11) - MSTU(12) : variables used by the event study routines, setion 15.1.MSTU(13) : (D=1) writing of information on variable values hanged by a PYGIVEall.= 0 : no information is provided.= 1 : information is written to standard output.MSTU(14) : variable used by the event study routines, setion 15.1.MSTU(15) : (D=0) deides how PYLIST shows empty lines, whih are interspersed amongordinary partiles in the event reord.= 0 : do not print lines with K(I,1)� 0.= 1 : do not print lines with K(I,1)< 0.= 2 : print all lines.MSTU(16) : (D=1) hoie of mother pointers for the partiles produed by a fragmentingparton system.= 1 : all primary partiles of a system point to a line with KF = 92 or 93, forstring or independent fragmentation, respetively, or to a line with KF =91 if a parton system has so small a mass that it is fored to deay intoone or two partiles. The two (or more) shower initiators of a showeringparton system point to a line with KF = 94. The entries with KF = 91{94in their turn point bak to the predeessor partons, so that the KF =91{94 entries form a part of the event history proper.= 2 : although the lines with KF = 91{94 are present, and ontain the orretmother and daughter pointers, they are not part of the event historyproper, in that partiles produed in string fragmentation point diretlyto either of the two endpoint partons of the string (depending on the sidethey were generated from), partiles produed in independent fragmen-tation point to the respetive parton they were generated from, partilesin small mass systems point to either endpoint parton, and shower initia-tors point to the original on-mass-shell ounterparts. Also the daughterpointers bypass the KF = 91{94 entries. In independent fragmentation,a parton need not produe any partiles at all, and then have daughterpointers 0.Note : MSTU(16) should not be hanged between the generation of an event andthe translation of this event reord with a PYHEPC all, sine this maygive an erroneous translation of the event history.MSTU(17) : (D=0) storage option for MSTU(90) and assoiated information on z valuesfor heavy-avour prodution. 343



= 0 : MSTU(90) is reset to zero at eah PYEXEC all. This is the appropriateourse if PYEXEC is only alled one per event, as is normally the asewhen you do not yourself all PYEXEC.= 1 : you have to reset MSTU(90) to zero yourself before eah new event. Thisis the appropriate ourse if several PYEXEC alls may appear for one event,i.e. if you all PYEXEC diretly.MSTU(19) : (D=0) advisory warning for unphysial avour setups in PY2ENT, PY3ENT orPY4ENT alls.= 0 : yes.= 1 : no; MSTU(19) is reset to 0 in suh a all.MSTU(20) : (D=0) ag for the initialization status of the PYCOMP routine. A value 0indiates that tables should be (re)initialized, after whih it is set 1. In aseyou hange the KCHG(KC,4) array you should reset MSTU(20)=0 to fore are-initialization at the next PYCOMP all.MSTU(21) : (D=2) hek on possible errors during program exeution. Obviously noguarantee is given that all errors will be aught, but some of the most trivialuser-aused errors may be found.= 0 : errors do not ause any immediate ation, rather the program will try toope, whih may mean e.g. that it runs into an in�nite loop.= 1 : parton/partile on�gurations are heked for possible errors. In aseof problem, an exit is made from the misbehaving subprogram, but thegeneration of the event is ontinued from there on. For the �rst MSTU(22)errors a message is printed; after that no messages appear.= 2 : parton/partile on�gurations are heked for possible errors. In ase ofproblem, an exit is made from the misbehaving subprogram, and sub-sequently from PYEXEC. You may then hoose to orret the error, andontinue the exeution by another PYEXEC all. For the �rst MSTU(22)errors a message is printed, after that the last event is printed and exe-ution is stopped.MSTU(22) : (D=10) maximum number of errors that are printed.MSTU(23) : (I) ount of number of errors experiened to date.MSTU(24) : (R) type of latest error experiened; reason that event was not generated infull. Is reset at eah PYEXEC all.= 0 : no error experiened.= 1 : program has reahed end of or is writing outside PYJETS memory.= 2 : unknown avour ode or unphysial ombination of odes; may also beaused by erroneous string onnetion information.= 3 : energy or mass too small or unphysial kinematial variable setup.= 4 : program is aught in an in�nite loop.= 5 : momentum, energy or harge was not onserved (even allowing for ma-hine preision errors, see PARU(11)); is evaluated only after event hasbeen generated in full, and does not apply when independent fragmenta-tion without momentum onservation was used.= 6 : error all from outside the fragmentation/deay pakage (e.g. the e+e�routines).= 7 : inonsistent partile data input in PYUPDA (MUPDA = 2,3) or otherPYUPDA-related problem.= 8 : problems in more peripheral servie routines.= 9 : various other problems.MSTU(25) : (D=1) printing of warning messages.= 0 : no warnings are written.= 1 : �rst MSTU(26) warnings are printed, thereafter no warnings appear.MSTU(26) : (D=10) maximum number of warnings that are printed.344



MSTU(27) : (I) ount of number of warnings experiened to date.MSTU(28) : (R) type of latest warning given, with odes parallelling those for MSTU(24),but of a less serious nature.MSTU(31) : (I) number of PYEXEC alls in present run.MSTU(32) - MSTU(33) : variables used by the event study routines, setion 15.1.MSTU(41) - MSTU(63) : swithes for event-analysis routines, see setion 15.5.MSTU(70) - MSTU(80) : variables used by the event study routines, setion 15.1.MSTU(90) : number of heavy-avour hadrons (i.e. hadrons ontaining harm or bottom)produed in the fragmentation stage of the urrent event, for whih the posi-tions in the event reord are stored in MSTU(91) - MSTU(98) and the z valuesin the fragmentation in PARU(91) - PARU(98). At most eight values will bestored (normally this is no problem). No z values an be stored for those heavyhadrons produed when a string has so small mass that it ollapses to one ortwo partiles, nor for those produed as one of the �nal two partiles in thefragmentation of a string. If MSTU(17)=1, MSTU(90) should be reset to zeroby you before eah new event, else this is done automatially.MSTU(91) - MSTU(98) : the �rst MSTU(90) positions will be �lled with the line numbersof the heavy-avour hadrons produed in the urrent event. See MSTU(90)for additional omments. Note that the information is orrupted by alls toPYEDIT with options 0{5 and 21{23; alls with options 11{15 work, however.MSTU(101) - MSTU(118) : swithes related to ouplings, see setion 9.4.MSTU(121) - MSTU(125) : internally used in the advaned poporn ode, see subsetion14.3.1.MSTU(131) - MSTU(140) : internally used in the advaned poporn ode, see subsetion14.3.1.MSTU(161), MSTU(162) : information used by event-analysis routines, see setion 15.5.PARU(1) : (R) � � 3:141592653589793.PARU(2) : (R) 2� � 6:283185307179586.PARU(3) : (D=0.197327) onversion fator for GeV�1 ! fm or fm�1 ! GeV.PARU(4) : (D=5.06773) onversion fator for fm ! GeV�1 or GeV ! fm�1.PARU(5) : (D=0.389380) onversion fator for GeV�2 ! mb or mb�1 ! GeV2.PARU(6) : (D=2.56819) onversion fator for mb ! GeV�2 or GeV2 ! mb�1.PARU(11) : (D=0.001) relative error, i.e. non-onservation of momentum and energy di-vided by total energy, that may be attributable to mahine preision problemsbefore a physis error is suspeted (see MSTU(24)=5).PARU(12) : (D=0.09 GeV2) e�etive ut-o� in squared mass, below whih partons maybe reombined to simplify (mahine preision limited) kinematis of stringfragmentation. (Default hosen to be of the order of a light quark mass, orhalf a typial light meson mass.)PARU(13) : (D=0.01) e�etive angular ut-o� in radians for reombination of partons,used in onjuntion with PARU(12).PARU(21) : (I) ontains the total energy W of all �rst generation partons/partiles aftera PYEXEC all; to be used by the PYP funtion for I>0, J= 20{25.PARU(41) - PARU(63) : parameters for event-analysis routines, see setion 15.5.PARU(91) - PARU(98) : the �rst MSTU(90) positions will be �lled with the fragmenta-tion z values used internally in the generation of heavy-avour hadrons |how these are translated into the atual energies and momenta of the observedhadrons is a ompliated funtion of the string on�guration. The partilewith z value stored in PARU(i) is to be found in line MSTU(i) of the eventreord. See MSTU(90) and MSTU(91) - MSTU(98) for additional omments.PARU(101) - PARU(195) : various oupling onstants and parameters related to ou-plings, see setion 9.4. 345



MSTJ(1) : (D=1) hoie of fragmentation sheme.= 0 : no jet fragmentation at all.= 1 : string fragmentation aording to the Lund model.= 2 : independent fragmentation, aording to spei�ation in MSTJ(2) andMSTJ(3).MSTJ(2) : (D=3) gluon jet fragmentation sheme in independent fragmentation.= 1 : a gluon is assumed to fragment like a random d, u or s quark or antiquark.= 2 : as =1, but longitudinal (see PARJ(43), PARJ(44) and PARJ(59)) andtransverse (see PARJ(22)) momentum properties of quark or antiquarksubstituting for gluon may be separately spei�ed.= 3 : a gluon is assumed to fragment like a pair of a d, u or s quark andits antiquark, sharing the gluon energy aording to the Altarelli-Parisisplitting funtion.= 4 : as =3, but longitudinal (see PARJ(43), PARJ(44) and PARJ(59)) andtransverse (see PARJ(22)) momentum properties of quark and antiquarksubstituting for gluon may be separately spei�ed.MSTJ(3) : (D=0) energy, momentum and avour onservation options in independentfragmentation. Whenever momentum onservation is desribed below, energyand avour onservation is also impliitly assumed.= 0 : no expliit onservation of any kind.= 1 : partiles share momentum imbalane ompensation aording to theirenergy (roughly equivalent to boosting event to .m. frame). This issimilar to the approah in the Ali et al. program [Ali80℄.= 2 : partiles share momentum imbalane ompensation aording to theirlongitudinal mass with respet to the imbalane diretion.= 3 : partiles share momentum imbalane ompensation equally.= 4 : transverse momenta are ompensated separately within eah jet, longi-tudinal momenta are resaled so that ratio of �nal jet to initial partonmomentum is the same for all the jets of the event. This is similar to theapproah in the Hoyer et al. program [Hoy79℄.= 5 : only avour is expliitly onserved.= 6 - 10 : as =1 - 5, exept that above several olour singlet systems that fol-lowed immediately after eah other in the event listing (e.g. qqqq) weretreated as one single system, whereas here they are treated as separatesystems.= -1 : independent fragmentation, where also partiles moving bakwards withrespet to the jet diretion are kept, and thus the amount of energy andmomentum mismath may be large.MSTJ(11) : (D=4) hoie of longitudinal fragmentation funtion, i.e. how large a frationof the energy available a newly-reated hadron takes.= 1 : the Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion, see PARJ(41) - PARJ(45).= 2 : hoie of some di�erent forms for eah avour separately, see PARJ(51)- PARJ(59).= 3 : hybrid sheme, where light avours are treated with symmetri Lund(=1), but harm and heavier an be separately hosen, e.g. aording tothe Peterson/SLAC funtion (=2).= 4 : the Lund symmetri fragmentation funtion (=1), for heavy endpointquarks modi�ed aording to the Bowler (Artru{Mennessier, Morris)spae{time piture of string evolution, see PARJ(46).= 5 : as =4, but with possibility to interpolate between Bowler and Lund sep-arately for  and b; see PARJ(46) and PARJ(47).MSTJ(12) : (D=2) hoie of baryon prodution model.= 0 : no baryon-antibaryon pair prodution at all; initial diquark treated as a346



unit.= 1 : diquark-antidiquark pair prodution allowed; diquark treated as a unit.= 2 : diquark-antidiquark pair prodution allowed, with possibility for diquarkto be split aording to the `poporn' sheme.= 3 : as =2, but additionally the prodution of �rst rank baryons may be sup-pressed by a fator PARJ(19).= 4 : as =2, but diquark verties su�er an extra suppression of the form 1 �exp(��), where � � 0:7GeV�2 is stored in PARF(192).= 5 : Advaned version of the poporn model. Independent of PARJ(3-7).Instead depending on PARJ(8-10). When using this option PARJ(1)needs to enhaned by approx. a fator 2 (i.e. it losses a bit of its normalmeaning), and PARJ(18) is suggested to be set to 0.19. See setion 14.3.1for further details.MSTJ(13) : (D=0) generation of transverse momentum for endpoint quark(s) of singlequark jet or qq jet system (in multijet events no endpoint transverse momen-tum is ever allowed for).= 0 : no transverse momentum for endpoint quarks.= 1 : endpoint quarks obtain transverse momenta like ordinary qq pairs pro-dued in the �eld (see PARJ(21)); for 2-jet systems the endpoints obtainbalaning transverse momenta.MSTJ(14) : (D=1) treatment of a olour-singlet parton system with a low invariantmass.= 0 : no preautions are taken, meaning that problems may our in PYSTRF(or PYINDF) later on. Warning messages are issued when low massesare enountered, however, or when the avour or olour on�gurationappears to be unphysial.= 1 : small parton systems are allowed to ollapse into two partiles or, failingthat, one single partile. Normally all small systems are treated this way,starting with the smallest one, but some systems would require more workand are left untreated; they inlude diquark-antidiquark pairs below thetwo-partile threshold. See further MSTJ(16) and MSTJ(17).= -1 : speial option for PYPREP alls, where no preautions are taken (as for=0), but, in addition, no heks are made on the presene of small-masssystems or unphysial avour or olour on�gurations; i.e. PYPREP onlyrearranges olour strings.MSTJ(15) : (D=0) prodution probability for new avours.= 0 : aording to standard Lund parameterization, as given by PARJ(1) -PARJ(20).= 1 : aording to probabilities stored in PARF(201) - PARF(1960); note thatno default values exist here, i.e. PARF must be set by you. The MSTJ(12)swith an still be used to set baryon prodution mode, with the modi�-ation that MSTJ(12)=2 here allows an arbitrary number of mesons to beprodued between a baryon and an antibaryon (sine the probability fordiquark ! meson + new diquark is assumed independent of prehistory).MSTJ(16) : (D=2) mode of luster treatment (where a luster is a low-mass string thatan fragment to two partiles at the most).= 0 : old sheme. Cluster deays (to two hadrons) are isotropi. In lusterollapses (to one hadron), energy-momentum ompensation is to/fromthe parton or hadron furthest away in mass.= 1 : intermediate sheme. Cluster deays are anisotropi in a way that isintended to mimi the Gaussian p? suppression and string `area law'of suppressed rapidity orderings of ordinary string fragmentation. Inluster ollapses, energy-momentum ompensation is to/from the string347



piee most losely moving in the same diretion as the luster. Exessenergy is put as an extra gluon on this string piee, while a de�it istaken from both endpoints of this string piee as a ommon fration oftheir original momentum.= 2 : new default sheme. Essentially as =1 above, exept that an energyde�it is preferentially taken from the endpoint of the string piee thatis moving losest in diretion to the luster.MSTJ(17) : (D=2) number of attempts made to �nd two hadrons that have a ombinedmass below the luster mass, and thus allow a luster to deay to two hadronsrather than ollapse to one. Thus the larger MSTJ(17), the smaller the frationof ollapses. At least one attempt is always made, and this was the old defaultbehaviour.MSTJ(21) : (D=2) form of partile deays.= 0 : all partile deays are inhibited.= 1 : a partile delared unstable in the MDCY vetor, and with deay hannelsde�ned, may deay within the region given by MSTJ(22). A partilemay deay into partons, whih then fragment further aording to theMSTJ(1) value.= 2 : as =1, exept that a qq parton system produed in a deay (e.g. of a Bmeson) is always allowed to fragment aording to string fragmentation,rather than aording to the MSTJ(1) value (this means that momentum,energy and harge are onserved in the deay).MSTJ(22) : (D=1) ut-o� on deay length for a partile that is allowed to deay aordingto MSTJ(21) and the MDCY value.= 1 : a partile delared unstable is also fored to deay.= 2 : a partile is deayed only if its average proper lifetime is smaller thanPARJ(71).= 3 : a partile is deayed only if the deay vertex is within a distane PARJ(72)of the origin.= 4 : a partile is deayed only if the deay vertex is within a ylindrial volumewith radius PARJ(73) in the xy-plane and extent to �PARJ(74) in the zdiretion.MSTJ(23) : (D=1) possibility of having a shower evolving from a qq pair reated as deayproduts. This swith only applies to deays handled by PYDECY rather thanPYRESD, and so is of less relevane today.= 0 : never.= 1 : whenever the deay hannel matrix-element ode is MDME(IDC,2)= 4, 32,33, 44 or 46, the two �rst deay produts (if they are partons) are allowedto shower, like a olour-singlet subsystem, with maximum virtuality givenby the invariant mass of the pair.MSTJ(24) : (D=2) partile masses.= 0 : disrete mass values are used.= 1 : partiles registered as having a mass width in the PMAS vetor are given amass aording to a trunated Breit{Wigner shape, linear in m, eq. (240).= 2 : as =1, but gauge bosons (atually all partiles with jKFj � 100) aredistributed aording to a Breit{Wigner quadrati in m, as obtainedfrom propagators.= 3 : as =1, but Breit{Wigner shape is always quadrati in m, eq. (241).MSTJ(26) : (D=2) inlusion of B{B mixing in deays.= 0 : no.= 1 : yes, with mixing parameters given by PARJ(76) and PARJ(77). Mixingdeays are not speially marked.= 2 : yes, as =1, but a B (B) that deays as a B (B) is marked as K(I,1)=12348



rather than the normal K(I,1)=11.MSTJ(28) : (D=0) all to an external � deay library like Tauola. For this option tobe meaningful, it is up to you to write the appropriate interfae and inludethat in the routine PYTAUD, as explained in setion 14.2.= 0 : not done, i.e. the internal PYDECY treatment is used.= 1 : done whenever the � mother partile speies an be identi�ed, else theinternal PYDECY treatment is used. Normally the mother partile shouldalways be identi�ed, but it is possible for you to remove event historyinformation or to add extra � 's diretly to the event reord, and then themother is not known.= 2 : always done.MSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) : swithes for time-like parton showers, see setion 10.4.MSTJ(51) : (D=0) inlusion of Bose{Einstein e�ets.= 0 : no e�ets inluded.= 1 : e�ets inluded aording to an exponential parameterization f2(Q) =1+PARJ(92)� exp(�Q=PARJ(93)), where f2(Q) represents the ratio ofpartile prodution at Q with Bose{Einstein e�ets to that without, andthe relative momentum Q is de�ned by Q2(p1; p2) = �(p1� p2)2 = (p1 +p2)2� 4m2. Partiles with width broader than PARJ(91) are assumed tohave time to deay before Bose{Einstein e�ets are to be onsidered.= 2 : e�ets inluded aording to a Gaussian parameterization f2(Q) =1+PARJ(92)� exp(�(Q=PARJ(93))2), with notation and omments asabove.MSTJ(52) : (D=3) number of partile speies for whih Bose{Einstein orrelations areto be inluded, ranged along the hain �+, ��, �0, K+, K�, K0L, K0S, � and�0. Default orresponds to inluding all pions (�+, ��, �0), 7 to inluding allKaons as well, and 9 is maximum.MSTJ(53) : (D=0) In e+e� ! W+W�, e+e� ! Z0Z0, or if PARJ(94)> 0 and there areseveral strings in the event, apply BE algorithm= 0 : on all pion pairs.= 1 : only on pairs were both pions ome from the same W=Z=string.= 2 : only on pairs were the pions ome from di�erent W=Z=strings.= -2 : when alulating balaning shifts for pions from same W=Z=string, onlyonsider pairs from this W=Z=string.Note: if olour reonnetions has ourred in an event, the distintion betweenpions oming from di�erent W=Z's is lost.MSTJ(54) : (D=2) Alternative loal energy ompensation. (Notation in brakets referto the one used in [L�on95℄.)= 0 : global energy ompensation (BE0).= 1 : ompensate with idential pairs by negative BE enhanement with a thirdof the radius (BE3).= 2 : ditto, but with the ompensation onstrained to vanish at Q = 0, by anadditional 1� exp(�Q2R2=4) fator (BE32).= -1 : ompensate with pair giving the smallest invariant mass (BEm).= -2 : ompensate with pair giving the smallest string length (BE�).MSTJ(55) : (D=0) Calulation of di�erene vetor.= 0 : in the lab frame.= 1 : in the .m. of the given pair.MSTJ(56) : (D=0) In e+e� ! W+W� or e+e� ! Z0Z0 inlude distane betweenW=Z's.= 0 : radius is the same for all pairs.= 1 : radius for pairs from di�erent W=Z's is R+ ÆRWW (R+ ÆRZZ), where ÆRis the generated distane between the deay verties. (When onsidering349



W or Z pairs with an energy well above threshold, this should give morerealisti results.)MSTJ(57) : (D=1) Penalty for shifting partiles with lose-by idential neighbours inloal energy ompensation, MSTJ(54) < 0.= 0 : no penalty.= 1 : penalty.MSTJ(91) : (I) ag when generating gluon jet with options MSTJ(2)= 2 or 4 (then =1,else =0).MSTJ(92) : (I) ag that a qq or gg pair or a ggg triplet reated in PYDECY should beallowed to shower, is 0 if no pair or triplet, is the entry number of the �rstparton if a pair indeed exists, is the entry number of the �rst parton, with a� sign, if a triplet indeed exists.MSTJ(93) : (I) swith for PYMASS ation. Is reset to 0 in PYMASS all.= 0 : ordinary ation.= 1 : light (d, u, s, , b) quark masses are taken from PARF(101) - PARF(105)rather than PMAS(1,1) - PMAS(5,1). Diquark masses are given as sumof quark masses, without spin splitting term.= 2 : as =1. Additionally the onstant terms PARF(121) and PARF(122) aresubtrated from quark and diquark masses, respetively.MSTJ(101) - MSTJ(121) : swithes for e+e� event generation, see setion 6.3.PARJ(1) : (D=0.10) is P(qq)=P(q), the suppression of diquark-antidiquark pair produ-tion in the olour �eld, ompared with quark{antiquark prodution.PARJ(2) : (D=0.30) is P(s)=P(u), the suppression of s quark pair prodution in the �eldompared with u or d pair prodution.PARJ(3) : (D=0.4) is (P(us)=P(ud))=(P(s)=P(d)), the extra suppression of strange di-quark prodution ompared with the normal suppression of strange quarks.PARJ(4) : (D=0.05) is (1=3)P(ud1)=P(ud0), the suppression of spin 1 diquarks omparedwith spin 0 ones (exluding the fator 3 oming from spin ounting).PARJ(5) : (D=0.5) parameter determining relative ourrene of baryon prodution byBMB and by BB on�gurations in the simple poporn baryon produtionmodel, roughly P(BMB)=(P(BB) + P(BMB)) = PARJ(5)=(0:5+PARJ(5)).This and subsequent baryon parameters are modi�ed in the advaned popornsenario, see subsetion 14.3.1.PARJ(6) : (D=0.5) extra suppression for having a ss pair shared by the B and B of aBMB situation.PARJ(7) : (D=0.5) extra suppression for having a strange meson M in a BMB on�g-uration.PARJ(8) - PARJ(10) : used in the advaned poporn senario, see subsetion 14.3.1.PARJ(11) - PARJ(17) : parameters that determine the spin of mesons when formed infragmentation or deays.PARJ(11) : (D=0.5) is the probability that a light meson (ontaining u and dquarks only) has spin 1 (with 1-PARJ(11) the probability for spin 0).PARJ(12) : (D=0.6) is the probability that a strange meson has spin 1.PARJ(13) : (D=0.75) is the probability that a harm or heavier meson has spin 1.PARJ(14) : (D=0.) is the probability that a spin = 0 meson is produed with anorbital angular momentum 1, for a total spin = 1.PARJ(15) : (D=0.) is the probability that a spin = 1 meson is produed with anorbital angular momentum 1, for a total spin = 0.PARJ(16) : (D=0.) is the probability that a spin = 1 meson is produed with anorbital angular momentum 1, for a total spin = 1.PARJ(17) : (D=0.) is the probability that a spin = 1 meson is produed with anorbital angular momentum 1, for a total spin = 2.350



Note : the end result of the numbers above is that, with i = 11, 12 or 13,depending on avour ontent,P(S = 0; L = 0; J = 0) = (1� PARJ(i))� (1� PARJ(14)),P(S = 0; L = 1; J = 1) = (1� PARJ(i))� PARJ(14),P(S = 1; L = 0; J = 1) =PARJ(i)� (1� PARJ(15)� PARJ(16)� PARJ(17)),P(S = 1; L = 1; J = 0) = PARJ(i)� PARJ(15),P(S = 1; L = 1; J = 1) = PARJ(i)� PARJ(16),P(S = 1; L = 1; J = 2) = PARJ(i)� PARJ(17),where S is the quark `true' spin and J is the total spin, usually alledthe spin s of the meson.PARJ(18) : (D=1.) is an extra suppression fator multiplying the ordinary SU(6) weightfor spin 3/2 baryons, and hene a means to break SU(6) in addition to the dy-nami breaking implied by PARJ(2), PARJ(3), PARJ(4), PARJ(6) and PARJ(7).PARJ(19) : (D=1.) extra baryon suppression fator, whih multiplies the ordinarydiquark-antidiquark prodution probability for the breakup losest to theendpoint of a string, but leaves other breaks una�eted. Is only used forMSTJ(12)=3.PARJ(21) : (D=0.36 GeV) orresponds to the width � in the Gaussian px and py trans-verse momentum distributions for primary hadrons. See also PARJ(22) -PARJ(24).PARJ(22) : (D=1.) relative inrease in transverse momentum in a gluon jet generatedwith MSTJ(2)= 2 or 4.PARJ(23), PARJ(24) : (D=0.01, 2.) a fration PARJ(23) of the Gaussian transversemomentum distribution is taken to be a fator PARJ(24) larger than input inPARJ(21). This gives a simple parameterization of non-Gaussian tails to theGaussian shape assumed above.PARJ(25) : (D=1.) extra suppression fator for � prodution in fragmentation; if an �is rejeted a new avour pair is generated and a new hadron formed.PARJ(26) : (D=0.4) extra suppression fator for �0 prodution in fragmentation; if an �0is rejeted a new avour pair is generated and a new hadron formed.PARJ(31) : (D=0.1 GeV) gives the remaining W+ below whih the generation of a singlejet is stopped. (It is hosen smaller than a pion mass, so that no hadronsmoving in the forward diretion are missed.)PARJ(32) : (D=1. GeV) is, with quark masses added, used to de�ne the minimumallowable energy of a olour-singlet parton system.PARJ(33) - PARJ(34) : (D=0.8 GeV, 1.5 GeV) are, together with quark masses, usedto de�ne the remaining energy below whih the fragmentation of a partonsystem is stopped and two �nal hadrons formed. PARJ(33) is normally used,exept for MSTJ(11)=2, when PARJ(34) is used.PARJ(36) : (D=2.) represents the dependene on the mass of the �nal quark pair forde�ning the stopping point of the fragmentation. Is strongly orrelated to thehoie of PARJ(33) - PARJ(35).PARJ(37) : (D=0.2) relative width of the smearing of the stopping point energy.PARJ(39) : (D=0.08 GeV�2) refers to the probability for reverse rapidity ordering of the�nal two hadrons, aording to eq. (226), for MSTJ(11)=2 (for other MSTJ(11)values PARJ(42) is used).PARJ(41), PARJ(42) : (D=0.3, 0.58 GeV�2) give the a and b parameters of the sym-metri Lund fragmentation funtion for MSTJ(11)=1, 4 and 5 (and MSTJ(11)=3for ordinary hadrons).PARJ(43), PARJ(44) : (D=0.5, 0.9 GeV�2) give the a and b parameters as above forthe speial ase of a gluon jet generated with IF and MSTJ(2)= 2 or 4.PARJ(45) : (D=0.5) the amount by whih the e�etive a parameter in the Lund avour351



dependent symmetri fragmentation funtion is assumed to be larger than thenormal a when diquarks are produed. More spei�ally, referring to eq. (213),a� =PARJ(41) when onsidering the fragmentation of a quark and = PARJ(41)+ PARJ(45) for the fragmentation of a diquark, with orresponding expressionfor a� depending on whether the newly reated objet is a quark or diquark (foran independent gluon jet generated with MSTJ(2)= 2 or 4, replae PARJ(41)by PARJ(43)). In the poporn model, a meson reated in between the baryonand antibaryon has a� = a� =PARJ(41) + PARJ(45).PARJ(46), PARJ(47) : (D=2*1.) modi�ation of the Lund symmetri fragmentationfor heavy endpoint quarks aording to the reipe by Bowler, available whenMSTJ(11)= 4 or 5 is seleted. The shape is given by eq. (216). If MSTJ(11)=4then rQ =PARJ(46) for both  and b, while if MSTJ(11)=5 then r =PARJ(46)and rb =PARJ(47). PARJ(46) and PARJ(47) thus provide a possibility tointerpolate between the `pure' Bowler shape, r = 1, and the normal Lundone, r = 0. The additional modi�ations made in PARJ(43) - PARJ(45) areautomatially taken into aount, if neessary.PARJ(51) - PARJ(55) : (D=3*0.77, �0:05, �0:005) give a hoie of four possible waysto parameterize the fragmentation funtion for MSTJ(11)=2 (and MSTJ(11)=3for harm and heavier). The fragmentation of eah avour KF may be hosenseparately; for a diquark the avour of the heaviest quark is used. With =PARJ(50+KF), the parameterizations are:0 �  � 1 : Field-Feynman, f(z) = 1� + 3(1� z)2;�1 �  < 0 : Peterson/SLAC, f(z) = 1=(z(1� 1=z � (�)=(1� z))2); > 1 : power peaked at z = 0, f(z) = (1� z)�1; < �1 : power peaked at z = 1, f(z) = z��1.PARJ(59) : (D=1.) replaes PARJ(51) - PARJ(53) for gluon jet generated withMSTJ(2)= 2 or 4.PARJ(61) - PARJ(63) : (D=4.5, 0.7, 0.) parameterizes the energy dependene of theprimary multipliity distribution in phase-spae deays. The former two or-respond to 1 and 2 of eq. (249), while the latter allows a further additiveterm in the multipliity spei�ally for onium deays.PARJ(64) : (0.003 GeV) minimum kineti energy in deays (safety margin for numerialpreision errors). When violated, typially new masses would be seleted ifpartiles have a Breit-Wigner width, or a new deay hannel where that isrelevant.PARJ(65) : (D=0.5 GeV) mass whih, in addition to the spetator quark or diquarkmass, is not assumed to partake in the weak deay of a heavy quark in ahadron. This parameter was mainly intended for top deay and is urrentlynot in use.PARJ(66) : (D=0.5) relative probability that olour is rearranged when two singlets areto be formed from deay produts. Only applies for MDME(IDC,2)= 11{30, i.e.low-mass phase-spae deays.PARJ(71) : (D=10 mm) maximum average proper lifetime � for partiles allowed todeay in the MSTJ(22)=2 option. With the default value, K0S, �, ��, �+, ��,�0 and 
� are stable (in addition to those normally taken to be stable), butharm and bottom do still deay.PARJ(72) : (D=1000 mm) maximum distane from the origin at whih a deay is allowedto take plae in the MSTJ(22)=3 option.PARJ(73) : (D=100 mm) maximum ylindrial distane � = px2 + y2 from the originat whih a deay is allowed to take plae in the MSTJ(22)=4 option.PARJ(74) : (D=1000 mm) maximum z distane from the origin at whih a deay isallowed to take plae in the MSTJ(22)=4 option.PARJ(76) : (D=0.7) mixing parameter xd = �M=� in B0{B0 system.352



PARJ(77) : (D=10.) mixing parameter xs = �M=� in B0s{B0s system.PARJ(80) - PARJ(90) : parameters for time-like parton showers, see setion 10.4.PARJ(91) : (D=0.020 GeV) minimum partile width in PMAS(KC,2), above whih par-tile deays are assumed to take plae before the stage where Bose{Einsteine�ets are introdued.PARJ(92) : (D=1.) nominal strength of Bose{Einstein e�ets for Q = 0, see MSTJ(51).This parameter, often denoted �, expresses the amount of inoherene in parti-le prodution. Due to the simpli�ed piture used for the Bose{Einstein e�ets,in partiular for e�ets from three nearby idential partiles, the atual � ofthe simulated events may be larger than the input value.PARJ(93) : (D=0.20 GeV) size of the Bose{Einstein e�et region in terms of the Qvariable, see MSTJ(51). The more onventional measure, in terms of theradius R of the prodution volume, is given by R = �h=PARJ(93)� 0:2fm�GeV/PARJ(93)=PARU(3)/PARJ(93).PARJ(94) : (D=0.0 GeV) Inrease radius for pairs from di�erent W=Z=strings.< 0 : if MSTJ(56) = 1, the radius for pairs from di�erent W=Z's is inreasedto R + ÆRWW + PARU(3)=abs(PARJ(94)).> 0 : the radius for pairs from di�erent strings is inreased toR + PARU(3)=PARJ(94).PARJ(95) : (R) Set to the energy imbalane after the BE algorithm, before resaling ofmomenta.PARJ(96) : (R) Set to the � needed to retain energy-momentum onservation in eahevent for relevant models.PARJ(121) - PARJ(171) : parameters for e+e� event generation, see setion 6.3.PARJ(180) - PARJ(195) : various oupling onstants and parameters related to ou-plings, see setion 9.4.14.3.1 The advaned poporn ode for baryon produtionIn setion 12.1.3 a new advaned poporn ode for baryon prodution model was presented,based on [Ed�e97℄. It partly overwrites and rede�nes the meaning of some of the parametersabove. Therefore the full desription of these new options are given separately in thissetion, together with a listing of the new routines involved.In order to use the new options, a few possibilities are open.� Use of the old diquark and poporn models, MSTJ(12) = 1 and 2, is essentiallyunhanged. Note, however, that PARJ(19) is available for an ad-ho suppression of�rst-rank baryon prodution.� Use of the old poporn model with new SU(6) weighting:� Set MSTJ(12)=3.� Inrease PARJ(1) by approximately a fator 1.2 to retain about the same ef-fetive baryon prodution rate as in MSTJ(12)=2.� Note: the new SU(6) weighting e.g. implies that the total prodution rate ofharm and bottom baryons is redued.� Use of the old avour model with new SU(6) treatment and modi�ed fragmentationfuntion for diquark verties (whih softens baryon spetra):� Set MSTJ(12)=4.� Inrease PARJ(1) by about a fator 1.7 and PARJ(5) by about a fator 1.2 torestore the baryon and poporn rates of the MSTJ(12)=2 default.� Use of the new avour model (automatially with modi�ed diquark fragmentationfuntion.)� Set MSTJ(12)=5.� Inrease PARJ(1) by approximately a fator 2.353



� Change PARJ(18) from 1 to approx. 0.19.� Instead of PARJ(3) - PARJ(7), tune PARJ(8), PARJ(9), PARJ(10) andPARJ(18). (Here PARJ(10) is used only in ollisions having remnants of baryonbeam partiles.)� Note: the proposed parameter values are based on a global �t to all baryonprodution rates. This e.g. means that the proton rate is lower than in theMSTJ(12)=2 option, with urrent data somewhere in between. The PARJ(1)value would have to be about 3 times higher in MSTJ(12)=5 than in =2 to havethe same total baryon prodution rate (=proton+neutron), but then otherbaryon rates would not math at all.� The new options MSTJ(12)=4 and =5 (and, to some extent, =3) soften baryon spetrain suh a way that PARJ(45) (the hange of a for diquarks in the Lund symmetrifragmentation funtion) is available for a retune. It a�ets i.e. baryon-antibaryonrapidity orrelations and the baryon exess over antibaryons in quark jets.The hanges in and additions to the ommonbloks are as follows.MSTU(121) - MSTU(125) : Internal ags and ounters; only MSTU(123) may be touhedby you.MSTU(121) : Poporn meson ounter.MSTU(122) : Points at the proper diquark prodution weights, to distinguish be-tween ordinary poporn and rank 0 diquark systems. Only needed ifMSTJ(12)=5.MSTU(123) : Initialization ag. If MSTU(123) is 0 in a PYKFDI all, PYKFIN isalled and MSTU(123) set to 1. Would need to be reset by you if avourparameters are hanged in the middle of a run.MSTU(124) : First parton avour in deay all, stored to easily �nd random avourpartner in a poporn system.MSTU(125) : Maximum number of poporn mesons allowed in deay avour gen-eration. If a larger poporn system passes the fake string suppressions,the error KF=0 is returned and the avour generation for the deay isrestarted.MSTU(131) - MSTU(140) : Store of poporn meson avour odes in deay algorithm.Purely internal.MSTJ(12) : (D=2) Main swith for hoie of baryon prodution model. Suppression ofrank 1 baryons by a parameter PARJ(19) is no longer governed by the MSTJ(12)swith, but instead turned on by setting PARJ(19)<1. Three new options areavailable:= 3 : as =2, but additionally the prodution of �rst rank baryons may be sup-pressed by a fator PARJ(19).= 4 : as =2, but diquark verties su�ers an extra suppression of the form 1�exp(��), where � � 0:7GeV�2 is stored in PARF(192).= 5 : Advaned version of the poporn model. Independent of PARJ(3-7).Instead depending on PARJ(8-10). When using this option PARJ(1)needs to enhaned by approx. a fator 2 (i.e. it losses a bit of its normalmeaning), and PARJ(18) is suggested to be set to 0.19.PARJ(8), PARJ(9) : (D=0.6, 1.2 GeV�1) The new poporn parameters �u and Æ� =�s � �u. Used to suppress poporn mesons of total invariant mass M? byexp(��q �M?). Larger PARJ(9) leads to a stronger suppression of popornsystems surrounded by an ss pair, and also a little stronger suppression ofstrangeness in diquarks.PARJ(10) : (D=0.6 GeV�1) Corresponding parameter for suppression of leading rankmesons of transverse mass M? in the fragmentation of diquark jets, used if354



MSTJ(12)=5. The treatment of original diquarks is avour independent, i.e.PARJ(10) is used even if the diquark ontains s or heavier quarks.PARF(131) - PARF(190) : Di�erent diquark and poporn weights, alulated in PYKFIN,whih is automatially alled from PYKFDI.PARF(131) : Poporn ratio BMB=BB in the old model.PARF(132-134) : Leading rank meson ratio MB=B in the old model, for originaldiquark with 0, 1 and 2 s-quarks, respetively.PARF(135-137) : Colour utuation quark ratio, i.e. the relative probability thatthe heavier quark in a diquark �ts into the baryon at the opposite sideof the poporn meson. For sq, original sq and original q diquarks, re-spetively.PARF(138) : The extra suppression of strange olour utuation quarks, due to therequirement of surrounding a poporn meson. (In the old model, it issimply PARJ(6).)PARF(139) : Preliminary suppression of a poporn meson in the new model. Asystem of N poporn mesons is started with weight proportional toPARF(139)N . It is then tested against the orret weight, derived fromthe mass of the system. For strange olour utuation quarks, the weightis PARF(138)*PARF(139).PARF(140) : Preliminary suppression of leading rank mesons in diquark strings,irrespetive of avour. Corresponds to PARF(139).PARF(141-145) : Maximal SU(6) fators for di�erent types of diquarks.PARF(146) : �=� suppression if MSTJ(12)=5, derived from PARJ(18).PARF(151-190) : Prodution ratios for di�erent diquarks. Stored in four groups,handling q ! BB, q ! BM:::B, qq ! MB and �nally qq ! MB inthe ase of original diquarks. In eah group is stored:1 : s=u olour utuation ratio.2,3 : s=u ratio for the vertex quark if the olour utuation quarkis light or strange, respetively.4 : q=q0 vertex quark ratio if the olour utuation quark is lightand = q.5-7 : (spin 1)/(spin 0) ratio for su, us and ud, where the �rst avouris the olour utuation quark.8-10 : Unused.PARF(191) : (D=0.2) Non-onstituent mass in GeV of a ud0 diquark. Used in ombi-nation with diquark onstituent mass di�erenes to derive relative produtionrates for di�erent diquark avours in the MSTJ(12)=5 option.PARF(192) : (D=0.5) Parameter for the low-� suppression of diquark verties in theMSTJ(12)� 4 options. PARF(192) represents e��, i.e. the suppression is of theform 1-PARF(192)�, � in GeV2.PARF(193,194) : (I) Store of some poporn weights used by the present poporn system.PARF(201-1400) : (I) Weights for every possible poporn meson onstrution in theMSTJ(12)=5 option. Calulated from input parameters and meson masses inPYKFIN. When q1q2 ! M + q1q3, the weights for M and the new diquark de-pends not only on q1 and q2. It is also important if this is a `true' popornsystem, or a system whih started with a diquark at the string end, and if Mis the �nal meson of the poporn system, i.e. if the q1q3 diquark will go into abaryon or not. With �ve possible avours for q1 and q2 this gives 80 di�erentsituations when seleting M and q3. However, quarks heavier than s only existin the string endpoints, and if more poporn mesons are to be produed, theq1q3 diquark does not inuene the weights and the q1 dependene redues towhat � fator (PARJ(8-10)) that is used. Then 40 distint situations remains,355



i.e.:`true poporn' �nal meson q1 q2YES YES d,u,s d,u,sNO <s,s d,u,sNO YES d,u,s,>s d,u,s,,bNO 1 ase d,u,s,,bThis table also shows the order in whih the situations are stored. E.g. situa-tion no. 1 is `YES,YES,d,d', situation no.11 is `YES,NO,< s,u'.In every situation q3 an be d, u or s. if q3 = q2 there are in the programthree possible avour mixing states available for the meson. This gives �vepossible meson avours, and for eah one of them there are six possible L; Sspin states. Thus 30 PARF positions are reserved for eah situation, and theseare used as follows:For eah spin multiplet (in the same order as in PARF(1-60)) �ve positionsare reserved. First are stored the weights for the the q3 6= q2 mesons, with q3in inreasing order. If q2 > s, this oupies three spots, and the �nal two areunused. If q2 � s, the �nal three spots are used for the diagonal states whenq3 = q2.In summary, all ommonblok variables are ompletely internal, exept MSTU(123),MSTJ(12), PARJ(8) - PARJ(10) and PARF(191), PARF(192). Among these, PARF(191)and PARF(192) should not need to be hanged. MSTU(123) should be 0 when starting,and reset to 0 whenever hanging a swith or parameter whih inuenes avour weightWith MSTJ(12)=4, PARJ(5) may need to inrease. With MSTJ(12)=5, a preliminarytune suggests PARJ(8) = 0.6, PARJ(9) = 1.2, PARJ(10) = 0.6, PARJ(1) = 0.20 andPARJ(18)=0.19.Three new subroutines are added, but are only needed for internal use.SUBROUTINE PYKFIN : to alulate a large set of diquark and poporn weights from inputparameters. Is alled from PYKFDI if MSTU(123)=0. Sets MSTU(123) to 1.SUBROUTINE PYNMES(KFDIQ) : to alulate number of poporn mesons to be generatedin a poporn system, or the number of leading rank mesons when fragment-ing a diquark string. Stores the number in MSTU(121). Always returns 0 ifMSTJ(12)< 2. Returns 0 or 1 if MSTJ(12)< 5.KFDIQ : Flavour of the diquark in a diquark string. If starting a poporn systeminside a string, KFDIQ is 0.SUBROUTINE PYDCYK(KFL1,KFL2,KFL3,KF) : to generate avours in the phase spaemodel of hadron deays, and in luster deays. Is essentially the same asa PYKFDI all, but also takes into aount the e�ets of string dynamis inavour prodution in the MSTJ(12)� 4 options. This is done in order to get areasonable interpretation of the input parameters also for hadron deays withthese options.KFL1,KFL2,KFL3,KF : See SUBROUTINE PYKFDI.Internally the diquark odes have been extended to store the neessary further poporninformation. As before, an initially existing diquark has a ode of the type 1000qa+100qb+2s+ 1, where qa > qb. Diquarks reated in the fragmentation proess now have the longerode 10000q + 1000qa + 100qb + 2s+ 1, i.e. one further digit is set. Here q is the urtainquark, i.e. the avour of the quark-antiquark pair that is shared between the baryonand the antibaryon, either qa or qb. The non-urtain quark, the other of qa and qb, mayhave its antiquark partner in a poporn meson. In ase there are no poporn mesonsthis information is not needed, but is still set at random to be either of qa and qb. Theextended ode is used internally in PYSTRF and PYDECY and in some routines alled bythem, but is not visible in any event listings.356



14.4 Further Parameters and Partile DataThe PYUPDA routine is the main tool for updating partile data tables. The followingommon bloks are maybe of a more peripheral interest, with the exeption of the MDCYarray, whih allows a seletive inhibiting of partile deays, and setting masses of not yetdisovered partiles, suh as PMAS(25,1), the (Standard Model) Higgs mass.CALL PYUPDA(MUPDA,LFN)Purpose: to give you the ability to update partile data, or to keep several versions ofmodi�ed partile data for speial purposes (e.g. bottom studies).MUPDA : gives the type of ation to be taken.= 1 : write a table of partile data, that you then an edit at leisure. For ordi-nary listing of deay data, PYLIST(12) should be used, but that listingould not be read bak in by the program.For eah ompressed avour ode KC = 1{500, one line is written on-taining the orresponding unompressed KF avour ode (1X,I9) inKCHG(KC,4), the partile and antipartile names (2X,A16,2X,A16) inCHAF, the eletri (I3), olour harge (I3) and partile/antipartile dis-tintion (I3) odes in KCHG, the mass (F12.5), the mass width (F12.5),maximum broadening (F12.5) and average proper lifetime (1P,E13.5) inPMAS, the resonane width treatment (I3) in MWID and the on/o� deayswith (I3) in MDCY(KC,1).After a KC line follows one line for eah possible deay hannel, ontainingthe MDME odes (10X,2I5), the branhing ratio (F12.6) in BRAT, and theKFDP odes for the deay produts (5I10), with trailing 0's if the numberof deay produts is smaller than 5.= 2 : read in partile data, as written with =1 and thereafter edited by you, anduse this data subsequently in the urrent run. This also means e.g. themapping between the full KF and ompressed KC avour odes. Readingis done with �xed format, whih means that you have to preserve theformat odes desribed for =1 during the editing. A number of hekswill be made to see if input looks reasonable, with warnings if not. Ifsome deay hannel is said not to onserve harge, it should be takenseriously. Warnings that deay is kinematially unallowed need not be asserious, sine that partiular deay mode may not be swithed on unlessthe partile mass is inreased.= 3 : read in partile data, like option 2, but use it as a omplement to ratherthan a replaement of existing data. The input �le should therefore onlyontain new partiles and partiles with hanged data. New partilesare added to the bottom of the KC and deay hannel tables. Changedpartiles retain their KC odes and hene the position of partile data,but their old deay hannels are removed, this spae is reuperated, andnew deay hannels are added at the end. Thus also the deay hannelnumbers of unhanged partiles are a�eted.= 4 : write urrent partile data as data lines, whih an be edited into BLOCKDATA PYDATA for a permanent replaement of the partile data. Thisoption is intended for the program author only, not for you.LFN : the �le number whih the data should be written to or read from. You mustsee to it that this �le is properly opened for read or write (sine the de�nitionof �le names is platform dependent).
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COMMON/PYDAT2/KCHG(500,4),PMAS(500,4),PARF(2000),VCKM(4,4)Purpose: to give aess to a number of avour treatment onstants or parameters andpartile/parton data. Partile data is stored by ompressed ode KC ratherthan by the full KF ode. You are reminded that the way to know the KC valueis to use the PYCOMP funtion, i.e. KC = PYCOMP(KF).KCHG(KC,1) : three times partile/parton harge for ompressed ode KC.KCHG(KC,2) : olour information for ompressed ode KC.= 0 : olour-singlet partile.= 1 : quark or antidiquark.= -1 : antiquark or diquark.= 2 : gluon.KCHG(KC,3) : partile/antipartile distintion for ompressed ode KC.= 0 : the partile is its own antipartile.= 1 : a nonidential antipartile exists.KCHG(KC,4) : equals the unompressed partile ode KF (always with a positive sign).This gives the inverse mapping of what is provided by the PYCOMP routine.PMAS(KC,1) : partile/parton mass m (in GeV) for ompressed ode KC.PMAS(KC,2) : the total width � (in GeV) of an assumed symmetri Breit{Wigner massshape for ompressed partile ode KC.PMAS(KC,3) : the maximum deviation (in GeV) from the PMAS(KC,1) value at whih theBreit{Wigner shape above is trunated. Is used in ordinary partile deays,but not in the resonane treatment; f. the CKIN variables.PMAS(KC,4) : the average lifetime � for ompressed partile ode KC, with � in mm, i.e.� in units of about 3:33� 10�12 s.PARF(1) - PARF(60) : give a parameterization of the dd{uu{ss avour mixing in pro-dution of avour-diagonal mesons. Numbers are stored in groups of 10, forthe six multiplets pseudosalar, vetor, axial vetor (S = 0), salar, axial ve-tor (S = 1) and tensor, in this order; see setion 12.1.2. Within eah group,the �rst two numbers determine the fate of a dd avour state, the seond twothat of a uu one, the next two that of an ss one, while the last four are unused.Call the numbers of a pair p1 and p2. Then the probability to produe thestate with smallest KF ode is 1 � p1, the probability for the middle one isp1 � p2 and the probability for the one with largest ode is p2, i.e. p1 is theprobability to produe either of the two `heavier' ones.PARF(61) - PARF(80) : give avour SU(6) weights for the prodution of a spin 1/2or spin 3/2 baryon from a given diquark{quark ombination. Should not behanged.PARF(91) - PARF(96) : (D = 0.0099, 0.0056, 0.199, 1.35, 4.5, 165 GeV) default nominalquark masses, used to give the starting value for running masses alulated inPYMRUN.PARF(101) - PARF(105) : ontain d, u, s,  and b onstituent masses, in the past usedin mass formulae for undisovered hadrons, and should not be hanged.PARF(111), PARF(112) : (D=0.0, 0.11 GeV) onstant terms in the mass formulae forheavy mesons and baryons, respetively (with diquark getting 2/3 of baryon).PARF(113), PARF(114) : (D=0.16, 0.048 GeV) fators whih, together with Clebsh-Gordan oeÆients and quark onstituent masses, determine the mass splittingdue to spin-spin interations for heavy mesons and baryons, respetively. Thelatter fator is also used for the splitting between spin 0 and spin 1 diquarks.PARF(115) - PARF(118) : (D=0.50, 0.45, 0.55, 0.60 GeV), onstant mass terms, addedto the onstituent masses, to get the mass of heavy mesons with orbital angular358



momentum L = 1. The four numbers are for pseudovetor mesons with quarkspin 0, and for salar, pseudovetor and tensor mesons with quark spin 1,respetively.PARF(121), PARF(122) : (D=0.1, 0.2 GeV) onstant terms, whih are subtrated forquark and diquark masses, respetively, in de�ning the allowed phase spae inpartile deays into partons (e.g. B0 ! dud).PARF(201) - PARF(1960) : (D=1760*0) relative probabilities for avour prodution inthe MSTJ(15)=1 option; to be de�ned by you before any Pythia alls. (Thestandard meaning is hanged in the advaned baryon poporn ode, desribedin subsetion 14.3.1, where many of the PARF numbers are used for other pur-poses.)The index in PARF is of the ompressed form120 + 80�KTAB1+25�KTABS+KTAB3.Here KTAB1 is the old avour, �xed by preeding fragmentation history, whileKTAB3 is the new avour, to be seleted aording to the relevant relativeprobabilities (exept for the very last partile, produed when joining two jets,where both KTAB1 and KTAB3 are known). Only the most frequently ap-pearing quarks/diquarks are de�ned, aording to the ode 1 = d, 2 = u,3 = s, 4 = , 5 = b, 6 = t (obsolete!), 7 = dd1, 8 = ud0, 9 = ud1, 10 = uu1,11 = sd0, 12 = sd1, 13 = su0, 14 = su1, 15 = ss1, 16 = d0, 17 = d1, 18 = u0,19 = u1, 20 = s0, 21 = s1, 22 = 1. These are thus the only possibilitiesfor the new avour to be produed; for an oasional old avour not on thislist, the ordinary relative avour prodution probabilities will be used.Given the initial and �nal avour, the intermediate hadron that is produedis almost �xed. (Initial and �nal diquark here orresponds to `poporn' pro-dution of mesons intermediate between a baryon and an antibaryon). Theadditional index KTABS gives the spin type of this hadron, with0 = pseudosalar meson or �-like spin 1/2 baryon,1 = vetor meson or �-like spin 1/2 baryon,2 = tensor meson or spin 3/2 baryon.(Some meson multiplets, not frequently produed, are not aessible by thisparameterization.)Note that some ombinations of KTAB1, KTAB3 and KTABS do not or-respond to a physial partile (a �-like baryon must ontain three di�er-ent quark avours, a �-like one at least two), and that you must see toit that the orresponding PARF entries are vanishing. One additional om-pliation exist when KTAB3 and KTAB1 denote the same avour ontent(normally KTAB3=KTAB1, but for diquarks the spin freedom may giveKTAB3=KTAB1�1): then a avour neutral meson is to be produed, andhere dd, uu and ss states mix (heavier avour states do not, and these aretherefore no problem). For these ases the ordinary KTAB3 value gives thetotal probability to produe either of the mesons possible, while KTAB3=23gives the relative probability to produe the lightest meson state (�0, �0, a02),KTAB3=24 relative probability for the middle meson (�, !, f02), and KTAB3 =25 relative probability for the heaviest one (�0, �, f 002 ). Note that, for simpli-ity, these relative probabilities are assumed the same whether initial and �naldiquark have the same spin or not; the total probability may well be assumeddi�erent, however.As a general omment, the sum of PARF values for a given KTAB1 need notbe normalized to unity, but rather the program will �nd the sum of relevantweights and normalize to that. The same goes for the KTAB3=23{25 weights.This makes it straightforward to use one ommon setup of PARF values andstill swith between di�erent MSTJ(12) baryon prodution modes, with the359



exeption of the advaned poporn senarios.VCKM(I,J) : squared matrix elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa avour mix-ing matrix.I : up type generation index, i.e. 1 = u, 2 = , 3 = t and 4 = t0.J : down type generation index, i.e. 1 = d, 2 = s, 3 = b and 4 = b0.COMMON/PYDAT3/MDCY(500,3),MDME(8000,2),BRAT(8000),KFDP(8000,5)Purpose: to give aess to partile deay data and parameters. In partiular, theMDCY(KC,1) variables may be used to swith on or o� the deay of a givenpartile speies, and the MDME(IDC,1) ones to swith on or o� an individualdeay hannel of a partile. For quarks, leptons and gauge bosons, a numberof deay hannels are inluded that are not allowed for on-mass-shell partiles,see MDME(IDC,2)=102. These hannels are not diretly used to perform de-ays, but rather to denote allowed ouplings in a more general sense, and toswith on or o� suh ouplings, as desribed elsewhere. Partile data is storedby ompressed ode KC rather than by the full KF ode. You are remindedthat the way to know the KC value is to use the PYCOMP funtion, i.e. KC =PYCOMP(KF).MDCY(KC,1) : swith to tell whether a partile with ompressed ode KC may be allowedto deay or not.= 0 : the partile is not allowed to deay.= 1 : the partile is allowed to deay (if deay information is de�ned below forthe partile).Warning: these values may be overwritten for resonanes in a PYINIT all, basedon the MSTP(41) option you have seleted. If you want to allow resonanedeays in general but swith o� the deay of one partiular resonane,this is therefore better done after the PYINIT all.MDCY(KC,2) : gives the entry point into the deay hannel table for ompressed partileode KC. Is 0 if no deay hannels have been de�ned.MDCY(KC,3) : gives the total number of deay hannels de�ned for ompressed partileode KC, independently of whether they have been assigned a non-vanishingbranhing ratio or not. Thus the deay hannels are found in positionsMDCY(KC,2) to MDCY(KC,2)+MDCY(KC,3)-1.MDME(IDC,1) : on/o� swith for individual deay hannel IDC. In addition, a hannelmay be left seletively open; this has some speial appliations in the eventgeneration mahinery. E�etive branhing ratios are automatially realu-lated for the deay hannels left open. Also proess ross setions are a�eted;see setion 7.6.2. If a partile is allowed to deay by the MDCY(KC,1) value,at least one hannel must be left open by you. A list of deay hannels withurrent IDC numbers may be obtained with PYLIST(12).= -1 : this is a non-Standard Model deay mode, whih by default is assumednot to exist. Normally, this option is used for deays involving fourthgeneration or H� partiles.= 0 : hannel is swithed o�.= 1 : hannel is swithed on.= 2 : hannel is swithed on for a partile but o� for an antipartile. It is alsoon for a partile whih is its own antipartile, i.e. here it means the sameas =1.= 3 : hannel is swithed on for an antipartile but o� for a partile. It is o�for a partile whih is its own antipartile.360



= 4 : in the prodution of a pair of equal or harge onjugate resonanes inPythia, say h0 ! W+W�, either one of the resonanes is allowed todeay aording to this group of hannels, but not both. If the two par-tiles of the pair are di�erent, the hannel is on. For ordinary partiles,not resonanes, this option only means that the hannel is swithed o�.= 5 : as =4, but an independent group of hannels, suh that in a pair of equalor harge onjugate resonanes the deay of either resonane may bespei�ed independently. If the two partiles in the pair are di�erent, thehannel is o�. For ordinary partiles, not resonanes, this option onlymeans that the hannel is swithed o�.Warning: the two values -1 and 0 may look similar, but in fat are quite di�erent.In neither ase the hannel so set is generated, but in the latter ase thehannel still ontributes to the total width of a resonane, and thus a�etsboth simulated line shape and the generated ross setion when Pythiais run. The value 0 is appropriate to a hannel we assume exists, even ifwe are not urrently simulating it, while -1 should be used for hannelswe believe do not exist. In partiular, you are warned unwittingly to setfourth generation hannels 0 (rather than -1), sine by now the supportfor a fourth generation is small.Remark: all the options above may be freely mixed. The di�erene, for those aseswhere both make sense, between using values 2 and 3 and using 4 and5 is that the latter automatially inlude harge onjugate states, e.g.h0 ! W+W� ! e+�edu or due��e, but the former only one of them. Inalulations of the joint branhing ratio, this makes a fator 2 di�erene.Example: to illustrate the above options, onsider the ase of a W+W� pair. Onemight then set the following ombination of swithes for the W:hannel value ommentud 1 allowed for W+ and W� in any ombination,us 0 never produed but ontributes to W width,d 2 allowed for W+ only,s 3 allowed for W� only, i.e. properly W� ! s,tb 0 never produed but ontributes to W widthif the hannel is kinematially allowed,�ee+ 4 allowed for one of W+ or W�, but not both,���+ 4 allowed for one of W+ or W�, but not both,and not in ombination with �ee+,���+ 5 allowed for the other W, but not both,���� �1 not produed and does not ontribute to W width.A W+W� �nal state ud + s is allowed, but not its harge onjugateud + s, sine the latter deay mode is not allowed for a W+. Theombination �ee+ + ����� is allowed, sine the two hannels belong todi�erent groups, but not �ee+ + �����, where both belong to the same.Both ud+����� and ud+�� �+ are allowed, sine there is no lash. The fullrulebook, for this ase, is given by eq. (111). A term r2i means hanneli is allowed for W+ and W� simultaneously, a term rirj that hannelsi and j may be ombined, and a term 2rirj that hannels i and j maybe ombined two ways, i.e. that also a harge onjugate ombination isallowed.MDME(IDC,2) : information on speial matrix-element treatment for deay hannel IDC.Is mainly intended for the normal-partile mahinery in PYDECY, so many of361



the odes are superuous in the more sophistiated resonane deay treatmentby PYRESD, see setion 2.1.2. In addition to the outline below, speial rulesapply for the order in whih deay produts should be given, so that matrixelements and olour ow is properly treated. One suh example is the weakmatrix elements, whih only will be orret if deay produts are given in theright order. The program does not polie this, so if you introdue hannels ofyour own and use these odes, you should be guided by the existing partiledata.= 0 : no speial matrix-element treatment; partons and partiles are opieddiretly to the event reord, with momentum distributed aording tophase spae.= 1 : ! and � deays into three pions, eq. (244).= 2 : �0 or � Dalitz deay to e+e�, eq. (246).= 3 : used for vetor meson deays into two pseudosalars, to signal non-isotropi deay angle aording to eq. (245), where relevant.= 4 : deay of a spin 1 onium resonane to three gluons or to a photon andtwo gluons, eq. (43). The gluons may subsequently develop a shower ifMSTJ(23)=1.= 11 : phase-spae prodution of hadrons from the quarks available.= 12 : as =11, but for onia resonanes, with the option of modifying the multi-pliity distribution separately.= 13 : as =11, but at least three hadrons to be produed (useful when the two-body deays are given expliitly).= 14 : as =11, but at least four hadrons to be produed.= 15 : as =11, but at least �ve hadrons to be produed.= 22 - 30 : phase-spae prodution of hadrons from the quarks available, withthe multipliity �xed to be MDME(IDC,2)-20, i.e. 2{10.= 31 : two or more quarks and partiles are distributed aording to phase spae.If three or more produts, the last produt is a spetator quark, i.e. sittingat rest with respet to the deaying hadron.= 32 : a qq or gg pair, distributed aording to phase spae (in angle), andallowed to develop a shower if MSTJ(23)=1.= 33 : a triplet qXq, where X is either a gluon or a olour-singlet partile; the�nal partile (q) is assumed to sit at rest with respet to the deayinghadron, and the two �rst partiles (q and X) are allowed to develop ashower if MSTJ(23)=1. Nowadays superuous.= 41 : weak deay, where partiles are distributed aording to phase spae,multiplied by a fator from the expeted shape of the momentum spe-trum of the diret produt of the weak deay (the �� in � deay).= 42 : weak deay matrix element for quarks and leptons. Produts may begiven either in terms of quarks or hadrons, or leptons for some hannels.If the spetator system is given in terms of quarks, it is assumed toollapse into one partile from the onset. If the virtual W deays intoquarks, these quarks are onverted to partiles, aording to phase spaein the W rest frame, as in =11. Is intended for � , harm and bottom.= 43 : as =42, but if the W deays into quarks, these will either appear as jetsor, for small masses, ollapse into a one- or two-body system. Nowadayssuperuous.= 44 : weak deay matrix element for quarks and leptons, where the spetatorsystem may ollapse into one partile for a small invariant mass. Ifthe �rst two deay produts are a qq0 pair, they may develop a partonshower if MSTJ(23)=1. Was intended for top and beyond, but is nowadayssuperuous. 362



= 46 : W (KF = 89) deay into qq0 or `�` aording to relative probabilities givenby ouplings (as stored in the BRAT vetor) times a dynamial phase-spaefator given by the urrent W mass. In the deay, the orret V � Aangular distribution is generated if the W origin is known (heavy quarkor lepton). This is therefore the seond step of a deay with MDME=45. Aqq0 pair may subsequently develop a shower if MSTJ(23)=1. Was intendedfor top and beyond, but is nowadays superuous.= 48 : as =42, but require at least three deay produts.= 50 : (default behaviour, also obtained for any other ode value apart fromthe ones listed below) do not inlude any speial threshold fators. Thatis, a deay hannel is left open even if the sum of daughter nominalmasses is above the mother atual mass, whih is possible if at least oneof the daughters an be pushed o� the mass shell. Is intended for deaytreatment in PYRESD with PYWIDT alls, and has no speial meaning forordinary PYDECY alls.= 51 : a step threshold, i.e. a hannel is swithed o� when the sum of daughternominal masses is above the mother atual mass. Is intended for deaytreatment in PYRESD with PYWIDT alls, and has no speial meaning forordinary PYDECY alls.= 52 : a �-fator threshold, i.e. q(1�m21=m2 �m22=m2)2 � 4m21m22=m4, assum-ing that the values stored in PMAS(KC,2) and BRAT(IDC) did not inludeany threshold e�ets at all. Is intended for deay treatment in PYRESDwith PYWIDT alls, and has no speial meaning for ordinary PYDECY alls.= 53 : as =52, but assuming that PMAS(KC,2) and BRAT(IDC) did inlude thethreshold e�ets, so that the weight should be the ratio of the � valueat the atual mass to that at the nominal one. Is intended for deaytreatment in PYRESD with PYWIDT alls, and has no speial meaning forordinary PYDECY alls.= 101 : this is not a proper deay hannel, but only to be onsidered as a on-tinuation line for the deay produt listing of the immediately preedinghannel. Sine the KFDP array an ontain �ve deay produts per han-nel, with this ode it is possible to de�ne hannels with up to ten deayproduts. It is not allowed to have several ontinuation lines after eahother.= 102 : this is not a proper deay hannel for a deaying partile on the mass shell(or nearly so), and is therefore assigned branhing ratio 0. For a partileo� the mass shell, this deay mode is allowed, however. By inludingthis hannel among the others, the swithes MDME(IDC,1) may be usedto allow or forbid these hannels in hard proesses, with ross setionsto be alulated separately. As an example,  ! uu is not possible for amassless photon, but is an allowed hannel in e+e� annihilation.BRAT(IDC) : give branhing ratios for the di�erent deay hannels. In priniple, thesum of branhing ratios for a given partile should be unity. Sine the pro-gram anyway has to alulate the sum of branhing ratios left open by theMDME(IDC,1) values and normalize to that, you need not expliitly ensure thisnormalization, however. (Warnings are printed in PYUPDA(2) or PYUPDA(3)alls if the sum is not unity, but this is entirely intended as a help for �ndinguser mistypings.) For deay hannels with MDME(IDC,2)> 80 the BRAT valuesare dummy.KFDP(IDC,J) : ontain the deay produts in the di�erent hannels, with �ve positionsJ= 1{5 reserved for eah hannel IDC. The deay produts are given follow-ing the standard KF ode for partons and partiles, with 0 for trailing empty363



positions. Note that the MDME(IDC+1,2)=101 option allows you to double themaximum number of deay produt in a given hannel from 5 to 10, with the�ve latter produts stored KFDP(IDC+1,J).COMMON/PYDAT4/CHAF(500,2)CHARACTER CHAF*16Purpose: to give aess to harater type variables.CHAF(KC,1) : partile name aording to KC ode.CHAF(KC,2) : antipartile name aording to KC ode when an antipartile exists, elseblank.14.5 Misellaneous CommentsThe previous setions have dealt with the subroutine options and variables one at a time.This is ertainly important, but for a full use of the apabilities of the program, it is alsoneessary to understand how to make di�erent piees work together. This is somethingthat annot be explained fully in a manual, but must also be learnt by trial and error. Thissetion ontains some examples of relationships between subroutines, ommon bloks andparameters. It also ontains omments on issues that did not �t in naturally anywhereelse, but still might be useful to have on reord.14.5.1 Interfaing to detetor simulationVery often, the output of the program is to be fed into a subsequent detetor simulationprogram. It therefore beomes neessary to set up an interfae between the PYJETSommon blok and the detetor model. Preferrably this should be done via the HEPEVTstandard ommon blok, see setion 5.4, but sometimes this may not be onvenient. If aPYEDIT(2) all is made, the remaining entries exatly orrespond to those an ideal detetorould see: all non-deayed partiles, with the exeption of neutrinos. The translation ofmomenta should be trivial (if need be, a PYROBO all an be made to rotate the `preferred'z diretion to whatever is the longitudinal diretion of the detetor), and so should thetranslation of partile odes. In partiular, if the detetor simulation program also usesthe standard Partile Data Group odes, no onversion at all is needed. The problemthen is to selet whih partiles are allowed to deay, and how deay vertex informationshould be used.Several swithes regulate whih partiles are allowed to deay. First, the master swithMSTJ(21) an be used to swith on/o� all deays (and it also ontains a hoie of howfragmentation should be interfaed). Seond, a partile must have deay modes de�nedfor it, i.e. the orresponding MDCY(KC,2) and MDCY(KC,3) entries must be non-zero forompressed ode KC = PYCOMP(KF). This is true for all olour neutral partiles exeptthe neutrinos, the photon, the proton and the neutron. (This statement is atually notfully orret, sine irrelevant `deay modes' with MDME(IDC,2)=102 exist in some ases.)Third, the individual swith in MDCY(KC,1) must be on. Of all the partiles with deaymodes de�ned, only ��, ��, K� and K0L are by default onsidered stable.Finally, if MSTJ(22) does not have its default value 1, heks are also made on thelifetime of a partile before it is allowed to deay. In the simplest alternative, MSTJ(22)=2,the omparison is based on the average lifetime, or rather � , measured in mm. Thus ifthe limit PARJ(71) is (the default) 10 mm, then deays of K0S, �, ��, �+, ��, �0 and
� are all swithed o�, but harm and bottom still deay. No � values below 1 �mare de�ned. With the two options MSTJ(22)= 3 or 4, a spherial or ylindrial volume isde�ned around the origin, and all deays taking plae inside this volume are ignored.364



Whenever a partile is in priniple allowed to deay, i.e. MSTJ(21) and MDCY on, anproper lifetime is seleted one and for all and stored in V(I,5). The K(I,1) is then alsohanged to 4. For MSTJ(22)=1, suh a partile will also deay, but else it ould remainin the event reord. It is then possible, at a later stage, to expand the volume insidewhih deays are allowed, and do a new PYEXEC all to have partiles ful�lling the newonditions (but not the old) deay. As a further option, the K(I,1) ode may be put to5, signalling that the partile will de�nitely deay in the next PYEXEC all, at the vertexposition given (by you) in the V vetor.This then allows the Pythia deay routines to be used inside a detetor simulationprogram, as follows. For a partile whih did not deay before entering the detetor, itspoint of deay is still well de�ned (in the absene of deetions by eletri or magneti�elds), eq. (243). If it interats before that point, the detetor simulation program is leftto handle things. If not, the V vetor is updated aording to the formula above, K(I,1)is set to 5, and PYEXEC is alled, to give a set of deay produts, that an again be traked.A further possibility is to fore partiles to deay into spei� deay hannels; thismay be partiularly interesting for harm or bottom physis. The hoie of hannels leftopen is determined by the values of the swithes MDME(IDC,1) for deay hannel IDC(use PYLIST(12) to obtain the full listing). One or several hannels may be left open; inthe latter ase e�etive branhing ratios are automatially realulated without the needfor your intervention. It is also possible to di�erentiate between whih hannels are leftopen for partiles and whih for antipartiles. Lifetimes are not a�eted by the exlusionof some deay hannels. Note that, whereas fored deays an enhane the eÆieny forseveral kinds of studies, it an also introdue unexpeted biases, in partiular when eventsmay ontain several partiles with fored deays, f. setion 7.6.2.14.5.2 Parameter valuesA non-trivial question is to know whih parameter values to use. The default valuesstored in the program are based on omparisons with LEP e+e� ! Z0 data at around91 GeV [LEP90℄, using a parton-shower piture followed by string fragmentation. Someexamples of more reent parameter sets are found in [Kno96℄. If fragmentation is indeeda universal phenomenon, as we would like to think, then the same parameters shouldalso apply at other energies and in other proesses. The former aspet, at least, seemsto be borne out by omparisons with lower-energy PETRA/PEP data and higher-energyLEP2 data. Note, however, that the hoie of parameters is intertwined with the hoie ofperturbative QCD desription. If instead matrix elements are used, a best �t to 30 GeVdata would require the values PARJ(21)=0.40, PARJ(41)=1.0 and PARJ(42)=0.7. Withmatrix elements one does not expet an energy independene of the parameters, sine thee�etive minimum invariant mass ut-o� is then energy dependent, i.e. so is the amountof soft gluon emission e�ets lumped together with the fragmentation parameters. Thisis indeed on�rmed by the LEP data. A mismath in the perturbative QCD treatmentould also lead to small di�erenes between di�erent proesses.It is often said that the string fragmentation model ontains a wealth of parameters.This is ertainly true, but it must be remembered that most of these deal with avourproperties, and to a large extent fatorize from the treatment of the general event shape.In a �t to the latter it is therefore usually enough to onsider the parameters of the per-turbative QCD treatment, like � in �s and a shower ut-o� Q0 (or �s itself and ymin, ifmatrix elements are used), the a and b parameter of the Lund symmetri fragmentationfuntion (PARJ(41) and PARJ(42)) and the width of the transverse momentum distribu-tion (� =PARJ(21)). In addition, the a and b parameters are very strongly orrelated bythe requirement of having the orret average multipliity, suh that in a typial �2 plot,the allowed region orresponds to a very narrow but very long valley, strethed diagonallyfrom small (a,b) pairs to large ones. As to the avour parameters, these are ertainly365



many more, but most of them are understood qualitiatively within one single framework,that of tunnelling pair prodution of avours.Sine the use of independent fragmentation has fallen in disrespet, it should bepointed out that the default parameters here are not partiularly well tuned to the data.This espeially applies if one, in addition to asking for independent fragmentation, alsoasks for another setup of fragmentation funtions, i.e. other than the standard Lundsymmetri one. In partiular, note that most �ts to the popular Peterson/SLAC heavy-avour fragmentation funtion are based on the atual observed spetrum. In a MonteCarlo simulation, one must then start out with something harder, to ompensate for theenergy lost by initial-state photon radiation and gluon bremsstrahlung. Sine indepen-dent fragmentation is not ollinear safe (i.e, the emission of a ollinear gluon hanges theproperties of the �nal event), the tuning is strongly dependent on the perturbative QCDtreatment hosen. All the parameters needed for a tuning of independent fragmentationare available, however.14.6 ExamplesA 10 GeV u quark jet going out along the +z axis is generated withCALL PY1ENT(0,2,10D0,0D0,0D0)Note that suh a single jet is not required to onserve energy, momentum or avour. Inthe generation sheme, partiles with negative pz are produed as well, but these areautomatially rejeted unless MSTJ(3)=-1. While frequently used in former days, theone-jet generation option is not of muh urrent interest.In e.g. a leptoprodution event a typial situation ould be a u quark going out inthe +z diretion and a ud0 target remnant essentially at rest. (Suh a proess an besimulated by Pythia, but here we illustrate how to do part of it yourself.) The simplestproedure is probably to treat the proess in the .m. frame and boost it to the lab frameafterwards. Hene, if the .m. energy is 20 GeV and the boost �z = 0:996 (orrespondingto xB = 0:045), thenCALL PY2ENT(0,2,2101,20D0)CALL PYROBO(0,0,0D0,0D0,0D0,0D0,0.996D0)The jets ould of ourse also be de�ned and allowed to fragment in the lab frame withCALL PY1ENT(-1,2,223.15D0,0D0,0D0)CALL PY1ENT(2,12,0.6837D0,3.1416D0,0D0)CALL PYEXECNote here that the target diquark is required to move in the bakwards diretion withE�pz = mp(1�xB) to obtain the orret invariant mass for the system. This is, however,only an artefat of using a �xed diquark mass to represent a varying target remnant mass,and is of no importane for the fragmentation. If one wants a nier-looking event reord,it is possible to use the followingCALL PY1ENT(-1,2,223.15D0,0D0,0D0)MSTU(10)=1P(2,5)=0.938D0*(1D0-0.045D0)CALL PY1ENT(2,2101,0D0,0D0,0D0)MSTU(10)=2CALL PYEXECA 30 GeV uug event with Eu = 8 GeV and Eu = 14 GeV is simulated with366



CALL PY3ENT(0,2,21,-2,30D0,2D0*8D0/30D0,2D0*14D0/30D0)The event will be given in a standard orientation with the u quark along the +z axisand the u in the �z;+x half plane. Note that the avours of the three partons have tobe given in the order they are found along a string, if string fragmentation options areto work. Also note that, for 3-jet events, and partiularly 4-jet ones, not all setups ofkinematial variables x lie within the kinematially allowed regions of phase spae.All ommon blok variables an obviously be hanged by inluding the orrespondingommon blok in the user-written main program. Alternatively, the routine PYGIVE anbe used to feed in values, with some additional heks on array bounds then performed.A all CALL PYGIVE('MSTJ(21)=3;PMAS(C663,1)=210.;CHAF(401,1)=funnyino;'//&'PMAS(21,4)=')will thus hange the value of MSTJ(21) to 3, the value of PMAS(PYCOMP(663),1) =PMAS(136,1) to 210., the value of CHAF(401,1) to 'funnyino', and print the urrentvalue of PMAS(21,4). Sine old and new values of parameters hanged are written to out-put, this may o�er a onvenient way of doumenting non-default values used in a givenrun. On the other hand, if a variable is hanged bak and forth frequently, the resultingvoluminous output may be undesirable, and a diret usage of the ommon bloks is thento be reommended (the output an also be swithed o�, see MSTU(13)).A general rule of thumb is that none of the physis routines (PYSTRF, PYINDF, PYDECY,et.) should ever be alled diretly, but only via PYEXEC. This routine may be alledrepeatedly for one single event. At eah all only those entries that are allowed to fragmentor deay, and have not yet done so, are treated. ThusCALL PY2ENT(1,1,-1,20D0) ! fill 2 partons without fragmentingMSTJ(1)=0 ! inhibit jet fragmentationMSTJ(21)=0 ! inhibit partile deayMDCY(PYCOMP(111),1)=0 ! inhibit pi0 deayCALL PYEXEC ! will not do anythingMSTJ(1)=1 !CALL PYEXEC ! partons will fragment, no deaysMSTJ(21)=2 !CALL PYEXEC ! partiles deay, exept pi0CALL PYEXEC ! nothing new an happenMDCY(PYCOMP(111),1)=1 !CALL PYEXEC ! pi0:s deayA partial exeption to the rule above is PYSHOW. Its main appliation is for internaluse by PYEEVT, PYDECY, and PYEVNT, but it an also be diretly alled by you. Note thata speial format for storing olour-ow information in K(I,4) and K(I,5) must then beused. For simple ases, the PY2ENT an be made to take are of that automatially, byalling with the �rst argument negative.CALL PY2ENT(-1,1,-2,80D0) ! store d ubar with olour flowCALL PYSHOW(1,2,80D0) ! shower partonsCALL PYEXEC ! subsequent fragmentation/deayFor more ompliated on�gurations, PYJOIN should be used.It is always good pratie to list one or a few events during a run to hek that theprogram is working as intended. WithCALL PYLIST(1) 367



all partiles will be listed and in addition total harge, momentum and energy of sta-ble entries will be given. For string fragmentation these quantities should be onservedexatly (up to mahine preision errors), and the same goes when running independentfragmentation with one of the momentum onservation options. PYLIST(1) gives a formatthat omfortably �ts in an 80 olumn window, at the prie of not giving the ompletestory. With PYLIST(2) a more extensive listing is obtained, and PYLIST(3) also givesvertex information. Further options are available, like PYLIST(12), whih gives a list ofpartile data.An event, as stored in the PYJETS ommon blok, will ontain the original partons andthe whole deay hain, i.e. also partiles whih subsequently deayed. If parton showersare used, the amount of parton information is also onsiderable: �rst the on-shell partonsbefore showers have been onsidered, then a K(I,1)=22 line with total energy of theshowering subsystem, after that the omplete shower history tree-like struture, startingo� with the same initial partons (now o�-shell), and �nally the end produts of the showerrearranged along the string diretions. This detailed reord is useful in many onnetions,but if one only wants to retain the �nal partiles, superuous information may be removedwith PYEDIT. Thus e.g.CALL PYEDIT(2)will leave you with the �nal harged and neutral partiles, exept for neutrinos.The information in PYJETS may be used diretly to study an event. Some usefuladditional quantities derived from these, suh as harge and rapidity, may easily be foundvia the PYK and PYP funtions. Thus eletri harge =PYP(I,6) (as integer, three timesharge =PYK(I,6)) and true rapidity y with respet to the z axis = PYP(I,17).A number of utility (MSTU, PARU) and physis (MSTJ, PARJ) swithes and parametersare available in ommon blok PYDAT1. All of these have sensible default values. Partiledata is stored in ommon bloks PYDAT2, PYDAT3 and PYDAT4. Note that the data in thearrays KCHG, PMAS, MDCY CHAF and MWID is not stored by KF ode, but by the ompressedode KC. This ode is not to be learnt by heart, but instead aessed via the onversionfuntion PYCOMP, KC = PYCOMP(KF).In the partile tables, the following partiles are onsidered stable: the photon, e�,��, ��, K�, K0L, p, p, n, n and all the neutrinos. It is, however, always possible to inhibitthe deay of any given partile by putting the orresponding MDCY value zero or negative,e.g. MDCY(PYCOMP(310),1)=0 makes K0S and MDCY(PYCOMP(3122),1)=0 � stable. It isalso possible to selet stability based on the average lifetime (see MSTJ(22)), or based onwhether the deay takes plae within a given spherial or ylindrial volume around theorigin.The Field-Feynman jet model [Fie78℄ is available in the program by hanging thefollowing values: MSTJ(1)=2 (independent fragmentation), MSTJ(3)=-1 (retain parti-les with pz < 0; is not mandatory), MSTJ(11)=2 (hoie of longitudinal fragmenta-tion funtion, with the a parameter stored in PARJ(51) - PARJ(53)), MSTJ(12)=0 (nobaryon prodution), MSTJ(13)=1 (give endpoint quarks p? as quarks reated in the �eld),MSTJ(24)=0 (no mass broadening of resonanes), PARJ(2)=0.5 (s=u ratio for the produ-tion of new qq pairs), PARJ(11)=PARJ(12)=0.5 (probability for mesons to have spin 1)and PARJ(21)=0.35 (width of Gaussian transverse momentum distribution). In additiononly d, u and s single quark jets may be generated following the FF reipe. Today the FF`standard jet' onept is probably dead and buried, so the numbers above should morebe taken as an example of the exibility of the program, than as something to apply inpratie.A wide range of independent fragmentation options are implemented, to be aessedwith the master swith MSTJ(1)=2. In partiular, with MSTJ(2)=1 a gluon jet is assumedto fragment like a random d, d, u, u, s or s jet, while with MSTJ(2)=3 the gluon is splitinto a dd, uu or ss pair of jets sharing the energy aording to the Altarelli-Parisi splitting368



funtion. Whereas energy, momentum and avour is not expliitly onserved in indepen-dent fragmentation, a number of options are available in MSTJ(3) to ensure this `postfato', e.g. MSTJ(3)=1 will boost the event to ensure momentum onservation and then(in the .m. frame) resale momenta by a ommon fator to obtain energy onservation,whereas MSTJ(3)=4 rather uses a method of strething the jets in longitudinal momentumalong the respetive jet axis to keep angles between jets �xed.
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15 Event Study and Analysis RoutinesAfter an event has been generated, one may wish to list it, or proess it further in variousways. The �rst setion below desribes some simple study routines of this kind, while thesubsequent ones desribe more sophistiated analysis routines.To desribe the ompliated geometries enountered in multihadroni events, a numberof event measures have been introdued. These measures are intended to provide a globalview of the properties of a given event, wherein the full information ontent of the eventis ondensed into one or a few numbers. A steady stream of suh measures are proposedfor di�erent purposes. Many are rather speialized or never ath on, but a few beomestandards, and are useful to have easy aess to. Pythia therefore ontains a number ofroutines that an be alled for any event, and that will diretly aess the event reordto extrat the required information.In the presentation below, measures have been grouped in three kinds. The �rst on-tains simple event shape quantities, suh as spheriity and thrust. The seond is jet �ndingalgorithms. The third is a mixed bag of partile multipliities and ompositions, fatorialmoments and energy{energy orrelations, put together in a small statistis pakage.None of the measures presented here are Lorentz invariant. The analysis will beperformed in whatever frame the event happens to be given in. It it therefore up to youto deide whether the frame in whih events were generated is the right one, or whetherevents beforehand should be boosted, e.g. to the .m. frame. You an also deide whihpartiles you want to have a�eted by the analysis.15.1 Event Study RoutinesAfter a PYEVNT all, or another similar physis routine all, the event generated is stored inthe PYJETS ommon blok, and whatever physial variable is desired may be onstrutedfrom this reord. An event may be rotated, boosted or listed, and partile data may belisted or modi�ed. Via the funtions PYK and PYP the values of some frequently appearingvariables may be obtained more easily. As desribed in subsequent setions, also moredetailed event shape analyses may be performed simply.CALL PYROBO(IMI,IMA,THE,PHI,BEX,BEY,BEZ)Purpose: to perform rotations and Lorentz boosts (in that order, if both in the sameall) of jet/partile momenta and vertex position variables.IMI, IMA : range of entries a�eted by transformation, IMI�I�IMA. If 0 or below, IMIdefaults to 1 and IMA to N. Lower and upper bounds given by positive MSTU(1)and MSTU(2) override the IMI and IMA values, and also the 1 to N onstraint.THE, PHI : standard polar oordinates �; ', giving the rotated diretion of a momentumvetor initially along the +z axis.BEX, BEY, BEZ : gives the diretion and size � of a Lorentz boost, suh that a partileinitially at rest will have p=E =� afterwards.Remark: all entries in the range IMI{IMA (or modi�ed as desribed above) are a�eted,unless the status ode of an entry is K(I,1)� 0.CALL PYEDIT(MEDIT)Purpose: to exlude unstable or undetetable jets/partiles from the event reord. Onemay also use PYEDIT to store spare opies of events (spei�ally initial partonon�guration) that an be realled to allow e.g. di�erent fragmentation shemesto be run through with one and the same parton on�guration. Finally, an370



event whih has been analyzed with PYSPHE, PYTHRU or PYCLUS (see setion15.5) may be rotated to align the event axis with the z diretion.MEDIT : tells whih ation is to be taken.= 0 : empty (K(I,1)=0) and doumentation (K(I,1)>20) lines are removed.The jets/partiles remaining are ompressed in the beginning of thePYJETS ommon blok and the N value is updated aordingly. The eventhistory is lost, so that information stored in K(I,3), K(I,4) and K(I,5)is no longer relevant.= 1 : as =0, but in addition all jets/partiles that have fragmented/deayed(K(I,1)>10) are removed.= 2 : as =1, but also all neutrinos and unknown partiles (i.e. ompressed odeKC= 0) are removed.= 3 : as =2, but also all unharged, olour neutral partiles are removed, leavingonly harged, stable partiles (and unfragmented partons, if fragmenta-tion has not been performed).= 5 : as =0, but also all partons whih have branhed or been rearranged in aparton shower and all partiles whih have deayed are removed, leavingonly the fragmenting parton on�guration and the �nal-state partiles.= 11 : remove lines with K(I,1)<0. Update event history information (inK(I,3) - K(I,5)) to refer to remaining entries.= 12 : remove lines with K(I,1)=0. Update event history information (inK(I,3) - K(I,5)) to refer to remaining entries.= 13 : remove lines with K(I,1)= 11, 12 or 15, exept for any line withK(I,2)=94. Update event history information (in K(I,3) - K(I,5)) torefer to remaining entries. In partiular, try to trae origin of daughters,for whih the mother is deayed, bak to entries not deleted.= 14 : remove lines with K(I,1)= 13 or 14, and also any line with K(I,2)=94.Update event history information (in K(I,3) - K(I,5)) to refer to re-maining entries. In partiular, try to trae origin of rearranged jets bakthrough the parton-shower history to the shower initiator.= 15 : remove lines with K(I,1)>20. Update event history information (inK(I,3) - K(I,5)) to refer to remaining entries.= 16 : try to reonstrut missing daughter pointers of deayed partiles from themother pointers of deay produts. These missing pointers typially omefrom the need to use K(I,4) and K(I,5) also for olour ow information.= 21 : all partons/partiles in urrent event reord are stored (as a spare opy)in bottom of ommon blok PYJETS (is e.g. done to save original partonsbefore alling PYEXEC).= 22 : partons/partiles stored in bottom of event reord with =21 are plaed inbeginning of reord again, overwriting previous information there (so thate.g. a di�erent fragmentation sheme an be used on the same partons).Sine the opy at bottom is una�eted, repeated alls with =22 an bemade.= 23 : primary partons/partiles in the beginning of event reord are marked asnot fragmented or deayed, and number of entries N is updated aord-ingly. Is simpe substitute for =21 plus =22 when no fragmentation/deayproduts preede any of the original partons/partiles.= 31 : rotate largest axis, determined by PYSPHE, PYTHRU or PYCLUS, to sit alongthe z diretion, and the seond largest axis into the xz plane. For PYCLUSit an be further spei�ed to +z axis and xz plane with x > 0, respe-tively. Requires that one of these routines has been alled before.= 32 : mainly intended for PYSPHE and PYTHRU, this gives a further alignment ofthe event, in addition to the one implied by =31. The `slim' jet, de�ned371



as the side (z > 0 or z < 0) with the smallest summed p? over squareroot of number of partiles, is rotated into the +z hemisphere. In theopposite hemisphere (now z < 0), the side of x > 0 and x < 0 whihhas the largest summed jpzj is rotated into the z < 0; x > 0 quadrant.Requires that PYSPHE or PYTHRU has been alled before.Remark: all entries 1 through N are a�eted by the editing. For options 0{5 lower andupper bounds an be expliitly given by MSTU(1) and MSTU(2).CALL PYLIST(MLIST)Purpose: to list an event, jet or partile data, or urrent parameter values.MLIST : determines what is to be listed.= 0 : writes a title page with program version number and last date of hange;is mostly for internal use.= 1 : gives a simple list of urrent event reord, in an 80 olumn format suitablefor viewing diretly in a terminal window. For eah entry, the followinginformation is given: the entry number I, the parton/partile name (seebelow), the status ode (K(I,1)), the avour ode KF (K(I,2)), the linenumber of the mother (K(I,3)), and the three-momentum, energy andmass (P(I,1) - P(I,5)). If MSTU(3) is non-zero, lines immediately afterthe event reord proper are also listed. A �nal line ontains informationon total harge, momentum, energy and invariant mass.The partile name is given by a all to the routine PYNAME. For an entrywhih has deayed/fragmented (K(I,1)= 11{20), this partile name isgiven within parentheses. Similarly, a doumentation line (K(I,1)= 21{30) has the name enlosed in expression signs (!. . . !) and an event/jetaxis information line the name within inequality signs (<. . .>). If thelast harater of the name is a `?', it is a signal that the omplete namehas been trunated to �t in, and an therefore not be trusted; this isvery rare. For partons whih have been arranged along strings (K(I,1)=1, 2, 11 or 12), the end of the parton name olumn ontains informationabout the olour string arrangement: an A for the �rst entry of a string,an I for all intermediate ones, and a V for the �nal one (a poor man'srendering of a vertial doublesided arrow, l).It is possible to insert lines just onsisting of sequenes of ====== toseparate di�erent setions of the event reord, see MSTU(70) - MSTU(80).= 2 : gives a more extensive list of the urrent event reord, in a 132 ol-umn format, suitable for wide terminal windows. For eah entry, thefollowing information is given: the entry number I, the parton/partilename (with padding as desribed for =1), the status ode (K(I,1)), theavour ode KF (K(I,2)), the line number of the mother (K(I,3)), thedeay produt/olour-ow pointers (K(I,4), K(I,5)), and the three-momentum, energy and mass (P(I,1) - P(I,5)). If MSTU(3) is non-zero, lines immediately after the event reord proper are also listed. A�nal line ontains information on total harge, momentum, energy andinvariant mass. Lines with only ====== may be inserted as for =1.= 3 : gives the same basi listing as =2, but with an additional line for eahentry ontaining information on prodution vertex position and time(V(I,1) - V(I,4)) and, for unstable partiles, proper lifetime (V(I,5)).= 5 : gives a simple listing of the event reord stored in the HEPEVT ommonblok. This is mainly intended as a tool to hek how onversion with thePYHEPC routine works. The listing does not ontain vertex information,372



and the avour ode is not displayed as a name.= 7 : gives a simple listing of the parton-level event reord for an externalproess, as stored in the HEPEUP ommon blok. This is mainly intendedas a tool to hek how reading from HEPEUP input works. The listingdoes not ontain lifetime or spin information, and the avour ode is notdisplayed as a name. It also does not show other HEPEUP numbers, suhas the event weight.= 11 : provides a simple list of all parton/partile odes de�ned in the program,with KF ode and orresponding partile name. The list is grouped bypartile kind, and only within eah group in asending order.= 12 : provides a list of all parton/partile and deay data used in the pro-gram. Eah parton/partile ode is represented by one line ontainingKF avour ode, KC ompressed ode, partile name, antipartile name(where appropriate), eletrial and olour harge and peresene or not ofan antipartile (stored in KCHG), mass, resonane width and maximumbroadening, average proper lifetime (in PMAS) and whether the partileis onsidered stable or not (in MDCY). Immediately after a partile, eahdeay hannel gets one line, ontaining deay hannel number (IDC readfrom MDCY), on/o� swith for the hannel, matrix element type (MDME),branhing ratio (BRAT), and deay produts (KFDP). The MSTU(1) andMSTU(2) ags an be used to set the range of KF odes for whih parti-les are listed.= 13 : gives a list of urrent parameter values for MSTU, PARU, MSTJ and PARJ,and the �rst 200 entries of PARF. This is useful to keep hek of whihdefault values were hanged in a given run.Remark: for options 1{3 and 12 lower and upper bounds of the listing an be expliitlygiven by MSTU(1) and MSTU(2).KK = PYK(I,J)Purpose: to provide various integer-valued event data. Note that many of the optionsavailable (in partiular I> 0, J� 14) whih refer to event history will not workafter a PYEDIT all. Further, the options 14{18 depend on the way the eventhistory has been set up, so with the explosion of di�erent allowed formats theseoptions are no longer as safe as they may have been. For instane, option 16an only work if MSTU(16)=2.I=0, J= : properties referring to the omplete event.= 1 : N, total number of lines in event reord.= 2 : total number of partons/partiles remaining after fragmentation and de-ay.= 6 : three times the total harge of remaining (stable) partons and partiles.I>0, J= : properties referring to the entry in line no. I of the event reord.= 1 - 5 : K(I,1) - K(I,5), i.e. parton/partile status KS, avour ode KF andorigin/deay produt/olour-ow information.= 6 : three times parton/partile harge.= 7 : 1 for a remaining entry, 0 for a deayed, fragmented or doumentationentry.= 8 : KF ode (K(I,2)) for a remaining entry, 0 for a deayed, fragmented ordoumentation entry.= 9 : KF ode (K(I,2)) for a parton (i.e. not olour neutral entry), 0 for apartile.= 10 : KF ode (K(I,2)) for a partile (i.e. olour neutral entry), 0 for a parton.373



= 11 : ompressed avour ode KC.= 12 : olour information ode, i.e. 0 for olour neutral, 1 for olour triplet, -1for antitriplet and 2 for otet.= 13 : avour of `heaviest' quark or antiquark (i.e. with largest ode) in hadronor diquark (inluding sign for antiquark), 0 else.= 14 : generation number. Beam partiles or virtual exhange partiles aregeneration 0, original jets/partiles generation 1 and then 1 is added foreah step in the fragmentation/deay hain.= 15 : line number of anestor, i.e. predeessor in �rst generation (generation 0entries are disregarded).= 16 : rank of a hadron in the jet it belongs to. Rank denotes the orderingin avour spae, with hadrons ontaining the original avour of the jethaving rank 1, inreasing by 1 for eah step away in avour ordering. Alldeay produts inherit the rank of their parent. Whereas the meaningof a �rst-rank hadron in a quark jet is always well-de�ned, the de�nitionof higher ranks is only meaningful for independently fragmenting quarkjets. In other ases, rank refers to the ordering in the atual simulation,whih may be of little interest.= 17 : generation number after a ollapse of a parton system into one partile,with 0 for an entry not oming from a ollapse, and -1 for entry withunknown history. A partile formed in a ollapse is generation 1, andthen one is added in eah deay step.= 18 : number of deay/fragmentation produts (only de�ned in a olletivesense for fragmentation).= 19 : origin of olour for showering parton, 0 else.= 20 : origin of antiolour for showering parton, 0 else.= 21 : position of olour daughter for showering parton, 0 else.= 22 : position of antiolour daughter for showering parton, 0 else.PP = PYP(I,J)Purpose: to provide various real-valued event data. Note that some of the optionsavailable (I> 0, J= 20{25), whih are primarily intended for studies of systemsin their respetive .m. frame, requires that a PYEXEC all has been made forthe urrent initial parton/partile on�guration, but that the latest PYEXECall has not been followed by a PYROBO one.I=0, J= : properties referring to the omplete event.= 1 - 4 : sum of px, py, pz and E, respetively, for the stable remaining entries.= 5 : invariant mass of the stable remaining entries.= 6 : sum of eletri harge of the stable remaining entries.I>0, J= : properties referring to the entry in line no. I of the event reord.= 1 - 5 : P(I,1) - P(I,5), i.e. normally px, py, pz, E and m for jet/partile.= 6 : eletri harge e.= 7 : squared momentum jpj2 = p2x + p2y + p2z.= 8 : absolute momentum jpj.= 9 : squared transverse momentum p2? = p2x + p2y.= 10 : transverse momentum p?.= 11 : squared transverse mass m2? = m2 + p2x + p2y.= 12 : transverse mass m?.= 13 - 14 : polar angle � in radians (between 0 and �) or degrees, respetively.= 15 - 16 : azimuthal angle ' in radians (between �� and �) or degrees, respe-tively. 374



= 17 : true rapidity y = (1=2) ln((E + pz)=(E � pz)).= 18 : rapidity y� obtained by assuming that the partile is a pion when alu-lating the energy E, to be used in the formula above, from the (assumedknown) momentum p.= 19 : pseudorapidity � = (1=2) ln((p+ pz)=(p� pz)).= 20 : momentum fration xp = 2jpj=W , where W is the total energy of theevent, i.e. of the initial jet/partile on�guration.= 21 : xF = 2pz=W (Feynman-x if system is studied in the .m. frame).= 22 : x? = 2p?=W .= 23 : xE = 2E=W .= 24 : z+ = (E + pz)=W .= 25 : z� = (E � pz)=W .COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes that regulate the behaviour of theevent study routines. The main referene for PYDAT1 is in setion 14.3.MSTU(1),MSTU(2) : (D=0,0) an be used to replae the ordinary lower and upper limits(normally 1 and N) for the ation of PYROBO, and most PYEDIT and PYLISTalls. Are reset to 0 in a PYEXEC all.MSTU(3) : (D=0) number of lines with extra information added after line N. Is reset to0 in a PYEXEC all, or in an PYEDIT all when partiles are removed.MSTU(11) : (D=6) �le number to whih all program output is direted. It is your re-sponsibility to see to it that the orresponding �le is also opened for output.MSTU(12) : (D=1) writing of title page (version number and last date of hange forPythia) on output �le.= 0 : not done.= 1 : title page is written at �rst oasion, at whih time MSTU(12) is set =0.MSTU(32) : (I) number of entries stored with PYEDIT(21) all.MSTU(33) : (I) if set 1 before a PYROBO all, the V vetors (in the partile range to berotated/boosted) are set 0 before the rotation/boost. MSTU(33) is set bak to0 in the PYROBO all.MSTU(70) : (D=0) the number of lines onsisting only of equal signs (======) that are in-serted in the event listing obtained with PYLIST(1), PYLIST(2) or PYLIST(3),so as to distinguish di�erent setions of the event reord on output. At most10 suh lines an be inserted; see MSTU(71) - MSTU(80). Is reset at PYEDITalls with arguments 0{5.MSTU(71) - MSTU(80) : line numbers below whih lines onsisting only of equal signs(======) are inserted in event listings. Only the �rst MSTU(70) of the 10allowed positions are enabled.15.2 Event ShapesIn this setion we study general event shape variables: spheriity, thrust, Fox-Wolframmoments, and jet masses. These measures are implemented in the routines PYSPHE,PYTHRU, PYFOWO and PYJMAS, respetively.Eah event is assumed haraterized by the partile four-momentum vetors pi =(pi; Ei), with i = 1; 2; � � � ; n an index running over the partiles of the event.
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15.2.1 SpheriityThe spheriity tensor is de�ned as [Bjo70℄S�� = Xi p�i p�iXi jpij2 ; (253)where �; � = 1; 2; 3 orresponds to the x, y and z omponents. By standard diagonaliza-tion of S�� one may �nd three eigenvalues �1 � �2 � �3, with �1 + �2 + �3 = 1. Thespheriity of the event is then de�ned asS = 32 (�2 + �3) ; (254)so that 0 � S � 1. Spheriity is essentially a measure of the summed p2? with respet tothe event axis; a 2-jet event orresponds to S � 0 and an isotropi event to S � 1.The aplanarity A, with de�nition A = 32�3, is onstrained to the range 0 � A � 12 .It measures the transverse momentum omponent out of the event plane: a planar eventhas A � 0 and an isotropi one A � 12 .Eigenvetors vj an be found that orrespond to the three eigenvalues �j of the spheri-ity tensor. The v1 one is alled the spheriity axis (or event axis, if it is lear from theontext that spheriity has been used), while the spheriity event plane is spanned by v1and v2.The spheriity tensor is quadrati in partile momenta. This means that the spheriityvalue is hanged if one partile is split up into two ollinear ones whih share the originalmomentum. Thus spheriity is not an infrared safe quantity in QCD perturbation theory.A useful generalization of the spheriity tensor isS(r)�� = Xi jpijr�2 p�i p�iXi jpijr ; (255)where r is the power of the momentum dependene. While r = 2 thus orresponds tospheriity, r = 1 orresponds to linear measures alulable in perturbation theory [Par78℄:S(1)�� = Xi p�i p�ijpijXi jpij : (256)Eigenvalues and eigenvetors may be de�ned exatly as before, and therefore alsoequivalents of S and A. These have no standard names; we may all them linearizedspheriity Slin and linearized aplanarity Alin. Quantities derived from the linear matrixthat are standard in the literature are instead the ombinations [Ell81℄C = 3(�1�2 + �1�3 + �2�3) ; (257)D = 27�1�2�3 : (258)Eah of these is onstrained to be in the range between 0 and 1. Typially, C is used tomeasure the 3-jet struture and D the 4-jet one, sine C is vanishing for a perfet 2-jetevent and D is vanishing for a planar event. The C measure is related to the seondFox-Wolfram moment (see below), C = 1�H2.376



Noninteger r values may also be used, and orresponding generalized spheriity andaplanarity measures alulated. While perturbative arguments favour r = 1, we know thatthe fragmentation `noise', e.g. from transverse momentum utuations, is proportionatelylarger for low momentum partiles, and so r > 1 should be better for experimental eventaxis determinations. The use of too large an r value, on the other hand, puts all theemphasis on a few high-momentum partiles, and therefore involves a loss of information.It should then ome as no surprise that intermediate r values, of around 1.5, gives the bestperformane for event axis determinations in 2-jet events, where the theoretial meaning ofthe event axis is well-de�ned. The gain in auray ompared with the more onventionalhoies r = 2 or r = 1 is rather modest, however.15.2.2 ThrustThe quantity thrust T is de�ned by [Bra64℄T = maxjnj=1 Xi jn � pijXi jpij ; (259)and the thrust axis v1 is given by the n vetor for whih maximum is attained. Theallowed range is 1=2 � T � 1, with a 2-jet event orresponding to T � 1 and an isotropievent to T � 1=2.In passing, we note that this is not the only de�nition found in the literature. Thede�nitions agree for events studied in the .m. frame and where all partiles are deteted.However, a de�nition likeT = 2 maxjnj=1 �����Xi �(n � pi)pi�����Xi jpij = 2 max�i=0;1 �����Xi �i pi�����Xi jpij (260)(where �(x) is the step funtion, �(x) = 1 if x > 0, else �(x) = 0) gives di�erent resultsthan the one above if e.g. only harged partiles are deteted. It would even be possibleto have T > 1; to avoid suh problems, often an extra �titious partile is introdued tobalane the total momentum [Bra79℄.Eq. (259) may be rewritten asT = max�i=�1 �����Xi �i pi�����Xi jpij : (261)(This may also be viewed as applying eq. (260) to an event with 2n partiles, n arryingthe momenta pi and n the momenta �pi, thus automatially balaning the momentum.)To �nd the thrust value and axis this way, 2n�1 di�erent possibilities would have to betested. The redution by a fator of 2 omes from T being unhanged when all �i ! ��i.Therefore this approah rapidly beomes prohibitive. Other exat methods exist, whih`only' require about 4n2 ombinations to be tried.In the implementation in Pythia, a faster alternative method is used, in whih thethrust axis is iterated from a starting diretion n(0) aording ton(j+1) = Xi �(n(j) � pi)pi�����Xi �(n(j) � pi)pi����� (262)377



(where �(x) = 1 for x > 0 and �(x) = �1 for x < 0). It is easy to show that the relatedthrust value will never derease, T (j+1) � T (j). In fat, the method normally onvergesin 2{4 iterations. Unfortunately, this onvergene need not be towards the orret thrustaxis but is oasionally only towards a loal maximum of the thrust funtion [Bra79℄. Weknow of no foolproof way around this ompliation, but the danger of an error may belowered if several di�erent starting axes n(0) are tried and found to agree. These n(0) aresuitably onstruted from the n0 (by default 4) partiles with the largest momenta in theevent, and the 2n0�1 starting diretions Pi �i pi onstruted from these are tried in fallingorder of the orresponding absolute momentum values. When a predetermined numberof the starting axes have given onvergene towards the same (best) thrust axis this oneis aepted.In the plane perpendiular to the thrust axis, a major [MAR79℄ axis and value maybe de�ned in just the same fashion as thrust, i.e.Ma = maxjnj=1;n�v1=0 Xi jn � pijXi jpij : (263)In a plane more eÆient methods an be used to �nd an axis than in three dimensions[Wu79℄, but for simpliity we use the same method as above. Finally, a third axis, theminor axis, is de�ned perpendiular to the thrust and major ones, and a minor value Miis alulated just as thrust and major. The di�erene between major and minor is alledoblateness, O = Ma �Mi. The upper limit on oblateness depends on the thrust value ina not so simple way. In general O � 0 orresponds to an event symmetrial around thethrust axis and high O to a planar event.As in the ase of spheriity, a generalization to arbitrary momentum dependene mayeasily be obtained, here by replaing the pi in the formulae above by jpijr�1 pi. Thispossibility is inluded, although so far it has not found any experimental use.15.2.3 Fox-Wolfram momentsThe Fox-Wolfram moments Hl, l = 0; 1; 2; : : :, are de�ned by [Fox79℄Hl = Xi;j jpij jpjjE2vis Pl(os �ij) ; (264)where �ij is the opening angle between hadrons i and j and Evis the total visible energyof the event. Note that also autoorrelations, i = j, are inluded. The Pl(x) are theLegendre polynomials, P0(x) = 1 ;P1(x) = x ;P2(x) = 12 (3x2 � 1) ;P3(x) = 12 (5x3 � 3x) ;P4(x) = 18 (35x4 � 30x2 + 3) : (265)To the extent that partile masses may be negleted, H0 � 1. It is ustomary to normalizethe results to H0, i.e. to give Hl0 = Hl=H0. If momentum is balaned then H1 � 0. 2-jetevents tend to give Hl � 1 for l even and � 0 for l odd.378



15.2.4 Jet massesThe partiles of an event may be divided into two lasses. For eah lass a squared invari-ant mass may be alulated, M21 and M22 . If the assignment of partiles is adjusted suhthat the sum M21 +M22 is minimized, the two masses thus obtained are alled heavy andlight jet mass, MH and ML. It has been shown that these quantities are well behaved inperturbation theory [Cla79℄. In e+e� annihilation, the heavy jet mass obtains a ontribu-tion from qqg 3-jet events, whereas the light mass is non-vanishing only when 4-jet eventsalso are inluded. In the .m. frame of an event one has the limits 0 �M2H � E2m=3.In general, the subdivision of partiles tends to be into two hemispheres, separated bya plane perpendiular to an event axis. As with thrust, it is time-onsuming to �nd theexat solution. Di�erent approximate strategies may therefore be used. In the program,the spheriity axis is used to perform a fast subdivision into two hemispheres, and thusinto two preliminary jets. Thereafter one partile at a time is tested to determine whetherthe sum M21 + M22 would be dereased if that partile were to be assigned to the otherjet. The proedure is stopped when no further signi�ant hange is obtained. Often theoriginal assignment is retained as it is, i.e. the spheriity axis gives a good separation.This is not a full guarantee, sine the program might get stuk in a loal minimum whihis not the global one.15.3 Cluster FindingGlobal event measures, like spheriity or thrust, an only be used to determine the jet axesfor bak-to-bak 2-jet events. To determine the individual jet axes in events with threeor more jets, or with two (main) jets whih are not bak-to-bak, luster algorithms areustomarily used. In these, nearby partiles are grouped together into a variable numberof lusters. Eah luster has a well-de�ned diretion, given by a suitably weighted averageof the onstituent partile diretions.The luster algorithms traditionally used in e+e� and in pp physis di�er in severalrespets. The former tend to be spherially symmetri, i.e. have no preferred axis in spae,and normally all partiles have to be assigned to some jet. The latter pik the beam axisas preferred diretion, and make use of variables related to this hoie, suh as rapidityand transverse momentum; additionally only a fration of all partiles are assigned tojets.This reets a di�erene in the underlying physis: in pp ollisions, the beam remnantsfound at low transverse momenta are not related to any hard proesses, and therefore onlyprovide an unwanted noise to many studies. (Of ourse, also hard proesses may produepartiles at low transverse momenta, but at a rate muh less than that from soft or semi-hard proesses.) Further, the kinematis of hard proesses is, to a good approximation,fatorized into the hard subproess itself, whih is boost invariant in rapidity, and parton-distribution e�ets, whih determine the overall position of a hard sattering in rapidity.Hene rapidity, azimuthal angle and transverse momentum is a suitable oordinate frameto desribe hard proesses in.In standard e+e� annihilation events, on the other hand, the hard proess .m. frametends to be almost at rest, and the event axis is just about randomly distributed in spae,i.e. with no preferred rôle for the axis de�ned by the inoming e�. All partile produtionis initiated by and related to the hard subproess. Some of the partiles may be less easyto assoiate to a spei� jet, but there is no ompelling reason to remove any of themfrom onsideration.This does not mean that the separation above is always required. 2 events in e+e�may have a struture with `beam jets' and `hard sattering' jets, for whih the pp typealgorithms might be well suited. Conversely, a heavy partile produed in pp ollisionsould pro�tably be studied, in its own rest frame, with e+e� tehniques.379



In the following, partiles are only haraterized by their three-momenta or, alter-natively, their energy and diretion of motion. No knowledge is therefore assumed ofpartile types, or even of mass and harge. Clearly, the more is known, the more so-phistiated lustering algorithms an be used. The proedure then also beomes moredetetor-dependent, and therefore less suitable for general usage.Pythia ontains two luster �nding routines. PYCLUS is of the e+e� type and PYCELLof the pp one. Eah of them allows some variations of the basi sheme.15.3.1 Cluster �nding in an e+e� type of environmentThe usage of luster algorithms for e+e� appliations started in the late 1970's. A numberof di�erent approahes were proposed [Bab80℄, see review in [Mor98℄. Of these, we willhere only disuss those based on binary joining. In this kind of approah, initially eah�nal-state partile is onsidered to be a luster. Using some distane measure, the twonearest lusters are found. If their distane is smaller than some ut-o� value, the twolusters are joined into one. In this new on�guration, the two lusters that are nownearest are found and joined, and so on until all lusters are separated by a distanelarger than the ut-o�. The lusters remaining at the end are often also alled jets. Notethat, in this approah, eah single partile belongs to exatly one luster. Also note thatthe resulting jet piture expliitly depends on the ut-o� value used. Normally the numberof lusters is allowed to vary from event to event, but oasionally it is more useful tohave the luster algorithm �nd a predetermined number of jets (like 3).The obvious hoie for a distane measure is to use squared invariant mass, i.e. fortwo lusters i and j to de�ne the distane to bem2ij = (Ei + Ej)2 � (pi + pj)2 : (266)(Equivalently, one ould have used the invariant mass as measure rather than its square;this is just a matter of onveniene.) In fat, a number of people (inluding one ofthe authors) tried this measure long ago and gave up on it, sine it turns out to havesevere instability problems. The reason is well understood: in general, partiles tend toluster loser in invariant mass in the region of small momenta. The lustering proesstherefore tends to start in the enter of the event, and only subsequently spread outwardsto enompass also the fast partiles. Rather than lustering slow partiles around thefast ones (where the latter na��vely should best represent the jet diretions), the invariantmass measure will tend to luster fast partiles around the slow ones.Another instability may be seen by onsidering the lustering in a simple 2-jet event.By the time that lustering has reahed the level of three lusters, the `best' the lusteringalgorithm an possibly have ahieved, in terms of �nding three low-mass lusters, is tohave one fast luster around eah jet, plus a third slow luster in the middle. In thelast step this third luster would be joined with one of the fast ones, to produe two�nal asymmetri lusters: one luster would ontain all the slow partiles, also those thatvisually look like belonging to the opposite jet. A simple binary joining proess, with nopossibility to reassign partiles between lusters, is therefore not likely to be optimal.The solution adopted [Sj�o83℄ is to rejet invariant mass as distane measure. Instead ajet is de�ned as a olletion of partiles whih have a limited transverse momentum withrespet to a ommon jet axis, and hene also with respet to eah other. This piture islearly inspired by the standard fragmentation piture, e.g. in string fragmentation. Adistane measure dij between two partiles (or lusters) with momenta pi and pj shouldthus not depend ritially on the longitudinal momenta but only on the relative transversemomentum. A number of suh measures were tried, and the one eventually seleted wasd2ij = 12 (jpij jpjj � pi � pj) 4 jpij jpjj(jpij+ jpjj)2 = 4 jpij2 jpjj2 sin2(�ij=2)(jpij+ jpjj)2 : (267)380



For small relative angle �ij, where 2 sin(�ij=2) � sin �ij and os �ij � 1, this measureredues to dij � jpi � pjjjpi + pjj ; (268)where `�' represents the ross produt. We therefore see that dij in this limit has thesimple physial interpretation as the transverse momentum of either partile with respetto the diretion given by the sum of the two partile momenta. Unlike the approximateexpression, however, dij does not vanish for two bak-to-bak partiles, but is here morerelated to the invariant mass between them.The basi sheme is of the binary joining type, i.e. initially eah partile is assumed tobe a luster by itself. Then the two lusters with smallest relative distane dij are foundand, if dij < djoin, with djoin some predetermined distane, the two lusters are joined toone, i.e. their four-momenta are added vetorially to give the energy and momentum ofthe new luster. This is repeated until the distane between any two lusters is > djoin.The number and momenta of these �nal lusters then represent our reonstrution of theinitial jet on�guration, and eah partile is assigned to one of the lusters.To make this sheme workable, two further ingredients are neessary, however. Firstly,after two lusters have been joined, some partiles belonging to the new luster mayatually be loser to another luster. Hene, after eah joining, all partiles in the eventare reassigned to the losest of the lusters. For partile i, this means that the distanedij to all lusters j in the event has to be evaluated and ompared. After all partiles havebeen onsidered, and only then, are luster momenta realulated to take into aountany reassignments. To save time, the assignment proedure is not iterated until a stableon�guration is reahed, but, sine all partiles are reassigned at eah step, suh aniteration is e�etively taking plae in parallel with the luster joining. Only at the veryend, when all dij > djoin, is the reassignment proedure iterated to onvergene | stillwith the possibility to ontinue the luster joining if some dij should drop below djoin dueto the reassignment.Oasionally, it may our that the reassignment step leads to an empty luster, i.e.one to whih no partiles are assigned. Sine suh a luster has a distane dij = 0 toany other luster, it is automatially removed in the next luster joining. However, itis possible to run the program in a mode where a minimum number of jets is to bereonstruted. If this minimum is reahed with one luster empty, the partile is foundwhih has largest distane to the luster it belongs to. That luster is then split intotwo, namely the large-distane partile and a remainder. Thereafter the reassignmentproedure is ontinued as before.Seondly, the large multipliities normally enountered means that, if eah partileinitially is to be treated as a separate luster, the program will beome very slow. There-fore a smaller number of lusters, for a normal e+e� event typially 8{12, is onstrutedas a starting point for the iteration above, as follows. The partile with the highest mo-mentum is found, and thereafter all partiles within a distane dij < dinit from it, wheredinit � djoin. Together these are allowed to form a single luster. For the remainingpartiles, not assigned to this luster, the proedure is iterated, until all partiles havebeen used up. Partiles in the entral momentum region, jpj < 2dinit are treated sep-arately; if their vetorial momentum sum is above 2dinit they are allowed to form oneluster, otherwise they are left unassigned in the initial on�guration. The value of dinit,as long as reasonably small, has no physial importane, in that the same �nal lusteron�guration will be found as if eah partile initially is assumed to be a luster by itself:the partiles lustered at this step are so nearby anyway that they almost inevitably mustenter the same jet; additionally the reassignment proedure allows any possible `mistake'to be orreted in later steps of the iteration.Thus the jet reonstrution depends on one single parameter, djoin, with a learutphysial meaning of a transverse momentum `jet-resolution power'. Negleting smearing381



from fragmentation, dij between two lusters of equal energy orresponds to half theinvariant mass of the two original partons. If one only wishes to reonstrut well separatedjets, a large djoin should be hosen, while a small djoin would allow the separation of losejets, at the ost of sometimes arti�ially dividing a single jet into two. In partiular, bquark jets may here be a nuisane. The value of djoin to use for a �xed jet-resolution powerin priniple should be independent of the .m. energy of events, although fragmentatione�ets may give a ontamination of spurious extra jets that inreases slowly with Em for�xed djoin. Therefore a djoin = 2:5 GeV was aeptable at PETRA/PEP, while 3{4 GeVmay be better for appliations at LEP and beyond.This ompletes the desription of the main option of the PYCLUS routine. Variationsare possible. One suh is to skip the reassignment step, i.e. to make use only of the simplebinary joining proedure, without any possibility to reassign partiles between jets. (Thisoption is inluded mainly as a referene, to hek how important reassignment really is.)The other main alternative is to replae the distane measure used above with the oneused in the JADE algorithm [JAD86℄.The JADE luster algorithm is an attempt to save the invariant mass measure. Thedistane measure is de�ned to beyij = 2EiEj(1� os �ij)E2vis : (269)Here Evis is the total visible energy of the event. The usage of E2vis in the denominatorrather than E2m tends to make the measure less sensitive to detetor aeptane orre-tions; in addition the dimensionless nature of yij makes it well suited for a omparison ofresults at di�erent .m. energies. For the subsequent disussions, this normalization willbe irrelevant, however.The yij measure is very losely related to the squared mass distane measure: the twooinide (up to the di�erene in normalization) if mi = mj = 0. However, onsider a pairof partiles or lusters with non-vanishing individual masses and a �xed pair mass. Then,the larger the net momentum of the pair, the smaller the yij measure. This somewhattends to favour lustering of fast partiles, and makes the algorithm less unstable thanthe one based on true invariant mass.The suesses of the JADE algorithm are well known: one obtains a good agreementbetween the number of partons generated on the matrix-element (or parton-shower) leveland the number of lusters reonstruted from the hadrons, suh that QCD aspets like therunning of �s an be studied with a small dependene on fragmentation e�ets. Of ourse,the insensitivity to fragmentation e�ets depends on the hoie of fragmentation model.Fragmentation e�ets are small in the string model, but not neessarily in independentfragmentation senarios. Although independent fragmentation in itself is not redible,this may be seen as a signal for aution.One should note that the JADE measure still su�ers from some of the diseases of thesimple mass measure (without reassignments), namely that partiles whih go in oppositediretions may well be joined into the same luster. Therefore, while the JADE algorithmis a good way to �nd the number of jets, it is inferior to the standard dij measure for adetermination of jet diretions and energies [Bet92℄. The dij measure also gives narrowerjets, whih agree better with the visual impression of jet struture.Later, the `Durham algorithm' was introdued [Cat91℄, whih works as the JADE onebut with a distane measure~yij = 2 min(E2i ; E2j )(1� os �ij)E2m : (270)Like the dij measure, this is a transverse momentum, but ~yij has the geometrial inter-pretation as the transverse momentum of the softer partile with respet to the diretion382



of the harder one, while dij is the transverse momentum of either partile with respetto the ommon diretion given by the momentum vetor sum. The two de�nitions agreewhen one luster is muh softer than the other, so the soft gluon exponentiation provenfor the Durham measure also holds for the dij one.The main di�erene therefore is that the standard PYCLUS option allows reassignments,while the Durham algorithm does not. The latter is therefore more easily alulableon the perturbative parton level. This point is sometimes overstressed, and one ouldgive ounterexamples why reassignments in fat may bring better agreement with theunderlying perturbative level. In partiular, without reassignments, one will make thereombination that seems the `best' in the urrent step, even when that fores you tomake `worse' hoies in subsequent steps. With reassignments, it is possible to orret formistakes due to the too loal sensitivity of a simple binary joining sheme.15.3.2 Cluster �nding in a pp type of environmentThe PYCELL luster �nding routines is of the kind pioneered by UA1 [UA183℄, and om-monly used in pp physis. It is based on a hoie of pseudorapidity �, azimuthal angle 'and transverse momentum p? as the fundamental oordinates. This hoie is disussed inthe introdution to luster �nding above, with the proviso that the theoretially preferredtrue rapidity has to be replaed by pseudorapidity, to make ontat with the real-lifedetetor oordinate system.A �x detetor grid is assumed, with the pseudorapidity range j�j < �max and the fullazimuthal range eah divided into a number of equally large bins, giving a retangulargrid. The partiles of an event impinge on this detetor grid. For eah ell in (�,') spae,the transverse energy (normally � p?) whih enters that ell is summed up to give a totalell E? ow.Clearly the model remains very primitive in a number of respets, ompared with areal detetor. There is no magneti �eld allowed for, i.e. also harged partiles move instraight traks. The dimensions of the detetor are not spei�ed; hene the positions ofthe primary vertex and any seondary verties are negleted when determining whih ella partile belongs to. The rest mass of partiles is not taken into aount, i.e. what is usedis really p? = qp2x + p2y, while in a real detetor some partiles would deay or annihilate,and then deposit additional amounts of energy.To take into aount the energy resolution of the detetor, it is possible to smear theE? ontents, bin by bin. This is done aording to a Gaussian, with a width assumedproportional to the pE? of the bin. The Gaussian is ut o� at zero and at some prede-termined multiple of the unsmeared E?, by default twie it. Alternatively, the smearingmay be performed in E rather than in E?. To �nd the E, it is assumed that the fullenergy of a ell is situated at its enter, so that one an translate bak and forth withE = E? osh �enter.The ell with largest E? is taken as a jet initiator if its E? is above some threshold.A andidate jet is de�ned to onsist of all ells whih are within some given radius Rin the (�,') plane, i.e. whih have (� � �initiator)2 + (' � 'initiator)2 < R2. Coordinatesare always given with respet to the enter of the ell. If the summed E? of the jet isabove the required minimum jet energy, the andidate jet is aepted, and all its ells areremoved from further onsideration. If not, the andidate is rejeted. The sequene isnow repeated with the remaining ell of highest E?, and so on until no single ell ful�lsthe jet initiator ondition.The number of jets reonstruted an thus vary from none to a maximum given bypurely geometrial onsiderations, i.e. how many irles of radius R are needed to overthe allowed (�,') plane. Normally only a fration of the partiles are assigned to jets.One ould onsider to iterate the jet assignment proess, using the E?-weighted enterof a jet to draw a new irle of radius R. In the urrent algorithm there is no suh iteration383



step. For an ideal jet assignment it would also be neessary to improve the treatmentwhen two jet irles partially overlap.A �nal tehnial note. A natural implementation of a ell �nding algorithm is basedon having a two-dimensional array of E? values, with dimensions to math the detetorgrid. Very often most of the ells would then be empty, in partiular for low-multipliityevents in �ne-grained alorimeters. Our implementation is somewhat atypial, sine ellsare only reserved spae (ontents and position) when they are shown to be non-empty.This means that all non-empty ells have to be looped over to �nd whih are within therequired distane R of a potential jet initiator. The algorithm is therefore faster than theordinary kind if the average ell oupany is low, but slower if it is high.15.4 Event StatistisAll the event-analysis routines above are de�ned on an event-by-event basis. One found,the quantities are about equally often used to de�ne inlusive distributions as to seletspei� lasses of events for ontinued study. For instane, the thrust routine might beused either to �nd the inlusive T distribution or to selet events with T < 0:9. Othermeasures, although still de�ned for the individual event, only make sense to disuss interms of averages over many events. A small set of suh measures is found in PYTABU.This routine has to be alled one after eah event to aumulate statistis, and one inthe end to print the �nal tables. Of ourse, among the wealth of possibilities imaginable,the ones olleted here are only a small sample, seleted beause the authors at somepoint have found a use for them.15.4.1 MultipliitiesThree options are available to ollet information on multipliities in events. One gives theavour ontent of the �nal state in hard interation proesses, e.g. the relative ompositionof dd=uu=ss==bb in e+e� annihilation events. Additionally it gives the total partonmultipliity distribution at the end of parton showering. Another gives the inlusive rateof all the di�erent partiles produed in events, either as intermediate resonanes or as�nal-state partiles. The number is subdivided into partiles produed from fragmentation(primary partiles) and those produed in deays (seondary partiles).The third option tabulates the rate of exlusive �nal states, after all allowed deayshave ourred. Sine only events with up to 8 �nal-state partiles are analyzed, this islearly not intended for the study of omplete high-energy events. Rather the main ap-pliation is for an analysis of the deay modes of a single partile. For instane, the deaydata for D mesons is given in terms of hannels that also ontain unstable partiles, suhas � and �, whih deay further. Therefore a given �nal state may reeive ontributionsfrom several tabulated deay hannels; e.g. K�� from K�� and K�, and so on.15.4.2 Energy-Energy CorrelationThe Energy-Energy Correlation is de�ned by [Bas78℄EEC(�) = Xi<j 2EiEjE2vis Æ(� � �ij) ; (271)and its Asymmetry by EECA(�) = EEC(� � �)� EEC(�) : (272)Here �ij is the opening angle between the two partiles i and j, with energies Ei andEj. In priniple, normalization should be to Em, but if not all partiles are deteted384



it is onvenient to normalize to the total visible energy Evis. Taking into aount theautoorrelation term i = j, the total EEC in an event then is unity. The Æ funtionpeak is smeared out by the �nite bin width �� in the histogram, i.e., it is replaed by aontribution 1=�� to the bin whih ontains �ij.The formulae above refer to an individual event, and are to be averaged over all eventsto suppress statistial utuations, and obtain smooth funtions of �.15.4.3 Fatorial momentsFatorial moments may be used to searh for intermitteny in events [Bia86℄. The whole�eld has been muh studied in past years, and a host of di�erent measures have beenproposed. We only implement one of the original presriptions.To alulate the fatorial moments, the full rapidity (or pseudorapidity) and azimuthalranges are subdivided into bins of suessively smaller size, and the multipliity distri-butions in bins is studied. The program alulates pseudorapidity with respet to the zaxis; if desired, one ould �rst �nd an event axis, e.g. the spheriity or thrust axis, andsubsequently rotate the event to align this axis with the z diretion.The full rapidity range jyj < ymax (or pseudorapidity range j�j < �max) and azimuthalrange 0 < ' < 2� are subdivided into my and m' equally large bins. In fat, thewhole analysis is performed thrie: one with m' = 1 and the y (or �) range graduallydivided into 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 bins, one with my = 1 and the 'range subdivided as above, and �nally one with my = m' aording to the same binarysequene. Given the multipliity nj in bin j, the i:th fatorial moment is de�ned byFi = (mym')i�1 Xj nj(nj � 1) � � � (nj � i + 1)n(n� 1) � � � (n� i + 1) : (273)Here n = Pj nj is the total multipliity of the event within the allowed y (or �) limits.The alulation is performed for the seond through the �fth moments, i.e. F2 throughF5. The Fi as given here are de�ned for the individual event, and have to be averaged overmany events to give a reasonably smooth behaviour. If partile prodution is uniformand unorrelated aording to Poissonian statistis, one expets hFii � 1 for all momentsand all bin sizes. If, on the other hand, partiles are loally lustered, fatorial momentsshould inrease when bins are made smaller, down to the harateristi dimensions of thelustering.15.5 Routines and Common Blok VariablesThe six routines PYSPHE, PYTHRU, PYCLUS, PYCELL, PYJMAS and PYFOWO give you the possi-bility to �nd some global event shape properties. The routine PYTABU performs a statistialanalysis of a number of di�erent quantities like partile ontent, fatorial moments andthe energy{energy orrelation.Note that, by default, all remaining partons/partiles exept neutrinos are used in theanalysis. Neutrinos may be inluded with MSTU(41)=1. Also note that axes determinedare stored in PYJETS, but are not proper four-vetors and, as a general rule (with someexeptions), should therefore not be rotated or boosted.CALL PYSPHE(SPH,APL)Purpose: to diagonalize the momentum tensor, i.e. �nd the eigenvalues �1 > �2 > �3,with sum unity, and the orresponding eigenvetors.385



Momentum power dependene is given by PARU(41); default orresponds tospheriity, PARU(41)=1. gives measures linear in momenta. Whih partiles(or partons) are used in the analysis is determined by the MSTU(41) value.SPH : 32(�2 + �3), i.e. spheriity (for PARU(41)=2.).= -1. : analysis not performed beause event ontained less than two partiles(or two exatly bak-to-bak partiles, in whih ase the two transversediretions would be unde�ned).APL : 32�3, i.e. aplanarity (for PARU(41)=2.).= -1. : as SPH=-1.Remark: the lines N+1 through N+3 (N-2 through N for MSTU(43)=2) in PYJETS will,after a all, ontain the following information:K(N+i,1) = 31;K(N+i,2) = 95;K(N+i,3) : i, the axis number, i = 1; 2; 3;K(N+i,4), K(N+i,5) = 0;P(N+i,1) - P(N+i,3) : the i'th eigenvetor, x, y and z omponents;P(N+i,4) : �i, the i'th eigenvalue;P(N+i,5) = 0;V(N+i,1) - V(N+i,5) = 0.Also, the number of partiles used in the analysis is given in MSTU(62).CALL PYTHRU(THR,OBL)Purpose: to �nd the thrust, major and minor axes and orresponding projeted mo-mentum quantities, in partiular thrust and oblateness. The performane ofthe program is a�eted by MSTU(44), MSTU(45), PARU(42) and PARU(48). Inpartiular, PARU(42) gives the momentum dependene, with the default value=1 orresponding to linear dependene. Whih partiles (or partons) are usedin the analysis is determined by the MSTU(41) value.THR : thrust (for PARU(42)=1.).= -1. : analysis not performed beause event ontained less than two partiles.= -2. : remaining spae in PYJETS (partly used as working area) not large enoughto allow analysis.OBL : oblateness (for PARU(42)=1.).= -1., -2. : as for THR.Remark: the lines N+1 through N+3 (N-2 through N for MSTU(43)=2) in PYJETS will,after a all, ontain the following information:K(N+i,1) = 31;K(N+i,2) = 96;K(N+i,3) : i, the axis number, i = 1; 2; 3;K(N+i,4), K(N+i,5) = 0;P(N+i,1) - P(N+i,3) : the thrust, major and minor axis, respetively, fori = 1; 2 and 3;P(N+i,4) : orresponding thrust, major and minor value;P(N+i,5) = 0;V(N+i,1) - V(N+i,5) = 0.Also, the number of partiles used in the analysis is given in MSTU(62).CALL PYCLUS(NJET)Purpose: to reonstrut an arbitrary number of jets using a luster analysis methodbased on partile momenta. 386



Three di�erent distane measures are available, see setion 15.3. The hoieis ontrolled by MSTU(46). The distane sale djoin, above whih two lustersmay not be joined, is normally given by PARU(44). In general, djoin may bevaried to desribe di�erent `jet-resolution powers'; the default value, 2.5 GeV,is fairly well suited for e+e� physis at 30{40 GeV. With the alternative massdistane measure, PARU(44) an be used to set the absolute maximum lustermass, or PARU(45) to set the saled one, i.e. in y = m2=E2m, where Em is thetotal invariant mass of the partiles being onsidered.It is possible to ontinue the luster searh from the on�guration alreadyfound, with a new higher djoin sale, by seleting MSTU(48) properly. InMSTU(47) one an also require a minimum number of jets to be reonstruted;ombined with an arti�ially large djoin this an be used to reonstrut a pre-determined number of jets.Whih partiles (or partons) are used in the analysis is determined by theMSTU(41) value, whereas assumptions about partile masses is given byMSTU(42). The parameters PARU(43) and PARU(48) regulate more tehnialdetails (for events at high energies and large multipliities, however, the hoieof a larger PARU(43) may be neessary to obtain reasonable reonstrutiontimes).NJET : the number of lusters reonstruted.= -1 : analysis not performed beause event ontained less than MSTU(47) (nor-mally 1) partiles, or analysis failed to reonstrut the requested numberof jets.= -2 : remaining spae in PYJETS (partly used as working area) not large enoughto allow analysis.Remark: if the analysis does not fail, further information is found in MSTU(61) -MSTU(63) and PARU(61) - PARU(63). In partiular, PARU(61) ontains theinvariant mass for the system analyzed, i.e. the number used in determiningthe denominator of y = m2=E2m. PARU(62) gives the generalized thrust, i.e.the sum of (absolute values of) luster momenta divided by the sum of par-tile momenta (roughly the same as multiity [Bra79℄). PARU(63) gives theminimum distane d (in p? or m) between two lusters in the �nal lusteron�guration, 0 in ase of only one luster.Further, the lines N+1 through N+NJET (N-NJET+1 through N for MSTU(43)=2)in PYJETS will, after a all, ontain the following information:K(N+i,1) = 31;K(N+i,2) = 97;K(N+i,3) : i, the jet number, with the jets arranged in falling order of abso-lute momentum;K(N+i,4) : the number of partiles assigned to jet i;K(N+i,5) = 0;P(N+i,1) - P(N+i,5) : momentum, energy and invariant mass of jet i;V(N+i,1) - V(N+i,5) = 0.Also, for a partile whih was used in the analysis, K(I,4)= i, where I is thepartile number and i the number of the jet it has been assigned to. Unde-ayed partiles not used then have K(I,4)=0. An exeption is made for lineswith K(I,1)=3 (whih anyhow are not normally interesting for luster searh),where the olour-ow information stored in K(I,4) is left intat.MSTU(3) is only set equal to the number of jets for positive NJET andMSTU(43)=1.CALL PYCELL(NJET) 387



Purpose: to provide a simpler luster routine more in line with what is urrently usedin the study of high-p? ollider events.A detetor is assumed to streth in pseudorapidity between -PARU(51) and+PARU(51) and be segmented in MSTU(51) equally large � (pseudorapidity)bins and MSTU(52) ' (azimuthal) bins. Transverse energy E? for undeayedentries are summed up in eah bin. For MSTU(53) non-zero, the energy issmeared by alorimetri resolution e�ets, ell by ell. This is done aord-ing to a Gaussian distribution; if MSTU(53)=1 the standard deviation for theE? is PARU(55)�pE?, if MSTU(53)=2 the standard deviation for the E isPARU(55)�pE, E? and E expressed in GeV. The Gaussian is ut o� at 0 andat a fator PARU(56) times the orret E? or E. Cells with an E? below agiven threshold PARU(58) are removed from further onsideration; by defaultPARU(58)=0. and thus all ells are kept.All bins with E? >PARU(52) are taken to be possible initiators of jets, andare tried in falling E? sequene to hek whether the total E? summed overells no more distant than PARU(54) in q(��)2 + (�')2 exeeds PARU(53).If so, these ells de�ne one jet, and are removed from further onsideration.Contrary to PYCLUS, not all partiles need be assigned to jets. Whih partiles(or partons) are used in the analysis is determined by the MSTU(41) value.NJET : the number of jets reonstruted (may be 0).= -2 : remaining spae in PYJETS (partly used as working area) not large enoughto allow analysis.Remark: the lines N+1 through N+NJET (N-NJET+1 through N for MSTU(43)=2) in PYJETSwill, after a all, ontain the following information:K(N+i,1) = 31;K(N+i,2) = 98;K(N+i,3) : i, the jet number, with the jets arranged in falling order in E?;K(N+i,4) : the number of partiles assigned to jet i;K(N+i,5) = 0;V(N+i,1) - V(N+i,5) = 0.Further, for MSTU(54)=1P(N+i,1), P(N+i,2) = position in � and ' of the enter of the jet initiatorell, i.e. geometrial enter of jet;P(N+i,3), P(N+i,4) = position in � and ' of the E?-weighted enter of thejet, i.e. the enter of gravity of the jet;P(N+i,5) = sum E? of the jet;while for MSTU(54)=2P(N+i,1) - P(N+i,5) : the jet momentum vetor, onstruted from thesummed E? and the � and ' of the E?-weighted enter of the jet as(px; py; pz; E;m) = E?(os'; sin'; sinh �; osh �; 0);and for MSTU(54)=3P(N+i,1) - P(N+i,5) : the jet momentum vetor, onstruted by addingvetorially the momentum of eah ell assigned to the jet, assuming that all theE? was deposited at the enter of the ell, and with the jet mass in P(N+i,5)alulated from the summed E and p as m2 = E2 � p2x � p2y � p2z.Also, the number of partiles used in the analysis is given in MSTU(62), andthe number of ells hit in MSTU(63).MSTU(3) is only set equal to the number of jets for positive NJET andMSTU(43)=1.CALL PYJMAS(PMH,PML) 388



Purpose: to reonstrut high and low jet mass of an event. A simpli�ed algorithm isused, wherein a preliminary division of the event into two hemispheres is donetransversely to the spheriity axis. Then one partile at a time is reassignedto the other hemisphere if that redues the sum of squares of the two jetmasses, m2H+m2L. The proedure is stopped when no further signi�ant hange(see PARU(48)) is obtained. Often, the original assignment is retained as itis. Whih partiles (or partons) are used in the analysis is determined bythe MSTU(41) value, whereas assumptions about partile masses is given byMSTU(42).PMH : heavy jet mass (in GeV).= -2. : remaining spae in PYJETS (partly used as working area) not large enoughto allow analysis.PML : light jet mass (in GeV).= -2. : as for PMH=-2.Remark: After a suessful all, MSTU(62) ontains the number of partiles used in theanalysis, and PARU(61) the invariant mass of the system analyzed. The latternumber is helpful in onstruting saled jet masses.CALL PYFOWO(H10,H20,H30,H40)Purpose: to do an event analysis in terms of the Fox-Wolfram moments. The momentsHi are normalized to the lowest one, H0. Whih partiles (or partons) are usedin the analysis is determined by the MSTU(41) value.H10 : H1=H0. Is = 0 if momentum is balaned.H20 : H2=H0.H30 : H3=H0.H40 : H4=H0.Remark: the number of partiles used in the analysis is given in MSTU(62).CALL PYTABU(MTABU)Purpose: to provide a number of event-analysis options whih an be be used on eahnew event, with aumulated statistis to be written out on request. Whenerrors are quoted, these refer to the unertainty in the average value for theevent sample as a whole, rather than to the spread of the individual events,i.e. errors derease like one over the square root of the number of eventsanalyzed. For a orret use of PYTABU, it is not permissible to freely mixgeneration and analysis of di�erent lasses of events, sine only one set ofstatistis ounters exists. A single run may still ontain sequential `subruns',between whih statistis is reset. Whenever an event is analyzed, the numberof partiles/partons used is given in MSTU(62).MTABU : determines whih ation is to be taken. Generally, a last digit equal to 0indiates that the statistis ounters for this option is to be reset; sine theounters are reset (by DATA statements) at the beginning of a run, this is notused normally. Last digit 1 leads to an analysis of urrent event with respetto the desired properties. Note that the resulting ation may depend on howthe event generated has been rotated, boosted or edited before this all. Thestatistis aumulated is output in tabular form with last digit 2, while it isdumped in the PYJETS ommon blok for last digit 3. The latter option maybe useful for interfaing to graphis output.Warning: this routine annot be used on weighted events, i.e. in the statistis alulationall events are assumed to ome with the same weight.389



= 10 : statistis on parton multipliity is reset.= 11 : the parton ontent of the urrent event is analyzed, lassi�ed aordingto the avour ontent of the hard interation and the total number of par-tons. The avour ontent is assumed given in MSTU(161) and MSTU(162);these are automatially set e.g. in PYEEVT and PYEVNT alls.= 12 : gives a table on parton multipliity distribution.= 13 : stores the parton multipliity distribution of events in /PYJETS/, usingthe following format:N = total number of di�erent hannels found;K(I,1) = 32;K(I,2) = 99;K(I,3), K(I,4) = the two avours of the avour ontent;K(I,5) = total number of events found with avour ontent of K(I,3)and K(I,4);P(I,1) - P(I,5) = relative probability to �nd given avour ontent anda total of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 partons, respetively;V(I,1) - V(I,5) = relative probability to �nd given avour ontent anda total of 6{7, 8{10, 11{15, 16{25 or above 25 partons, respetively.In addition, MSTU(3)=1 andK(N+1,1) = 32;K(N+1,2) = 99;K(N+1,5) = number of events analyzed.= 20 : statistis on partile ontent is reset.= 21 : the partile/parton ontent of the urrent event is analyzed, also for parti-les whih have subsequently deayed and partons whih have fragmented(unless this has been made impossible by a preeding PYEDIT all). Par-tiles are subdivided into primary and seondary ones, the main priniplebeing that primary partiles are those produed in the fragmentation ofa string, while seondary ome from deay of other partiles.= 22 : gives a table of partile ontent in events.= 23 : stores partile ontent in events in /PYJETS/, using the following format:N = number of di�erent partile speies found;K(I,1) = 32;K(I,2) = 99;K(I,3) = partile KF ode;K(I,5) = total number of partiles and antipartiles of this speies;P(I,1) = average number of primary partiles per event;P(I,2) = average number of seondary partiles per event;P(I,3) = average number of primary antipartiles per event;P(I,4) = average number of seondary antipartiles per event;P(I,5) = average total number of partiles or antipartiles per event.In addition, MSTU(3)=1 andK(N+1,1) = 32;K(N+1,2) = 99;K(N+1,5) = number of events analyzed;P(N+1,1) = average primary multipliity per event;P(N+1,2) = average �nal multipliity per event;P(N+1,3) = average harged multipliity per event.= 30 : statistis on fatorial moments is reset.= 31 : analyzes the fatorial moments of the multipliity distribution in di�er-ent bins of rapidity and azimuth. Whih partiles (or partons) are usedin the analysis is determined by the MSTU(41) value. The seletion be-tween usage of true rapidity, pion rapidity or pseudorapidity is regulated390



by MSTU(42). The z axis is assumed to be event axis; if this is not desir-able �nd an event axis e.g. with PYSPHE or PYTHRU and use PYEDIT(31).Maximum (pion-, pseudo-) rapidity, whih sets the limit for the rapidityplateau or the experimental aeptane, is given by PARU(57).= 32 : prints a table of the �rst four fatorial moments for various bins of pseu-dorapidity and azimuth. The moments are properly normalized so thatthey would be unity (up to statistial utuations) for uniform and un-orrelated partile prodution aording to Poissonian statistis, but in-reasing for dereasing bin size in ase of `intermittent' behaviour. Theerror on the average value is based on the atual statistial sample (i.e.does not use any assumptions on the distribution to relate errors to theaverage values of higher moments). Note that for small bin sizes, wherethe average multipliity is small and the fatorial moment therefore onlyvery rarely is non-vanishing, moment values may utuate wildly and theerrors given may be too low.= 33 : stores the fatorial moments in /PYJETS/, using the format:N = 30, with I = i = 1{10 orresponding to results for sliing the rapidityrange in 2i�1 bins, I = i = 11{20 to sliing the azimuth in 2i�11 bins,and I = i = 21{30 to sliing both rapidity and azimuth, eah in 2i�21bins;K(I,1) = 32;K(I,2) = 99;K(I,3) = number of bins in rapidity;K(I,4) = number of bins in azimuth;P(I,1) = rapidity bin size;P(I,2) - P(I,5) = hF2i{hF5i, i.e. mean of seond, third, fourth and�fth fatorial moment;V(I,1) = azimuthal bin size;V(I,2) - V(I,5) = statistial errors on hF2i{hF5i.In addition, MSTU(3) = 1 andK(31,1) = 32;K(31,2) = 99;K(31,5) = number of events analyzed.= 40 : statistis on energy{energy orrelation is reset.= 41 : the energy{energy orrelation EEC of the urrent event is analyzed.Whih partiles (or partons) are used in the analysis is determined bythe MSTU(41) value. Events are assumed given in their .m. frame. Theweight assigned to a pair i and j is 2EiEj=E2vis, where Evis is the sumof energies of all analyzed partiles in the event. Energies are deter-mined from the momenta of partiles, with mass determined aordingto the MSTU(42) value. Statistis is aumulated for the relative angle�ij, ranging between 0 and 180 degrees, subdivided into 50 bins.= 42 : prints a table of the energy{energy orrelation EEC and its asymmetryEECA, with errors. The de�nition of errors is not unique. In our ap-proah eah event is viewed as one observation, i.e. an EEC and EECAdistribution is obtained by summing over all partile pairs of an event,and then the average and spread of this event-distribution is alulated inthe standard fashion. The quoted error is therefore inversely proportionalto the square root of the number of events. It ould have been possibleto view eah single partile pair as one observation, whih would havegiven somewhat lower errors, but then one would also be fored to do aompliated orretion proedure to aount for the pairs in an event notbeing unorrelated (two hard jets separated by a given angle typially391



orresponds to several pairs at about that angle). Note, however, thatin our approah the squared error on an EECA bin is smaller than thesum of the squares of the errors on the orresponding EEC bins (as itshould be). Also note that it is not possible to ombine the errors of twonearby bins by hand from the information given, sine nearby bins areorrelated (again a trivial onsequene of the presene of jets).= 43 : stores the EEC and EECA in /PYJETS/, using the format:N = 25;K(I,1) = 32;K(I,2) = 99;P(I,1) = EEC for angles between I-1 and I, in units of 3:6Æ;P(I,2) = EEC for angles between 50-I and 51-I, in units of 3:6Æ;P(I,3) = EECA for angles between I-1 and I, in units of 3:6Æ;P(I,4), P(I,5) : lower and upper edge of angular range of bin I, ex-pressed in radians;V(I,1) - V(I,3) : errors on the EEC and EECA values stored inP(I,1) - P(I,3) (see =42 for omments);V(I,4), V(I,5) : lower and upper edge of angular range of bin I, ex-pressed in degrees.In addition, MSTU(3)=1 andK(26,1) = 32;K(26,2) = 99;K(26,5) = number of events analyzed.= 50 : statistis on omplete �nal states is reset.= 51 : analyzes the partile ontent of the �nal state of the urrent event reord.During the ourse of the run, statistis is thus aumulated on how oftendi�erent �nal states appear. Only �nal states with up to 8 partilesare analyzed, and there is only reserved spae for up to 200 di�erent�nal states. Most high energy events have multipliities far above 8,so the main use for this tool is to study the e�etive branhing ratiosobtained with a given deay model for e.g. harm or bottom hadrons.Then PY1ENT may be used to generate one deaying partile at a time,with a subsequent analysis by PYTABU. Depending on at what level thisstudied is to be arried out, some partile deays may be swithed o�,like �0.= 52 : gives a list of the (at most 200) hannels with up to 8 partiles in the�nal state, with their relative branhing ratio. The ordering is aordingto multipliity, and within eah multipliity aording to an asendingorder of KF odes. The KF odes of the partiles belonging to a givenhannel are given in desending order.= 53 : stores the �nal states and branhing ratios found in /PYJETS/, using theformat:N = number of di�erent expliit �nal states found (at most 200);K(I,1) = 32;K(I,2) = 99;K(I,5) = multipliity of given �nal state, a number between 1 and 8;P(I,1) - P(I,5), V(I,1) - V(I,3) : the KF odes of the up to 8partiles of the given �nal state, onverted to real numbers, with trailingzeroes for positions not used;V(I,5) : e�etive branhing ratio for the given �nal state.In addition, MSTU(3)=1 andK(N+1,1) = 32;K(N+1,2) = 99; 392



K(N+1,5) = number of events analyzed;V(N+1,5) = summed branhing ratio for �nals states not given above,either beause they ontained more than 8 partiles or beause all 200hannels have been used up.COMMON/PYDAT1/MSTU(200),PARU(200),MSTJ(200),PARJ(200)Purpose: to give aess to a number of status odes and parameters whih regulate theperformane of fragmentation and event analysis routines. Most parametersare desribed in setion 14.3; here only those related to the event-analysisroutines are desribed.MSTU(41) : (D=2) partons/partiles used in the event-analysis routines PYSPHE, PYTHRU,PYCLUS, PYCELL, PYJMAS, PYFOWO and PYTABU (PYTABU(11) exepted).= 1 : all partons/partiles that have not fragmented/deayed.= 2 : ditto, with the exeption of neutrinos and unknown partiles.= 3 : only harged, stable partiles, plus any partons still not fragmented.MSTU(42) : (D=2) assumed partile masses, used in alulating energies E2 = p2 +m2,as subsequently used in PYCLUS, PYJMAS and PYTABU (in the latter also forpseudorapidity, pion rapidity or true rapidity seletion).= 0 : all partiles are assumed massless.= 1 : all partiles, exept the photon, are assumed to have the harged pionmass.= 2 : the true masses are used.MSTU(43) : (D=1) storing of event-analysis information (mainly jet axes), in PYSPHE,PYTHRU, PYCLUS and PYCELL.= 1 : stored after the event proper, in positions N+1 through N+MSTU(3). If sev-eral of the routines are used in suession, all but the latest informationis overwritten.= 2 : stored with the event proper, i.e. at the end of the event listing, with Nupdated aordingly. If several of the routines are used in suession, allthe axes determined are available.MSTU(44) : (D=4) is the number of the fastest (i.e. with largest momentum) partilesused to onstrut the (at most) 10 most promising starting on�gurations forthe thrust axis determination.MSTU(45) : (D=2) is the number of di�erent starting on�gurations above, whih haveto onverge to the same (best) value before this is aepted as the orretthrust axis.MSTU(46) : (D=1) distane measure used for the joining of lusters in PYCLUS.= 1 : dij, i.e. approximately relative transverse momentum. Anytime two lus-ters have been joined, partiles are reassigned to the luster they now arelosest to. The distane ut-o� djoin is stored in PARU(44).= 2 : distane measure as in =1, but partiles are never reassigned to new jets.= 3 : JADE distane measure yij, but with dimensions to orrespond approx-imately to total invariant mass. Partiles may never be reassigned be-tween lusters. The distane ut-o� mmin is stored in PARU(44).= 4 : as =3, but a saled JADE distane yij is used instead of mij. The distaneut-o� ymin is stored in PARU(45).= 5 : Durham distane measure ~yij, but with dimensions to orrespond ap-proximately to transverse momentum. Partiles may never be reassignedbetween lusters. The distane ut-o� p?min is stored in PARU(44).= 6 : as =5, but a saled Durham distane ~yij is used instead of p?ij. Thedistane ut-o� ~ymin is stored in PARU(45).393



MSTU(47) : (D=1) the minimum number of lusters to be reonstruted by PYCLUS.MSTU(48) : (D=0) mode of operation of the PYCLUS routine.= 0 : the luster searh is started from srath.= 1 : the lusters obtained in a previous luster searh on the same event (withMSTU(48)=0) are to be taken as the starting point for subsequent lusterjoining. For this all to have any e�et, the joining sale in PARU(44) orPARU(45) must have been hanged. If the event reord has been modi�edafter the last PYCLUS all, or if any other luster searh parameter settinghas been hanged, the subsequent result is unpreditable.MSTU(51) : (D=25) number of pseudorapidity bins that the range between -PARU(51)and +PARU(51) is divided into to de�ne ell size for PYCELL.MSTU(52) : (D=24) number of azimuthal bins, used to de�ne the ell size for PYCELL.MSTU(53) : (D=0) smearing of orret energy, imposed ell-by-ell in PYCELL, to simulatealorimeter resolution e�ets.= 0 : no smearing.= 1 : the transverse energy in a ell, E?, is smeared aording to a Gaussiandistribution with standard deviation PARU(55)�pE?, where E? is givenin GeV. The Gaussian is ut o� so that 0 < E?smeared <PARU(56)�E?true.= 2 : as =1, but it is the energy E rather than the transverse energy E? thatis smeared.MSTU(54) : (D=1) form for presentation of information about reonstruted lusters inPYCELL, as stored in PYJETS aording to the MSTU(43) value.= 1 : the P vetor in eah line ontains � and ' for the geometri origin of thejet, � and ' for the weighted enter of the jet, and jet E?, respetively.= 2 : the P vetor in eah line ontains a massless four-vetor giving the dire-tion of the jet, obtained as(px; py; pz; E;m) = E?(os'; sin'; sinh �; osh �; 0),where � and ' give the weighted enter of a jet and E? its transverseenergy.= 3 : the P vetor in eah line ontains a massive four-vetor, obtained byadding the massless four-vetors of all ells that form part of the jet, andalulating the jet mass from m2 = E2 � p2x � p2y � p2z. For eah ell, thetotal E? is summed up, and then translated into a massless four-vetorassuming that all the E? was deposited in the enter of the ell.MSTU(61) : (I) �rst entry for storage of event-analysis information in last event analyzedwith PYSPHE, PYTHRU, PYCLUS or PYCELL.MSTU(62) : (R) number of partiles/partons used in the last event analysis with PYSPHE,PYTHRU, PYCLUS, PYCELL, PYJMAS, PYFOWO or PYTABU.MSTU(63) : (R) in a PYCLUS all, the number of prelusters onstruted in order to speedup analysis (should be equal to MSTU(62) if PARU(43)=0.). In a PYCELL all,the number of ells hit.MSTU(161), MSTU(162) : hard avours involved in urrent event, as used in an analysiswith PYTABU(11). Either or both may be set 0, to indiate the presene ofone or none hard avours in event. Is normally set by high-level routines, likePYEEVT or PYEVNT, but an also be set by you.PARU(41) : (D=2.) power of momentum-dependene in PYSPHE, default orresponds tospheriity, =1. to linear event measures.PARU(42) : (D=1.) power of momentum-dependene in PYTHRU, default orresponds tothrust.PARU(43) : (D=0.25 GeV) maximum distane dinit allowed in PYCLUS when formingstarting lusters used to speed up reonstrution. The meaning of the param-eter is in p? for MSTU(46)� 2 or � 5 and in m else. If =0., no prelustering is394



obtained. If hosen too large, more joining may be generated at this stage thanis desirable. The main appliation is at high energies, where some speedup isimperative, and the small details are not so important anyway.PARU(44) : (D=2.5 GeV) maximum distane djoin, below whih it is allowed to join twolusters into one in PYCLUS. Is used for MSTU(46)� 3 and =5, i.e. both for p?and mass distane measure.PARU(45) : (D=0.05) maximum distane yjoin = m2=E2vis or ditto with m2 ! p2?, belowwhih it is allowed to join two lusters into one in PYCLUS for MSTU(46)=4,=6.PARU(48) : (D=0.0001) onvergene riterion for thrust (in PYTHRU) or generalized thrust(in PYCLUS), or relative hange of m2H + m2L (in PYJMAS), i.e. when the valuehanges by less than this amount between two iterations the proess is stopped.PARU(51) : (D=2.5) de�nes maximum absolute pseudorapidity used for detetor as-sumed in PYCELL.PARU(52) : (D=1.5 GeV) gives minimum E? for a ell to be onsidered as a potentialjet initiator by PYCELL.PARU(53) : (D=7.0 GeV) gives minimum summed E? for a olletion of ells to beaepted as a jet.PARU(54) : (D=1.) gives the maximum distane in R = q(��)2 + (�')2 from ellinitiator when grouping ells to hek whether they qualify as a jet.PARU(55) : (D=0.5) when smearing the transverse energy (or energy, see MSTU(53))in PYCELL, the alorimeter ell resolution is taken to be PARU(55)�pE? (orPARU(55)�pE) for E? (or E) in GeV.PARU(56) : (D=2.) maximum fator of upward utuation in transverse energy or en-ergy in a given ell when alorimeter resolution is inluded in PYCELL (seeMSTU(53)).PARU(57) : (D=3.2) maximum rapidity (or pseudorapidity or pion rapidity, dependingon MSTU(42)) used in the fatorial moments analysis in PYTABU.PARU(58) : (D=0. GeV) in a PYCELL all, ells with a transverse energy E? belowPARP(58) are removed from further onsideration. This may be used to rep-resent a threshold in an atual alorimeter, or may be hosen just to speed upthe algorithm in a high-multipliity environment.PARU(61) : (I) invariant mass W of a system analyzed with PYCLUS or PYJMAS, withenergies alulated aording to the MSTU(42) value.PARU(62) : (R) the generalized thrust obtained after a suessful PYCLUS all, i.e. ratioof summed luster momenta and summed partile momenta.PARU(63) : (R) the minimum distane d between two lusters in the �nal luster on�g-uration after a suessful PYCLUS all; is 0 if only one luster left.15.6 HistogramsThe GBOOK pakage was written in 1979, at a time when HBOOK [Bru87℄ was notavailable in Fortran 77. It has been used sine as a small and simple histogrammingprogram. For this version of Pythia the program has been updated to run togetherwith Pythia in double preision. Only the one-dimensional histogram part has beenretained, and subroutine names have been hanged to �t Pythia onventions. Thesemodi�ed routines are now distributed together with Pythia. They would not be used for�nal graphis, but may be handy for simple heks, and are extensively used to providefree-standing examples of analysis programs, to be found on the Pythia web page.There is a maximum of 1000 histograms at your disposal, numbered in the range 1to 1000. Before a histogram an be �lled, spae must be reserved (booked) for it, andhistogram information provided. Histogram ontents are stored in a ommonblok of395



dimension 20000, in the order they are booked. Eah booked histogram requires NX+28numbers, where NX is the number of x bins and the 28 inlude limits, under/overow andthe title. If you run out of spae, the program an be reompiled with larger dimensions.The histograms an be manipulated with a few routines. Histogram output is `line printer'style, i.e. no graphis.CALL PYBOOK(ID,TITLE,NX,XL,XU)Purpose: to book a one-dimensional histogram.ID : histogram number, integer between 1 and 1000.TITLE : histogram title, at most 60 haraters.NX : number of bins in the histogram; integer between 1 and 100.XL, XU : lower and upper bound, respetively, on the x range overed by the histogram.CALL PYFILL(ID,X,W)Purpose: to �ll a one-dimensional histogram.ID : histogram number.X : x oordinate of point.W : weight to be added in this point.CALL PYFACT(ID,F)Purpose: to resale the ontents of a histogram.ID : histogram number.F : resaling fator, i.e. a fator that all bin ontents (inluding overow et.) aremultiplied by.Remark: a typial resaling fator ould be f = 1/(bin size * number of events) =NX/(XU-XL) * 1/(number of events).CALL PYOPER(ID1,OPER,ID2,ID3,F1,F2)Purpose: this is a general-purpose routine for editing one or several histograms, whihall are assumed to have the same number of bins. Operations are arried outbin by bin, inluding overow bins et.OPER: gives the type of operation to be arried out, a one-harater string or aCHARACTER*1 variable.= '+', '-', '*', '/' : add, subtrat, multiply or divide the ontents in ID1 andID2 and put the result in ID3. F1 and F2, if not 1D0, give fators bywhih the ID1 and ID2 bin ontents are multiplied before the indiatedoperation. (Division with vanishing bin ontent will give 0.)= 'A', 'S', 'L' : for 'S' the square root of the ontent in ID1 is taken (result0 for negative bin ontents) and for 'L' the 10-logarithm is taken (anonpositive bin ontent is before that replaed by 0.8 times the smallestpositive bin ontent). Thereafter, in all three ases, the ontent is mul-tiplied by F1 and added with F2, and the result is plaed in ID3. ThusID2 is dummy in these ases.= 'M' : intended for statistial analysis, bin-by-bin mean and standard deviationof a variable, assuming that ID1 ontains aumulated weights, ID2 au-mulated weight*variable and ID3 aumulated weight*variable-squared.396



Afterwards ID2 will ontain the mean values (=ID2/ID1) and ID3 thestandard deviations (= qID3=ID1 � (ID2=ID1)2). In the end, F1 multi-plies ID1 (for normalization purposes), while F2 is dummy.ID1, ID2, ID3 : histogram numbers, used as desribed above.F1, F2 : fators or o�sets, used as desribed above.CALL PYHISTPurpose: to print all histograms that have been �lled, and thereafter reset their binontents to 0.CALL PYPLOT(ID)Purpose: to print out a single histogram.ID : histogram to be printed.CALL PYNULL(ID)Purpose: to reset all bin ontents, inluding overow et., to 0.ID : histogram to be reset.CALL PYDUMP(MDUMP,LFN,NHI,IHI)Purpose: to dump the ontents of existing histograms on an external �le, from whihthey ould be read in to another program.MDUMP : the ation to be taken.= 1 : dump histograms, eah with the �rst line giving histogram number andtitle, the seond the number of x bins and lower and upper limit, thethird the total number of entries and under-, inside- and overow, andsubsequent ones the bin ontents grouped �ve per line. If NHI=0 all exist-ing histograms are dumped and IHI is dummy, else the NHI histogramswith numbers IHI(1) through IHI(NHI) are dumped.= 2 : read in histograms dumped with MDUMP=1 and book and �ll histogramsaording to this information. (With modest modi�ations this optionould instead be used to write the info to HBOOK/HPLOT format, orwhatever.) NHI and IHI are dummy.= 3 : dump histogram ontents in olumn style, where the �rst olumn on-tains the x values (average of respetive bin) of the �rst histogram, andsubsequent olumns the histogram ontents. All histograms dumpedthis way must have the same number of x bins, but it is not hekedwhether the x range is also the same. If NHI=0 all existing histogramsare dumped and IHI is dummy, else the NHI histograms with numbersIHI(1) through IHI(NHI) are dumped. A �le written this way an beread e.g. by Gnuplot [Gnu99℄.LFN : the �le number to whih the ontents should be written. You must see to itthat this �le is properly opened for write (sine the de�nition of �le names isplatform dependent).NHI : number of histograms to be dumped; if 0 then all existing histograms aredumped.IHI : array ontaining histogram numbers in the �rst NHI positions for NHI nonzero.397



COMMON/PYBINS/IHIST(4),INDX(1000),BIN(20000)Purpose: to ontain all information on histograms.IHIST(1) : (D=1000) maximum allowed histogram number, i.e. dimension of the INDXarray.IHIST(2) : (D=20000) size of histogram storage, i.e. dimension of the BIN array.IHIST(3) : (D=55) maximum number of lines per page assumed for printing histograms.18 lines are reserved for title, bin ontents and statistis, while the rest an beused for the histogram proper.IHIST(4) : internal ounter for spae usage in the BIN array.INDX : gives the initial address in BIN for eah histogram. If this array is expanded,also IHIST(1) should be hanged.BIN : gives bin ontents and some further histogram information for the bookedhistograms. If this array is expanded, also IHIST(2) should be hanged.
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16 Summary and OutlookA omplete desription of the Pythia program would have to over four aspets:1. the basi philosophy and priniples underlying the programs;2. the detailed physis senarios implemented, with all the neessary ompromises andapproximations;3. the struture of the implementation, inluding program ow, internal variable namesand programming triks; and4. the manual, whih desribes how to use the programs.Of these aspets, the �rst has been dealt with in reasonable detail. The seond is unevenlyovered: in depth for aspets whih are not disussed anywhere else, more summarily forareas where separate up-to-date papers already exist. The third is not inluded at all, but`left as an exerise' for the reader, to �gure out from the ode itself. The fourth, �nally,should be largely overed, although many further omments ould have been made, inpartiular about the interplay between di�erent parts of the programs. Still, in the end,no manual, however omplete, an substitute for `hands on' experiene.The Pythia program is ontinuously being developed. We are aware of many short-omings, some of whih hopefully will be addressed in the future. Mainly this is a matterof inluding new interesting physis senarios and improving the existing ones, but alsosome leanup and reorganization would be appropriate. No timetable is set up for suh fu-ture hanges, however. After all, this is not a professionally maintained software produt,but part of a small physis researh projet. Very often, developments of the programshave ome about as a diret response to the evolution of the physis stage, i.e. experi-mental results and studies for future aelerators. Hopefully, the program will keep onevolving in step with the new hallenges opening up.In the longer future, a radially new version of the program is required. Given thedeisions by the big laboratories and ollaborations to disontinue the use of Fortranand instead adopt C++, it is natural to attempt to move also event generators in thatdiretion. User-friendly interfaes will have to hide the onsiderable underlying omplexityfrom the non-expert. The Pythia 7 projet got going in the beginning of 1998, and isan e�ort to reformulate the event generation proess in objet oriented language. Evenif muh of the physis will be arried over unhanged, none of the existing ode willsurvive. The struture of the event reord and the whole administrative apparatus isompletely di�erent from the urrent one, in order to allow a muh more general andexible formulation of the event generation proess. A strategy doument [L�on99℄ wasfollowed by a �rst `proof of onept version' in June 2000 [Ber01℄, ontaining the generievent generation mahinery, some proesses, and the string fragmentation routines. Inthe next few years, the hope is to produe useful versions, even if still limited in sope.Due to the onsiderable omplexity of the undertaking, it will still be several years beforethe C++ version of Pythia will ontain more and better physis than the Fortran one.The two versions therefore will oexist for several years, with the Fortran one used forphysis `prodution' and the C++ one for exploration of the objet-oriented approahthat will be standard at the LHC.
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Subproess Summary TableThis index is intended to give a quik referene to the di�erent physis proesses imple-mented in the program. Further details are to be found elsewhere in the manual, espeiallyin setion 8. A trailing '+' on a few Susy proesses indiates inlusion of harge-onjugatemodes as well.No. SubproessHard QCD proesses:11 fifj ! fifj12 fifi ! fkfk13 fifi ! gg28 fig ! fig53 gg ! fkfk68 gg ! ggSoft QCD proesses:91 elasti sattering92 single di�ration (XB)93 single di�ration (AX)94 double di�ration95 low-p? produtionOpen heavy avour:(also fourth generation)81 fifi ! QkQk82 gg ! QkQk83 qifj ! Qkfl84 g ! QkQk85  ! FkFkClosed heavy avour:86 gg ! J= g87 gg ! �0g88 gg ! �1g89 gg ! �2g104 gg ! �0105 gg ! �2106 gg ! J= 107 g ! J= g108  ! J= 

No. SubproessW=Z prodution:1 fifi ! �=Z02 fifj ! W�22 fifi ! Z0Z023 fifj ! Z0W�25 fifi ! W+W�15 fifi ! gZ016 fifj ! gW�30 fig ! fiZ031 fig ! fkW�19 fifi ! Z020 fifj ! W�35 fi ! fiZ036 fi ! fkW�69  ! W+W�70 W� ! Z0W�Prompt photons:14 fifi ! g18 fifi ! 29 fig ! fi114 gg ! 115 gg ! gDeeply Inel. Satt.:10 fifj ! fkfl99 �q ! qPhoton-indued:33 fi ! fig34 fi ! fi54 g ! fkfk58  ! fkfk131 fi�T ! fig

No. Subproess132 fi�L ! fig133 fi�T ! fi134 fi�L ! fi135 g�T ! fifi136 g�L ! fifi137 �T�T ! fifi138 �T�L ! fifi139 �L�T ! fifi140 �L�L ! fifi80 qi ! qk��Light SM Higgs:3 fifi ! h024 fifi ! Z0h026 fifj ! W�h0102 gg ! h0103  ! h0110 fifi ! h0111 fifi ! gh0112 fig ! fih0113 gg ! gh0121 gg ! QkQkh0122 qiqi ! QkQkh0123 fifj ! fifjh0124 fifj ! fkflh0Heavy SM Higgs:5 Z0Z0 ! h08 W+W� ! h071 Z0LZ0L ! Z0LZ0L72 Z0LZ0L ! W+L W�L73 Z0LW�L ! Z0LW�L76 W+LW�L ! Z0LZ0L77 W�LW�L ! W�LW�L
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No. SubproessBSM Neutral Higgses:151 fifi ! H0152 gg ! H0153  ! H0171 fifi ! Z0H0172 fifj ! W�H0173 fifj ! fifjH0174 fifj ! fkflH0181 gg ! QkQkH0182 qiqi ! QkQkH0183 fifi ! gH0184 fig ! fiH0185 gg ! gH0156 fifi ! A0157 gg ! A0158  ! A0176 fifi ! Z0A0177 fifj ! W�A0178 fifj ! fifjA0179 fifj ! fkflA0186 gg ! QkQkA0187 qiqi ! QkQkA0188 fifi ! gA0189 fig ! fiA0190 gg ! gA0Charged Higgs:143 fifj ! H+161 fig ! fkH+Higgs pairs:297 fifj ! H�h0298 fifj ! H�H0299 fifi ! A0h0300 fifi ! A0H0301 fifi ! H+H�

No. SubproessNew gauge bosons:141 fifi ! =Z0=Z00142 fifj ! W0+144 fifj ! RLeptoquarks:145 qi`j ! LQ162 qg ! `LQ163 gg ! LQLQ164 qiqi ! LQLQTehniolor:149 gg ! �t191 fifi ! �0t192 fifj ! �+t193 fifi ! !0t194 fifi ! fkfk195 fifj ! fkf l361 fifi ! W+L W�L362 fifi ! W�L ��t363 fifi ! �+t��t364 fifi ! �0t365 fifi ! �00t366 fifi ! Z0�0t367 fifi ! Z0�00t368 fifi ! W���t370 fifj ! W�L Z0L371 fifj ! W�L �0t372 fifj ! ��tZ0L373 fifj ! ��t�0t374 fifj ! ��t375 fifj ! Z0��t376 fifj ! W��0t377 fifj ! W��00t

No. SubproessCompositeness:146 e ! e�147 dg ! d�148 ug ! u�167 qiqj ! d�qk168 qiqj ! u�qk169 qiqi ! e�e��165 fifi(! �=Z0) ! fkfk166 fifj(! W�) ! fkf lLeft{right symmetry:341 `i`j ! H��L342 `i`j ! H��R343 `�i  ! H��L e�344 `�i  ! H��R e�345 `�i  ! H��L ��346 `�i  ! H��R ��347 `�i  ! H��L ��348 `�i  ! H��R ��349 fifi ! H++L H��L350 fifi ! H++R H��R351 fifj ! fkflH��L352 fifj ! fkflH��R353 fifi ! Z0R354 fifj ! W�RExtra Dimensions:391 ff ! G�392 gg ! G�393 qq ! gG�394 qg ! qG�395 gg ! gG�
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No. SubproessSusy:201 fifi ! ~eL~e�L202 fifi ! ~eR~e�R203 fifi ! ~eL~e�R+204 fifi ! ~�L~��L205 fifi ! ~�R~��R206 fifi ! ~�L~��R+207 fifi ! ~�1~� �1208 fifi ! ~�2~� �2209 fifi ! ~�1~� �2+210 fifj ! ~̀L~� �̀+211 fifj ! ~�1~���+212 fifj ! ~�2~���+213 fifi ! ~�` ~�`�214 fifi ! ~�� ~���216 fifi ! ~�1 ~�1217 fifi ! ~�2 ~�2218 fifi ! ~�3 ~�3219 fifi ! ~�4 ~�4220 fifi ! ~�1 ~�2221 fifi ! ~�1 ~�3222 fifi ! ~�1 ~�4223 fifi ! ~�2 ~�3224 fifi ! ~�2 ~�4225 fifi ! ~�3 ~�4226 fifi ! ~��1 ~��1227 fifi ! ~��2 ~��2228 fifi ! ~��1 ~��2229 fifj ! ~�1 ~��1

No. Subproess230 fifj ! ~�2 ~��1231 fifj ! ~�3 ~��1232 fifj ! ~�4 ~��1233 fifj ! ~�1 ~��2234 fifj ! ~�2 ~��2235 fifj ! ~�3 ~��2236 fifj ! ~�4 ~��2237 fifi ! ~g~�1238 fifi ! ~g~�2239 fifi ! ~g~�3240 fifi ! ~g~�4241 fifj ! ~g~��1242 fifj ! ~g~��2243 fifi ! ~g~g244 gg ! ~g~g246 fig ! ~qiL ~�1247 fig ! ~qiR ~�1248 fig ! ~qiL ~�2249 fig ! ~qiR ~�2250 fig ! ~qiL ~�3251 fig ! ~qiR ~�3252 fig ! ~qiL ~�4253 fig ! ~qiR ~�4254 fig ! ~qjL ~��1256 fig ! ~qjL ~��2258 fig ! ~qiL~g259 fig ! ~qiR~g261 fifi ! ~t1~t�1262 fifi ! ~t2~t�2

No. Subproess263 fifi ! ~t1~t�2+264 gg ! ~t1~t�1265 gg ! ~t2~t�2271 fifj ! ~qiL~qjL272 fifj ! ~qiR~qjR273 fifj ! ~qiL~qjR+274 fifj ! ~qiL~q�jL275 fifj ! ~qiR~q�jR276 fifj ! ~qiL~q�jR+277 fifi ! ~qjL~q�jL278 fifi ! ~qjR~q�jR279 gg ! ~qiL~q�i L280 gg ! ~qiR~q�i R281 bqi ! ~b1~qiL282 bqi ! ~b2~qiR283 bqi ! ~b1~qiR + ~b2~qiL284 bqi ! ~b1~q�i L285 bqi ! ~b2~q�i R286 bqi ! ~b1~q�i R + ~b2~q�i L287 qiqi ! ~b1~b�1288 qiqi ! ~b2~b�2289 gg ! ~b1~b�1290 gg ! ~b2~b�2291 bb ! ~b1~b1292 bb ! ~b2~b2293 bb ! ~b1~b2294 bg ! ~b1~g295 bg ! ~b2~g296 bb ! ~b1~b�2+
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Index of Subprograms and Common Blok VariablesThis index is not intended to be omplete, but gives the page where the main desriptionbegins of a subroutine, funtion, blok data, ommon blok, variable or array. For ommonblok variables also the name of the ommon blok is given. When some omponents ofan array are desribed in a separate plae, a speial referene (indented with respet tothe main one) is given for these omponents.AQCDUP in HEPEUP 224AQEDUP in HEPEUP 224BRAT in PYDAT3 363CHAF in PYDAT4 364CKIN in PYSUBS 167COEF in PYINT2 250EBMUP in HEPRUP 217HEPEUP ommon blok 223HEPEVT ommon blok 63HEPRUP ommon blok 217ICOL in PYINT2 251ICOLUP in HEPEUP 226IDBMUP in HEPRUP 217IDPRUP in HEPEUP 223IDUP in HEPEUP 224IDWTUP in HEPRUP 218IMSS in PYMSSM 199ISET in PYINT2 250ISIG in PYINT3 251ISTUP in HEPEUP 224K in PYJETS 57KCHG in PYDAT2 358KFDP in PYDAT3 363KFIN in PYSUBS 167KFPR in PYINT2 250LPRUP in HEPRUP 222MAXNUP in HEPEUP 223MAXPUP in HEPRUP 217MDCY in PYDAT3 360MDME in PYDAT3 360MINT in PYINT1 242MOTHUP in HEPEUP 225MRPY in PYDATR 46MSEL in PYSUBS 165MSTI in PYPARS 203MSTJ in PYDAT1, main 345MSTJ(38) - MSTJ(50) 281MSTJ(101) - MSTJ(121) 78MSTP in PYPARS, main 171MSTP(22) 285MSTP(61) - MSTP(71) 285MSTP(81) - MSTP(94) 300MSTP(131) - MSTP(134) 303

MSTU in PYDAT1, main 342MSTU(1) and some more 375MSTU(41) - MSTU(63) 393MSTU(101) - MSTU(118) 195MSTU(161) - MSTU(162) 394MSUB in PYSUBS 166MWID in PYINT4 251N in PYJETS 57NGEN in PYINT5 253NPRUP in HEPRUP 222NUP in HEPEUP 223P in PYJETS 58PARF in PYDAT2 358PARI in PYPARS 205PARJ in PYDAT1, main 350PARJ(80) - PARJ(90) 284PARJ(121) - PARJ(171) 81PARJ(180) - PARJ(195) 198PARP in PYPARS, main 190PARP(61) - PARP(72) 287PARP(81) - PARP(100) 304PARP(131) 305PARU in PYDAT1, main 345PARU(41) - PARU(63) 394PARU(101) - PARU(195) 195PDFGUP in HEPRUP 217PDFSUP in HEPRUP 217PMAS in PYDAT2 358PROC in PYINT6 253PUP in HEPEUP 227PY1ENT subroutine 337PY2ENT subroutine 337PY3ENT subroutine 338PY4ENT subroutine 338PY2FRM subroutine 236PY4FRM subroutine 236PY6FRM subroutine 237PY4JET subroutine 238PYADSH funtion 280PYALEM funtion 194PYALPS funtion 194PYANGL funtion 341PYBINS ommon blok 398
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PYBOEI subroutine 340PYBOOK subroutine 396PYCELL subroutine 387PYCHGE funtion 341PYCLUS subroutine 386PYCOMP funtion 341PYDAT1 ommon blok 342PYDAT2 ommon blok 358PYDAT3 ommon blok 360PYDAT4 ommon blok 364PYDATA blok data 242PYDATR ommon blok 46PYDCYK subroutine 356PYDECY subroutine 340PYDIFF subroutine 240PYDISG subroutine 240PYDOCU subroutine 240PYDUMP subroutine 397PYEDIT subroutine 370PYEEVT subroutine 76PYERRM subroutine 341PYEVNT subroutine 162PYEVWT subroutine 210PYEXEC subroutine 340PYFACT subroutine 396PYFILL subroutine 396PYFOWO subroutine 389PYFRAM subroutine 163PYGAGA subroutine 240PYGAMM funtion 241PYGANO funtion 241PYGBEH funtion 241PYGDIR funtion 241PYGGAM funtion 241PYGIVE subroutine 339PYGVMD funtion 241PYHEPC subroutine 64PYHFTH funtion 241PYHIST subroutine 397PYI3AU subroutine 242PYINBM subroutine 239PYINDF subroutine 340PYINIT subroutine 160PYINKI subroutine 240PYINPR subroutine 240PYINRE subroutine 239PYINT1 ommon blok 242PYINT2 ommon blok 250PYINT3 ommon blok 251PYINT4 ommon blok 251PYINT5 ommon blok 253

PYINT6 ommon blok 253PYINT7 ommon blok 253PYINT8 ommon blok 254PYINT9 ommon blok 254PYJETS ommon blok 57PYJMAS subroutine 388PYJOIN subroutine 338PYK funtion 373PYKCUT subroutine 164PYKFDI subroutine 340PYKFIN subroutine 356PYKLIM subroutine 241PYKMAP subroutine 241PYLIST subroutine 372PYLOGO subroutine 341PYMAEL funtion 280PYMASS funtion 341PYMAXI subroutine 240PYMEMX subroutine 280PYMEWT subroutine 280PYMRUN funtion 194PYMSRV ommon blok 202PYMSSM ommon blok 199PYMULT subroutine 240PYNAME subroutine 341PYNMES subroutine 356PYNULL subroutine 397PYONIA subroutine 77PYOPER subroutine 396PYOFSH subroutine 241PYP funtion 374PYPARS ommon blok 171, 203PYPDEL subroutine 241PYPDFL subroutine 241PYPDFU subroutine 241PYPDGA subroutine 241PYPDPI subroutine 241PYPDPR subroutine 241PYPILE subroutine 240PYPLOT subroutine 397PYPREP subroutine 340PYPTDI subroutine 340PYQQBH subroutine 242PYR funtion 45PYRGET subroutine 46PYRSET subroutine 46PYRADK subroutine 77PYRAND subroutine 240PYRECO subroutine 242PYREMN subroutine 240PYRESD subroutine 240
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